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Release Notes
Welcome to Identity Governance 14.3 Release Notes.

The Release Notes provide you with the most up-to-date release-specific information such as new features,
enhancements to existing features, certifications, known issues, installation and upgrade considerations, and fixed
defects.

The Release Notes is organized into the following sections:

Release Features and Enhancements
This section of the Release Notes provides information about the new features and enhancements that are introduced in
the following releases of Identity Governance.

Identity Governance 14.3 CP2
Identity Governance 14.3 CP2 includes the following enhancements.

Increased the Column Size of User, Resource and Role Description Fields
Identity Governance now allows you to store a maximum of 768 characters in the User custom fields, Resource custom
fields and Role Description field.

NOTE
This enhancement will update the Database Schema.

Support for JBoss 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x

Identity Governance supports JBoss 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x as application servers.

To migrate to the latest version of these application servers, refer to Support for JBoss 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.

New Certifications

Identity Governance 14.3 CP2 certifies support for the following:

• Oracle Database 18c and 19c
• Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise Edition 2016 and 2017 including SQL Always On Availability Group
• Red Hat Enterprise Server 8.0 (RHEL 8.0) as a Server Platform
• Windows Server 2019 as a Server Platform
• Windows Server 2019 as a Managed Endpoint
• SAP S/4 Hana as a Managed Endpoint
• Symantec Privileged Access Manager (PAM) 3.3 as a Managed Endpoint
• Symantec Privileged Access Manager Server Control 14.1 as a Managed Endpoint
• CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server 7.1.1

NOTE
For the list of defects that are fixed in Identity Governance 14.3 CP2, view the following link:

• Identity Governance 14.3 CP2 - Fixed Defects
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Identity Governance 14.3 CP1
Identity Governance 14.3 CP1 includes the following new features and enhancements.

Filter Users for Reassign and Consult

Campaign reviewers can now reassign or consult about a certification task with users that are filtered by a campaign
owner. By applying filters, a campaign owner determines users for reassign and consult actions per campaign. For
example, a campaign owner can apply a filter to select only active users in an organization for reassign and consult
actions. For more information, see Define Reviewers for Certifications.

Support for JBoss 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x

Identity Governance supports JBoss 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x as application servers.

To migrate to the latest version of these application servers, refer to Support for JBoss 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.

NOTE
For the list of defects that are fixed in Identity Governance 14.3 CP1, view the following link:

• Identity Governance 14.3 CP1 - Fixed Defects

Identity Governance 14.3 GA
Identity Governance 14.3 GA release includes the following new features, enhancements, and certifications.

New Features

The new features that are included in Identity Governance release 14.3 are as follows:

Import Using Merge Now

After the initial import of data from Identity Manager to Identity Governance using Import Now (full import), you can use
Merge Now for subsequent imports.

Merge Now skips the creation of few temporary configurations and comparison process, and merges the differential data
directly into the master and model configurations thereby providing the following benefits:

• Reduced import time
• Enhanced system performance

For more information, see Import Using Import Now.

Import Using Offline CSV Files

Identity Governance supports import using offline CSV files for Active Directory endpoint only.

First-time import of Active Directory data from Identity Manager to Identity Governance can be done using offline CSV files
as it consumes less import time and helps optimize the system performance.

As part of the import process, you must generate CSV files with Active Directory data and store them in a defined folder
structure. You can then import Active Directory data directly from these offline CSV files.

For more information, see Import Using Offline CSV Files.
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Import Using Incremental Merge

Identity Governance supports Incremental Merge for Active Directory endpoint only. For incremental import of data from
CA Identity Manager to Identity Governance for Active Directory endpoint, we recommend you to use Incremental Merge
over Merge Now and Import Now (full import).

Incremental Merge leverages the Incremental Explore and Correlate feature of CA Identity Manager to calculate the
incremental data for import. It considers incremental data for import from the Explore and Correlate of last import in
Identity Governance  to the latest Explore and Correlate in CA Identity Manager.

For example, consider that Explore and Correlate in CA Identity Manager occurred at 8 AM, 9 AM, 10 AM, and 11 AM.
Assume that the last import in Identity Governance occurred at 8:30 AM and the data was imported based on the Explore
and Correlate that occurred at 8 AM. For next import say at 11:30 AM, Incremental Merge considers incremental Explore
and Correlate data from 8 AM to 11 AM.

Incremental Merge provides the following benefits:

• Reduced import time
• Enhanced system performance
• Optimized data transfer on the network

For more information, see Import Using Incremental Merge.

Enhancements

Automatic Completion of Overdue Certifications
The Automatic Completion of Overdue Certifications feature allows an administrator to take action (reject/approve/
stop) on the certifications that are in pending state after exceeding the configured number of expiration days. To enable
this feature, you must add two new properties in CA Identity Governance:

• universe.property.<universe name>.certification.task.expiration.age.days Identifies certifications that are in
pending state after exceeding the configured number of expiration days.

• universe.property.<universe name>.certification.campaign.expiration.actionSpecifies the action (reject/approve/
stop) that an administrator can take on the certifications that are in pending state. 

For more information, see Automatic Completion of Overdue Certifications.

Continuous Update Retrial for Identity Governance

The Continuous Update Retrial feature identifies failures during Continuous Update from CA Identity Manager to CA
Identity Governance, and allows you to configure retrial operations for the failures.

The retrial operations for the failed scenarios can be set by configuring the following properties:

• livenotification.retrial.count -  Refers to the maximum number of retrials in case of failure. Default value is set to 3
(Property Value).

• livenotification.retrial.sleep - Refers to the maximum sleep time (in seconds) between retrials. Default value is set to
30 seconds (Property Value)

For more information, see Live Notifications for CA Identity Governance.

Continuous Export Retrial to Identity Manager

Continuous Export Retrial to Identity Manager feature allows you to configure a retrial mechanism for Identity Governance
to re-attempt the delivery of the export message after a given duration. By default, the maximum number of retrials in case
of a failure is set to 3.
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For more information, see Export data to CA Identity Manager.

Custom LDAP Expressions for Account Filters

Account Filters determine the accounts that are imported to CA Identity Governance. Account Filters are constructed from
LDAP expressions with OOTB operators (=, !=, &). CA Identity Governance also lets you construct Account Filters from
LDAP expressions with non-OOTB operators, such expressions are referred to as Custom LDAP Expressions. You can
create a custom account filter by adding the following property in the CA Identity Governance Portal.

• Property Name: import.<universename>.<endpointname>.accountFilter
• Property Value: <Custom LDAP Expression>

Example: (&(|(firstName=a*)(firstName=b*))(department=Finance))

For more information, see section Custom LDAP Expressions for Account Filters under Define an Import Connector.

Updated Microsoft SQL JDBC Driver to Version 7.0.0.jre8

The Microsoft SQL JDBC driver is updated to version 7.0.0.jre8 for CA Identity Governance Server.

Increased the RESNAME3 Column Size

CA Identity Governance now allows RESNAME3 column to accommodate 450 characters for storing endpoint account
privileges such as Active Directory Groups, SAP Profiles, SAP Roles, and PAM User Groups.

Certifications
CA Identity Governance release 14.3 certifies support for the following:

• CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server 6.4.3
• CentOS 7.5
• ACFESAGE r16
• New Connectors:

– IBM i5/OS (AKA OS/400) (Connector Type Supported: CA Identity Manager and Connector Server)
– Amazon Web Services Connector (Connector Type Supported: CA Identity Manager and Connector Server)
– PeopleSoft HRMS (Connector Type Supported: CA Identity Manager and Connector Server)
– CA API Gateway-Based Connectors

• Google Apps (Connector Type Supported: CA Identity Manager)
– REST-Based Connectors

• Azure (Connector Type Supported: CA Identity Manager and Connector Server)
• Box (Connector Type Supported: CA Identity Manager)
• G Suite (Connector Type Supported: CA Identity Manager)
• Zendesk (Connector Type Supported: CA Identity Manager)

– Flat File Connector (Connector Type Supported: CA Identity Manager)

NOTE
For the list of defects that are fixed in Identity Governance 14.3 GA, view the following link:

• Identity Governance 14.3 GA - Fixed Defects

Cumulative Patches
This section of the Release Notes provides information about the Identity Governance 14.3 Cumulative Patches.

The Cumulative Patches information is organized into the following sections:
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Latest Cumulative Patch - 14.3 CP2
The latest Identity Governance 14.3 Cumulative Patch is CP2. To download and apply the latest Identity Governance
Cumulative Patch, follow the instructions provided in this document.

Prerequisites for Deploying a Cumulative Patch
Before applying the Cumulative Patch, we recommend that you take a back up of the database.

Latest Identity Governance Server Cumulative Patch - 14.3 CP2
Each Cumulative Patch is provided in a compressed tarball format (tar.gz).

• On Linux, use "tar -zxvf <filename>" to extract compressed tarballs.
• On Windows, extract the compressed tarballs.

To download and deploy the Cumulative Patch, refer to the information provided in the following table.

Patch Number Identity Governance 14.3 CP2 [CP-IG-140300-0002]
Published On 23 July 2020
Applies To 14.3 GA and later CPs
Defects Fixed Click Here
Files Bundled with the Patch • Client_Tools

• CP-IG-140300-0002_Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy
• cp-version
• DB_Scripts
• eurekify.war
• Readme
• tmsWPAdapter.ear
• viewer.war
• WAS_Scripts
• WorkpointDesigner
• wpServerPlus.ear
• wpServerPlusIBM.ear

Deployment Instructions 1. Download and extract Identity Governance 14.3 CP2 Cumulative Patch.
2. Deploy the Cumulative Patch by following the instructions provided in the CP-IG-140300-0002_Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy file

of the extracted folder.
3. Identity Governance 14.3 CP2 has DATABASE SCHEMA changes. After deploying the patch, update the database schema by following

the instructions provided in the CP-IG-140300-0002_Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy file of the extracted folder.

JBoss and WildFly Migration Patch

Patch Number Layer7 Migration Tool
Published On 23 July 2020
Applies To 14.3 CP2
Files Bundled with the Patch • Layer7_migrate_tool.bat

• Layer7_migrate_tool.sh
• Layer7_migrate_ig_environment.properties

Deployment Instructions If your existing Identity Governance deployment uses JBoss EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8.2 as application server, we recommend migrating to the
supported versions - JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x using the Migration Tool.
For a successful migration, follow the migration procedure documented at Support for JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.
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NOTE
For the list of defects that are fixed in the Cumulative Patches, view the following links:

• Identity Governance 14.3 CP1 - Fixed Defects
• Identity Governance 14.3 CP2 - Fixed Defects

Previous Cumulative Patches
This document contains information about the Identity Governance 14.3 Cumulative Patches that are released prior to the
latest Cumulative Patch (14.3 CP2).

Prerequisites for Deploying a Cumulative Patch
Before applying the Cumulative Patch, we recommend that you take a back up of the database.

Previous Identity Governance Server Cumulative Patch
Each Cumulative Patch is provided in a compressed tarball format (tar.gz).

• On Linux, use "tar -zxvf <filename>" to extract compressed tarballs.
• On Windows, extract the compressed tarballs.

To download and deploy the Cumulative Patch, refer to the information provided in the following table.

Patch Number Identity Governance 14.3 CP1 [CP-IG-140300-0001.tar.gz]
Published On 22 Nov 2019
Applies To 14.3 GA
Defects Fixed Click Here
Files Bundled with the Patch • eurekify.war

• viewer.war
• wpServerPlus.ear
• tmsWPAdapter.ear
• gvmLib.py
• upgradeWorkpoint.py
• WorkpointDesigner

Deployment Instructions • JBoss/WildFly
• WebSphere

Patch Deployment Instructions on JBoss/WildFly

Follow these steps to deploy the Cumulative Patch on each of the cluster nodes:

1. Stop Identity Governance server.
2. Download and extract the Cumulative Patch 1 (CP-IG-140300-0001.tar.gz) on the Identity Governance server.

a. Merge the existing <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/deployments/eurekify.war files with the eurekify.war files from the
patch.

b. Replace existing,
• <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/deployments/viewer.war with the viewer.war file from the patch.
• <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/deployments/wpServerPlus.ear with the wpServerPlus.ear file from the patch.
• <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/deployments/tmsWPAdapter.ear with the tmsWPAdapter.ear file from the patch.

c. Add the following properties to <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/deployments/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes/com/
eurekify/web/application/EurekifyBaseWebApplicaiton_en.properties.
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campaign.wizard.summary.reviewerfilter=Reassign Filter

campaign.wizard.summary.consultfilter=Consult Filter

cert.wizard.reassignfilter.link.select.none = Select Subset of {0}

campaign.wizard.managers.reassignfilter.group.list.text.users = Filter users for Reassign:

campaign.wizard.managers.reassignfilter.link.certifyAll= Reassign to Any User

campaign.wizard.managers.reassignfilter.link.doNotCertify=Do Not Allow Any User

campaign.wizard.managers.reassignfilter.exists= Existing Reassign Filter:

campaign.wizard.managers.updateReassignFilter=Do you want to update an existing reassign filter ?

campaign.wizard.managers.consultfilter.group.list.text.users = Filter users for Consult:

campaign.wizard.managers.consultfilter.link.certifyAll= Consult to Any User

campaign.wizard.managers.consultfilter.link.doNotCertify=Do Not Allow Any User

campaign.wizard.managers.consultfilter.exists= Existing Consult Filter:

campaign.wizard.managers.updateConsultFilter=Do you want to update an existing consult filter ?

d. In the <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/deployments/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/jboss-deployment-structure.xml, add
<path name="org/w3c/dom/css"/> under <dependencies> <system export="true"> as shown below:
<dependencies>

<system export="true">

<paths>

<path name="com/sun/org/apache/xml/internal/serializer"/>

<path name="com/sun/org/apache/xml/internal/dtm"/>

<path name="com/sun/org/apache/xalan/internal/xsltc"/>

<path name="com/sun/org/apache/xalan/internal/xsltc"/>

<path name="com/sun/org/apache/xalan/internal/xsltc/dom"/>

<path name="com/sun/org/apache/xalan/internal/xsltc/runtime"/>

<path name="org/w3c/dom/css"/>

</paths>

3. Download and unzip the Workpoint Designer patch (WorkpointDesigner.zip) on the Identity Governance server.
a. Replace the existing files under <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/Workpoint/WorkpointDesigner/lib/ folder with the

following files from the patch.
• wpApplet.jar
• wpCommon.jar
• wpGUI.jar.
• wpClient.jar
• wpQMonitor.jar
• wpServer.jar
• wpServerPlus.ear

4. Restart Identity Governance Server.

Patch Deployment Instructions on WebSphere

Follow these steps to deploy the Cumulative Patch on the primary node where the reference install is present:

1. Stop Identity Governance server on all nodes.
2. Download and extract the Cumulative Patch 1 (CP-IG-140300-0001.tar.gz) on the Identity Governance server.
3. In the primary node where the reference install is present, navigate to <IdentityGovernance_Home>/rcm-websphere

and copy the eurekify.ear file to a temporary folder on the same node.
4. From the temporary folder, extract eurekify.war from eurekify.ear by running the following command:

jar -xvf eurekify.ear eurekify.war

5. From the temporary folder, extract the WEB-INF folder from eurekify.war by running the following command:
jar -xvf eurekify.war WEB-INF

6. Merge the eurekify.war files extracted in step 5 with the eurekify.war files from the patch.
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7. Add the following properties to <TEMP_FOLDER>/WEB-INF/classes/com/eurekify/web/application/
EurekifyBaseWebApplicaiton_en.properties.
campaign.wizard.summary.reviewerfilter=Reassign Filter

campaign.wizard.summary.consultfilter=Consult Filter

cert.wizard.reassignfilter.link.select.none = Select Subset of {0}

campaign.wizard.managers.reassignfilter.group.list.text.users = Filter users for Reassign:

campaign.wizard.managers.reassignfilter.link.certifyAll= Reassign to Any User

campaign.wizard.managers.reassignfilter.link.doNotCertify=Do Not Allow Any User

campaign.wizard.managers.reassignfilter.exists= Existing Reassign Filter:

campaign.wizard.managers.updateReassignFilter=Do you want to update an existing reassign filter ?

campaign.wizard.managers.consultfilter.group.list.text.users = Filter users for Consult:

campaign.wizard.managers.consultfilter.link.certifyAll= Consult to Any User

campaign.wizard.managers.consultfilter.link.doNotCertify=Do Not Allow Any User

campaign.wizard.managers.consultfilter.exists= Existing Consult Filter:

campaign.wizard.managers.updateConsultFilter=Do you want to update an existing consult filter ?

8. After updating the WEB-INF folder, rebuild the eurekify.war file from the temporary folder.
jar -uvf eurekify.war WEB-INF

9. Use the eurekify.war file from step 8 to rebuild the eurekify.ear file.
jar -uvf eurekify.ear eurekify.war

10. Replace <IdentityGovernance_Home>/rcm-websphere/eurekify.ear with the eurekify.ear file from step 9.
11. Next, navigate to <IdentityGovernance_Home>/rcm-websphere and copy viewer.ear file to a temporary folder on

the same primary node.
12. From the temporary folder, extract viewer.war from viewer.ear by running the following command.

jar -xvf viewer.ear viewer.war

13. Replace the viewer.war from step 12 with the viewer.war file from the patch.
14. Rebuild the viewer.ear file.

jar -uvf viewer.ear viewer.war

15. Replace <IdentityGovernance_Home>/rcm-websphere/viewer.ear with the viewer.ear file from step 14.
16. Rename wpServerPlus.ear to wpServerPlusIBM.ear in the patch.
17. Replace <IdentityGovernance_Home>/rcm-websphere/wpServerPlusIBM.ear with the wpServerPlusIBM.ear file

from the patch.
18. Replace <IdentityGovernance_Home>/rcm-websphere/tmsWPAdapter.ear with the tmsWPAdapter.ear file from

the patch.
19. Backup and replace gvmLib.py and upgradeWorpoint.py files from <IdentityGovernance_Home>/rcm-

websphere/WAS-Scripts with the respective files from the patch.
20. Navigate to <IdentityGovernance_Home>/rcm-websphere/WAS-Scripts and run the following command to apply

the patch.
UpgradeGVM.bat/sh C:\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer\bin

NOTE
Before running the script ensure that all the cluster nodes are accessible. The script updates the patch on all
the cluster nodes.

21. Replace the existing files under <WAS_HOME>/essentials/Workpoint/WorkpointDesigner/lib/ folder with the
following files from the patch.
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– wpApplet.jar
– wpCommon.jar
– wpGUI.jar.
– wpClient.jar
– wpQMonitor.jar
– wpServer.jar
– wpServerPlus.ear

22. Copy log4j-*.jar from <WebSphere_Home>/profiles/AppSrv01/installedApps/<cellname>/
CA_GVM_TMSWPAD_14.2.0.ear/tmsWPAdapter.war/WEB-INF/lib to /opt/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/classes
directory on all the cluster nodes.

23. Start the Identity Governance server on all nodes.
24. Perform Workpoint Checkup to ensure that all the Workpoint processes are working properly:

a. In the Identity Governance Portal, navigate to Administration, System Checkup, Workpoint Checkup.
b. In the Workpoint Checkup window, click the Start button to start a checkup ticket against the active processes

displayed in the Workpoint process list.
c. Click Go to Tickets.
d. Ensure that the status of the workpoint processes is green.

JBoss and WildFly Migration Patch

Patch Number Layer7 Migration Tool
Published On 22 Nov 2019
Applies To 14.3 CP1
Files Bundled with the Patch • Layer7_migrate_tool.bat

• Layer7_migrate_tool.sh
• Layer7_migrate_ig_environment.properties

Deployment Instructions If your existing Identity Governance deployment uses JBoss EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8.2 as application server, we recommend
migrating to the supported versions - JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x using the Migration Tool.
For a successful migration, follow the migration procedure documented at Support for JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.

Fixed Defects
This section of the Release Notes includes information about the defects that are fixed in Identity Governance 14.3 GA
and Cumulative Patches.

Identity Governance 14.3 CP2 - Fixed Defects
The following defects are fixed in Identity Governance 14.3 CP2.

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioural Changes Components

20292968 DE446262 A reviewer can download
attachments which belong to
the certification/task owned by
another reviewer.

Identity Portal does not validate if
the attached files belong to a given
certification or not.

If the attached files do not belong
to a given certification, Identity
Portal throws an unauthorized
exception.

Security and Vulnerability

20022134 DE426621 A delegator and delegatee can
reassign tasks to each other.

The application does not filter
delegator or delegatee from the
reviewers list of the reassign
window.

The application now filters
delegator or delegatee from the
reviewers list of the reassign
window so that they are not
available for reassign.

Certification Campaigns
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioural Changes Components

20112562 DE443740 When a reviewer approves or
rejects a user action, instead of
closing the existing user action,
a duplicate user action is created
when using Oracle database.

Workpoint Script Monitor running
on a clustered environment
assigns the same record id to
multiple Oracle activities thus
duplicating user actions.

- Certification Campaigns

20313547 DE454918 The Automatically Complete
Overdue Certifications feature does
not work as expected.

Logs do not print messages based
on the configured option (Approve/
Reject).

- Certification Campaigns

20248884 20063368 DE442601 Import fails when Identity
Governance is configured to work
with Identity Manager that uses SQL
Server as the user store.

Imports fails due to the JSON
parsing issue.

- Integration with Identity
Manager

20132835 DE442854 Identity Portal email notification
is not working as expected for
campaign reminder.

Identity Portal looks for the LoginID
instead of the default PersonID
to send email notification. Since
Identity Portal cannot find the
LoginID that matches PersonID, it
fails to send email notification for
campaign reminder.

- Integration with Identity
Portal

20293193 DE449553 The client tool crashes intermittently
when trying to load data from a large
configuration file.

Passing of improper parameters
to the Windows API close file
handle method caused random
exceptions and crashes in the
client tool.

- Client Tools

20137690 DE447452 Identity Governance takes a
long time to import data from CA
Directory endpoint via Identity
Manager.

Performance issue is due to
network delay between Identity
Governance and CA Directory
while importing the dynamic
groups and its associations.

With the fix and by using static
groups instead of dynamic groups,
import succeeds in less time.

Import

20310799 DE451373 When two endpoints that are
created in Identity Manager point to
the same Active Directory, Identity
Governance fails to correlate users
from one endpoint to the groups
from another endpoint.

When a user/group belongs to
multiple endpoints, import of data
happens from the first searched
endpoint to which the user/group
belongs to. Import of data happens
without validating the endpoint to
which the user/group belongs to.

- JIAM

Identity Governance 14.3 CP1 - Fixed Defects
The following defects are fixed in Identity Governance 14.3 CP1.

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Risk

01326629 DE410333 After submitting reassignment of certification tasks
from Identity Governance portal, the newly updated
reviewers list is not shown under "Progress by
Reviewers" tab.

Reviewers list is not refreshed. HIGH

20000776 DE420371 In the "Certification Campaigns" page of Identity Portal
User Console, the certification items are missing.

Identity Governance REST API searches users in
Eurekify with the configuration Username. Since the
configuration User name is not always the Login ID in
Eurekify, the search results are empty.

HIGH
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Risk

01325869 DE410150 On accessing a campaign, Identity Governance throws
"Request Failed" error.

A field does not exist in the Resource database when
its value is empty in any one of the Resources. Since
the field does not exist in the Resource database,
Identity Governance throws an error on requesting that
particular field.

HIGH

01253942 DE403676 Not all universes are available for user selection.
However, on clearing the cache, user is able to view all
the universes.

Universe list is not refreshed. HIGH

01342173 DE418178 Display Configuration is not enabled for Campaign
Template creation via WebService.

Implementation bug. HIGH

01339911 DE415802 Unable to import data from CA Privileged Identity
Manager using CA ControlMinder(Shared Accounts)
connector.

Connection to CA Privileged Identity Manager gets
timed out after 60 seconds. The default timeout value is
now increased and made configurable.
For details, see Certification.

HIGH

01174501 DE383039 When users have huge number of certifications to
approve, the Identity Governance portal takes a longer
time to load data.

Performance issue. HIGH

01358491 DE417401 Security breach as Identity Governance spoofs user
sessions.

In some exceptional cases, the shared working thread
does not clear user sessions.

HIGH

01262683 DE404354 Bulk reassignment of campaign tasks from Identity
Governance certification page takes a longer time.

Performance issue. HIGH

01342881 DE413879 Bulk reassignment of certification tasks from Identity
Governance admin console takes a longer time.

Performance issue. HIGH

20039889 DE432166 Privilege revoke in a certification for ACF2 is not
working in an Identity Manager integrated universe.

Implementation bug. HIGH

20100903 DE438692 Account correlation fails with accounts of same ID or
different type case.

New implementation broke the old functionality. HIGH

20021989 DE424709 Filter in the Inbox menu fails to work for customers who
are upgrading Identity Governance from releases prior
to 12.6.

New implementation broke the old functionality. MEDIUM

20029147 DE425557 Enhancement request to add the personID attribute to
the certification legacy report.

- MEDIUM

01339358 DE414116 Deletion of entities from the Identity Governance
database result in a broken configuration as the IDs are
non-sequential.

Enhancement request to provide a new web services to
fix non-sequential IDs in the database.

LOW
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Identity Governance 14.3 GA - Fixed Defects
The following defects are fixed in Identity Governance 14.3 GA.

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Risk

00941268 DE340950 When an approver clicks the Verify button to review
his/her decisions, the "Confirm Pending Certifications"
window opens. The window cannot be closed and the
approver is compelled to submit decisions leaving no
option for the approver to revisit his/her decisions.

The Close button is not enabled in the "Confirm
Pending Certifications" window.

HIGH

01096729 DE367214 CA Identity Governance legacy reports reference URLs
tailing with "HTTPS//":
Example: https://myServer.zyx.com/eurekify/portal/
https//:

On Linux platform, the legacy reports are designed to
work with the default theme.

HIGH

00959001 DE345498 Unable to export SAP Provisioning Roles and Account
Templates from CA Identity Governance to CA Identity
Manager.

The IsNaming attribute for RoleName property is
missing in the metadata of the SAP connector.

HIGH

01115020
01114951

DE370829
DE373116

Vulnerability Issue: In the login page, if a user enters
invalid password, the login interface reloads and
changes a valid username to uppercase while leaving
an invalid username in lowercase.

Code implementation is not proper. HIGH

00926428 DE338269 After adding resources to the Active Directory Account
Templates, export of Active Directory Account
Templates from CA Identity Governance to CA Identity
Manager fails.

The "IsNaming" attribute of "memberOf" property is
missing in the Active Directory metadata.

HIGH

00941365 DE341949 ACFESAGE connector reads old data even after
changing the ACFESAGE flat file content.

Timestamp based reading is not implemented in the
code.

HIGH

00945344 DE344348 Resource owner is not populating properly while
importing from ACFESAGE connector in JCS.

Insufficient constraint on the resource tables in the
schema of the temporary internal database caused the
issue.

HIGH

00959001 DE345498 After adding resources to the SAP Account Templates,
export of SAP Account Templates from CA Identity
Governance to CA Identity Manager fails.

The "IsNaming" attribute of "RoleName" property is
missing in the SAP metadata.

HIGH

00926428 DE342730 CA Identity Governance export job fails on creating
Active Directory account templates.

The IsNaming attribute for MemberOf property is
missing in the metadata of the Active Directory
connector.

HIGH

01149780 DE383678 Update permissions configuration with universe users
failed when adding new users.

Create user exceptions are not handled properly. HIGH

01153676 DE385481 In CA Identity Portal, the Certification Campaign due
date is intermittently shown as Epoch date - Jan 1,
1970.

Passing a null value to the due date attribute caused
the issue.

HIGH

01136530 DE381012 Users to Resources linking does not work after
importing data from SAP Connector.

Link does not work because the Container name is
missing in the resource names.

HIGH
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Risk

01296783 DE405666 Issue 1:
User has set
"campaign.reassign.crossUniverse.enabled" to true for
Cross Universe Entitlement Reassignment.
And, when the user tries to reassign campaigns from
the "Progress By Reviewer" tab, the Entitlement
Reassignment task fails with a null pointer exception.
Issue 2:
User has set "certification.reassign.allSageUsers" to
true for Entitlement Reassignment.
And, when the user tries to reassign campaigns from
the "Progress By Reviewer" tab, the Sage All Users are
not available for reassignment.

Root Cause for Issue 1:Null pointer
exceptions are not handled for
"campaign.reassign.crossUniverse.enabled" property.
Root Cause for Issue 2:All Sage users are not
supported for reassignment in the "Progress by
Reviewers" tab.

HIGH

00897153 DE337427 Correlation does not run during Universe Import. Null values are not handled. HIGH
00944982 DE342978 On submitting bulk tasks for approval, few tasks are not

completed.
Communication between Workpoint and CA Identity
Governance failed due to insufficient EJB pool size.

HIGH

01240584 DE394970 Recurrence campaigns fail to display all fields in CA
Identity Portal.

The Display Configuration feature is missing
Recurrence campaigns implementation.

HIGH

01204698 DE393539 Unable to export Account Templates from CA Identity
Governance to CA Identity Manager.

The IsNaming attribute for RoleName property is
missing in the metadata of the SAP connector.

HIGH

01111246 DE369826 Use of memberlist in Workflow lead to data integrity
issues.

The "Submit Summary" functionality is not handled
properly.

HIGH

01137348 DE375307 On running the Active Directory connector from the
Client Tools, the AD.CFG, AD.UDB, and AD.RDB files
are generated.
On selecting the CUIL field in the AD.CFG file to create
a partial configuration, the following error is thrown:
Encountered an Improper Argument

Restrictions by .NET library update caused the issue. HIGH

01069852 DE368817 The "Import process - no login for some users" email
event triggers even though it is disabled and sends
emails to the administrators.

The mail.events.isActive property based on which
emails are triggered, is missing verification checks.

MEDIUM

01088501 DE367684 Discovery Roles fail to run in Client Tools and throw the
following error:
Encountered an improper argument

Restrictions by .NET library update caused the issue. MEDIUM

00955242 DE344002 Problem with text encoding while performing
enrichment from files in Client Tools.

Wrong Unicode encoding while reading users and
resources files.

MEDIUM

01063640 DE360939 Unable to complete a certification campaign when user
or link is removed from the system after the campaign
commences.

Missing null checks for users and links in the rejection
workflow node.

MEDIUM

00917406 DE340584 Client Tools cannot import the RACF configuration file. Performance issue where attribute retrieval was taking
too long and operation failed while waiting.

LOW

00962405 DE347166 Unable to open Eurekify configuration in Client Tools. The query to correlate user data from the database
cause the issue.

LOW

00995203 DE355764 Client Tools is unable to request SQL credentials from
CA Identity Governance server.

TLS v1.2 protocol is not enabled in the Web Service
client.

LOW

01007856 DE357464 Vulnerability Issue:
Exposed the web-inf directory of the CA Identity
Governance installation on WildFly application server.

Existing vulnerability in WildFly application server 8.2. LOW
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Risk

01101491 DE369556 User with assigned consulting task is unable to log in to
CA Identity Governance portal.
Example Use Case:
User A is a role owner of Role 1.
User C logs in and requests a change to Role 1.
User A receives the request and consults User B.
User B can no longer log in to CA Identity Governance.

Missing null check on the notifications for consulting
task lead to login failure.

LOW

00958678 DE347239 When the Description attribute for any entity has a
value greater than 255 characters, it is getting truncated
on the Entity Browser screen and the Certification
callouts.

The size of the Description attribute is limited to 255
characters.

LOW

01147411 DE376613 Performance issue when loading configurations from
the Client Tools.

The queries to load role data are not optimized. LOW

00922996 DE337242 When a Certification Template is deleted, the screen is
not updated to notify the user of a successful delete. On
moving away from the screen and return, the deleted
template does not appear on the screen.

The screen is not refreshed. LOW

01233933 DE392648 Encountered an exception when archiving a campaign. The column size in the Archiving table for Oracle
(ARC_BUSINESSFLOWENTITIES"."DISPLAYNAME)
is limited to 256 characters. The same column in
(BUSINESSFLOWENTITIES"."DISPLAYNAME) is
limited to 2000 characters.

LOW

01185746 DE384172 Client Tools is unable to save and open the UDB and
RDB configuration files.

Additional backslashes and double quotes in the
attribute values caused the parsing errors.

LOW

00975204 DE349690 Unable to perform Bulk Reassignment for certifications
based on Role Definition.

The defined role does not permit the assigned account
to perform Bulk Reassignment.

LOW

01264485 DE401913 Client Tools AuditCard is unable to send bulk requests
for approval to CA Identity Governance Server.

Regression caused the issue. LOW

00994812 DE354408 Sometimes in the certification page, even though the
secondary entities are selected, the corresponding
primary entity is deselected.

The Certification page is not refreshed. LOW

01091606 DE365926 If continuous export fails, CA Identity Governance
changes are not exported to CA Identity Manager until
the next full export.
Similarly, if continuous update/import fails, CA Identity
Manager changes are not updated/imported to CA
Identity Governance until next full import.

Enhancement for,
• Continuous Export Retrial from CA Identity

Governance to CA Identity Manager
• Continuous Update Retrial from CA Identity

Manager to CA Identity Governance.

LOW

01142109 DE376626 Delegation report shows incorrect delegation path.
Example Use Case:1 task is assigned to user A.1 task
is assigned to user B. User B has a delegation to user
C. If user A reassigns to user B, the report shows that
the user B delegated to user A at the task creation.

Issue with the business logic. LOW

01159416 DE379505 In the Role Management > Request Changes to
a Role Definition > Select Role page, role search
caused performance issue.

Duplicate database calls caused performance issue. LOW

00955357 DE354779 Unable to launch re-certifications access campaigns. Fetching of a missing database
(BusinessFlowEntityTypeName) column caused null
pointer exception.

LOW

00956229 DE345842 Email failure when the email address contains special
characters such as apostrophe.

Special characters are not supported. LOW
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Risk

01240584 DE400251 Recurrence Certification creation does not consider the
reference certification filter.

CA Identity Governance does not consider filters for
Recurrence Certification.

LOW

01211694 DE389868 In an environment where SSO is enabled for CA
Identity Governance on JBoss/WildFly, session
swapping happens when concurrent users access the
CA Identity Governance portal during a campaign. As a
result, heavy load is observed on the system.

The old weld jars of JBoss/WildFly caused session
swapping issue.

LOW

General Considerations
This document covers the general considerations that you must be aware of when working with Identity Governance:

PDI Performance Issue

Under certain circumstances, PDI experiences an infinite data loop.

CSV Import Failures

Sometimes, log warnings indicate that the maximum number of thread thresholds is high when there is no IM integration.
This is normal activity, Identity Governance creates threads for all universes, and you can introduce optimization steps to
reduce the number of threads for a universe that does not require continuous updates.

FIPS 256-Bit Key

To use Identity Governance FIPS algorithm with 256-bit size hard coded key (128-bit size is default setting), you must:

• Add a common property, fips.key.size, and set the Property Value to 256.
• Download the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files 6 from the, and replace

two JRE JAR files according to the Readme file instructions located in the downloaded zip.

Oracle Error Message

When a customer installs Identity Governance with Oracle RAC with OID (Oracle Internet Directory), an ORA-28030
troubleshoot error is a successful response.

Installation and Upgrade Considerations
Before installing or upgrading Identity Governance, consider reading the following points:

Identity Governance with IPv6

Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is a new version of the Internet Protocol that supports 128-bit addresses.
Not all components of CA Identity Governance accept the extended IP addresses specified by IPv6. To implement CA
Identity Governance in an environment that uses IPv6 addresses, use host names instead of explicit IP addresses.

Servers can be mapped to the hostnames in the following two ways:

• On the DNS in the operating environment
• In the hosts file on each CA Identity Governance system
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Identity GovernanceServer Requires JCE Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files

This release of Identity Governance Server requires that you install the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited
Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files for your selected JDK. Download and install the corresponding files for your version of
Java.

• For  Identity GovernanceServers running on JBoss/WildFly and Websphere, search for Java Cryptography Extension
(JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files 8 Download.

• For Identity Governance Servers running on WebSphere, search for WebSphere Java Cryptography Extension (JCE)
Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy files.

Configure XA Transactions (For Microsoft SQL Database)

When you install or upgrade to 14.2 release, you must install XA for Microsoft SQL database. To install see, Install XA in
Server Prerequisites.

Identity Governance Server Does Not Support WebSphere 8.5.5.11 in FIPS mode

This release of Identity Governance Server does not support WebSphere 8.5.5.11 in FIPS mode. If you try to install this
combination, the installation stops.

CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server Upgrade

• The upgrade of CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server process removes the JKS files. Ensure that you copy
the JKS files to the required location after the upgrade.

• After the upgrade, to view the reports in the languages that are supported in this release, ensure that you import the
latest reports zip file available in the product installed location.

Use Current JCS Password When Upgrading

If you have a Java Connector Server (JCS) installed in your current environment and you upgrade to this release, provide
the same password for the new CA IAM Connector Server during installation as your current JCS password.

If you provide a different password during installation, update the existing JCS connectors with that password before you
run them.

Import Workpoint Processes

In this release, two new workpoint processes are added. After upgrading Identity Governance to this release, ensure that
you import the workpoint processes.

Known Issues
This document covers the known issues of .

Java Upgrade LDAP Issue

Problem Summary:

Starting from release 1.8.0_181, Java has enabled endpoint identification by default to improve the robustness of LDAPS
(secure LDAP over TLS) connections.

https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/8u181-relnotes-4479407.html
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As a result, the LDAP connections will fail if the LDAP endpoint does not have a certificate matching the name of the
endpoint. Since the provisioning certificates supplied by Identity Suite are generic, connectivity from Java components to
Provisioning components will fail.

Solution:

After Java upgrade, disable endpoint identification by following the given procedure:

JBoss/WildFly:

1. In the Identity Governance server node, navigate to <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/bin and open the following file for
editing:
– Windows: standalone.conf.bat
– Linux: standalone.conf

2. In the file, do the following edits:
– Windows: Add the line set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -

Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.object.disableEndpointIdentification=true" after set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -
Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true".
set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true"

set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.object.disableEndpointIdentification=true"

– Linux: Add the line JAVA_OPTS="$JAVA_OPTS -
Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.object.disableEndpointIdentification=true"anywhere in the file.

3. Save the file.
4. Repeat the same steps on the remaining cluster nodes.

WebSphere:

1. Log in to the WebSphere Administrative Console.
2. In the left-pane of the console, click Servers, All Servers.
3. In the right-pane, select GVM_Server1.
4. In the Server Infrastructure section, click Java and Process Management, Process Definition, Java Virtual

Machine.
5. In the Generic JVM Arguments field, add the following command-line argument:

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.object.disableEndpointIdentification=true"

6. Click OK.
7. Restart GVM_Server1.
8. Repeat the same steps for the remaining server (GVM_Server2, GVM_Server3 and so on) nodes.

XA Exceptions on Starting the Identity Governance Server

Symptom:

After starting the Identity Governance server, the following warning is seen in the log file.
WARN  [com.arjuna.ats.jta] (Periodic Recovery) ARJUNA016027: Local XARecoveryModule.xaRecovery got XA

 exception XAException.XAER_RMERR: javax.transaction.xa.XAException: The function RECOVER: failed. The status

 is: -3. Error: "*** SQLJDBC_XA DTC_ERROR Context: xa_recover, state=1, StatusCode:-3 (0xFFFFFFFD) ***"

Solution:

1. Open <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/bin/standalone.conf (for Linux) or <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/bin/
standalone.conf.bat (for Windows) for editing.

2. In the file, add the Java runtime argument Dcom.arjuna.ats.jta.orphanSafetyInterval=40000 after -
Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true as follows:
set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true"

set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Dcom.arjuna.ats.jta.orphanSafetyInterval=40000"
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3. Restart the Identity Governance server.

CA Identity Governance Cannot Reconnect to the Oracle Database with Default Setting

Symptom:

On restarting the Oracle database, sometimes, CA Identity Governance is unable to reconnect to the database with
default settings.

Solution:

Perform any one of the following actions:

• As an immediate workaround, you can restart the CA Identity Governance server. With this workaround, the problem
may persist for the subsequent restart of the Oracle database.

• Update standalone.xml file with the validation tags. On applying this fix, the problem will not occur for the subsequent
restart of the Oracle database.
a. Navigate to folder <JBoss/WildFly_HOME>/standalone/configuration.
b. Open the standalone.xml file for editing:

• Standalone Deployment: standalone-full-ca-gm.xml
• Cluster Deployment: standalone-full-ha-ca-gm.xml

c. In the xml file, locate the following datasource tags:
<datasource jta="true" jndi-name="java:/jdbc/eurekifyDS" pool-name="eurekifyDS"
 enabled="true" use-java-context="false" use-ccm="true">
<datasource jta="true" jndi-name="java:/jdbc/eurekifyTmsDS" pool-name="eurekifyTmsDS"
 enabled="true" use-java-context="false" use-ccm="true"> 
<datasource jta="true" jndi-name="java:/jdbc/eurekifyReportdbDS" pool-
name="eurekifyReportdbDS" enabled="true" use-java-context="false" use-ccm="true">

d. In each of these datasource tags, add the following validation snippet. If already exist, modify as following.
<validation>
<check-valid-connection-sql>select 1 from dual</check-valid-connection-sql>      
<validate-on-match>false</validate-on-match>
<background-validation>true</background-validation>
<background-validation-millis>10000</background-validation-millis>
</validation>

e. Save the file.
f. Restart the CA Identity Governance server. 

Export of Data to CA Identity Manager 14.3 Fails

Symptom:

CA Identity Governance releases lesser than 14.3 are not compatible with CA Identity Manager release 14.3. In this
scenario, import of data from endpoint works as expected but export of data back to endpoint fails.

Solution:

If you want the export functionality to work, apply a patch. To know more details about the patch, reach out to the support
team.

Import of Data to CA Identity Governance Fails

Symptom:

When CA Identity Governance is deployed using Virtual Appliance, import of data from CA Identity Manager fails with the
following error:
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Caused by: javax.naming.NamingException: [LDAP: error code 80 - :ETA_E_0021<RDI>, Active
 Directory Endpoint '<Endpoint_Name>' search failed: Connector Server Add failed: 
code 80 (OTHER-NamingException): failed to add entry
 eTNamespaceName=ActiveDirectory,dc=im,dc=etasa: javax.naming.NamingException: 
The CCS Manager is not enabled  and no remote server is configured for endpoint type
 'ActiveDirectory' (ldaps://<IP_Address>:20411) ]; 
remaining name
 'eTADSDirectoryName=<Endpoint_Name>,eTNamespaceName=ActiveDirectory,dc=im,dc=eta'

Solutions:

1. Log in to the Connector Xpress.
2. Add the Provisioning Server.
3. In the right-pane, navigate to Provisioning Servers, <CA Identity Manager>, Endpoint Types.
4. Right-click the endpoint (for example, ActiveDirectory) and select Set Managing CS.
5. In the Select Connector Servers window, select the remote Connector Server that manages the endpoint.
6. Click OK.
7. Rerun import.

JasperServer Connectivity Error

Symptom:

If you are using JBoss EAP 6.4.20 as your application server and you try to configure Jasper Server on Identity
Governance, the connection fails.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, edit the following files to include the recommended configuration:

• For Standalone: standalone-full-ca-gm.xml
• For Cluster: standalone-full-ha-ca-gm.xml

<system-properties>
    <property name="jackson.deserialization.whitelist.packages"
 value="com.ca.ims.jasperreporting" />
</system-properties

Oracle Applications Role Inheritance

Role Inheritance for Oracle Applications connector on Identity Governance is not supported.

Bulk Tasks Approval Fails

Symptom:

When a large number of tasks are sent for approval simultaneously, some of the tasks are not submitted.

Workaround:

To resolve this issue, increase the count of <bean-instance-pools> in the following WildFly configuration files respectively:

• For Standalone: standalone-full-ca-gm.xml
• For Cluster: standalone-full-ha-ca-gm.xml

Recommended <bean-instance-pools> size is 40.
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Example:

<bean-instance-pools>
  <strict-max-pool name="slsb-strict-max-pool" max-pool-size="20" instance-acquisition-
timeout="5" instance-acquisition-timeout-unit="MINUTES"/>
  <strict-max-pool name="mdb-strict-max-pool" max-pool-size="20" instance-acquisition-
timeout="5" instance-acquisition-timeout-unit="MINUTES"/>
</bean-instance-pools>

Updated version:

<bean-instance-pools>
  <strict-max-pool name="slsb-strict-max-pool" max-pool-size="40" instance-acquisition-
timeout="10" instance-acquisition-timeout-unit="MINUTES"/>
  <strict-max-pool name="mdb-strict-max-pool" max-pool-size="40" instance-acquisition-
timeout="10" instance-acquisition-timeout-unit="MINUTES"/>
</bean-instance-pools>

Linked Attribute Import Fails in Identity Governance

Symptom:

Linked Attribute import from CA Identity Manager to Identity Governancefails when Contentious Update option is enabled
in CA Identity Manager.

Solution:

Import Linked Attributes manually.

Blank Pop-ups while Accessing Identity Governance using Chrome Browser

Symptom:

When you access Identity Governance using the latest version of Chrome browser, the pop-ups appear blank.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, follow these steps:

1. Go to Chrome, click Properties
2. Navigate to the Compatibility tab.
3. Check the 'Run this program in compatibility mode for:' and select Windows from the drop-down.
4. Click 'Change settings for all users'.
5. On the chrome.exe Properties page, check the 'Run this program in compatibility mode for:' and select Windows

from the drop-down.

Legacy Report Displays an Exception on Chrome Browse

Symptom:

Legacy Report displays an exception on Chrome Browser when Identity Governance 12.6.03 is installed on WAS.

Solution:

For viewing Legacy Reports, use the latest version of Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox.
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Failure to Launch Workpoint Designer with JBoss 6.4 and JDK 8, and Identity Governance

Symptom:

Workpoint designer fails to launch with JBoss 6.4 and JDK 8, and Identity Governance.

Solution:

1. Go to the following location:
C:\jboss-eap-6.4\Workpoint\WorkPointDesigner\conf\workpoint-client.properties

2. Edit java.naming.factory.initial=org.jboss.as.naming.InitialContextFactory with the following property:
java.naming.factory.initial=org.jboss.naming.remote.client.InitialContextFactory

Combined Multiple Attributes not Supported in BPRs Based on User Attribute Value

Symptom:

When I create a BPR using the User Attribute Value type with multiple attributes in the rule definition, the restrictions are
only applied on “Any” of the attributes. If I select “All” restrictions, the rule produces incorrect results.

Solution:

To combine multiple attributes in a BPR, define several rules for each attribute. Within each rule, define one attribute with
the restriction "Any".

Check Boxes Cleared During a Certification

As an approver, sometimes you select and approve a certification task with comments. When you have to add comments
to continue the certification, the previously selected tasks do not remain selected.

Purge Tasks Uses Large Amounts of Memory

When you purge certifications from a universe, or a universe with certifications from a system that uses Microsoft SQL
Server, the tasks uses an increased amount of time and disk space.

Pop Up Windows Open In Incorrect Location

Symptom:

When I click an entry in the certifications window, the pop-up window opens at the top left corner of the window.

Solution:

The issue occurs when the following properties are specified as follows:

tooltip.balloons.mouse.enabled = false 
tooltip.balloons.onfocus.show.enabled = true

Set the tooltip.balloons.mouse.enabled property to true as a workaround to this issue.

Ignore Non-Imported Failed Endpoints

Symptom:

While importing endpoints, the process fails if there are offline endpoints without last known successful configurations.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, modify an existing import process to ignore failed endpoints.
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In the Workpoint Designer, alter the import process flow by creating a step that ignores failed endpoints. In the Portal, you
associate the modified import process for endpoints.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Workpoint Designer, rename and modify a process.
a. Go to Start, ProgramsIdentity Governance, Server, Workpoint Designer.
b. Navigate to File, Open, Open Processes.

The Open Process tab displays.
c. Locate and double-click the Run Single Import process (ID 46:WPDS).

The 46:WPDS (BBSingleImport) Run Single Import process appears.
d. Save the process with a new name and reference name.

Example:
Run Single Import (Ignore Failed), BBSingleImportIg

2. Duplicate the Run Connector? default building block (BB) and modify the Properties.
a. Copy-paste the Run Connector? BB.
b. Right-click the BB, select Properties, and in the Activity Properties (Process) window, select the General tab.
c. In the Name field, rename the BB as Ignore Failed Connector, and click OK.
d. Right-click the BB, select Properties and in the Activity Properties (Process) window, select the User Data tab.
e. In the Name field add the user data name as isRCMJobParameter, and in the Value field add the value as

flow.import.boolean.ignoreFailedConnectors.
f. Click Add, and OK.

The user data is saved.
g. Right-click the BB, select Properties and in the Activity Properties (Process) window, select the RCM Parameters

tab.
h. Click Add.

The New RCM Property window appears.
i. Enter flow.import.boolean.ignoreFailedConnectors in the Property Name field, and click OK.

The property is listed in the RCM Parameters tab.
j. Set the value to false, click Apply and OK.

The process window displays.
You have duplicated and renamed the BB, and modified properties.

3. Add the BB to the process.
a. Drag-and-drop the Ignore Failed Connector BB between the Send No Last Configuration Email and Set Connector

Failed 3 BBs.
b. Set the transition between Ignore Failed Connector and Set Connector Failed 3 steps as Conditional, select the

Use an existing script option and in the Name field select No and click Finish.
c. Set the transition between Ignore Failed Connector and wait for all primaries ended 4 as Conditional, select the

Use an existing script option, and in the Name field select Yes and click Finish.
d. Save the process.

You have added a BB and modified the process.
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4. In the Portal, add a Process Mappings.
a. In the Portal, navigate to Administration, Workflow Settings, Workflow Process Mapping, and add a Process

Mappings.
b. In the Add Process Mappings section, add a name, and description.
c. In the Workflow Type section, select Import from the drop-down list.
d. Click Add.

The New Process Mapping screen appears.
e. In the Import section, select BBSingleImport from the drop-down list and click Add.

5. Navigate to Administration, Universes, select a universe, and in the Default Process Mappings tab, in the Import
section, set the mapping to the Process Mapping from Step 4, and click Save.

6. Select the universe and in the Connectivity tab, and in the Import Flow Properties area, select
flow.import.boolean.ignoreFailedConnectors.

7. Run the import for endpoints.
Nonimported failed endpoints are ignored.

Export Fails when Removing a Nested Provisioning Role in Identity Manager

When you integrate Identity Governance with Identity Manager, and you try to remove a child provisioning role from a
parent provisioning role in Identity Governance, the export to Identity Manager fails.

NOTE
This issue is resolved in Identity Manager 12.6.1.
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Data Warehouse Issues when using Two Universes

Symptom:

When I have different business policy rules (BPRs) in two separate universes, and the ETL process for both universes is
running at the same time, the data in the database may be switched between universes.

Solution:

To work around this issue, run separate ETL processes for each universe at different times.

Connection Errors After CA Identity Manager Server Upgrade

Symptom:

Connect error when accessing Identity Governance from Identity Manager after upgrade of an existing installation.

Solution:

After Identity Manager server upgrade more configuration is required.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, go to System, Web Services, Delete Web Services Configuration, Search.
2. Delete the IMRCM configuration.
3. Log in to the Identity Governance web portal.
4. Go to Administration, Universes, and select the universe configured to integrate with Identity Manager.
5. Go to Connectivity tab and select the Identity Manager connector.
6. Click Test and confirm that the connection is successful.

BPR Fails When Assigning Roles During Violation Check

Symptom:

When I assign roles to a user while a Business Policy Rule (BPR) is running and checking for violations, the initial run
is successful. When I repeat this action a second time, an exception occurs in the application server console, and no
violation is returned.

Solution:

Clear the Portal browser cache before running the next BPR.

Client Tools Connector Configuration Files Removed During Upgrade

Symptom:

After I upgrade Identity Governance and run the migrated connector, the connector does not point to the specific endpoint
and generates a log error.

Solution:

During the upgrade process, when you uninstall the Client Tools, remove the connector configuration files. Before
initiating the Identity Governance upgrade process, take a backup of the connector configuration files. After the upgrade is
complete, reapply the backed-up connector configuration files.

The default connector configuration files are located in the following folder:

RCM_install\Program Files\CA\RCM\Client Tools\Software\Converters\CA\conf
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Change Default Hostname on Linux Cluster

Symptom:

I am trying to deploy Identity Governance on a JBoss cluster on Linux and the cluster is not working.

Solution:

The Linux installer adds the hostname to the /etc/hosts file pointing to the localhost address (127.0.0.1) by default. Modify
the /etc/hosts file and remove the hostname from the localhost address.

For example,

127.0.0.1 RCM-Server localhost.localdomain localhost

changes to:

127.0.0.1 localhost.localdomain localhost

Some Endpoint Data not Synchronized after Identity Governance Export

In some cases, while removing links between non-user entities in Identity Governance (such as between nested roles
or a role and a resource), the change is exported to Identity Manager, but Identity Manager does not synchronize those
changes with the endpoint. Therefore, Identity Governance assumes some user privileges have been removed, but in
Identity Manager these user privileges still exist.

Workaround

In Identity Manager, manually synchronize the endpoint after completing an export from Identity Governance.

Accessing a New Role

Because approval of a new role is a manual process and depends on the approvers, it may take time for the new role to
be added to the configuration. If you try to access a newly added role before it is approved and added to the configuration,
an Entity not found error occurs.

Renaming a Role that Represents a Provisioning Role is not Supported

In Identity Governance Client Tools, there are instances where you can rename a role. However, exporting a rename
operation to Identity Manager does not work and renaming of a provisioning role is not supported.

Continuous Updates Not Supported for Explore and Correlate

Continuous Updates from Identity Manager to Identity Governance for the Explore and Correlation functionality is not
supported.

If you Explore and Correlate an endpoint, do an import after the Explore and Correlate completes to add the new or
updated endpoint data to Identity Governance.

Filtering Limitation When Importing from Identity Manager

When importing from Identity Manager, Identity Governance does not support filtering users by organization or retrieving
user organization membership information from an LDAP user store.
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(Optional) Increase File Handles

In UNIX, increase CA User Activity Reporting default number server file handles when integrating with the product. The
default file handles limit the opening of too many files that can exhaust system resources. The CA User Activity Reporting
server is only supported on Linux.

Follow these steps:

1. On the CA User Activity Reporting server, navigate to the following location:
/etc/security/

2. Edit the limits.conf file. Look for the following caelmservice settings:
– caelmservice soft    nofile    4096
– caelmservice    hard    nofile    4096

3. Change both caelmservice settings to 8192.
You have increased file handles on the CA User Activity Reporting server.

Using Secured Active Directory as a User Store for Identity Manager Requires a Certificate in Identity Governance

Symptom:

When integrating Identity Governance with Identity Manager using Active Directory (with SSL enabled) as a user store,
the import feature fails.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, do the following:

1. Configure Identity Governance for SSL.

NOTE
For more information about configuring Identity Governance with SSL, see Configure SSL-Encrypted
Communication.

2. If your certificate is not published by CA (Certificate Authority), perform the following steps:
a. Import a certificate into a keystore in the default JDK JRE security directory.
b. Reference the keystore in either the batchImport.properties file or the eurekify.bat file by adding JRE arguments,

such as the following:
-Djavax.net.ssl.keyStore="C:/Program Files/Java/jdk1.6.0_21/jre/
lib/security/storename" -Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=changeit -
 Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore="C:/Program Files/Java/jdk1.6.0_21/jre/lib/security/
storename"

Multi-valued Attribute Changes not Supported in Export

Multi-valued attribute changes made in Identity Governance cannot be exported to Identity Manager. Multi-valued
attributes are supported in import, but not in export.

Unsupported Characters in Role Names that Correspond to Identity Manager Roles or Account Templates

When integrating Identity Governance and Identity Manager, Identity Governance role names for roles that correspond to
provisioning roles or account templates in Identity Manager cannot contain the following characters:

• asterisk (*)
• comma (,)
• semicolon (;)
• forward slash (/)
• backslash (\)
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Error When Opening a BPR File From the Audit Card

Symptom:

I receive the following error message when I try to open a BPR file (created in the portal) by right-clicking on an alert and
selecting the View or Edit BPR rule options:

The File is Not a Valid Business Policy Rules File

Solution:

Open the BPR file using the File, Open menu options.

Internet Explorer 11 with Windows 8: Default Security Options May Affect Display

Symptom:

The default security settings in Internet Explorer 11 browsers with Windows 8 may cause issues with search screens that
are displayed as pop-up windows in Identity Governance.

NOTE
This is a known issue with the connector import feature.

Solution:

1. Open Tools, internet options from an Internet Explorer 11 browser.
2. Select the Security tab.
3. In the Select a zone to view changes or change security settings view, select the Local intranet, then select Sites,

Advanced.
a Local intranet window opens.

4. In the Add this website to the zone field, enter the domain name, and click Add.
Example: *.ca.com

5. In the Add this website to the zone field, type the host name and click Add.
Example: http://hostname.domainname:port/eurekify/*
The hostname appears in the Websites list.

6. Click Close and OK.
The Internet Options window, Security tab is displayed.

7. Select Custom level.
A Settings window opens.

8. Under Scripting, Active scripting, select Enable and click OK.
9. Restart the browser for changes to take effect.

You can view pop-up search screens correctly.

Wrong Error Code When SBT File Fails to Run

Symptom:

When my SBT file fails to run, the error level returned is zero.

Solution:

Run the SBT file with a /w flag, for example, use the following format:

start batch_file.sbt /w

Endpoint Name Restrictions for ACF2 ACFESAGE, RACF IRRDBU00, and TSSCFILE Connectors

Symptom:
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Attempting to create an endpoint with an endpoint name such as “user test”, “user-test”, and “_usertest” on dumpfile
connectors causes endpoint creation to fail with the message: 'Cannot create pool able connection factory'.

Solution:

Space characters are not allowed in the endpoint names for ACF2 ACFESAGE, TSSCFILE, or RACF IRRDBU00
connectors. The endpoint name for these connectors also has the following restrictions:

• Must be between 1 and 30 characters in length
• Starts with the alphanumeric characters
• Contains only alphanumeric and/or "_" character only

Before you upgrade to this version, delete the existing mainframe dumpfile endpoints which are not in accordance with the
given restrictions.

Supported Languages
Identity Governance supports the following languages:

• Danish
• Dutch
• Finnish
• French
• French Canadian
• German
• Italian
• Japanese
• Korean
• Norwegian
• Portuguese (Brazil)
• Spanish
• Swedish      

Support for JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x
If your existing Identity Governance deployment uses JBoss EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8.2 as application server, we recommend
migrating to the supported versions - JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x using the Migration Tool.

NOTE
The minimum supported WildFly version for migration is 15.0.1.The supported migrations are,

• JBoss EAP 6.4 to JBoss EAP 7.2
• WildFly 8.2 to WildFly 15.0.x

For a successful migration to JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x, you must complete the following tasks:

1. Pre-requisites
2. Run the Migration Tool
3. Post-migration Tasks

To troubleshoot and resolve errors that might occur during the course of migration, see the Troubleshooting section.
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Pre-requisites

Before running the migration tool, ensure that the following pre-requisites are met on each of the cluster nodes.

1. Apply the latest Identity Governance Cumulative Patch. Post deployment of the Cumulative Patch, perform a sanity
check on the solution by executing the following actions:
– Ensure that all the nodes are up and running.
– Perform Workpoint Checkup to ensure that all the Workpoint processes are working properly:

a. In the Identity Governance Portal, navigate to Administration, System Checkup, Workpoint Checkup.
b. In the Workpoint Checkup window, click the Start button to start a checkup ticket against the active processes

displayed in the Workpoint process list.
c. Click Go to Tickets.
d. Ensure that the status of the workpoint processes are green.

2. Install JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x on the existing Identity Governance server.
3. Download and extract Layer7 Migration Tool.
4. For WildFly 15.0.x, download v1.5.0 binary distribution of the JBoss Server Migration Tool from the JBoss Server

Migration Tool GitHub repository. For JBoss EAP 7.2 GA, the tool is already part of the GA distribution installed in Step
2.

5. Ensure that all the Workpoint processes (Example: Import, Export, ETL) that are currently running are in completed
state.

6. Ensure that the continuous import and export operations between Identity Manager and Identity Governance are
stopped and the JMS queues are empty.
– To disable continuous import, follow these steps:

a. In the CA Identity Manager User Console, navigate to System, CA RCM Configuration, Define Configuration.
b. In the Continuous Update tab, deselect the Post Notification to Queue option.

– To disable continuous export, follow these steps:
a. In the CA Identity Governance User Console, navigate to Administration, Universes.
b. Select the universe where the Identity Manager connector is configured.
c. Click the Connectivity tab.
d. Select the Export radio button.
e. Under Export General Properties section, deselect the Enable Continuous Export option.

Run the Migration Tool
Run the migration tool on each of the cluster nodes by following the given steps:

1. Shut down the Identity Governance server.
2. From the command line, navigate to the location where you had downloaded and extracted Layer7 Migration Tool.
3. Run Layer7_migrate_tool.bat for Windows and Layer7_migrate_tool.sh for Linux with the following arguments:

Layer7_migrate_tool.bat/sh -s “<Location where the existing JBoss EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8.2 is installed>” -t

 “<Location where JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x is installed>”

Notes: (For Windows Only) If the folders in the application server installed path contains a space (For example,
Program Files), ensure that you replace the space with the equivalent short name (For example, PROGRA~1). You
can run dir /x command to find the equivalent short names for the folders.  For example:
C:\JBossMigration>Layer7_migrate_tool.bat -s “C:\PROGRA~1\CA\RCM\Server\eurekify-jboss” -t “C:

\wildfly-15.0.1.Final\"

(For Linux Only) The only allowed special characters in the folders of the application server installed path are “space”,
“-“, “.” and “_”.

4. (For WildFly Only) When prompted to enter the “Absolute Path of the Migration tool to use", enter the location of the
JBoss Server Migration Tool that you had downloaded as part of step 4 in the pre-requisites section.
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5. On a successful migration, you should see a success message on the screen. In case of a failure, try running the
migration tool again. If the issue persists, open a support case.

Post-Migration Tasks

Post-migration, ensure that you complete the following tasks on each of the cluster nodes.

1. Copy the fine-tune configurations from <JBoss EAP 6.4/WildFly 8.2_Home>/bin/standalone.conf.bat or
standalone.conf to <JBoss EAP 7.2/WildFly 15.0.x_Home>/bin/standalone.conf.bat or standalone.conf.

2. (Applicable only when the keystore/certificate files are placed in the JBoss/WildFly configuration directory)
If using SSL, ensure that you copy the keystore/certificate files from <JBoss EAP 6.4/WildFly 8.2_Home>/
standalone/configuration to <JBoss EAP 7.2/WildFly 15.0.x_Home>/standalone/configuration.

3. Post-migration, ensure that you enable the continuous import and export operations that you had disabled in step 6 of
the pre-requisites section.

4. If you are running the Identity Governance server in a non-default port, ensure that you update the JBoss 7 section in
the <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/rcm_jboss_ports.txt file with the required ports.
For example:
# JBoss 7

%JBOSS_BIND_ADDRESS

%:14447%JBOSS_BIND_ADDRESS

%:15445%JBOSS_BIND_ADDRESS

%:15446%JBOSS_BIND_ADDRESS%:9009

%JBOSS_BIND_ADDRESS%:9090

%JBOSS_BIND_ADDRESS%:9443

%JBOSS_BIND_ADDRESS%:19990

%JBOSS_BIND_ADDRESS%:19999

5. If you have migrated JBoss EAP 6.4 to 7.2 on Identity Governance unicast cluster deployment, post migration you
must perform the following steps on each of the cluster nodes:
a. Navigate to <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/standalone/configuration.
b. Open standalone-full-ha-ca-gm.xml file for editing.
c. In the subsystem element of type jgroups (<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:jgroups:6.0">), do the following

edits.
a. In the transport element of type TCP and UDP, add the following property in case you want to avoid discarded

messages:
<property name="log_discard_msgs">false</property>

Sample code snippet after adding the property:
<stack name="tcp">

<transport type="TCP" socket-binding="jgroups-tcp">

<property name="port_range">50</property>

<property name="log_discard_msgs">false</property>

</transport>....</stack><stack name="udp">

<transport type="UDP" socket-binding="jgroups-udp">

<property name="port_range">50</property>

<property name="log_discard_msgs">false</property>

</transport>....</stack>

b. In the protocol element of type org.jgroups.protocols.TCPPING, do the following edits.
a. Change FNQ name in the protocol type from org.jgroups.protocols.TCPPING to TCPPING.
b. Remove the following two properties:

• <property name="num_initial_members">
• <property name="timeout">
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Sample code snippet after the edits:
<protocol type="TCPPING" module="org.jgroups">

<property name="initial_hosts">host1,host2</property>

<property name="port_range">1</property>

</protocol>

c. In the protocol element of type pbcast.GMS, add join_timeout property with the same timeout value that you
had configured in the pre-migration setup. This property is a replacement for the timeout property that we had
removed in step 2.
<protocol type="pbcast.GMS" module="org.jgroups">

<property name="join_timeout">50000</property>

</protocol>

6. (Applicable only to the cluster setup)
a. JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x cannot read the JMS messages that are created by JBoss EAP 6.4 and WildFly

8.2. Post-migration, you must empty the shared folders that are mapped to the following two properties in the
<JBoss/WildFly_Home>/bin/ca-gm-run-cluster.bat/sh.
• JBOSS_MESSAGING_DATA_LIVE
• JBOSS_MESSAGING_DATA_BACKUP

b. Clear the following folders:
• <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/standalone/data
• <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/standalone/tmp

7. Start the Identity Governance server.

Troubleshooting

The following troubleshooting tips help you resolve errors that you might encounter during the course of migration.

Identity Governance Startup Failure in a Cluster Setup

• Symptom:
Post-migration, in a cluster setup, the Identity Governance server fails to start with the following error:
ERROR [org.apache.activemq.artemis.core.server] (ServerService Thread Pool – 66) AMQ224000: Failure in

 initialisation: java.lang.IndexOutOfBoundsException: readerIndex(73) + length(1) exceeds writerIndex(73):

 UnpooledHeapByteBuf(ridx: 73, widx: 73, cap: 73/73)

• Root Cause:
JMS messages created on JBoss EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8.2 cannot be read by JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x.

• Solution:
a. Empty the shared folders that are mapped to the following two properties in the <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/bin/ca-

gm-run-cluster.bat/sh file.
• JBOSS_MESSAGING_DATA_LIVE
• JBOSS_MESSAGING_DATA_BACKUP

b. Restart the Identity Governance server.

Unable to Find the Keystore

• Symptom:
Post-migration, the Identity Governance server fails to start with the following error:
Caused by: java.lang.IllegalStateException: org.jboss.msc.service.StartException in anonymous service:

 WFLYDM0086: The KeyStore can not be found at C:\wildfly-15.0.1.Final\standalone\configuration

\server1.keystore

• Root Cause:
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The application server is unable to locate the certificates or keystore that is mentioned in the <JBoss/
WildFly_Home>/standalone/configuration/standalone-full-ca-gm.xml file.
<ssl>

<keystore path="server1.keystore" relative-to="jboss.server.config.dir" keystore-password="myPassword"

 alias="rcm" key-password="myPassword"/>

</ssl>

• Solution:
In the standalone-full-ca-gm.xml file, ensure that you provide the correct location of the certificates or keystore.

JBoss EAP Startup Failure

• Symptom:
Post-migration, JBoss fails to start with the following error:
ERROR [org.jboss.as.controller.management-operation] (Controller Boot Thread) WFLYCTL0348: Timeout after

 [300] seconds waiting for service container stability. Operation will roll back. Step that first updated

 the service container was 'add' at address '[    ("core-service" => "management"),    ("management-

interface" => "native-interface") ]'

• Root Cause:
The default deployment timeout for JBoss EAP 7.2 is set to 300 seconds. If the application server takes more than 300
seconds to start, the deployment fails.

• Solution:
Increase the deployment timeout to a desired value in the <JBoss_Home>/bin/standalone.conf file. For example:
Change the timeout value to 600 seconds
set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Djboss.as.management.blocking.timeout=600"

JBoss/WildFly Startup Failure in a Cluster Setup

• Symptom:
Post-migration, the JBoss/WildFly service fails to start on the cluster nodes with the following error:
Error creating bean with name 'txLogService' defined in class path resource [META-INF/txLog/

txLogJmsContext.xml]: Cannot resolve reference to bean 'txLogQ' while setting bean property 'destination';

 nested exception is org.springframework.beans.factory.BeanCreationException: Error creating bean with

 name 'txLogQ' defined in class path resource [META-INF/txLog/jboss7JmsContext.xml]: Invocation of

 init method failed; nested exception is javax.naming.NameNotFoundException: queue/txLogQ -- service

 jboss.naming.context.java.queue.txLogQ

• Solution:
a. Access the shared locations that are mapped to the following two properties in the <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/

bin/ca-gm-run-cluster.bat/sh file.
• JBOSS_MESSAGING_DATA_LIVE
• JBOSS_MESSAGING_DATA_BACKUP

b. Delete the <jmshare>/<primary node>/journal/server.lock file from the live and backup locations.
c. Restart all the cluster nodes.

Unable to Start JBoss Service

Symptom:

After configuring JBoss 7.2 to run as a Windows service, the JBoss service does not start and the following error is logged
in the stderr log file:

java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: WFLYSRV0191: Can't use both --server-config and --initial-server-config
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Reason:

The service.bat file that creates the Windows service does not point to the right standalone-full-ca-gm.xml for
standalone or standalone-full-ha-ca-gm.xml for cluster setup. The file also contains an extra startup parameter (--server-
config=!CONFIG!).

Solution:

1. Open a command line and navigate to the JBoss bin directory.
2. Uninstall the JBoss service by running the following command:

service.bat uninstall

3. Edit the service.bat file.
– Change "%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=standalone.xml

to
Standalone: "%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=  standalone-full-ca-gm.xml
Cluster: "%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=standalone-full-ha-ca-gm.xml

– Change
set STARTPARAM="/c#set#NOPAUSE=Y#&&#!START_SCRIPT!#-Djboss.server.base.dir=!BASE!#--server-
config=!CONFIG!"
to
set STARTPARAM="/c#set#NOPAUSE=Y#&&#!START_SCRIPT!#-Djboss.server.base.dir=!BASE!#".

4. Save the file.
5. Open a command line and navigate to the JBoss bin directory.
6. Install the JBoss service by running the following command:

service.bat install

Deprecated Platforms and Configurations
In the Identity Governance 14.3 release, no platforms and configurations are deprecated.

Accessibility Features
CA Technologies is committed to ensuring that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks. This section outlines the accessibility features that are part
of Identity Governance.

This article contains the following sections:

508 Compliance

Identity Governance complies with Section 508 of the US Rehabilitation Act and the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG2.0) at the AA level. You can also ask your account manager for a copy of Voluntary Product Accessibility
Template (VPAT).

To help with 508 compliance, you can customize the labels for input screen elements, such as radio buttons or text fields,
so that they can be recognized by a screen reader. Click here for more information.

Suggested JAWS Settings

JAWS (Job Access With Speech) is a computer screen reader program for Microsoft Windows™ that allows blind and
visually impaired users to read the screen either with a text-to-speech output or by a Refreshable Braille display.

Identity Governance suggests selecting the following options that are found in the JAWS Settings Center -  Default
Applications (All Applications), Web/HTML/PDFs Links window:
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• Filter Consecutive Duplicate Links
• Say Link Type
• Identify "Same Page" Links
• Under "For a Text Link", Speak, select Title
• Under "Include Image Links", select All Image Links
• Under "Identify Image Map Links", select All Image Map Links

Product Enhancements

Identity Governance  offers accessibility enhancements in the following areas:

• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard
• Mouse

Note: The following information applies to Windows-based and Macintosh-based applications. Java applications run on
many host operating systems, some of which already have assistive technologies available to them. For these existing
assistive technologies to provide access to programs written in JPL, they need a bridge between themselves in their
native environments and the Java Accessibility support that is available from within the Java virtual machine (or Java
VM). This bridge has one end in the Java VM and the other on the native platform, so it will be slightly different for each
platform it bridges to. Sun is currently developing both the JPL and the Win32 sides of this bridge.

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items
Lets you choose font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Screen resolution
Lets you change the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

• Cursor width and blink rate
Lets you make the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• Icon size
Lets you make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

• High contrast schemes
Lets you select color combinations that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume
Lets you turn the computer sound up or down.

• Text-to-Speech
Lets you hear command options and text read aloud.

• Warnings
Lets you display visual warnings.

• Notices
Gives you aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.

• Schemes
Lets you associate computer sounds with specific system events.

• Captions
Lets you display captions for speech and sounds.
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Note: If you are using a screen reader, we recommend that you install the latest version of the screen reader tool for
better interpretation.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Repeat Rate
Lets you set how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

• Tones
Lets you hear tones when pressing certain keys.

• Sticky Keys
Lets those who type with one hand or finger choose alternative keyboard layouts.

• Skip Link
Lets you use the Skip to main content link for a quick navigation to the main content.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

• Click Speed
Lets you choose how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

• Click Lock
Lets you highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

• Reverse Action
Lets you reverse the functions controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

• Blink Rate
Lets you choose how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

• Pointer Options
Let you do the following:
– Hide the pointer while typing
– Show the location of the pointer
– Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
– Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
– Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Mozilla Firefox Exceptions

We recommend that keyboard users and JAWS users use Internet Explorer 8 for the following reasons:

• In Firefox, dialogs do not receive the in/out focus.
• In Firefox, the skip to main content link is not always read first by screen reader.

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that Identity Governance supports:

Keyboard Description
Ctrl+X Cut
Ctrl+C Copy
Ctrl+K Find Next
Ctrl+F Find and Replace
Ctrl+V Paste
Ctrl+S Save
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Ctrl+Shift+S Save All
Ctrl+D Delete Line
Ctrl+Right Next Word
Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down
End Line End

Product Community
Welcome to Symantec Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) community.

Our product community keeps you informed about the latest happenings in the Symantec IGA space in the form of
announcements, events and blogs such as,

• Product webinars
• Release announcements
• Invitation to the beta programs
• Platform support matrix

The community forum also lets you post a query or any ideation related to a specific product feature.

Documentation for Older Releases
Identity Governance documentation in Techdocs platform is available from release 14.0 onwards.

To view documentation for older/legacy releases, see Bookshelves and PDFs.
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Platform Support Matrix
This article covers the platforms that are supported by CA Identity Governance:

•  Server Environments - Platforms that are supported as environments for hosting CA Identity Governance server
components.

•  Client Environments - Platforms that are supported as environments for hosting CA Identity Governance client
components.

•  Reporting Server - Supported reported servers for enterprise reporting.
•  Connectors - Platforms that are supported as targets for import and export of data from endpoints.
•  Password Management Components - Platforms that are supported for password management.

Server Environments
This article details the supported environments (such as operating systems, application servers, and RDBMS) for hosting
CA Identity Governance server components.

Operating Systems

Operating System Release Additional Information

Microsoft Windows Server 2012, 2012 R2, 2016, 2019 • Support of Standard Edition and Essential Edition
• Latest SP assumed

Red Hat Enterprise Linux
CentOS

6.x, 7.x, 8.x
7.x, 8.x

-

Application Servers

Application Server Release Java Virtual Machine

IBM WebSphere 8.5.5.11 and later releases • IBM Java 8 (1.8.x)

JBoss EAP
WildFly

EAP 6.4 and later 6.x releases
WildFly 8.2 and later 8.x releases

• Oracle Java 1.8.x
• AdoptOpenJDK 1.8.0_212 and later 1.8.x versions
• July 2015 critical patch update or higher versions required for Oracle JDK 1.8.x
• Domain mode is not supported.

WARNING

• Identity Suite has shifted the primary support from Oracle JDK to AdoptOpenJDK, a popular free version of
Java that derives its source from OpenJDK. Existing customers with valid licenses from Oracle may continue
to run our products using Oracle JDK. However, in such cases, the customer is responsible for obtaining
support from Oracle to address any future Java security and vulnerability issues that may arise.

• CA Identity Governance installer does not work with AdoptOpenJDK. Post installation of CA Identity
Governance you must change the Java if you wish to use AdoptOpenJDK.

• Starting from release 1.8.0_181, Java has enabled endpoint identification on LDAPS (secure LDAP over
TLS) connections. This will result in the LDAP connection failure when the LDAP endpoint does not have
a certificate matching the name of the endpoint. To avoid LDAP connection failure, apply the workaround
mentioned at Java Upgrade LDAP Issue.
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Databases

The following matrix describes the supported Identity Governance databases. The database is a required repository for
storing environment configuration information, workflow configuration and status, task history information and optionally (if
configured) audit records.

Database Release Additional Information

Microsoft SQL Server • Standard and Enterprise Editions
– 2012, 2014, 2016, 2017

• Enterprise Edition
– 2016 and 2017 including SQL Always On Availability Group

• Latest SP assumed
• Prerequisites for SQL Always On Availability Group:

– Supported from Identity Governance 14.3 CP1 + Hotfix (Standalone, Virtual
Appliance)

Oracle • 11g R2
• 12c R1 (RAC + Container DB multi tenancy)
• 12c R2 (RAC + Container DB multi tenancy)
• 18c (RAC + Container DB multi tenancy)
• 19c (RAC + Container DB multi tenancy)

• Standard and Enterprise Editions

Additional CA Interoperability Matrix

CA Identity Governance is interoperable with other products.

Product Release Additional Information

CA Identity Manager r12.6 (and later), r14.x Latest Service Pack and Cumulative Release are assumed.
CA Single Sign-On r12.5, r12.51, r12.52x, r12.6.01, r12.7, and 12.8 releases Including Single Sign-On Multi zones

NOTE
The .x in the release numbers denote the actively supported releases.

Client Environments
This article details the supported CA Identity Governance client environments. It includes supported web browsers and
operating systems for running CA Identity Governance Client Tools and the workflow designer tool.

Supported Operating Systems

Operating System Release Additional Information
Microsoft Windows Windows 8 (64 bit)

Windows 10 (64 bit)
Windows 2012 R2 (64 bit)
Windows 2016

Virtualization supported on vSphere 5.x

Supported Web Browsers

Web Browser Release Additional Information
Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (Native) Standard and compatibility mode
Microsoft Edge 20.x
Firefox 35.x
Chrome 39.x
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Safari 7.x

Reporting Server
Identity Suite is packaged with CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server. Customers can choose to install their own
copy of the reporting server and deploy Identity Governance reports on the top of their installation.

Identity Governance supports the following version of CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server:

• 7.1.1 - Supported from Identity Governance 14.3 CP1 + Hotfix (Standalone, Virtual Appliance)

Connectors
In this article, we cover the connector matrix for endpoints that are supported by CA Identity Governance.

  

Supported Connector Servers

Refer to Supported Connector Servers 

Supported Connector Xpress Platforms

Refer to Supported Connector Xpress Platforms 

Certified Connector Xpress Endpoint Types

Refer to Certified Connector Xpress Endpoint Types 

Supported Connector Endpoint Types

Refer to Supported Connector Endpoint Types 

Supported Endpoints Using Direct Connectivity

The following Endpoints apply only when CA Identity Governance connects directly to the endpoint (not using an identity
management system).

Endpoint Additional Comments 
CSV Files 7 CSV files in CA Identity Governance proprietary format
CSV Mapping Data mapping from standard CSV file
LDIF Mapping Data mapping from standard LDIF file - only Base32 encoding

Supported Endpoint Connectivity Using CA Identity Manager (Legacy Connectors) 

Apply when connecting to endpoints using CA Identity Manager.
Endpoint integration is available using the following methods:

• Legacy 
• Customizable Connector

Note: These methods are supported for backward compatibility purpose only, and will be supported for
upgrading customer only. 
For more details about Endpoints, versions supported legacy connectors refer to the CA Identity Governance 12.5 SP3
support matrix.
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Connectivity Integration Examples Using Third-party Identity Management Systems

The following examples are available on request via CA Services.

• IBM TIM
• Sun IM

Sample Kettle PDI Data Transforms

CA Identity Governance provides the ability to invoke Pentaho Data Integration (PDI) transformations and jobs.
This feature allows for complex ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) operations during data import. CA support
site provides a list of the available transforms. Link: https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/anonymous/phpdocs?
filePath=0/8247/8247_rcmdata.html 

CA Identity Governance ships with PDI version 4.2. The installation process extracts the software with additional CA
Identity Governance dedicated input/output plugins for customers to use in their environment. For more information, check
the product documentation.

Note: CA Technologies does not support the transforms.

Password Management Components
This article details the supported CA Identity Governance portal password management components.

Target System Additional Comments
Microsoft Active Directory Windows 2012, 2012 R2
CA Directory r12.0 SP17 and SP18
CA Single Sign-On r12.5, r12.6, r12.7 and r12.8
CA Identity Manager r12.6 GA and higher versions, r14.x

Support for SQL Always On Availability Group
Identity Suite supports MS SQL Server Enterprise Edition 2016 and 2017 including SQL Always On Availability Group.

This document covers the supported configurations and the best effort support for SQL Always On Availability Group.

Supported Configurations

SQL Always On Availability Group configuration is supported in the following scenarios:

• All availability nodes are part of a single Microsoft Windows Domain
• Availability Group is created based on the Windows Server Failover Clustering
• All Identity Suite databases (availability databases) are part of a single Availability Group
• SQL Server Enterprise Edition 2016 and 2017 (Latest SP assumed)

Best Effort Support

We provide best effort support for the following configurations as long as Microsoft supports:

• Distributed Availability Group that belongs to different network subnets
• Availability nodes are members of different Microsoft Windows Domains
• SQL Server Standard Edition 2016 and 2017 (Latest SP assumed)
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Unsupported Platforms

Identity Suite does not support SQL Always On Availability Group hosted on the following platforms:

• Linux/Non-Windows platform
• Cloud platforms like AWS/GC

JasperReports Server Configuration

IMPORTANT

Identity Governance database “Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise Edition 2016 and 2017 including SQL Always
On Availability Group” is compatible with JasperReports Server 7.1.1. This means that JasperReports Server
7.1.1 can fetch data for reporting from Identity Governance environment configured with SQL Always ON.

For JasperReports Platform Support Matrix, click here.

When using JasperReports Server for reporting, if you want to fetch reports from the Secondary Read Replicas instead
of Primary Replica, append the ApplicationIntent=ReadOnly connection parameter to the connection string in the
JasperReports Data Source configuration.

Given is an example of the data source configuration:

In this example,

• IDSAG.forwardinc.com is the Availability Group Listener
• 1433 is the listener port
• IMDB is the database name
• ApplicationIntent=ReadOnly;indicates that the connection is read-only

Appendix
This article contains the following information:

Linux Reasonable Commercial Effort Statement

This Support Statement applies to CA Identity Governance that offers documented support for one or more Linux
Reference Platforms.

CA strives to meet our clients' diverse and ever changing needs. CA products support and manage many of today's
leading platforms, operating systems and applications across the IT enterprise.
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A Linux Reference Platform is a specific version of a particular Linux variant, such as Red Hat Enterprise Server 6/7,
which is used in CA development, QA, and Support, and is documented as a supported environment in which to run CA
Identity Governance.

To verify the Linux Reference Platforms supported for CA Identity Governance, review the system requirements section of
the respective product documentation, or check with CA Support.

Many of our clients use variants of the Linux operating system as their production operating system platform, for example,
Oracle Enterprise Linux, SUSE, etc.

Some of those Linux variants claim compatibility (compatibility modes) with CA Identity Governance supported Linux
Reference Platforms.

Note: CA does not test every possible configuration of CA Identity Governance running on the many Compatible Linux
Variants available and cannot certify specific client configurations. 

To facilitate a quick resolution and isolate the root cause of any potential product issue encountered running on
Compatible Linux Variants, CA is establishing the following support protocol for CA Identity Governance operated in these
environments:

• The current GA version of a Linux Reference Platform and the prior major version of that environment are supported.
Any exceptions are noted in respective product documentation.

• The client is responsible for properly configuring their Linux Variant to be compatible with a Linux Reference Platform
supported by CA Identity Governance.

• The client is responsible for having an active maintenance agreement for both their CA Identity Governance and for the
Compatible Linux variant.

• While CA does not require that clients recreate each issue on a Linux Reference Platform before contacting support,
we can request that the client diagnose and troubleshoot specific issues without the Linux Variant "variable" through
reproducing the issue on the Linux Reference Platform. CA will only do this when we have reason to believe the issue
is directly related to the Compatible Linux Variant environment.

• While functional problems are rare under Compatible Linux Variants, problems may occur related to the third-party
components embedded in applications, and those embedded products' support of Compatible Linux Variants may
be limited or unavailable. Diagnosis and resolution of this class of problem may require the client to return to a Linux
Reference Platform.

• Compatible Linux Variants are diverse; CA may require extra time to understand, collect data, troubleshoot, and
possibly reproduce reported issues.

• If CA Support cannot directly identify the root cause as a CA or a Compatible Linux Variant issue, client can open a
support issue with their Compatible Linux Variant vendor and any other necessary third-party vendors to expedite
the resolution of the issue. CA, the vendor(s), and the client will work together toward a quick resolution were there
business relationship mechanism to do so.  CA, Novell, and many other software vendors belong to the Technical
Support Alliance Network (http://www.tsanet.org) that may be engaged by either CA or the Compatible Linux variant
vendor if and when the need for a third party arises as long as active maintenance exists for the CA and third-party
vendor's product.  Note if the customer does not have a Vendor support agreement for the Linux variant, there is no
third-party CA may work with.

• Any known issues with running CA Identity Governance on specific Compatible Linux Variants will be noted in the
respective product documentation. 

Reasonable Commercial Effort Statement

CA Technical Support makes a reasonable commercial effort to troubleshoot and/or resolve customer support requests
that involve the use of currently supported versions of CA Identity Governance on or with "unsupported" platforms as
follows:

• CA Technical Support accepts support incidents (support requests) involving a software platform or a combination
of software platforms that is not officially supported per the then-current CA published platform support matrices. CA
troubleshoots the issue up to the point that CA has reason to believe that the problem is related to the use of software
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that is not specified in a then-current platform supported matrix. At such point, CA shall require that the customer
reproduce the problem on a fully supported combination of platforms before CA proceeds in troubleshooting the
incident.

Third-Party Products End of Support Statement

When a third-party product reaches the end of its primary or mainstream support, CA will no longer provide support for
that third-party product or any Identity Governance components that interoperate with the third-party product. Third-party
products under extended vendor support are not supported by CA. Examples of third-party products are: web server,
application server, operating system, directory, database, etc.
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Getting Started

Access Governance and RBAC
Contents:

Access Governance Overview

Governance refers to the processes and decisions that an organization uses to define actions, grant entitlements,
and verify performance. Access governance implements policies and procedures to control access to information and
resources. This task becomes more difficult with constantly changing business needs, increasingly large and complex
organizations, and the use of different information systems.

Entitlements are difficult and costly to manage. Over time an organization can accumulate many orphan and dormant
accounts and stale entitlements. Poor access governance results in financial and compliance risks through improper
segregation of duties and incorrect entitlements. Security, operational, and reputational risks arise when users have
unauthorized access to information or other resources. Further, organizations with poor access governance policies can
face audit findings due to inadequate business policies, such as segregation of duties rules.

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC, also known as Role-Based Security) is an approach to access governance in medium
and large-scale enterprises. RBAC is a product of NIST, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, which
provides industry direction in its uses and implementation.

Identity Governance is an RBAC system that helps organizations manage these risks using entitlements cleanup, role
discovery, audit, business policy, and certification features.

Identity Governance - an RBAC Solution

Without implementing Identity Governance, an organization may manage user entitlements with direct links between each
user and each resource, as illustrated in the following image.
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This hypothetical organization has direct links between eight employees and eight resources. Each link represents a direct
entitlement that an employee has to a resource they need. This model results in a total of 40 entitlements.

Identity Governance uses advanced pattern-identification technology to define roles that are based on common groups of
entitlements. Users that need access to the same groups of resources are linked to the appropriate role. Each user has
one link to the role, and the role has one link to each related resource.

Identity Governance identifies functional roles – General Employee, Finance, Sales, and IT, and users can be members
of more than one role. For example, Sally Brown is a member of the General Employee Role and the Finance Role. The
RBAC model reduces the number of entitlements to 25.
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Identity Governance identifies roles and brings the following benefits:

• Easier administration, particularly identity management
• Easier removal of access privileges during off-boarding
• Self-service – users can request access to systems based on business terms that are defined by the role, and do not

need to understand the technical specifics of systems and applications.

Identity Governance can help a typical 10,000-person enterprise with millions of direct resource privileges replace these
links with hundreds of roles.

RBAC features in Identity Governance

Identity Governance supports RBAC implementation in the following ways:
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• Entitlements Cleanup
Identity Governance aggregates data from sources across your organization to provide a consolidated environment for
analyzing user, privilege, and role entitlements, and enables you to:
– Identify orphan accounts, dormant accounts, and stale entitlements
– Correlate user accounts across systems to a unique identity, and identify out-of-pattern entitlements
– Take corrective action to establish a clean and reliable data set as the basis for your role definitions

• Role Discovery
Identity Governance imports data from your organization’s endpoints and provisioning nodes, including CA Identity
Manager, and enables you to:
– Perform analysis to reveal common patterns
– Construct an optimized role hierarchy where most users have access to the resources they need
– Maintain your database and role hierarchy up to date based on user, resource, and provisioning information from

across the network
Identity Governance uses a “sandbox” model where you generate multiple different role models outside your
production environment. You compare these role models to obtain the best fit for a particular organization, and then
export this role model to your endpoint systems.

• Certification
Identity Governance enables you to use certification campaigns to:
– Enable managers across the enterprise to review access privileges, and verify that the roles assigned to those

workers are appropriate
– Enable resource owners to review the users and roles that link to their resource.
In some jurisdictions certifications are required by law. Identity Governance implements certifications using a workflow.
When combined with CA Identity Manager, an organization can institute “closed-loop remediation”, that is the
automatic removal of inappropriate or unauthorized access privileges without user intervention.

• Real-Time Provisioning Support
Provisioning nodes can query Identity Governance in real time using a set of web services. These web services
suggest role profiles for users, and answer "what if" questions. Identity Governance can also export changes to these
nodes, creating account templates and other provisioning tools that reflect the best practices of the role hierarchy. In
this way, the role hierarchy proactively controls the privileges that are assigned to users.

Access Governance
Governance refers to the processes and decisions that an organization uses to define actions, grant entitlements,
and verify performance. Access governance implements policies and procedures to control access to information and
resources. This task becomes more difficult with constantly changing business needs, increasingly large and complex
organizations, and the use of different information systems.

Entitlements are difficult and costly to manage. Over time an organization can accumulate many orphan and dormant
accounts and stale entitlements. Poor access governance results in financial and compliance risks through improper
segregation of duties and incorrect entitlements. Security, operational, and reputational risks arise when users have
unauthorized access to information or other resources. Further, organizations with poor access governance policies can
face audit findings due to inadequate business policies, such as segregation of duties rules.

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC, also known as Role-Based Security) is an approach to access governance in medium
and large-scale enterprises. RBAC is a product of NIST, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, which
provides industry direction in its uses and implementation.

Identity Governance is a Role-Based Access Control system that helps organizations manage these risks using
entitlements cleanup, role discovery, audit, business policy, and certification features.

Roles and Tasks
Tasks in Identity Governance are performed by the following roles:
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The following diagram describes the main user-roles and the tasks they typically perform using Identity Governance.

 

Figure 1: Common Roles and Tasks
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System Administrator

As a system administrator, you deploy Identity Governance in your enterprise environment. You perform the following
tasks:

• Install and configure
• Implement security settings
• Manage how the product connects to endpoint systems
• Administer the Identity Governance Portal and Client Tools application.

NOTE
For information about how to use Identity Governance, see the Installing, Administrating, Configuring, and Client
Tools sections.

IT Security Administrator

As an IT security administrator, you ensure Identity Governance in your enterprise environment. You perform the following
tasks:

• Implement portal authentication
• Configure secure communications

NOTE
For information about how to use Identity Governance, see
the Installing, Administrating and Configuring sections.

Systems Integrator

As a systems integrator, you integrate Identity Governance with other systems in your organization’s technical
environment. You perform the following tasks:

• Manage the import of data from endpoint systems, including servers, enterprise resource planning systems, Active
Directory, and mainframe systems.

• Ensure that Identity Governance operates with other identity and access management products and tools, such as CA
Identity Manager and CA User Activity Reporting

• Create connectors to endpoint systems
• Perform data transformations and enrichment
• Export a revised role model back into the endpoint systems

NOTE
For information about how to use Identity Governance, see the Configuring and Integrating sections, and our
articles on Connector Xpress and Endpoints.

Compliance Officer

As a compliance officer, you support your organization’s internal audit policies by identifying and resolving non-compliance
in user access to resources. You also customize Identity Governance to work with your organization’s business policies.
You perform the following tasks:

• Run periodic audits to certify that users have only the privileges they need, and identify any unauthorized access to
resources

• Create Business Policy Rules to ensure that your company complies with Segregation of Duties requirements
• Configure, run, and automate certification campaigns
• Generate compliance reports
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NOTE
For information about how to use Identity Governance, see the Administrating, Configuring and Online Help
sections.

Role Engineer

As a role engineer, you develop and maintain an RBAC structure for your organization. You define job function roles
according to your organization’s requirements. You perform the following tasks:

• Identify and clean up entitlements
• Perform pattern-based role discovery
• Identify roles that can be removed or merged
• Propose new roles based on common groups of privileges

NOTE
For information about how to use Identity Governance, see the Administrating, Configuring and Client
Tools sections.

Manager, Business User

As a manager or business user, you ensure that your employees have access to the resources they need, and no more.
You perform the following tasks:

• Certify periodically that the privileges of your employees are correct\
• Approve valid entitlements and revoke privileges that are no longer needed
• Approve or reject requests for access to resources that you control

NOTE
For information about how to use Identity Governance, see the Online Help section.

Tools
 Contents 

 Identity Governance Portal

The Portal is a browser-based self-service portal that supports the following tasks:

• Create, schedule, and run certifications (compliance officers)
• Create and run Business Policy Rules as part of a certification (compliance officers)
• Approve or reject privileges (managers)
• Monitor compliance using built-in dashboards (compliance officer)
• Generate compliance reports for internal or external auditors (compliance officer)

 Identity Governance Client Tools Application

The Client Tools is a set of analytical utilities (formerly, Discovery & Analysis tools, or also known as “DNA”) that runs on a
local computer. These tools enable the following actions, among others:

• Run discovery and audit operations
• Clean up excess privileges
• Perform pattern-based audits
• Identify identical or near identical roles
• Create and run business policy rules
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Connector Xpress

Connector Xpress is a CA Identity Manager utility that enables system integrators to create connectors for your
organization’s custom applications and homegrown systems. Connector Xpress provides a wizard-driven SDK that can
build connectors to SQL databases, LDAP directories, and web services.

Use Connector Xpress to map objects to a target system. When you complete your mappings, Connector Xpress
generates an XML file that contains metadata about the structure of your connector. The CA IAM Connector Server uses
this metadata to communicate with your endpoint.

NOTE
For more information about directories and databases that Connector Xpress supports, see the CERTIFIED
CONNECTOR XPRESS ENDPOINT TYPES table in the Platform Support Matrix.

Pentaho Data Integration (PDI/Kettle)

Sometimes a homegrown or proprietary application cannot leverage CA Connector Xpress. For these cases, Identity
Governance employs the third-party tool Pentaho Data Integration (also known as Kettle) to transform the user and
entitlement data into a Identity Governance format. Once a transformation is defined, it is fully integrated into the
connector technology of the product to provide repeatable method of importing the data into Identity Governance.

Workpoint Designer

Workpoint provides the underlying workflow engine for Identity Governance. Identity Governance includes workflows that
conform to CA Technologies’ best practices. Some organizations require more rigorous workflows to comply with their
internal or external regulatory requirements. Workpoint Designer is a third-party product that enables you to customize the
workflow within Identity Governance to accommodate those requirements.

Concepts
Contents

Role Modeling Strategy

Identity Governance supports two role modeling strategies. You can use only one of these strategies in any given Identity
Governance universe.

• Shallow use case
A shallow use case involves role modeling that is based on business or organizational roles. The shallow use case
enables you to analyze roles arising from the activities of your organization, and requires the product to import data
from several different endpoints. We refer to this approach as “shallow” because the use case examines data from
across your organization’s endpoints to a depth of one level of application privileges. For example, this use case can
analyze privileges to resources in an ERP application, Active Directory, and several UNIX servers. This strategy is
suitable for user certification campaigns.

• Deep use case
A deep use case involves role modeling that is based on application roles. This strategy enables you to build your role
model around user permissions within a single application. For example, you would use a deep use case to analyze
permissions within your organization’s ERP system. This requires the product to import data from only one endpoint.
We refer to this approach as “deep” because the use case analyzes all privileges within a single endpoint. This
strategy is suitable for role mining, application certification campaigns, and role composition reviews (role certification
campaigns).

NOTE
The deep use case is supported with the CA IAM Connector Server.
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Universe

In Identity Governance, a universe is a virtual workspace where you analyze the links between entities – users, roles, and
resources. Typically, a universe contains:

• A master configuration file (the current state of entitlements)
• A model configuration file (the current state plus any changes to the environment)
• RACI files (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, and Informed) that are generated when the product analyzes a

model configuration.

You create a universe and then run a connector to populate that universe with data from your organization’s endpoints.

Connectors

Identity Governance uses connectors to import data from, and export data to endpoint systems. A Identity
Governance universe comprises any combination of the following types of endpoints:

• Managed Endpoints:
Endpoints are managed by CA Identity Manager. With managed endpoints, CA Identity Manager acts as the connector.

• Discovered Endpoints:
Endpoints are connected to the product using connectors that are created with Connector Xpress and managed by the
CA IAM Connector Server (formerly, the Java Connector Server, or JCS).

• Unmanaged Endpoints:
Endpoints whose information is imported by third-party utilities, such as scripts or PDI transformations.

An important part of your Identity Governance deployment is to create, run, and schedule endpoint connectors. For more
information, see the Connector Xpress section, and the CA Identity Manager Integration Guide.

RACI and Member Lists

RACI files are generated when a model configuration is analyzed, and correspond to a responsibility assignment matrix.
RACI identifies users as one of four types – Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, or Informed. The product uses this
distinction to identify what users must approve or reject links, and what users must be notified.

As an alternative to RACI, member lists enable you to assign review tasks to users manually, and specify the users that
must approve or reject links to particular resources or roles.

Sandbox

Identity Governance uses a sandbox model where your configuration is modified separately from your production
environment. You perform certification campaigns, role discovery, and audit activities without affecting the ongoing
operations of the organization, and changes are applied to the model configuration (a copy of your source data).
When you are satisfied that a modified configuration is correct, you use connectors to export this model from Identity
Governance and import the changes into your endpoint systems.

File Types

Identity Governance uses the following files:

• Core Configuration Files
• Users database file (.udb)

This file contains information about users and user attributes (metadata).
• Resources database file (.rdb)

This file contains information about resources and resource attributes (metadata).
• Configuration file (.cfg)

This file contains information about the relationships between users and resources, and role information.
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NOTE
We often use the term “configuration” to refer collectively to the users database file, the resources database
file, and the configuration file.

• Business Policy File (.bpr)
This file contains business policies, such as segregation of duties rules.

• Audit Card (.aud)
This file is an output file that contains the results of an audit analysis.

Architecture

Product Components

Every Identity Governance implementation includes the following components:

• The Identity Governance server supports data import, certifications, and the Identity Governance web portal and web
services.

• Identity Governance Client Tools - let administrators manage data and develop the role hierarchy.
• The Workpoint server application and the Workpoint Designer client support certifications and other Identity

Governance business processes that are implemented using Workpoint workflows.
• Databases - Identity Governance users, roles, and resources databases, Workpoint process database, inbox ticket

database, and a reporting database.

The following diagram shows the interaction between these components.
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The Identity Governance server application is the focal point of any Identity Governance implementation. The server
handles various functions and queries, including:

• Automatically importing data from CA Identity Manager and other nodes, and support for web service calls
• Hosting the Identity Governance Web Portal
• Conducting certifications and other work flows through the Identity Governance Portal, using Workpoint processes and

a management system
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The Workpoint server application processes workflows such as certifications. Typically a dedicated instance of Workpoint
server is installed together with the Identity Governance server, but an existing instance can be used.

The role engineer who administers Identity Governance uses a set of applications:

• The Identity Governance Client Tools manages data import and to define the role-based permissions hierarchy.
• The Workpoint Designer client loads and modifies Workpoint work flows.
• Additional management and configuration functions are exposed to administrators through the Identity Governance

Portal.
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Installing
The installing section contains information about how to plan and deploy Identity Governance in your environment.

Plan the Implementation
This document covers the following topics:

  

Estimate the Size of your Environment

We recommend the following guidelines to estimate the size of your environment:

Parameter Small Configuration Medium Configuration Large Configuration

Users 5000 40,000 100,000
Roles 80 200 1,500
Resources 500 25,000 50,000
Managers 200 2000 20,000
Total User Links 90,000 2,400,000 4,500,000

Recommended Environment Configurations

We recommend the following configuration guidelines, based on the size of your environment:

 SMALL: Single
Virtual Machine

MEDIUM: Single
Virtual Machine

LARGE: Distributed, 1
Physical, 1 Virtual Machine

Hardware Memory: 16GB RAM
Disk: 100GB
CPU: 2 x 2.67GHz

Memory: 32GB RAM
Disk: 250GB
CPU: 2.83GHz

VM1 (GM&WP Servers)
Memory: 16GB RAM
Disk: 100GB
CPU: 2-2.67GHz
Physical (DB Server)
Memory: 8GB RAM
Disk: 150GB
CPU: 2 Quad 2.83GHz

Database Parameters Tablespace datafile: 200MB Memory SGA/PGA: 13GB
Tablespace datafile: 200MB
Processes: 500
Sessions: 772
ReDo.logfiles: 2GB

Tablespace datafile: 200MB

JVM Values Min=Xms728m
Max=Xms8192m

Min=Xms728m
Max=Xms10240m

VM1:
Min=Xms728m
Max=Xms8192m

SQL Database Settings

To achieve the best performance, tune the following database settings:

• Autogrowth
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Set the Autogrowth properties for the all databases, as follows:
– File Growth Percent: 50% 
– Maximum File Size: Unrestricted File Growth 
Tune the Autogrowth property on the following databases:
– WPDS (workflow)
– SDB (eurekify_sdb)
– TicketDB (eurekify_ticketdb)
– ReportDB and I2DB (gvm_datawarehouse)

• Maximum Threads
Set the maximum worker threads to 12 threads per CPU in the MAX_THREADS setting in the
GeneralMonitor.properties file.
The GeneralMonitor.properties file is installed by default at gm_install/app_server/Workpoint.

NOTE
For new installations, you need not modify these settings.

(Optional) After a large data import or purge, you may experience performance degradation. To improve performance, run
the dbutil with the ‘-in’ flag on the SDB database. This rebuilds the indexes in the relevant database.

Oracle Database Settings

When using Oracle as the Identity Governance database, some tasks may take a longer time to complete. To improve the
performance when using Oracle, consider the following recommendations:

• Processes: 500 
• Session: 500 
• REDO.log file size: 2GB each (there are 3) 
• Memory: 4GB 
• Tablespace datafile, varies as follows:

TEMP — large amounts of data needs large amounts of temp space. Consider settings as follows: 
• Filesize: 1G

a. Automatically extend datafile, Increment: 200MB 
b. Maximum File Size, Value: 20GB 
UNDO: 

• Filesize: 1G
a. Automatically extend datafile, Increment: 200MB 
b. Maximum File Size, Value: 20GB 
USERS: 

• Filesize: 1G
a. Automatically extend datafile, Increment: 500MB 
b. Maximum File Size: Unlimited 

(Optional) When large amounts of data are inserted into the database, run the following statistics commands:

execute dbms_stats.gather_schema_stats('${SCHEMA}', DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE);

alter system flush buffer_cache;

alter system flush shared_pool;

NOTE
Replace SCHEMA with the database schema name (username).
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System Requirements
This document covers the system requirements for Identity Governance installation.

  

Server Hardware and Software Requirements

The following minimum hardware and software prerequisites apply to the production platforms that host the Identity
Governance server and Workpoint server.

• Processor — Intel® Multi-Core processors with minimum 2.67 GHz. Four processors are required, configured as two
dual-core processors or a single quad-core processor. 

• Memory — 16-GB RAM 
• Available Disk Space — 100 GB 
• Central Database (RDBMS) — For a list of supported databases, see the Platform Support Matrix.

NOTE
We recommend to install the central database on a system different from Identity Governance. 

In addition, the Identity Governance server must have the following software installed:

• (Optional) Active Directory — An enterprise user store that is used to manage access to the Identity
Governance portal.
If you are not using an enterprise user store, Identity Governance uses its own user store (the users database).

NOTE
We recommend to install the User Store on a system different from Identity Governance. 

• Java Development Kit (JDK) — For the supported JDK versions, see the Platform Support Matrix.
Add the pathname of this JDK instance to the JAVA_HOME and PATH variables in the System variables area in the
Environment Variables window. If necessary, create the JAVA_HOME variable there.

NOTE
When using a 64-bit JDK, and available memory is greater than 1400M (default), set the JVM maximum
setting at 4 GB.

Database Requirements

Identity Governance creates database instances for user, role, and resource information, and Workflow data (for the
Workpoint database). You can implement a database in the following two ways:

• A dedicated local RDBMS installed on the Identity Governance server. 
• An existing RDBMS in the network. 

NOTE
We recommend using Microsoft SQL Server for Identity Governance databases. During testing in our lab, SQL
Server provided the best performance.

NOTE
For a list of supported databases, see the Platform Support Matrix.

• Disk Space 
To achieve best performance, the system that hosts the database must have sufficient disk space. Use the following
guideline for determining the required disk space:
Set the disk space to 4 GB for every 100,000 links in a certification.
For example, if you have a certification that consists of 200,000 links, set the disk space to 8 GB.

• Case Sensitive Requirements
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The following case-sensitive states are applied to these databases:
– eurekify_sdb — case-sensitive 
– eurekify_ticket — case-sensitive 
– WPDS (Workpoint) — case-insensitive 
– Data Warehouse — case-sensitive 

• Microsoft SQL Server 
The following privileges and settings are required for Microsoft SQL Server:
– User Account — The Identity Governance database user must have the following privileges:

a. System Admin (SA) — Required during install if the installer is creating the database. 
b. Dbo — Required during install if the database administrator manually created the database before install. 
c. Datareader, Datawriter, BulkAdmin, DDLAdmin — minimum required privileges after installation. 

– Server Authentication mode — "Mixed Authentication mode" only 
– Communications protocols — TCP/IP and Named Pipes protocols enabled 

Oracle Database 

The following privileges and settings are required for Oracle Database:

• Database — The database must be defined either in a local tnsnames.ora file (under the Oracle Client installation), or
in an Oracle directory server. 

• Encoding — Identity Governance databases must use UTF-8 (AL32UTF8) encoding. 
• Database Sessions and Processes — When an Oracle database server hosts Identity Governancedatabases, allot a

minimum of 250 sessions and processes for Identity Governance activity on the database server. 
• To increase the database sessions and process parameters 
• Schemas — Empty, separate, schemas for SDB, ticketdb, and Workpoint (wpds), whose owners have the following

roles and privileges:
– Roles: CONNECT and RESOURCE. The CONNECT role provides the create session permission. The RESOURCE

role provides several create system privileges, and provides for previous Oracle database compatibility releases. 
– System privileges:ALTER SESSION, CREATE CLUSTER, CREATE DATABASE LINK, CREATE SEQUENCE,

CREATE SESSION, CREATE SYNONYM, CREATE TABLE, CREATE VIEW, CREATE CLUSTER, CREATE
INDEXTYPE, CREATE OPERATOR, CREATE PROCEDURE, CREATE SEQUENCE, CREATE TABLE, CREATE
TRIGGER, CREATE TYPE, SELECT ANY DICTIONARY. 

Note: We recommend that your database administrator creates the empty schemas for you before you install Identity
Governance. If you do not prepare empty schemas for the Identity Governance databases, the installation requires the
credentials of an Oracle Database user with DBA privileges. The installation program then creates the schemas using the
information you provide.

Increase Database Sessions and Process Parameters

Increase database sessions and process parameters from the default settings to reduce exceptions.

Follow these steps:

Connect to the database with the system account.

1. Run the following commands:
alter system set sessions=400 scope=spfile;

alter system set processes=400 scope=spfile;

2. Restart the entire database (all cluster instances).
Database sessions and process parameters are increased.
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Client Tools Server Hardware Requirements

The following minimum requirements apply to the computer that hosts the Identity Governance Client Tools:

NOTE
Typically, you install the Client Tools on the same computer as the Workpoint Designer application. We
recommend selecting a computer that satisfies the requirements of both packages.

• Processor — Intel Core2 Duo 2.4 GHz 
• Memory — 2-4 GB RAM 
• Central Database (RDBMS) — For a list of supported databases, see the Platform Support Matrix.

NOTE
You do not need to install this central database on the same computer as the client tools.

In addition, the following software must be installed:

• Supported Web Browser — For a list of supported web browsers, see the Platform Support Matrix.
• .NET Framework — Version 4.6.1

NOTE
Ensure that you run the 64 bit assembly registration utility (regasm.exe) of .NET 4.6.1 on SageSOAP.dll that
is available in Client Tools/Software folder after you install Client Tools.

• Microsoft XML — Version 6
• Microsoft Visual C++ 2017 Redistributable Package — x64 version.
• (Optional) Microsoft SQL Native Client 2012 — Only required if you reference a remote SQL Server instance.
• (Optional) Oracle Client — Only required if you reference a remote Oracle Database instance. Identity

Governance that uses the following Oracle Client components: Oracle Database Utilities, SQL *Plus, Oracle Objects
for OLE, and Oracle Provider for OLE DB. 

• (Optional) Java Virtual Machine — Version 1.6_23 (minimum)
Only required if you are installing the Workpoint Designer client on the same computer as the client tools.

NOTE
For detailed information about Workpoint software installation and requirements, see the Workpoint
documentation at the following location: gm_install\Server\eurekify-jboss\Workpoint\WorkPointDesigner\docs 

• Java Development Kit (JDK) — For a list of supported JDKs, see the Platform Support Matrix.
This software and pathname configuration is required for the connector.
On a Windows computer, add the pathname of this JDK instance to the PATH and JAVA_HOME environment
variables. If necessary, create the JAVA_HOME variable.

Wildfly Port Requirements

The JBoss Application Server that is installed with the Identity Governance server uses the following ports:
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•  1098 
•  1099 
•  1577 
•  4026 
•  4444 
•  4445 
•  4446 
•  5001 
•  8009 
•  8080 
•  8083 
•  8093 
•  8094 
•  9092 

Install Java Components

Download and install Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) to support encryption algorithms.

When you implement the CA Identity Governance server, install JCE on each server in cluster. You can install JCE on the
initial server image before you create the cluster, or can repeat this procedure on each server of an existing cluster.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the following directory on the CA Identity Governance server:
Java_home/lib/security

NOTE
Java_home is the local home directory of the Java version the CA Identity Governance server uses.

2. Back up or rename the following files in this directory:
– local_policy.jar
– US_export_policy.jar

3. For Oracle JDK JCE, browse to the Oracle Software Downloads site.
4. For IBM JDK JCE, login to IBM site and download.
5. Download the Java(TM) Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files v8 package to

the CA Identity Governance server. This package is provided in a file named jce_policy-8.zip for Oracle JDK and
unrestrictedpolicyfiles.zip for IBM JDK.

6. Unzip the file. A new directory named \jce is created. Files are extracted to this directory.
7. Browse to this \jce directory, and copy the following files:

– local_policy.jar
– US_export_policy.jar

8. Paste these files in the following directory:
Java_home/lib/security

9. In a clustered installation, repeat this procedure on each server in the cluster.

Installation Worksheets
Contents: 
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Use the following worksheets to collect information about your system before installing Identity Governance. After you
complete the worksheets, you can use them as you work through the installation prompts. You can print and complete the
worksheets to record your selections.

Wildfly Windows Installation Worksheet

Field Description Your Response

Select SQL Options Specifies the server host and supported
database server type. The following are the
SQL options:
• Microsoft SQL Server
• Oracle
Note: Verify that you complete the
appropriate worksheet for your database
server.

 

Select the Application Server Environment Specifies the supported application server
where you want to install the Identity
Governanceserver.

JBoss

Select the Workpoint Server Host Specifies the host name or IP address of
the Workpoint server computer.
Default: This server—the computer you are
installing on.

 

Select a Destination Folder Defines the location where the Identity
Governance software files are installed.
Default: C:\Program Files\CA\RCM\Server

 

Select a Shortcut Folder Defines the location where the Identity
Governance installer creates product
shortcuts.
Default: Other—The Start menu of the user
that executed the installer.

 

Provisioning Options Specifies which provisioning feature to
install.
Select from:
• Standalone Connector Server
• Connector Server Management UI
Note: Provisioning option is not required.

 

Wildfly Linux Installation Worksheet

Field Description Your Response

Select the SQL Server Type Specifies the supported database server
type. The following are the two SQL Server
types:
• Microsoft SQL Server
• Oracle
Note: Verify that you complete the
appropriate worksheet for your database
server.

 

Select the Application Server Environment Specifies the supported application server. JBoss
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Field Description Your Response

Select the Workpoint Host Specifies the host name or IP address of
the Workpoint server computer.
Default: This computer—the computer you
are installing on.

 

Where Would You Like to Install Defines the location where the Identity
Governance software files are installed.
Default: /user home/CA/RCM/Server

 

Where Would You Like to Create the
Product Icons

Defines the location where the Identity
Governance installer creates product
shortcuts.
Default: Other—The Start menu of the user
that executed the installer.

 

Microsoft SQL Server Worksheet

Field Description Your Response

Microsoft SQL Server Host Defines the host name or IP address of the
database server computer or cluster.

 

Select Microsoft SQL Server Instance Specifies a target SQL Server instance, by
name or communications port.
Default: Use default instance—uses an
unnamed default instance and the standard
port 1433.

 

SQL Server Username Defines the user ID of an SQL Server user
with the system administrator privileges.
Note: You can only use SQL login names
to authenticate against the SQL Server.

 

SQL Server Password Defines the password of the SQL Server
user with system administrator privileges.

 

RCM Database Name Defines the name of the database that
holds imported user, role, and resource
information, Identity Governance portal
settings, and other data.
 Default: eurekify_sdb
We recommend that you use the
default database names. Identity
Governance database names cannot
contain the hyphen (-) character.

 

RCM Ticket Database Schema Name Defines the name of the schema for
business processes data such as review
and approval campaigns.
User must have CONNECT and
RESOURCE roles.
Default: eurekify_ticketdb

 

Workpoint Database Defines the name of the database that
holds the Workpoint workflows.
Default: WPDS
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Field Description Your Response

Report Database Name (Optional) Defines the name of the
database that holds the reporting
information.
Default: eurekify_reportdb

 

Oracle Database Worksheet

Field Description Your Response

Oracle Server Host Defines the host name or IP address of the
database server computer or cluster.

 

Select Service Name Specifies the name that identifies your
RDBMS on the system.
Default: ORCL—the default service name
for Oracle Database 10g ,11g,12c. 

 

Specify Oracle Server port Specifies the port used by the RDBMS you
specified.
Default: 1521—the default port for Oracle
Database.

 

RCM Database Schema Name Defines the name of the schema for
imported user, role, and resource
information, Identity Governance portal
settings, and other data.
User must have CONNECT and
RESOURCE roles.
 Default: eurekify_sdb

Note: If you have selected the container
database while installing CA Identity
Governance using Oracle 12c, ensure that
you add C## prefix to the schema name.

Note: Example: c##eurekify_sdb

 

RCM Database Schema Password Defines the password of the Identity
Governanceschema user.

 

RCM Ticket Database Schema Name Defines the name of the schema for
business processes data such as review
and approval campaigns.
User must have CONNECT and
RESOURCE roles.
 Default: eurekify_ticketdb

Note: If you have selected the container
database while installing CA Identity
Governance using Oracle 12c, ensure that
you add C## prefix to the ticket database
name.

Note: Example: c##eurekify_ticketdb

 

RCM Ticket Database Schema Password Defines the password of the Identity
Governanceticket schema user.
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Field Description Your Response

Workpoint Database Schema Name Defines the name of the schema for the
Workpoint work flows.
User must have CONNECT and
RESOURCE roles.
Default: WPDS

Note: If you have selected the container
database while installing CA Identity
Governance using Oracle 12c, ensure
that you add C## prefix to the Workpoint
database name.

Example: c##WPDS 

 

Workpoint Database Schema Password Defines the password of the Workpoint
schema user.

 

Oracle DBA username Defines the name of a DBA user you want
to use to create the required  schemas you
supplied.
 Note: If you prepare the Identity
Governance schemas in advance of
running the installation program, you do not
need to supply Oracle DBA credentials.
Default: system

 

Password Defines the password of a DBA user you
want to use to create the required Identity
Governance schemas you supplied.

 

NOTE

• You can provide any name for all the 4 databases as required. The name does not restrict you from using
any alphabets, underscore or numeric values. Do not use the space character.

• We recommend that the database administrator must create the empty schemas for you before you install
CA Identity Governance. If you do not prepare empty schemas for the CA Identity Governance databases,
the installation requires the credentials of an Oracle Database user with DBA privileges. The installation
program then creates the schemas using the information you provide.

• When you install Identity Governance on WebSphere application server, you create two additional databases
for Identity Governance and Workpoint cluster bus queues.

Install CA Identity Governance with WildFly
You can deploy Identity Governance on Windows or Linux with WildFly as the application server by following the step-by-
step procedures mentioned in this document.

Enable XA Transactions on Microsoft SQL Server

If you are using Microsoft SQL Server as the database, ensure that you enable XA transactions on the SQL Server prior to
the Identity Governance installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Enable XA transactions on the SQL Server as follows:
a. Select Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Component Services.
b. Navigate to Computers, My Computer, Distributed Transaction Coordinator.
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c. Right-click Local DTC and select Properties.
d. Click Security.
e. Select Enable XA Transactions.
f. Save the changes.

2. Configure the JDBC Distributed Transaction Components as follows:
a. Download Microsoft SQL Server JDBC Driver on SQL Server from the Microsoft website and extract it to any

folder. To know about the Microsoft JDBC Driver compatibility matrix for the supported SQL Server, click here. 
b. Navigate to <JDBC_Driver_Install_DIR>/jdbcdrivers/SQLServer/xa location to obtain files that you need in the

following steps:
a. Copy sqljdbc_xa.dll file to the <SQL_Server_Install_DIR>/MSSQL/Binn directory on each SQL Server that

participates in the distributed transactions.
NOTE

• With a 32-bit SQL Server, use the sqljdbc_xa.dll file from the x86 folder, even if the SQL Server is
installed on an x64 processor.

• With a 64-bit SQL Server on the x64 processor, use the sqljdbc_xa.dll file from the x64 folder.
b. Execute the database script xa_install.sql on each SQL Server instance that participates in the distributed

transactions. This script installs the extended stored procedures that are called by sqljdbc_xa.dll. These
extended stored procedures implement distributed transaction and XA support for the Microsoft JDBC Driver for
SQL Server. You need to run this script as an administrator of the SQL Server instance.

3. Restart the SQL Server instance.

Install Identity Governance on the Primary Node

Create a reference installation by installing Identity Governance on the primary node using the installer. 

1. Pre-Installation Checks:
– Verify that the designated Identity Governance database server host is up and running. We recommend to host the

database on a computer different from the cluster nodes.
– Ensure that you have installed the supported version of the JDK.
– [Oracle 18c only] When using Oracle 18c as the database for Identity Governance deployment, ensure that you

create the databases before installing Identity Governance as follows:
a. Download the SQL script on to the database server.
b. Update the SQL script with the user name and password for the following four databases:

eurekify_sdb

eurekify_ticketdb

gvm_datawarehouse 

WPDS

c. As a system user, run the script to create the databases.
2. Run the product installer that you have downloaded from the installation kit.

Windows: InstCAIdentityGovernance.exe

Linux: InstCAIdentityGovernance.bin

3. When prompted, select the language that you want to set for the Identity Governance User Interface.
4. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard as required. Refer to the Installation Worksheets to learn about the information

that you must provide during the installation.
NOTE
[Oracle 18c only] When the installer prompts for the database details, enter the details of the databases that
you had created using the SQL script.

5. Review your installation choices and click Install.
6. Click Done after the installation succeeds.
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7. Start the Identity Governance server. You can either run the server from the Start menu or execute ca-gm-run.bat for
Windows or ca-gm-run.sh for Linux from <WildFly_Home>/eurekify_jboss/bin folder.

Create a Shared Location to Store JMS Messages

Before configuring the cluster nodes, you must create a shared location which is accessible by all nodes in the cluster.
The cluster nodes store the JMS messages in the shared location.

Follow these steps:

• [Windows]  
a. Create a folder (with a name of your choice) in the system where you intend to create a shared location for storing

JMS messages. Next, share the folder and provide full permissions.
Example: E:\jmsstorage

b. In the folder that you had created, create a sub-folder (with a name of your choice) for each of the cluster nodes.
Example: For a cluster with two nodes, create the following two sub-folders:
E:\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-a
E:\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-b

• [Linux] Refer to  Configure NFSv4 shared store on Linux.txt.

Configure the Primary Cluster Node

When you install Identity Governance on the primary node, the installer creates a standalone reference installation with
WildFly as the application server. Post reference installation, you must download a new supported version of WildFly
on the primary node from the official RedHat website for clustering. Next, migrate the required files from the reference
installation to the new WildFly location using the script provided in the installer kit and then start the new WildFly. 

Follow these steps to configure the primary node for clustering: 

1. Download and install the supported version of WildFly. 
2. Install Apache ANT 1.7 or higher version.
3. Set ANT_HOME environment variable to the installed directory.

Example: ANT_HOME="C:\ant 1.7.1.
4. Set the Path environment variable for Apache ANT.
5. Copy CA-IdentityGovernance-<version>-Core folder from the Identity Governance installer kit to a temporary

location on the primary node.
6. From the temporary location, navigate to CA-IdentityGovernance-

<version>Core, Utils&Conf, <Application_Server>, and open prepare<application_server>.properties file for
editing.

7. Configure the following properties in the prepare<application_server>.properties file.
– Identity Governance installed (reference installation) directory

Example: ca.gm.<application_server>.home=C:/Program Files/CA/RCM/Server
– Application Server (New WildFly) root directory

Example: <application_server>.home=C:/wildfly-8.2
– Application Server (WildFly) version

Example: <application_server>.version=8.2
– Operating System

Example: os.provider=windows
– Work directory to dump temporary files

Example: work.dir=C:/temp/work
– Application Server primary node name
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Example: cluster.node.name=ca-gm-node-a
– Cluster nodes host names to be defined in hazelcast.xml

Example: cluster.nodes.hostnames=PlanoServer,JerseyServer,ChileServer
– Cluster multicast IP address

Example: cluster.multicast.address=239.0.0.10
NOTE
If you have multiple cluster environments (Example, Dev, Prod, QA) within the same subnet, ensure that
each cluster environment uses a different multicast address.

– Cluster jgroups bind address on which the cluster nodes receive and send multicast, and also used by JMS
(HornetQ) cluster.
Example: cluster.jgroups.bind_addr=127.0.0.1

– Root directory of the live server to store JMS messages. Provide the same shared location that you had
created in Create a Shared Location to Store JMS Messages section for the primary node.
Example: cluster.jms.store.live="\\JMSServer\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-a"

– Root directory of the backup server for JMS messages.  When the live server goes down, the JMS messages are
stored in the backup folder. Provide the same shared location that you had created in Create a Shared Location to
Store JMS Messages section for the secondary nodes.
Example: In a cluster with two nodes (Node A, Node B), you can provide the backup folder as 
cluster.jms.store.live="\\JMSServer\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-b"

8. In the Command Prompt, navigate from the temporary location to CA-IdentityGovernance-<version>-
Core, Utils&Conf, <Application_Server>, and run prepare<application_server>.bat/sh.

9. Remove the old service and create a new service for the new WildFly. Only the new WildFly will be clustered.

The new WildFly application server is now prepared to support cluster on the primary node.

Configure the Secondary Cluster Nodes

Prepare the secondary nodes for clustering by the following the given steps:

1. Copy WildFly home folder from the primary node to the secondary nodes. 
2. Navigate to <WildFly_Home>/bin and open ca-gm-run-cluster file for editing. 
3. Configure the following properties in the ca-gm-run-cluster file.

– When you copy WildFly home folder from the primary node to the secondary nodes, the argument "set
JBOSS_NODE_NAME" is set to the primary node name by default. You must change the value of the argument to
the secondary cluster node name.
Example: set JBOSS_NODE_NAME=ca-gm-node-b

– Root directory of the live server to store JMS messages. Provide the same shared location that you
created in Create a Shared Location to Store JMS Messages section for the secondary cluster nodes.
Example: cluster.jms.store.live="\\JMSServer\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-b"

– Root directory of the backup server for JMS messages. When the live server goes down, the JMS messages are
stored in the backup server. Provide the same shared location that you created in Create a Shared Location to
Store JMS Messages section for the cluster nodes.
Example: cluster.jms.store.live="\\JMSServer\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-a"

4. Run ca-gm-run-cluster.bat/sh file.
5. Start the Identity Governance server on all nodes. You can either run the server from the Start menu or execute ca-

gm-run.bat for Windows or ca-gm-run.sh for Linux from <WildFly_Home>/eurekify_jboss/bin folder. 

Post Installation Checks
Perform the following checks to verify a successful installation.
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• Verify if you are able to log in to the Identity Governance Portal Interface (http://<server_host_name>:8080/eurekify)
with the default admin credentials:
a. User Name: AD1\EAdmin
b. Password: eurekify

• Hazelcast Checkup
Perform Hazelcast checkup to verify a successful installation:
a. In the Identity Governance Portal interface, navigate to Administration, System Checkup, Hazelcast Checkup.
b. In the Hazelcast Checkup window that appears, ensure that you see the following information:

• Hazelcast LifeCycle Services: Hazelcast is running message in the information box on the top. 
• All the cluster nodes are listed under Cluster Members.

• JMS Connectivity
Test JMS connectivity to ensure that the messages are sent correctly between Identity Governance and JMS:
a. In the Identity Governance Portal interface, navigate to Administration, System Checkup, JMS Queue Checkup.
b. To check if the messages are sent successfully with and without delay, click Start. If the connectivity works, you will

see a message Test Successful
c. You can also test the JMS connectivity by manually sending and receiving messages.

Configure IAM Connector Server for Identity Governance

This section is applicable only when you have installed IAM Connector Server separately and not part of the Identity
Governance installation.

After installing IAM Connector Server separately, you must configure the following properties manually in the Identity
Governance Server:

1. In the Identity Governance User Interface, navigate to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
2. Add the following properties:

– jcs.ui.url=<Hostname of the machine where IAM Connector Server is installed> 
– jcs.ui.enabled=true 
– jcs.ui.username=<username>

Default: admin 
– jcs.ui.password=<Password provided at the time of IAM Connector Server installation> 

Import Workpoint Processes

You must import the Workpoint processes to enable certification and other business processes in Identity Governance. In
a standalone deployment,  the Workpoint processes are imported by default at the time of installation. For a cluster setup,
post installation you must manually import the Workpoint Processes by following the given procedure:

1. Verify that the Identity Governance cluster is up and running.
2. Log in to the Identity Governance Portal Interface as an administrator
3. Navigate to Administration, Settings and click Workpoint DB Administration.
4. Under Update Workpoint Processes, enter the Host Name and Port of the Load Balancer or Proxy that you are using

in your deployment.
5. Click Update.

The Workpoint database is populated with predefined Workpoint processes and related data.
6. Perform Workpoint Checkup to ensure that the Workpoint processes are working properly:

a. In the Identity Governance Portal interface, navigate to Administration, System Checkup, Workpoint Checkup.
b. In the Workpoint Checkup window, navigate to the bottom left and click the Start button. The system starts a

checkup ticket against the active processes displayed in the Workpoint process list.
c. In the same window, navigate to the bottom left and click Go to Tickets.
d. The status of the workpoint processes must be green. If the status is not green, try debugging the logs.
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Troubleshooting

WildFly Cluster not Working

In a multiple cluster environment (Example, Dev, Prod, QA) within the same subnet, ensure that each cluster environment
uses a different multicast address. If not, the WildFly cluster will not work properly.

Post installation, you can change the multicast address by performing the following steps on all the cluster nodes.

Non-Virtual Appliance Environment:

1. Stop Identity Governance server.
2. Navigate to <WildFly_Home>/bin and open ca-gm-run-cluster.bat/sh file for editing.
3. In the file, set JBOSS_MESSAGING_GROUP_ADDRESS to a different IP address.

Example: Set JBOSS_MESSAGING_GROUP_ADDRESS = 231.7.7.57
4. Start Identity Governance server.

Virtual Appliance Environment:

1. Stop Identity Governance server using stop_ig command.
2. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityGovernance and open jvm-args.conf file for editing.
3. In the file, pass the runtime argument jboss.messaging.group.address with a different IP address.

Example: -Djboss.messaging.group.address= 231.7.7.57
4. Start Identity Governance server using start_ig command.

 

Install CA Identity Governance with JBoss EAP
You can deploy Identity Governance on Windows or Linux with JBoss EAP as the application server by following the step-
by-step procedures mentioned in this document.

Enable XA Transactions on Microsoft SQL Server

If you are using Microsoft SQL Server as the database, ensure that you enable XA transactions on the SQL Server prior to
the Identity Governance installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Enable XA transactions on the SQL Server as follows:
a. Select Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Component Services.
b. Navigate to Computers, My Computer, Distributed Transaction Coordinator.
c. Right-click Local DTC and select Properties.
d. Click Security.
e. Select Enable XA Transactions.
f. Save the changes.

2. Configure the JDBC Distributed Transaction Components as follows:
a. Download Microsoft SQL Server JDBC Driver on SQL Server from the Microsoft website and extract it to any

folder. To know about the Microsoft JDBC Driver compatibility matrix for the supported SQL Server, click here. 
b. Navigate to <JDBC_Driver_Install_DIR>/jdbcdrivers/SQLServer/xa location to obtain files that you need in the

following steps:
a. Copy sqljdbc_xa.dll file to the <SQL_Server_Install_DIR>/MSSQL/Binn directory on each SQL Server that

participates in the distributed transactions.
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NOTE

• With a 32-bit SQL Server, use the sqljdbc_xa.dll file from the x86 folder, even if the SQL Server is
installed on an x64 processor.

• With a 64-bit SQL Server on the x64 processor, use the sqljdbc_xa.dll file from the x64 folder.
b. Execute the database script xa_install.sql on each SQL Server instance that participates in the distributed

transactions. This script installs the extended stored procedures that are called by sqljdbc_xa.dll. These
extended stored procedures implement distributed transaction and XA support for the Microsoft JDBC Driver for
SQL Server. You need to run this script as an administrator of the SQL Server instance.

3. Restart the SQL Server instance.

Install Identity Governance on the Primary Node

Create a reference installation by installing Identity Governance on the primary node using the installer. 

1. Pre-Installation Checks:
– Verify that the designated Identity Governance database server host is up and running. We recommend to host the

database on a computer different from the cluster nodes.
– Ensure that you have installed the supported version of the JDK.
– [Oracle 18c only] When using Oracle 18c as the database for Identity Governance deployment, ensure that you

create the databases before installing Identity Governance as follows:
a. Download the SQL script on to the database server.
b. Update the SQL script with the user name and password for the following four databases:

eurekify_sdb

eurekify_ticketdb

gvm_datawarehouse 

WPDS

c. As a system user, run the script to create the databases.
2. Run the product installer that you have downloaded from the installation media.

Windows: InstCAIdentityGovernance.exe

Linux: InstCAIdentityGovernance.bin

3. When prompted, select the language that you want to set for the Identity Governance User Interface.
4. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard as required. Refer to the Installation worksheets to learn about the information

that you must provide during the installation.
NOTE
[Oracle 18c only] When the installer prompts for the database details, enter the details of the databases that
you had created using the SQL script.

5. Review your installation choices and click Install.
6. Click Done after the installation succeeds.
7. Start the Identity Governance server. You can either run the server from the Start menu or execute ca-gm-run.bat for

Windows or ca-gm-run.sh for Linux from <JBoss_Home>/eurekify_jboss/bin folder.

Create a Shared Location to Store JMS Messages

Before configuring the cluster nodes, you must create a shared location which is accessible by all nodes in the cluster.
The cluster nodes store the JMS messages in the shared location.

Follow these steps:

• [Windows]  
a. Create a folder (with a name of your choice) in the system where you intend to create a shared location for storing

JMS messages. Next, share the folder and provide full permissions.
Example: E:\jmsstorage
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b. In the folder that you had created, create a sub-folder (with a name of your choice) for each of the cluster nodes.
Example: For a cluster with two nodes, create the following two sub-folders:
E:\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-a
E:\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-b

• [Linux] Refer to Configure NFSv4 shared store on Linux.txt.

Configure the Primary Cluster Node

When you install Identity Governance on the primary node, the installer creates a standalone reference installation with
WildFly as the application server. Post reference installation, you must download the supported version of JBoss EAP on
the primary node from the official RedHat website. Next, migrate the required files from the reference installation to the
new JBoss EAP location using the script provided in the installer kit and then start the new JBoss EAP. 

Follow these steps to configure the primary node for clustering: 

1. Download and install the supported version of JBoss EAP.
2. Install Apache ANT 1.7 or higher version.
3. Set ANT_HOME environment variable to the installed directory.

Example: ANT_HOME="C:\ant 1.7.1.
4. Set the Path environment variable for Apache ANT.
5. Copy CA-IdentityGovernance-<version>-Core folder from the Identity Governance installer kit to a temporary

location on the primary node.
6. From the temporary location, navigate to CA-IdentityGovernance-

<version>Core, Utils&Conf, <Application_Server>, and open prepare<application_server>.properties file for
editing.

7. Configure the following properties in the prepare<application_server>.properties file.
– Identity Governance installed (reference installation) directory

Example: ca.gm.<application_server>.home=C:/Program Files/CA/RCM/Server
– Application Server (JBoss EAP) root directory

Example: <application_server>.home=C:/jboss-eap-6.4
– Application Server (JBoss EAP) version

Example: <application_server>.version=6.4
– Operating System

Example: os.provider=windows
– Work directory to dump temporary files

Example: work.dir=C:/temp/work
– Application Server primary node name

Example: cluster.node.name=ca-gm-node-a
– Cluster nodes host names to be defined in hazelcast.xml

Example: cluster.nodes.hostnames=PlanoServer,JerseyServer,ChileServer
– Cluster multicast IP address

Example: cluster.multicast.address=239.0.0.10
NOTE
If you have multiple cluster environments (Example, Dev, Prod, QA) within the same subnet, ensure that
each cluster environment uses a different multicast address.

– Cluster jgroups bind address on which the cluster nodes receive and send multicast, and also used by JMS
(HornetQ) cluster.
Example: cluster.jgroups.bind_addr=127.0.0.1

– Root directory of the live server to store JMS messages. Provide the same shared location that you had
created in Create a Shared Location to Store JMS Messages for the primary node.
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Example: cluster.jms.store.live="\\JMSServer\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-a"
– Root directory of the backup server for JMS messages.  When the live server goes down, the JMS messages are

stored in the backup folder. Provide the same shared location that you had created in Create a Shared Location to
Store JMS Messages for the secondary nodes.
Example: In a cluster with two nodes (Node A, Node B), you can provide the backup folder as 
cluster.jms.store.live="\\JMSServer\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-b"

8. In the Command Prompt,  navigate from the temporary location to CA-IdentityGovernance-<version>-
Core, Utils&Conf, <Application_Server>, and run prepare<application_server>.bat/sh.

9. Remove the old service and create a new service for JBoss EAP. Only the new JBoss EAP will be clustered.

The JBoss EAP application server is now prepared to support cluster on the primary node.

Configure the Secondary Cluster Nodes

Prepare the secondary nodes for clustering by the following the given steps:

1. Copy JBoss EAP home folder from the primary node to the secondary nodes. 
2. Navigate to <JBoss EAP_Home>/bin and open ca-gm-run-cluster file for editing. 
3. Configure the following properties in the ca-gm-run-cluster file.

– When you copy JBoss EAP home folder from the primary node to the secondary nodes, the argument "set
JBOSS_NODE_NAME" is set to the primary node name by default. You must change the value of the argument to
the secondary cluster node name.
Example: set JBOSS_NODE_NAME=ca-gm-node-b

– Root directory of the live server to store JMS messages. Provide the same shared location that you
created in Create a Shared Location to Store JMS Messages for the secondary cluster nodes.
Example: cluster.jms.store.live="\\JMSServer\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-b"

– Root directory of the backup server for JMS messages. When the live server goes down, the JMS messages are
stored in the backup server. Provide the same shared location that you created in Create a Shared Location to
Store JMS Messages for the cluster nodes.
Example: cluster.jms.store.live="\\JMSServer\jmsstorage\ca-gm-node-a"

4. Run ca-gm-run-cluster.bat/sh file.
5. Start the Identity Governance server on all nodes. You can either run the server from the Start menu or execute ca-

gm-run.bat for Windows or ca-gm-run.sh for Linux from <JBoss_Home>/eurekify_jboss/bin folder. 

Post Installation Checks
Perform the following checks to verify a successful installation.

• Verify if you are able to log in to the Identity Governance Portal Interface (http://<server_host_name>:8080/eurekify)
with the default admin credentials:
a. User Name: AD1\EAdmin
b. Password: eurekify

• Hazelcast Checkup
Perform Hazelcast checkup to verify a successful installation:
a. In the Identity Governance Portal interface, navigate to Administration, System Checkup, Hazelcast Checkup.
b. In the Hazelcast Checkup window that appears, ensure that you see the following information:

• Hazelcast LifeCycle Services: Hazelcast is running message in the information box on the top. 
• All the cluster nodes are listed under Cluster Members.

• JMS Connectivity
Test JMS connectivity to ensure that the messages are sent correctly between Identity Governance and JMS:
a. In the Identity Governance Portal interface, navigate to Administration, System Checkup, JMS Queue Checkup.
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b. To check if the messages are sent successfully with and without delay, click Start. If the connectivity works, you will
see a message Test Successful

c. You can also test the JMS connectivity by manually sending and receiving messages.

Configure IAM Connector Server for Identity Governance

This section is applicable only when you have installed IAM Connector Server separately and not part of the Identity
Governance installation.

After installing IAM Connector Server separately, you must configure the following properties manually in the Identity
Governance Server:

1. In the Identity Governance User Interface, navigate to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
2. Add the following properties:

– jcs.ui.url=<Hostname of the machine where IAM Connector Server is installed> 
– jcs.ui.enabled=true 
– jcs.ui.username=<username>

Default: admin 
– jcs.ui.password=<Password provided at the time of IAM Connector Server installation> 

Import Workpoint Processes

You must import the Workpoint processes to enable certification and other business processes in Identity Governance. In
a standalone deployment,  the Workpoint processes are imported by default at the time of installation. For a cluster setup,
post installation you must manually import the Workpoint Processes by following the given procedure:

1. Verify that the Identity Governance cluster is up and running.
2. Log in to the Identity Governance Portal Interface as an administrator
3. Navigate to Administration, Settings and click Workpoint DB Administration.
4. Under Update Workpoint Processes, enter the Host Name and Port of the Load Balancer or Proxy that you are using

in your deployment.
5. Click Update.

The Workpoint database is populated with predefined Workpoint processes and related data.
6. Perform Workpoint Checkup to ensure that the Workpoint processes are working properly:

a. In the Identity Governance Portal interface, navigate to Administration, System Checkup, Workpoint Checkup.
b. In the Workpoint Checkup window, navigate to the bottom left and click the Start button. The system starts a

checkup ticket against the active processes displayed in the Workpoint process list.
c. In the same window, navigate to the bottom left and click Go to Tickets.
d. The status of the workpoint processes must be green. If the status is not green, try debugging the logs.

Troubleshooting

JBoss Cluster not Working

In a multiple cluster environment (Example, Dev, Prod, QA) within the same subnet, ensure that each cluster environment
uses a different multicast address. If not, the JBoss cluster will not work properly.

Post installation, you can change the multicast address by performing the following steps on all the cluster nodes.

Non-Virtual Appliance Environment:

1. Stop Identity Governance server.
2. Navigate to <JBOSS_HOME>/bin and open ca-gm-run-cluster.bat/sh file for editing.
3. In the file, set JBOSS_MESSAGING_GROUP_ADDRESS to a different IP address.
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Example: Set JBOSS_MESSAGING_GROUP_ADDRESS = 231.7.7.57
4. Start CA Identity Governance server.

Virtual Appliance Environment:

1. Stop Identity Governance server using stop_ig command.
2. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityGovernance and open jvm-args.conf file for editing.
3. In the file, pass the runtime argument jboss.messaging.group.address with a different IP address.

Example: -Djboss.messaging.group.address= 231.7.7.57
4. Start Identity Governance server using start_ig command.

 

Install CA Identity Governance with IBM WebSphere Cluster
As a system database administrator or system integrator, you install Identity Governance with IBM WebSphere Application
Server (WAS) and WebSphere Application Server on Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) and on Windows.

The supplied script installs Identity Governance and WebSphere by automating various installation tasks. WebSphere
is an application server that provides application delivery with operational efficiency, reliability, security, and control.
Clustering increases computer processing power, load balancing, and provides application high availability.

The following diagram illustrates how to install Identity Governance and WebSphere with the supplied script:

  

Follow these steps:
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Review Requirements

When you install the product on IBM WebSphere on Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), and Windows, consider the
following requirements:

• IBM WebSphere Network Deployment Application Server—Install the IBM WebSpere Application Server. 

WARNING
When running the setup script, select the Cell (deployment manager and a managed node) option

• Java Development Kit (JDK)—For a list of supported JDKs, see the Platform Support Matrix.

NOTE
When using a 64-bit JDK, and available memory is greater than 1400M (default), set the JVM maximum
setting at 4 GB

•  Verify that the following packages exist in this order: 
– glibc-2.12-1.25.el6.i686.rpm
– libX11-1.3-2.el6.i686.rpm
– libxcb-1.5-1.el6.i686.rpm
– libXtst-1.0.99.2-3.el6.i686.rpm
– libXau-1.0.5-1.el6.i686.rpm
– libXi-1.3-3.el6.i686.rpm
– libXext-1.1-3.el6.i686.rpm
– nss-softokn-freebl-3.12.9-3.el6.i686.rpm
– dos2unix-3.1-37.el6.x86_64.rpm

• Run Commands—Run the following command to improve performance (Entropy):
rm /dev/random && mknod -m 644 /dev/random c 1 9

NOTE

The above rpm Package installation and run commands are not applicable for WebSphere on Windows
Operating System.

• Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 1.6.0—Install JVM 1.6.x, and set the following java environment variables:
– JAVA_HOME=/usr/java/jdk1.6.0_20/
– PATH=$PATH:/usr/java/jdk1.6.0_20/bin

For more information about installation prerequisites, see the Installing section.

Install Identity Governance on IBM WebSphere

This procedure describes how you install the Identity Governance server in a WebSphere environment. You must install
the product as a root user on the same system where you have installed IBM WebSphere Network Deployment. The
installer also installs and configures Identity Governance databases and data tables on a specified SQL or Oracle
database server.

Follow these steps:

1.  Verify that the SQL or Oracle server is running on your databases.
NOTE
[Oracle 18c only] When using Oracle 18c as the database for Identity Governance deployment, ensure that
you create the databases before installing Identity Governance as follows:

1. Download the SQL script on to the database server.
2. Update the SQL script with the database name and password for the following four databases:

eurekify_sdb

eurekify_ticketdb

gvm_datawarehouse
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WPDS

3. As a system user, run the script to create the databases.
2.  Do the following:

a. Download and install the latest Oracle JDK 1.8.X from the Oracle website.

NOTE
We recommend that you download any Oracle JDK version above 8u40.

b. For Linux: 
• Configure the Red Hat Enterprise Linux Java alternatives.

For example, run the following commands from the command prompt:
/usr/sbin/alternatives --install  /usr/bin/java java /usr/java/jdk1.8.0_40/bin/java 1500

/usr/sbin/alternatives --config java

NOTE
In this example, the JDK installation root is as follows: /usr/java/jdk1.8.0_40  

c. For Windows 
Configure the required OS System. Refer the Platform Support Matrix for the list of supported OS

NOTE
Run the InstCAIdentityGovernance.exe installation program from the installation files.

d. Verify that the default Java command is now the Oracle JDK 6.45.
e. From the command prompt, enter in the following command:

java -version

The Java version displays the following information:
java version "1.8.0_40"

f. Set the following java environment variables to the Identity Governance and IBM WebSphere cluster node
installation:
JAVA_HOME=JDK_8_install_root 

For example, add the following lines to the /root/.bashrc file:
JAVA_HOME=/usr/java/jdk1.8.0_40

export JAVA_HOME

NOTE
You only set the environment variables on the node where you install Identity Governance, and not every
node.

You have configured Red Hat E Enterprise Linux Java alternatives, verified default commands, and set Java
environment variables.

3. Run the InstCAIdentityGovernance.bin installation program from the installation files.
The Identity Governance installer opens.

4. Select the language that you want for the Portal, and click OK.

NOTE
The language that you select affects the Portal interface only and not the installation or any other
component.

5. Complete the installer by providing the necessary information. The following options are not self-explanatory:
Application Server
Specifies WebSphere: Prepare '.ear' installation files.
Workpoint Server Host 
Specify one of the following server options:
–  This server - You install the Workpoint server on the Identity Governance server. 
–  Remote server - Specify a remote Workpoint server. 
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NOTE
[Oracle 18c only] When the installer prompts for the database details, enter the details of the databases that
you had created using the SQL script.

6. Review your installation choices, and click Install.
The installer runs the customized installation package.

7. When the installation completes, click Done to close the installer.
You have installed Identity Governance and selected WebSphere as the application server in the Application Server
step.

Next, you configure Hazelcast.

Configure Hazelcast

This procedure describes how to configure Hazelcast. Hazelcast is an open source clustering and highly scalable Java
data distribution operating environment that Identity Governance uses.

For the Identity Governance cluster integration, edit the hazelcast.xml file to adjust the Hazelcast lock mechanism. The
Hazelcast.xml file is located in the eurekify.war file.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the hazelcast.xml file in the following folder:
eurekify.ear/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes

NOTE
Extract the eurekify.ear file before deploying to the cluster.

2. Open the hazelcast.xml file in an editor and locate the following group element:
< group>

   <name>dev_RCM_WAS</name>

   <password>dev-pass</password>

</group>

3. To match a unique name for your Identity Governance cluster, edit this element.
4. Locate the following element:

<tcp-ip enabled="true">

  <interface>127.0.0.1</interface>

</tcp-ip>

5. Add all your cluster member host names to the element as in Step 4.
For example, the element would read as follows:
<tcp-ip enabled="true">

   <interface>Server1</interface>

   <interface>Server2</interface>

   <interface>Server3</interface>

   <interface>Server4</interface>

</tcp-ip>

6. Save the changes to the hazelcast.xml file and exit.
You have configured the hazelcast.xml file to adjust the Hazelcast lock.

NOTE

After you modify Hazelcast, recompress the eurekify.ear file to its original format.

Next, you create database users to synchronize Java Messaging Service (JMS) topics.
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Create Database Users

This procedure describes how to create database users to synchronize Java Messaging Service (JMS) topics.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the following databases:
– gvmBus
– wpBus

2. Create the following database users:
– gvmBus
– wpBus

3. Select the SqlJDBCXAUser as Role _Member for the master database for both gvmBus and wpBus users.
4. Set the user gvmBus as owner to the gvmBus database and the user wpBus as owner to the wpBus database.
5. (Oracle only) Verify that the databases have the appropriate permissions by running the following SQL commands as

user sys:
grant select on pending_trans$ to WPDS;

grant select on dba_2pc_pending to WPDS;

grant select on dba_pending_transactions to WPDS;

6. (if using an Oracle JDBC 10.2.0.3 or lower driver):
grant execute on dbms_system to WPDS;

7. (if using an Oracle JDBC 10.2.0.4 or higher driver):
grant execute on dbms_xa to WPDS;

8. (Oracle only) Restart the Oracle server.
You have created database users to synchronize Java Messaging Service (JMS) topics.

Next, you install Server JDBC drivers and data sources on the Workpoint cluster.

Install JDBC Drivers and Data Sources on the Workpoint Cluster

This procedure describes how to install JDBC API support server cluster connections to the Microsoft and Oracle SQL
database.

• XA data sources with Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator (MS DTC) manage distributed transactions. To
enable a specific user to participate in distributed transactions with the JDBC driver, assign the SqlJDBCXAUser role
on the master database to the user that you create for the WDPDS database.

• When an Oracle database server hosts Identity Governance databases, install JDBC drivers on the WebSphere
Application Server. XA data sources manage distributed transactions. To enable a specific user to participate in
distributed transactions with the JDBC driver, assign the SqlJDBCXAUser role on the master database to the user that
you create for the WDPDS database.

Next, you review Python file parameters.

Install Microsoft SQL Server JDBC Drivers and Data Sources on the Workpoint Cluster

 Valid on Microsoft SQL Server. 

This procedure describes how you install Microsoft SQL Server JDBC drivers and data sources on the Workpoint cluster.

Java applications use the JDBC XA driver to establish concurrent connections to multiple databases through their
associated resource managers.

Install the JDBC XA drivers on all SQL servers, and on the WebSphere application server.
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NOTE

• With a 32-bit SQL server, use the sqljdbc_xa.dll file in the x86 folder, even if the SQL server is installed on
an x64 processor.

• With a 64-bit SQL server on the x64 processor, use the sqljdbc_xa.dll file in the x64 folder.
• With a 64-bit SQL server on an IA-64 processor, use the sqljdbc_xa.dll file in the IA64 folder.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the Microsoft SQL JDBC installer on the SQL server.
Download the installer, Microsoft JDBC Driver for SQL (sqljdbc_4.0.2206.100_enu.exe), from the .

2. Enable the XA transactions on the SQL server as follows:
a. In the computer where you install the SQL server, browse to the Control Panel.
b. Click Administrative Tools, Component Services.
c. Right-click My Computer and click Properties.
d. Click the MSDTC tab and click Security Configuration.
e. Select Enable XA Transactions.
f. Save the changes and restart the SQL server.

3. Copy and install drivers on other SQL cluster servers as follows:
a. Locate the JDBC distributed transaction components under the \xa folder of the JDBC driver installation directory.
b. Copy the file sqljdbc_xa.dll.
c. Paste this file in the following directory of every SQL server computer that participates in distributed transactions:

%SQL_SERVER_INSTALL%\Binn

d. Execute the database script xa_install.sql on every SQL server instance that participates in distributed
transactions. This script installs sqljdbc_xa.dll as an extended stored procedure.

NOTE
When you run this script, log in as an administrator for the SQL Server instance.

4. Install the drivers on WebSphere as follows.
a. In the original JDBC installation folder on the SQL server, locate the sqldbc.jar file in the following directory:

Microsoft SQL Server 2005 JDBC Driver\sqljdbc_1.2\enu

b. Copy this file to the WebSphere application server under the following directory:
WAS_install_root/essentials/JDBC/

NOTE
WAS_install_root is the WebSphere Application Server installation directory.

5. To implement the new data source definitions, restart the WebSphere Application Server or the Deployment Manager
service as required in your WebSphere environment.
You have installed the Microsoft SQL Server JDBC drivers and data sources on the Workpoint cluster.

Install Oracle JDBC Drivers and Data Sources on the Workpoint Cluster

 Valid on Oracle database. 

This procedure describes how you install Oracle JDBC drivers and data sources on the Workpoint cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the ojdbc14.jar file from the Oracle Download Center to the WebSphere application server, and place the
file under the following directory:
WAS_install_root/essentials/JDBC/

NOTE
WAS_install_root is the WebSphere application server installation directory.
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2. In the WebSphere administration console, click Resources, JDBC, JDBC Providers and create a JDBC provider with
the following settings:
– The server provider:

 Name: ServerProvider
 Provider Type: Oracle JDBC Driver
 Implementation Type: data source

– The server XA provider:
 Name: ServerXAProvider
 Provider Type: Oracle JDBC Driver (XA)
 Implementation Type: XA data source

– Apply the following settings to both JDBC providers:
 Scope – Workpoint_cluster
 Database type – Oracle
 Class path – WAS_install_root/essentials/JDBC/ojdbc14.jar

3. Restart the WebSphere Application Server or the Deployment Manager service as required in your WebSphere
environment.
The new data source definitions are implemented.
You have installed the Oracle JDBC drivers and data sources on the Workpoint cluster.

Review Python File Parameters

This procedure describes how you review the Python file to verify correct Identity Governance installation paths and
data sources, and retain reusable memory. You download this file with the Identity Governance installation files. This
file contains classes that can be used as reusable data sources and can construct dictionaries from other mappings or
sequences of pairs.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and open the dataSources.py file in the following folder:
gm_install/rcm-websphere/WAS-Scripts

2. Change the passwords for the gvmBus and the wpBus users to the passwords set during the creation.
3. Save the dataSources.py file.

You have reviewed the Python file.

Next, you set up the Identity Governance and Workpoint clusters.

Set Up Identity Governance and Workpoint Clusters

This procedure describes how you set up Identity Governance and Workpoint clusters on WebSphere.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following directory:
gm_install\rcm-websphere\WAS-Scripts

2. For Linux open a Command Prompt and enter the following command:
./DeployGVM.sh /opt/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/bin

This command instructs the installation script where to place the installation files.
You have set up Identity Governance and the Workpoint clusters on WebSphere.

3. For Windows,  open a Command Prompt and enter the following command:

DeployGVM.bat C:\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer\bin 

Next, you configure the Identity Governance folder to configure and copy essential files to the cluster nodes.
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Configure the Identity Governance Folder

This procedure describes how you configure the Identity Governance installation folder to set up and copy essential files
to the cluster nodes.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and copy the GM_Install_Dir folder to the WebSphere clustered node server.
2. Change the directory as follows:

GM_Install_Dir\rcm-websphere\WAS-Scripts

3. Locate and run the setupEssentials.py file from the following folder:
FOr Window:

WAS_HOME\profiles\NODE_NAME\bin\wsadmin.bat -lang jython -f  setupEssentials.py

For Linux:

WAS_HOME\profiles\NODE_NAME\bin\wsadmin.sh -lang jython -f  setupEssentials.py

4. Repeat Steps 1, 2 and 3 for each cluster node.
You have configured the Identity Governance installation folder to configure and copy essential files to the cluster
nodes.

Next, verify a successful installation.

Verify a Successful Installation

This procedure describes how you verify a successful installation after you complete installing the product. When
the Identity Governance installation is successful, you can access the Identity Governance Portal.

Follow these steps:

1. Select and start one server from the Identity Governance cluster, Identity Governance, and installed applications,
including reports.

2. Review the started server logs and verify that no log errors exist.
3. Start all other servers in the Identity Governance cluster.
4. Review all the product cluster logs and verify that no errors exist in the logs.

You can access the Portal after a successful installation.
5. Open a browser and enter the following URL:

http://serverhost:port/eurekify/portal/login

NOTE
 serverhost:port is the network address and communications port of the Identity Governance server or load
balancer. The WebSphere/AIX server default port is 9080.

The  Identity Governance Portal login page appears.
6. Log in using the following default administration credentials:

–  Username: AD1\EAdmin
–  Password: eurekify
The Portal home page appears.

7. Set your Properties and Common properties URL setting under Administration, Settings.
8. Navigate to Reports, Configuration Reports, and select Configuration Properties.
9. Select ConfigWithRoles to verify that the report application is working.

You have verified a successful installation.
10. (Upgrade only) Clear the browser cache or refresh the web page to replace old graphical elements.

Next, configure the CA IAM Connector Server for a cluster.
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Configuring the CA IAM Connector Server for a Cluster

You configure the CA IAM Connector Server for a cluster after the installation completes. When you install the CA IAM
Connector Server in a cluster environment, install the CA IAM Connector Server on one of the nodes, or on a dedicated
node.

After the installation, edit the following properties to reflect the location of the CA IAM Connector Server:

• jcs.ui.url=IAMCS_hostname 
This name is the CA IAM Connector Server hostname of the computer where the CA IAM Connector Server is
installed.

• jcs.ui.enabled=true
• jcs.ui.username=username 

 Default: admin
• jcs.ui.password=IAMCS_password 

The CA IAM Connector Server password is the one provided during the installation.

Next, you import the Workpoint processes to enable certification campaigns and other business processes.

Import Workpoint Processes

This procedure describes how you import Workpoint processes. To enable certification campaigns and other business
processes, import predefined workflow processes into Workpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the Identity Governance cluster is running.
2. Log in to the Portal as an administrator.

The Portal home page appears.
3. Go to Administration, Settings, and click Workpoint DB Administration.

The Workpoint DB Administration screen appears.
4. Under Update Workpoint Processes, verify the Identity Governance Server Host Name, Port, and HTTPS setting.

NOTE
In a clustered environment, enter the Identity Governance (load balancer) name instead of the server
hostname.

5. Click Update.
The product populates the Workpoint database with predefined Workpoint processes and related data.

You have enabled certification campaigns and other business processes, and imported predefined workflow processes
into Workpoint.

You have completed the Identity Governance on IBM WebSphere installation process.

Troubleshooting

Unable to start CA Identity Governance in a WebSphere Cluster

Symptom:

On starting a CA Identity Governance node in a WebSphere cluster, getting the following error:
00000088 ThreadMonitor W   WSVR0605W: Thread "server.startup : 1" (0000006e) has been
 active for 714424 milliseconds and may be hung.
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Solution:

1. In a WebSphere console, navigate to Servers, All servers, <server1>, Process definition, Java Virtual Machine,
Custom properties.

2. Add the custom JVM argument:
 java.net.preferIPv4Stack = true 

3. Restart the node.
4. Open a Command Prompt and run the following commands to flush the DNS: ipconfig/flushdns
5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 on all the cluster nodes.

 

Install CA Identity Governance with Oracle RAC
 Contents 

  

This scenario describes how to install Identity Governance with Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC).

This scenario targets the following Identity Governance users:

• System and database administrators
• System integrators

How to Install Identity Governance and Oracle RAC

You configure Identity Governance to function in an Oracle RAC environment. Oracle RAC provides clustering and high
availability software for Oracle database environments.

The following diagram illustrates how to install Identity Governance with Oracle RAC databases:

  

Follow these steps to install Identity Governance with Oracle RAC databases:

1. Review prerequisites and recommendations.
2. Configure Identity Governance with Oracle RAC databases.
3. Configure Java Database Connectivity (JDBC).
4. Verify successful installation.
5. Verify Oracle TNS Identifies Database Cluster.
6. Integrate Identity Governance Discovery and Audit with Oracle RAC databases.
7. (Optional) Restore Identity Governance Oracle RAC databases connection.
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Review Identity Governance and Oracle RAC Prerequisites

This section lists Identity Governance and Oracle RAC prerequisites.

•  Identity Governance databases must use UTF-8 (AL32UTF8) encoding.
• We recommend enabling 400 connections for each Identity Governance server that is connected to the same

database, even if they are connected to different schemas.
• We recommend that you expand the Identity Governance cache memory limits to support considerable Identity

Governance configurations. The default setting limits the memory cache to 500,000 elements. We recommend that you
reset the Identity Governance cache limits to 900,000 elements.

Configure Identity Governance with Oracle RAC Databases

You configure Identity Governance with Oracle RAC databases by adding roles, establishing communication, and defining
parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Identity Governance database user (schema). This user must have the following permissions and settings:
– Roles: CONNECT, RESOURCE
– System Privileges: ALTER SESSION, CREATE CLUSTER, CREATE DATABASE LINK, CREATE SEQUENCE,

CREATE SESSION, CREATE SYNONYM, CREATE TABLE, CREATE VIEW, CREATE CLUSTER, CREATE
INDEXTYPE, CREATE OPERATOR, CREATE PROCEDURE, CREATE SEQUENCE, CREATE TABLE, CREATE
TRIGGER, CREATE TYPE, SELECT ANY DICTIONARY

The CONNECT role provides the create session permission. The RESOURCE role provides several create system
privileges, and provides for previous Oracle database compatibility releases.

2. Edit the tnsnames.ora file for the database cluster from the database server.
You modify the tnsnames.ora file by adding your cluster address and port. The Oracle client uses the tnsnames.ora file
to connect to the Oracle server. Do the following:
a. Locate the tnsnames.ora file in the Oracle home directory. The tnsnames.ora file is located in the following folder:

Oracle_home/NETWORK/ADMIN

b. Locate the instances that define your clustered service and add your cluster address and port.
 Example: 
RCMDB1 = 

   (DESCRIPTION =

     (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = oraclusternode1-vip)(PORT = 1521))

     (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = oraclusternode2-vip)(PORT = 1521))

     (LOAD_BALANCE = yes)

     (CONNECT_DATA =

      (SERVER = DEDICATED)

      (SERVICE_NAME = RCMDB1

   )

)

In this example, your Oracle RAC cluster and port have been defined.
c. Save and close the file.

The tnsnames.ora file is edited.
3. Update the hosts file to define current cluster nodes.

You define the IP addresses and the Oracle RAC host names. Do the following:
a. Locate the hosts file in the following folder:

gm_install/Windows/System32/drivers/etc

b. Define the IP addresses and the Oracle RAC host names.
c. Save and close the file.
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You have updated the hosts file to define the current cluster nodes.
 Example: In this example, in the # RAC VIRTUAL INTERFACES section, IP address 10.0.0.82 is defined as rac1-
vip.localdomain, and IP address 10.0.0.83 is defined as rac2-vip.localdomain.
###########################################

# Do not remove the following line, or various programs

# that require network functionality will fail.

127.0.0.1       localhost.localdomain localhost

10.0.0.39       ca_gm_linux46.localdomain   ca_gm_linux46

# RAC VIRTUAL INTERFACES

10.0.0.82       rac1-vip.localdomain    rac1-vip

10.0.0.83       rac2-vip.localdomain    rac2-vip

# RAC PUBLIC INTERFACES

10.0.0.182      rac1.localdomain        rac1

10.0.0.183      rac2.localdomain        rac2

###########################################

4. Edit the eurekify.properties file to define the database host name as the Identity Governance SDB database. The SDB
contains Identity Governance Master and Model data.

WARNING

When you upgrade from Identity Governance 12.5 SPx with Oracle RAC, edit this property file after the
upgrade process completes.

a. Locate the eurekify.properties file in the following folder:
gm_install/Program Files/CA/RCM/Server/eurekify-jboss/conf/

NOTE
 gm_install is the Identity Governance installation directory.

b. Add the following property:
sdb.host=RCMDB1

NOTE
RCMDB1 is the Oracle RAC database service name as defined above.

c. Save and close the file.
You have edited the eurekify.properties file to define the database host name as the Identity Governance SDB
database.

NOTE
Update this property file in each node when you configure Identity Governance to work in a cluster.

5. Run the Identity Governance installer, and in the database parameters section, define the following database
parameters:
–  Oracle Server Host - The IP address of one of the cluster nodes.
–  Oracle Service name - Cluster Database service name (not the nodes).

 Example: 

Specify Oracle SQL Server Information

Oracle Server Host (DEFAULT: rcmlinux46.localdomain): rac1

Oracle Service Name (DEFAULT: ORCL): RCMDB1

Specify Oracle Server port (DEFAULT: 1521):1521

NOTE
For more information, refer to the  Identity Governance Installing section.

6. Increase the database sessions and processes parameters from the default setting to reduce exceptions.
a. Connect to the database with the system account.
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b. Run the following commands:
alter system set sessions=400 scope=spfile;

alter system set processes=400 scope=spfile;

c. Restart the entire database (all cluster instances).
Database sessions and process parameters are increased.

You have configured Identity Governance with Oracle RAC databases. You now configure JDBC connectivity.

Configure Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)

You configure the JDBC to connect to a database and increase default cache settings. JDBC, an API for the Java
programming language, defines how a client accesses a database by providing querying methods and updating database
data.

Follow these steps:

1. Backup the eurekify-ds.xml and wp-ds.xml files from the following folder:
gm_install/CA/RCM/Server/eurekify-jboss/server/eurekify/deploy/

2. Update JDBC URL values to define Oracle RAC database cluster rac1-vip and rac2-vip. Do the following:
a. Locate the following elements in both files:

<connection-url>jdbc:oracle:thin:@rac:1521/RCMDB1</connection-url>

b. Replace with the following text that defines the JDBC URL to Oracle RAC cluster rac1-vip and rac2-vip databases:
<connection-url>jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(LOAD_BALANCE=on)

(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=rac1-vip.localdomain) (PORT=1521))

(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=rac2-vip.localdomain) (PORT=1521))

(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=RCMDB1)))</connection-url>

c. Save and close the files.
The JDBC URL values define Oracle RAC database cluster rac1-vip and rac2-vip.

3. Reset the Identity Governance cache limits, as follows:
a. Edit the ehcache-sageDal.xml file on the Identity Governance server:

• For JBoss, this file is found in the following location:
jboss_install\server\all\farm\eurekfiy.war\WEB-INF\classes\

/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes

• For WebSphere, this file is located in the eurekify.ear file found in the following location:
b. In the defaultCache entry, change the following attribute:

• maxElementsInMemory
Defines the maximum number of elements stored in cache memory.
We recommend that you set this field using the following formula:
maxElementsInMemory = total number of entities * 3
For example, if you have one universe with 500,000 users and 500,000 roles, set maxElementsInMemory to
3,000,000 elements.
If you have two universes, each with 500,000 users and 500,000 roles, set maxElementsInMemory to 6,000,000
elements.

c. Save and close the file.
The Identity Governance cache limits are reset.
You have configured the JDBC. You now verify a successful Identity Governance installation.

Verify a Successful Installation

Verify a successful Identity Governance Windows or Linux installation.
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You can access the Identity Governance portal when you have successfully installed Identity Governance on a JBoss
cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Select one server from the Identity Governance cluster and start it.
2. Review the started server logs and verify no log errors exist.
3. Start all other servers in the Identity Governance cluster.
4. Review all Identity Governance cluster logs and verify that no errors exist in the logs.

When the installation is successful, you can access the Identity Governance portal.
5. Open a browser and enter the following URL:

http://serverhost:port/eurekify/portal/login

NOTE
serverhost:port is the network address and communications port of the Identity Governance server or load
balancer. The JBoss/Windows server default port is 8080.

6. Log in using the default administration credentials:
–  Username: AD1\EAdmin
–  Password: eurekify

NOTE
The password can be any password. It must be at least one character. The field must not be blank.

7. Set your Property and Common Property URL settings under Administration, Settings.
8. (Linux only) Update Workpoint DB administration to the load balancer server.
9. Navigate to Reports, Configuration Reports, select Configuration Properties and select ConfigWithRoles. This action

verifies that the report application is working.
10. (Upgrade only) Clear the browser cache or refresh the web page to replace old graphical elements.

Verify Oracle TNS Identifies Database Cluster

You verify that the Oracle TNS entries in the tnsnames.ora file identify your Oracle RAC database structure. Oracle
Transparent Network Substrate (TNS) provides a network platform of different protocols to function as a homogeneous
network. The tnsnames.ora file is a configuration file that defines database addresses by establishing connections to
them.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the tnsnames.ora file on the computer hosting the Identity Governance Discovery and Audit tool.
The tnsnames.ora file is located in the following folder:
Oracle_home/NETWORK/ADMIN

2. Open the tnsnames.ora file and verify that the existence of TNS entries identifies your database cluster.
 Example: 
RCMDB1 =

  (DESCRIPTION =

    (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = rac1-vip.localdomain)(PORT = 1521))

    (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = rac2-vip.localdomain)(PORT = 1521))

    (LOAD_BALANCE = yes)

    (CONNECT_DATA =

      (SERVER = DEDICATED)

      (SERVICE_NAME = RCMDB1)

    )

  )

3. Save and close the file.
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You have verified that the Oracle TNS entries in the tnsnames.ora file identify your Oracle RAC database structure.
You now install and configure Identity Governance Discovery and Audit tools to work with Oracle RAC databases.

Integrate Identity Governance Discovery and Audit with Oracle RAC Databases

You integrate the Identity Governance Discovery and Audit tool with Oracle RAC databases to import and modify data,
analyze, construct and administer the role hierarchy.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the Identity Governance Client Tools installer and open the application.
The Identity Governance Client Tools installer, CA-RCM-RN-Client-Tools-x86.zip, is located in the folder where you
downloaded the installation package files when you installed Identity Governance.

NOTE
RN is the current release number for the product.

The CA Role and Compliance Manager - Discover and Audit window appears.
2. Navigate to File, General Settings.

The Discovery and Audit Settings window appears.
3. In the SQL Connectivity tab, select Request SQL Credentials from a Server.

This option connects the SQL database through the Identity Governance server.
The following graphic displays the Request SQL Credentials from a Server option that is selected with an example
server host IP address and port number displayed:

  
4. Enter in the Identity Governance server host name and the Identity Governance Server port number and click Apply.

The Enter Server Credentials window appears.
5. In the SQL Server section, enter in the user name and password.
6. In the Web Server section, enter in the Identity Governance Portal administrator and password, and click OK.
7. In the Discovery and Audit Settings window, click Close.
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The Identity Governance Discovery and Audit tool is integrated to connect with Oracle RAC databases to manage
data.

(Optional) Restore Identity Governance-Oracle RAC Databases Connection

You restore the connection between Identity Governance and Oracle RAC databases after a failure. Connection failures
can occur when you connect to the SQL database through the Identity Governance server.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the tnsnames.ora file for the database cluster from the database server. Do the following:
a. Locate the tnsnames.ora file in the Oracle home directory.
b. Locate the instances that represent your clustered service and verify your cluster address and port.

 Example: 
RCMDB1 =

   (DESCRIPTION =

     (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = oraclusternode1-vip)(PORT = 1521))

     (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = oraclusternode2-vip)(PORT = 1521))

     (LOAD_BALANCE = yes)

     (CONNECT_DATA =

      (SERVER = DEDICATED)

      (SERVICE_NAME = RCMDB1

   )

)

c. Save and close the file.
The tnsnames.ora file is edited, and the Oracle client-server connection is restored.

2. Edit the eurekify.properties file to define the database host name as the Identity Governance SDB database. The SDB
contains Identity Governance Master and Model data.
Do the following:
a. Locate the eurekify.properties file in the following folder:

gm_install/Program Files/CA\RCM/Server/eurekify-jboss/conf

b. Add the following property to define the database host name as the Identity Governance SDB database:
sdb.host=RCMDB1

NOTE
 RCMDB1 is the Oracle RAC database host name.

c. Save and close the file.
The eurekify.properties file is edited to define the database host name as the Identity Governance SDB database.

3. On the Identity Governance installation computer, open Oracle SQL Developer or similar program for working with
SQL in Oracle databases.

4. Connect to the eurekify_sdb database, and insert the following text:
insert into SAGE_PREFERENCES

(LoginID, PrefGroup, Name, Value)

values

('eurekify.properties', 'eurekify.properties.dynamic', 'sdb.host', 'RCMDB1');

5. In the Query menu, select Execute to run the SQL query.
The Identity Governance and Oracle RAC databases connection is restored.

Install Client Tools
Use the Client Tools to import and modify data, and analyze, construct, and administer the role hierarchy. Install the Client
Tools on a Windows computer that can communicate with the Identity Governance server and the database server.
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Follow these steps:

1. On a Windows computer, run CA-RCM-rel#-Client-Tools-x64.msi file on a 64-bit computer.
The Client Tools installation wizard opens.

2. Complete the installer following the wizard prompts.
If you selected to install more components, the installation prompts you for the required files:
– To install the UUID and IM Connector tools, locate the CA-RCM-rel#-Client-Tools-Open-Source.zip file.
The installer runs and installs the Identity Governance client tools on the computer.

3. (64-bit computers only) Run the Microsoft Assembly Registration Utility:
a. Open a command line window and navigate to the following folder:

 C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.0.30319
 

b. Enter the following commands:
 regasm.exe "C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Governance\Client Tools\Software
\SageSOAP.dll"
 

You have installed the Client Tools on a Windows computer that can communicate with the Identity Governance server
and the database server.

Next, you verify a successful installation.

Install Additional Components
Contents 

  

Install Oracle Client Components

When an Oracle server hosts Identity Governance databases, you install Oracle Client components on computers that
run Identity Governance Client Tools. These components support client interaction with databases on the Oracle server.

To install Oracle Client components

1. Download an Oracle Client installation package that is compatible with the target Oracle server from the Oracle
website to the computer that hosts Identity Governance Client Tools.

2. Run the Oracle Client installer and install the following components:
– Oracle Database Utilities
– SQL*Plus
– Oracle Windows Interfaces components:

Oracle Objects for OLE
Oracle Provider for OLE DB

3. Unzip the Oracle Client installer.
4. Create a tnsnames.ora file that defines the connection to the main Identity Governance database on the Oracle server.

For example, the following code defines a TCP link to the rcm_sdb database on the XE database server.
XE =

(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = ORAC01.com)(PORT = 1521))

(CONNECT_DATA = (SERVER = DEDICATED)(SERVICE_NAME =rcm_sdb))

)

5. Copy the tnsnames.ora file to the following directory:
Oracle_home\network\admin
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NOTE
Oracle_home is the root directory for the Oracle Client package.

Install Client Tools

Use the Cient Tools to import and modify data, and analyze, construct and administer the role hierarchy. Install the Client
Tools on a Windows computer that can communicate with the Identity Governance server and the database server.

Follow these steps:

1. On a Windows computer, run CA-RCM-rel#-Client-Tools-x64.msi file on a 64-bit computer.
The Client Tools installation wizard opens.

2. Complete the installer following the wizard prompts.
If you selected to install additional components, the installation prompts you for the required files:
– To install the UUID and IM Connector tools, locate the CA-RCM-rel#-Client-Tools-Open-Source.zip file.
The installer runs and installs the Identity Governance client tools on the computer.

3. (64-bit computers only) Run the Microsoft Assembly Registration Utility:
a. Open a command line window and navigate to the following folder:

C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.0.30319

b. Enter the following command:
regasm.exe "C:\Program Files\CA\RCM\Client Tools\Software\SageSOAP.dll"

You have installed the Client Tools on a Windows computer that can communicate with the Identity Governance server
and the database server.

Configure Client Tools After Installation

After you install the Client Tools, configure them to connect to the Identity Governance database.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the database server is running.
2. If your installation also includes a Identity Governance server, verify that is running too.
3. Run Client Tools.
4. Click File, General Settings.

The Settings dialog opens.
5. Close the dialog.
6. Do one of the following:

– If your implementation includes a Identity Governance server, coordinate database interactions with CA Identity
Governance server.

– IF there is no Identity Governance server, configure a direct connection to the database server.
Client Tools is configured and ready for use. 

NOTE

If you have selected UUID component while installation, perform the following steps to configure the
UUID component:

1. Extract the ~ClientTools_libs.zip which is available at Install_dir\Client Tools\Software. 
2. Copy all the jars inside lib\" folder to Install_dir\Client Tools\Software \UUID\lib. 
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Coordinate the Client Connection to the Database with Identity Governance Server

If your implementation includes a Identity Governance server, configure the Client Tools to coordinate database
interactions with the Identity Governance server. This coordination ensures data synchronization between the client and
server interfaces.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the database server and Identity Governance server are running.
2. Run the client tools.

The Enter Server Credentials dialog appears.
3. Click Cancel. Then click File, General Settings from the main menu.

The Settings dialog appears.
4. Click the SQL Connectivity tab.
5. Select the Request SQL Credentials from a Server option.
6. Complete the address of the Identity Governance server URL, and click Apply.

The Enter Server Credentials dialog appears.
7. In the SQL Server area, specify the username and password that is defined for the Identity Governance database on

the database server.
8. In the Web Server area, specify the username and password of an administrator account on the Identity

Governance portal.
9. Click OK.

A message confirming SQL connectivity appears after a while. Changes that you make to databases using the client
tools are synchronized with the Identity Governance portal.

10. Close the dialog.
You have configured the Client Tools to coordinate database interactions with the Identity Governance server.

Configure Direct Client Connection to Databases

In implementations that do not include a Identity Governance server, configure your client applications to work directly
with the database server.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the database server is running.
2. Run the Data Management application.

The Enter Server Credentials dialog appears.
3. Click Cancel. Then click File, General Settings from the main menu.

The Data Management Settings dialog appears.
4. Click the SQL Connectivity tab.
5. Select the Use Static SQL Credentials option.
6. Configure the following fields and options:

– SQL Server Type
Specifies whether a Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle Server hosts Identity Governance databases.

– Server
Defines the target on the database server:
• For a Microsoft SQL Server, this field specifies the host name of the database server instance.
• For an Oracle database server, this field specifies the Oracle service name, as defined in the tnsnames.ora file in

the Oracle service directory.
– Database

(Microsoft SQL Server only) Defines the main Identity Governance database.
– Username, Password
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Define the login credentials of the database user or schema owner.
– Windows Authentication

(Microsoft SQL Server only) When the database user is mapped to a general Windows user account in the
environment, specifies whether the Windows user is used to log in to the database server.

7. Click Apply.
A message confirming SQL connectivity appears. The application is now connected to the database.

8. Close the dialog.
9. Repeat this procedure in the DNA application.

The client applications are configured and ready for use.

Install Workpoint Designer

Identity Governance uses the Workpoint Business Process Management (BPM) solution to implement Identity
Governance business workflows. For example, certifications are modeled as Workpoint processes, and the Identity
Governance server is implemented as Workpoint jobs.

You can use the Workpoint Designer application to import and customize process workflows.

Note: We recommend that you use the workflow administration tools of the Portal to load and update Workpoint
processes. Only experienced administrators should use Workpoint Designer to customize workflow behaviors.

The Identity Governance installer places a precompiled, customized Workpoint Designer package in the Identity
Governance server installation directory. You can copy this package to run Workpoint Designer on another server.

This section describes how to install and configure Workpoint Designer to work with a Identity Governanceserver
installation.

Install Workpoint Designer on JBoss

This procedure describes how to install and configure Workpoint Designer to work with a Identity Governance server on
JBoss.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the following directory on the server where you ran the Identity Governance installer:
gm_install\Server\eurekify-jboss\Workpoint

 gm_install is the Identity Governance installation directory.
2. Copy the Workpoint Designer directory to a system that runs a supported version of Windows or Linux. Continue this

procedure on that system.
3. (Remote) Define an ODBC Data Source that points to the Identity Governance Workpoint database.
4. Configure the Workpoint Designer as follows:

a. In the Workpoint Designer directory, locate the workpoint-client.properties file in the following folder:
\conf

b. Locate and edit the following property:
java.naming.provider.url — The host name and port information for the Workpoint server or the Workpoint cluster
load balancer. For a JBoss cluster, the default port on the load balancer is 1100.

NOTE
Edit the instance of this property that is under the JBOSS SETTINGS section of the file. Specify the full
URL and port string. Do not specify a DNS hostname.

c. Save and close the workpoint-client.properties file.
5. Verify the Workpoint Designer installation.

Workpoint Designer is installed and configured to work with a JBoss installation.
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NOTE
For detailed information about Workpoint Designer, see the Workpoint documentation at the following
location: gm_install\Server\eurekify-jboss\Workpoint\WorkPointDesigner\docs

Install Workpoint Designer to Work with WebSphere

This procedure describes how to install and configure Workpoint Designer to work with a Identity Governanceserver on
WebSphere.

Follow these steps:

1. On the system where IBM WebSphere 7is installed, navigate to the following folder:
WAS_home/opt/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/essentials/Workpoint/

2. Copy and paste the following properties files:
– Archive
– GeneralMonitor
– IdCheck
– workpoint-client
– workpoint-server
in the following folder:
WAS_home/opt/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/essentials/Workpoint/WorkPointDesigner/conf

3. (Remote) Download and install the IBM Application Client for WebSphere Application Server.
4. (Remote) Define an ODBC Data Source that points to the Identity Governance Workpoint database.
5. Configure the Workpoint Designer as follows:

a. In the Workpoint Designer directory, locate the workpoint-client.properties in the following folder:
\conf

b. Open the workpoint-client.properties file and make the following changes:
• Under the J2EE Client Configuration header, change all lines in the JBoss SETTINGS section into remarks by

adding the # character.
• Remove the # character from all lines of the IBM WEBSPHERE SETTINGS section to make these lines active.
• Save and exit.

c. Locate the init.bat or initi.sh file located in the following directory:
\bin

d. Edit the init.bat or init.sh file by doing the following steps:
• Add the rem keyword to all lines in the USE WITH JBoss section.
• Remove the rem keyword from all lines in the USE WITH IBM WEBSPHERE section.
• Set the JAVA_HOME and WAS_HOME properties to the WebSphere Application Server client application.

Typically the values are as follows:
Windows:
  SET JAVA_HOME=C:\PROGRA~1\IBM\WebSphere\AppClient\java\jre
  SET WAS_HOME=C:\PROGRA~1\IBM\WebSphere\AppClient
Linux:
  SET JAVA_HOME=/opt/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/java/jre
  SET WAS_HOME=/opt/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer

• Save and exit.
6. Run Workpoint Designer.

Workpoint Designer is installed and configured to work with a WebSphere installation.
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Optimize Your Installation
 Contents 

  

Resize the Memory Cache

When working with large configurations, increase the size of the Identity Governance server memory cache. This section
describes how to resize the server cache memory.

To resize the memory cache, do the following:

1. Resize the Java virtual machine (JVM) memory heap.
–  WIldfly 
–  WebSphere 

2.  Reset the cache limits.

(Wildfly) Resize the Java Virtual Machine Memory Heap

To support large configurations, you can expand the Java virtual machine (JVM) memory cache for the Identity
Governance server.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following folders on the Identity Governance server:
wildfly_install\bin

2. Open the standalone.conf.bat file for editing, and locate the following line:
set JAVA_OPTS=-Xms1024M -Xmx2048M -XX:MaxPermSize=256M

3. To define the JVM memory heap settings, change the following parameters:
– -Xms

Defines the minimum size of heap memory. For example, -Xms1200m sets minimum heap memory to 1.2GB. This
memory is assigned at server start.

NOTE
When using a 64bit JDK, and the available memory is greater than 1400M, set the -Xms parameter to use
all available memory.

– -Xmx
Defines the maximum size of heap memory. For example, -Xmx20g sets maximum heap memory to 20GB. This
memory is assigned as needed.
We recommend, for a 64bit system, that you allocate approximately 3GB of cache memory (RAM) for every
1,000,000 elements allowed in cache memory (3 * maxElementsInMemory).

4. Repeat this procedure on each server in the cluster.
5. Save and close the standalone.conf.bat file.

The Java virtual machine memory heap has been resized.

(WebSphere) Resize the Java Virtual Machine Memory Heap

To support large configurations, you can expand the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) memory cache for the Identity
Governance server.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere Administrative Console, click Servers, Application Servers, and select a server in the cluster.
2. Click Process Definitions, Java Virtual Machine.
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3. To define JVM memory heap settings, change the following fields:
– Initial Heap

Defines the memory reserved for Identity Governance upon startup, in megabytes.
–  Maximum Heap 

Defines the maximum memory that Identity Governance can use, in megabytes.
We recommend, for a 64bit system, that you allocate approximately 3GB of cache memory (RAM) for every
1,000,000 elements allowed in cache memory (3 * maxElementsInMemory).

4. Repeat this procedure for each server in the cluster.

Reset Cache Limits

To support large configurations, you can expand the cache memory limits.

Cache memory is defined by the number of elements (users, resources, roles, and so on) that can be held in the cache
at once. When the cache is full, elements are swapped in and out of memory, which can affect performance. The default
setting limits the memory cache to 500,000 elements.

This procedure describes how to reset cache settings for an existing Identity Governance implementation. In WebSphere
implementations, you can modify these settings before implementation by editing the EAR file you use to install
the Identity Governance server.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the ehcache-sageDal.xml file on the Identity Governance server:
– For JBoss, this file is found in the following location:

jboss_install\server\all\farm\eurekfiy.war\WEB-INF\classes\

– For WebSphere, this file is located in the eurekify.ear file found in the following location:
/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes

2. In the defaultCache entry, change the following attribute:
– maxElementsInMemory

Defines the maximum number of elements stored in cache memory.
We recommend that you set this field using the following formula:
maxElementsInMemory = total number of entities * 3

For example, if you have one universe with 500,000 users and 500,000 roles, set maxElementsInMemory to
3,000,000 elements.
If you have two universes, each with 500,000 users and 500,000 roles, set maxElementsInMemory to 6,000,000
elements.

3. Save changes to the file and close.
You have reset cache settings.

Cache Manipulation

Using the server cache improves performance. To improve performance, upload the current Universe and configuration
data to the cache. Accessing the server cache is much faster than accessing the hard drives, so users can receive
information more quickly when using a cache.

Load Cache

Use this utility to load a specific configuration into the server memory cache.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Cache, Load Cache.
The Load Cache screen opens.
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2. Select a Configuration from the drop-down list and click OK.
The information bar indicates that the selected configuration is loaded.

Clear Cache

Use this utility when you update configuration data in the client tools, such as permissions, and you want to be sure that
anyone using the system uses the updated data.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Cache, Clear Cache.
The Clear Cache screen opens.

2. Click Clear Caches to clear the server memory cache.
The information bar indicates that the selected configuration is loaded.

(JBoss) Adjusting Portal Session Timeout

The Portal session may cause performance and security issues in your deployment.

You can adjust the default timeout period to work around both issues. Edit the web.xml file to change the Portal session
timeout period from the default setting.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and open the web.xml file located in the following directory:
gm_home/Server/eurekify-jboss/server/eurekify/deployers/jbossweb.deployer/

2. Locate and change the session configuration section timeout variable:
 <session-config>

      <session-timeout>30</session-timeout>

  </session-config>

NOTE
The unit of time is minutes.

3. Save changes to the file and close.

How to Prepare an Implementation for Production

We recommend that you perform the following steps before you move Identity Governance from a test to a production
environment.

1. Mark session cookies as http only. Do the following:
a. Navigate to the following directory:

eurekify-jboss\server\eurekify\deploy\jbossweb.sar

b. Open the context.xml file.
c. Add the following line:

<SessionCokkie secure="true"httpOnly="true"/>

d. Save and close the file.
2. Configure JBoss cross domain policy for Flash. Do the following:

a. Navigate to the following directory:
\eurekify-jboss\server\eurekify\deploy\ROOT.war

b. Open the crossdomain.xml file
c. Replace the default value with the company domain name in the following entry:

<allow-access-from domain="*"/>

 Example: company.com
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d. Save and close the file.
3. Disable HTTP TRACE support in web browsers.Do the following:

a. Navigate to the following directory:
\eurekify-jboss\server\eurekify\deploy\ROOT.war\WEB-INF

b. Open the web.xml file.
c. Add the following section:
d. <security-constraint>
e. <web-resource-collection>
f. <web-resource-name>secure</web-resource-name>
g. <url-pattern>/*</url-pattern>
h. <http-method>GET</http-method>
i. <http-method>POST</http-method>
j. <http-method>HEAD</http-method>
k. <http-method>PUT</http-method>
l. <http-method>DELETE</http-method>
m. </web-resource-collection>
n. </security-constraint>
o. Save and close the file.

4. Configure Identity Governance for SSL communication.

NOTE
For more information, see the Installing section.

5. Secure the JBoss JMX Console. Do the following:

WARNING
If you do not want to secure the JBoss JMX Console, we recommend that you remove the following
files: jmx-console.war, admin-console.war  

NOTE

For more information about the JBoss JMX Console refer to the Jboss documentation.

a. Enable authentication on the JBoss JMX Console. Do the following:
a. Navigate to the following directory:

eurekify-jboss\server\PROFILE\deploy\jmx-console.war\WEB-INF

<security-constraint>

   <web-resource-collection>

      <web-resource-name>HtmlAdaptor</web-resource-name>

      <description>

         An example security config that only allows users with the role

         JBossAdmin to access the HTML JMX console web application

      </description>

      <url-pattern>/*</url-pattern>

  </web-resource-collection>

  <auth-constraint>

    <role-name>JBossAdmin</role-name>

  </auth-constraint>

</security-constraint>

b. Open the web.xml file.
c. Uncomment the <security-constraint> entry:
d. Save and close the file.
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b. Enable security domain on the JBoss JMX Console. Do the following:
a. Navigate to the following directory:

eurekify-jboss\server\PROFILE\deploy\jmx-console.war/WEB-INF

<jboss-web>

  <!-- Uncomment the security-domain to enable security. You will

     need to edit the htmladaptor login configuration to setup the

     login modules used to authentication users.

  -->

  <security-domain>java:/jaas/jmx-console</security-domain>

</jboss-web>

b. Open the jboss-web.xml file.
c. Verify that the following section appears:
d. Save and close the file.

c. Enable authentication on the administration console. Do the following:
a. Navigate to the following directory:

eurekify-jboss\server\PROFILE\deploy\management\console-mgr.sar\web-console.war\WEB-INF

<security-constraint>

   <web-resource-collection>

      <web-resource-name>HtmlAdaptor</web-resource-name>

      <description>

         An example security config that only allows users with the role

         JBossAdmin to access the HTML JMX console web application

      </description>

      <url-pattern>/*</url-pattern>

  </web-resource-collection>

  <auth-constraint>

    <role-name>JBossAdmin</role-name>

  </auth-constraint>

b. Open the web.xml file.
c. Uncomment the following entry:
d. </security-constraint>

d. Save and close the file.
e. Enable security domain on the administration console. Do the following:

a. Navigate to the following directory:
eurekify-jboss\server\PROFILE\deploy\management\console-mgr.sar\web.console.war\WEB-INF

<jboss-web>

  <!-- Uncomment the security-domain to enable security. You will

     need to edit the htmladaptor login configuration to setup the

     login modules used to authentication users.

  -->

  <security-domain>java:/jaas/jmx-console</security-domain>

</jboss-web>

b. Open the jboss-web.xml file.
c. Verify that the following entry appears:
d. Save and close the file.

"JAVA_OPTS=-Xms1024M -Xmx3048M -XX:MaxPermSize=256M" 
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Configure Wildfly as a Windows Service
Follow the procedure described in this article to configure WildFly application server as a Windows service.

1. Download http://download.jboss.org/jbossweb/2.0.8.GA/jboss-native-2.0.8-windows-x86-ssl.zip.
2. Extract the zip folder to the following directory so that the bin and license folders are merged into the existing ones (if

any).
<gm_install>/eurekify-jboss

 Note:  gm_install is the Identity Governance installation directory.
New directories and files are created.

3. Create a backup of the service.bat file in the following sub-directory:
<gm_install>/eurekify-jboss

4. Edit the service.bat file in the <gm_install>/eurekify-jboss/bin sub-directory as follows:
a. Search the file and replace two occurrences of the string run.bat with the string ca-gm-run.bat.

In a cluster setup, search the file and replace two occurrences of the string run.bat with the string ca-gm-run-
cluster.bat. 

b. Edit the service name, service display name, and the description appropriately as follows:
• set SVCNAME=JBAS82SVC
• set SVCDISP=WildFly Application Server 8.2
• set SVCDESC=WildFly Application Server 8.2 GA/Platform: Windows x64 

c. Search the file for the string “call shutdown –S” and replace it is all occurrences with the following:
call jboss-cli.bat -c --command=shutdown

d. Save changes to the file.
5. Open a command line window from the Start menu and navigate to the following directory:

<gm_install>/eurekify-jboss/bin

6. Enter service install.
A confirmation message appears after the JBoss web application service is installed.

7. Open the Windows Control Panel, and double-click Administrative Tools, Services.
The Services application window appears.

8. Locate and right-click the WildFly Application Server entry, and select Properties.
9. Change the Startup Type to Automatic, click OK, and exit the Services application.
10. Restart the computer.
11. Verify Identity Governance log files to check if the WildFly application server has started.

The JBoss application server is configured as a Windows service. 

WildFly Windows Service Fails to Start

When you implement JBoss as a Windows service, the WildFly service may not start when you restart Windows. There
may be a conflict between existing DLL files and the new files you installed to implement the WildFly service. You can
disable unnecessary DLLs.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the following directory:
<gm_install>/eurekify-jboss/bin

2. Rename the /native sub-directory to /native_bak.
3. Restart the computer.
4. Verify Identity Governance log files to check if the WildFly application server has started..
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Configure WildFly as a Linux Daemon

When you configure the WildFly application daemon as a web service, it automatically launches when you restart the
computer.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Copy the jboss_linux_service.sh file from the Identity Governance installation package, located in this directory;
gm_install/eurekify-jboss/bin/

To the following directory:
/etc/init.d

2. Rename the JBoss file.
3. Open the jboss_linux_service.sh file for editing, and replace all instances of gm_install with the actual installation path.
4. Verify the file permissions.

 Example: Configure WildFly as a Linux Daemon Script. 

This example shows you how to create a script to configure WildFly as a Linux daemon.

1. Copy and paste the following script in this directory:
/etc/rc.d/init.d

2. As root (su - root) type vi /etc/rc.d/init.d/jboss and paste as follows:
#! /bin/sh

    

    start(){

            echo "Starting jboss.."

            su -l root -c ' gm_install/eurekify-jboss/bin/eurekify.sh  > /dev/null 2> /dev/null &'

    }

    

    stop(){

            echo "Stopping jboss.."

            su -l root -c ' gm_install/eurekify-jboss/bin/shutdown.sh -S &'

    }

    restart(){

            stop

    # give stuff some time to stop before we restart

            sleep 60

    # protect against any services that cannot stop before we restart (warning this kills all Java

 instances running as 'jboss' user)

            su -l root -c 'killall java'

            start

    }

    

    case "$1" in

      start)

            start

            ;;

      stop)

            stop

            ;;

      restart)

            restart

            ;;

      *)

            echo "Usage: jboss {start|stop|restart}"
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            exit 1

    esac

    exit 0

3. Change the permissions of the file with the following command:
chmod 0755 /etc/init.d/jboss

4. Create links that you use to identify JBoss start and stop run levels.
For example, (create as root):
ln -s /etc/rc.d/init.d/jboss /etc/rc3.d/S84jboss

ln -s /etc/rc.d/init.d/jboss /etc/rc5.d/S84jboss

ln -s /etc/rc.d/init.d/jboss /etc/rc4.d/S84jboss

ln -s /etc/rc.d/init.d/jboss /etc/rc6.d/K15jboss

ln -s /etc/rc.d/init.d/jboss /etc/rc0.d/K15jboss

ln -s /etc/rc.d/init.d/jboss /etc/rc1.d/K15jboss

ln -s /etc/rc.d/init.d/jboss /etc/rc2.d/K15jboss

5. Test the script by running it with the following commands:
Run JBoss:

/etc/init.d/jboss start

The Identity Governance server becomes available in a few moments.
Stop JBoss:

/etc/init.d/jboss stop

You have configured the JBoss application daemon as a web service, and it automatically launches when you restart
the computer.

Migrate from Multicast to Unicast Cluster for WildFly
By default, CA Identity Governance supports multicast mode of communication between cluster nodes. To support unicast
communication, you must manually migrate CA Identity Governance from multicast to unicast cluster.

For ease of explanation, we are considering a two nodes cluster for reference throughout this article:

•  Primary Node: node1 
•  Secondary Node: node2

To migrate to a unicast mode of communication, you must apply the following configurations:

Prerequisites

1. Set up the WildFly multicast cluster as per the documentation published at Install CA Identity Governance on WildFly.
2. Ensure that the cluster is properly set up and all nodes are running properly.

Migrate CA Identity Governance from Multicast to Unicast Cluster

Apply these steps on all cluster nodes:

1. Shut down the WildFly server on all nodes. 
2. Navigate to <WildFly_HOME> and open ca-gm-run.bat/sh file for editing.

a. In the file, search for the following text:
set JBOSS_NODE_NAME=%JBOSS_NODE_NAME%

Just below the searched text, add the list of IP addresses of the respective nodes in the following format:
set JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS=<ip_address_of_node1>[7600],<ip_address_of_node2>[7600]

Example:
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set JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS=10.1.1.1[7600], 10.1.1.2 [7600]

b. In the file, search for the section where JAVA_OPTS is set.
rem setup GM_JAVA_OPTS
set GM_JAVA_OPTS

In this section, to the existing if loops add another if loop at the end as highlighted in blue in the following code
snippet.
rem Setup GM_JAVA_OPTS
set GM_JAVA_OPTS=
if "%CA_GM_CLUSTER%" == "true" (
     rem jboss.messaging.group.address (default is 231.7.7.7) 
     if not "x%JBOSS_MESSAGING_GROUP_ADDRESS%" == "x" (
          set GM_JAVA_OPTS=!GM_JAVA_OPTS! -Djboss.messaging.group.address=
%JBOSS_MESSAGING_GROUP_ADDRESS%
     ) 
     rem -u <jboss.default.multicast.address> (default is 230.0.0.4)
     if not "x%JBOSS_DEFAULT_MULTICAST_ADDRESS%" == "x" (
          set GM_JAVA_OPTS=!GM_JAVA_OPTS! -u %JBOSS_DEFAULT_MULTICAST_ADDRESS%
          if "x%JBOSS_MESSAGING_GROUP_ADDRESS%" == "x" (
               set GM_JAVA_OPTS=!GM_JAVA_OPTS! -Djboss.messaging.group.address=
%JBOSS_DEFAULT_MULTICAST_ADDRESS%
          )
     )
     if not "x%JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS%" == "x" (
          set GM_JAVA_OPTS=!GM_JAVA_OPTS! -Djgroups.tcpping.initial_hosts=
%JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS%
     )
)

c. Save the file.
3. From <WildFly_HOME>, open ca-gm-run-cluster.bat/sh file for editing and set JGROUPS_BIND_ADDRESS to the

IP address of the node.
Batch File: set JGROUPS_BIND_ADDRESS=<ip_address_of_respective_node>
Script File: export JGROUPS_BIND_ADDRESS=<ip_address_of_respective_node> 

4. Navigate to <WildFly_HOME>/standalone/configuration and open standalone-full-ha-ca-gm.xml file for editing.
Before editing this file, ensure that you take a backup.
a. Locate the jgroups subsystem and set the default-stack to TCP.

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:jgroups:2.0" default-stack="tcp">

b. In the tcp stack, replace MPING protocol highlighted in blue,
<stack name="tcp">
<transport socket-binding="jgroups-tcp" type="TCP"/>
<protocol socket-binding="jgroups-mping" type="MPING"/>
<protocol type="MERGE2"/>
<protocol socket-binding="jgroups-tcp-fd" type="FD_SOCK"/>
<protocol type="FD"/>
.....
</stack>

with TCPPING protocol highlighted in blue.
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<stack name="tcp">
<transport socket-binding="jgroups-tcp" type="TCP"/>
<protocol socket-binding="jgroups-tcpping" type=”TCPPING”>
     <property name=”initial_hosts”>${jgroups.tcpping.initial_hosts}</property>
     <property name=”num_initial_members”>2</property>
     <property name=”port_range”>1</property>
     <property name=”timeout”>2000</property>
</protocol>
<protocol type="MERGE2"/>
<protocol socket-binding="jgroups-tcp-fd" type="FD_SOCK"/>
<protocol type="FD"/>
.....
</stack>

In the protocol, 
•  num_initial_members, specifies the number of nodes before the cluster is complete.
•  port_range, specifies the range of ports to ping on each host as specified in the initial hosts list. 

c. In the Live HornetQ server messaging subsystem section, perform the following steps: 
a. Replace <connectors> section with the following text:

<connectors>
     <netty-connector name="netty" socket-binding="messaging"/>
     <netty-connector name="netty-throughput" socket-binding="messaging-
throughput">
          <param key="batch-delay" value="50"/>
     </netty-connector>
     <netty-connector name="netty-ignode1" socket-binding=" ignode1-binding "/>
     <in-vm-connector name="in-vm" server-id="0"/>
</connectors>

b. Replace <acceptors> section with the following text:
<acceptors>
     <netty-acceptor name="netty" socket-binding="messaging"/>
     <netty-acceptor name="netty-throughput" socket-binding="messaging-
throughput">
          <param key="batch-delay" value="50"/>
          <param key="direct-deliver" value="false"/>
     </netty-acceptor>
     <in-vm-acceptor name="in-vm" server-id="0"/>
</acceptors>

c. In the <cluster-connections> section, replace
<discovery-group-ref discovery-group-name="dg-group1"/>

with,
<static-connectors>
     <connector-ref>netty-ignode1</connector-ref>
</static-connectors>

d. In the HornetQ backup server messaging subsystem section, perform the following steps: 
a. Replace <connectors> section with the following text:

<connectors>
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     <netty-connector name="netty" socket-binding="messaging-backup"/>
     <netty-connector name="netty-ignode1" socket-binding=" ignode1-binding"/>
     <in-vm-connector name="in-vm" server-id="1"/>
</connectors>

b. Replace <acceptors> section with the following text:
<acceptors>
     <netty-acceptor name="netty" socket-binding="messaging-backup"/> 
     <in-vm-acceptor name="in-vm" server-id="1"/>
</acceptors>

c. In the <cluster-connections> section, replace
<discovery-group-ref discovery-group-name="dg-group1"/>

with,
<static-connectors>
     <connector-ref>netty-ignode1</connector-ref>
</static-connectors>

 Note: When you apply step c and step d configurations on the second cluster node, replace node1 to node2 and
vice versa.

e. Remove all the <broadcast-groups> and <discovery-groups> sections from the file. 
f. In the <socket-binding-group> section, add the following text:

<outbound-socket-binding name="ignode1-binding">
     <remote-destination host="%ip_address_of_node _2%" port="5455"/>
</outbound-socket-binding>

 Note: Replace "%ip_address_of_node _2%" with the IP address of another node in the cluster.
5. Start the WildFly server on all nodes.

Migrate from Multicast to Unicast Cluster for JBoss EAP
By default, CA Identity Governance supports multicast mode of communication between cluster nodes. To support unicast
communication, you must manually migrate CA Identity Governance from multicast to unicast cluster.

For ease of explanation, we are considering a two nodes cluster for reference throughout this article:

• Primary Node: node1 
• Secondary Node: node2

To migrate to a unicast mode of communication, you must apply the following configurations:

Prerequisites

1. Set up the JBoss multicast cluster as per the documentation published at Install CA Identity Governance on JBoss
EAP.

2. Ensure that the cluster is properly set up and all nodes are running properly.

Migrate CA Identity Governance from Multicast to Unicast Cluster

Apply these steps on all cluster nodes:

1. Shut down the JBoss server on all nodes.
2. Navigate to <JBoss_HOME> and open ca-gm-run.bat/sh file for editing.

a. In the file, search for the following text:
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set JBOSS_NODE_NAME=%JBOSS_NODE_NAME%

Just below the searched text, add the list of IP addresses of the respective nodes in the following format:

set JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS=<ip_address_of_node1>[7600],<ip_address_of_node2>[7600]

Example:

Set JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS=10.1.1.1[7600], 10.1.1.2 [7600]

b. In the same file, search for the section where JAVA_OPTS is set.

rem setup GM_JAVA_OPTS

set GM_JAVA_OPTS

In this section, to the existing if loops add another if loop at the end as highlighted in blue in the following code
snippet.

rem Setup GM_JAVA_OPTS
set GM_JAVA_OPTS=
if "%CA_GM_CLUSTER%" == "true" (
     rem jboss.messaging.group.address (default is 231.7.7.7) 
     if not "x%JBOSS_MESSAGING_GROUP_ADDRESS%" == "x" (
          set GM_JAVA_OPTS=!GM_JAVA_OPTS! -Djboss.messaging.group.address=
%JBOSS_MESSAGING_GROUP_ADDRESS%
     ) 
     rem -u <jboss.default.multicast.address> (default is 230.0.0.4)
     if not "x%JBOSS_DEFAULT_MULTICAST_ADDRESS%" == "x" (
          set GM_JAVA_OPTS=!GM_JAVA_OPTS! -u %JBOSS_DEFAULT_MULTICAST_ADDRESS%
          if "x%JBOSS_MESSAGING_GROUP_ADDRESS%" == "x" (
               set GM_JAVA_OPTS=!GM_JAVA_OPTS! -Djboss.messaging.group.address=
%JBOSS_DEFAULT_MULTICAST_ADDRESS%
          )
     )
     if not "x%JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS%" == "x" (
          set GM_JAVA_OPTS=!GM_JAVA_OPTS! -Djgroups.tcpping.initial_hosts=
%JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS%
     )
)

c. Save the file.
3. From <JBoss_HOME>, open ca-gm-run-cluster.bat/sh file for editing and set JGROUPS_BIND_ADDRESS to the IP

address of the node.
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Batch File: set JGROUPS_BIND_ADDRESS=<ip_address_of_respective_node>

Script File: export JGROUPS_BIND_ADDRESS=<ip_address_of_respective_node> 

4. Navigate to <JBoss_HOME>/standalone/configuration and open standalone-full-ha-ca-gm.xml file for editing. Before
editing this file, ensure that you take a backup.
a. Locate the jgroups subsystem and set the default-stack to TCP.

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:jgroups:2.0" default-stack="tcp">

b. In the tcp stack, replace MPING protocol highlighted in blue,

<stack name="tcp">
<transport socket-binding="jgroups-tcp" type="TCP"/>
<protocol type=”MPING”>
<protocol type="MERGE2"/>
<protocol socket-binding="jgroups-tcp-fd" type="FD_SOCK"/>
<protocol type="FD"/>
.....
</stack>

with TCPPING protocol highlighted in blue.

<stack name="tcp">
<transport socket-binding="jgroups-tcp" type="TCP"/>
<protocol type=”TCPPING”>
     <property name=”initial_hosts”>${jgroups.tcpping.initial_hosts}</property>
     <property name=”num_initial_members”>2</property>
     <property name=”port_range”>1</property>
     <property name=”timeout”>2000</property>
</protocol>
<protocol type="MERGE2"/>
<protocol socket-binding="jgroups-tcp-fd" type="FD_SOCK"/>
<protocol type="FD"/>
.....
</stack>

In this protocol, 
• num_initial_members, specifies the number of nodes before the cluster is complete.
• port_range, specifies the range of ports to ping on each host as specified in the initial hosts list.

c. In the <broadcast-group> and <discovery-group> sections of the Live HornetQ server messaging
subsystem, replace the text highlighted in blue,

<broadcast-groups>
     <broadcast-group name="bg-group1">
     <socket-binding>messaging-group</socket-binding>
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          <broadcast-period>5000</broadcast-period>
          <connector-ref>
               netty
          </connector-ref>
     </broadcast-group>

</broadcast-groups>

<discovery-groups>
     <discovery-group name="dg-group1">
          <socket-binding>messaging-group</socket-binding>
          <refresh-timeout>10000</refresh-timeout>
     </discovery-group>
 </discovery-groups>

with the text highlighted in blue.

<broadcast-groups>
     <broadcast-group name="bg-group1">
          <jgroups-stack>tcp</jgroups-stack>
          <jgroups-channel>live</jgroups-channel>
          <broadcast-period>5000</broadcast-period>
          <connector-ref>
               netty
          </connector-ref>
     </broadcast-group>
</broadcast-groups>

<discovery-groups>
     <discovery-group name="dg-group1">
          <jgroups-stack>tcp</jgroups-stack>
          <jgroups-channel>live</jgroups-channel>
          <refresh-timeout>10000</refresh-timeout>
     </discovery-group>

</discovery-groups>

Next, add a second <broadcast-group> and <discovery-group>. After adding, the broadcast and discovery groups
appear as follows:

<broadcast-groups>
     <broadcast-group name="bg-group1">
          <jgroups-stack>tcp</jgroups-stack>
          <jgroups-channel>live</jgroups-channel>
          <broadcast-period>5000</broadcast-period>
          <connector-ref>
               netty
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          </connector-ref>
     </broadcast-group>

     <broadcast-group name="bg-group2">
          <jgroups-stack>tcp</jgroups-stack>
          <jgroups-channel>node1_live_to_node2_backup</jgroups-channel>
          <broadcast-period>5000</broadcast-period>
          <connector-ref>
               netty
          </connector-ref>
     </broadcast-group>
</broadcast-groups>

<discovery-groups>
     <discovery-group name="dg-group1">
          <jgroups-stack>tcp</jgroups-stack>
          <jgroups-channel>live</jgroups-channel>
          <refresh-timeout>10000</refresh-timeout>
     </discovery-group>

     <discovery-group name="dg-group2">
          <jgroups-stack>tcp</jgroups-stack>
          <jgroups-channel>node1_live_to_node2_backup</jgroups-channel>
          <refresh-timeout>10000</refresh-timeout>
     </discovery-group>
</discovery-groups>

d. In the <broadcast-group> and <discovery-group> sections of the hornetQ backup server messaging subsystem,
replace the text highlighted in blue,

<broadcast-groups>
     <broadcast-group name="bg-group1">
          <socket-binding>messaging-group</socket-binding>
          <broadcast-period>5000</broadcast-period>
          <connector-ref>
               netty
          </connector-ref>
     </broadcast-group>
</broadcast-groups>

<discovery-groups>
     <discovery-group name="dg-group1">
          <socket-binding>messaging-group</socket-binding>
          <refresh-timeout>10000</refresh-timeout>
     </discovery-group>
</discovery-groups>
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with the text highlighted in blue.

<broadcast-groups>
     <broadcast-group name="bg-group1">
          <jgroups-stack>tcp</jgroups-stack>
          <jgroups-channel>node2_live_to_node1_backup</jgroups-channel>
          <broadcast-period>5000</broadcast-period>
          <connector-ref>
               netty
          </connector-ref>
     </broadcast-group>
</broadcast-groups>

<discovery-groups>
     <discovery-group name="dg-group1">
     <jgroups-stack>tcp</jgroups-stack>
          <jgroups-channel>node2_live_to_node1_backup</jgroups-channel>
          <refresh-timeout>10000</refresh-timeout>
     </discovery-group>
</discovery-groups>

Note: When you apply step c and step d configurations on the second cluster node, replace node1 with node2 and
vice versa.

5. Start the JBoss server on all nodes.

Configure SSL/TLS-Encrypted Communication
 Contents: 

  

Overview

As a system administrator, you ensure that Identity Governance  users communicate securely with the Identity
Governance server. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is a protocol that uses a digital certificate and a private key stored in that
certificate to provide confidential and authenticated communication between client and server.

NOTE

When you install the Identity Governance server and Client Tools application on separate servers, install the root
and server certificates where you install the Client Tools application.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process.
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Verify Prerequisites

Verify that your system meets the following prerequisites:

•  Identity Governance is installed.
• Your organization has a digital certificate that was generated by a Certificate Authority. For the purposes of this

scenario, we use a certificate file named example.cer.
• The JDK version corresponds with your Identity Governance installation.
• The JAVA_HOME environmental variable is set in your environment.

Add Your Digital Certificate to the Keystore

To enable Identity Governance to use SSL communication, export the digital certificate from the Identity
Governance server and import this certificate into the keystore.
For information about how to create a self-signed certificate, see Obtain a Digital Certificate.

WARNING

In a production environment, use a certificate that was issued by a trusted Certificate Authority, and not a self-
signed certificate.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop JBoss EAP if it is running.
2. Open a Command Prompt window on a system where the Portal is installed and navigate to the following directory:

C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_40\bin

3. Copy the server1.keystore to C:\jboss-eap-6.4\standalone\configuration and execute the following command:
keytool -genkey -alias rcm -keyalg RSA -keystore server1.keystore

4. Export the digital certificate from the server to JBoss with the following command:
"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool" -v -export -alias rcm -keystore " C:\jboss-eap-6.4\standalone\configuration

 \server1.keystore" -storepass password -file example.cer

5. Import the digital certificate to the keystore with the following command:
"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool" -v -import -keystore "%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -storepass changeit

 -alias myalias1 -file example.cer

6. Copy the example.cer file to the following JDK security folder:
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C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8_40\jre\lib\security 

7. Navigate to C:\Program Files\CA\RCM\Server\eurekify-jboss\standalone\configuration. Open standalone-full-ca-
gm.xml and add the following tags under <security-realm name="ManagementRealm">:
</server-identities>
  <ssl>
    <keystore path="server1.keystore" relative-to="jboss.server.config.dir" keystore-
password="Abc@321" alias="rcm" key-password="Abc@321"/>
  </ssl>
</server-identities>

8. Add <https-listener name="https" socket-binding="https" security-realm="ManagementRealm"/> under the following
tag:
<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:undertow:1.2">
subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:undertow:1.2">
            <buffer-cache name="default"/>
            <server name="default-server">

9. Add the certificate to the local certificate store.
a. Locate and double-click the example.cer file.

A Certificate window opens. 
b. On the General tab, click Install Certificate.

The Certificate Import Wizard opens.
c. Complete the prompts as required, click Finish, and click OK when the confirmation dialog opens.
You have added the digital certificate to the keystore.

Activate SSL/TLS Communication in Wildfly

To activate SSL communication in Wildfly, perform the following steps:

1. Create a digital certificate using the following steps:
a. Execute the following command:

keytool -genkey -alias rcm -keyalg RSA -keystore server1.keystore

The server1.keystore file generates. Copy the file and place it in <Wildfly_home>/standalone\configuration folder.
b. Execute the following command:

"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool" -v -export -alias rcm -keystore "<Wildfly_home>\standalone\configuration

\server1.keystore"

-storepass NotAllowed@1 -file example.cer

The example.cer file generates.
c. Execute the following command to copy example.cer file:

"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool" -v -import-keystore "%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -storepass

 changeit -alias myalias1 -file example.cer

2. Open the standalone-full-ca-gm.xml  file from <IG_home>\Server\eurekify-jboss\standalone\configuration folder.
3. Provide the following keystore information in the ApplicationRealm block:

<security-realm name="ApplicationRealm">
    <server-identities>
        <ssl>
            <keystore path="MY_KEYSTORE_FILENAME" relative-
to="jboss.server.config.dir" keystore-password="Abc@321" alias="MY_ALIAS" key-
password="Abc@321"/>
        </ssl>
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    </server-identities>

Search for <http-listener name="default" socket-binding="http" redirect-socket="https"/> block and place the following
property below this block.
 To enable only TLSv1.2: 
<https-listener name="httpsserver" socket-binding="https" allow-equals-in-cookie-value="true" security-

realm="ApplicationRealm" enabled-protocols="TLSv1.2"/>

 To enable all protocols:  
<https-listener name="httpsserver" socket-binding="https" allow-equals-in-cookie-
value="true" security-realm="ApplicationRealm />

 To enable specific protocols:  
<https-listener name="httpsserver" socket-binding="https" allow-
equals-in-cookie-value="true" security-realm="ApplicationRealm enabled-
protocols="TLSv1,TLSv1.1,TLS1.2” />

4. Start the server.
The SSL/TLS is activated for Wildfly.

Activate SSL/TLS Communication in WebSphere Application Server

For information on activating SSL/TLS communication on Websphere refer to: https://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/en/SS2L6K_5.0.0/com.ibm.rational.relm.install.doc/topics/t_enable_tls1.2_was.html 

Set Secure Server Properties

Configure the Identity Governance Portal to use secure server properties. Edit common properties and property settings in
the Identity Governance Portal to enable the secure URL (HTTPS) and delete the default port setting 8080.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the Identity Governance Portal as an administrator.
2. Go to Administration, Settings, Common Property Settings.
3. Open the common property statisticalService.url, and perform the following steps:

a. In the Property Value field, make the URL secure by replacing http with https and delete the default port setting by
removing :8080.
The property now has the following value: https://localhost/eurekify/services/sageStatisticalService

b. In the Type field select Database Property, and click Save.
4. Repeat Step 3 for each of the following common properties:

– flowCampaignService.url
– buildingBlockService.url
– reportsService.url
– campaignService.url
– sageBrowsingService.url
The common property settings are set for the secure server.

5. Go to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
6. Repeat Step 3 for each of the following property settings:
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– integration.unicenter.servicedesk.webservice.url
– portalExternalLink.certificationUrl
– portalExternalLink.homeUrl
– logout.landingPageUrl
– resource.image.url
– reports.baseUrl
– tms.workflow.url
– portalExternalLink.ticketQueueUrl
– sage.sageBaseUrl
– role.image.url
– sso.sajcsui.url
The property settings are set for the secure server.

(Optional) Activate SSL/TLS on Cluster Nodes

In a cluster deployment, enable each node in your Wildfly cluster to use SSL communication. To activate SSL/TLS on
cluster nodes, copy your digital certificate to each node and import the certificate to the keystore of that node.

 Follow these steps: 

1. On the computer where your reference installation is located, browse to the following directory:
%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts

2. Copy the example.cer file to a node in your JBoss cluster.
3. On the node, double-click the example.cer file to import the certificate, and follow the steps in the wizard that opens.
4. On the node, set the keystore path to the following path:

<Wildfly_home>\standalone\configuration

5. Repeat Steps 1–4 for each node on your JBoss cluster.
You have exported the certificate to each cluster node.

SSL/TLS communication is now active in your Identity Governance cluster deployment.

Disable TLS v1.0 and TLS v1.1 for JCS

Disable TLS v1.0 and TLS v1.1 for JCS LDAP Server

1. Go to the following location and open the server_ad.properties file; if the file does not exist, rename
the SAMPLE.server_ad.properties file to server_ad.properties 
ConnectorServer/jcs/conf/override/

2. Add the following property to the server_ad.properties file:
configuration.enabledProtocols=TLSv1.2

3. Restart the JCS service for the changes to take effect.

Disable TLS v1.0 and TLS v1.1 for JCS ActiveMQ Broker

1. Open the server_common.properties file, which is available at the following location:
/ConnectorServer/jcs/conf/override/

2. Add the following line:
jcsSslContext.enabledProtocols=TLSv1.2

3. Restart the JCS service for the changes to take effect.
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Disable TLS v1.0 and TLS v1.1 for Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Router

NOTE

The position of this parameter within the file is important. For more information, see set ssl Command --
Configure SSL . 

1. Open the impd.dxc file under dxserver/config/ssld/ on Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Router machines, and
add the following entry for the "set ssl" command: 
protocol = TLSv12

2. Restart DSA.

Platform Level TLS Protocol Setting for JCS

The TLS protocol setting can also be configured at the JVM level. Note that this setting may have a significant impact. The
setting requires that all components that connector servers communicate with must support the configured TLS version.
JCS fails to connect to endpoints if they do not support the configured TLS protocol version. 

To disable TLS v1.0 and TLS v1.1 all together in JCS, follow these steps:

1. Open the java.security file, which is available at the following location:
ConnectorServer/jvm/lib/security/

2. Add TLSv1 and TLSv1.1 to the jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithm parameter:
jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms = SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, ECDH, ECDHE, RC4, DH keySize < 768

3. Restart the JCS service for the changes to take effect.

Disable SSLv2Hello for JCS

If any JCS endpoint does not support SSLv2Hello, SSL communication to the endpoint fails. To force JCS to use TLSHello
instead of SSLv2Hello, perform the following steps::

1. Open the java.security file, which is available at the following location:
ConnectorServer/jvm/lib/security/

2. Add SSLv2Hello to the jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithm parameter:
jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms = SSLv3, SSLv2Hello, ECDH, ECDHE, RC4, DH keySize < 768

3. Restart the JCS service for the changes to take effect.

Obtain a Digital Certificate
A digital certificate (also known as a public key certificate) is an electronic document that is used to verify identity in
electronic communication. A digital certificate is issued by a Certificate Authority (CA). You obtain a digital certificate from
one of the following sources:

 Internal CA 

An internal CA enables you to issue and use your own digital certificates. Windows Server 2003/2008/2012 has a built-
in CA that you can install and use. For information about how to use the Windows Server CA, see the Microsoft support
website.

 Trusted Third-Party 

A TTP (trusted third-party) is a CA that issues a digital certificate for a commercial fee. The certificate is signed with a
private key and the corresponding public key is widely distributed. 

 Self-Signed Certificate 

A self-signed certificate is a certificate that is signed using the private key of the issuer of the certificate. That is, the
certificate is signed by the same entity whose identity it certifies.
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WARNING

Trusting the issuer of a self-signed certificate is problematic. In a production environment, we recommend that
you use a certificate issued by a trusted Certificate Authority. For testing in a non-production environment, a self-
signed certificate is acceptable.

Example: Create a Self-Signed Certificate

To enable SSL encryption in your Identity Governance portal, create a self-signed certificate.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open a Command Prompt window.
2. Enter the following command:

keytool -genkey -alias name -keyalg RSA -keystore server.keystore

 

-alias

    Defines the alias to use for adding an entry to the keystore.

-keyalg

    Specifies the algorithm to use to generate the key pair.

The keytool utility starts.
3. Complete the prompts as required and click Enter.
4. Place your certificate in the following folder:

<gm_directory>\eurekify-jboss\server\eurekify\conf

A server.keystore file is created and placed in the specified folder.
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Administrating
This section contains administrative tasks, connectors, certifications, BPRs,reports, business workflows and more.

Administrative Overview
Contents

Access the Identity Governance Portal

You can access the web-based Identity Governance interface from any system.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a web browser and do one of the following:
– To use a non-SSL connection, enter the following URL:

http://ServerName:Port/eurekify

– To use an SSL connection, enter the following URL:
https://ServerName:HTTPSPort/eurekify

The Login screen opens.
2. Enter your credentials.

NOTE
The password is case-sensitive.

3. Click Log In.
The Identity Governance Portal Home page appears.

User Interface Considerations

You can use the following usability features available in the screens of the Identity Governance Portal:

• Autocomplete: In fields that reference field names or values of a data file, the portal completes your typing with
matching values from the data file. You can also press the Down Arrow key to scroll through a list of available field
values.

• Mandatory fields: Fields marked with an orange dot are mandatory. You must fill in these fields to proceed to the next
stage of a process.

• Customizable Tables: Click Customize in the header bar of a table to change the columns shown and the order in
which they are displayed. Click a column header to sort the table by the values of that column. You can also use the
Records per page drop-down to limit or extend the size of a long table.

Language Support

The Identity Governance Portal appears in the language you selected during installation. To ensure that text, date
formats, and other aspects of the user interface conform to the selected language, set the language of your browser to the
language of the Portal.

Running a Connector
 Contents 
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Run or Schedule a Connector Job

 Identity Governance can work with data from various endpoint systems across your organization to analyze user
permissions and access to resources, perform role discovery, certifications and more. Connectors enable you to import
data from and export data to endpoint systems. Before you run or schedule a connector job, you must define a connector.

NOTE
For more information about defining a connector, see the Configuring section.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click the universe where you want to run the connector.
3. Click the Connectivity tab.
4. Select Import or Export.
5. Select the check box next to the connectors you want to run.
6. Do one of the following:

a. Click Import Now.
The connector job begins immediately.

b. Click Schedule Selected.
a. Select the Schedule Type from the dropdown list and update the information as required.

The Schedule Type feature enables you to run the job in the specified interval.
c. Click Schedule All.

a. Select the Schedule Type from the dropdown list and update the information as required.
The Schedule Type feature enables you to run the job in the specified interval.

NOTE
 Schedule All always runs all connectors in a universe. So, if a connector is added after you schedule all
connectors to run, Identity Governance includes the new connector in the next scheduled run.

7. Click OK.
8. The selected connectors are run or scheduled.

NOTE
 To cancel a scheduled connector job, to go Administration, Job Scheduler and click Delete next to the job
you want to cancel.

Verify Mapping of the Login Field

When Identity Governance runs an import, it creates new user records based on endpoint data. The product also
automatically creates accounts for these users in the Identity Governance Portal. To support the Portal login, the import
connector job must map a valid value to the login field of the target universe.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that the target universe has a defined login field:
a. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
b. Locate the universe you specified for the connector job, and click Edit.
c. Verify that the Configuration Users Login Field refers to an existing field in the universe. If the Configuration Users

Login Field is blank, define it by selecting a field.
d. Note the name of the Configuration Users Login Field.

2. Verify that the connector maps data to the login field:
a. Open the mapping XML file you specified for the connector job.
b. Locate the line that maps the Login field. The line contains the following term:

host='Login'
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c. Verify that endpoint data is mapped to this field in the guest term. If this mapping is blank, define it by specifying an
endpoint data field.

Certification
Identity Governance uses certification to enable designated reviewers to verify that the relationships or links between
users, roles, and resources are up-to-date and correct. Certification ensures that granted privileges comply with business
and regulatory needs, and that they are not over-allocated. The Audit Card facility supports this process by enabling the
reviewer to view out-of-pattern and non-compliant information. An Audit Card contains a list of all suspicious records and
the type of suspicion involved.

The following topics are covered in this document:

Certification Overview
Certification is the process of verifying that links between users, roles, and resources are true and correct. Certification
enables you to review role hierarchy, user privileges, and business rules that you define in Identity Governance. When
you initiate a certification,  Identity Governance automatically invites managers to review and certify the access privileges
of the users or resources they administer. Identity Governance provides tools to customize, track, and manage the
certification process, and to implement changes indicated by reviewers.

Certification supports the following business cases:

• Confirm data security compliance—Where there is a legal requirement to demonstrate data security measures,
the certification process documents periodic review of employee access to data.

• Refine Role Based Access Control—Review of the resources and child roles included in each role confirms that the
role hierarchy suits actual patterns of usage, and that role definitions are useful.

During a certification, a business manager can perform the following actions:

• Review and certify any links directly assigned to them
• Reassign certification items
• Add a comment, file, or link to certification items
• View reporting information when reviewing certification items

A compliance officer can perform the following actions:

• Monitor certification progress
• Send escalation emails to participating reviewers
• Initiate the approval and implementation phase of the certification

An administrator can perform the following actions:

• Create certification templates
• Save certification decisions to an Audit Card

Certification Types

Certification supports various business needs. This section details the different types of certifications that you can run.

Entity Certification
You can review and certify links between user, role, resource and account entities in a configuration. You can perform the
following entity certifications:
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• User Certifications: Certify the roles and resources linked to each user. These links define the privileges assigned
to each user. Typically, managers review the privileges of their workers. Use this type of certification to document
compliance with data security measures.

• Role Certifications: Certify the resources, parent or child roles, and users linked to each role. In , roles are defined as
common sets of links. Typically, the owner of each role reviews the links that define their role, and the users who were
assigned to the role.
Use this type of certification to maintain the role hierarchy.

• Resource Certifications: Certify the users and roles linked to each resource. Typically, the administrator of each
resource reviews the roles and users that have access to the resource. Use this type of certification to monitor access
to resources.

• Account Certifications: Certify the users linked to each account. Typically, a compliance officer reviews users
assigned to accounts. You can also use account certification to certify privileged user accounts from Privileged Access
Manager.

• Self-attestation Certifications: A user certification in which each user under review certifies their own privileges.
• PAM User Certification: Certify the Privileged Access Manager (PAM) resources (like Device, Device Group, User

Group, PAM Role, and Target Accounts) linked to the User. These links define the privileges assigned to each user.
Typically, managers review the privileges of their workers.

• PAM Device Certification: Certify the users linked to each device. Typically, the administrator of each resource
(device) reviews the users that have access to the resource.

NOTE
To view the Privileged Access Manager certification templates, you must select the Privileged Access
Manager endpoint in the universe drop-down.

Comparative Certification
Similar to entity certification, comparative certifications are based on an existing certification. These certifications allow
you to create new certification items, and show past decisions on certification items. You can perform the following
comparative certifications:

• Recertification: Creates a set of certification tasks that are based on the previous certification. Use this type of
certification, when you require multiple reviews before changes are implemented. For example, you can re-certify
a self-attestation certification with managers instead of workers. The managers can see the results of user self-
certification as they perform their review.

• Differential Certification: Certifies new links added to the configuration that were not included in a previous
certification.

Recurring Certification

You can define a series of simple certifications that repeat at regular intervals. Each certification in the series is based on
its predecessor.

NOTE
Every certification must have a unique name and description. When you create a series of recurring
certifications, use system variables to give each certification in the series a unique name and description.
Typically, these fields are based on the certification template. Identity Governance replaces system variables
with actual text and date values when it creates each certification.

Use the following system variables to create string values for the Name and Description fields:

• $sourceCampaignName: Inserts the text string in the Name field of the certification in the series.
• $reoccurring: Inserts a number that indicates what iteration the named certification is in the series.
• $date: Inserts the date when the certification in the series is created.
• $sourceCampaignDescription: Inserts the text string in the Description field of the certification in the series.
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Example: Recurring Certification Names

When you create a recurring certification, the Name field of the Basic Information screen is automatically populated with
the following formula:

$sourceCampaignName Recurring # $reoccurring @ $date

If the source certification is named UserCert and the series repeats daily, the first three certifications in the series are
named as follows:

UserCert Recurring # 1 @ 12Nov2010

UserCert Recurring # 2 @ 13Nov2010

UserCert Recurring # 3 @ 14Nov2010

Use Case - Certify User Privileges Following an Acquisition

New users and resources are added to the model configuration following an acquisition. Administrators run a certification
to verify that the privileges assigned to these new users are appropriate.

The stages of the certification are as follows:

1. The role engineer creates a certification that certifies user entitlements. The role engineer defines user attribute filters
that limit the scope of the certification to the new employees. A member list maps managers to the new users and
resources.

2. Each manager reviews the privileges assigned to their workers. For example, Bob Smith reviews the privileges given
to Hector Torres, and suggests access to a database that Hector needs in his new position.

3. Identity Governance sends an email to Deepak Chamarti, the owner of the database. Deepak approves the change,
and Identity Governance updates the configuration file. Hector Torres now can access the database.

Use Case - Certifying Privileged Accounts

You can certify privileged accounts using information that is imported from the Privileged Access Manager endpoint. This
certification allows you to govern the access of your users and ensure that they do not have more access than they need.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the Privileged Access Manager (Formerly, CA ControlMinder) connector as follows:
a. In the Portal, go to Administration, Universes, and select a universe.
b. Click the Connectivity tab and click Add Connector.
c. Select the CA ControlMinder (Shared Accounts) connector and click Next.
d. Enter the database information for the connector.
e. Identity Governance allows 60 seconds by default for the connector to run. If you are importing huge data, we

recommend increasing the connection timeout value as follows:
a. In the Identity Governance User Console, navigate to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
b. Add connectors.import.PUPM.PDI.timeout property and enter the timeout value in seconds (Example: 600).

WARNING
Privileged Access Manager (formerly, CA ControlMinder) connector must be the only connector in the
universe.

2. Run the connector to import the privileged account data.

NOTE
If the Privileged Access Manager server is unavailable, or to import privileged account information from
another source, you can manually create the CSV files using the PUPM.ktr PDI transformation. Then select
the CA ControlMinder (Shared Accounts, via CSV) connector and supply the paths to the CSV files you
created.
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3. Once the user-account information is imported into the product, run Account Certification as follows:
a. In the Portal, go to Compliance Management, New Certification.
b. Under Template, select Account Certification.
c. Continue with the certification wizard, selecting the appropriate options.
d. Start the account certification.

Start a New Certification
Contents

As a Compliance Officer, you want to certify that all employees in your organization have the correct entitlements and
that all access granted to your employees complies with specified business policies. To verify compliance, start a new
certification that requires all business managers to review and approve or reject all entitlements for a given certification.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Compliance Management, New Certification.
2. Select a template for your certification and provide general information about the certification.
3. Schedule the certification to start immediately or at a specific time.
4. Decide what you want to certify and what violations you want to identify.
5. Select if you want reminder emails to be sent automatically, or if you want to manage them manually.
6. Click Finish.

NOTE

You can use the Auto Archive section to specify the interval after which the data can be archived. It is set to '30'
days by default for all certifications.

Examples Filter by Attribute

When deciding what to certify, you can filter the entitlements included in a certification using attribute values. You can also
combine several attribute-based criteria.

NOTE
Recertification and differential certifications use the filters from the source (base) certification, so no filter options
appear when starting those types of certifications.

Example: Roles Pending Approval

To certify roles that have been proposed, but not yet approved, define a rule as follows:

1. In the New Certification wizard, under 'What are you certifying?', click Select Roles.
2. Select the ApprovalStatus field.
3. Set the operator to IS.
4. Add the value 'Pending Approval'.
5. Click Add Rule.

Example: User Certification by Function and Location

To certify the entitlements of sales staff in the Texas region, define a rule as follows:

1. In the New Certification wizard, under 'What are you certifying?', click Select Users.
2. Select the Organization field.
3. Set the operator to IS.
4. Set the value to Sales.
5. Click Add Rule.
6. Select the Location field.
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7. Set the operator to IS.
8. Set the value to Texas.

How Certifications Apply Pre-approved Violations

When a list of pre-approved violations has been defined, the list filters violations in all certifications according to a defined
Audit Card.

The Audit Card is a source of violations when you create the certification, and of pre-approved violations that are defined.
Audit card violations for the certification are processed in the following way:

1. Identity Governance identifies entitlements under review that appear in the Audit Card that you specify when you
create the certification.

The product filters this group of entitlements, depending on the defined pre-approved violations. If a violation is pre-
approved, the alert is unavailable.

Create a Certification Template
 Contents 

  

Use the certification wizard to create templates for Compliance Officers to select from when running certifications. These
templates contain most of the information that is required when starting a certification.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Review the certification prerequisites.
2. In the Portal, go to Compliance Management, Certification Templates.
3. Select the universe where you want to apply the template.
4. Click Add Template.
5. Move through the steps in the wizard, and provide the appropriate information.
6. Click Finish to save the template.

Certification Prerequisites

Before you define a certification template, do the following:

1. Plan the type, scope, and other features of the certification to meet your strategic business needs.
2. Verify that the data used in the certification is updated and accurate, and create additional files needed for the

certification. These files can include:
– Configuration files based on the model configuration of the universe
– Audit cards that provide violation alerts or suggested links in the certification
– Member lists and RACI configuration files that map reviewers in the certification
– Customized email templates for the various messages that Identity Governance sends to certification participants

General Information

Provide general information about the certification template, and select what type of template you want to create. The
following fields are not self-explanatory:

•  Template Type
Specifies the Certification you create.

•  Select Configuration
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Sets the model as the configuration file for certification or allows a Compliance Officer to select a configuration file
when he starts the certification. The product creates the certification based on the roles and links of the selected
configuration.
Default: Set the model as the certification configuration file.

(Recertification/Differential Certifications Only) Filter

When you create a recertification or differential certification template, you can define filtering criteria that limit the entities
and entitlements included in the certification. These filters alter the nature of the certification to support specific business
needs.

•  States
Specifies which entitlements are included in a recertification or differential certification, based on their last status in the
previous certification. You can select the following options:
–  Pending

Includes entitlements that were not reviewed in the previous certification.
–  Approved

Includes entitlements that were approved in the previous certification.
–  Rejected

Includes entitlements that were rejected in the previous certification.
When you select Approved or Rejected, select one of the following options to specify how the decisions of the previous
reviewers are handled:
–  Reset Approver's Selection

Omits the decisions of previous reviewers from the current certification.
–  Show Approver's Selections

Reviewers can override the previous decision.
•  Update Entitlements

Specifies whether to add entitlements from the configuration that were not in the previous certification. You can select
the following options:
–  Add entitlements that were not included in the source certification

New and excluded entitlements in the configuration are included in this certification.
–  Do not update

This certification only includes entitlements that were in the previous certification.

Define Reviewers for Certifications

In the Reviewers tab of the Certification Templates, you can define reviewers for the certifications. You can also filter
users to whom reviewers can reassign or consult about their certification tasks.  

  

Define Reviewers for Certifications

Reviewers are assigned to the certification tasks depending on the various levels of configurations that an administrator
sets.
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• Member List: When this option is selected, reviewers are assigned based on the members that are defined in
the Member List.

• Using RACI analysis of the model configuration: When the product scans and fails to find an entry in the Member
List, it appoints an entity (user, role, or resource) manager as the reviewer for the certification task.

• Using this default reviewer: When an entity (user, role or resource) has no manager, the certification task is assigned
to a default reviewer. You can change the default reviewer to a desired one.

• Enable managers to select an entire column ("Select All" functionality for Approve, Reject and Reassign
columns): When this option is selected, reviewers can perform bulk actions on the certifications tasks that are
assigned to them. If this option is not selected, reviewers are enforced to review each task before taking an action.

Filter Users for Reassignment of Certifications

A campaign owner can determine users to whom reviewers can reassign or delegate their certification tasks. A campaign
owner can select all users, none users, or a subset of users in an organization for reassignment of certification tasks. By
filtering a set of users, the campaign owner ensures that only the authorized users in the organization are selected for
reassignment task.

Examples of User Filters:

• User Status = Active AND User Type! = Contractor This filter enforces reviewers to reassign their tasks only to the
active and permanent employees in an organization. Since the campaign tasks are not reassigned to the inactive
users, there is no possibility that a task is not completed. 

• Title = Manager AND User Status = Active AND Department = Finance This filter ensures that the campaign tasks are
reassigned only to the active managers of Finance department.

A campaign owner can configure filters for reassign users in the Certification Template, and the filters are applicable to all
the certification campaigns that are based on this Certification Template. The filters are constructed with user attributes
that are available in the model/master configurations. A campaign owner can follow the given steps to configure reassign
user filters:

1. In the CA Identity Governance User Console, navigate to Compliance Management, Certification Templates. 
2. You can add a filter to an existing or a new certification template. Add a filter to a new certification template:

a. Select a Universe.
b. Click Add Template.
c. Proceed to the Reviewers tab.
d. In the Reassign Filter section, you can define users to whom a campaign task can be reassigned.

a. All: This option is selected by default. This means that a campaign task can be delegated to all users in an
organization.

b. None: Click Do Not Allow Any User if you do not want reviewers to delegate their tasks to other users in the
organization.
Note: To switch from None to All option, select Reassign to Any User.

c. Subset of Users: Click Subset of Users to filter users for reassign. You can build expressions with user
attributes by using Add Rule and Add Group options.

d. Add Rule represents AND operator, and Add Group represents OR operator. The following image shows how
to build this expression: (|(&(Title=IT Manager) (Country=US)) (|(PersonID=45489940) (PersonID=47868650)))
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Add a filter to an existing certification template: 
a. Select a Universe.
b. Select a certification template from the available list.
c. Proceed to the Reviewers tab.
d. In the Reassign Filter section, select Do you want to update an existing reassign filter?
e. Next, select reassign users as desired. 

3. Proceed to the remaining tabs of the certification template, and finally click Finish. 
4. When a certification campaign is run, the reviewers can delegate their work only to the users that are filtered by the

campaign owner.
Notes: 

• The Reassign filter configuration is void when the certification.reassign.allSageUsers property is set to true.
• An administrator can view the complete list of users when reassigning pending certification tasks from CA Identity

Governance Portal, Administration, Workflows. This means that reassign filters are not applicable to an
administrator.

Filter Users for Consulting a Certification

A campaign owner can determine users to whom reviewers can consult about their certification tasks. The campaign
owner can select all users, none users, or a subset of users in an organization for consultation of certification tasks. By
filtering a set of users, the campaign owner ensures that only the authorized users in the organization are selected for
consultation. Examples of User Filters:

• User Status = Active AND User Type! = Contractor This filter enforces reviewers to consult only the active and
permanent employees in an organization. Since the campaign tasks are not consulted with the inactive users, there is
no possibility that a task is not completed. 

• Title = Manager AND User Status = Active AND Department = Finance This filter ensures that the campaign tasks are
consulted only with the active managers of Finance department.

A campaign owner can configure filters for consult users in the Certification Template, and the filters are applicable to all
the certification campaigns that are based on this Certification Template. The filters are constructed with user attributes
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that are available in the model/master configurations. A campaign owner can follow the given steps to configure consult
user filters:

1. In the CA Identity Governance User Console, navigate to Compliance Management, Certification Templates. 
2. You can add a filter to an existing or a new certification template. Add a filter to a new certification template:

a. Select a Universe.
b. Click Add Template.
c. Proceed to the Reviewers tab.
d. In the Consult Filter section, you can define users to whom reviewers can consult about a certification task.

a. All: This option is selected by default. This means that a campaign task can be consulted with all the users in
an organization.

b. None: Click Do Not Allow Any User if you do not want reviewers to consult any users in the organization.
Note: To switch from None to All option, select Consult to Any User.

c. Subset of Users: Click Subset of Users to filter users for consult. You can build expressions with user
attributes by using Add Rule and Add Group options. Add Rule represents AND operator, and Add
Group represents OR operator. The following image shows how to build this expression: (|(&(Title=IT Manager)
(Country=US)) (|(PersonID=45489940) (PersonID=47868650)))

Add a filter to an existing certification template:
a. Select a Universe.
b. Select a certification template from the available list.
c. Proceed to the Reviewers tab.
d. In the Consult Filter section, select Do you want to update an existing consult filter?
e. Next, select reassign users as desired. 

3. Proceed to the remaining tabs of the certification template, and finally click Finish. 
4. When a certification campaign is run, the campaign reviewers can consult only with the users that are filtered by the

campaign owner.
Note: The Consult filter configuration is void when the certification.reassign.allSageUsers property is set to true. 
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Certification Settings
 Contents 

  

 Display Settings for Role/Resource Types 

This feature enables you to configure the attributes for various entities such as roles, resources, and users in Display tab
for a specific Certification Template. The configured attributes are displayed in Business User Certification page of CA
Identity Portal by default. You can configure the attributes by performing the following steps:

 Role Type and Resource Type in Universe Settings 

1. Navigate to Administration, Universes. 
2. Select the required Universe Name.
3. enter the Configuration Roles Type  Field and Configuration Resources Type Field value in the General Tab. 

NOTE

For CA Identity Manager Universe, the recommended role type field is "Type" and Resource Type field value
is "Resource Type"

 Configure Attributes in Display Tab 

1. Navigate to Compliance Management, Certification Templates.
2. Click the required Certificate from the Certification Template list.
3. Click Next until you reach the Display page.
4. Expand the User entity on the Display page.
5. Select the required attribute from Attributes Configuration. The selected attributes appear in Sort by and Group

by drop-down.
6. Filter the required attributes from S ort by and Group by fields for each entity.
7. Click Next till the Summary page and click Finish.

The filtered attributes appear in the specific role, resources page of CA Identity Portal.

Certification Properties

You can set optional certification behavior. The options displayed depend on the type of certification. By default, the
product displays the following standard option areas:

•  Notifications
The product can automatically export changes that result from the certification to relevant managed endpoints.

•  Approvals administration
Select the options that are related to the change approval review phase of the certification.
–  Initial certifier of a suggested link automatically approves addition of the link

Reviewers who approved a suggested link in the initial certification review are automatically assumed to approve
the addition of the link to the configuration file.

–  Initial certifier of an existing link automatically approves changes to the link
Reviewers who rejected an existing link during initial certification review are automatically assumed to approve its
deletion from the configuration file.

•  User changes reviewer selection
Specify reviewer selection criteria for changes to user entities.
The following new options are available when you use RACI analysis to assign a reviewer:
–  Manager
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Assigns the action to the manager of the user who is Responsible for the user, role, or resource.
–  Manager's Manager

Assigns the action to the manager's manager of the user who is Responsible for the user, role, or resource.
•  Role changes reviewer selection

Specify reviewer selection criteria for changes to role entities.
•  Resource changes reviewer selection

Specify reviewer selection criteria for changes to resource entities.
•  Account changes reviewer selection

Specify review selection criteria for changes to accounts.

Recurring Certifications

To enable recurrence for a certification, select the check box under the Recurring screen of the wizard. This option
enables you to set filtering criteria that limit the entitlements included in the recurring certification. These filters modify the
recurring certification to support specific business needs.

•  States
Specifies which entitlements are included in a recertification or differential certification, based on their last status in the
previous certification. You can select the following options:
–  Pending

Includes entitlements that were not reviewed in the previous certification.
–  Approved

Includes entitlements that were approved in the previous certification.
–  Rejected

Includes entitlements that were rejected in the previous certification.
When you select an Approved or Rejected option, select one of the following options to specify how the decisions of
the previous reviewers are handled:
–  Reset Approver's Selection

Omits the decisions of previous reviewers from the current certification.
–  Show Approver's Selections

Reviewers can override the previous decision.
•  Update Entitlements

Specifies whether to add entitlements from the configuration that were not in the previous certification. You can select
the following options:
–  Add entitlements that were not included in the source certification

New and excluded entitlements in the configuration are included in this certification.
–  Do not update

This certification only includes entitlements that were in the previous certification.

Automatic Completion of Overdue Certifications

The Automatic Completion of Overdue Certifications feature allows an administrator to take an action (reject/approve/
stop) on the certifications that are in the pending state after exceeding the configured number of expiration days. 

 Follow these steps:  

1. Log in to  Identity Governance Portal. 
2. Navigate to Administration, Settings, Property Settings. 
3. On the Property Settings screen, configure the following properties:

a.  universe.property.<universe name>.certification.task.expiration.age.days
Identifies certifications that are in pending state after exceeding the configured number of expiration days. Follow
these steps:
a. In the Properties field, enter universe.property.<universe name>.certification.task.expiration.age.days. 
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b. Click Add New.
c. In the Property Value field, enter a number that represents the expiration days for the certifications from the

start date of the campaign.
d. Click Save.

b.  universe.property.<universe name>.certification.campaign.expiration.action
Specifies the action that an administrator can take on the certifications that are in the pending state.
•  Reject: Rejects all the certifications that are in the pending state and moves them to the complete state. This is

the default action.
•  Approve: Approves all the certifications that are in the pending state and moves them to the complete state.
•  Stop: Stops the certifications that are in the pending state without approving or rejecting them.
Follow these steps:
a. In the Properties field, enter universe.property.<universe

name>.certification.campaign.expiration.action . 
b. Click Add New.
c. In the Property Value field, enter the action (reject/approve/stop) that an administrator can take on the pending

certifications.
d. Click Save.
Example:
Consider that an administrator has started a certification campaign on 1st March. And, the due days for the
approvers to complete the certification is 10 days from the start date of the certification campaign. Let us assume
that few approvers fail to complete the 10 days certification campaign. The administrator decides to stop all the
pending certifications on day 15 from the start of the certification campaign. To stop all the pending certifications,
the administrator configures the following properties:
•  universe.property.<universe name>. certification.task.expiration.age.days = 15 
•  universe.property.<universe name>.certification.campaign.expiration.action = stop 

Customize Display of Certifications

You can customize the table layout that is used to display certifications.

 Mandatory columns cannot be removed from table displays. Red text and a locked padlock icon indicate mandatory
columns in customization screens and dialogs. Some mandatory columns are hard-coded defaults in Identity Governance.
Administrators can define and position additional mandatory columns.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Summary screen of the wizard, open the Display Settings header.
This section contains five table headers. The General Actions, User Actions, Role Actions, Resources Actions, and
Account Actions headers show the table layouts used to display items in the detail screens.

2. Click OK.
Identity Governance displays items for this certification in the table formats you specified.

Save Certification Decisions to an Audit Card
You can save the decisions that reviewers make in a certification to a data file. This data can form the basis for additional
certifications, analytical processes, or manual resolution in endpoint systems.

The data file is a variation of the standard Audit Card format. This Audit Card records the results of the initial certification
review. All certification decisions are saved, even if resource owners or managers did not allow the requested changes.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Workflow Settings.
2. Click Export Certification Progress to Audit Card.
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NOTE
To export from a campaign that was created in release 3.2, click Export v3.2 Certification to Audit Card.

The Export Certification Progress to Audit Card screen appears.
3. Select an active certification, and enter the name of the Audit Card that contains saved data.

NOTE
If you specify an existing Audit Card, its data is overwritten.

4. Click Export.
An Audit Card is created with a record of the decisions from the certification that you specified.

Import Previous Decisions Into a Certification
As an administrator, you may want import decisions from an earlier campaign (certification) before the r12.5 SP3 release.
You can import the decisions that certifiers made in a previous campaign into a new certification.

NOTE
You need an Audit Card that contains the exported decisions from the previous campaign to complete this
procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Certification Management, New Certification.
The Certification wizard appears.

2. Create a "placeholder" certification with a Manual Start time.

NOTE
To use this option effectively, create a certification that closely matches the scope and settings of the original
certification.

3. Navigate to Administration, Workflow Settings.
4. Click Import Certification Progress from Audit Card.

The Import Certification Progress from Audit Card screen appears.
5. Specify the placeholder certification and the Audit Card that contains the saved data.
6. Click Import.

The previous decision information is imported and the certification is archived.
7. Return to Certification Management, New Certification.
8. Create a certification (using the recertification template) that is based on the placeholder certification with the Audit

Card decision information in it, and run the certification.

Usage Information from CA User Activity Reporting in a Certification
When CA User Activity Reporting is deployed in your environment, Identity Governance can display usage information
drawn from CA User Activity Reporting. Reviewers can use this information when they certify links.

When you mouse over an entity, all usage data appears for the entity under review.

You enable and configure data polling between Identity Governance and CA User Activity Reporting separately for each
universe. When you enable polling of CA User Activity Reporting for a universe, all certifications that are based on that
universe display usage information.

NOTE
For more information about CA User Activity Reporting integration, see the Configuration section.
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Reviewer Settings
Identity Governance analyzes entity attributes to locate a manager or resource owner for each entity or link under review.

In certifications, the product can assign reviewers in the following ways:

• Searches a predefined member list in the server for a user that is related to the entity
• Searches the RACI configuration of the universe for a user who is Accountable or Responsible for the entity

NOTE
In user certifications, the product first queries the Configuration Users Manager Field defined in the target
universe to identify the manager of each user.

• Assigns the task to a default reviewer defined for the certification
• Let users approve their own links (self-attestation certifications only).

In recertification and differential certifications, the product can assign reviewers in the following ways:

• Searches a predefined member list in the server for a user that is related to the entity.
• Searches the RACI configuration of the universe for one of the following users:

– A user who is Accountable or Responsible for the entity in the current configuration.
– The reviewer assigned in the previous certification.
– The manager of the previous reviewer, based on the Configuration Users Manager Field that is specified for the

target universe.
• Assigns the task to a default reviewer defined for the certification

When you create a certification, you can define how the product locates a reviewer, and in what order reviewers are
evaluated.

Example: Assign a Reviewer

You can set the product to find reviewers for an entity in the following sequence:

1. The product first consults a member list. If a reviewer is found in the member list, the process stops.
2. If no reviewer is found in the member list, the product then consults the RACI configuration. If a reviewer is found, the

process stops.
3. If no reviewer is found in the RACI configuration, the certification task is assigned to a default reviewer.

Member Lists
Contents

A member list is a data set that contains user names and attributes. Use a member list to assign reviewers in a
certification.

Each record in a member list contains the following fields:

• Login
Defines a user account in the product. This field has the same content and format as the LoginID field of a user or
configuration file.

• Category
Defines a user, role, or resource attribute. This field can have a different value for each record in the member list. To
match entities in the certification, specify attributes that exist in the configuration file on which the certification is based.

• Value
Defines the value of the attribute listed in the Category field.

To assign a reviewer for an entity, the product scans the member list, comparing attribute values in the member list to the
attribute values of the entity. The product assigns review tasks for the entity to the user specified by the first record in the
member list that matches an attribute value of the entity.
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NOTE
A member list can only contain attributes for one entity type—user, role, or resource. However, one member list
can contain attributes and values from several universes. Only the LoginID field must be uniformly defined in all
universes that are used with the member list.

NOTE
You can import member list files into the product or use administrative screens of the portal to create and edit
member lists.

Example: Match Reviewers to Resource Attributes

The following member list associates users with various resource attribute values:

Login Category Value
DOMAIN\Hector_Torres ResName3 Solaris
DOMAIN\Anna_Chiu Location Atlanta
DOMAIN\Alex_Patrick ResName3 WinNT
DOMAIN\Kim_Bell Organization Marketing Sun Server

This member list is used to assign reviewers in a resource certification. The following resources are under review:

• The Domain_Users resource with the following attribute values:
ResName3 = Solaris
Location = Atlanta
Identity Governance uses the first matching record in the list, and assigns Hector Torres to review links for this
resource.

• The Purchasing resource with the following attribute values:
Organization = Headquarters
No records in the member list match this entity. The product cannot assign a reviewer based on the member list.

Create a Member List

Use a member list to assign reviewers for a certification. Use this procedure to create a member list in the Portal.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Workflow Settings, Manage Member Lists.
2. Select a universe. The new member list is associated with the universe you select.
3. In the Add Member List area, define a new member list. The following field is not self-explanatory:

– Certification Type
Specifies the type of certification that uses the member list. For example, a member list that contains role attributes
works with a role certification.

NOTE
Unless you have the proper permissions in the permissions configuration, you will not see the Add Member
List option on the screen.

4. Clear the Use CSV file option.
5. Click Add.

The Edit member list screen appears.
6. Select a configuration to get field names from and click Add.
7. Use the Add, Edit, and Delete options to compose the member list.
8. Click Save.

Changes are saved to the member list. The new list appears in the table of member lists.
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Create a Member List from a CSV File

Use a member list to assign reviewers for a certification. Use this procedure to create a member list based on an imported
file of comma-separated values (CSV).

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare the data file. The first line of the CSV file must include the following header:
login,category,value

NOTE
Use only lower-case letters in this header line.

Each line of the file must contain three values, separated by commas. The following example shows a CSV file with
two data records:
login,category,value

DOMAIN\Alex_Patrick,ResName3,WinNT

DOMAIN\Kim_Bell,Organization,Marketing Sun Server

2. In the Portal, go to Administration, Workflow Settings, Manage Member Lists.
3. In the Add Member List area, define a new member list. The following field is not self-explanatory:

– Certification Type
Indicates the type of certification that uses the member list. For example, a member list that contains role attributes
works with a role certification.

4. Select the Use CSV file option and browse to the CSV file you prepared.
5. Click Add.

Identity Governance creates a member list based on the CSV file. The new member list appears in the table of
member lists.

6. (Optional) Click Edit next to the new member list to verify or modify its contents.

Special Characters for Member Lists

The following system properties define special characters that are used to parse comma-separated values (CSV) files for
member lists.

• memberlist.csv.reader.separator
Defines the character that separates fields in each line of the file. The comma (,) character is used by default.

• memberlist.csv.reader.quotechar
Defines the character that encloses field values that have spaces of other special characters. The double-quote (")
character is used by default.

• memberlist.csv.reader.escape
Defines the escape sequence that is used in the file. The backslash (\) character is used by default.

Example: Backslash Characters in CSV Input

Often CSV input for a member list contains backslash characters in pathnames, as in the following example:

Login, Category, Value

DOMAIN\Hector_Torres, ResName3, Solaris\HTorres

DOMAIN\Alex_Patrick, Location, Atlanta

By default, the CSV parser treats the backslash character as an escape character. The resulting member list omits
backslashes, as follows:

Login, Category, Value

DOMAINHector_Torres, ResName3, SolarisHTorres

DOMAINAlex_Patrick, Location, Atlanta
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To include the backslash character in field values, edit the memberlist.csv.reader.escape system property to define a
different escape character.

NOTE
Select an escape character that does not appear in your data. Do not use the double quote character as an
escape character.

RACI Operations
Contents

The RACI model is a tool that is used for identifying roles and responsibilities during an organizational audit, making the
audit process easier and smoother. The model describes what should be done and by whom during audits and when
corporate changes occur.

RACI is an abbreviation for:

R = Responsible, owner of the problem/project.

A = Accountable, one to whom R is accountable and who must sign off (Approver) on work before it is accepted.

C = Consulted, one whose opinion is sought and who can provide information necessary to help complete the work.

I = Informed, one who must be notified of results (but does not need to be consulted).

One of the main purposes of RACI is to identify entity managers (Approvers). Every model configuration that you want to
audit must be run through the RACI generator so that the Approvers are listed correctly.

The RACI utility obtains the data fields that you identified when you defined the Universe as manager fields, and it tags
them as the Accountables. The user manager data is extracted from the configuration file user database (*.udb). While
any user can be accountable for multiple entities, each entity has only a single person accountable for it.

Note: Run the RACI utility before running a certification, as the system does not yet have users that are identified as
entity Accountables, and cannot send Approver tasks to the correct entity managers. If you have not run RACI, you either
receive an error message, or all the entities are sent to the certification owner for approval.

Create RACI Configuration Files

RACI configurations control the assignment of certification or approval tasks to their respective Accountable person. The
product automatically creates the Accountable configuration, based on the Owner or Manager fields of the universe.

NOTE
Update the user database before you generate RACI configurations for the universe.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Permissions and RACI, Create RACI.
2. Select a universe from the drop-down list
3. Click Create RACI.

An appropriate notice appears when the process is completed.

NOTE
If the RACI configuration files become corrupted, you can access them through the Client Tools. On the File
menu, click Review Database. This screen allows you to view and delete the files.

Synchronize RACI

Update the RACI configurations periodically so that they reflect changes made to the universe.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Permissions and RACI, Synchronize RACI.
2. Select a universe from the drop-down list and click Synchronize RACI.

The product updates the RACI configuration files of the universe.

NOTE
When you import new users into a universe, the connector can automatically map them to the RACI
configuration files of the universe.

By default, RACI synchronization adds new entity data or deletes entities that no longer exist in the universe. RACI
synchronization does not update existing links in the RACI configurations.

The following system properties allow RACI synchronization to update existing links:

• raci.sync.override.accountable.roles
Determines whether existing roles are updated in the Accountable configuration. When this property is true, the
product updates the Accountable configuration when the accountable user of a role changes. To implement this
property for a universe, create a property with the following name:
universe.property.universe_name.raci.sync.override.accountable.roles

NOTE
universe_name is the name of the target universe.

• raci.sync.override.accountable.resources
Determines whether existing resources are updated in the Accountable configuration. When this property is true, the
product updates the Accountable configuration when the accountable user for the resource changes. To implement this
property for a universe, create a property with the following name:
universe.property.universe_name.raci.sync.override.accountable.resources

NOTE
universe_name is the name of the target universe.

• continuousUpdates.shouldSyncRaci
Determines whether to synchronize RACI in each notification from CA Identity Manager. The default value is True.
Valid values are:
– True

Users can specify if they want CA Identity Manager users included in the RACI configuration.
– False

Users can specify if they do not want CA Identity Manager users included in the RACI configuration.
• continuousUpdtes.shouldUpdatePermissionsConfiguration

Determines whether to synchronize RACI in each permission notification from CA Identity Manager. The default value
is True. Valid values are:
– True

Users can specify if they want CA Identity Manager users included in the RACI configuration.
– False

Users can specify if they want CA Identity Manager users included in the RACI configuration.

Enable Managers to Select an Entire Column

Administrators can let participants in a certification handle related actions as a group. When group handling is enabled,
screens that list certification actions display check boxes in the Approve, Reject, and Reassign column headers.
Reviewers select these boxes to apply a decision to all the links in the table.

To enable group handling of related certification actions, select the Enable managers to select an entire column option.
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CA Identity Manager Role Owners or Administrators as Approvers for Identity Governance Roles

To support CA Identity Manager approvers for roles within Identity Governance, the OpenApprovalAction,
OpenCertificationAction, and OpenSuggestAction building blocks have a new source for approvers named IM Dynamic.

If you edit the building block and select the IM Dynamic source for approvers, Identity Governance dynamically retrieves
the approvers for the role from CA Identity Manager at runtime.

NOTE
This feature only retrieves approvers for roles originating from an import from CA Identity Manager.

Execution
Specify how suggested changes to a configuration are implemented. When reviewers make decisions that create or
delete privileges, the managers of the linked entities can also approve these changes.

• Request approval before implementing changes
When new or deleted links result from an initial certification, the product initiates a change approval review before it
modifies the configuration file.
– As each certifier submits changes

The product initiates a change approval review immediately as each certifier submits their decisions.

NOTE
This is the default option.

– After all certifiers complete their reviews
Change approval reviews are held until all certifiers submit their decisions. The certification owner initiates the
change approval review with a manual workflow control action. Approve actions are consolidated, and this simplifies
the work of reviewers.

Share My Work
As a business user, you may want to share your work with another user for periods when you are out of the office
or otherwise unavailable. You can authorize another user to approve or reject certifications on your behalf. Any new
certifications that are assigned to you are also sent to the user that you selected. An email is also sent to the selected
user, notifying them that there is a certification that they can act on.

The first action that is taken, either by you or the user you are sharing your work with, is then processed by the product.

To select a user to share your work with, click Share my Work in the top right corner of the screen.

NOTE
This functionality is different from reassigning a certification. When you share your work, the certifications are
not reassigned to the user you a sharing with. Instead, the certifications remain assigned to you, even though
the other user can act on those certifications.

• shareMyWork.enable
Enables or disables the Share my Work option in the Portal.
Default: True

Notifications
Identity Governance uses a set of pre-defined templates to send email notifications that are related to the certification.
Administrators can create alternative templates for one or more email trigger events in a certification. When you create a
certification, you can specify which template to use for each email trigger event of the certification.

Before you can assign alternative templates for your certification, administrators must create the templates.
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Specify the email templates to use in the Notifications screen of the certification template wizard. This screen lists email
events that are relevant to the type of certification you create.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Active check box next to an email event to enable email notifications for that event.
2. Select an email template for the event from the Template drop-down list for the event.

Configure Email Notifications

The Identity Governance server dispatches email notifications at various certification stages, and for self-service requests.
The emails use a set of templates that are stored in the server.

You can customize email behavior by creating different templates, and disabling emails for certain events.

For example, you can create one set of email templates for user privileges certification by direct managers and another
set for recertification by higher-level managers. You select the email templates to use when you create each certification.

NOTE

You cannot edit or delete a built-in template. You can however, make a copy of a built-in template and customize
that copy as required.

 

The following diagram illustrates how to configure Identity Governance email notifications:

Follow these steps to configure Identity Governance certification email templates:

1. Create an email template.
2. Select event triggers and assign templates.
3. Define email properties.

Select Event Triggers and Assign Templates
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Specify certification events to generate Identity Governance certification emails.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Email, Events.
The Email Events window displays a list of events that trigger emails.

NOTE
This screen displays legacy events and templates from previous versions of Identity Governance. Legacy
events are listed at the bottom of the table, and have separate Aggregation Templates. Do not activate these
events.

2. Select the events that you want to trigger emails, and clear events that you do not want to trigger emails.
3. (Optional) Select an alternative template for the event in the Template drop-down list of the event.
4. Click Save to save settings.

The selected events are enabled and templates assigned.
Next, you define Identity Governance certification email properties.

Define Email Properties

Define Identity Governance email properties to customize email notifications.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
The list of properties appears.

2. Use the following system properties to configure the connection to an SMTP server, and to define email behavior.

NOTE
Some of these properties are automatically set during Identity Governance installation.

– mail.Server
Defines the SMTP server URL.
Default: smtp.company.com

– mail.ServerPort
Defines the communication port for the SMTP server.
Default: 25

– mail.user
Defines the Identity Governance user account on the SMTP server.
Default: DemoV4@Eurekify.com

– mail.password
Defines the Identity Governance account password on the SMTP server.
Default: abc1234

– mail.from
Defines the Identity Governance server originating email address.
Default: RCM@ca.com

– mail.useSSL
Specifies whether SMTP server communication uses SSL encryption.
Default: False

– (Optional) mail.max.attempts
Defines the number of times Identity Governance attempts to send an email.
Default: 3

– (Optional) mail.sending.interval
Specifies the time, in seconds, between Identity Governance attempts to send emails.
Default: 900 seconds

– (Optional) mail.smtp.timeout
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Specifies in seconds, Identity Governance email timeout attempts to send emails.
Default: 60 seconds

– portalExternalLink.certificationUrl
Defines the value of the certification URL parameter in email templates.

– portalExternalLink.homeUrl
Defines the value of the Identity Governance URL home page parameter in email templates.

3. Click Save.
You have defined the email properties.

Email Escalations

Administrators can configure the certification template to send escalation emails to remind reviewers to complete their
items for a certification.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the plus (+) icon to add criteria.
2. Configure the following information for the emails you want to send:

– Send Criteria: Percentage of the work that is completed by a specific time relative to the due date
– Email Template: Template to use for the sent email
– Recipient Type: Accountable, Email Address, or Member List
– Recipient: Dynamic options dependent on the recipient type
– Email Aggregation: Enables you to send one aggregated email per recipient for a particular template

3. Add more email definitions if necessary. Click the plus (+) icon. To remove email definitions, click the X icons.

Business Policy Compliance
This section discusses how to create and work with Business Policy Rules (BPRs).

Audit Properties File
Identity Governance identifies and lists suspicious users, roles and resources in six categories: suspect entities, suspect
connections, similar roles and role hierarchy, similar resources, in/out of pattern entities and entities with many/few
connections.

Parameters that specify the criteria for generating these lists are in the audit properties file (default.propertiers.xml) under
the following location:

CA_RCM_install\rcm-websphere\rcm-conf\audit\parameters\

If you want to change this file for a specific universe, go to the Client Tools and use the Audit Menu.

NOTE
For more information about the Audit Menu and editing audit properties, see the Client Tools section.

Additional Weighted Attributes
Identity Governance user and resource entities can have an unlimited number of attribute fields. Any of these attribute
fields may be used as statistical weighting factors for an audit process.

The default Identity Governance audit properties file (default-properties.xml) provides placeholders for 12 attributes
and their corresponding weight values. When you import a configuration file that has more than 12 attributes, define the
additional attributes in the audit properties file.
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Follow these steps:

1. Determine the number of attributes in the configuration file that you imported.
2. In the Identity Governance Portal, click Administration, Settings, Audit Property Settings.
3. Click Browse. Navigate to the following folder of the system on which you ran the Identity Governance installer:

– For JBoss/Windows implementation:
gm_install\rcm-websphere\rcm-conf\audit\parameters\

– For AIX/WebSphere implementation:
gm_install\Server\eurekify-jboss\rcm-conf\audit\parameters\

NOTE
gm_install is the Identity Governance installation directory.

4. Copy the default-parameters.properties file and rename the copy.
5. Select the copy and click Open.

The file is saved to the Identity Governance database. The file appears in the list of audit properties files.
6. Click the Edit icon for the audit properties file you created.

Placeholder properties for weighting attributes have the following format:
evaluation.weight.field.n

NOTE
n is a number from 1 through 12.

7. Add more placeholder properties to match the number of attributes in the configuration file that you imported. Use the
same naming convention, and increase the value of n in each property name.

8. Click Done.
Changes are saved to the properties file.

9. Go to Administration, Universes.
10. Click on the target universe for the imported configuration.
11. In the Audit Settings File field, specify the audit properties file that you modified and click Save.

The target universe uses the audit properties file with additional weighting factors.

Manage Business Policy Rules
A Business Policy Rule (BPR) expresses business, provisioning, or security constraints as a logical condition that can be
applied to the entities and links in a Identity Governance configuration. For example:

<Purchasing> forbidden to be <Subcontractor Payments>

You can apply this rule to a Identity Governance configuration to ensure that workers who have privileges to order stock
from subcontractors do not have privileges to authorize payments to those subcontractors.

Typically a BPR is defined by specifying the following information:

• The type of rule—Identity Governance provides a broad range of rules that let you examine and compare various entity
values. The rule type that is used in the previous example is Restrict access of users to roles by role access. This type
of rule restricts the roles that a user can have based on other roles they already have.

• The logical condition—in our example, users with certain roles are forbidden from having other roles. You can also use
this type of rule to allow or require users with certain roles to have other roles.

• Data sets and limit values—in our example, we specify a set of roles that are related to purchasing functions, and
another set of roles that grant payment privileges.

NOTE
A Business Policy is a set of BPRs. This policy (saved as a BPR file) exists independently of any specific
configuration. The rules that comprise the policy can be adapted and applied to any Identity Governance
configuration to verify its logic, integrity, and compliance with policy.
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How to Work with Business Policies
Follow these general procedures when you work with BPRs.

NOTE
To access BPRs, go to Compliance Management, BPR Management in the Portal. The BPR table appears
and lists all business policy files in the database.

From this screen, you can perform the following actions:

• To create a business policy, click Add New.
• To edit an existing business policy, click the Edit icon for the policy you want to edit.
• To run an existing business policy on a configuration, click Run.
• To remove a business policy rule from the database, click the Delete icon for the policy you want to remove.

Create a Business Policy
Contents

Create a business policy to apply a set of BPRs to a Identity Governance configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Compliance Management, BPR Management.
The BPR list screen appears. The table lists all business policy rules in the database.
Click Add New.
The Create BPR screen appears.

2. Specify the settings for the policy. The following field is not self-explanatory:
– Reference Configuration

The configuration used to create and test the policy.

NOTE
Business policies are independent of configuration files. The reference configuration is only used to create
and test the policy. You can apply the finished business policy to any configuration.

3. Specify optional behaviors for the policy under Policy Attributes. Options include the following:
– Read Only

Specifies whether you can edit the policy.
– Logged

Specifies whether changes to the policy are recorded in the transaction log.
– Completed

This field is not currently used.
4. Click Save.

The business policy is created in the database.
The Edit BPR screen appears.

5. Click Add Rule to create a rule.
6. Click Test to test the rule set against the reference configuration.

You have created a business policy to apply a set of BPRs to a Identity Governance configuration.

Create Business Policy Rules

Step through the wizard to create a rule, as follows:

1. Under Basic Information, provide information that describes the scope and purpose of the rule. The following fields are
not self-explanatory:
– Score
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A numeric value (0-100) that defines the risk level of a violation of this rule. This score is compared to the universe
risk thresholds during certification, and used to categorize warnings for the violation as high, medium, or low.

NOTE
For more information about risk thresholds, see the Configuring section.

Default: 50
– Owner

Defines the user responsible for the rule.
– Compliance Message

Defines the message that is displayed when viewing the warning for the rule violation.
– Business Area/Business Process

Text fields that define the scope and purpose of the rule. These fields are descriptive and do not affect processing
of the rule.

2. Under logic, specify values for the following fields to define the underlying logic of the rule:
– Type

Specifies the rule type that defines what entities are examined to identify violations.
– Restriction

Specifies the restrictions for examined entities.
3. Under Data, define the entities that are examined. You can select individual entities, or specify attribute values to

select a group of entities.
Many types of rules compare two sets of entities. In these cases, the Data screen is divided into two areas, left and
right, and the logic of the rule is stated in terms of these two groups.
For other types of rules you define numerical thresholds, date ranges, or text matching patterns.

4. The Summary screen displays rule settings, and lets you test the rule against the reference configuration before you
create the rule.

Rule Types

When you create a business policy rule, specify the type of rule you want to create in the Type field of the rule creation
wizard.

Together, the rule type and the restriction type define the rule logic.

The following types of rule are available:

• Resource – Resource (by Roles)
Roles that include specified resources solely/must/must not/may/can only include specified resources.
This rule corresponds to the resource.resource.byRole rule type in the Client Tools.

• Resource – Resource (by Users)
Users that can access specified resources solely/must/must not/may/can only access other specified resources.
This rule corresponds to the resource.resource.byUser rule type in the Client Tools.

• Role – Resource (by Roles)
Roles that include specified roles solely/must/must not/may/can only include specified resources.
This rule corresponds to the resource.role.byRole rule type in the Client Tools.

• Role – Resource (by Users)
Users that can access specified roles solely/must/must not/may/can only access specified resources. For example,
users with the Research or IT role must have access to the Unix Admin resource.
This rule corresponds to the resource.role.byUser rule type in the Client Tools.

• Role – Role (by Roles)
Roles that include specified roles solely/must/must not/may/can only include other specified roles. For example, roles
that include the Purchasing role cannot include the Finance role.
This rule corresponds to the role.role.byRole rule type in the Client Tools.

• Role – Role (by Users)
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Users that can access specified roles solely/must/must not/may/can only access other specified roles. For example,
only users with the Manager or Sys Admin roles can have the Database Creator or Database Editor roles.
This rule corresponds to the role.role.byUser rule type in the Client Tools.

• Segregation of Duty Resources
Use this rule to segregate duties. You specify a set of resources and a target amount of resources. Each user must
have more than/exactly/less than the specified number of resources from the specified set of resources.
This rule corresponds to the segregation.role rule type in the Client Tools.

• Segregation of Duty Roles
Use this rule to segregate duties. You specify a set of roles and a target number of roles. Each user must have more
than/exactly/less than the specified number of roles from the specified set of roles. For example: define a set that
includes all roles that let users approve purchases. You can then restrict the number of these roles that users can have
simultaneously.
This rule corresponds to the segregation.role rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Attribute - Resource
Users with specified attribute values solely/must/must not/may/can only access specified resources.
This rule corresponds to the user.attribute.resource rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Attribute - Role
Users with specified attribute values solely/must/must not/may/can only access specified roles. For example, the
Marketing_Paris role can only be given to users with the Location attribute equal to France and the Organization
attribute equal to Sales.
This rule corresponds to the user.attribute.role rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Attribute - Role Attribute
Users with specified attribute values solely/must/must not/may/can only access roles with specified attribute values.
For example, only users with the Company attribute equal to Temporary are assigned all roles with the organization
attribute equal to Subcontractors.
This rule corresponds to the user.attribute.role.attribute rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Attribute Value
Use this rule to select user attribute values. You can define a range of test restrictions on attribute values that check for
null values, numerical and date ranges, and text patterns.
This rule corresponds to the user.attribute.value rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Counter of Resources
The number of users with the specified resources must be more than/less than/exactly/unequal to the specified
numerical limit. When you specify the forbidden value restriction, the rule limits the number of users that may not have
the specified resources - all other users must have these resources.
This rule corresponds to the user.count.resource rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Counter of Roles
The number of users with the specified roles must be more than/less than/exactly/unequal to the specified numerical
limit. When you specify the forbidden value restriction, the rule limits the number of users that may not have the
specified roles - all other users must have these resources.
This rule corresponds to the user.count.role rule type in the Client Tools.

Rule Restrictions

Most rules describe a relationship between two groups of entities. You specify the members of these groups when you
create a rule. These groups are identified as Left and Right in BPR editing screens. The following table lists the rule types
and the restrictions available for each rule type.

• Role – Role (by Users)
– Only <L> May Have Reason:

Only users that have roles on the left may have roles on the right side.
– <L> Must Have Reason:
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Users that have roles on the left must have roles on the right.
– <L> Forbidden to Have Reason:

Users that have roles on the left must not have roles on the right.
– <L> Only Allowed to Have Reason:

Users that have roles on the left can only have roles on the right, and no others.
• Role – Role (by Roles)

– Only <L> May Have Reason:
Only roles that have child roles on the left may have roles on the right as children

– <L> Must Have Reason:
Roles that have child roles on the left must have roles on the right as children.

– <L> Forbidden to Have Reason:
Roles that have child roles on the left must not have roles on the right as children.

– <L> Only Allowed to Have Reason:
Roles that have child roles on the left can only have roles on the right as children, and no others.

• Role – Resource (by Users)
– Only <L> May Have Reason:

Only users that have roles on the left may access resources on the right.
– <L> Must Have Reason:

Users that have roles on the left must access resources on the right.
– <L> Forbidden to Have Reason:

Users that have roles on the left are must not access resources on the right.
– <L> Only Allowed to Have Reason:

Users that have roles on the left can only access resources on the right, and no others.
• Role – Resource (by Roles)

– Only <L> May Have Reason:
Only roles that are parents of roles on the left may access resources on the right.

– <L> Must Have Reason:
Roles that are parents of roles on the left must access resources on the right.

– <L> Forbidden to Have Reason:
Roles that are parents of roles on the left must not access resources on the right.

– <L> Only Allowed to Have Reason:
Roles that are parents of roles on the left can access only resources on the right, and no others.

• Resource – Resource (by Users)
– Only <L> May Have Reason:

Only users that can access resources on the left may access resources on the right.
– <L> Must Have Reason:

Users that can access resources on the left must access resources on the right.
– <L> Forbidden to Have Reason:

Users that can access resources on the left must not access resources on the right.
– <L> Only Allowed to Have Reason:

Users that can access resources on the left can access only resources on the right, and no others.
• Resource – Resource (by Roles)

– Only <L> May have Reason:
Only roles that include resources on the left may include resources on the right.

– <L> Must have Reason:
Roles that include resources on the left must include resources on the right.

– <L> Forbidden to have Reason:
Roles that include resources on the left must not include resources on the right.

– <L> Only allowed to have Reason:
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Roles that include resources on the left can include only resources on the right, and no others.
• User Attribute - Role

– Only <L> May have Reason:
Only users with user attributes on the left may have roles on the right.

– <L> Must have Reason:
Users with user attributes on the left must have roles on the right.

– <L> Forbidden to have Reason:
Users with user attributes on the left are forbidden to have roles on the right.

– <L> Only allowed to have Reason:
Users with user attributes on the left can have only roles on the right, and no others.

• User Attribute - Role Attribute
– Only <L> May have Reason:

Only users with attributes on the left may have roles with attributes on the right.
– <L> Must have Reason:

Users with attributes on the left must have roles with attributes on the right.
– <L> Forbidden to have Reason:

Users with attributes on the left are forbidden to have roles with attributes on the right.
– <L> Only allowed to have Reason:

Users with attributes on the left can have only roles with attributes on the right, and no others.
• User Attribute - Resource

– Only <L> May have Reason:
Only users with user attributes on the left may access resources on the right.

– <L> Must have Reason:
Users with user attributes on the left must access resources on the right.

– <L> Forbidden to have Reason:
Users with user attributes on the left are forbidden to access resources on the right.

– <L> Only allowed to have Reason:
Users with attributes on the left can access only resources on the right, and no others.

• Segregation of Duty Roles
– Should have no more than Reason: of <L>

Users should have no more than number (on right) of the roles on the left.
– Should have at least Reason: of <L>

Users should have at least number (on right) of the roles on the left.
– Should have exactly Reason: of <L>

Users must have exactly number (on right) of the roles on the left.
• Segregation of Duty Resources

– Should have no more than Reason: of <L>
Users should have no more than number (on right) of the resources on the left.

– Should have at least Reason: of <L>
Users should have at least number (on right) of the resources on the left.

– Should have exactly Reason: of <L>
Users must have exactly number (on right) of the resources on the left.

• User Counter of Roles
– Should have no more than Reason: Users

Roles on the left should have no more than number (on right) users.
– Should have at least Reason: Users

Roles on the left should have at least number (on right) users.
– Should have exactly Reason: Users
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Roles on the left must have exactly number (on right) users.
• User Counter of Resources

– Should have no more than Reason: Users
Resources on the left should have no more than number (on right) users.

– Should have at least Reason: Users
Resources on the left should have at least number (on right) users.

– Should have exactly Reason: Users
Resources on the left must have exactly number (on right) users.

• User Attribute Value
– Number <L> must be greater than Reason:

The numeric value of the user attribute on the left must have a greater value than the numeric value on the right.
– Number <L> must be less than Reason:

The numeric value of the user attribute on the left must be less than the numeric value on the right.
– Number <L> must be equal to Reason:

The numeric value of the user attribute on the left must be equal to the numeric value on the right.
– Date <L> must be earlier than Reason:

The date for the user attribute on the left must be earlier than the date on the right.
– Date <L> must be later than Reason:

The date for the user attribute on the left must be later than the date listed on the right.
– <L> Must match regular expression Reason:

The value for the user attribute on the left must match the value defined by the regular expression on the right.
– <L> Must not match regular expression Reason:

The value for the user attribute on the left must not match the value defined by the regular expression on the right.
– <L> Should be empty

The value for the user attribute on the left should be empty.
– <L> Should not be empty

The value for the user attribute selected on the left should not be empty.

Run a Business Policy Against a Configuration

When you apply a business policy to a configuration, Identity Governance analyzes the configuration to find entities and
links that violate the rules of the policy. The result is an Audit Card that contains all violations of policy that were found in
the configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Compliance Management, BPR Management.
The table lists all business policies in the database.

2. Click Run.
3. Specify values for the following fields:

– Audit Card
Defines the name of the Audit Card that contains any violations that are found in the target configuration.

– Configuration
Specifies a configuration file in the database that is the target for business policy analysis.

4. In the Select BPRs area of the screen, select the business policy that you want to apply to the target configuration.
5. Click Run.

The Audit Card is created, and analysis of the configuration begins. If no violations are found, the empty Audit Card is
deleted from the database.
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Ignore Specific Violations During Audit Checks
Contents

To gray out or ignore (hide) specific violations when performing compliance and pattern checks, you can add pre-
approved violations within a specific universe. Pre-approved violations appear on certification and self-service violation
screens.

When adding pre-approved violations, you can provide an expiration date. Once the date expires, the violation is no
longer pre-approved and behaves as a regular violation once again. You can also provide a comment to explain the
reason to approve the violation.

If a pre-approved violation has an expiration date or an explanation provided, both appear in the violation tooltip when you
mouseover the violation.

A scheduled task runs at a configurable interval, searches through all universes that have an approved Audit Card, and
deletes all expired alerts.

Add Pre-Approved Violations

For each universe, you can set violations as pre-approved. These pre-approved violations are ignored (hidden) or
unavailable in compliance and pattern check Audit Cards.

NOTE
You need administrator-level rights in the Portal to perform this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Client Tools, connect to the Identity Governance server.
2. Open the Audit Card that contains violations that you want to pre-approve.

NOTE
A violation must be saved to the database before you set it as pre-approved.

3. (Optional) Provide an expiration date or a comment:
a. Right-click the violation and select Edit.
b. To set an expiration date, select the Expiration Date option and provide a date.
c. To provide a reason for the pre-approval, go to the Pre-Approve comment field and enter text.
d. Click OK.

4. Right-click the violation that you want to pre-approve and select Always Approve this Violation.

NOTE
The Client Tools must connect to the Identity Governance Portal rather than the Microsoft SQL Server
directly to see this option.

5. Verify that the violation appears in the Audit Card titled universe_name Pre-Approved Violations.

Configure Pre-Approved Violations

If you added pre-approved violations to a universe, you can specify whether the violation is dimmed or is ignored (hidden)
altogether. You configure pre-approved violations under Universes.

To configure pre-approved violations

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Locate the universe with the pre-approved violations to configure, and click Edit.
3. Next to 'Approved alerts are:', select the display configuration you want for pre-approved violations.

Default: Dimmed
4. Click Save.
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Configure Cleanup Task for Expired Pre-Approved Violations

In Identity Governance, you can enable or disable a scheduled task to search through all universes that have an approved
Audit Card, and delete all expired alerts. This scheduled task can be configured using the Identity Governance portal.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Governance portal, go to Administration, Settings.
2. Click Property Settings.
3. Click Edit and change either of the following settings:

– audit.delete.expired.alerts.enabled—enables or disables the cleanup of expired pre-approved violations
Default: True (enabled)

– audit.delete.expired.alerts.interval.seconds—second interval between each cleanup
Default: 86400 (one day)

NOTE
To override the default behavior for a specific universe, create a universe-specific property, for example,
you can create the property universe.property.Universe \ Name.audit.delete.expired.alerts.enabled and set
it appropriately for that universe. Spaces in a universe name are replaced with a backslash followed by a
space (\ ).

4. Click Save.

Enable Web Services for Pre-Approved Violations

By default, web services do not include pre-approved violations. To include pre-approved violations, set the following
property:

audit.approved.alerts.webservices.include=true 

If you want to override the default behavior for a specific universe, create a universe-specific property and set it to true:

universe.property.My\ Universe\ Name.audit.approved.alerts.webservices.include=true

NOTE
Spaces in a universe name are replaced with a backslash followed by a space (\ ).

Use Case Pre-Approved Violations

You need a few people from the Human Resources department to help the Finance department during a busy time at the
end of the year.

The employees from the Human Resources department must access financial resources that would typically generate a
violation within Identity Governance.

First, grant the Human Resources employees access to the financial resources, then test for compliance, and add the
resulting violations to the pre-approved violations list. Finally, set the expiration date of each pre-approved violation to the
first day of the next year.

NOTE
Remember to enable the scheduled job that deletes expired pre-approved violations.

All violations that are generated by this temporary work situation are suppressed until the end of the year. Depending on
universe settings, these violations are hidden or dimmed in certification screens or self-service validation screens based
on the universe.

Enterprise Reporting
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The Enterprise Reporting section includes information about how you can set up the reporting environment and generate
various reports to support business decisions in your organization.

The following topics are covered in this section: 

Legacy Reports
CA Identity Governance supports built-in legacy reports that an organization can leverage to analyze information and
make business decisions.

Follow these steps to configure and generate legacy reports: 

1. In the CA Identity Governance portal, navigate to Reports, Legacy Reports.
A list of supported legacy reports are displayed. 

2. Select a report. For example, let us say you select the Configuration Properties report. 
3. In the Parameters for Configuration Properties Report window that appears, select the required report from

the Configuration drop-down and click OK. 
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The Configuration Properties report page appears.  

On the top-left corner of the Configuration Properties report page, you will find the icons as shown in the following
image: 

These icons enable you to toggle the table of contents, run reports, export data, export reports and print reports.
4. Run a Report - To run legacy reports, click the Run Report icon. In the Parameters window that appears, enter/select

information as applicable and click OK. 
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5. Export Report Data - To export legacy reports, click the Export Data icon. In the Export Data window that appears,
enter/select information as applicable and click OK.

6. Print Report Data  - To print legacy reports, click the Print Report icon. In the Print Report window that appears,
enter/select information as applicable and click OK.

NOTE
If you are unable to perform any tasks for a report, click Home, Administration, Settings, Common Property
Settings and ensure that the settings of reportsService.url property key is accurately assigned to the property
value.

Integration with JasperReports Server for Reporting
CA Identity Governance supports integration with CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server for enterprise reporting.

This document guides you through the process of integrating Identity Governance with JasperReports Server for
generation and viewing of enterprise reports in your organization.

Pre-requisites

Before you integrate CA Identity Governance with JasperReports for enterprise reporting, ensure that the following pre-
requisites are met.

• Install CA Identity Governance with the supported application server
• Install the supported version of JasperReports server
• Ensure that the system time of CA Identity Governance and JasperReports Server is same.  

Set Up JasperReports Server for Reporting

Post installation of JasperReports Server, a system administrator (superuser) must create an organization for Identity
Governance in the JasperReports Server. The administrator must also define a user who can access data and resources
in this organization based on the permissions set.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the JasperReports Server UI (http://<hostname>:<tomcat-port-number>/<WebAppName>) with the default
login credentials:
– Organization ID = <Leave this field blank>
– User ID = superuser
– Password = superuser

2. Create an organization named IG.
a. In the menu, navigate to Manage and click Organizations.
b. In the middle-pane, click Add Organization.
c. In the Add Organization window, enter IG in the Organization Name, Organization ID and Organization

Alias fields. Enter a text that describes the organization in the Description field and click Add Organization.
The IG organization is created under the root directory in the Organizations tree hierarchy in the left-pane.

3. Add a user to the IG organization.
a. In the menu, navigate to Manage and click Users.
b. In the middle-pane, select Add User.
c. In the Add User window, enter user details. Ensure that you select User is enabled option before clicking Add

User.
4. Set user permissions for the IG organization.

a. In the menu, navigate to View and click Repository.
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b. In the left-pane, navigate to root, Organizations.
c. Right-click the IG folder and click Permissions.
d. In the Permissions window, under the User tab assign Read + Write permission to the user for the IG

organization. 
e. Click Apply.

Configure Token Based Authentication

Configure token based authentication to enable seamless user access between Identity Governance and JasperReports
Server.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Governance server, navigate to the following location and copy ig.jks and ig.properties files.
Non-Virtual Appliance:
JBoss/WildFly: <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/standalone/deployments/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes

WebSphere: <WebSphere_Home>/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/classes

Virtual Appliance:
/opt/CA/wildfly-ig/standalone/deployments/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes/

2. In the JasperReports Server, navigate to the following location and paste the copied files.
<TOMCAT_Home>/webapps/<Jasper-Context-Root>/WEB-INF/config/

NOTE

• Post upgrade of JasperReports Server, ig.jks and ig.properties files are lost from <TOMCAT_Home>/
webapps/<Jasper-Context-Root>/WEB-INF/config location. You need to copy these files again from
Identity Governance and restart the JasperReports Server.

• By default, CA Identity Governance generates a key for token authentication. However, if you want to
regenerate a token, follow Regenerate a Token for Authentication.

3. Restart JasperReports server.

Capture Data for Reporting

Before generating a report, you must capture data into the reporting database using Extract Transfer Load
(ETL) process. 

The ETL tool extracts data based on the attributes that you specify, transforms the data into a reportable format and loads
the transformed data into the reporting database. You can either capture data on demand or at a scheduled interval. 

Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Governance portal, navigate to Administration, Manage the ETL Process.
2. Select a universe.

NOTE
You must run the ETL process for each universe.

3. Select the attributes that you want the ETL tool to capture.
NOTE
By default, all the attributes are selected. Ensure that you select only the attributes that you want the tool to
extract, else it might affect the performance.

4. You can either run the ETL tool on demand or schedule to run at regular intervals.
– On Demand: In the ETL Execution frame, click Run ETL to extract data on demand.
– Schedule Internal: In the ETL Execution frame, click Schedule ETL to extract data at scheduled intervals. In

the Schedule ETL Job window, define the schedule interval and click OK.
5.  Click Apply.
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Connection to JasperReports Server

To enable report generation, you must establish a connection between Identity Governance and JasperReports server.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Governance portal, navigate to Administration, CA Report Server Settings.
2. In the CA Reports Server Settings screen, enter the following information:

a. Report Server URL
Enter the JasperReports Server url. For example,
http://<jasper-server-host-name>:8080/<jaspersoft_context_root>

b. User ID and Password
Enter the User ID and password of the user that you have created in Set Up JasperReports Server for Reporting.

3. Click Test Connection to test if the connection succeeds.
4. After the connection succeeds, click Save.

If the reports are not uploaded, system warns that the Reports folder does not exist and you must upload the reports
package to JasperReports Server. 

5. Click Start to upload the report package to JasperReports Server. The report package includes the standard reports
that Identity Governance supports out-of-the-box.

6. In the Report Server Superuser Credentials window that appears, enter the following details:
a. User ID and Password: Enter the JasperReports Server superuser login credentials.
b. Report Database Name:  Represents the name of the reporting database used by Identity Governance.
c. Report Database Password: Enter the password of the reporting database used by Identity Governance.
d. Click OK. The JasperReports server connects to the Identity Governance reporting database and uploads the

standard reports to its datasource.
7. After successfully uploading the reports package, you can view reports on the screen. 

(Optional) Proxy Configuration

By default, proxy is not enabled on Identity Governance for reporting. When enabled, Identity Governance serves as a
proxy for all communication between a client and JasperReports Server.

To enable proxy, follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Governance portal, navigate to Administration, Settings, Property Settings. 
2. Enter proxy in the Filter Properties Keys Containing field and click Apply Filter.
3. By default, the reports.proxy.enabled property value is set to false. To set the value to true, click the Edit (pencil) icon

and set the Property Value to true.

View Reports

You can generate and view a report in Identity Governance portal. Once generated, you can download the report in the
supported format.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Governance portal, navigate to Reports, View Reports. 
2. Select a Universe.
3. Select a report that you wish to generate and view.
4. In the left-pane, select the input values for the report and click Apply.
5. In the right-pane, the desired report is generated and displayed on the screen.
6. In the report menu, click the Export icon to export the report in the supported format.
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Regenerate a Token for Authentication

By default, CA Identity Governance generates a key for token based authentication between Identity Governance and
JasperReports Server. If your business demands, you can regenerate a token using the key generation utility.

This document describes the procedure to regenerate a token based on the supported application servers.

JBoss/WildFly

If you have deployed Identity Governance with JBoss/WildFly as the application server, follow the given steps to
regenerate a token.

1. In the Identity Governance server, navigate to <IG_INSTALL_DIR>/JasperKeyGen. 
2. Run the key generation utility.

Windows:JasperKeyGenUtil.bat ig

Linux:JasperKeyGenUtil.sh ig

A new ig.jks file is created at <IG_INSTALL_DIR>/JasperKeyGen/keystore location.
3. Replace the old ig.jks and ig.properties files with the new files as follows:

JBoss:
a. Navigate to <JBoss_Home>/standalone/deployments/eurekify.war.
b. Extract eurekify.war to a temp folder.

jar -xvf eurekify.war

c. Copy the new ig.jks and ig.properties files from
<IG_INSTALL_DIR>/JasperKeyGen/keystore

to
<TEMP_FOLDER>/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes

d. Rebuild the eurekify.war file.
jar -cvf eurekify.war *

e. Replace <JBoss_Home>/standalone/deployments/eurekify.war with the war file from the temp folder.
WildFly: 
a. Copy the new ig.jks and ig.properties files from

<IG_INSTALL_DIR>/JasperKeyGen/keystore

to
<WildFly_Home>/standalone/deployments/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes

4. Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.
5. In the JasperReports Server, place the new ig.jks and ig.properties files in the following location.

<TOMCAT_Home>/webapps/<Jasper-Context-Root>/WEB-INF/config/

6. Restart the JasperReports Server for the changes to take effect.

WebSphere

If you have deployed Identity Governance with WebSphere as the application server, follow the given steps to regenerate
a token.

1. In the Identity Governance server, navigate to C:/Program Files/CA/RCM/Server/WAS-Scripts.
2. Run the script as follows:

createJKS.bat <WebSphere_Home>/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/bin

A new ig.jks file is created at <IG_INSTALL_DIR>/JasperKeyGen/keystore location.
3. Copy the new ig.jks and ig.properties files from

<IG_INSTALL_DIR>/JasperKeyGen/keystore

to
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<WebSphere_Home>/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/classes

4. Restart the application server.
5. In the JasperReports Server, place the new ig.jks and ig.properties files in the following location.

<TOMCAT_Home>/webapps/<Jasper-Context-Root>/WEB-INF/config/

6. Restart the JasperReports Server for the changes to take effect.

WARNING
During upgrade or reinstallation of the CA Identity Governance Server, the ig.jks and ig.properties files are not
overwritten to the application server-specific folders. 

Troubleshooting for Reporting

If you are having issues with the reporting feature, consider troubleshooting your issues before calling the support. The
troubleshooting steps mentioned in this document address the most common issues that you might encounter while
working with the reporting feature.

Unable to Establish a Connection to JasperReports Server

Symptom: 

In the Identity Governance Portal, unable to establish a connection between Identity Governance and JasperReports
server.

Steps followed:

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, navigated to Administration, CA Report Server Settings. 
2. Entered the Report Server URL and user details.
3. The test connection succeeded. However, on clicking the Save button, the system throws the following error:

User is Unauthorized to access the resources.

Root Cause:

Mismatch of ig.jks and ig.properties files between Identity Governance and JasperReports server caused the issue.

Solution:

1. In the Identity Governance server, navigate to the following location and copy ig.jks and ig.properties files.
Non-Virtual Appliance:
JBoss/WildFly: <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/standalone/deployments/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes

WebSphere: <WebSphere_Home>/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/classes

Virtual Appliance:
/opt/CA/wildfly-ig/standalone/deployments/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes

2. In the JasperReports Server, navigate to the following location and paste the copied files.
<TOMCAT_Home>/webapps/<Jasper-Context-Root>/WEB-INF/config/

3. Restart JasperReports server.

JDBC Connection Error on Running a Report

Symptom:

In a non-Virtual Appliance setup and a Virtual Appliance setup in Demo mode, the JDBC connection error occurs on
running a report in Identity Governance Portal.  

Root Cause:
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Datasource is not properly created in JasperReports Server.

Solution: 

1. In the JasperReports Server UI menu, navigate to View and click Repository.
2. In the left-pane, navigate to root, organizations, IG, IG, datasources.
3. In the middle-pane, select IGReportDS and click the edit menu under Repository.
4. In the Set Data Source Type and Properties screen, ensure that the datasource details are correctly entered. Also,

ensure that the test connection succeeds.
5. Save the datasource details.
6. Now, try running the report from Identity Governance Portal.

Standard Reports
Out-of-the-box, CA Identity Governance supports the following standard reports.

NOTE
The report title is the name as it appears in BusinessObjects InfoView.

Certification

The Certification report displays all the roles and entitlements that are associated with each user in a certification.

Certification by Application

The Certification by Application report displays all the users and roles that are associated with each application in a
certification.

NOTE
The Certification by Application report is used for a configuration that is obtained by a connector that has an
application field mapped in the universe.

Certified Resources with Violations Highlighted

The Certified Resources with Violations Highlighted report displays all the details of a certification including violations,
if any.

Entitlement Quality

The Entitlement Quality report displays entitlements that are assigned directly to the user, and entitlements that are
indirectly granted to the user by a role.

Policy Information

The Policy Information report displays all the rules that are associated with a policy as per the risk level.

Policy Violation

The Policy Violation report displays all the compliance policy rules and users who violate the rules.

Resources Overview

The Resources Overview report displays resources based on the selected filter.
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Role Details

The Role Details report displays users that are related to a role.

Roles Overview

The Roles Overview report displays key statistics about a role such as the number of users, resources and sub roles
related to a role.

Users Overview

The Users Overview report displays resources based on the selected Organization Type and Organization Name.

Create Custom Reports
If you want to report on different information than what is available in the default reports, create custom reports and run
them in the product.

Follow these steps: 

1. Install and configure Jasper Report server with Identity Governance. To install and configure Jaspersoft see, Install
and Configure CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server.

2. Deploy OOTB reports.
3. Create a Jasper report using Jasper Studio with the existing IGReportDS data source .
4. Publish the report to the reports folder which has the other OOTB exists under IG organization.
5. Create the inputcontrols for the required custom report and map them to the report.

Localization Support for Reporting
You can generate reports using CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server in the following non-English languages:

• Portuguese (Brazil)
• French
• German
• Italian
• Japanese
• Spanish

 
 

Business Workflows
 Contents 

  

A business workflow is a set of related tasks that fulfills a business requirement, such as certifying user privileges, or
requiring approvals for privilege changes. Business workflows implement a company's procedures for determining
compliance with internal and external policies in Identity Governance. Implementing these procedures in Identity
Governance can ensure that a company has a reliable and repeatable method for validating compliance.

For example, a company wants to perform a quarterly audit of their employees’ access to company resources. The
compliance officer initiates a certification that requires managers to certify the privileges of their direct reports. The
compliance officer further requests that resource owners approve any rejected privileges for the resources they manage.
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In this example, the certification and approval steps comprise a business workflow. The company can initiate that workflow
on a quarterly basis, or more frequently, as required.

You can define business workflows for the following activities:

• Certifications
• Self service requests, such as a manager requesting a privilege change for an employee, or requesting a change to

roles that they own

NOTE
 Self service requests are initiated through the Role Management tab in the Portal.

• Approval requests for changes to the role model made through the DNA client tools

Administer Business Workflows

Administrators use the workflow screen to track and control certifications and other active workflows.

 To administer business workflows: 

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Workflows.
By default, the Workflows screen displays only the active (Create, Created and In Progress) workflows.
If you want to view the Completed workflows by default, navigate to Administration, Settings, Property Settings and
add the administration.workflows.filter.enableCompletedState property with value set to true.

2. (Optional) Customize the information fields displayed in the table.
3. (Optional) Filter the workflows displayed in the table.

Note: Changes to the filter settings are not persistent.
4. Click a workflow to view its details.

The workflow detail screen appears. It contains the following tabs:
–  Overview - A dashboard that shows the progress of the workflow in the form of graphs and charts. This tab

displays by default.
–  Administration - Provides advanced workflow control options to stop or restart the workflow, or to send escalation

emails for incomplete actions.
–  Workflow Progress by Affected Entities - Lists tasks by the entities under review in each task, and shows their

progress.
–  Workflow Progress by Reviewers - Lists actions by their reviewers, and shows their progress.

5. Manage workflow tasks and actions in detail:
a. Click one of the Workflow Progress tabs.

Actions are listed in groups. The table shows the progress of each group.

NOTE
When the scope of the workflow is large, or additional large workflows are active, the progress bars may
not update immediately. It may take several minutes for submitted actions to be counted as complete in
the progress bars.

b. Click the Open button next to a group.
A table lists actions in the group.

c. Click the Open button or the Reviewers icon to view more detail.
An action details screen displays an action or group of actions of one type, from one workflow, related to one
primary entity.
Actions that are already submitted to Identity Governance are dimmed.

d. Use the information fields and interactive options of the screen to review links.
Only Reassign, Comment, and Attachment operations are available for actions that are assigned to others.
Approve and Reject options are available only for actions that are assigned to you.

e. Do one of the following:
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• Click Submit to submit your decisions to Identity Governance.
• Click Cancel to return to the overview screen without saving your decisions.

Filter the Workflow List

You can filter the list of workflows to help you find specific workflows or groups of workflows.

 To filter the workflow list 

1. Click Filter in the page header.
The Filter Workflows dialog appears.

2. Define filter criteria as follows:
–  Due Date

Use the From and To fields to specify a time period. The filter selects workflows with a due date within that period.
–  Workflow Types

Select the types of workflows to display. Select the All option to select all types of workflows, or to clear your
selection.

–  Workflow States
Select the states of workflows to display. Select the All option to select all states, or to clear your selection. The filter
selects workflows that are currently in the specified states.

NOTE
You can combine these filter criteria.

3. Click OK.
The list displays only workflows that meet your filter criteria.

Start and Stop Workflows

You can manage business workflows in the Administration tab of the Workflows screens, which are located in the
Administration Menu. The Administration tab lets you review general workflow information, and start, stop, and archive a
workflow. This tab contains the following options:

•  Start Workflow
Launches a certification.

•  Stop Workflow
Suspends a workflow. Actions of this workflow appear in the queues of participants, but Approve, Reject, and Reassign
options are not available. Changes resulting from certification decisions are no longer exported to provisioning
endpoints.

NOTE
 You cannot restart a workflow after you stop it.

•  Archive
Removes the workflow from all queues, and stores the current state of the workflow. Changes resulting from
certification decisions are no longer exported to provisioning endpoints.

•  Escalation Emails
Allows you to define and send reminder emails during a certification. This option is only available for certification
workflows.

Define and Send Escalation Emails

Administrators can configure Identity Governance to send emails to remind reviewers to complete their tasks for a
certification.
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 To define and send escalation emails 

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Workflows.
2. Select an active workflow.
3. Under the Administration tab, click Escalation Emails.

The Escalation Emails pop-up appears.

NOTE
The Escalation Emails button appears for certifications only.

4. Configure the following information for the emails you want to send:
– Send criteria -- percentage of work done by a specific time relative to the due date
– Email Template -- template to use for the sent email
– Recipient Type -- Accountable, Email Address, or Member List
– Recipient -- dynamic options dependent on recipient type

5. Add more email definitions if necessary. Click the plus (+) icon. To remove email definitions, click the X icons.
6. Click one of the following:

– Load
Loads a different definition set. This option allows you to switch between different definition sets for editing.

– Save
Saves the current definition set.

– Send Now
Escalation emails are immediately sent to reviewers to remind them to complete their tasks.

– Schedule Emails
Schedules emails to be sent to reviewers at regular intervals.

View Workflow Progress by Entities or Reviewers

The My Requests and Certification screens present two ways to view the progress of a workflow.

• The Workflow Progress by Affected Entities tab groups items of the workflow by the entities under review in each item.
The entries in these tables are items generated by the product for the workflow, based on the workflow type, base
configuration, scope of entities under review, and other settings.

• The Workflow Progress by Reviewer tab groups itemsof the workflow by the reviewer to whom they are assigned, and
shows their progress. The entries in these tables are actions generated by the Workpoint jobs that implement items of
the workflow.

When a workflow is in progress, you can drill down from either tab to view individual actions. The Workflow Progress by
Affected Entities tab displays high-level items created by the product. The main views of this tab are populated when the
product completes its analysis of the links under review in the workflow.

Each of these items spawns many Workpoint jobs when they are implemented. The Flow Progress by Reviewer
tab displays the resulting low-level Workpoint jobs, and the reviewers that were assigned to each link. This tab is
populated only when Workpoint jobs are initiated, and its contents depend on the logic implemented for each task by the
corresponding Workpoint process.

Customize a Display Name

Property settings and fields establish which table columns can be linked to the Details (entity browser) popup dialog. The
Details popup dialog enables you to view additional object details.

Determine these settings in the following locations:

• Universe
The following occur at this location:
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– Effects table links displayed in the Entity Browser and the Actions List
– Configured through the Portal Administration, Universes, Edit Universe

The following fields enable you to set the data column linked to the Details popup dialog:
• Configuration Users Display Name Field
• Configuration Roles Display Name Field
• Configuration Resources Display Name Field

• Certifications
The following occur at this location:
– Effects table links displayed in the certification screens only
– Configured through the Portal Administration, Settings, Property Settings

The following property settings enable you to set the data column linked to the Details popup dialog:
• businessflows.inbox.display.field.USER
• businessflows.inbox.display.field.ROLE
• businessflows.inbox.display.field.RESOURCE

Default Workflow Action Options

You can control the tools that are available to business users when they handle items in their certification queue, or
manage business workflows in their My Requests queue. The following system properties enable optional controls in
these screens.

NOTE
 These properties also affect the Workflow Administration screens used by administrators.

The following system property controls group handling of items in the certification screens:

•  businessflows.reviewers.default.allowSelectAll
Determines whether reviewers can handle all items in a table as a group. When this Boolean property is true, tables
display checkboxes in the Approve, Reject, and Reassign column headers. Reviewers select these checkboxes to
apply a decision to all the links in the table. This property also determines the default behavior for certifications: when
this property is true, the Enable managers to select an entire column option in the Reviewers screen of the certification
template wizard is selected by default.

The following system properties let users handle groups of items in the certification screens:

•  businessflows.inbox.approveRejectAll.enabled
Determines whether reviewers can approve or reject groups of items in the certification screens. When this Boolean
property is true, the certification screen displays Assign and Reject columns. Users can approve or reject groups of
items listed in the screen. They can also select checkboxes in the Approve and Reject column headers to apply a
decision to the entire contents of a table.

•  businessflows.inbox.reassignAll.enabled
Determines whether reviewers can reassign groups of actions in the certification screens. When this Boolean property
is true, the certification screen displays the Reassign column. Users can reassign groups of actions listed in the
screen. They can also select checkboxes in the Reassign column headers to reassign the entire contents of a table.

Monitor Workflow Progress

Workflow owners can monitor the progress of a workflow process that they initiate by using the Overview tab in a workflow
details screen. Users access the Overview tab by opening Administration, Workflows, and selecting a workflow process to
view its details.

The Overview tab displays workflow progress in charts. You can view progress in each chart as a percentage or as a
value by selecting the appropriate option above each chart. If you select Value, Identity Governance displays workflow
progress based on the number of completed tasks in the workflow.
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To update the chart to reflect the current status without reopening the Overview tab, click Draw Chart.

 Note: To view additional details about tasks in a workflow progress, use the Workflow Progress by Reviewers and the
Workflow Progress by Entities tabs.

Trace Workflow

As an administrator, you want to view details and events that relate to a workflow process. These details can help you
understand what is happening during a particular process, or can help you troubleshoot a problem with the process.

To trace workflow information, go to Administration, Workflows, select the Administration tab and click Show all Events,
then click Show Workflow Trace. This option adds a Workflow Trace tab to the Workflow screen that displays all the
messages associate with the current workflow.

Export to CSV

Use the Export to CSV feature to export the certification progress in .CSV format. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. On the Identity Governance console, navigate to Administration and select Settings. 
2. On the Settings page click Property Settings.
3. Search for the property  'administration.workflows.progress.by.reviewers.csv.button.show' and edit the property

by clicking the pencil icon. 
4. Change the Property Value to True. (It is set to False by default)
5. Click Save.

This procedure will enable the CSV option for the Campaign Workflows. Use the Customize option to add additional
columns to the report as required.

Perform Data Transformations
 Identity Governance uses built-in connectors to work with endpoint data types. Use data transformation to manipulate
data before you import it into Identity Governance, or if your endpoint systems cannot use the built-in connectors.

Data transformation enables you to perform advanced data manipulation and automate imports of data from various
endpoint systems. When you perform a data transformation, you convert a set of data values from the data format of your
endpoint system into a data format that Identity Governance uses.

 Identity Governance includes the third-party open source product Pentaho Data Integration (also known as PDI, or
Kettle). This utility enables you to create, run, and automate complex ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) operations
during data import. You can perform and automate the ETL operations with relative ease using PDI, batch processing
(SBT), and the Portal custom connectors.

The following diagram outlines the steps that you follow to create and apply transformations:
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 Follow these steps: 

1.  Create and apply data transformations 
2.  Define a universe 
3.  Import and verify data 

Create and Apply Data Transformations
As a systems integrator, you add or modify Identity Governance data. You can modify data during an import (or an export)
by running a transformation.

Use Case - Remove Expired Links

You are importing data from an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application. In this application, users have roles
membership. When the role membership of a user expires, Identity Governance maintains the account record and
adds an end date value. When you import the data into Identity Governance, you can filter out users with expired role
memberships based on the end date. This filter ensures that managers do not certify invalid access during a certification.

NOTE

This scenario outlines the steps to create the transformation sample KTR
file removeExpiredUserResourceLinks.ktr that is located in the CA\RCM\Server\data-integration\samples
\RCM directory. In this scenario, we remove expired links to SAP or Oracle roles that are modeled as resources
in Identity Governance.

In PDI, a transformation comprises a series of steps. Each step represents an action that is performed on the data. A hop
represents a data pathway that connects the steps and enables schema metadata to pass from one step to another.
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Follow these steps: 

1.  Configure the transformation settings 
2.  Get users and user-resource links 
3.  Capture last valid date and compare to end date 
4.  Identify users with expired role memberships 
5.  Delete users with expired role memberships 

Configure the Transformation Settings

For your transformation to connect to Identity Governance, configure the transformation settings in PDI.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Launch PDI, as follows:
–  Windows: Go to Start, Programs, CA, Role & Compliance Manager, Server, Data Integration Tool (PDI).
–  Linux: Click the Data Integration Tool (PDI) icon in your home directory.

NOTE

 PDI is located in the following directory:

CA\RCM\Server\data-integration
2. Go to File, Open, and browse to the following directory:

data-integration\samples\RCM
3. Open the template.ktr file and save it under another name that is relevant to the transformation you want to create.
4. Press CTRL-T.

The Transformation properties windows opens.
5. Click the Parameters tab, and enter the following Identity Governance information:
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– RCM_CONFIGURATION
– RCM_LOGIN_NAME
– RCM_PASSWORD
– RCM_SERVER_URL
– RCM_UNIVERSE

The following image is an example of the Parameters field with example server information:

 
6. Click OK.

You have started PDI and configured the Identity Governance settings.

Now that PDI is configured, you can define the steps in your transformation.

Get Users and User Resource Links

To identify expired links, locate Identity Governance users, and obtain the user-resource links for users that have the start
and end date information, use Get Users and Links. 

Follow these steps: 

1. In PDI, select and drag the Input Users step to the Transformation screen in the Design tab, under RCM Input.
2. Right-click the step and select Edit step.

The Input Users! window opens.
3. Under the Fields tab, click Get fields.

All the available fields are populated.
4. Delete all fields except PersonID, and click Ok.
5. Select and drag the Get User-Resource Links by Users step to the Transformation screen in the Design tab,

under RCM Links.
6. Right-click the Get User-Resource Links by Users step and select Edit step.
7. Under the Link Fields (Keys and Attributes) tab, click Get Link Fields.
8. Delete all fields except the following, and click Ok:
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– PersonID
– ResName1
– ResName2
– ResName3
– Start Date
– End Date

9. Create a hop between the Input Users step and the Get User-Resource Links by Users step.
You have added the step to Get Users and Links.

Capture Last Valid Date and Compare to End Date

To identify expired role memberships, add a field to define the last valid date when you run the transformation. The
transformation filter compares this last valid date to the role membership end date to filter out users with expired role
memberships. Follow these steps: 

1. In PDI, in the Design tab, locate and expand the Transform step, select Add constant, and drag it to the
Transformation screen.

2. Right-click the Add constants step and select Edit step.
3. Add a field that is named 'LastValidDate' of type 'String', and click Ok.
4. Create a hop between the Get User-Resource Links by Users step and the Add Constants step.
5. Click the Transform tab, select the Set field value to a constant step, and drag it to the Transformation screen.
6. Create a hop between the Add constants step and the Set field value to a constant step.
7. Right-click the Set field value to a constant step and select Edit step.

The Set field value to a constant window opens.
8. Select the Use variable in constant option, and click Get fields.
9. Add the LastValidDate field and set the Replace by value field as follows:

$[Latest_Valid_Date}
You provide this date when you run the transformation.

10. Click Ok.
You have added a field to define the last valid date when you run the transformation.

Identify Users with Expired Role Memberships

To ensure that managers do not certify invalid role memberships, filter out users with expired role memberships based on
the end date.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In PDI, in the Design tab, locate and expand the Flow step, select Filter rows, and drag it to the Transformation
screen.

2. Right-click the Filter rows step and select Edit step.
3. In the Filter rows window, set the destinations steps as follows:

–  Send 'true' data to step: Text file output
–  Send 'false' data to step: Dummy (do nothing)

4. Create the following condition in The condition box:

End Date < LastValidDate
AND

End Date IS NOT NULL

This condition compares the End Date with the LastValidDate. If the End Date occurred before the LastValidDate,
the link has expired.

5. Click Ok.
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You have created a filter to identify users with expired role memberships based on a defined end date.
You have added the output steps to identify users with expired role memberships. When you run the transformation, it
identifies all users with expired role memberships.

Delete Users with Expired Role Memberships

To ensure that managers do not certify invalid role memberships, delete users with expired role memberships based on
the end date.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In PDI, in the Design tab, locate and expand the Flow step, select Dummy (do nothing), and drag it to the
Transformation screen.

2. Create a hop between the Filter Rows step and the Dummy (do nothing) step.
All valid links are sent to the Dummy (do nothing) step.

3. Select Text file output, and drag it to the Transformation screen.
4. Right-click the Text file output step and select Edit step.

The Text file output window opens.
5. Under the File tab, provide a file name for the text output file.
6. Under the Fields tab, click Get Fields.
7. Delete all fields except for the following and click Ok:

– PersonID
– ResName1
– ResName2
– ResName3
– Start Date
– End Date

8. Create a hop between the Filter rows step and the Text file output step.
All users with expired links are captured and sent to the Text file output.

9. On the Design tab, locate and expand the RCM Output step, select the Delete User-Resource Links step, and drag
it to the Transformation screen.

10. Right-click the Delete User-Resource Links step and select Edit step.
The !Delete User-Resource Links! window opens.

11. In the General tab, in the RCM Configuration section, map the following fields, and click Ok:
– Person ID Field=PersonID
– Res Name 1 Field=ResName1
– Res Name 2 Field=ResName2
– Res Name 3 Field=ResName3
You have added the output steps to delete users with expired role memberships. When you run the transformation, it
deletes all users with expired role memberships.

Define a Universe
This scenario describes how to define a CA Identity Governance universe.

A CA Identity Governance universe is a view into a management workspace that enables CA Identity Governance
administrators to manage entities such as users, roles, and resources. Entity data is stored in the CA Identity Governance
database. A universe consists of a specific pair of Master-Model configurations. These configurations enable you to
track the differences between the real-world configuration that is imported from the system (Master), and the desired
configuration generated (Model).

A CA Identity Governance universe stores imported endpoint data from such sources as CA Identity Manager, CA IAM
Connector Server, CFG, and so on.
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Some of the configurations that every universe contains are as follows:

• Master - An image of the privilege model exactly as it is on the target system.
• Model - An image of the privilege model as CA Identity Governance prefers to be, having undergone such actions as

certification, compliance, or role modeling.
• Field names (in the configuration files) that contain the following information:

– User login credentials
– Email address
– User manager
– Role manager
– Resource manager

• Audit Settings file name.

 
 Note: For more information about additional configurations, see the Configuring section.

The following diagram outlines the steps that are required to define a CA Identity Governance universe:

  

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Add a universe.
2.  Define an import connector.
3.  Complete the Universe definition.
4.  (Optional) Customize universe tables.
5.  (Optional) Customize Workflow display settings.

Add a Universe

To create a universe in CA Identity Governance, note the names of the Master and Model configurations and determine
audit settings. The Master and Model configurations and the audit settings affect universe behavior. Master and model
configurations are unique for each universe. Do not create more than one universe that uses the same master or model
configuration. Examples of configuration file names: XX_master.cfg, XX_model.cfg

 
 Note: Configuration file names cannot contain slash ("/" or "\") characters.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click Add New.
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3. Provide values for mandatory fields:
 
 Note: An orange dot indicates a mandatory field.
–  Master Configuration name

Defines the configuration that is an image of the privilege model exactly as it is on the target system.
–  Model Configuration name

Defines the configuration that is an image of the privilege model as CA Identity Governance prefers to be.
–  Audit Settings File

Specifies the parameters and settings that define the audit and pattern-based checks that are performed on the
master configuration at the end of the import.
These parameters and settings specify which pattern and Business Policy Rules (BPR) checks are run. A BPR
expresses business, provisioning, or security constraints as a logical condition that can be applied to the entities
and links in a CA Identity Governance configuration. For example, a new link between a user and a resource
violates a certain predefined BPR rule. If the BPR in which the rule is written is in the audit setting file, it is tested at
the end of an import and an alert is raised.

4. Click Save.
Next, you define an import connector.

Define an Import Connector

A connector retrieves data from one or more target systems. Connectors assemble the privilege model from objects such
as accounts, groups, resources, and other system-specific objects. CA Identity Governance import connectors import data
from endpoint systems. To define an import connector, use the import connector wizard under the connectivity tab of the
universe. The wizard guides you through mapping users, roles, resources and accounts to CA Identity Governance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Governance Portal, Administration, Universes, select the universe that you created to import the
data.

2. Select the Connectivity tab.
3. Select Import and click Add Connector.
4. In the Connector wizard, provide values for all mandatory connector settings.

 Note: For specific connectors, additional steps are necessary. For more information, see the Configuring section. 
5. Click Finish.

The new import connector is defined in CA Identity Governance.
6. (Optional) Select the new connector and click Validate.

This step confirms that the import connector is defined correctly and is ready to retrieve data from the target system.
You have validated the connector parameters and configuration.

 
 Note: CA Identity Governance automatically defines a matching export connector for every import connector that you
define.

Next, you complete the universe definition.

Complete the Universe Definition

Navigate to the General tab and continue to define the Universe by providing values for optional fields. These fields
configure user, role, and resource variables for the universe.

1. In the Administration, Universes, General tab, enter values for the following fields:
–  Configuration Users Login Field

Specifies the field in the user database that maintains the user login field for logging in to the Portal.
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 Note: Any Executable, PDI and SBT are third-party external components that are currently unavailable.
–  Configuration Users Email Field

Specifies the field in the user database that maintains the login name for logging in to the Portal.
–  Configuration Users Manager Field

Specifies the user manager ID field in universe configurations (user approver).
–  (Optional) Configuration Users Display Name Field

Specifies which field acts as the default table link to the Details popup dialog. This dialog appears when no field is
selected as the Details field.
 Note: For more information about the Details popup dialog, see the Administrating section.

–  Configuration Roles Manager Field
Specifies the role manager ID field (role approver) in universe configuration files.

–  (Optional) Configuration Roles Display Name Field
Specifies the field in the user database that maintains the roles for a universe. This field acts as the default table
link to the Details popup dialog that appears when no field is selected as the Details field.

–  Configuration Resources Manager Field
Specifies the field in the database configuration that maintains the resources manager ID used to approve a
resource.

–  (Optional) Configuration Resources Display Name Field
Specifies the field in the database configuration that maintains the resources for a universe.

–  (Optional) Configuration Resources Description Field
Specifies the field in the database configuration that maintains the resource descriptions for a universe.

–  (Optional) Configuration Resources Application Field
Specifies the ResName (resource name) field in the database configuration that identifies the endpoint or source
application of a resource. This field usually maps to the endpoint or application group of the resource.
 
 Note the following:

• For more information about the resource database file, see the Programming section.
• When integrating with CA Identity Manager or using the CA IAM Connector Server, ResName2 is used. Use this

field to define the application during CA User Activity Reporting Module integration. For more information about
integration between CA Identity Governance and CA Identity Manager, see the Configuring section.

–  (Optional) Approved Audit Card
Defines the list of Universe violations which are added during normal system activity.

 
 Note: For more information about Audit Cards, see the Configuration section. 
–  (Optional) Approved alerts are

Specifies whether preapproved violations are ignored (hidden) or unavailable (dimmed) in CA Identity Governance
portal.

–  Audit Settings File
Specifies parameters and settings that define the audit and pattern-based checks performed on the master
configuration each time an import occurs.

–  High Risk Threshold
Defines the value that is used to categorize high risk warnings in a certification. If a violation of a business policy
rule with a score value that is equal to or greater than this threshold value occurs, a high risk warning is displayed in
the certification.
Default: 90

–  Medium Risk Threshold
Defines the value that is used to categorize medium risk warnings in a certification. If a violation of a business
policy rule with a score value that is equal to or greater than this threshold value occurs, a medium risk warning is
displayed in the certification.
Default: 60
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2. Click Save.
Next, you can customize universe tables for configuration data.

(Optional) Customize Universe Tables

For each universe, you customize the table layout that the entity browser and role management screens use to display the
configuration data. This modification enables you to determine how to display information and select mandatory columns.
You can set table column order, composition, and lock columns.

 Note: A blue lock icon in the locked position displayed in the Entity Browser - Display Settings screen indicates a
displayed column that can be moved (order). The locked column cannot be deleted. Each table must always have at least
one member.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click Edit next to the universe that you want to edit.
3. Select the Entity Browser - Display Settings tab.

This tab contains table header views. The Users, Roles, and Resources views display the layout of each entity table in
the entity browser.

4. Customize the table layout as follows:
a. Click Customize on the table header that you want to modify.
b. Use the arrow icons to add, remove, or order available fields (columns).

 
 Note: System parameter table.default.rowsPerPage enables you to set displayed rows for a table

c. Customize the columns and click OK.
d. Click the lock icon (open position) next to the column name to make the column mandatory (locked position). In

the Entity Browser, when customizing, users can move a mandatory column in the display order, but they cannot
remove it from the display.

5. Click OK.
The entity browser displays universe configurations in the table formats that you specified.
Next, you can customize workflow display settings.

Set the Default Rows Per Page

You can specify the default number of rows that appear in a table by using the table.default.rowsPerPage system property.

 Note: This system property applies only to tables with the Customize feature.

•  table.default.rowsPerPage
Overrides current rows per page (usually 10), use -1 to retain system default.

(Optional) Display Attribute as a Hyperlink

Hyperlinks simplify navigating entity attributes. To use this feature, enable the linked attributes property and configure the
universe to display linkable attributes in the Entity Browser and the entity bubbles that pop up in the certification tasks
view.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
2. Locate the linkable.properties.enable attribute and click the Edit icon.
3. Set the Property Value to True, set the Type to Database Property, and click Save.

You have enabled the linkable.properties.enable property.
4. Click Administration, Universes, and click the universe that you want to modify.
5. Select the Entity Browser – Display Settings tab.
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6. Click the web-link icon next to the attributes that you want to appear as hyperlinks, and click OK.

 Note: The linkable.href.format property uses regular expressions to validate the hyperlink. The most typical
linkable attributes are email addresses and URLs. The default regular expression matches any valid URL
that begins with mailto, news, http, https, ftp, and ftps. To customize hyperlink validation, add protocols to
the linkable.href.format property.

(Optional) Customize Workflow Display Settings

For each universe, you can customize the table layout that the product uses to display workflow views.

 

 Note the following: 

• A red lock icon displayed in the Workflow Display Settings screen indicates a mandatory displayed column (system
default). Such columns can be moved (order). Administrators can define additional mandatory columns.

• A blue lock icon in the locked position displayed in the Workflow Display Settings screen indicates a displayed column
that you can move (order), but cannot delete.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click Edit for the universe that you want to edit.
3. Select the Workflow Display Settings tab.

This tab contains table header views displayed in the certification screens. The General, User, Role, and Resources
Actions headers display the table layouts for the screen.

4. Customize the table layout as follows:Click Customize on a table header that you want to modify.Use the arrow icons
to add, remove and order the columns.When you finish customizing the columns, click OK to close the Customize
window.In the Workflow Display Settings window, click the lock icon next to the column name to make the column
mandatory. Users can move a mandatory column, but they cannot remove it.Click OK.
The product displays tables in the format that you specified.

Import and Verify Data
As a systems integrator, you may need to enrich or modify data within Identity Governance. You can modify data during
an import (or an export) by running a transformation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Universes, select the desired universe, and click on the Connectivity tab.
2. Select the desired connector and click Import Now.

A confirm Run Import window appears. 
3. Click OK.

The data import begins. 
4. To view the import status progress, go to Administration, Workflows.

The Workflows appear.
5. To view workflow progress details, click the desired workflow.
6. Check that the data is properly loaded through the Portal Entity Browser or inspect the imported configuration in the

Client Tools.

Monitor User Activity with the Transaction Log
Contents
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View the Transaction Log

The Identity Governance Transaction Log (TxLog) provides detailed information about actions taken in the Identity
Governance server. The transaction log also records all changes to user, role, and resource entities.

A table summarizing transaction log entries is located in the Developer Resource directory of the CA-RCM- rel# -
Language-Files.zip file of the Identity Governance installation package.

When you first open the Transaction Log page, the table is empty and you can view a filter that you can use to select
which transactions you want to view.

NOTE
To register changes made through the Client Tools in the transaction log, configure the Client Tools to work in
Connected Mode, and save the configuration with the  ‘Use modification service’ check box enabled.

To view transactions in the Transaction Log table

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Transaction Log.
The Transaction Log screen opens.

2. (Optional) Filter the data you want to view in the Transaction Log table by filling out the following two fields:
– <Column>

Select the object that determines which transactions are viewed in the Transaction Log table. You can filter on the
following options:
• Source: The subsystem where the transaction originates
• Owner: Owner or ticket ID
• SData1
• SData2
• SData3

– <text box>
Enter any data that may appear in the selected column to further filter the transactions. The text is case-sensitive.

3. Click OK.
The requested transaction logs appear in the Transaction Log table.

4. (Optional) Click Delete All to delete all the transactions currently saved by the system.

Track Portal Usage in the Transaction Log

The Identity Governance server records user actions and changes to entities in its transaction log file. You can track user
interaction with the Identity Governance Portal in the transaction log.

Note: You need administrator-level rights in the Portal to perform this procedure.To track Portal usage in the transaction
log

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
The Properties Settings window appears.

2. Modify the following Identity Governance system properties to enable and configure tracking of portal usage.

NOTE
To see all system properties that control transaction log tracking, filter the properties list using the string
txlog.

– txlog.portal.login.enable
Specifies whether to record an event in the transaction log when a user logs in to the Identity Governance Portal.
Values: True, False

– txlog.portal.logout.enable
Specifies whether to record an event in the transaction log when a user logs out of the Identity Governance Portal.
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Values: True, False
– txlog.webservice.login.enable

Specifies whether to record an event in the transaction log when a web service logs in to the Identity Governance
Portal.
Values: True, False

– txlog.portal.pageaccess.enable
Specifies whether to record events in the transaction log when users navigate in the Identity Governance Portal.
Values: True, False

– txlog.portal.pageaccess.include.pageclasses
Specifies the pages of the portal to include when tracking user navigation in the Identity Governance portal. Identify
pages of the portal by their class names, and format the list as comma-separated values.
Example: The following string enables tracking of user navigation to the portal homepage and the top-level
dashboard and entity browser pages:
com.eurekify.web.portal.homepage.HomePage,com.eurekify.web.dashboards.ConfigurationDashboardPage,com.eurekify.web.entitybrowser.EurekifyBrowserPage

– txlog.portal.pageaccess.exclude.pageclasses
Specifies the pages of the portal to exclude when tracking user the navigation in the Identity Governance portal.
Identify pages of the portal by their class names, and format the list as comma-separated values.
Default: com.eurekify.web.portal.EmptyPage

3. Save changes to system properties.
Interactions with the Identity Governance Portal are recorded in the transaction log as defined.

Repair Configuration, User, and Resource Files
Editing and data enrichment may, rarely, introduce inconsistencies in user, resource, or configuration files. You can
analyze a configuration and its related user and resource data files, and correct any inconsistencies that you find. If you
cannot open a user (.udb) resource (.rdb), or configuration (.cfg) file, analyze it for errors using this procedure.

To repair Identity Governance configuration, user, and resource files

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Fix Configuration.
The Fix Configuration screen appears.

2. Select a configuration file from the drop-down list and click Analyze.
Identity Governance analyzes the configuration file and its related user and resource files. It identifies the following
errors:
– Orphaned users or resources—The configuration file lists a user or resource that is not in the source user (.udb) or

resource (.rdb) file.
– Broken links—A link references a user, resource, or role that no longer exists in the configuration.
– Non-sequential user or resource file—Each record in user and resource files is assigned an internal ID number. If

these internal ID numbers are not consecutive, Identity Governance cannot open the file.
3. Do any of the following:

– If analysis found orphaned users, orphaned resources, or broken links in the configuration, click Fix Configuration.
Orphaned entities and their related links are removed. Broken links are also removed.

– If analysis found a non-sequential user file, click Fix UDB.
The user (.udb) file is renumbered. In addition, all configurations that reference this user file are cleansed of
orphaned users and broken user links. Then the user list and user links of all these configurations are revised with
the new internal ID numbers.

NOTE
This function affects other configurations in addition to the configuration you analyzed. Examine related
configurations and verify their content before you run this function.

– If analysis found a non-sequential resource file, click Fix RDB.
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The resource (.rdb) file is renumbered. In addition, all configurations that reference this resource file are cleansed of
orphaned resources and broken resource links. Then the resource list and resource links of all these configurations
are revised with the new internal ID numbers.

NOTE
This function affects other configurations in addition to the configuration you analyzed. Examine related
configurations and verify their content before you run this function.

Purge Data
Good management practice requires you to purge old, unneeded data files from the Identity Governance database server
periodically. The purge utility simplifies this maintenance task.

WARNING
Purging removes data completely and permanently from Identity Governance databases. Back up all data before
you purge, and verify that the data you purge is unnecessary.

The purge utility enables you to purge data in the following ways:

• Purge by Document—Delete selected documents and data files. Using this utility, you can delete the following
documents and data files:
– Certifications
– Import/Export/Correlation Process (workflow)
– Configuration
– Universe
– Approval Process (workflow)
– Identity Intelligence ETLs
– Certification Reports

NOTE

Remove certification data from Report database by purging certification reports.
• Purge by Date—Clear the database or system logs of entries older than a specified date. 
• Purge Permissions Configuration Users—Remove inactive Portal users who are not associated with at least one

universe.

Purge by Document
Use the Portal purge utility to delete outdated or unneeded data files from the Identity Governance database.

WARNING

Purging removes data completely and permanently from Identity Governance databases. Back up all data before
you purge, and verify that the data you purge is unnecessary.

NOTE

To delete the certification reports, do the following steps:

For the certification reports to be available for purging, ensure that the corresponding certification reports are
deleted and ETL run before performing the following steps. The Steps #1 and 2 are done to purge reports.

1. To purge the certification reports you want to delete, navigate to Administration, Settings, Purge Data.
2. Select Purge By document and click Next.
3. Select certification reports and click Next. You can see the corresponding certification reports to be deleted.
4. Select the certification report you want to delete, and click Next.
5. Click Purge to complete the process.
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When you delete a universe or configuration file, the following associated files are also deleted:

• Related configuration files such as master, model, and RACI configurations.
• Audit Cards
• Certifications
• Log Entries
• Member Lists

Note: You need administrator-level rights in the Portal to perform this procedure.To purge documents

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Purge Data.
The Purge Data screen appears.

2. Select the By Document option in the Purge Type drop-down list, and click Next.
3. Select the type of document you want to purge in the Document Type drop-down list and click Next.

The Select Values screen appears. All existing data files of the type you specified are listed.
4. Select all the documents you want to purge.
5. Click Next.

The Confirmation screen appears.
6. Review the scope of the data purge, as follows:

– In the Document Types area, expand the tree to view the data files selected for the purge. This list includes files
based on, or derived from, the files you selected.

– In the Counters area, verify the scope of related log and ticket data selected for the purge.
If the scope you specified includes data that you do not want to purge, do one of the following:
– Click Back to redefine the selection criteria.
– Click Cancel to abort the purge, then copy or back up needed data.

7. Click Purge.
The specified data is permanently deleted from the Identity Governance database. When the purge is complete, a
confirmation message appears in the Purge Data screen.

Purge by Date
Use the purge utility to delete transaction (Tx) log entries or portal usage tracing data that is older than a specified date.

WARNING
Purging removes data completely and permanently from Identity Governance databases. Back up all data before
you purge, and verify that the data you purge is unnecessary.

To purge data by date

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Purge Data.
The Purge Data screen appears.

2. Select the By Date option in the Purge Type drop-down list and click Next.
The Selection Type screen appears.

3. Select the type of data you want to purge in the Select Type drop-down list and click Next.
The Select Values screen appears.

4. Complete the following field to define the scope of the purge:
– Older Than

Defines the date of the oldest entry to retain. Entries older that this date are deleted.
5. (Optional for Tx Log purge only) Filter transaction log entries using the following additional fields:

– Owner
Defines the UserID or TicketID of the initiating user or ticket.

– Source
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Defines the Identity Governance subsystem that generated the log entry.
– sdata1, sdata2

Defines values in string data fields of log entries.
6. Click Next.

The Confirmation screen appears.
7. Review the scope of the data purge.
8. Click Purge.

The specified data is completely and permanently deleted from the Identity Governance database. When the purge is
complete, a confirmation message appears in the Purge Data screen.

Purge Portal Users from the Permissions Configuration
Users at various levels access the Portal to participate in certifications, and to use self-service role management tools.
Each user must have a Portal user account. The product creates these user accounts automatically based on retrieved
user data. The permissions configuration file (eurekify.cfg) stores the Portal user account information.

To preserve data integrity and the security of the Portal, remove users who no longer require access.

The purge utility automatically identifies portal users who are not affiliated with an existing universe. These users cannot
participate in any processes, and are candidates for deletion.

WARNING
Purging removes data completely and permanently from Identity Governance databases. Back up all data before
you purge, and verify that the data you purge is unnecessary.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Purge Data.
The Purge Data screen appears.

2. Select the Permissions Configuration User option in the Purge Type drop-down list and click Next.
The Identity Governance server compares portal permissions data with universe files in the database. Any portal users
who are not affiliated with a universe are listed as purge candidates. If purge candidates are discovered, proceed with
the purge process.

3. Select the users that you want to purge, or click the column header check box to select all users.
4. Click Next.

The Confirmation screen appears.
5. Review the scope of the data purge.

If the scope you specified includes data that you do not want to purge, do one of the following:
– Click Back to redefine the selection criteria.
– Click Cancel to abort the purge, then copy or back up needed data.

6. Click Purge.
The specified data is permanently deleted from the Identity Governance database. When the purge is complete, a
confirmation message appears in the Purge Data screen.

Purge Workpoint Jobs Associated with a Workflow
Identity Governance uses Workpoint to monitor and control business workflows by creating a certification item for each
privilege in a certification.

To reduce the Workpoint database size, delete Workpoint job records for completed workflows.

Follow these steps:

1. Open an SQL command prompt, connect to the Workpoint database, and run the following command:
update WP_PROCI set LU_ID = 'Delete Job' where PROC_STATE_ID = 5;
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This command marks all completed jobs for deletion.
2. Execute the following command:

execute spWP_DELETE_JOBS;

This command deletes the marked jobs.
You have marked and deleted completed jobs on the Workpoint database.

Troubleshooting
This chapter provides a list of the Identity Governance Portal Error Messages.

Error Messages

Field Code Description
settings.raci.create.missingmanagers.errco
de

adm001 It is recommended that all universe
manager fields be filled before creating
RACI, so that Accountable links can be
automatically added.

settings.raci.create.alreadyexist.errcode adm002 RACI configurations already exist for {0}
settings.raci.create.fail.errcode adm003 failed to create RACI configurations for {0}
required.errcode app001 field '${label}' is required.
iconverter.errcode app002 '${input}' is not a valid ${type}.
numbervalidator.range.errcode app003 ${input} is not between ${minimum} and

${maximum}.
numbervalidator.minimum.errcode app004 '${input}' is smaller than the minimum of

${minimum}.
numbervalidator.maximum.errcode app005 '${input}' is larger than the maximum of

${maximum}.
numbervalidator.positive.errcode app006 '${input}' must be positive.
numbervalidator.negative.errcode app007 '${input}' must be negative.
stringvalidator.range.errcode app008 '${input}' is not between ${minimum} and

${maximum} characters long.
stringvalidator.minimum.errcode app009 '${input}' is shorter than the minimum of

${minimum} characters.
stringvalidator.maximum.errcode app010 '${input}' is longer than the maximum of

${maximum} characters.
stringvalidator.exact.errcode app011 '${input}' is not exactly ${exact} characters

long.
datevalidator.range.errcode app012 '${input}' is not between ${minimum} and

${maximum}.
datevalidator.minimum.errcode app013 '${input}' is less than the minimum of

${minimum}.
datevalidator.maximum.errcode app014 '${input}' is larger than the maximum of

${maximum}.
patternvalidator.errcode app015 '${input}' does not match pattern

'${pattern}'.
emailaddressvalidator.errcode app016 '${input}' is not a valid email address.
creditcardvalidator.errcode app017 the credit card number is invalid.
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urlvalidator.errcode app018 '${input}' is not a valid url.
equalinputvalidator.errcode app019 '${input0}' from ${label0} and '${input1}'

from ${label1} must be equal.
equalpasswordinputvalidator.errcode app020 ${label0} and ${label1} must be equal.
user.count.roles.alert.description.errcode apr001 user has {0} roles
user.count.resources.alert.description.errco
de

apr002 user has {0} resources

role.count.users.alert.description.errcode apr003 role has {0} users
role.count.children.alert.description.errcode apr004 role has {0} children
role.count.resources.alert.description.errco
de

apr005 role has {0} resources

resource.count.users.alert.description.errco
de

apr006 resource has {0} users

resource.count.roles.alert.description.errco
de

apr007 resource has {0} roles

campaignchoicesvalidator.errcode arp001 select at least one option for ${byfield} field.
configurationname.required.errcode arp002 select a configuration.
campaignname.required.errcode arp003 select a campaign.
byfield.required.errcode arp004 select the 'by field' parameter.
auditcard.required.errcode arp005 select audit card.
sort.required.errcode arp006 select sorting method.
campaignfilteroption.required.errcode arp007 choose filtering type.
campaign.sendreminder.error.errcode cmp001 send reminders was aborted, mail event

is not active. update mailing parameter
[tms.configuration.mail.events] in
eurekify.properties

campaign.text.campagin.errors.found.errco
de

cmp002 errors found

campaign.error.nouniversesavilable.errcod
e

cmp003 no universes available

campaign.error.missingcampaigndescriptio
n.errcode

cmp004 missing campaign description

campaign.error.missingenddate.errcode cmp005 missing end date
campaign.error.duedatemustbeinthefuture.
errcode

cmp006 due date must be in the future

campaign.error.configurationmustbeselecte
d.errcode

cmp007 configuration must be selected

campaign.error.racinotavailablefor.errcode cmp008 raci not available for ({0})
campaign.error.campaignalreadyexists.errc
ode

cmp009 campaign [{0}] already exists

campaign.error.noaccess.errcode cmp010 user {0} has no access to campaign {1}
settings.strings.ie.errors.missingname.errc
ode

cst001 missing name field.

settings.strings.ie.errors.missingdescription
.errcode

cst002 missing description field.
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settings.strings.ie.errors.namealreadyexist.
errcode

cst003 duplicate name, name already in use.

settings.strings.ie.errors.missinguniverse.e
rrcode

cst004 missing universe field.

settings.strings.ie.errors.missingsettings.er
rcode

cst005 was unable to find the settings xml file {0}.

settings.strings.ie.errors.missingmapping.e
rrcode

cst006 was unable to find the mappings xml file
{0}.

settings.strings.ie.errors.missingenrichmen
t.errcode

cst007 was unable to find the enrichment file {0}.

settings.strings.ie.errors.missingpassword.
errcode

cst008 missing password field.

settings.strings.ie.errors.missingmaxduratio
n.errcode

cst009 missing maxduration field.

settings.strings.ie.errors.errorparsingmaxduration.
errcode

cst010 error parsing maxduration field, use integer
values.

settings.strings.ie.errors.missingconnectorc
lientclass.errcode

cst011 missing connector client class to use.

settings.strings.ie.errors.missingworkflowprocess.
errcode

cst012 missing work flow process.

settings.strings.ie.errors.missingtickettype.
errcode

cst013 missing ticket type.

dashboard.compliance.error.noname.errco
de

dbc001 enter all auditcard names

dashboard.compliance.error.multiname.err
code

dbc002 name {0} appears more than once

dashboard.compliance.error.nocard.errcod
e

dbc003 enter all audit cards

dashboard.compliance.error.multicard.errc
ode

dbc004 auditcard {0} appears more than once

dashboard.compliance.error.nobpralerts.er
rcode

dbc005 auditcard {0} has no bpr alerts

entity.emptylist.errcode eml001 no match was found
mail.builder.createticket.sage.errticket.subj
ect.errcode

mal001 new error ticket, title:{3}

mail.builder.createticket.sage.errticket.body
.errcode

mal002 an error ticket (id)

properties.errormsg.propertyalreadyexists.
errcode

prp001 the property {0}" already exists

properties.errormsg.unencryptedpropertyalready
exists.errcode

prp002 an un-encrypted property [{0}] is already
exists, remove it first.

properties.errormsg.contcreateemptyprope
rty.errcode

prp003 can not create a property with a null/empty
key.

loginpage.userauthentication.failed.errcode prt006 failed to authenticate user, invalid user
name/password

loginpage.connecttoauthenticationservice.failed.
errcode

prt007 failed to connect to authentication service,
contact system administrator.
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loginpage.userauthentication.failed.sageadmin.
errcode

prt008 incorrect password for admin user.

loginpage.userauthentication.failed.sageba
tch.errcode

prt009 incorrect password for batch user.

loginpage.userauthorization.failed.errcode prt010 failed to authorize user: {0}, the user does
not exist in {1} configuration.

internalerrorpage.label.info1.errcode prt011 an error has occurred. For more
information, view the log file.

internalerrorpage.label.info2.errcode prt012 to relogin click here
sagemaster.headers.foundconflicts.errcode sgm001 error! conflicts in the master configuration

login field.
sagemaster.headers.countduplicates.errco
de

sgm002 found {0} duplicate logins. Review.

selfservice.error.loading.bpr.errcode sls001 could not load bpr file [{0}], proceeding
without

selfservice.error.finding.bpr.errcode sls002 no bpr file defined, proceeding without
selfservice.error.finding.universe.errcode sls003 no universes available
selfservice.error.starting.approval.errcode sls004 error starting approval process
selfservice.validate.descriptionrequired.err
code

sls005 description field is required

selfservice.validate.nouserisselected.errco
de

sls006 no user is selected

selfservice.validate.norequestsmade.errco
de

sls007 no requests made

selfservice.validate.missingraciconfiguratio
ns.errcode

sls008 missing raci configurations

selfservice.validate.errorgettingraciconfigurations.
errcode

sls009 error getting raci configurations

selfservice.validate.missingaccountablefor.
errcode

sls010 missing accountable for: {0}

selfservice.validate.racierrorfor.errcode sls011 raci error for: {0}
settings.headers.editimportexportpage.erro
r.errcode

ste001 error fetching connector object: {0}

settings.headers.edituniversepage.error.er
rcode

ste002 error fetching connector object

changeapproval.child.remove.user.role.info
.title.rejected.errcode

tkt001 request to delete role {1} from user {1} -
rejected.

changeapproval.child.remove.user.role.info
.title.failed.errcode

tkt002 request to delete role {0} from user {1} -
failed.

changeapproval.child.remove.user.role.notification .title.errcodetkt003 request to delete role {1} from user {0} is
already in process.

changeapproval.child.add.user.resource.info.title .rejected.errcodetkt005 request to add resource {1} to user {1} -
rejected.

changeapproval.child.add.user.resource.info.title .failed.errcodetkt006 request to add resource {0} to user {1} -
failed.

changeapproval.child.add.user.resource.info .description.rejected.errcodetkt007 the request to add resource {1} to user {0}
was rejected - request was submitted on
universe {2} from {3}
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changeapproval.child.add.user.resource.info .description.failed.errcodetkt008 the request to add resource {1} to user {0}
failed - request was submitted on universe
{2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.remove.user.resource.info .title.rejected.errcodetkt009 request to delete resource {1} from user {0}
- rejected.

changeapproval.child.remove.user.resource.info .title.failed.errcodetkt010 request to delete resource {1} from user {0}
- failed.

changeapproval.child.remove.user.resource.info .description.rejected.errcodetkt011 the request to delete resource {1} from user
{0} was rejected - request was submitted on
universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.remove.user.resource.info .description.failed.errcodetkt012 the request to delete resource {1} from
user {0} failed - request was submitted on
universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.remove.user.resource .notification.title.errcodetkt013 request to delete resource {1} from user {0}
is already in process.

changeapproval.child.remove.user.resource .notification.description.errcodetkt014 the request to delete resource {1} from
user {0} is already in process - request was
submitted on universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.add.role.role.info.title
.rejected.errcode

tkt015 request to add role {0} to role {1} - rejected.

changeapproval.child.add.role.role.info.title.failed .errcodetkt016 request to add role {0} to role {1} - failed.
changeapproval.child.add.role.role.info.description .rejected.errcodetkt017 the request to add role {0} to role {1}

was rejected - request was submitted on
universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.add.role.role.info.description .failed.errcodetkt018 the request to add role {0} to role {1} failed -
request was submitted on universe {2} from
{3}

changeapproval.child.add.role.role.notification.tile .errcodetkt019 request to add role {0} to role {1} is already
in process.

changeapproval.child.add.role.role.notification .description.errcodetkt020 the request to add role {0} to role {1} is
already in process - request was submitted
on universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.remove.role.role.info.title .rejected.errcodetkt021 request to delete role {0} from role {1} -
rejected.

changeapproval.child.remove.role.role.info.
title.failed.errcode

tkt022 request to delete role {0} from role {1} -
failed.

changeapproval.child.remove.role.role.info .description.rejected.errcodetkt023 the request to delete role {0} from role {1}
was rejected - request was submitted on
universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.remove.role.role.info .description.failed.errcodetkt024 the request to delete role {0} from role {1}
failed - request was submitted on universe
{2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.remove.role.role.notif
ication.title.errcode

tkt025 request to delete role {0} from role {1} is
already in process.

changeapproval.child.remove.role.role.notification .description.errcodetkt026 the request to delete role {0} from role {1} is
already in process - request was submitted
on universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.add.role.resource.info.title .rejected.errcodetkt027 request to add resource {1} to role {1} -
rejected.
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changeapproval.child.add.role.resource.info
.title.failed.errcode

tkt028 request to add resource {0} to role {1} -
failed.

changeapproval.child.add.role.resource.info .description.rejected.errcodetkt029 the request to add resource {1} to role {0}
was rejected - request was submitted on
universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.add.role.resource.info
.description.failed.errcode

tkt030 the request to add resource {1} to role {0}
failed - request was submitted on universe
{2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.add.role.resource.notification .title.errcodetkt031 request to add resource {1} to role {0} is
already in process.

changeapproval.child.add.role.resource.notification .description.errcodetkt032 the request to add resource {1} to role {0} is
already in process - request was submitted
on universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.remove.role.resource.info.title .rejected.errcodetkt033 request to delete resource {1} from role {1}
- rejected.

changeapproval.child.remove.role.resource.info.title .failed.errcodetkt034 request to delete resource {0} from role {1}
- failed.

changeapproval.child.remove.role.resource.info .description.rejected.errcodetkt035 the request to delete resource {1} from role
{0} was rejected - request was submitted on
universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.remove.role.resource.info .description.failed.errcodetkt036 the request to delete resource {1} from
role {0} failed - request was submitted on
universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.remove.role.resource .notification.title.errcodetkt037 request to delete resource {1} from role {0}
is already in process.

changeapproval.child.remove.role.resource .notification.description.errcodetkt038 the request to delete resource {1} from
role {0} is already in process - request was
submitted on universe {2} from {3}

changeapproval.child.role.task.addroletoraci .description.errcodetkt039 to continue, choose an accountable user to
{0} role

changeapproval.child.remove.user.role.notification .description.errcodetkt094 the request to delete role {1} from user
{0} is already in process - request was
submitted on universe {2} from {3}

login.errors.invalidcredentials.errcode tms001 user/password not found.
login.errors.invalidcredentials.errcode tms001 try wicket/wicket as the user name/

password combination
page.admin.failuremessage.errcode tms002 {0} failed.
error.validate.optionvalue.errcode tms003 the value {0} is not allowed in {1}.
error.validate.command.notfound.errcode tms004 the command id {0} was not found.
error.validate.command.disabled.errcode tms005 the command id {0} is not enabled.
error.addattachment.noname.errcode tms006 fail to save attachment, fill the field name.
error.filter.errcode tms007 the filter '{0}' has a syntax error. {1}
error.filter.resultempty.errcode tms008 the user does not exist.
error.command.revokecmd.errcode tms009 fail to revoke ticket {0}, missing job tickets

{1}.
error.command.revokecmd.msg2.errcode tms010 fail to revoke ticket {0} with job tickets {1},

there are {2} activity tickets outside the
ticket tree.
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error.command.linkcommands.errcode tms011 fail to create commands:{0}, {1}
error.command.startjobcommand.errcode tms012 fail to start job for ticket {0}, ticket has

already reference for job {1}
error.command.startjobcommand.checkjobt
icketexists.errcode

tms013 fail to commit activity [checkjobticketexists]
in job [{1}] of ticket {0}, check tms port in
workpoint wftms web service.

error.workflow.connection.errcode tms014 fail to connect to workpoint url:{0}, info:{1}
error.service.createconsulttickets.errcode tms015 no ticket parent!
error.service.createconsulttickets2.errcode tms016 fail to find consulting users, {0}
error.service.createconsulttickets3.errcode tms017 fail to create consulting tickets. {0}
error.service.validatevalue.errcode tms018 fail to update field {0} with value {1} in ticket

type {2}
error.command.saveticket.optimisticlockexception .errcodetms019 the ticket was updated by another user,

reopen ticket.
error.validate.valuelength.errcode tms020 validation fail for value:{0} cannot be longer

than {1}
error.validate.date.errcode tms021 fail to parse date: {0}"
error.batchtask.errcode tms022 [{6}] fail to run batch actionname
error.batchtask.startjob.errcode tms023 action {0} of job {2} failed. retry count:{1}
error.update.ticket.errcode tms024 cannot update the ticket [id]
error.campaignnamenotfound.errcode tms025 campaign {0} not found.
page.recordnotfound.message.errcode tms026 {0} was not found in {1}
page.internalerror.info1.errcode tms027 an error has occurred. For more

information, view the log file.
page.internalerror.info2.errcode tms028 null
page.expirederror.info1.errcode tms029 your session has expired, login again.
page.expirederror.info2.errcode tms030 null
error.workpoint.dbconnection.errcode tms031 workpoint database connection is closed.
text.dialogs.runfailed.errcode txd001 failed to run {0}, watch log files.
text.dialogs.runfailed.errcode txs002 failed to run {0}, watch log files.
settings.strings.universe.masterequalmode
l.errcode

ust001 warning!!! master and model configurations
are the same.

settings.strings.universes.errors.missingname .errcodeust002 missing name field.
settings.strings.universes.errors.missingdescription .errcodeust003 missing description field.
settings.strings.universes.errors.namealreadyexist .errcodeust004 duplicate name, name already in use.
settings.strings.universes.errors.missingmaster .errcodeust005 missing master configuration name field.
settings.strings.universes.errors.missingmodel .errcodeust006 missing model configuration name field.
settings.strings.universes.errors.missingaud
itsettingsfile.errcode

ust007 was unable to find the audit settings file {0}.

settings.strings.universes.errors.masterisnotreadonly .errcodeust008 the master configuration ({0}) is not read-
only.

settings.strings.universes.errors.masterhasparent .errcodeust009 the master configuration ({0}) has a parent
configuration.

settings.strings.universes.errors.masternotlogged .errcodeust010 the model configuration ({0}) is not logged.
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settings.strings.universes.errors.modelisnotreadonly .errcodeust011 the model configuration ({0}) is not read -
only.

settings.strings.universes.errors.modelhasp
arent.errcode

ust012 the model configuration ({0}) has a parent
configuration.

settings.strings.universes.errors.modelnotlogged .errcodeust013 the model configuration ({0}) is not logged.
settings.strings.universes.errors.errorswasfound .errcodeust014 the following issues were found:
settings.strings.universes.errors.wouldliketoautofix .errcodeust015 would you like to auto-fix them?
error.workpoint.dbconnection.errcode wp001 workpoint database connection is closed.

Resources Do Not Appear in BPR Drop-down List
If you have a long list of resources in Identity Governance, some resources do not appear in the drop-down list when
creating or editing BPRs. To work around this issue, open the Client Tools, go to File, General Settings. Under the Files
tab, increase the Maximum Item Count in Entity Name List.

Using the Pipe Character (|) in Regular Expressions
When you define regular expressions for Business Policy Rules in the Client Tools, you can specify the pipe (|) character
to indicate a logical OR condition.

If you use the pipe character, enclose the values on both sides of the pipe character in parentheses. For example:

((value 1)|(value2))

If you do not include the parentheses around each value, Identity Governance can evaluate the rule in unexpected ways.

Property bpr.sod.ignore.zero
Current Segregation of Duties (SoD) rules only consider users assigned to one or more of the specified resources. For
this property, all users are considered, even those not assigned to resources.

The following property enables you to create an SoD rule that counts users that do not have any of the specified entities
as violators.

bpr.sod.ignore.zero

True
Specifies that users who have no defined roles or resources on the left side of the SoD rule are not considered violators.

False
Specifies that users who have no defined roles or resources on the left side of the SoD are considered violators. The
system detects users who have none of the specified entities.

NOTE
This functionality only exists in the Identity Governance Portal Client. Tools behavior is unchanged and ignores
users with zero specified resources.

Default: True

Property bpr.all.representative
This property controls the behavior of the ALL flag for BPR rules that specify their entities as regular expressions.

bpr.all.representative
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True

Specifies that a representative entity for each rule is present.

False

Specifies that all of the entities that satisfy all of the rules are present.

Default: False

Example:

There are two rules on the left that state the following:

• Roles that begin with A
• Roles that begin with B

If the property is set to false, ALL is satisfied only if the user has all of the roles that begin with A and all of the roles that
begin with B.

If the property is set to true, ALL is satisfied if the user has at least one role that begins with A (a representative that
satisfies the first rule) AND at least one role that begins with B (a representative that satisfies the second rule).

System Checkup
Contents

Use Identity Governance system checkup tools to verify that messaging processes are working correctly.

The System Checkup option enables you to verify the following systems:

• SMTP Checkup
Verify Simple Mail Transfer Protocol communication with an email server in the environment. The mail.smtp.timeout
property default setting is 60 seconds.

• Workpoint Checkup
Verify communication with the Workpoint server.

• JMS Queue Checkup
Verify Java Message Service (JMS) communication.

SMTP Checkup

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol is used for email communications.

To verify SMTP communication

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, System Checkup, SMTP Checkup.
The Checkup Options screen appears.

2. Enter a target email address.
3. Click Send.

An email is sent to the target address from the sender specified in the 'mail.from' system property.
4. Verify that the email arrived.

Workpoint Checkup

Workpoint Checkup enables you to edit the TMS Workpoint adapter, view the Workpoint process list, and start a checkup
ticket.

The Edit button enables you to edit the TMS Workpoint adapter that manages data communications with the Workpoint
server. You can edit the TMS Property Value and Type in the Edit Property screen.
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The Start button enables you to start a checkup ticket against the active processes displayed in the Workpoint process
list.

JMS Queue Checkup

The JMS Queue Checkup enables you to test JMS connectivity. You can determine if you receive the message
immediately, with a user-determined delay in seconds, or manual mode.

Universe Migration Utility
The Universe Migration Utility is a standalone utility that enables you to migrate the Universe configuration from one CA
Identity Governance server to another. This utility migrates the configuration of the following Universe objects:

• Universe general configuration
• Configuration of Display Settings, Correlation, Synonyms
• Connector configuration such as CA Identity Manager, Java Connector Server, Database, PDI, SBT, CSV, and CFG
• Campaign templates that are associated with the Universe 
• Member lists that are associated with the campaign templates of the Universe
• Non-OOTB Email templates that are associated with the campaign templates of the Universe
• BPRs that are associated with the Model, Master, and RACI configuration of the Universe

 Note: You can migrate only one Universe configuration at a time.

Migrate a Universe Configuration

Migrating a Universe configuration is a two-step process:

1.  Export
You can export the Universe configuration from release 12.6.02 onwards.

2.  Import
You can import the Universe configuration to release 14.2.0 and higher versions.

 Notes: 

• The Migration Utility supports the same database types for export and import of Universe configuration. For example,
if you are exporting Universe configuration from Microsoft SQL, you can import the configuration to Microsoft SQL
database.

• If you have custom workflow process mappings, create the custom workflow that is associated with the campaign
templates before you import.

 Follow the steps: 

The following procedure is common for export and import of the Universe configuration.   

1.  Prerequisite: Ensure that JDK/JRE 1.8 is installed on the system.
2. Navigate to the following path and download the eurekify-universemigration.jar file:   

CA-IdentityGovernance-14.2.0-Core.zip/CA-IdentityGovernance-14.2.0-Core/Utils&Conf/
utilities

For vApp
/opt/CA/wildfly-ig/bin

3. Use any one of the following two modes to migrate the Universe configuration:
a.  GUI Mode

a. Double-click eurekify-universemigration.jar file. 
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b. In the Migration Utility window, enter the following information to export or import the Universe configuration:
a.  Feature: Allows you to select the option to export or import the Universe configuration.
b.  Folder Path: Specifies the directory to export the Universe configuration.
c.  File Path: Specifies the directory from where you can import the Universe configuration.
d.  Database Type: Specifies the types of supported databases. By default, Microsoft SQL Server is selected.
e.  Database Host Name:Specifiesthehost name or IP address of the database server.
f.  Port: Specifies the port number of the database instance.
g.  SDB Database Configuration

a.  Database Name/SID: Specifies the database name for Microsoft SQL database and SID for Oracle.
b.  SDB  User Name: Specifies the SDBdatabaseuser name.
c.  SDB Password: Specifies the SDB database password.

h.  Ticket DB Database Configuration
a.  Ticket DB Name/SID: Specifies the database name for Microsoft SQL database and SID for Oracle.
b.  Ticket DB User Name: Specifies the Ticket DBdatabaseuser name.
c.  Ticket DB Password: Specifies the Ticket DB database password.

i.  Universe Name: Allows you to select the Universe which you want to export.
b.  Command Line Mode  

a. Open the Command Prompt and run the following command to export or import the Universe configuration: 
<Feature> <Folder Path for Export, zip file path for import> <Database Type>
 <Database Host Name> <Port> <SDB Database Name/SID> <SDB Username> <SDB
 Password> <Ticket Database Name/SID> <Ticket DB Username> <Ticket  DB Password>
 <Universe Name (in case of export)>

 <Feature>:
• 0 for Export
• 1 for Import
 <Database Type>: 
• 0 for SQL Server
• 1 for Oracle (Service Name)
• 2 for Oracle (SID)
 Example for Export: 
"eurekify-universemigration.jar" 0 "C:\ExportSQL" "0" IG-DEV 1433 eurekify_sdb
 sa Password@1 eurekify_ticketdb sa Password@1 AD

 Example for Import: 
"eurekify-universemigration.jar" 1 "C:\ExportSQL
\AD_Universe_20170922141036_Export.zip" "0" IG-PROD 1433 eurekify_sdb sa
 Password@1 eurekify_ticketdb sa Password@1

4. If you have imported the configuration, clear the cache to view the imported Universe. To clear the cache, navigate
to Administrator, Cache, Clear Cache.
If you have exported the configuration, the exported file appears in the following format:  
<Universe_Name>Universe<timestamp>_Export.zip

Archiving
Archive feature enables you to archive historical data stored in the master tables to archive tables. Archiving historical
data contributes to an enhanced performance of Identity Governance. 

 Follow these steps:  
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 Configuring: 

1. Log in to CA Identity Governance Portal.
2. Navigate to Administration > Settings > Property Settings and edit the following properties:

• eurekify.disable.autoarchive - Set this property to 'False' to enable autoarchive of campaign data. It is set to 'True'
by default.

• campaign.archive.after.interval - This defines the interval after which the data should be archived. It is set at '30'
days by default. 

• campaign.archive.scheduler.interval - This defines the number of hours of the scheduler interval. It is set at '24'
hours by default.

• eurekify.disable.autoarchive.duration.minutes - In a scheduled archive, this property defines the number of hours
after which the archive should be paused. The archive resumes at the next scheduled time. 

 Scheduling: 

1. On the CA Identity Governance Portal, navigate to Administration and select Job Scheduler from the drop-down list.
2. A new job is added to the Jobs list:

– Group - Campaign Archive 
– Job Name - CampaignArchiveTaskJobDetail 
– JobClass - CampaignArchiveSchedulerJob 
This job checks for campaigns that are in Stopped and Completed state and moves them to Archive state.
(In the back end, the Campaign Data is moved to the Archive tables)

3. Use the Reschedule option to make changes to the Campaign Archive Job.

NOTE

It is recommended that the archive is scheduled when the load on the server is low. 

Offline Utility for Archiving

 archiveCampagins Offline Utility feature is used to move campaigns that are in Stopped and Archived state from
master tables to archive tables based on the interval specified by you.

 For Oracle database:  

Here, archiveCampaigns is a stored procedure. To execute offline utility archiveCampaigns you need an Oracle client to
communicate with the Oracle database. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop Identity Governance server.
2. Use the Oracle client and connect the Oracle database user c##eurekify_sdb and execute the following script: 

>SET SERVEROUTPUT ON
> 
ALTER SESSION ENABLE PARALLEL DML;
SET TIMING ON;
>DECLARE
inputDays NUMBER;
BEGIN
inputDays:=&inputDays;
archiveCampaigns(inputDays);
END;

3. You will receive the output as a report.
4. Start Identity Governanceserver. 
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 For MS SQL Server:  

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop Identity Governance server.
2. Using MS SQL server client connect to the MS SQL server database and execute the following script:

>USE [eurekify_sdb]
GO
>exec archiveCampaigns 30

3. You will receive the output as a report.
4. Start Identity Governance server. 
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Configuring
How to configure a Universe, connect to endpoints, configure security and authentication and optimization.

Universe Overview
Contents

A universe is a view into a management workspace that lets Identity Governance administrators manage entities such as
users, roles, and resources collected from endpoints. Entity data is stored in configuration files. A universe contains a pair
of master-model configurations, enabling the tracking of differences between the real-world configuration imported from
the system (master) and the desired configuration generated (model).

Components of a Universe

A universe contains related configuration files and data files. Every universe contains the following configuration files:

• Master -- A file that contains real-world user and user privileges information.
• Model -- A file that starts as a copy of the Master configuration, but is updated to reflect any user privilege or role

hierarchy changes.

NOTE
All configuration files in a universe share a common structure. When you define a universe, you specify
which fields store the unique ID, email, and other data for each user. These fields are used in Identity
Governance certification, analysis, and report processes. All configuration files in the universe must comply
with these field designations. For more information about configuration files, see the Data Files appendix.

• RACI -- Four files created after analyzing the Model configuration file to determine the users who are responsible,
accountable, consulted, and informed for each resource.

• Accounts -- Files related to the Master and Model configurations; they correlate user accounts defined on endpoints
with users in the configuration.

You can define other configuration files that contain subsets of Master and Model data, or newly imported data. Other files
associated with a universe can include the following:

• (Optional) Approved Audit Card -- A file that defines pre-approved business rule violations that are ignored in the
certification processes.

• Audit Settings -- A file that determines audit behavior for universe configuration files.

Identity Governance Master and Model Configurations

The Master configuration represents entities and privileges as they are in reality. The Model configuration is a
development space that lets you experiment with how you might want to change the entities and privileges in your
deployment.

When you import data from Identity Manager, the product updates the Master and the Model configuration files. Both
configuration files are the same immediately after an import. When you run a certification, the information in the Model
configuration is updated to reflect the changes.

When you export data from the product back into Identity Manager, Identity Governance creates a DIFF file between the
Master and Model configurations. This DIFF file represents all the changes sent to Identity Manager during the export.

When the export to Identity Manager completes, the Identity Governance Model configuration becomes the new Master
configuration.
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Connectors

Connectors are defined for importing and exporting user and user privileges (entities and the links between them) from
corporate systems into Identity Governance.

Import connectors are used to collect the data from corporate systems. Once that data is in the product, Role Managers
can modify the data based on corporate policies and regulatory compliance.

At the end of change process, the product compares the original configuration to the new configuration and creates a
variance log (DIFF file). Export connectors then push the resulting configuration changes back to the corporate system.

The Identity Governance Role Model

A Identity Governance role model is the set of roles for an organization that can result from a Identity Governance
analysis, and additional input from role engineers. Once a role model is finalized and approved, it can be applied to an
organization's roles to maintain a role structure.

How to Prepare the Identity Governance System

To use the product to interact with endpoint systems and provide role modeling capability, configure an environment within
the product that meets your needs.

Follow these steps:

1. Set permissions and security in the Portal.
2. Create a universe.
3. Configure the connections to endpoint systems.
4. Create Business Policy Rules (BPRs).

You have created an environment that interacts with endpoint systems and provides role model capability.

How to Define a Universe
This scenario describes how to define a CA Identity Governance universe.

A CA Identity Governance universe is a view into a management workspace that enables CA Identity Governance
administrators to manage entities such as users, roles, and resources. Entity data is stored in the CA Identity Governance
database. A universe consists of a specific pair of Master-Model configurations. These configurations enable you to
track the differences between the real-world configuration that is imported from the system (Master), and the desired
configuration generated (Model).

A CA Identity Governance universe stores imported endpoint data from such sources as CA Identity Manager, CA IAM
Connector Server, CFG, and so on.

Some of the configurations that every universe contains are as follows:

• Master - An image of the privilege model exactly as it is on the target system.
• Model - An image of the privilege model as CA Identity Governance prefers to be, having undergone such actions as

certification, compliance, or role modeling.
• Field names (in the configuration files) that contain the following information:

– User login credentials
– Email address
– User manager
– Role manager
– Resource manager

• Audit Settings file name.
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 Note: For more information about additional configurations, see the Configuring section.

The following diagram outlines the steps that are required to define a CA Identity Governance universe:

  

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Add a universe.
2.  Define an import connector.
3.  Complete the Universe definition.
4.  (Optional) Customize universe tables.
5.  (Optional) Customize Workflow display settings.

Add a Universe

To create a universe in CA Identity Governance, note the names of the Master and Model configurations and determine
audit settings. The Master and Model configurations and the audit settings affect universe behavior. Master and model
configurations are unique for each universe. Do not create more than one universe that uses the same master or model
configuration. Examples of configuration file names: XX_master.cfg, XX_model.cfg

 
 Note: Configuration file names cannot contain slash ("/" or "\") characters.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click Add New.
3. Provide values for mandatory fields:

 
 Note: An orange dot indicates a mandatory field.
–  Master Configuration name

Defines the configuration that is an image of the privilege model exactly as it is on the target system.
–  Model Configuration name

Defines the configuration that is an image of the privilege model as CA Identity Governance prefers to be.
–  Audit Settings File

Specifies the parameters and settings that define the audit and pattern-based checks that are performed on the
master configuration at the end of the import.
These parameters and settings specify which pattern and Business Policy Rules (BPR) checks are run. A BPR
expresses business, provisioning, or security constraints as a logical condition that can be applied to the entities
and links in a CA Identity Governance configuration. For example, a new link between a user and a resource
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violates a certain predefined BPR rule. If the BPR in which the rule is written is in the audit setting file, it is tested at
the end of an import and an alert is raised.

4. Click Save.
Next, you define an import connector.

Define an Import Connector

A connector retrieves data from one or more target systems. Connectors assemble the privilege model from objects such
as accounts, groups, resources, and other system-specific objects. CA Identity Governance import connectors import data
from endpoint systems. To define an import connector, use the import connector wizard under the connectivity tab of the
universe. The wizard guides you through mapping users, roles, resources and accounts to CA Identity Governance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Governance Portal, Administration, Universes, select the universe that you created to import the
data.

2. Select the Connectivity tab.
3. Select Import and click Add Connector.
4. In the Connector wizard, provide values for all mandatory connector settings.

 
 Note: For specific connectors, additional steps are necessary. For more information, see the Configuring section. 

5. Click Finish.
The new import connector is defined in CA Identity Governance.

6. (Optional) Select the new connector and click Validate.
This step confirms that the import connector is defined correctly and is ready to retrieve data from the target system.
You have validated the connector parameters and configuration.

 
 Note: CA Identity Governance automatically defines a matching export connector for every import connector that you
define.

Next, you complete the universe definition.

Complete the Universe Definition

Navigate to the General tab and continue to define the Universe by providing values for optional fields. These fields
configure user, role, and resource variables for the universe.

1. In the Administration, Universes, General tab, enter values for the following fields:
–  Configuration Users Login Field

Specifies the field in the user database that maintains the user login field for logging in to the Portal.
 
 Note: AnyExecutable, PDI and SBT are third-party external components that are currently unavailable.

–  Configuration Users Email Field
Specifies the field in the user database that maintains the login name for logging in to the Portal.

–  Configuration Users Manager Field
Specifies the user manager ID field in universe configurations (user approver).

–  (Optional) Configuration Users Display Name Field
Specifies which field acts as the default table link to the Details popup dialog. This dialog appears when no field is
selected as the Details field.
 
 Note: For more information about the Details popup dialog, see the Administrating section.

–  Configuration Roles Manager Field
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Specifies the role manager ID field (role approver) in universe configuration files.
–  (Optional) Configuration Roles Display Name Field

Specifies the field in the user database that maintains the roles for a universe. This field acts as the default table
link to the Details popup dialog that appears when no field is selected as the Details field.

–  Configuration Resources Manager Field
Specifies the field in the database configuration that maintains the resources manager ID used to approve a
resource.

–  (Optional) Configuration Resources Display Name Field
Specifies the field in the database configuration that maintains the resources for a universe.

–  (Optional) Configuration Resources Description Field
Specifies the field in the database configuration that maintains the resource descriptions for a universe.

–  (Optional) Configuration Resources Application Field
Specifies the ResName (resource name) field in the database configuration that identifies the endpoint or source
application of a resource. This field usually maps to the endpoint or application group of the resource.
 
 Note the following:

• For more information about the resource database file, see the Programming section.
• When integrating with CA Identity Manager or using the CA IAM Connector Server, ResName2 is used. Use this

field to define the application during CA User Activity Reporting Module integration. For more information about
integration between CA Identity Governance and CA Identity Manager, see the Configuring section.

–  (Optional) Approved Audit Card
Defines the list of Universe violations which are added during normal system activity.

 
 Note: For more information about Audit Cards, see the Configuration section. 
–  (Optional) Approved alerts are

Specifies whether preapproved violations are ignored (hidden) or unavailable (dimmed) in CA Identity Governance
portal.

–  Audit Settings File
Specifies parameters and settings that define the audit and pattern-based checks performed on the master
configuration each time an import occurs.

–  High Risk Threshold
Defines the value that is used to categorize high risk warnings in a certification. If a violation of a business policy
rule with a score value that is equal to or greater than this threshold value occurs, a high risk warning is displayed in
the certification.
Default: 90

–  Medium Risk Threshold
Defines the value that is used to categorize medium risk warnings in a certification. If a violation of a business
policy rule with a score value that is equal to or greater than this threshold value occurs, a medium risk warning is
displayed in the certification.
Default: 60

2. Click Save.
Next, you can customize universe tables for configuration data.

(Optional) Customize Universe Tables

For each universe, you customize the table layout that the entity browser and role management screens use to display the
configuration data. This modification enables you to determine how to display information and select mandatory columns.
You can set table column order, composition, and lock columns.
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 Note: A blue lock icon in the locked position displayed in the Entity Browser - Display Settings screen indicates a
displayed column that can be moved (order). The locked column cannot be deleted. Each table must always have at least
one member.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click Edit next to the universe that you want to edit.
3. Select the Entity Browser - Display Settings tab.

This tab contains table header views. The Users, Roles, and Resources views display the layout of each entity table in
the entity browser.

4. Customize the table layout as follows:
a. Click Customize on the table header that you want to modify.
b. Use the arrow icons to add, remove, or order available fields (columns).

 
 Note: System parameter table.default.rowsPerPage enables you to set displayed rows for a table

c. Customize the columns and click OK.
d. Click the lock icon (open position) next to the column name to make the column mandatory (locked position). In

the Entity Browser, when customizing, users can move a mandatory column in the display order, but they cannot
remove it from the display.

5. Click OK.
The entity browser displays universe configurations in the table formats that you specified.
Next, you can customize workflow display settings.

Set the Default Rows Per Page

You can specify the default number of rows that appear in a table by using the table.default.rowsPerPage system property.

 Note: This system property applies only to tables with the Customize feature.

•  table.default.rowsPerPage
Overrides current rows per page (usually 10), use -1 to retain system default.

(Optional) Display Attribute as a Hyperlink

Hyperlinks simplify navigating entity attributes. To use this feature, enable the linked attributes property and configure the
universe to display linkable attributes in the Entity Browser and the entity bubbles that pop up in the certification tasks
view.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
2. Locate the linkable.properties.enable attribute and click the Edit icon.
3. Set the Property Value to True, set the Type to Database Property, and click Save.

You have enabled the linkable.properties.enable property.
4. Click Administration, Universes, and click the universe that you want to modify.
5. Select the Entity Browser – Display Settings tab.
6. Click the web-link icon next to the attributes that you want to appear as hyperlinks, and click OK.

 

 Note: The linkable.href.format property uses regular expressions to validate the hyperlink. The most typical
linkable attributes are email addresses and URLs. The default regular expression matches any valid URL
that begins with mailto, news, http, https, ftp, and ftps. To customize hyperlink validation, add protocols to
the linkable.href.format property.
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(Optional) Customize Workflow Display Settings

For each universe, you can customize the table layout that the product uses to display workflow views.

 

 Note the following: 

• A red lock icon displayed in the Workflow Display Settings screen indicates a mandatory displayed column (system
default). Such columns can be moved (order). Administrators can define additional mandatory columns.

• A blue lock icon in the locked position displayed in the Workflow Display Settings screen indicates a displayed column
that you can move (order), but cannot delete.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click Edit for the universe that you want to edit.
3. Select the Workflow Display Settings tab.

This tab contains table header views displayed in the certification screens. The General, User, Role, and Resources
Actions headers display the table layouts for the screen.

4. Customize the table layout as follows:Click Customize on a table header that you want to modify.Use the arrow icons
to add, remove and order the columns.When you finish customizing the columns, click OK to close the Customize
window.In the Workflow Display Settings window, click the lock icon next to the column name to make the column
mandatory. Users can move a mandatory column, but they cannot remove it.Click OK.
The product displays tables in the format that you specified.

Connect to Endpoint Systems
Connectors are defined for importing and exporting user and user privileges (entities and the links between them) from
endpoint systems into Identity Governance.

Import and Export Connectors
This document covers the following topics:

The Identity Governance Portal enables you to define the following import or export connectors:

• Import Connectors
– Custom Executable

Allows you to write a script or executable in any language (Perl, C++, C#, Java, and so on) for importing data into
the product.
The executable must create three required CSV files: Users.udb, Resources.rdb, Roles.csv. The following CSV
files are optional: UserRole.csv, UserRoleFields.csv, UserResource.csv, UserResourceFields.csv, RoleRole.csv,
RoleRoleFields.csv, RoleResource.csv, and RoleResourceFields.csv. Identity Governance imports information from
these files.

– Identity Governance Configuration Document (CFG)
Reads a Identity Governance file that represents a snapshot of privileges and role definitions.

NOTE
CFG files created on a Windows machine cannot be imported on a Linux machine.

– Generic Feed (CSV)
Reads CSV files as input, then creates a Identity Governance configuration. The CSV (Comma Separated Values)
format is the most common import and export format for spreadsheets and databases. CSV files can then be
manipulated and extended using simple tools such as Excel, if necessary.
The Generic Feed uses 11 CSV files as input. The following three CSV files are required: Users.udb,
Resources.rdb, Roles.csv. The following CSV files are optional: UserRole.csv, UserRoleFields.csv,
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UserResource.csv, UserResourceFields.csv, RoleRole.csv, RoleRoleFields.csv, RoleResource.csv, and
RoleResourceFields.csv. Identity Governance imports information from these files.

– Database Configuration
Allows for importing information from a Identity Governance configuration (in the database) into the master and
model configurations.

– Identity Manager
Integrates Identity Governance with Identity Manager. Use the connector to import Identity Manager data into
Identity Governance.

– CA IAM Connector Server
Integrates the product with the CA IAM Connector Server. Use the connector to import data from a single endpoint
system into the product.

– Pentaho Data Integration (PDI)
Invokes Pentaho Data Integration (PDI) transformations and jobs. This feature allows for complex ETL (Extract,
Transform, and Load) operations during data import. To use the PDI connector, go to Administration, System
Checkup, PDI Checkup and set the PDI Home Directory.

– CA ControlMinder (Shared Accounts)
Imports user-account information from Privileged Access Manager (Formerly CA ControlMinder) using its database
credentials.

NOTE
Only supports a single universe.

– Identity Governance Client Batch (SBT)
Executes batch processing. You may need to specify dynamic parameters for file names that are defined in the SBT
files.

NOTE
Running the Identity Governance Client Batch (SBT) connector from the Portal is not supported on AIX
and Linux. Also, CFG files created on a Windows machine cannot be imported to a Linux machine.

• Export Connectors
– Custom Executable

Allows you to write a script or executable in any language (Perl, C++, C#, Java, and so on) for exporting data from
Identity Governance.
The executable must create a DIFF file in the Identity Governance DIFF file format, and the product reads the DIFF
file and applies the changes.

– Database Configuration
Allows for exporting information from one Identity Governance model configuration to another configuration in the
database.

– Identity Manager
Integrates Identity Governance with Identity Manager. Use the connector to export updated data from the product to
Identity Manager.

– CA IAM Connector Server
Integrates Identity Governance with the CA IAM Connector Server. Use the connector to export data to a single
endpoint system.

Some user and user privileges must be imported directly into Identity Governance using the Import option in the Identity
Governance Client Tools. The Import option enables importing from the following endpoints:

• Import
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– CSV files
– LDIF files
– Active Directory
– RACF
– TSS
– UNIX
– SAP
– Windows Shared Folder
– ITIM
– Control SA

• Export:
– Active Directory
– RACF
– SQL Database
– CSV files
– ITIM V4.5 and V4.6
– Control SA

WARNING
Some connectors exist in both the Identity Governance Portal and the Identity Governance Data Management
client tool. In these cases, we recommend running the connector located in the Identity Governance portal for
the following reasons:

• The connector job is saved on the Portal, letting you repeat import and export tasks.
• Retrieved data is integrated directly into the universe.
• New data can be automatically synchronized with RACI definitions of the configuration.
• New user records can be automatically enriched with data from Human Resources records or other sources.

Import Data from Multiple Endpoints
A Identity Governance universe can contain any mix of the following types of endpoints.

Managed Endpoints: Endpoints are managed by Identity Manager and connected to the product.

• Discovered Endpoints: Endpoints are connected to the product using the CA IAM Connector Server.
• Unmanaged Endpoints: Endpoints whose information is imported into the product by 3rd-party utilities, such as scripts,

PDI transformations, and so on.

Importing information into a Identity Governance universe from any mix of two or more types of endpoints is referred to as
mixed mode. A mixed universe can only support the shallow use case.

NOTE
To create a working mixed universe, all import sources must comply with common standards. For more
information about how to build a Identity Governance configuration for mixed mode, see the Identity Governance
Programming section.

Merge Types
When importing data from multiple endpoint systems, consider the following merge types of import connectors in Identity
Governance:

• As Users
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Connects to an endpoint system that contains users and accounts that are already correlated. Users from this endpoint
are treated as users only.

• As Accounts
Connects to an endpoint where users are treated as accounts. All the endpoint sub-connectors of a Identity Manager
connector are treated as Secondary connectors.

• As Users and As Accounts
Connects to an endpoint where users are treated as users and as accounts. This connector type is used with the CA
IAM Connector Server, so that the CA IAM Connector Server is the source for Identity Governance users and the
product can also still see its accounts.

NOTE
You cannot change the type of a connector once it has been run.

When running a multi-import connector job, if the As Users connector fails, the entire job will fail. If the As Users connector
succeeds at least once, an As Accounts connector can fail and the product uses the last successful import data from
that As Accounts connector to process the multi-import job. If any connector fails in the multi-import job, the owner of the
connector will get an email about the failure.

Mixed Mode Considerations
When importing information into a Identity Governance universe from any mix of two or more types of endpoints, consider
the following:

• Import users from only one endpoint as the Identity Governance users. If Identity Manager exists in your mixed
universe, use the Identity Manager corporate user list as the Identity Governance users.

• In Identity Governance, correlation determines what account belongs to what user automatically during data import. An
administrator can define the set of rules that govern how Identity Governance makes decisions regarding account and
user synchronization during import.

• When importing from unmanaged endpoints using CSV, Kettle, or a custom connector, the data must conform to the
same standards. For more information about CSV file formats, see the Programming section.

When exporting information into a Identity Governance universe from any mix of two or more types of endpoints, consider
the following:

• If you include Identity Manager in a mixed universe, Identity Governance can only export changes to Identity Manager.
• If you have a CA IAM Connector Server in a mixed universe, Identity Governance can only export changes to an

endpoint if there is only that one endpoint connected to the CA IAM Connector Server. Changes to other endpoints
must be processed manually.

• If you have Identity Manager in your deployment, it remains synchronized with the Identity Governance Master
configuration through continuous updates. With other endpoint systems or the CA IAM Connector Server, you perform
another import to update the Identity Governance Master configuration.

Deep and Shallow Use Cases
Contents

Identity Governance supports two modeling strategies. You can use one of these strategies in any given Identity
Governance universe.

• Shallow use case
A shallow use case involves role modeling based on business or organizational roles. The shallow use case enables
you to analyze roles arising from the activities of your organization, and requires the product to import data from
several different endpoints. We refer to this approach as “shallow” because the use case examines data from across
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your organization’s endpoints to a depth of one level of application privileges. For example, this use case can analyze
privileges to resources in an ERP application, Active Directory, and several Unix servers.

• Deep use case
A deep use case involves role modeling based on application roles. This strategy enables you to build your role
model around user permissions within a single application. For example, you would use a deep use case to analyze
permissions within your organization’s SAP system. This requires the product to import data from only one endpoint.
We refer to this approach as "deep" because it views the data from a granular perspective.

NOTE
The deep use case is supported with the CA IAM Connector Server.

Shallow Use Case

A shallow use case works with data from several different endpoints to analyze organizational roles and perform
certification or role modeling. The object mapping between Identity Governance and the endpoint system is less granular
than in a deep use case.

• Shallow Use Case with Identity Governance and Identity Manager
When importing data in a shallow use case where endpoints are managed with Identity Manager, a specific universe is
generated. Endpoint privileges, groups, and roles are mapped to Identity Governance resources, and Identity Manager
provisioning roles and account templates are mapped to Identity Governance roles. When Identity Governance
exports universe data back to Identity Manager, it updates changes to provisioning roles and account templates,
and any additional or removed links between users, provisioning roles, nested provisioning roles, account templates,
and endpoint privileges. Identity Manager translates these changes into links between user accounts and endpoint
privileges, and where an account does not exist, a new account is created.
Identity Governance does not export changes or additions to user attributes or resource attributes (you should manage
these attributes with the user management tool or the native utilities of the endpoint, respectively).

• Shallow Use Case with Identity Governance and CA IAM Connector Server
You use Identity Governance with the CA IAM Connector Server (an optional part of the Identity Governance
installation) to perform shallow mapping when your endpoints are not managed with Identity Manager. You do this by
importing data from multiple endpoints through the CA IAM Connector Server. The selected endpoint permissions are
modeled as resources, and business roles are modeled as roles. Export is not supported in this scenario.

Deep Use Case

A deep use case works with data from a single endpoint to perform certification or role modeling. The object mapping
between Identity Governance and the CA IAM Connector Server is more granular than in a shallow use case. When
you import data in a deep use case, you map some endpoint objects to Identity Governance resources and map other
endpoint objects to Identity Governance roles. When you import data into a deep universe, ensure that you map all
mandatory attributes of the endpoint to appropriate Identity Governance roles or resources.

You can use the CA IAM Connector Server to create a deep use case where you can analyze roles within an application.
The CA IAM Connector Server allows you to connect to and manage endpoints in environments that are not managed by
<imgr>. The CA IAM Connector Server is an optional part of the Identity Governance installation.

CA IAM Connector Server Connectivity Use Cases
Contents

Consider the following connectivity use cases when using the CA IAM Connector Server.

NOTE
For more information about configuring endpoints in the CA IAM Connector Server, see the CA IAM Connector
Server Online Help.
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Unmanaged Endpoints

Goal

You do not have an existing Identity Manager12.5 SP8 (or later) deployment. You want to implement Identity Governance
to perform certification on the privileges across the organization.

Environment Description

You have an Active Directory server, two UNIX servers, three Oracle databases, and a RACF managed Mainframe. You
do not have Identity Manager installed.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance.
2. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Management.
3. Create all seven endpoints in the CA IAM Connector Server.

NOTE
When defining the RACF connector, you are using the Identity Governance-specific RACF connector and not
the one included with Identity Manager.

4. In the universe, go to the Connectivity tab and define multiple endpoint connectors.
These connectors are run simultaneously in a multi-import job.
Define all connectors by selecting the CA IAM Connector Server and, in each connector, select the correct endpoint.
During this process, select the Active Directory server as the primary (As Users) connector.

5. Run an import.
All data is imported through the CA IAM Connector Server. The selected endpoint permissions are modeled as
resources, and business roles on the endpoint are modeled as roles.

NOTE

• Export is not supported in this scenario.
• Identity Governance correlation is invoked on accounts of all endpoints except Active Directory. The Active

Directory users appear as Identity Governance users, whereas the users of other endpoints appear as
Identity Governance accounts.

Mixed Universe

Goal

You have a newly installed Identity Manager 12.5 SP8 (or later) deployment with only a limited number of endpoints
managed through Identity Manager. You want to implement Identity Governance to perform certification on the privileges
across the organization and use your new CA IAM Connector Server connectors.

Environment Description

You have an Active Directory server, two UNIX servers, three Oracle databases, and a RACF managed Mainframe. You
have a newly installed Identity Manager system, in which only one UNIX server and two Oracle databases are defined and
managed. Now, you want to perform certifications on the privileges across the organization.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance.
2. Go to Administration, Connector Server Management and create the Active Directory endpoint, the RACF endpoint,

and the unmanaged UNIX and Oracle endpoints.

NOTE
When defining the RACF connector, you are using the Identity Governance-specific RACF connector and not
the one included with Identity Manager.
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3. In the universe, under the Connectivity tab, define a connector to Identity Manager. Within it, select the managed UNIX
and Oracle endpoints. Select the Identity Manager Connector as the primary (As Users) connector.

4. Define connectors for the unmanaged endpoints (the ones you created in Step 2) by selecting the CA IAM Connector
Server and, in each connector, select the correct endpoint.

5. Run a multi-import job by selecting all the connectors.
All unmanaged endpoint data is imported through the CA IAM Connector Server. All managed endpoint data is
imported using the Identity Manager connectors. The selected endpoint permissions are modeled as resources and
the provisioning roles and account templates are mapped to roles.

NOTE

• Export is supported in this scenario only for the endpoints managed by Identity Manager. The other
endpoints must be provisioned manually.

• Identity Governance correlation is invoked on unmanaged endpoint accounts. The Identity Manager users
appear as Identity Governance users, whereas all endpoint users appear as Identity Governance accounts.

Mixed Universe with Custom Endpoints - Example 1

Goal

You have a newly installed Identity Manager 12.5 SP8 (or later) deployment with only a limited number of endpoints
managed through the CA IAM Connector Server. You also have a number of custom or third-party systems that support
an LDAP or JDBC connection. You want to implement Identity Governance to perform certification on the privileges across
the organization and use your new CA IAM Connector Server connectors.

Environment Description

You have an Active Directory server, two UNIX servers, three Oracle databases, and two custom systems that use an
LDAP or SQL interface. You have a newly installed Identity Manager deployment, in which only one UNIX server and two
Oracle databases are already defined and managed. It is assumed that the implementation team has developed dynamic
connectors for the custom or third-party systems, using Connector Xpress.

NOTE
When developing the dynamic connector using Connector Xpress, each attribute has a new flag named
Interesting for Compliance. The attributes with this flag represent privileges that must be certified in Identity
Governance. For more information, see the Extended Metadata Properties section of the Connector Xpress
section.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance.
2. After the new dynamic connector is ready, use Connector Xpress to push its definition to the CA IAM Connector Server

installed with Identity Governance.
3. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Management.
4. Define the Active Directory server and the unmanaged UNIX and Oracle endpoints in the CA IAM Connector Server.
5. In the universe, go to the Connectivity tab.
6. Define a connector to Identity Manager. Select the managed UNIX and Oracle endpoints and set this connector as the

primary (As Users) connector.
7. Define connectors for the unmanaged endpoints, including the dynamic connector, by choosing the CA IAM Connector

Server and, in each connector, choosing the correct endpoint.
8. Run all the import connectors at once through a multi-import job.

All unmanaged endpoint data, including the dynamic connector data, is imported through the CA IAM Connector
Server connectors. All managed endpoint data is imported through the Identity Manager connectors. The selected
endpoint permissions are modeled as resources and the provisioning roles and account templates are mapped to
roles.
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NOTE

• Export is supported in this scenario only for the endpoints managed by Identity Manager. The other
endpoints must be provisioned manually.

• Identity Governance correlation is invoked on unmanaged endpoint accounts. The Identity Manager users
appear as Identity Governance users, whereas all endpoint users appear as Identity Governance accounts.

Mixed Universe with Custom Endpoints - Example 2

Goal

You have a newly installed Identity Manager 12.5 SP8 (or later) deployment with only a limited number of endpoints
managed through the CA IAM Connector Server. You also have a number of custom or third-party systems that are
accessed through Pentaho Data Integration (PDI). You want to implement Identity Governance to perform certification on
the privileges across the organization and use your new CA IAM Connector Server connectors.

Environment Description

You have an Active Directory server, two UNIX servers, three Oracle databases, and two custom systems that expose
proprietary interfaces (not LDAP or SQL). You have a newly installed Identity Manager deployment, in which only one
UNIX server and two Oracle databases are already defined and managed. It is assumed that the implementation team
has developed PDI transformations for the custom applications using Pentaho Kettle.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance.
2. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Management.
3. Define the Active Directory server and the unmanaged UNIX and Oracle endpoints in the CA IAM Connector Server.
4. In the universe, go to the Connectivity tab.
5. Define a connector to Identity Manager. Select the managed UNIX and Oracle endpoints and set this connector as the

primary (As Users) connector.
6. Define connectors for the unmanaged endpoints, including the dynamic connector, by choosing the CA IAM Connector

Server and, in each connector, choosing the correct endpoint.
7. Define two connectors for the custom systems by selecting the PDI connector. Fill in the appropriate parameters for

this connector.
8. Run all the import connectors at once through a multi-import job.

All unmanaged endpoint data, including the dynamic connector data, is imported through the CA IAM Connector
Server connectors. All managed endpoint data is imported through the Identity Manager connectors. All custom
system data is imported by executing the provided solution.
The selected endpoint permissions are modeled as resources and the provisioning roles and account templates are
mapped to roles.

NOTE

• Export is supported in this scenario only for the endpoints managed by Identity Manager. The other
endpoints must be provisioned manually.

• Identity Governance correlation is invoked on unmanaged endpoint accounts. The Identity Manager users
appear as Identity Governance users, whereas all endpoint users appear as Identity Governance accounts.

Deep Analysis of an Endpoint - Example 1

Goals

You want to implement Identity Governance to perform privilege cleanup and role mining over your data.

Environment Description
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NOTE
You have a number of custom or third-party systems that support an LDAP or JDBC connection. It is assumed
that the implementation team has developed dynamic connectors for the custom or third-party systems using
Connector Xpress.

NOTE
When developing the dynamic connector using Connector Xpress, each attribute has a new flag named
Interesting for Compliance. The attributes with this flag represent privileges that must be certified in Identity
Governance. For more information, see the Extended Metadata Properties section of the Connector Xpress
section.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance.
2. After the new dynamic connector is ready, use Connector Xpress to push its definition to the CA IAM Connector Server

installed with Identity Governance.
3. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Management.
4. Define the SAP endpoint in the CA IAM Connector Server.
5. In the universe, go to the Connectivity tab.
6. Define a connector. Select the Identity Governance CA IAM Connector Server and specify the dynamic endpoint.

Within it, map some endpoint objects (that you defined with the "Interesting for Compliance" flag) to Identity
Governance roles and others to Identity Governance resources.

7. Run an import. All data is imported through the CA IAM Connector Server connector.
The resources and roles appear as mapped.

NOTE

• Export is supported in this scenario.
• Correlation is irrelevant in this scenario, as it only works with one system.

Deep Analysis of an Endpoint - Example 2

Goals

You want to implement Identity Governance to perform privilege cleanup and role mining over your Mainframe data.

Environment Description

NOTE
You have a RACF Managed Mainframe.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance.
2. In the Portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Management.
3. Define the RACF endpoint in the CA IAM Connector Server. In this scenario, you use the Identity Governance-specific

RACF connector and not the one included with Identity Manager.
4. In the universe, go to the Connectivity tab.
5. Define a connector. Select the Identity Governance CA IAM Connector Server and specify the RACF endpoint. Within

it, map RACF groups to Identity Governance roles and map data sources as Identity Governance resources.
6. Run an import. All data is imported through the CA IAM Connector Server connector.

The resources and roles appear as mapped.

NOTE
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• Export is not supported in this scenario, as there is no support by the connector.
• Correlation is irrelevant in this scenario, as it only works with one system.

Mixed Universe with Role Modeling

Goal

You have an existing Identity Manager 12.5 SP8 (or later) deployment with a significant number of endpoints managed
through the CA IAM Connector Server. You want to implement Identity Governance to perform certification on the
privileges across the organization using the CA IAM Connector Server connectors, and also perform privilege cleanup and
role modeling.

Environment Description

You have an Active Directory server, two UNIX servers, three Oracle databases, and a RACF managed Mainframe. You
have an existing Identity Manager deployment where all seven endpoints are defined and managed.

NOTE
This scenario is unique, as Identity Governance interfaces with RACF in two different ways, using two different
connectors. When retrieving Identity Manager data, the native Identity Manager RACF connector is used, but
when working with Identity Governance, the Identity Governance-specific CA IAM Connector Server connector is
used.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance.
2. In Identity Governance, create two universes, for example, "Org" and "RACF".
3. In the universe "Org", perform the following steps:

a. Go to the Connectivity tab and define a connector to Identity Manager.
b. After providing Identity Manager connection details, select all endpoints or use the "all" wildcard.
c. Run the import.

All data is imported through Identity Manager connectors. The selected endpoint permissions are modeled as
resources, and provisioning roles and account templates are modeled as roles.

4. For the universe "RACF", perform the following steps:
a. In the Identity Governance portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Management.
b. Define the Top Secret endpoint in the CA IAM Connector Server. In this scenario, you are using the Identity

Governance-specific Top Secret connector and not the one included with Identity Manager.
c. In the universe, go to the Connectivity tab.
d. Define a connector. Select the Identity Governance CA IAM Connector Server and specify the Top Secret endpoint.

Within it, map Top Secret groups to Identity Governance roles and map data sources as Identity Governance
resources.

e. Run the import.
All data is imported through the CA IAM Connector Server connector that is specific for Identity Governance. The
resources and roles appear as mapped.

NOTE

• Export is fully supported in the "Org" universe. Export is not supported in the "RACF" universe, as there is no
support by the connector.

• Identity Governance correlation is not invoked. In the "Org" universe, Identity Manager is relied on to provide
the associations between users and accounts, whereas in the "RACF" universe, correlation is not relevant
because it contains only one source.
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Define an Import Connector
This article covers the following topics:

Define an Import Connector

Identity Governance import connectors data from endpoint systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Governance Portal as an administrator.
2. Go to Administration, Universes.

A list of universes appears.
3. Click on the universe you want to import data to.
4. Select the Connectivity Tab.

The Connector screen opens.
5. Be sure that the Import option button is selected and click Add Connector.

The Connector wizard appears.
6. Provide values for all mandatory connector settings.

NOTE
For the CA Identity Governance connector and the CA IAM Connector Server connector, additional steps are
necessary.

7. Click Finish.
The new import connector is defined in Identity Governance.

8. (Optional) Once the connector is saved, you return to the import connector screen. You can now edit the merge type of
the connector you just defined under the Merge Type column.

9. (Optional) Click the Owner link next to the new connector and set a user as the owner of the connector. This user is
notified by email if the connector fails during an import or export job.

10. (Optional) Select the new connector and click Validate.
The connector parameters and configuration are validated.

NOTE
A matching export connector is automatically defined in Identity Governance for every import connector you
define.

Import Flow Properties

The following options are available when running import connectors:

• Synchronize permissions and RACI configurations
The Identity Governance Server uses RACI configurations to control end-user access to the Identity Governance
Portal. When you import new user records into a configuration, you can automatically enroll these new users in that
RACI configuration hierarchy.

NOTE
If an imported user does not have a login name (LoginID field is blank), they cannot access the Identity
Governance Portal. The RACI synchronization process flags these users, and notifies the Portal
administrator.

• Remove redundant links
Deletes redundant links that are direct relationships between users and resources that exist in addition to indirect
relationships, such as through a role. You may prefer to remove redundant links during import, so that user access to a
resource depends on continued membership in a role.

• Run audit
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Performs the auditing process on the imported configuration to locate erroneous privileges and other deviations from
policies.

• Set PDI Transformation on merged data
Runs a PDI transformation on imported data that has been merged into a single configuration. For example, if you
want to know how many accounts a user has, you can run a PDI transformation on merged data to calculate the
number.

• Purge temporary audit cards and configurations
Deletes the import configuration and the audit card that outlines differences between the import configuration and the
Master configuration. Purging the information saves space on your system.

• Delete last successful import data for each connector
Deletes that last successful import configuration. Purging the information saves space on your system.

Filter Imported Data

When defining an import connector to Identity Manager or the CA IAM Connector Server, you can specify the objects you
want to import into a universe. This filter can be useful when you want to separate data into different universes, or ignore
data for performance reasons.

All import filters use the LDAP filter format and support 'AND' type queries only. You can filter on the following: Corporate
Users, Provisioning Roles, Account Templates, and Accounts.

WARNING

[Applicable only to CA Identity Manager Connector] Ensure that the filter that you configure on accounts is
available in the Provisioning Directory, else import (with Merge Type as As Users) fails when the endpoint is
offline.

Root Cause:

When the filter applied on accounts is not available in the Provisioning Directory, the system tries to fetch value
from an offline endpoint and hence import fails.

Workaround:

Using ConnectorXpress, try to search for an equivalent attribute in the Provisioning Directory and apply filter
on it. When you do so, the import process applies filter on the Provisioning Directory and not the endpoint and
import succeeds.

For example, for Access Control endpoint, the equivalent attribute for Environment is staticEnvironment. So, it
is recommended to use staticEnvironment over Environment.

Custom LDAP Expressions for Account Filters

Account Filters determine the accounts that are imported to CA Identity Governance.

Account Filters are constructed from LDAP expressions. The OOTB filter operators that can be used in the LDAP
expressions are,

• Equal to (=)
• Not equal to (!=)
• And (&)

You can also construct Account Filters from LDAP expressions with non-OOTB operators; such expressions are referred
to as Custom LDAP Expressions. LDAP expressions with OOTB operators are given preference over the custom LDAP
expressions, so we recommend you to delete them when opting for the custom option.
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NOTE

We recommend you to apply Account Filters on the first import as it overwrites the Model and Master
configurations.

Follow these steps to construct Custom LDAP Expressions:

1. Log in to Identity Governance portal.
2. Navigate to Administration, Settings, Common Property Settings.
3. In the Common Property Settings page, scroll to the end of the page and add the following property.

a. In the Common Properties field, enter import.<universename>.<endpointname>.accountFilter.
b. Click Add New.
c. In the Property Value field, enter the LDAP expression.

Example: (&(|(firstName=a*)(firstName=b*))(department=Finance))
d. Click Save.

Follow the given steps to determine the endpoint specific attributes that can be used in the LDAP expressions:

1. In the Identity Governance portal, navigate to Administration, Universes.
2. Select the Universe.
3. Click the Connectivity tab.
4. In the Connectors (Import) section, select the connector by clicking on it.
5. In the Connector Configuration screen, click Next until you reach the Endpoint Types.
6. In the Endpoint Types List section, click the edit icon for an endpoint.
7. In the Endpoints section, click the edit icon once more.
8. In the Endpoint Template section, select Customize Selected Endpoint Template.
9. Click Next.
10. In the Accounts Import Filter section, click Add. In the same section, select an attribute from the drop-down to know

its value.
Example: The filter value for the Country attribute of the Azure endpoint is displayed as shown in the following image:

Import Using Merge Now

After the initial import of data from CA Identity Manager to Identity Governance using Import Now (full import), you can
use Merge Now for subsequent imports.

Merge Now skips the creation of few temporary configurations and comparison process, and merges the differential data
directly into the master and model configurations thereby providing the following benefits:

• Reduced import time
• Enhanced system performance
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NOTE

Read the following points before using Merge Now:

• Merge Now works only when integrated with CA Identity Manager connectors (excluding CA IAM Connector
Server).

• If you delete, update or add an endpoint to the CA Identity Manager connector, you cannot use Merge Now
unless you perform a full import again.

• Merge Now supports CA Identity Manager connectors with Merge Type as As Users and As Accounts.
• Post upgrade to the current release of Identity Governance, update the workflow processes by importing

them.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Identity Governance Portal.
2. Navigate to Administration, Universes.
3. Select a Universe.
4. Click the Connectivity tab.                         
5. Select endpoints to import data from.
6. Click Merge Now.

Import Using Offline CSV Files

CA Identity Governance supports import using offline CSV files for Active Directory endpoint only.

First-time import of Active Directory data from CA Identity Manager to CA Identity Governance can be done using
offline CSV files as it consumes less import time and helps optimize the system performance.

As part of the import process, you must generate the following CSV files with Active Directory data. Once generated, you
can import data directly from these offline CSV files.

• Accounts.csv
The accounts.csv file must list all the accounts of Active Directory.
The mandatory header fields in the CSV file are accountdn and account. Next to the mandatory header fields, you
can add the custom account attributes that are configured in the Active Directory connector configuration.

• Associations.csv
The associations.csv file must list all the associations of Active Directory.
The mandatory header fields in the CSV file are accountdn, account, groupdn, manager. Next to the mandatory
header fields, you can add the custom account attributes that are configured in the Active Directory connector
configuration.

• Resources.csv
The resources.csv file must list all the groups of Active Directory.
The mandatory header fields in the CSV file are groupdn, groupname, managedby. Next to the mandatory header
fields, you must add the custom resource attributes that are configured in the Active Directory connector configuration.

Follow these steps to import using offline CSV files:

1. Generate the CSV files with the Active Directory data.
Follow these steps:
a. In the PDI tool (or any ETL tool), open the sample.ktr file.
b. Update the ktr file with the Active Directory connection details, and the attributes that you want to extract to the

CSV files.
c. Run the KTR file.

2. Create the following folder structure on the CA Identity Governance server and place the generated CSV files.
<BasePath of CSV files location>/<universename>/<endpointname>/
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Note: If you have installed Identity Governance in a cluster environment, ensure that you place the generated CSV
files in this folder structure on all nodes.

3. To enable CSV import for Activity Directory, you must add two new properties to Identity Governance .
Follow these steps:
a. In the Identity Governance Portal, navigate to Administration, Settings, Common Property Settings.
b. Scroll to the end of the page and add the following two new properties in the Common Properties field:

Property Name Property Value

import.<universeName>.<endpointname>.offline true

import.offline.path <BasePath of CSV files location>
c. Click Save.

4. Import Active Directory data to CA Identity Governance using the generated CSV files.
Follow these steps:
a. In the Identity Governance Portal, navigate to Administration, Universes.
b. Select a Universe.
c. Click the Connectivity tab.                         
d. Select the Active Directory endpoint to import data from.
e. Click Import Now.

5. After the first-time import of data using CSV files, disable offline CSV import by setting the
import.<universeName>.<endpointname>.offline property value to false. For subsequent imports, we recommend
you to import data using Incremental Merge.

Import Using Incremental Merge

Identity Governancesupports Incremental Merge for Active Directory endpoint only. For incremental import of data from
CA Identity Manager to Identity Governance for Active Directory endpoint, we recommend you to use Incremental Merge
over Merge Now and Import Now (full import).

Incremental Merge leverages the Incremental Explore and Correlate feature of CA Identity Manager to calculate the
incremental data for import. It considers incremental data for import from the Explore and Correlate of last import in
Identity Governance  to the latest Explore and Correlate in CA Identity Manager.

For example, consider that Explore and Correlate in CA Identity Manager occurred at 8 AM, 9 AM, 10 AM, and 11 AM.
Assume that the last import in Identity Governance occurred at 8:30 AM and the data was imported based on the Explore
and Correlate that occurred at 8 AM. For next import say at 11:30 AM, Incremental Merge considers incremental Explore
and Correlate data from 8 AM to 11 AM.

Incremental Merge provides the following benefits:

• Reduced import time
• Enhanced system performance
• Optimized data transfer on the network

NOTE

Read the following points before using Incremental Merge:

• Incremental Merge works with CA Identity Manager release 14.3 onwards.
• For Incremental Merge to import accurate data, ensure that CA Identity Manager and Identity Governance

system time are same.
• Incremental Merge is considered only when Offline CSV is disabled.
• Identity Governance allows you to change the last import time, if necessary:

a. Navigate to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
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b. Search for the following property:
import.<universe_name>.<endpoint_name>.lastImportDate

Note that this property is created only after performing Incremental Merge or Merge Now import at least
once.

c. Edit this property by adding a new last import time (in UTC format) in the Property Value field.
d. Click Save.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Identity Governance Portal.
2. Navigate to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
3. In the Properties field, enter the following property and click Add New.

import.<universe_name>.<endpoint_name>.incremental

4. In the Property Value field, enter true.
5. Click Save.
6. Navigate to Administration, Universes.
7. Select a Universe.
8. Click the Connectivity tab.
9. Select Active Directory endpoint.
10. Click Merge Now.

Using the CA IAM Connector Server
 Contents 

  

The CA IAM Connector Server allows you to connect to and manage endpoints without Identity Manager in your
environment. Identity Governance uses the CA IAM Connector Server to automatically import and export data from a
single endpoint.

Installing the CA IAM Connector Server is an option in the Identity Governance installer.

To access the CA IAM Connector Server after installation, go to Administration, Connector Server Manager in the Portal.

 Note: For more information about configuring endpoints in the CA IAM Connector Server, see the CA IAM Connector
Server Online Help.

Define an Import Connector to the CA IAM Connector Server

To define an import connector to the CA IAM Connector Server, use the import connector wizard under the connectivity
tab of the universe. The wizard guides you through mapping users, roles, and accounts to Identity Governance.

The following steps are reflected in the connector wizard. Perform these steps to define a connector to the CA IAM
Connector Server.

1. (Connection Settings) Provide the connection information to the CA IAM Connector Server.

NOTE
 The Login Name must be a full DN.

2. (Endpoint) Select the endpoint type and endpoint to connect to.
3. (Endpoint Configuration) Under Endpoint Template, select one of the following options:

– (Recommended) Use template -- loads a default template for the endpoint, mapping endpoint objects to
appropriate Identity Governance resources or roles.

– Use template from file -- allows you to browse and load an existing endpoint template from a file.
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NOTE
 If you want to adjust the endpoint mappings of a loaded template, select the Fine tune the selected
endpoint template check box.

–  Use custom configuration -- allows you to create your endpoint configuration manually.

WARNING
 Custom configuration of an endpoint requires advanced knowledge of the endpoint and Identity
Governance, and how each system treats objects. Use the default template if you are not familiar with
these concepts.

4. (Optional Enrichment) Provide the supplementary enrichment file and matching information.
During an import, you can merge supplementary user or resource data with the imported data.

5. Summary
Review the connector information and click Finish to save the connector.

6. (Optional) Once the connector is saved, you return to the import connector screen. You can now edit the merge type of
the connector you defined under the Merge Type column.

Define a Custom Configuration for the Endpoint

If you select Use custom configuration for your endpoint template, manually provide mappings between the CA IAM
Connector Server endpoints and Identity Governance.

NOTE
 Avoid changing attribute mappings in connector configurations once you have run an initial import. If you do
change the mapped attributes after initial import, it could cause significant performance impact.

1. Under Define User Accounts, map endpoint account attributes to Identity Governance account attributes.
2. Use the filter to import a subset of accounts from the CA IAM Connector Server.

– Click Add in the right-hand corner of the User Mapping section to add more user mappings between Identity
Governance and the CA IAM Connector Server.

3. Click Next.
4. Define associations for the endpoint. This screen allows you to do the following:
5. Define how objects in an endpoint map to objects in Identity Governance, for example, a group in Active Directory is a

resource in Identity Governance
– Define how different objects are linked
– Define additional properties for both objects and links, where available
Define associations as follows:
a. (Optional) If you want set up mappings for a deep use case, select the Enable deep use case associations check

box.

NOTE
 When importing data into a deep universe, verify that you map all mandatory attributes of the endpoint to
appropriate Identity Governance roles or resources.

b. Under Association List, click Add to the right.
c. Select the initial object type (specific to the endpoint) to associate in the From object type drop-down list.
d. Select the relationship attribute used to associate the two objects.
e. Click Ok.
f. (Optional) Under Custom association fields mapping, click Add to provide any custom association attribute

mapping information.
Some associations have additional data related to them stored in attributes. Add the attribute mapping information
if there is an attribute related to the association.
Click Ok.
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6. At this point, the associated objects do not yet relate to a known Identity Governance resource or role. Define the
relation to a resource or role as follows:
a. If the initial object type is not an account, select a Identity Governance role or resource to associate. Click the

active link 'Select RCM role/resource' under the From "Account" or "RCM Role/Resource" column.
b. Provide a name for the Identity Governance resource or role.
c. (Optional) Click Edit to add field mappings for the related object.

You can map attributes on the endpoint object to fields on the Identity Governance resource or role.
d. Click Ok.
e. Under the To "RCM Role/Resource" column, click the active link 'Select RCM role/resource'.
f. Provide a name for the Identity Governance resource or role.
g. (Optional) Click Edit to add field mappings for the related object.

You can map attributes on the endpoint object to fields on the Identity Governance resource or role.
h. Click Ok.

7. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for each association.
8. Click Ok.

 Note: If you want a shallow use case, associate an account to a Identity Governance resource. For a deep use case,
map an account to a role, map the role to a resource, and optionally, map the account to a resource.

Associations Overview

 Object in Identity Manager compared to objects in Identity Governance  

When looking at Identity Governance and the CA IAM Connector Server and how they handle linked objects, there are
some differences. Because of these differences, we must map associations between the two systems so that both Identity
Governance and the CA IAM Connector Server understand the relationships between objects. In Identity Governance,
two objects are linked without dealing with how they are linked. In the CA IAM Connector Server, two objects are linked
through an attribute. For example, in Identity Governance, an Active Directory account and a resource that represents a
group can be linked. In the CA IAM Connector Server, the account is connected to the group through an attribute named
"groupMembership". Without telling the CA IAM Connector Server which attribute to use, you cannot connect the group to
the account.

 The Issue 

When mapping associations (which become links in Identity Governance) you must reduce the definition of the link
from containing three values (from what object, to what object, and through which attribute) to only two values (from
which object to which object). This reduction happens during import from the CA IAM Connector Server to Identity
Governance, but an issue arises when building the three-value definition out of two values when exporting back to the CA
IAM Connector Server. Once you map an association, you provide both the attribute and the object name in the endpoint.
When you export a link, the connector then knows which resource is linked to the account. All three values are now
available for Identity Governance to export.

Once mapped, the Identity Governance resource refers to both the mapped object in (AD group) and the attribute
(groupMembership). If an account can be connected to the same object by different attributes, the account must be
defined as multiple resources in Identity Governance. Each resource then represents an object linked by a specific
attribute. These multiple resource definitions allow the export to identify which attribute the user referred to when
connecting a resource to the account.

This issue affects roles too. An endpoint object can be mapped to a role in Identity Governance, but it is still connected to
the account using an attribute. Also, a resource is connected to both the account and the role, but it could be connected to
each through different attributes.

NOTE
 A resource with no association is not understood between the two systems.

 Example  
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For example, Unix has an account connected to Unix groups using either the "primary group" attribute or the "group
membership" attribute. If there is only one resource in Identity Governance named "Unix group" when it is mapped to
an account, Identity Governance does not know whether to use the primary group or the group membership attribute
when exporting to the CA IAM Connector Server. Therefore, you map two associations, each to a different resource. For
example, if the Unix endpoint has group "A", then you map two resources, one representing "A", "primary group" and the
other representing "A", "group membership". Then Identity Governance reads the associations and understands which
attribute was referred to when it exports the data.

 Working with Associations 

After defining how endpoint objects are linked, you map them to Identity Governance objects by giving names to
the Identity Governance roles and resources. Initially, an object on the endpoint is marked as a resource and Identity
Governance offers to name the resource using the name of the object. After an object is mapped to a resource, if that
object is used in other associations, the existing resource or role definition must be used. However, if you have more
than one association between two exact objects linked by different attributes, you cannot use the same resource or role
definition for both associations, and the endpoint object must be mapped to a new resource or role in Identity Governance.

Because each resource is mapped to an object on the endpoint, attributes can be mapped from the endpoint object to the
resource. For example, a resource representing an AD group can have an attribute containing the group description. This
option is not currently applicable to roles, as they cannot have custom attributes in Identity Governance.

Associations that do not start from an account are only possible in a deep use case. A deep use case is only available
with the CA IAM Connector Server. If a deep use case is used, the mapping must have an account connected to a role
and a role connected to a resource. The association between the account and the resource directly should also be
defined, though not enforced.

 Custom Association Attributes (Link Attributes) 

An association itself can have attributes in the form of link attributes. Link attributes define that the link between two
objects has a risk, so there is a risk attribute with a value. For example, you have an association between an SAP account
and a role. A role is an object that can be mapped to a resource. Different accounts can have the same role. However,
each account is linked to the role for a restricted time period. The association itself has attributes that contain the start and
end dates for the restricted time period.

Enrichment

During an import, you can merge supplementary Human Resources (HR) or additional resource data with the existing
users or resources databases. In a deep use case, you can also add supplementary role data during import.

For every field in the database that has a matching field in the enrichment file, Identity Governance updates the record in
the database according to the enrichment setting in the file. This feature allows you to add data that does not exist in the
endpoint that may be useful during certification. Also, extra data may be required for correlation in some cases.

A supplementary enrichment file must be in CSV file format.

When performing enrichment, select the attribute in both the database and the enrichment file that you want to use to
match records. You can specify this match to be case-sensitive.

NOTE
 An enrichment file record can match multiple database records, for example, matching the department field in
the users database updates all the users in the same department.

The following options are available when performing enrichment during an import:

(Users and Resources only) Update fields that are different from enrichment file

Select this option to change the fields in the database if they differ from the enrichment file. Clear the option to keep the
data in the database and add any deltas from the enrichment file.

•  Clear Fields that are empty in the enrichment file
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Select this option to delete data for a field if the corresponding entry in the enrichment file is blank. Clear the option to
disregard empty fields in the enrichment file and keep the existing content in the database.

Resolve Manager IDs for Certification

In some cases, attributes reference a user, but the value of the attribute is not the same as the person ID. For example,
the "manager" field in Active Directory contains a DN to the manager. If you bring the DN value of the "manager" field
into Identity Governance, the system cannot identify who the manager is.

To address this issue, you can map a lookup attribute to the Manager ID (or Owner) field in Identity Governance. The
lookup attribute is the attribute of the manager, where the default is Person ID. In the previous Active Directory example,
the manager has an additional DN attribute, and the lookup attribute for the user must be set to DN to reflect that when
looking for the manager, Identity Governance must search for a user with the value in the DN field that equals the value in
the "Manager ID" field.

This attribute replacement occurs during the import process, so the RACI and user permissions see the replaced value.

 Note: Map the lookup attribute to the Manager ID field for the endpoint type of 'As Users'.

 Example 

Consider the following two users:

 User 1 

Person ID: Steve

• Manager ID: 54371 (endpoint value)
• ID Number: 79882

 User 2 

Person ID: John

• Manager ID: 43582 (endpoint value)
• ID Number: 54371

In this example, there is no attribute on the user 'Steve' that contains the Person ID of his manager, so Identity
Governance cannot recognize John as the manager. This issue prevents you from doing a certification, as Identity
Governance needs the value of the Manager ID to say "John". The lookup attribute does a search and replaces the value.
If you entered a lookup attribute of "ID Number", Identity Governance searches for a user with an ID Number that matches
the Manager ID attribute for Steve, which results in "John". Identity Governance then takes that Person ID (John) and
writes it to the Manager ID attribute, instead of the current value (54371).

Because this replacement happens on import, Identity Governance sets the Manager ID field to "John" instead
of 54371. Identity Governance behaves as if "John" was the value all along, so everything else in Identity
Governance including RACI, permissions, and certifications only see the new value.

NOTE
 The field to set the lookup attribute is located at the bottom of the Default User Accounts screen when creating
a CA IAM Connector Server connector, and it is labeled "Lookup attribute for 'Manager ID'/'Owner' search".

Map Person ID to Ensure Unique User IDs

If you have an endpoint with a display name that is not unique, map the Person ID field to another attribute. For example,
you have the following two accounts on Active Directory with the same display name:

• smijo09 - John Smith
• jsmith - John Smith
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In this scenario, the account display name is "John Smith" for both accounts, and "John Smith" is sent to Identity
Governance as the unique user ID for both accounts. This scenario creates a problem in Identity Governance as the
display name for both accounts is not unique.

To fix this issue, map the Person ID field to another attribute in the endpoint. For Active Directory, map the Person ID field
to the ntAccountID (Account ID before Microsoft Windows 2000) attribute. This mapping would send 'smijo09' and 'jsmith'
as the unique user IDs for the accounts in the previous example.

Hide the Custom Configuration Option in the Connector Wizard

If you do not want to allow users to customize endpoint mappings when defining a connector to Identity Manager or the
CA IAM Connector Server, you can hide the 'Use custom configuration' option in Identity Governance. The following
property controls whether a user can access the custom configuration option when defining a connector to Identity
Manager or the CA IAM Connector Server.

•  universe.property.universe_name.endpointAssociations.enabled
Defines whether the custom configuration option appears in the connector wizard. When true, the option to customize
endpoint mappings appears. When false, the option to customize endpoint mappings is not available. Also, when set to
false, the user cannot configure associations for loaded endpoint templates.
Default: True

How to Import Data from Dynamic Connectors

When using Connector Xpress, perform the following these steps to import data from a dynamic connector to Identity
Governance.

1. In Connector Xpress, define a dynamic connector.
Be sure to select the 'Is Interesting to Compliance' check box for any attribute that you want to be interesting to Identity
Governance. For example, an attribute of an account marked as interesting to compliance is available to Identity
Governance as a resource for analysis. Typically these attributes signify the assignment of a permission or entitlement
on the endpoint system.

NOTE
For more information, see the Connector Xpress section.

2. Deploy the dynamic connector to the CA IAM Connector Server on the Identity Governance server.
3. In the Identity Governance portal, create a CA IAM Connector Server connector to import data from the endpoint.

When you create this connector, you define the attribute mappings between endpoint objects and Identity
Governance roles and resources.

NOTE
 There are two ports (non-TLS/SSL and SSL) that a client can use to communicate with the CA IAM Connector
Server. To allow Connector Xpress to access the CA IAM Connector Server, configure the firewall on your CA
IAM Connector Server server host to allow communication on these ports.

Turn on Connector Server Logging

You can turn on CA IAM Connector Server endpoint specific logging and set the log4j severity level.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the jcs-home \conf\log4j.properties file.
2. Change the log4j severity level in the following line:

log4j.category.jcs_conn=OFF, jcs_conn_Appender

For example, log4j.category.jcs_conn=DEBUG, jcs_conn_Appender changes the severity level to debug.
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NOTE
 For more information about log4j severity levels, see Logging Severities in the  Identity Manager Java
Connector Server Implementation Guide.

3. Restart the CA IAM Connector Server.

C++ Connector Server Trace Logging

C++ Connector Server Trace Logs record the activity of the C++ Connector Server, which is a module used to help
manage many endpoint types. This log performs the following functions:

• Logs trace and debug messages for the C++ Connector Server.
• Monitors all statuses returned by its connectors. For example, if a connector returns fatal LDAP errors, the C++

Connector Server logs these errors with severity LOG_FATAL.

To set the log file name and logging levels in im_ccs.conf set the SATransLog and SATransLogLevel parameters. The
supported logging levels are 0 (for off) and 1 (for on). The default is 0. These parameters must exist in the file after the
database superagent line.

CA IAM Connector Server Using Domain Other Than 'IM'

 Symptom: 

I deployed the CA IAM Connector Server and provided a domain name other than 'im' during the installation. When I try to
import data into Identity Governance, the import fails.

 Solution: 

If you want to use a domain other than 'im', change the following setting in the server_jcs.xml file on the CA IAM
Connector Server system, then restarts the CA IAM Connector Server:

<!-- Standalone Connector Server -->

  <bean id="standaloneConfiguration" class="com.ca.jcs.standalone.StandaloneServerConfiguration">

    <property name="enabled" value="true" />

    <property name="baseDn" value="dc=etasa" />

  <property name="domain" value="im" />

    <property name="configContainer" value="eTConfigContainerName=SA Configuration,dc=etasa" />

  </bean>

Connect to Identity Manager 

To get Identity Manager data to Identity Governance, you perform an import. The import process updates both the Master
and Model configurations in Identity Governance and populates a specific universe.

A Identity Governance universe is coupled with an Identity Manager Environment, and you import IdentityMinder users as
the Identity Governance users. Endpoint objects are imported as Identity Governance resources only.

You can customize the following data you want to import:

• What types of endpoint objects to import. If you only want a subset of a particular object type, you can also apply filters
to the data that is imported.

NOTE
 When you use filters in defining a connector to Identity Manager, the same filters are used when receiving
continuous updates from Identity Manager , so as to ignore notifications that do not match the filter.

• What attributes are mapped to what Identity Governance fields.

To push updated Identity Governance data to Identity Manager, you perform an export. The export process takes the
differences between the Master and Model configurations, creates a DIFF file and sends those changes to Identity
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Manager. Once Identity Manager completes all the changes defined in the export task, it sends a notification back
to Identity Governance. At that time, Identity Governance updates the Master to reflect what is in the Model and
Continuous Update keeps Identity Manager and the Identity Governance Master configuration synchronized.

An export from Identity Governance now updates data in the Identity Manager object store, and not the Provisioning
Server. This allows you to take advantage of the following Identity Manager features:

 Identity Manager task model

•  Identity Manager transaction logging
•  Identity Manager policy triggers

NOTE
 For more information about connecting to Identity Manager, see the Integration section.

Add or Modify Data During Import
Contents

As an administrator, you may want to transform data to a format that is convenient for system users before it is loaded into
Identity Governance. To transform the data during an import, run a PDI transformation during the import process.

For example, you have roles on an endpoint that you are importing to Identity Governance, but the role names are
technical and do not describe the purpose of the role in any way. In order for Analysts to know what types of roles they are
reviewing, you can transform the role names to something more descriptive during import.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the PDI application on the server.
2. Upload the PDI package to the server.
3. Configure an import to run with a transformation.

Verify the PDI Application on the Server

To run PDI transformations in Identity Governance, provide the location of the PDI application on the server and verify that
the directory is configured correctly.

Follow these steps:

1. (AIX or Linux only) Check that the os.commandInterpreter property is set.
– Linux: /bin/bash
– AIX: /usr/bin/bash

2. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, System Checkup, PDI Checkup.
3. Define the value of the PDI Home Directory.

NOTE
This should be completed on every Identity Governance host.

4. Click Check.
Identity Governance checks that the PDI application directory is configured for both a single server and a cluster
deployment of Identity Governance.

Upload the PDI Package

To modify data that is imported, upload a PDI transformation package to the server.

NOTE
For more information on creating a PDI transformation, see the Programming section.
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Follow these steps:

1. Add the KTR file and all additional files it uses to a ZIP file.

NOTE
Package the transformation in a ZIP file even if there are no additional files.

2. Go to Administration, Workflow Settings, Manage PDI Packages.
3. Select a universe.
4. Click Add New.
5. Add the new package as follows:

a. Provide a name and description.
b. Click on the edit icon next to Attachment and upload the zip file.
c. The KTR file is now available. Select it under Main File.

Any available parameters show in the list below.
6. Click Save.

You can now use the transformation package during an import.

Configure an Import to Run with a Transformation

If you want to add or modify data when importing data to Identity Governance from a single endpoint, run an import
connector with a PDI transformation loaded onto the server.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Universes, Universe, and click the Connectivity Tab.
2. Click PDI For Selected to add a PDI transformation for the selected connectors.

A popup appears with a list of available PDI packages.
3. Select the PDI package to use.
4. The following parameters are automatically set:

– RCM_SERVER_URL -- populated from the sage.sageBaseUrl property. To override, use the pdi.serverUrl property.
– RCM_LOGIN_NAME -- populated from the batch user (sage.batch.login). To override, use the pdi.loginUser

property.
– RCM_PASSWORD -- populated from the batch user password (sage.batch.password). To override, use the

pdi.loginPassword property.
– RCM_UNIVERSE
– RCM_CONFIGURATION
Set any additional parameters for the transformation.

5. (Optional) Encrypt the value by selecting the Encrypt check box.

Correlate Imported Accounts to Users
Contents

Identity Governance imports accounts from endpoints. You define how Identity Governance matches these accounts to
users in the universe.

NOTE
When you import endpoint data using Identity Manager, accounts are already mapped to users. Define account
mapping logic for connectors that use the CA IAMS Connector Server or connectors that import data files.

To create correlation logic, use the Correlation tab of the Universe screen. Typically you define, test, and refine the
settings of this tab in several iterations to achieve the mapping behavior that you want. Define the following settings:

• Correlation Rules
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Correlation rules compare fields in imported accounts to known user attributes so that Identity Governance can
associate accounts with existing users. A score assigned to each rule indicates how strongly the rule predicts a real
user-account link. You can apply string manipulations to attribute values, so that rules match sub-strings such as the
first or last name of a personID. One correlation rule can test several conditions.
You can define rules that match account fields to any user attribute. Rules that match the personID user attribute have
the highest scores, indicating the most confidence in the user-account link. Rules that match other user attributes have
lower scores - they do not identify a unique user, but can confirm a match.

NOTE
Analyze the account data to identify the string patterns used on each endpoint. For example, email accounts
can use variations on the personID value, as in the following examples for user Ellen Hayek:

Ellen.Hayek@companyserver.com
EHay023@companyserver.com

• Synonyms

Synonyms let one correlation rule test common string variants that may represent the same value. The synonym file
defines sets of synonyms. When a string expression in a rule equals a term in the synonym file, Identity Governance tests
the rule using each synonym of the term. For example, if the synonym file lists Nathaniel, Nathan, Nate, Nat as synonyms,
Identity Governance tests correlation rules for a user named Nathan using each of the alternate terms.

• Correlation Thresholds
Correlation thresholds determine how Identity Governance evaluates user-account pairs that match correlation rules.
For each user, Identity Governance aggregates the scores of all matched rules. Identity Governance decides to accept
or reject the user-account mapping by comparing the aggregate score to the thresholds.
Identity Governance applies thresholds as follows:
– If all matching users score less than the Low Threshold, no user is mapped to the account.
– Identity Governance maps the account to the first user whose aggregate score exceeds the High Threshold.
– When only one user scores between the Unique and High Thresholds, Identity Governance maps the account to

this user.
– When one or more users score between the Low and High Thresholds, Identity Governance submits all matching

users for review by a manager.
• Aggregation Type

Defines the way rule scores are aggregated when more than one rule matches the same user-account pair. For
example, you have the following two rules:
Rule A - Score 60
Rule B - Score 30
And they both match User1 to Account1. The final score of this pair is as follows, depending on which aggregation type
you select:
– Sum: 90 (if the sum is more than 100, it is limited to 100)
– Max: 60
– Average: 45
– Combined Probability: Measures the probability of a user-account pair that matches a particular rule to be the

correct match. If two rules point to the same match, Identity Governance uses the combined probability to calculate
the new score. The example has a match of 60 and a match of 30. If we improve the 60 score by 30 percent we
reach 72.

Define Account Correlation Rules

Identity Governance imports accounts from endpoints. Use the Correlation tab to define how Identity Governance matches
these accounts to users in the universe. Identity Governance executes correlation rules automatically when importing
account data. In addition, options on this screen let you remove account-user links and manually invoke correlation.
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NOTE
When you import endpoint data using Identity Manager, accounts are already mapped to users. Define account
mapping logic for connectors that use the CA IAMS Connector Server or connectors that import data files.

To define account correlation rules

1. Define correlation rules for each endpoint as follows:
– To define new correlation rules, click Add New Rule under Correlation Rules.
– To base correlation logic on an existing set of rules, click Import Rules from XML. Edit the endpoint attributes and

test expressions as necessary.
Define a correlation condition consisting of the following terms:
– User Expressions - one or more string expressions based on user attributes in the universe.
– Comparator - compares the result of the user expression to the result of the account expression.
– Account Expressions - one or more string expressions based on account attributes.

(Optional) Select the Consider Synonyms option to test the condition with string variants in the synonyms file.
You can define several correlation conditions in a single rule. A user-account pair matches the rule only when it
satisfies all the conditions.
The table under Correlation Rules lists active rules.

2. (Optional) Define sets of string variants. Under Manage Synonyms, do any of the following:
– To load a default synonym list, click Load Synonyms Defaults.
– To load your own custom synonym list, click Import Synonyms.
– To add synonyms individually, click Add Synonyms.

3. Define correlation thresholds under Correlation Parameters, and specify how Identity Governance calculates the
aggregated score.

4. Specify correlation reviewers under Correlation Flow Properties.
When accounts are not immediately correlated to a user (based on the score), they are sent to one or more users for
approval. The reviewer then chooses the user to correlate the account to and approves the correlation. The following
settings are used for assigning approvers:
– Member List

Assigns a reviewer based on attributes of the imported account. Imported endpoint accounts are stored as
resources, so specify resource attribute mapping when you create this list.

– Default Assignee
Specifies the default reviewer for all review actions that result from the correlation logic.

5. (Optional) Export correlation rules or synonyms to xml files. You can edit these files offline or upload them to create
correlation rules for other endpoints.
– To export correlation rules, click Export Rules to XML under Correlation Rules.
– To export synonyms, click Export Synonyms under Manage Synonyms.

NOTE
Saved correlation rules are only applied to new users and new accounts during the next import. To apply the
rule to all accounts, start a full correlation.

6. Click Apply or Save.
Account correlation rules are defined.

NOTE
The accounts that are correlated are imported from endpoint connectors that are of merge type "As
Accounts".

Correlate Account Options

Identity Governance executes account correlation logic automatically when it imports data, as follows:
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• Users can have several accounts, but each account is mapped to a single user.
• When Identity Governance imports new accounts, it tries to match them to users.
• When Identity Governance imports new users, it tries to match them to unmapped accounts.

You can manually control account correlation with the following options in the Correlation tab of the Universe screen:

• Un-Correlate All
Removes all links, except for Identity Manager users, that map users to accounts and related resources in the
Accounts configuration.

• Start Full Correlation
Applies correlation logic to users and accounts in the universe. Existing mappings are preserved.

Advanced Comparator Options

The comparator specifies how user and account values are compared. In addition to standard string matching options, the
following advanced options let a condition find near, inexact matches.

NOTE
These options can return false matches, especially when combined with synonyms.

• Near Match Within One Character
Treats strings with a one-letter difference as a match. A letter can be changed, added, or missing from the string. For
example, the following strings match the string Liza:
– Lisa (one changed letter)
– Liz (one missing letter)
– Eliza (one added letter)

• Near Match Within Two Characters
Treats strings with up to two different letters as a match. Letters can be changed, added, or missing from the string.
For example, the following strings match the string Lynne:
– Lynn, Wynne (single letter difference)
– Lynda (two changed letters)
– Lyann (one added letter, one missing letter)
– Luanne (one changed letter, one added letter)

• Near Match Within Three Characters
Treats strings with up to three different letters as a match. Letters can be changed, added, or missing from the string.
For example, the following strings match the string Margret:
– Margaret (single letter difference)
– Margarete (two-letter difference)
– Margarita, Maigrette (one changed letter, two added letters)
– Margarethe (three added letters)
– Margot (one added letter, two missing letters)
– Margery (three changed letters)

Implicit Accounts

When a universe does not have account configurations, or a user has no accounts on external endpoints, account
information is not available. Identity Governance creates an implicit account to relate resources to users even when
account information is not available from external endpoints.

The following system parameters control implicit accounts:

• implicit.accounts.enabled
Specifies if Identity Governance creates implicit accounts for users.
Valid values; True, False
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Default: False

NOTE
We recommend using account correlation instead of enabling this feature.

• implicit.accounts.field.name
Specifies the field of user records that is used to name implicit accounts. Typically this is the loginID field.

• implicit.accounts.field.nameuniverse_name
Specifies the field of user records that is used to name implicit accounts in the specified universe. This value overrides
the value of the implicit.accounts.field.name property for the specified universe.

NOTE
There is no period between name and universe_name in this field.

– universe
Defines the universe that uses the field specified to name implicit accounts.

Implicit accounts have the following structure;

• The account name is taken from the field specified in the implicit.accounts.field.name property.
• The default mapped endpoint is taken from the Configuration resource application field specified for the universe.

Manage Accounts

When managing accounts in Identity Governance, you need the ability to do the following:

• View what user is correlated to what account
• Add correlations
• Clear correlations
• Change correlations

When an account comes from Identity Manager or from a connector of merge type "As Users" or "As Users and As
Accounts", the user of the account is read-only.

When an account comes from a connector of merge type "As Accounts", you can correlate the account to a user, clear the
correlation, or correlate the account to a different user.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Accounts, Manage Accounts.
2. Select the universe with accounts you want to manage.
3. Review each account and its correlated users.

Export Data
Contents

Identity Governance export connectors export data to endpoint systems. For each import connector you define in Identity
Governance, a matching export connector is automatically defined.

The Default Export connector appears when importing data from multiple endpoint systems. This option allows you to
collect all the export data that is not exported through the Primary connector (Identity Manager or CA IAM Connector
Server) and pushes it to a custom executable file for export to a secondary endpoint.

To configure the Default Export connector, click the Not Exportable link under the Export Type column of the Connector
(Export) screen. The following options are available:

• Custom Executable -- allows you to write custom code that handles the remaining differences that are not exported
• Database Configuration -- exports remaining differences to a database configuration
• Send Email -- sends the remaining differences in two DIFF files (in client tool and XML formats) as attachments
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NOTE
If you attempt to export a deleted user or resource from Identity Governance to Identity Manager, Identity
Governance removes all links from and to that user or resource. While the deletion action fails (it is not a
supported action), Identity Governance still deletes all the links from and to the user or resource in Identity
Manager, as they are considered separate actions.

Run an Export with a Transformation

If you want to add to or modify your model before exporting the data, you can run a PDI transformation on the model prior
to export. To manipulate the model, go to the Export connector screen under Export Flow Properties, and select a PDI
transformation next to Set PDI Transformation on model.

Compare Configurations

A Role Engineer may examine the differences between two configurations to verify that the changes are correct before
exporting.

The Compare Configurations option is a comparison that is made after discovery and audit processes are performed. The
Master configuration from an endpoint is compared to the Model configuration, which is created while applying discovery
and audit processes. In the final stage of the process, the Model configuration is exported to the endpoint, and the Master
configuration is updated.

The Role Engineer has the option to display or not display the output, which is a Differences Report (DIFF file) or Updates
Log.

NOTE
The Updates Log file and Differences Reports file, named DiffLog.txt and Diffreport.txt, can be opened at any
time in a text editor for consultation or editing purposes.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Client Tools, click File, Compare Configurations.
The Compare Configurations dialog appears.

2. Specify pathnames to input and output files.
3. Specify which differences to include in output files.
4. Specify report options as follows:

– View Report File
Select this option to display a user-friendly report (Differences Report).

– View Updates Log
Select this option to display the Updates Log.

5. Click Compare.

View the Status of an Import or Export Connector Job

To view the status of an import or export connector job, go to Administration, Workflows. This screen displays the status of
the workflow process and whether it is still in progress or complete.

Security and Encryption
Contents

Enabling Security

You can configure software security to behave in one of the following ways:
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• Default Permit
Under this condition, everything is permitted. This method enables greater functionality, and it can be adequate for the
initial phases of setting up and testing the system.

• Default Deny
Under this condition, everything that is not explicitly permitted is forbidden. While this method can improve security, it
negatively affects functionality.

By default, Identity Governance Portal security is disabled. When a user logs in using a recognized user name, the Portal
does not verify the user permissions and there are no limits on what the user can view and do.

NOTE
Configure external authentication before you verify built in accounts credentials.

You configure the type of security that is used in the Portal by setting a security parameter in the eurekify.properties file.

The security parameter resembles the following parameter example:

sage.security.disable=true

When you set this property to false, the product switches to the Default Deny security method. Only functionality that is
explicitly permitted is visible and enabled for the user.

Encryption

When you send user login and password data, we recommend that you encrypt this data. The following is an encryption
security parameter:

sage.security.disable.ssl.ADAuthentication=true

When you set this parameter to true, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) authentication is disabled.

When you set the parameter to false and SSL encryption is enabled.

You supply the keystore file in the following security parameter:

sage.security.eurekify.keyStore.file=

The keystore file is a database that stores the private and public keys necessary for SSL encryption and decoding.

Administrator Password Encryption

The following administration accounts are created by default when you install the Identity Governance server:

• EAdmin -- a default account with administrator privileges in the Portal.
• EBatch -- a default account that is used to run batch processing jobs.

To secure these accounts, change their default passwords and encrypt the new password. Perform this procedure after
you implement the desired encryption algorithms on the portal. For example, if your operating environment requires FIPS-
compliant encryption, enable FIPS encryption algorithms before you encrypt these passwords.

Repeat this procedure when you change the active encryption algorithm of the Identity Governance server.

NOTE
You need administrator-level rights in the Portal to perform this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Administration, Settings, Properties Settings from the Portal.
The Properties screen appears.

2. Enter the search term password in the Filter Properties Keys Containing field and click Apply Filter.
A filtered list of properties appears.
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3. Locate the following values in the list:
– sage.admin password

Defines the password of the EAdmin user account.
– sage.batch.password

Defines the password of the EBatch user account.
4. Modify and encrypt these passwords:

a. Click Edit in the list to edit a property.
The Edit Property window appears.

b. Enter a new password in the Property Value field.
c. In the Type drop-down list, select the Database Property option.
d. Select the Encrypt Property check box, and click Save.

The new password value is encrypted and saved to the database. Hash marks appear in the Property Value
column of the Properties screen.

5. Repeat this procedure for both system properties.
Administrator passwords are encrypted.

How To Enable FIPS 140-2 Encryption
Contents

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2 is a US federal standard that dictates the security requirements
for cryptographic modules that are utilized within a security system protecting sensitive information in computer systems.

The product makes limited use of encryption, primarily to protect passwords and other information that is used to access
other applications, databases, or operating environments.

To enable FIPS 140-2 compliant encryption in Identity Governance, do the following:

• Implement Transport Layer Security (TLS/SSL) protection at the application server level.
• Provide an acceptable level of key (passphrase) security.
• Download and install Java security components.
• Configure the product to use FIPS-certified encryption algorithms. CA uses the RSA Crypto-J library for FIPS-

compliant encryption.

WARNING
If FIPS-compliant encryption is adopted after the product begins to function, inconsistencies can result.
Previously encrypted data can be rendered inaccessible, and passwords must be redefined. Select algorithms
and a key storage method, and implement FIPS-compliant encryption immediately after installation, before you
begin to work with the product.

Key Storage for FIPS-Compliant Encrpytion

A common issue in FIPS compliance is protection of the private key that is used for encryption. Software secured modules
cannot protect the private key from someone who has root access to the system.

Identity Governance can support hardware-based key storage. However, implementation details differ for each hardware
solution and cannot be described here.

The product supports the following software-based methods of key handling. Some provide adequate security for
enterprise environments.

• Embedded key -- by default the product uses an internal embedded key. The key is retrieved by calling the following
Java class:
com.eurekify.security.SimplePassPhraseGetter
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Use of this Java class ensures that the key is not stored in clear text. This method is not FIPS-compliant.
• Key in File -- use this method when you require a customizable password. The password is stored in a text file named

password.txt which is placed under the following directory:
gm_install\Server\eurekify-jboss\conf

NOTE
gm_install is the Identity Governance installation directory.

The following Java class is used to retrieve the passphrase:

com.eurekify.security.FilePassPhraseGetter

The customer is responsible to secure the text file. This method is not FIPS-compliant.

• Custom Passphrase Provider -- to support other solutions for key storage, you can implement a customized Java
class. Your Java class must implement the following interface:
package com.eurekify.security;

public interface PassPhraseGetter {

/**

 * @return the passphrase used for the symmetric encryption

 */

public String getPassPhrase();

}

You specify one of the previous options by setting the passphrase.getter.class parameter when you configure FIPS
encryption.

Password Tool

This FIPS-compliant password tool generates an encryption key from the command line. This functionality enables you to
copy the generated FIPS key to an external file and use it for encryption.

The Password Tool is a ZIP file located in the following product package:

CA-RCM-12.6.01-CSM-Password-Tools.zip.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the pwdtools.bat/pwdtools.sh file for a valid Java path.
a. Locate and open the pwdtools.bat/pwdtools.sh file in an editor, and locate the following text:

IF EXIST "%JAVA_HOME%" goto java_home_exists

b. Replace the following with a valid Java path:
%JAVA_HOME%

c. Save and close the file.
2. Set the JAVA_HOME variable
3. Locate the following ZIP file in the Identity Governance package:

CA-RCM-12.6.01-CSM-Password-Tools.zip.

4. In the Portal, navigate to Administration, Settings, Common Property Settings and add the following property:
fips.file.location=fips_file_location

NOTE
fips_file_location is the location of the external file generated by the CSM Password Tool using double
backslashes (\\) in the path. For example:

c:\\sub_folder1\\sub_folder2\\Fipskey.dat.

If this property is not set, the product generates the FIPS key by default.
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To use your external file for FIPS encryption with the product, go to the Portal and navigate to Administration, Settings,
Comon Property Settings and add the following property:

fips.file.location=fips_file_location

where fips_file_location is the location of the external file generated by the Password Tool using double backslashes (\\) in
the path, for example c:\\sub_folder1\\sub_folder2\\Fipskey.dat. If this property is not set, the product generates the FIPS
key by default.

Password Tool Syntax

This command has the following syntax:

pwdtools -[FIPSKEY|JSAFE|FIPS] -p [plain text] -k [key file location]

• JSAFE
Encrypt a plain text value using non-FIPS algorithm.
Example:
pwdtools -JSAFE -p mypassword

• FIPSKEY
Create a FIPS key file.
Example:
pwdtools -FIPSKEY -k C:\keypath\FIPSkey.dat

Where keypath is the full path to the location where you want the FIPS key to be stored.
The password tool creates the FIPS key in the location specified.

NOTE
Be sure to secure the key by setting the directory access permissions for specific group or user types.

• FIPS
Encrypt a plain text value using a FIPS key file. This uses the existing FIPS key file.
Example:
pwdtools -FIPS -p firewall -k C:\keypath\FIPSkey.dat

Where keypath is the full path to the FIPS key directory.

Configure FIPS Encryption

Out-of-the-box, Identity Governance does not use FIPS-compliant encryption. You can enable FIPS-compliant algorithms
and key handling to implement FIPS encryption.

WARNING

You need administrator privileges in the Portal to perform this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. (JBoss 5.1) Explode ear and war files.
2. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings.

The Settings menu appears.
3. Click Common Properties Settings, and modify the following parameters:

– pbe.fips.enabled
Specifies if Identity Governance uses FIPS-compliant encryption algorithms.
• True -- Use FIPS-compliant encryption.
• False -- Use non-compliant encryption.

– passphrase.getter.class
Defines the Java class that is used to retrieve the encryption key.

– pbe.provider
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Defines the provider of the FIPS-compliant algorithms. To use the RSA JSafeJCE algorithms that CA provides,
leave this property blank. If you specify another provider, copy that algorithm set to all computers running the
Identity Governance server.

NOTE
To save changes to a property, select Database Property from the Type drop-down list, and click Save.

4. Restart the Identity Governance server or server cluster.

JBoss 5.1 FIPS Configuration

As a known issue in JBoss 5.1, .ear and .war files must be in hierarchical form.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the JBoss server and navigate to the JBoss 'deploy' folder.
2. In the JBoss 'deploy' folder, locate the tmsWPAdapter.ear and viewer.war files.
3. For the tmsWPAdapter.ear file in the JBoss 'deploy' folder:

a. Create and name a folder tmsWPAdapter, and extract the contents of the tmsWPAdapter.ear file into it.
b. Delete the original tmsWPAdapter.ear file.
c. Rename the tmsWPAdapter folder as tmsWPAdapter.ear.

The tmsWPAdapter.ear folder now contains the tmsWPAdapter.war file, and the APP-INF and META-INF folders.
d. Under the tmsWPAdapter.ear folder, create and name a folder tmsWPAdapter, and extract the contents of

tmsWPAdapter.war file into it.
e. Delete the original tmsWPAdapter.war file.
f. Rename the tmsWPAdapter folder as tmsWPAdapter. war.

4. For the viewer.war file in the JBoss 'deploy' folder:
a. Create and name a folder viewer, and extract the contents of viewer.war file into it. Delete the original viewer.war

file.
b. Rename the viewer folder as viewer.war.

5. Delete the JBoss work, temp and data folders that are located next to the JBoss 'deploy' folder.
6. Start the JBoss server.

(JBoss) Adjusting Portal Session Timeout

The Portal session may cause performance and security issues in your deployment.

You can adjust the default timeout period to work around both issues. Edit the web.xml file to change the Portal session
timeout period from the default setting.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and open the web.xml file located in the following directory:
gm_home/Server/eurekify-jboss/server/eurekify/deployers/jbossweb.deployer/

2. Locate and change the session configuration section timeout variable:
 <session-config>

      <session-timeout>30</session-timeout>

  </session-config>

NOTE
The unit of time is minutes.

3. Save changes to the file and close.
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Permissions
When security is enabled in Identity Governance, every action a user attempts is verified against their permissions.

To enable security in Identity Governance, edit the permissions configuration file (eurekify.cfg). Each role in this
configuration file represents a set of permissions. Each resource in the configuration file is a rule or filter that defines the
scope of access to Portal functions or data. To give permissions to a user, associate the appropriate resources with a role
and be sure that the user is a member of that role.

No permission filters exist for Delegate or Escalate functionality.

NOTE
An approver can view the contents of an Approver ticket, even if an administrator did not give the approver the
appropriate permissions. Identity Governance defines resources to handle this issue in the background. These
permissions are limited to that specific certification requirement.

Resources in the Permissions Configuration
Contents

To manage permissions for Identity Governance, create resources in the permissions configuration file (eurekify.cfg) using
the client tools. The following types of resources are predefined in Identity Governance:

• Link Type resources -- determine which menu options are visible to each user in the Portal.
• Doc_Access Type resources -- determine level of access to Identity Governance document files, such as

configurations, audit cards, universes, and so on.
• Filter Type resources -- determine access to specific Identity Governance entities.

Create Resources in the Permission Configuration

To manage permissions for Identity Governance, create resources in the permissions configuration file (eurekify.cfg).

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the database server and the Identity Governance server are running.
2. In the client tools, click File, Review Database.

The Database Wizard appears.
3. Select the Eurekify.cfg file, clear the Write Protected check box, and click Open.

The Eurekify.cfg file appears. Each role in this configuration file represents a set of permissions. Each resource is a
rule or filter that defines the scope of access to Portal functions or data.

4. Click the Resource Database icon or click View, Resource Database.
The resource database associated with the configuration appears in a new window.

5. In the resource database window, right-click and select Add Resource.
The Resource Details screen appears.

6. Fill in the fields appropriately, depending on the resource type you are adding (Link, Doc_Access, or Filter.)
7. Click OK.
8. Repeat Steps 6 through 8 for every resource you want to add.
9. Add the new resources to the configuration file, as follows:

a. Select a new resource and drag it to the resource section of the Eurekify.cfg window.
The cursor changes into an ADD icon.

b. Release the cursor.
The new resources are added to the configuration file.

10. Save changes to the Eurekify.cfg file.
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Link Type Resources

Link resources determine which menu options are visible to each user.

The general syntax is as follows:

[Menu_Name.sub_menu]

Enter the resource syntax in the Res Name 1 field.

For example, [Self-Service.*] allows users linked to this resource permission to see and use all the available Self-Service
menus.

Adding [EX] after the square brackets excludes a specific menu or menu item from the user's menu options.

For example, to exclude the Request New Role menu item, use the following syntax:

[SelfService.requestNewRole][EX]

Doc_Access Type Resources

Doc_Access resources determine access to Identity Governance document files, such as configurations, audit cards,
universes, reports, and so on.

The general syntax is as follows:

[document_type][access_level_type]

Enter the resource syntax in the ResName 1 field.

For example, [AUDITCARD] allows users linked to this resource permission to access this type of file. Adding the modifier,
such as [RW], sets the level of access to the document type specified.

The following access level types are available:

• CREATE [C] -- allows a user to create (or copy) the document type specified. Can be used with MEMBERLIST and
CAMPAIGN document types.

NOTE
When adding a certification permission, ResName 2 must be the universe name, not the certification name.

• MANAGE [RW] -- allows a user to manage the document type specified.
• VIEW [R] -- allows a user to view the document type specified.

NOTE
CREATE [C] includes the VIEW and MANAGE permissions. MANAGE [RW] includes the VIEW permission.

The value entered in the ResName 2 field influences the level of permissions. An asterisk (*) indicates full permissions for
all such files, or a specific entity, such as a configuration name, universe name, and so on, can be listed.

Filter Type Resources
Contents

Filter resources determine access to specific Identity Governance entities. Filters are based on the standard LDAP filter
format.

When you add a Filter resource to Identity Governance, you can use the following filters:

• [Filter_User]
• [Filter_Role]
• [Filter_Resource]

Populate the following additional fields when using a Filter resource:
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• Res Name 1
Specifies the filter to use: Filter_User, Filter_Role, or Filter_Resource.

• Res Name 2
Specifies the universe name.

• Res Name 3
Specifies the filter name or number.

• Description
Specifies a description of the filter.

• Type
Defines the resource type: Filter.

• Filter1
Defines the filter. For example, (>(type=role)(A(type=user)(sageUser=$$PersonID$$))).

Filter Format

Filters rely on the LDAP prefix filter format. The filter is constructed from an expression which, in turn, can be constructed
from sub-expressions.

Parenthesis ("(",")") surround each filter expression and represents a set of Identity Governance entities.

The simplest form of a filter is a field-value pair consisting of a Identity Governance entity field name and a desired value
with an equal sign between them. For example, "(Location=Cayman)" or "(PersonID=86.*)".

Another simple filter is (Name>Smith) which returns users whose Name field alphabetically follows Smith. Thus, a filter
such as the following:

(&(UserName>C)(UserName<F))

returns users whose Name field falls between the letters C and F, including C and F.

You can also filter for entity matches. This filter starts with a tilde (~), and is an entity-value pair consisting of an Identity
Governance entity type (user/role/resource) and a related entity name separated by an equal sign. For resources, three
sets of parenthesis with the three pairs appear after the ~. For example:

(~(role=Cayman)) or (~(resname1=email)(resname2=outlook)(resname3=WinNT))

You can also filter to see all users that have a field value that equals the field value of the current user. A filter such as the
following:

(Organization=$$Organization$$)

returns users whose Organization field value equals the field value of the current user.

Filters can also have logical operations applied to them. The available operators are AND, OR, and NOT. Operator
symbols are as follows:

& - AND

| - OR

! - NOT

Operator symbols are prefixes and must be placed before the expression, for example:

"(&(Location=Cayman)(Organization=Finance))" - users in the Cayman Finance office

"(|(Country=US)(Country=UK))"  -  users in the US or the UK

"(!(Active=false))"  -  active users

Filters can be as complex as necessary, as long as they meet the previously listed rules. For example:

"(&(|(Country=US)(Country=UK))(&(!(Active=false))(Organization=Finance)))"
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This filter returns all the active users that are from the US or the UK and in the Finance department.

Filter Extensions

These filter extensions are for use with certifications only. The following additional filters involve the RACI model:

A -- approved entities

> -- links to approved entities

For example:

• All roles whose approver is “AD1\Admin”
(A(type=role)(sageUser=AD1\Admin))

• All roles linked to users whose manager is “AD1\Admin”
(>(type=role)(A(type=user)(sageUser=AD1\Admin)))

Property sage.security.filter.escapeRegex

sage.security.filter.escapeRegex

Defines whether regular expression characters in the filter are escaped.

When set to false, you can create a role filter such as 'rolename=Org.*' that enables you to view all roles that start with
'Org'. The asterisk (*) is read as a wildcard.

When set to true, you can create a role filter that includes a regular expression character in the role name. To filter for
a role with a regular expression character, the character must be escaped in the permission configuration, for example,
'rolename=Org\.\*'.

Default: False

Use Case Member List Permissions by Universe
Contents

Identity Governance associates a member list with a specific universe. To add a permission that allows a user to create (or
copy) new member lists for a specific universe named 'Demo', add the following doc_access resource in the permissions
configuration file (eurekify.cfg):

[MEMBERLIST][C], Demo, *

A user without the CREATE permission does not see the Add Member List screen in the Portal. If you want the user to
have modify permissions only, use the MANAGE [RW] permission.

NOTE

• Member lists created before Identity Governance 12.5 SP5 are listed as unassociated with any universe. Any
user with MANAGE or CREATE privileges in all universes (permission type MEMBERLIST with ResName 2
set to '*') can associate these member lists by editing the member list.

• Be sure to add the appropriate Link Type resource so the user can navigate to the Member List screens in
the Portal.

Use Case Certification Permissions by Universe

Identity Governance associates a certification with a specific universe. To create a permission that allows the creation
of a certification on the universe named Demo, add the following Doc_Access resource in the permissions configuration
(eurekify.cfg):
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[CAMPAIGN] [C], Demo

NOTE
If you want to give permissions for many universes, but not all universes ('*' in ResName 2), create a
permissions resource for each universe in the permissions configuration (eurekify.cfg).

A user without the CREATE permission cannot create a certification in the Portal. If you want the user to have modify
permissions only, use the MANAGE [RW] permission.

NOTE

• Be sure to add the appropriate Link Type resource so the user can navigate to the appropriate Certification
screens in the Portal. For example, [Administration.NewCampaign]. The NewCampaign permission does not
exist by default, but you can create it to enable access to this specific administration menu item in the Portal.
Or, to enable all Administration menu items, you can use the permission [Administration.*].

• Be sure to add the appropriate configuration permission so the user can add a certification to the
configuration. For example, [CONFIGURATION] [RW], configuration_name.

• Set the property sage.security.disable to false.

Assign Users and Resources
Contents

Assign a Resource to a Role

Assign resources to a role to give users of that role access to defined Portal permissions.

To assign resources to a role

1. In the Eurekify.cfg window in the client tools, select new resources and drag them to a role listed under the Role
section of the window.
The cursor changes into a LINK icon.

2. Release the cursor.
The new resources are linked to the role specified in Step 1.

3. Right-click the role specified in Step 1 and select Show All Linked Entities.
User and resource entities linked to the role are highlighted.

NOTE
To add users to a role, select the user in the User section of the Eurekify.cfg window and drag it to a role
listed under the Role section of the window.

4. Verify that the new resources are linked to the role specified in Step 1.
5. Save changes to the Eurekify.cfg file.

Assign a User to a Role

Assign users to a role to give users access to entitlements defined in the role.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Eurekify.cfg window in the client tools, select the user in the User section and drag it to a role listed under the
Role section of the window.
The cursor changes into a LINK icon.

2. Release the cursor.
The new user is added to the role specified in Step 1.

3. Right-click the role specified in Step 1 and select Show All Linked Entities.
User and resource entities linked to the role are highlighted.
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4. Verify that the new user is linked to the role specified in Step 1.
5. Save changes to the Eurekify.cfg file.

Assign Users using Rule-based Roles

Rule-Based roles employ a set of organizational, functional, and hierarchical based characteristics to define a rule that
is then used to assign users with matching characteristics to the role. Using a rule-based role, you can scan the entire
configuration and identify all users that conform to the role in one single action. Rules-based roles are constructed and
added to the configuration through the Rule-based Role window.

Rules are made up of a series of Field and Value pairs, selected and then set in the Rule group box in the right side of the
Rule-based Role window.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Edit, New Rule-based Role.
The Rule-based Role window appears. The Role ID appears and is incremented by a value of 1 from the ID given to
the previously created role.

2. Enter a Name for the role in the Name text field.
3. Populate the remaining edit fields in the Fields group box in the left part of the window. The operation is identical to

that described for creating a regular role.
4. In the Rule group box, select a field type from the Field drop-down.
5. Select a corresponding value from the Value drop-down.
6. Click Set.

The Field and Value pair are placed in the Rule list.
7. Repeat steps 4-6 to add another Field/Value pair to the rule.
8. Select the Add Matching Users check box to populate the role with all users that match the rule. The check box is

selected by default.
9. Select the Add Common Resources to populate the role with all resources that match the rule.

The check box is selected by default.
10. Click OK to save the Rule-based role.

The role is added to the configuration file and is listed at the bottom of the configuration file Role Panel.
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Use Case Filter to Provide Self-Service Access to a User
To allow a user to access all of their own entities for self-service functionality, add the following filter type resources to
Identity Governance using the client tools.

1. Add a user filter by filling out the Resource Details screen as follows:
– Res Name 1: [FILTER_USER]
– Res Name 2: *
– Description: Users can see themselves in universes that use the LoginID field.
– Type: Filter
– Filter1: (user.LoginID=$$PersonID$$)

2. Add a role filter by filling out the Resource Details screen as follows:
– Res Name 1: [FILTER_ROLE]
– Res Name 2: *
– Description: Users can see their linked roles in universes that use the LoginID field.
– Type: Filter
– Filter1: (~(user.LoginID=$$PersonID$$))

NOTE
The tilda operator (~) specifies linked entities.

3. Add a resource filter by filling out the Resource Details screen as follows:
– Res Name 1: [FILTER_RES]
– Res Name 2: *
– Description: Users can see their linked resources in universes that use the LoginID field.
– Type: Filter
– Filter1: (~(user.LoginID=$$PersonID$$))

NOTE
To avoid truncating the filter string, expand the width of the Filter1 column in the Edit Resource pop-up
screen before you enter the string.

4. Enter a value for the Filter ID (Res Name 3) field for each new resource filter according to the numerical sequence.
5. Associate the new resource filters with a role.
6. Save changes to the Eurekify.cfg file.

WARNING

If you mapped the login ID attribute to an attribute other than LoginID in the universe, change LoginID to the
correct attribute in the filter. For example, if login IDs are stored in the GUUID attribute, change the filter as
follows:

(user.GUUID=$$PersonID$$)

Authentication

Enable Active Directory Authentication
 Contents 

  

Authentication is the act of establishing that a user has sufficient security privileges to access the Identity
Governance Portal. When you enable Active Directory authentication, the system authenticates users logging in to the
Portal using the Active Directory directory.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. In the the Portal under Administration, Settings, System Properties:
The Properties Settings window appears.

2. Set these properties as follows:
–  sage.security.disable.ADAuthentication

Set this value to False to enable Active Directory authorization.
–  security.ldap.server

The host_name OR active_directory_IP (example: HOSTNAME.org.com).
–  sage.security.credentials.expiration.seconds

Defines the lifetime of the credentials expiration, in seconds. Set this value to 60.
–  sage.security.eurekify.keyStore.file

Set this property when using SSL and adding the AD certificate to a JVM keystore file.
–  sage.security.eurekify.keystore.password

Set this property when using a JVM keystore file for SSL.

NOTE
 Use separate instructions if you want to use a personal keystore instead of the JVM keystore.

–  sage.security.disable.ssl.ADAUthentication
Set this value to True to enable Active Directory authentication.

–  sage.default.domain
The Active_Directory_domain.
Note the following:
• You must have a Login ID filed in the database with the domain name (example: domain\jsmith)
• When logging in, the user must provide the Login ID (example: domain\jsmith). If the Active Directory domain is

set as the sage.default.domain property, then domain is not required when logging in, only the Login ID (jsmith).
–  (Optional) security.manager.dn

The AD_bind_account (example: administrator).
Note: The DN may be required only when using SSL authentication.

–  (Optional) security.manager.password
The AD_bind_account_password. 

You have enables Active Directory authentication.

Configure Active Directory with SSL Using a Personal Keystore

You configure Active Directory with SSL using a personal keystore.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install openSSL.
2. Run the following command:

openssl s_client -connect AD_server:636

3. Copy the following output (inclusive) to a certificate TXT file:----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----to----END CERTIFICATE----
4. Verify the certificate by running the following command:

keytool -printcert -file cert.txt

5. Locate the JBoss server.keystore file under the following directory:
eurekify-jboss/server/eurekify/conf

6. Add the certificate to the keystore with the following command:
"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool" -import -file cert.txt -keystore server.keystore -storepass 123456

7. Set the following properties in the server:
– sage.security.eurekify.keyStore.file
– sage.security.eurekify.keyStore.password
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NOTE
It is also possible to use JVM properties for the previous settings (in the eurekify.bat file):

set JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=changeit 

set JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore="eurekify-jboss/server/eurekify/conf/keystore.txt"

You have configured Active Directory with SSL using a personal keystore.

Enable LDAP Authentication

When you enable LDAP authentication, the system authenticates users logging in to the Portal using the LDAP directory.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, click Administration, Settings, Properties Settings.
The Properties Settings window appears.

2. Set the following property files as follows:
–  sage.security.disable.ADAuthentication

Set this value to False to enable Active Directory authorization.
–  security.ldap.server

The LDAP network server name.
–  security.manager.dn

The LDAP network administrator username.
–  security.manager.password

The LDAP administrator password in your network.
–  security.authentication.ldap.server

The LDAP server host name.
–  security.authentication.ldap.manager.dn

The LDAP administrator name.
–  security.authentication.ldap.manager.password

The LDAP administrator password.
–  security.authentication.ldap.rootContext

The name of the LDAP root context <?>
–  security.authentication.ldap.disable.ssl

Specifies if SSL is enabled for CA Directory.
–  security.authentication.ldap.lookupAttribute

Specifies the LDAP object attribute to match against <?>
–  security.authentication.ldap.disable

Set this value to False to disable LDAP authentication.
You have enabled LDAP authentication.

LDAP Authentication Properties

When LDAP authentication is enabled, the system authenticates users logging in to the portal using an LDAP directory.
To enable LDAP authentication, set the following properties through the Portal under Administration, Settings, System
Properties:

security.authentication.ldap.server

The name of the LDAP server host.

•  security.authentication.ldap.manager.dn
The name of the LDAP administrator.

•  security.authentication.ldap.manager.password
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The password of the LDAP administrator.
•  security.authentication.ldap.rootContext

The name of the LDAP root context.
•  security.authentication.ldap.disable.ssl

Specifies if SSL is enabled for CA Directory.
•  security.authentication.ldap.lookupAttribute

Specifies the LDAP object attribute to match against.
•  security.authentication.ldap.disable

Specifies <?>
Set this value to False to disable LDAP authentication.

Implement SSO Using CA Single Sign On
 Contents 

  

You can use CA Single Sign On (formerly CA SiteMinder) to support the Single-Sign-On (SSO) function for Identity
Governance Portal users.

Users log in to a CA Single Sign On environment and are authenticated once. Users then have access to additional
systems without being prompted to log in again at each site. CA Single Sign On maintains user credentials and a list of
active sessions.

To implement SSO in the Identity Governance server environment, you must have the following CA Single Sign
On components:

• CA Single Sign On Policy Server - This server authenticates Identity Governance users and returns information that
identifies the user account in the Identity Governance Portal. Typically you implement SSO using an existing CA Single
Sign On Policy Server in the network environment.

• CA Single Sign On Web Agent - This agent intercepts user requests that are sent to the Identity Governance Portal
and authenticates Identity Governance Portal users. Install the Web Agent on an HTTP server or cluster that is
compatible with CA Single Sign On and sized to handle portal traffic. We recommend that you use the Apache HTTP
server. You can use an existing CA Single Sign On Web Agent, or you can install the agent on an HTTP server or a CA
Single Sign On compatible cluster.

When you implement SSO, a CA Single Sign On Web Agent intercepts user requests submitted to the Identity
Governance server, and queries the CA Single Sign On Policy Server to authenticate the user. The Policy Server returns
user credentials that enable the Identity Governance server to identify the user in the local portal users file.

The Identity Governance and CA Single Sign On servers are typically located behind enterprise firewalls, and the HTTP
server with the CA Single Sign On Web Agent is exposed to the public network.

The following diagram illustrates how to deploy CA Single Sign On with CA Identity Governance:
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NOTE
 For more information about CA Single Sign On implementation and configuration, see the CA Single Sign On
Policy Server Configuration Guide, the CA Single Sign On Web Agent Configuration Guide, and other relevant
portions of the CA Single Sign On documentation.

The following diagram illustrates how to implement SSO using CA Single Sign On:
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Follow these steps to implement SSO using CA Single Sign On:

1. Review SSO prerequisites.
2. Define CA Identity Governance system properties
3. (Optional) Define CA Identity Governance SSO system properties
4. (Optional) Configure SSO HTTP response headers
5. (Optional) Login to CA Identity Governance with SSO

Define Identity Governance System Properties

You define Identity Governance system properties to implement SSO, the web page where you direct users when they log
out from the Identity Governance Portal, and to support CA Single Sign On zones.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
The Property Settings window appears.

2. Define the following properties in Identity Governance:
sage.security.SiteMinder.enabled
This property specifies whether you implement SSO using CA Single Sign On.
Set to TRUE.
logout.landingPageUrl
This property sets the web page to where you direct users when they log out from the Identity Governance Portal.
For an external Identity Governance Portal page, specify the full page URL. For an internal Identity Governance Portal
page, specify only the page name, and omit the host, port, and portal pathname.
Default value: loginForm

3.  sage.security.siteminder.cookie.zone_name 
This property specifies the session cookie name for each zone.
Replace zone_name with the CA Single Sign On zone name. Specify the cookie name as the value for the system
property.

4. Save changes to Identity Governance system properties.
You have defined Identity Governance system properties to implement SSO and support CA Single Sign On zones.
You have also defined the web page where you direct users to when they log out from the Identity Governance Portal.
Next, you configure Identity Governance SSO system properties.
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(Optional) Define Identity Governance SSO System Properties

You define Identity Governance system properties that control SSO operation to adjust system performance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
The Property Settings window appears.

2. Define the following system properties that control SSO operation:
sage.security.GUID.expiration.delta.seconds
Identity Governance creates temporary proxy user IDs that support CA Single Sign On user authentication. This
property defines a cutoff time before the proxy ID expires, beyond which new requests are not sent using the ID.
Default: 60 seconds.
sage.security.GUID.expiration.minutes
Identity Governance creates temporary proxy user IDs that support user CA Single Sign On authentication. This
property defines the lifetime of a proxy ID, in minutes.
Default: 360 minutes (six hours).

3. Save changes to system properties.
You have defined Identity Governance system properties that control SSO operation to adjust system performance.
Next, you configure the SSO HTTP response header.

(Optional) SSO HTTP Response Headers

HTTP response headers are components of those HTTP message header fields that define the HTTP transaction
operating parameters. The Identity Governance server maintains a configuration file (eurekify.cfg) that contains
the Identity Governance Portal user accounts. You configure the CA Single Sign On response policy to return the user
information that corresponds to the UserID field in this configuration file as follows:

• The UserID field can contain the user name, for example:
Javier.Torres

In this example, the CA Single Sign On response policy returns the user name as an HTTP header variable. You can
use the standard, predefined sm_user CA Single Sign On WebAgent-HTTP header variable attribute.

• The UserID field can contain the domain and username, for example:
GMusersDb\Javier.Torres

In this example, the CA Single Sign On response policy returns both the domain and the username as HTTP header
variables. Define a custom attribute, in one of the following ways:
– Use the standard sm_user attribute for the username, and define a custom attribute for the domain.
– Define a custom attribute that contains the entire domain\username value.

 Identity Governance uses the following system properties to parse the returned HTTP header for returned attributes.
These values must match the attribute labels that CA Single Sign On inserts in the HTTP header:

•  sage.security.siteminder.username.attribute
Defines the attribute label in the returned HTTP header that contains the username or the value of the UserID field.
The field defined in this property must be present in the HTTP header.
Default: sm_user

NOTE
This attribute is case-sensitive. Restart the system if you change the default setting.

•  sage.security.siteminder.domain.attribute
Defines the label of the attribute in the returned HTTP header that contains the user domain.
Default: rcm_domain.

 Example: Domain and User Name in Separate Attributes 

Consider the following UserID field in the Identity Governance user configuration file:
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RCMusersDb\Javier.Torres

The returned HTTP header can specify this user using two attributes, with the following values:

sm_user="Javier.Torres" rcm_domain="RCMusersDb"

 sm_user is a standard CA Single Sign On attribute, but you define the rcm_domain attribute for the return policy.

To parse this header, both of the following Identity Governance system properties must be set to the default values:

• sage.security.CA SiteMinder.username.attribute=sm_user
• sage.security.CA SiteMinder.domain.attribute=rcm_domain

 Example: Domain and Username in One Attribute 

Consider the following UserID field in the Identity Governance user configuration file:

RCMusersDb\Javier.Torres

The returned HTTP header can specify this user using one attribute, with the following value:

rcm_userIDstring="RCMusersDb"

This attribute is not standard, and you define it for the return policy.

To parse this header, you only set the following Identity Governance system property:

• sage.security.CA SiteMinder.username.attribute=rcm_userIDstring

NOTE
 Not all environments include the domain name in the UserID field, but the username is always present. For
this reason, Identity Governance always uses the .username. system property to parse the HTTP header, but
the .domain. system property is optional.

(Optional) Login to Identity Governance with SSO

When you implement SSO, a CA Single Sign On Web Agent intercepts and authenticates user requests for the
default login page of the Identity Governance server. The following URL is the default login page of the Identity
Governance server:

http://hostname:8080/eurekify/portal/login

NOTE
 hostname is the IP address or the hostname of the Identity Governance server.

NOTE
Authenticated users do not have to log in when they browse to this page.

NOTE
In some cases, you want to log in locally on the Identity Governance server using a different user account. To
log in directly to the Identity Governance Portal, browse to the following URL:

http://hostname:8080/eurekify/portal/loginForm

The Identity Governance server ignores CA Single Sign On authentication for this page and requires a local login.

NOTE
 CA Single Sign On intercepts and authenticates requests for this page. Browse to this page with a user account
that CA Single Sign On recognizes.
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How to Implement Single Sign-on (SSO) with CA Single Sign On

When you implement SSO, a CA Single Sign On Web Agent intercepts user requests submitted to the Identity
Governance server, and queries a CA Single Sign On Policy Server to authenticate the user. The Policy Server returns
user credentials that let the Identity Governance server identify the user in its local file of portal users.

NOTE
 For more information about CA Single Sign On implementation and configuration steps, see the CA Single
Sign On Policy Server Configuration Guide, the CA Single Sign On  Web Agent Configuration Guide, and other
relevant portions of CA Single Sign On documentation.

 To implement SSO for the Identity Governance Portal: 

1. Configure an HTTP server or cluster to function in reverse proxy mode.

NOTE
 On an Apache HTTP server, configure the mod_proxy module. For more information, see the documentation
for your HTTP server.

The HTTP server/cluster passes user communication with the Identity Governance portal.
2. Configure firewalls, IP masks, and other security settings required in your network environment.

The HTTP server/cluster communicates with the Identity Governance server and the CA Single Sign On Policy Server.
3. Install and configure a CA Single Sign On Web Agent on the HTTP server or cluster.

The Web Agent intercepts end-user communication with the Identity Governance portal.
4. On the CA Single Sign On Policy Server, define a domain, realm, and policy for the new Web Agent. Define a

response that returns some user information as HTTP header variables.
The values that CA Single Sign On returns identify the user in the Identity Governance configuration file of portal
users.

5. Enable SSO on the Identity Governance server by setting the following system property to True.
–  sage.security.siteminder.enabled

Specifies whether single sign-on using CA Single Sign On is implemented.
Valid values: True, False

6. Define the following system parameter:
–  logout.landingPageUrl

Defines the web page to which users are sent when they log out from the Identity Governance portal. For a
page external to the Identity Governance portal, specify the full URL of the page. For a page in the Identity
Governance portal, specify only the page name, and omit the host, port, and pathname of the portal.
Default value: loginForm

7. (Optional) To tune the system performance, configure Identity Governance system properties that control SSO
operation.

WARNING
 We recommend that you are familiar with these settings before you consider changing them.

–  sage.security.GUID.expiration.delta.seconds
Identity Governance creates temporary proxy user IDs to support user authentication by CA Single Sign On. This
property defines a cutoff time before the proxy ID expires, beyond which no new requests are sent using the ID.
Default: 60 seconds.

–  sage.security.GUID.expiration.minutes
Identity Governance creates temporary proxy user IDs to support user authentication by CA Single Sign On. This
property defines the lifetime of a proxy ID, in minutes.
Default: 360 minutes (6 hours).
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Support CA Single Sign On Zones

To support CA Single Sign On zones, configure the following system property to specify the session cookie name for each
zone:

•  sage.security.siteminder.cookie.zone_name 
Replace zone_name with the name of the CA Single Sign On zone. Specify the session cookie name as the value for
the system property.

How to Configure the HTTP Response Header for Single Sign-on

A CA Single Sign On Web Agent intercepts requests from users to the Identity Governance portal. CA Single Sign
On authenticates the user, and a CA Single Sign On response policy returns an HTTP header that identifies the user
account in Identity Governance.

The Identity Governance server maintains a configuration file of portal user accounts. Configure the CA Single Sign
On response policy to return the user information that corresponds to the UserID field in this configuration file:

• The UserID field can contain simply the user name, for example:
Javier.Torres

In this case the CA Single Sign On response policy returns the user name as an HTTP header variable. You can use
the standard, predefined sm_user CA Single Sign On WebAgent-HTTP header variable attribute.

• The UserID field can contain the domain and username, for example:
RCMusersDb\Javier.Torres

In this case the CA Single Sign On response policy returns both the domain and the username as HTTP header
variables. Define a custom attribute, in one of the following ways:
– Use the standard sm_user attribute for the username, and define a custom attribute for the domain.
– Define a custom attribute that contains the entire domain\username value.

 Identity Governance uses the following system properties to parse the returned HTTP header for returned attributes.
These values must match the attribute labels that CA Single Sign On inserts in the HTTP header.

•  sage.security.siteminder.username.attribute
Defines the label of the attribute in the returned HTTP header that contains the username or the value of the UserID
field. The field defined in this property must be present in the HTTP header.
Default: sm_user

NOTE
This attribute is case-sensitive and requires a reboot of the system if you change the default.

•  sage.security.siteminder.domain.attribute
Defines the label of the attribute in the returned HTTP header that contains the user domain.
Default: rcm_domain.

 Example: Domain and User Name in Separate Attributes 

Consider the following UserID field in the Identity Governance user configuration file:

RCMusersDb\Javier.Torres

The returned HTTP header can specify this user using two attributes, with the following values:

sm_user="Javier.Torres" rcm_domain="RCMusersDb"

 sm_user is a standard CA Single Sign On attribute, but you define the rcm_domain attribute for the return policy.

To parse this header, both of the following Identity Governance system properties must have their default values:

• sage.security.CA SiteMinder.username.attribute: sm_user
• sage.security.CA SiteMinder.domain.attribute: rcm_domain
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 Example: Domain and Username in One Attribute 

Consider the following UserID field in the Identity Governance user configuration file:

RCMusersDb\Javier.Torres

The returned HTTP header can specify this user using one attribute, with the following value:

rcm_userIDstring="RCMusersDb"

This attribute is not standard, and you define it for the return policy.

To parse this header, you only set the following Identity Governance system property:

• sage.security.CA SiteMinder.username.attribute: rcm_userIDstring

 Note: Not all environments include the domain name in the UserID field, but the username is always present.
For this reason, Identity Governance always uses the .username. system property to parse the HTTP header, but
the .domain. system property is optional.

Local Login with SSO

When you implement SSO, a CA Single Sign On Web Agent intercepts and authenticates user requests for the default
login page of the Identity Governance server. This page has the following URL:

http://hostname:8080/eurekify/portal/login

NOTE
 hostname is the IP address or hostname of the Identity Governance server.

NOTE
Authenticated users do not have to log in when they browse to this page.

NOTE
In some cases, you want to log in locally on the Identity Governance server using a different user account. To
log in directly to the Identity Governance portal, browse to the following URL:

http://hostname:8080/eurekify/portal/loginForm

The Identity Governance server ignores CA Single Sign On authentication for this page and requires local login.

NOTE
 CA Single Sign On intercepts and authenticates requests for this page. Browse to this page with a user account
recognized by CA Single Sign On.

Enable Authentication to Workpoint Server
You can enable authentication to the Workpoint server.

Follow these steps:

1. See your Workpoint documentation and enable authentications on the Workpoint server side.
2. Define the Workpoint user and password in Identity Governance by setting the following properties:

– workpoint.connection.username
– workpoint.connection.password

NOTE
The "workpoint.connection.username" value can be a specific username such as "Workpoint", or a pattern such
as "workpoint-user-%d". The pattern option is useful when you want each connection to the Workpoint server to
use a specific username.
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How to Enable Active Directory and LDAP Authentication

Enable Active Directory and Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) Authentication

Authentication is the act of establishing that a user has sufficient security privileges to access the Identity
Governance Portal. Active Directory is a service for Windows networks, and is included in most Windows Server operating
systems. LDAP is the protocol for maintaining and accessing directory information over an IP network.
As a system administrator, you can authenticate user access to the Identity Governance Portal with Active Directory and
LDAP.
The following diagram illustrates how to enable Active Directory, LDAP, and Workpoint server authentication:
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Follow these steps to configure Identity Governance for Active Directory and LDAP authentication:

1. Enable authentication for one of the following services or protocol:
O_2246513 LDAP 

2.  (Optional) Configure Active Directory with SSL using a personal keystore.
3.  Enable CA Identity Governance authentication.
4.  Enable Workpoint server authentication.

Enable Active Directory Authentication

You enable Active Directory authentication by setting properties in the Portal.
Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, click Administration, Settings, Properties Settings.
The Properties Settings window appears.

2. Set these property files as follows:
–  sage.security.disable.ADAuthentication 

Defines the ability to enable Active Directory authentication. Set this value to False.
 Default: True

–  security.ldap.server 
Defines the LDAP network server name or Active Directory IP address. (example: HOSTNAME.org.com)
 Default: adserver

–  (Optional) security.manager.dn
Specifies the distinguished name (DN) of the manager. The DN is often required only when using SSL
authentication. The manager is AD_bind_account (example: administrator).
 Default: AD1\Administrator

–  (Optional) security.manager.password 
Specifies the LDAP network administrator username. The Active Directory password
is AD_bind_account_password.
 Default: eurekify

–  sage.security.credential.expiration.seconds 
Defines the lifetime of the credentials expiration, in seconds. Set this value to 60.
 Default: 60

–  sage.security.eurekify.keyStore.file 
Defines the keystore path directory. Set this property when using SSL and adding the AD certificate to a JVM
keystore file.
 Default: none

–  sage.security.eurekify.keystore.password 
Defines the keystore password. Set this property when using a JVM keystore file for SSL.
 Default: none

NOTE

 Use separate instructions if you want to use a personal keystore (see page ) instead of the JVM keystore.
–  sage.security.disable.ssl.ADAUthentication 

Defines whether you enable Active Directory authentication. Set this value to True to enable Active Directory
authentication.
 Default: True

–  sage.default.domain 
Defines the Active_Directory_domain.
 Default: none
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NOTE

• You must have a Login ID filed in the database with the domain name (example: domain\jsmith
where domain is the domain name and jsmith is the login ID)

• When logging in, the user must provide the Login ID (example: domain\jsmith). If the Active Directory
domain is set as the sage.default.domain property, then domain is not required, only the Login ID
(jsmith).

(Optional) Configure Active Directory with SSL Using a Personal Keystore

You configure Active Directory with SSL using a personal keystore.
Follow these steps: 

1. Download and install openSSL 1.0.1e from the Openssl website.
2. Open a command prompt and enter the following command:

openssl s_client -connect AD_server:636
NOTE

 AD_server is the Active Directory server address.
For example: openssl s_client -connect my_ad_server.ca.com:636.

3. Copy the output (inclusive) to a certificate TXT file:
----BEGIN CERTIFICATE---
to
--END CERTIFICATE--- 

4. Verify the certificate by running the following command:
keytool -printcert -file cert.txt 

5. Locate the JBoss server.keystore file under the following directory:
eurekify-jboss/server/eurekify/conf 

6. Add the certificate to the keystore with the following command:
"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool" -import -file cert.txt -keystore server.keystore -storepass 123456  

7. Set the following properties in the server:
–  sage.security.eurekify.keyStore.file 

Defines the keystore file path.
 Default: none

–  sage.security.eurekify.keyStore.password 
Defines the server keystore password.
 Default: none

NOTE

 (Windows) Alternatively, you can also set Java Virtual Machine (JVM) properties (located in the eurekify.bat file):
set JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=changeit set JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS
% -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore="eurekify-jboss/server/eurekify/conf/keystore.txt"
You have configured Active Directory with SSL using a personal keystore. 

Enable LDAP Authentication

When you enable LDAP authentication, the system authenticates users logging in to the Portal using the system LDAP
server.
Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, click Administration, Settings, Properties Settings.
The Properties Settings window appears.

2. Set the following property files as follows:
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–  sage.security.disable.ADAuthentication 
Defines whether you enable Active Directory authentication. Set this value to False.
 Default: True

–  security.authentication.ldap.server 
Defines the LDAP server host name.
 Default: none

–  security.authentication.ldap.manager.dn 
Defines the LDAP administrator name.
 Default: noneFollow these steps:

–  security.authentication.ldap.manager.password 
Defines the LDAP administrator password.
 Default: none

–  security.authentication.ldap.rootContext 
Defines the name of the LDAP root context.

NOTE

 Provide this value if the customer has a unique Active Directory layout, or to ensure that the user search
views the sub tree level only.

 Default: none
–  security.authentication.ldap.disable.ssl

Defines whether you enable SSL for CA Directory.
 Default: none

–  security.authentication.ldap.lookupAttribute
Defines the LDAP attribute that uniquely identifies a user.

NOTE

 This attribute corresponds to the PersonID attribute, which is a Identity Governance unique identifier.
 Default: uid

–  security.authentication.ldap.disable
Defines if LDAP authentication is disabled. Set this value to False to disable LDAP authentication.
 Default: True

You have enabled LDAP authentication.

Enable Identity Manager Authentication

When you enable Identity Manager authentication, the system authenticates users logging in to the Portal using Identity
Manager. For more information about Identity Manager requirements, see the  Identity Manager Installation Guide.
Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, run an import from Identity Manager.
NOTE

 The authenticated user must exist in Identity Governance.
2. Under Administration, Settings, System Properties, set these properties as follows:

– sage.security.disable.IMAuthentication
Defines whether you enable Identity Manager authorization. Set this value to False to enable Identity
Manager authorization.
Default: True

– sage.security.IMAuthentication.universe
Defines the universe name where you imported the users. See Step 1.
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Default: True
– sage.default.IMdomain

NOTE
  Due to legacy issues, this property must remain blank.

 Default: none
–  (Optional) sage.security.disable.ADAuthentication

Defines whether you disable Active Directory authentication. Set this value to False.
 Default: True

3. Restart Identity Governance.
4. Verify authentication by logging in to the Portal with an imported user.

NOTE

• If Identity Manager and CA Single Sign On authentication are both enabled, authentication is accomplished
through CA Single Sign On.

• If Identity Manager and Active Directory authentication are both enabled, authentication is accomplished
through Identity Manager. If Identity Manager authentication, fails, then authentication moves to Active
Directory

Enable Workpoint Server Authentication

You can enable Workpoint server authentication.
Follow these steps: 

1. See your Workpoint documentation and enable authentications on the Workpoint server side.
2. Define the Workpoint user and password in Identity Governance by setting these properties:

–  workpoint.connection.username
Defines the Workpoint user name.

–  workpoint.connection.password
Defines the Workpoint password.

NOTE

 The "workpoint.connection.username" value can be a specific username such as "Workpoint", or a pattern such
as "workpoint-user-%d". The pattern option is useful when you want each connection to the Workpoint server to
use a specific username.

Enable CA Identity Manager Authentication
When you enable Identity Manager authentication, the system authenticates users logging in to the Portal
using Identity Manager. To enable Identity Manager authentication, set the following properties through the Portal
under Administration, Settings, System Properties:

 Follow these steps: 

1. Run an import from Identity Manager, as the authenticated user must exist in Identity Governance.
2. Edit these eurekify.properties files as follows:

– sage.security.disable.IMAuthentication=false
– sage.security.IMAuthentication.universe=universe_name (the universe where you imported the users in Step 1)
– sage.default.IMdomain=<blank>
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NOTE
 This property must remain blank.

– (Optional) If you are using Identity Manager authentication and Active Directory authentication:
sage.security.disable.ADAuthentication=false

3. Restart Identity Governance.
4. Verify authentication by logging in to the Portal with an imported user.

 Note the following use cases around Identity Manager authentication: 

• If Identity Manager and CA SiteMinder authentication are both enabled, authentication is accomplished through CA
SiteMinder.

• If Identity Manager and Active Directory authentication are both enabled, authentication is accomplished
through Identity Manager unless Identity Manager fails, then authentication moves to Active Directory.

Enable Identity Manager Authentication

When you enable Identity Manager authentication, the system authenticates users logging in to the Portal
using Identity Manager. To enable Identity Manager authentication, set the following properties through the Portal
under Administration, Settings, System Properties:

 Follow these steps: 

1. Run an import from Identity Manager, as the authenticated user must exist in Identity Governance.
2. Edit these eurekify.properties files as follows:

– sage.security.disable.IMAuthentication=false
– sage.security.IMAuthentication.universe=universe_name (the universe where you imported the users in Step 1)
– sage.default.IMdomain=<blank>

NOTE
 This property must remain blank.

– (Optional) If you are using Identity Manager authentication and Active Directory authentication:
sage.security.disable.ADAuthentication=false

3. Restart Identity Governance.
4. Verify authentication by logging in to the Portal with an imported user.

 Note the following use cases around Identity Manager authentication: 

• If Identity Manager and CA SiteMinder authentication are both enabled, authentication is accomplished through CA
SiteMinder.

• If Identity Manager and Active Directory authentication are both enabled, authentication is accomplished
through Identity Manager unless Identity Manager fails, then authentication moves to Active Directory.

Customize the Portal

Rebrand the Portal
Contents

You can customize the branding of the Portal by replacing CA-branded text labels and graphics.

NOTE
Upgrading Identity Governance overwrites any customized portal graphics and text strings.

NOTE
The following graphic files apply CA branding to the Identity Governance Portal:
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• CAT_logo_53_trans.png
• CAT_logo_44_trans2.png
• brandstrip.png
• favicon.ico, a CA-branded favicon that is used to identify the Identity Governance Portal browser window.

NOTE
The following graphic file applies to Identity Governance certification emails:

• logo.png

NOTE
The following additional graphic file is bundled with the BIRT reporting tool, and applies CA branding to reports:

• LogoCustomerNewSmall.bmp

In addition, the Portal header texts are stored in Identity Governance server properties.

Rebrand the Portal on Windows/JBoss and WebSphere

To implement branding changes on a Identity Governance server on Windows/JBoss or WebSphere, overwrite files in the
installation directory, edit a properties file, and in the local viewer.ear archive that is used by the BIRT reporting utility.

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare updated versions of the graphics and favicon files.
2. Websphere: Browse to the eurekify.war archive you used to install the Identity Governance server. Using Winzip or

another file compression tool, open the file for editing.
3. In the Identity Governance installation directory, overwrite branded graphics files with updated versions.

– The login logo and header images for the portal are located in the following folder under the installation folder:
gm_install\Program Files\CA\RCM\Server\eurekify-jboss\standalone\deployments\eurekify.war\images

– The favicon for the Portal is located under the following folder:
gm_install\Program Files\CA\RCM\\Server\eurekify-jboss\standalone\deployments\eurekify.war 

4. Edit the EurekifyBaseWebApplication.properties file that is located under the following folder:
gm_install\Program Files\CA\RCM\Server\eurekify-jboss\standalone\deployments\eurekify.war\WEB-INF\classes

\com\eurekify\web\application

5. Replace the text strings in the following parameters:
– portal.header.title
– portal.header.fullTitle
– portal.title

6. Save and close the EurekifyBaseWebApplication.properties file.
7. Repeat Steps 3, 4 and 5 for the EurekifyBaseWebApplication_locale file, depending on the locale of your browser, for

example, EurekifyBaseWebApplication_en for English.
8. Save and close the files, and using Winzip or another file compression tool, recompress the eurikify.war archive.
9. Browse to the viewer.ear file located under the following folder:

gm_install\Program Files\CA\RCM\Server\eurekify-jboss\standalone\deployments 

10. Using Winzip or another file compression tool, open the file for editing.
11. Overwrite the old graphics files in the archive with the updated versions.

NOTE
Do not change the directory paths that are assigned to each file.

12. Save and close the viewer.ear file, and using Winzip or another file compression tool, recompress the viewer.ear
archive.

13. WebSphere: Redeploy the eurekify.war and viewer.ear files using the WebSphere Administration Console.
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NOTE
You have overwritten files in the Identity Governance installation directory and in the local viewer.ear archive
that is used by the BIRT reporting utility.

Do Not Remember Username at Login
The Identity Governance login screen now remembers usernames by default. The following property controls this
functionality:

• security.login.cookies.enable
Default: True.

If you do not want the login screen to remember usernames, set the property to False.

Use Image Files in Entity Records
You can associate an image file with each user, role, or resource entity in the Identity Governance database. This file
is displayed in information and certification screens of the Identity Governance Portal. Each image file is matched to an
entity based on the value of an attribute field.

Follow these steps:

1. Plan implementation of image directories. Consider the following:
– You can reference existing image directories, or can create new directories locally on the Identity Governance

server. Image directories on other hosts in your network environment must be accessible to the Identity
Governance server.

– Use one or more user, role, or resource attributes to select the image that corresponds to a specific user, role, or
resource. You can use existing attributes, or can create attributes for image mapping.

2. (Optional) If you use a new user, role, or resource entity attributes for image mapping, define them in the Identity
Governance Portal or Identity Governance Client Tools.

3. In the Identity Governance Portal, click Administration, Settings, Properties Settings and edit the following properties:
– user.image.url

Defines a URL template that lets Identity Governance retrieve an image for a specific user record. Typically this
template combines the pathname of the image directory with wildcards for user attributes. In the following example,
the /users directory on the Identity Governance server stores user images, and the userID attribute identifies
individual images.
http://gm_host:port/users/${userID}.jpg

NOTE
gm_host and port are the Identity Governance server network address and communications port, and
${userID} is a placeholder for the actual value of the userID attribute.

When Identity Governance displays the user record with userID value of 2384, it retrieves the file 2384.jpg from the
target pathname.

– role.image.url
Defines a URL template that lets Identity Governance retrieve an image for a specific role. Typically this template
combines the pathname of the image directory with wildcards for role attributes. In the following example, the /roles
directory on the Identity Governance server stores role images, and the userID attribute identifies individual images.
http://gm_host:port/users/${Owner}.jpg

NOTE
gm_host and port are the network address and communications port of the Identity Governance server,
and ${Owner} is a placeholder for the actual value of the Owner attribute.
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When Identity Governance displays the role with Owner value of 2384, it retrieves the file 2384.jpg from the target
pathname.

– resource.image.url
Defines a URL template that lets Identity Governance retrieve an image for a specific resource record. Typically
this template combines the pathname of the image directory with wildcards for resource attributes. In the following
example, the /resources directory on the Identity Governance server stores resource images, and the ResName3
attribute identifies individual images.
http://gm_host:port/users/${ResName3}.jpg

NOTE
gm_host and port are the network address and communications port of the Identity Governance server,
and ${ResName3} is a placeholder for the actual value of the ResName3 attribute.

When Identity Governance displays the resource record with ResName3 value of Unix_admins, it retrieves the file
Unix_admins.jpg from the target pathname.

4. (Optional) Create image directories corresponding to the pathnames you specified in the system parameters. Copy
and rename image files to populate the directories.

5. (Optional) Replace the default images that Identity Governance displays when a user, role, or resource entity does not
have a unique image file.
For a Identity Governance server on Windows/JBoss, replace the images that are located under the following
directory:
gm_install\Server\eurekify-jboss\server\eurekify\deploy\eurekify.war\img

NOTE
gm_install is the Identity Governance installation directory.

Name the new image files as follows. Overwrite or rename existing files.

• Default user image: User_Silhouette.gif
• Default role image: UserGroup_48.png
• Default resource image: Resource_48.png

Install Translated Portal Online Help Files
Translated versions of the online help files for the Portal are available from the CA Support site.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the ZIP file containing the translated online help files for the appropriate language from the  product page on
the Support site.

NOTE
The translated online help files are posted after the GA version of the software. Typically, translated files are
available from the Support site 60 days after the GA date.

2. Extract the contents of the ZIP file to a system that you can access from the Identity Governance server.
3. Copy the Portal folder from the ZIP file to the following location:

gm_install\Server\eurekify-appserver\server\eurekify\deploy\eurekify.war\help\en

NOTE
Be sure to install the online help files in the en folder. The URL for the Portal online help is static, so the files
must be in the specified directory to display correctly.
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Set CA GovernanceMinder Date Format
The Identity Governance date and time format is set in property keys. You can change these formats by editing format
property settlings.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Governance portal as an administrator.
2. Click Administration, Settings, Properties Settings.

The Properties window appears.
3. Edit the following system properties:

– format.date.display
Defines the Identity Governance format for the day month, year, hour and minute.

– format.onlyDate.display
Defines the Identity Governance format for the day, month, and year.

Define an Email Server
During role review and certifications, email messages are sent to managers throughout the enterprise. These emails
prompt them to review access rights of the people and resources they manage. Specify an email host in the network that
handles these emails.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Governance Portal as an administrator.
2. Click Administration, Settings, Properties Settings.

The Properties window appears.
3. Edit the following system properties:

– mail.server
Defines the network address of the email host that processes Identity Governance emails.

– mail.serverPort
Defines the port Identity Governance uses to communicate with the email host.

Change the Default Port
If the application server port you want to use is not the default port, modify all properties using a URL to point to the new
port.

For a cluster, use only the properties in the Properties Settings, which are external ports.

The Common Properties Settings are mostly for internal communication. Modify these properties only if you close the
listening socket to the default port.

Change the following properties as necessary.

• Under Properties Settings:
– sage.sageBaseUrl
– reports.baseUrl
– portalExternalLink.ticketQueueUrl
– portalExternalLink.certificationUrl
– portalExternalLink.homeUrl

• Under Common Property Settings:
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– statisticalService.url
– reportsService.url
– campaignService.url
– sageBrowsingService.url
– buildingBlockService.url
– buildingBlockService.password
– buildingBlockService.username

You can access these settings by going to Administration, Settings in the Identity Governance portal.

Configure Email Notifications
How to Configure Email Notifications

The Identity Governance server dispatches email notifications at various certification stages, and for self-service requests.
The emails use a set of templates that are stored in the server.
You can customize email behavior by creating different templates, and disabling emails for certain events.
For example, you can create one set of email templates for user privileges certification by direct managers and another
set for recertification by higher-level managers. You select the email templates to use when you create each certification.
The following diagram illustrates how to configure Identity Governance email notifications:

Follow these steps to configure Identity Governance certification email templates:

1. Create an email template (see page ).
2. Select event triggers and assign templates (see page ).
3. Define email properties(see page ).

Create an Email Template

Use parameter fields to insert personalized data in Identity Governance email templates.
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You can base a Identity Governance email template on an existing template or create a new template, and use parameter
fields to personalize your template.
We recommend that you base your first customized template for an email trigger event on the default Identity
Governance template that is defined for that event.

NOTE

You cannot edit or delete a built-in template. You can however, make a copy of a built-in template and customize
that copy as required.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Email, Templates.
The Email Templates screen appears.

2. To create an email template, do one of the following:
– Base the new template on a built-in template:

a. Click Load. The Load Template dialog appears.
b. Select a template for the trigger event from the Select drop-down list and click OK. The template appears in an

editing screen.
c. Click Save As and rename the template.

– Create a template
a. Click New. The New Template dialog appears.
b. Select the trigger event that uses this template from the Email Event drop-down list.
c. Specify a template name in the Name field.
d. Click OK. The Email Templates editing screen appears.

3. Edit the template text.
4. (Optional) To add a parameter field, do the following:

a. In the Subject or Body areas of the template, position your cursor where you want to insert the field.
b. Locate the parameter in the Parameters list table below the template editing window.
c. Click Add to Subject or Add to Body next to the field in the table.

The parameter is inserted into the template. When emails are sent, actual data replaces the selected parameter.
5. (Optional) To insert HTML elements in the email template, do the following:

a. In the Subject or Body areas of the template, position your cursor where you want to insert HTML.
b. Add the HTML text.

6. Click Save to save the template.
You have created a custom email template.

Next, you specify certification events.

Select Event Triggers and Assign Templates

Specify certification events to generate Identity Governance certification emails.
Follow these steps: 

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Email, Events.
The Email Events window displays a list of events that trigger emails.
Note: This screen displays legacy events and templates from previous versions of Identity Governance. Legacy
events are listed at the bottom of the table, and have separate Aggregation Templates. Do not activate these events.

2. Select the events that you want to trigger emails, and clear events that you do not want to trigger emails.
3. (Optional) Select an alternative template for the event in the Template drop-down list of the event.
4. Click Save to save settings.

The selected events are enabled and templates assigned.

Next, you define Identity Governance certification email properties.
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Define Email Properties

Define Identity Governance email properties to customize email notifications.
Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
The list of properties appears.

2. Use the following system properties to configure the connection to an SMTP server, and to define email behavior.
NOTE
 Note: Some of these properties are automatically set during Identity Governance installation.

– mail.Server
Defines the SMTP server URL.
 Default: smtp.company.com 

– mail.ServerPort
Defines the communication port for the SMTP server.
 Default: 25 

– mail.user
Defines the Identity Governance user account on the SMTP server.
 Default: DemoV4@Eurekify.com 

– mail.password
Defines theIdentity Governance account password on the SMTP server.
 Default: abc1234 

– mail.from
Defines the Identity Governance server originating email address.
 Default: RCM@ca.com 

– mail.useSSL
Specifies whether SMTP server communication uses SSL encryption.
 Default: False 

– (Optional) mail.max.attempts
Defines the number of times Identity Governance attempts to send an email.
 Default: 3 

– (Optional) mail.sending.interval
Specifies the time, in seconds, between Identity Governance attempts to send emails.
 Default: 900 seconds 

– (Optional) mail.smtp.timeout
Specifies in seconds, Identity Governance email timeout attempts to send emails.
 Default: 60 seconds 

– portalExternalLink.certificationUrl
Defines the value of the certification URL parameter in email templates.

– portalExternalLink.homeUrl
Defines the value of the Identity Governance URL home page parameter in email templates.

3. Click Save.

You have defined the email properties.

Rejection Certification Task

To receive rejection emails for your approval requests,  perform the following steps gobally and at task level for each email
settings:
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 Global Settings 

1. Navigate to Home, Administration, Settings, Email,  Events.
2. Select Rejection Certification Task from the list of events.
3. Click Save.

 Task level Settings 

When you select a certification template while creating a new certificate, enable the Rejection Certification task for the
selected certification template. To enable the task perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to Compliance, Certification Templates. 
2. Click the required template.
3. Click Next to navigate to Notifications screen. 
4. Select the Rejection Certification Task from the list of events.
5. Click Next till you finish. 

Configure Email Link in Property Settings

Prerequisites to Configure the Email Link in Property Settings

Before configuring Email Link for IG or IP, enable Email notification for “New Certification Task”.
Follow the steps

1. Click Compliance Management, Certification Templates.
2. Select the appropriate universe from the drop-down.
3. Select the required template.
4. Navigate to the Notifications tab.
5. Select the Active check box to enable the New Certification Task email template.

Configure CA Identity Governance or CA Identity Portal Link in Property Settings 

The property values are set to CA Identity Governance (IG) value by default in Property Settings. You can set the Property
Settings to IG or IP as required.

If you are a CA Identity Portal user or if you have integrated the CA Identity Portal with CA Identity Governance, ensure
that you set the Property Settings to IP link to send emails for approving or rejecting the entitlements.

To provide the link, perform the following steps:

1. Open the CA Identity Governance portal.
2. Click Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
3. Enter portalExternalLink.certificationUrl.IGorIP in the Filter Properties Keys Containing search field and click

Apply.
4. Edit portalExternalLink.certificationUrl.IGorIP and set the property value to IG or IP as required.
5. Enter portalExternalLink.certificationUrl in the Filter Properties Keys Containing search field and click

Apply. Enter the IP or IG link as required. 
Note: This only applies to the Url text.

6. Enter the portalExternalLink.homeUrl and set the redirect link to IG or IP. 

For example:

IP

http://<hostname>:<portnumber>/sigma/app/index#/campaigns
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IG

http:// <hostname>:<portnumber>//eurekify/portal/certification

NOTE

If you set the property value to some other value apart from IG or IP, the default value remains as IG value. This
value is not case-sensitive.

Configure the Universe to Display Linked Attributes
Enable users to navigate using linkable entity attributes. Enable the linked attributes property and configure the universe
to display links in the Entity Browser and in the popup balloons that appear in the Certification Side by Side view.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
2. Locate the linkable.properties.enable attribute and click Edit. 
3. Set the Property Value to True, set the Type as Database Property, and click Save.

You have enabled the linkable.properties.enable property.
4. Navigate to Administration, Universes, and click the universe you want to modify.
5. Select the Entity Browser – Display Settings tab.
6. Click the web-link icon next to the attributes that must appear as hyperlinks, and click OK.

Note: The property linkable.href.format uses regular expressions to validate the hyperlink. The most typical linkable
attributes are email addresses and URLs. You can customize these attributes by adding additional protocols.
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Integrating
Explains how to integrate with Identity Manager.

Integration with CA Identity Manager
 Contents 

  

CA Identity Manager is an identity lifecycle management product that enables you to manage user identities and govern
what they can access based on their role.

 Identity Governance is an identity lifecycle management product that enables you to develop, maintain, and analyze
role models. Identity Governance also provides centralized identity compliance policy controls and automates processes
associated with meeting compliance demands.

When you integrate CA Identity Manager and Identity Governance, you can do the following:

• Validate that CA Identity Manager user privileges are granted in accordance with business compliance policies
• Get suggested roles and compliance checking when creating or modifying CA Identity Manager users, roles, and

accounts
• Understand what roles exist in your organization, establish a role model that fits your organization, and re-create the

desired role model within CA Identity Manager 
• Analyze and maintain the role model as the business evolves

The following graphic details the architecture when you integrate Identity Governance and CA Identity Manager:
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Use Case Certifying CA Identity Manager Provisioning Role Assignments

As an Administrator, you want to allow managers to review and certify the provisioning roles of CA Identity Manager users
they manage.

Perform the following process to allow managers to perform user certifications.

1. Integrate Identity Governance with CA Identity Manager.
2. Import data from CA Identity Manager to Identity Governance.

This procedure updates the Master and the Model configuration in Identity Governance.
3. Kick off a user certification to review and approve user provisioning role assignments (and direct permissions).

This certification updates the Identity Governance Model configuration.
4. Once the certification is completed, export the differences generated by the certification. The changes are applied to

CA Identity Manager directly.
CA Identity Manager records these changes in the task persistence database, where they can be viewed in the View
Submitted Tasks task.

After completing this process, role assignment data between Identity Governance and CA Identity Manager is
synchronized and approved by CA Identity Manager user managers.
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Use Case Maintaining Compliant CA Identity Manager Roles

As an Administrator, you want to be sure that when a new employee is added to CA Identity Manager, they automatically
get privileges that are appropriate to their function within the company, and compliant with business policies.

Integrating with Identity Governance and enabling Smart Provisioning in an CA Identity Manager environment provides
suggested roles and compliance checking when you create or modify users, roles, and accounts in CA Identity Manager.

For example, a new employee starts in the finance department at your company When you create the new user in CA
Identity Manager, you specify that this person is part of the finance department. When you submit the Create User task in
CA Identity Manager, Identity Governance returns a list of the following suggested roles for the new user:

• FinanceApplicationUser—This role allows access to the financial application.
• FinanceDept—This role gives general privileges to the new user that match other finance employees, such as an email

account.

In addition, Identity Governance verifies that the existing privileges (if any) of the new user do not violate any business
policy rules (BPRs).

Perform the following process to be sure that any new user added to CA Identity Manager gains the appropriate privileges
that are compliant with company policy.

1. Integrate CA Identity Manager and Identity Governance.
2. Import CA Identity Manager user, role, and account data to Identity Governance.

This procedure creates the Master and the Model configuration in Identity Governance.
3. Clean up the imported data in Identity Governance.

This procedure removes suspect entities and suspect relationships between entities and updates the Model
configuration.

4. Create Business Policy Rules (BPRs) in Identity Governance that reflect business restrictions and limitations regarding
user privileges.

5. Run the BPRs created in Step 4 against the Model configuration.
6. Export any changes made to the Model configuration during Step 5 back to CA Identity Manager.

This step updates the Master also.

After completing this process, Identity Governance suggests roles and performs compliance checks against business
policy restrictions and limitations when you create and modify users, roles, or accounts in CA Identity Manager.
Any day-to-day changes made in CA Identity Manager that affect users, roles, or accounts are updated in Identity
Governance using Continuous Update.

Associations Overview

Object in CA Identity Manager compared to objects in Identity Governance 

When looking at Identity Governance and CA Identity Manager and how they handle linked objects, there are some
differences. Because of these differences, we must map associations between the two systems so that both Identity
Governance and CA Identity Manager understand the relationships between objects. In Identity Governance, two objects
are linked without dealing with how they are linked. In CA Identity Manager, two objects are linked through an attribute.
For example, in Identity Governance, an Active Directory account and a resource that represents a group can be linked.
In CA Identity Manager, the account is connected to the group through an attribute named "groupMembership". Without
telling CA Identity Manager which attribute to use, you cannot connect the group to the account.

• The Issue
When mapping associations (which become links in Identity Governance) you must reduce the definition of the link
from containing three values (from what object, to what object, and through which attribute) to only two values (from
which object to which object). This reduction happens during import from CA Identity Manager to Identity Governance,
but an issue arises when building the three-value definition out of two values when exporting back to CA Identity
Manager. Once you map an association, you provide both the attribute and the object names in CA Identity Manager.
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When you export a link, the connector then knows which resource is linked to the account. All three values are now
available for Identity Governance to export.
Once mapped, the Identity Governance resource refers to both the mapped object (AD group) and the attribute
(groupMembership). If an account can be connected to the same object by different attributes, the account must be
defined as multiple resources in Identity Governance. Each resource then represents an object linked by a specific
attribute. These multiple resource definitions allow the export to identify which attribute the user referred to when
connecting a resource to the account.

NOTE
 A resource with no association is not understood between the two systems.

• Example
For example, Unix has an account connected to Unix groups using either the "primary group" attribute or the "group
membership" attribute. If there is only one resource in Identity Governance named "Unix group" when it is mapped to
an account, Identity Governance does not know whether to use the primary group or the group membership attribute
when exporting to CA Identity Manager. Therefore, you map two associations, each to a different resource. For
example, if the Unix endpoint has group "A", then you map two resources, one representing "A", "primary group" and
the other representing "A", "group membership". Then Identity Governance reads the associations and understands
which attribute was referred to when it exports the data.

• Working with Associations
After defining how endpoint objects are linked, you map them to Identity Governance objects by giving names to
the Identity Governance roles and resources. Initially, an object on the endpoint is marked as a resource and Identity
Governance offers to name the resource using the name of the object. After an object is mapped to a resource, if that
object is used in other associations, the existing resource or role definition must be used. However, if you have more
than one association between two exact objects linked by different attributes, you cannot use the same resource or
role definition for both associations, and the endpoint object must be mapped to a new resource or role in Identity
Governance.
Because each resource is mapped to an object on the endpoint, attributes can be mapped from the endpoint
object to the resource. For example, a resource representing an AD group can have an attribute containing the
group description. This option is not currently applicable to roles, as they cannot have custom attributes in Identity
Governance.
Associations that do not start from an account are only possible in a deep use case. A deep use case is only available
with the CA IAM Connector Server. If a deep use case is used, the mapping must have an account connected to a role
and a role connected to a resource. The association between the account and the resource directly should also be
defined, though not enforced.

• Custom Association Attributes (Link Attributes)
An association itself can have attributes in the form of link attributes. Link attributes define that the link between two
objects has a risk, so there is a risk attribute with a value. For example, you have an association between an SAP
account and a role. A role is an object that can be mapped to a resource. Different accounts can have the same role.
However, each account is linked to the role for a restricted time period. The association itself has attributes that contain
the start and end dates for the restricted time period.

Enrichment

During an import, you can merge supplementary Human Resources (HR) data or additional role and resource data with
the existing users, roles, and resources databases.

For every field in the database that has a matching field in the enrichment file, Identity Governance updates the record in
the database according to the enrichment setting in the file. This feature allows you to add data that does not exist in the
endpoint that may be useful during certification. Also, extra data may be required for correlation in some cases.

A supplementary enrichment file must be in CSV file format.
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When performing enrichment, select the attribute in both the database and the enrichment file that you want to use to
match records. You can specify this match to be case-sensitive.

NOTE
 An enrichment file record can match multiple database records, for example, matching the department field in
the users database updates all the users in the same department.

The following options are available when performing enrichment during an import:

(Users and Resources only) Update fields that are different from enrichment file

Select this option to change the fields in the database if they differ from the enrichment file. Clear the option to keep the
data in the database and add any deltas from the enrichment file.

• Clear Fields that are empty in the enrichment file
Select this option to delete data for a field if the corresponding entry in the enrichment file is blank. Clear the option to
disregard empty fields in the enrichment file and keep the existing content in the database.
 

Integration Concepts
Contents

Import and Export

To introduce Identity Manager data to Identity Governance, you perform an import. The import process updates both the
master and model configurations as follows:

1. The product creates a local copy of all the Identity Manager data.
2. The product compares the local copy with the master configuration. This results in a list of all changes since the last

time the import ran.
3. The master configuration is updated with all the changes, and the master configuration now reflects everything in

Identity Manager.
4. All changes are made in the model configuration, one by one. If the model configuration was the same as the master

configuration, it will also be the same after the import. However, if there were changes made in the model, they are not
overwritten by the import.

A Identity Governance universe is coupled with a Identity Manager Environment, and you import corporate users as the
Identity Governance users. Identity Manager endpoint objects are imported as Identity Governance resources.

WARNING
Only one universe can be associated with a Identity Manager environment. If you must manage a different
Identity Manager environment, create a new universe. If you delete a universe and create a new one, you must
do a fresh import for the integration to work with the new universe.

You can customize the following data that you want to import:

• What types of endpoint objects to import. If you only want a subset of a particular object type, you can also apply filters
to the data that is imported.

• What attributes are mapped to what Identity Governance fields.

To push updated Identity Governance data to Identity Manager, you perform an export. The export process takes the
differences between the Master and Model configurations, creates a DIFF file and sends those changes to Identity
Manager. When Identity Manager completes each change defined in the export task, it sends a notification back to Identity
Governance. At that time, Identity Governance updates the Master to reflect what is in the Model and Continuous Update
keeps Identity Manager and the Identity Governance Master configuration synchronized.
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An export from Identity Governance now updates data in the Identity Manager object store, and not only the Provisioning
Server. This allows you to take advantage of the following Identity Manager features:

Identity Manager task model

• Identity Manager transaction logging
• Identity Manager policy triggers

Information Mapping between Identity Manager and Identity Governance

When Identity Manager and Identity Governance integrate, the following information is synchronized between the two
systems:

• User information
• Role information
• Account information
• Endpoint object information

Identity Governance Object Identity Manager Object
User User
Role Provisioning Role or Account Template
Resource Endpoint object that represents a privilege or role a user can have,

for example:
Active Directory group
SAP profile
Oracle table privilege

User-Role link User membership in a provisioning role
Role-Role link Provisioning Roles or Account Templates
Role-Resource link The relationship between a role and an account template that

grants privileges on a specific endpoint.
User-Resource link The relationship between a user and an endpoint object defined

by an account.

The following graphic illustrates the information mapping between the two systems visually:
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Communication between Identity Governance and Identity Manager

Once you configure integration between Identity Manager and Identity Governance, the two systems communicate using
the following:

• Identity Governance Connector for Identity Manager
A special type of connector that automatically synchronizes the privilege data between Identity Manager and Identity
Governance. By using this connector, you can import data from Identity Manager to Identity Governance or export data
from Identity Governance to Identity Manager.

NOTE
For more information about connectors, see the  Identity Governance Configuration section.

• Continuous Update
This feature allows you to leverage Identity Governance capabilities to support day-to-day identity management
operations. Any changes made in Identity Manager are updated immediately in Identity Governance.

• (Optional) Continuous Export
This feature allows you to send any changes made in Identity Governance to Identity Manager immediately, instead of
doing a full export operation after numerous changes are made to a role model.

NOTE
All of these communication features update the Identity Governance Master configuration.
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Import Data from Multiple Endpoints

A Identity Governance universe can contain any mix of the following types of endpoints.

Managed Endpoints: Endpoints are managed by Identity Manager and connected to the product.

• Discovered Endpoints: Endpoints are connected to the product using the CA IAM Connector Server.
• Unmanaged Endpoints: Endpoints whose information is imported into the product by 3rd-party utilities, such as scripts,

PDI transformations, and so on.

Importing information into a Identity Governance universe from any mix of two or more types of endpoints is referred to as
mixed mode. A mixed universe can only support the shallow use case.

NOTE
To create a working mixed universe, all import sources must comply with common standards. For more
information about how to build a Identity Governance configuration for mixed mode, see the  Identity
Governance Programming section.

Connectivity Use Cases
Contents 

  

Managed Endpoints

Goal

You have an existing Identity Manager 12.5 SP8 (or later) deployment with a significant number of endpoints managed
through the IAM Connector Server. You want to implement Identity Governance to perform certification on the privileges
across the organization and use your existing IAM Connector Server connectors.

Environment Description

You have an Active Directory server, two UNIX servers, three Oracle databases, and a RACF managed Mainframe. You
have an existing Identity Manager deployment where all seven endpoints are defined and managed.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance, without including the IAM Connector Server.
2. In an Identity Governance universe, define a connector to Identity Manager, as follows:

a. Define Identity Manager connectivity.
b. Select all endpoints or use the 'all' wildcard.

3. Run an import.
All endpoint data is imported into Identity Governance. The selected endpoint permissions are modeled as resources,
while provisioning roles and account templates are modeled as roles.

NOTE

• Export to the endpoints is fully supported in this scenario. 
• Identity Governance correlation is not used, as Identity Manager provides the associations between users

and accounts. 
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Mixed Universe

Goal

You have a newly installed Identity Manager 12.5 SP8 (or later) deployment with only a limited number of endpoints
managed through Identity Manager. You want to implement Identity Governance to perform certification on the privileges
across the organization and use your new CA IAM Connector Server connectors.

Environment Description

You have an Active Directory server, two UNIX servers, three Oracle databases, and a RACF managed Mainframe. You
have a newly installed Identity Manager system, in which only one UNIX server and two Oracle databases are defined and
managed. Now, you want to perform certifications on the privileges across the organization.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance.
2. Go to Administration, Connector Server Management and create the Active Directory endpoint, the RACF endpoint,

and the unmanaged UNIX and Oracle endpoints.

NOTE
When defining the RACF connector, you are using the Identity Governance-specific RACF connector and not
the one included with Identity Manager.

3. In the universe, under the Connectivity tab, define a connector to Identity Manager. Within it, select the managed UNIX
and Oracle endpoints. Select the Identity Manager Connector as the primary (As Users) connector.

4. Define connectors for the unmanaged endpoints (the ones you created in Step 2) by selecting the CA IAM Connector
Server and, in each connector, select the correct endpoint.

5. Run a multi-import job by selecting all the connectors.
All unmanaged endpoint data is imported through the CA IAM Connector Server. All managed endpoint data is
imported using the Identity Manager connectors. The selected endpoint permissions are modeled as resources and
the provisioning roles and account templates are mapped to roles.

NOTE

• Export is supported in this scenario only for the endpoints managed by Identity Manager. The other
endpoints must be provisioned manually. 

• Identity Governance correlation is invoked on unmanaged endpoint accounts. The Identity Manager users
appear as Identity Governance users, whereas all endpoint users appear as Identity Governance accounts. 

Mixed Universe with Custom Endpoints - Example 1

Goal

You have a newly installed Identity Manager 12.5 SP8 (or later) deployment with only a limited number of endpoints
managed through the CA IAM Connector Server. You also have a number of custom or third-party systems that support
an LDAP or JDBC connection. You want to implement Identity Governance to perform certification on the privileges across
the organization and use your new CA IAM Connector Server connectors.

Environment Description

You have an Active Directory server, two UNIX servers, three Oracle databases, and two custom systems that use an
LDAP or SQL interface. You have a newly installed Identity Manager deployment, in which only one UNIX server and two
Oracle databases are already defined and managed. It is assumed that the implementation team has developed dynamic
connectors for the custom or third-party systems, using Connector Xpress.
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NOTE
When developing the dynamic connector using Connector Xpress, each attribute has a new flag named
Interesting for Compliance. The attributes with this flag represent privileges that must be certified in Identity
Governance. For more information, see the Extended Metadata Properties section of the Connector Xpress
section.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance.
2. After the new dynamic connector is ready, use Connector Xpress to push its definition to the CA IAM Connector Server

installed with Identity Governance.
3. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Management.
4. Define the Active Directory server and the unmanaged UNIX and Oracle endpoints in the CA IAM Connector Server.
5. In the universe, go to the Connectivity tab.
6. Define a connector to Identity Manager. Select the managed UNIX and Oracle endpoints and set this connector as the

primary (As Users) connector.
7. Define connectors for the unmanaged endpoints, including the dynamic connector, by choosing the CA IAM Connector

Server and, in each connector, choosing the correct endpoint.
8. Run all the import connectors at once through a multi-import job.

All unmanaged endpoint data, including the dynamic connector data, is imported through the CA IAM Connector
Server connectors. All managed endpoint data is imported through the Identity Manager connectors. The selected
endpoint permissions are modeled as resources and the provisioning roles and account templates are mapped to
roles.

NOTE

• Export is supported in this scenario only for the endpoints managed by Identity Manager. The other
endpoints must be provisioned manually. 

• Identity Governance correlation is invoked on unmanaged endpoint accounts. The Identity Manager users
appear as Identity Governance users, whereas all endpoint users appear as Identity Governance accounts. 

Mixed Universe with Custom Endpoints - Example 2

Goal

You have a newly installed Identity Manager 12.5 SP8 (or later) deployment with only a limited number of endpoints
managed through the CA IAM Connector Server. You also have a number of custom or third-party systems that are
accessed through Pentaho Data Integration (PDI). You want to implement Identity Governance to perform certification on
the privileges across the organization and use your new CA IAM Connector Server connectors.

Environment Description

You have an Active Directory server, two UNIX servers, three Oracle databases, and two custom systems that expose
proprietary interfaces (not LDAP or SQL). You have a newly installed Identity Manager deployment, in which only one
UNIX server and two Oracle databases are already defined and managed. It is assumed that the implementation team
has developed PDI transformations for the custom applications using Pentaho Kettle.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance.
2. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Management.
3. Define the Active Directory server and the unmanaged UNIX and Oracle endpoints in the CA IAM Connector Server.
4. In the universe, go to the Connectivity tab.
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5. Define a connector to Identity Manager. Select the managed UNIX and Oracle endpoints and set this connector as the
primary (As Users) connector.

6. Define connectors for the unmanaged endpoints, including the dynamic connector, by choosing the CA IAM Connector
Server and, in each connector, choosing the correct endpoint.

7. Define two connectors for the custom systems by selecting the PDI connector. Fill in the appropriate parameters for
this connector.

8. Run all the import connectors at once through a multi-import job.
All unmanaged endpoint data, including the dynamic connector data, is imported through the CA IAM Connector
Server connectors. All managed endpoint data is imported through the Identity Manager connectors. All custom
system data is imported by executing the provided solution.
The selected endpoint permissions are modeled as resources and the provisioning roles and account templates are
mapped to roles.

NOTE

• Export is supported in this scenario only for the endpoints managed by Identity Manager. The other
endpoints must be provisioned manually. 

• Identity Governance correlation is invoked on unmanaged endpoint accounts. The Identity Manager users
appear as Identity Governance users, whereas all endpoint users appear as Identity Governance accounts. 

Mixed Universe with Role Modeling

Goal

You have an existing Identity Manager 12.5 SP8 (or later) deployment with a significant number of endpoints managed
through the CA IAM Connector Server. You want to implement Identity Governance to perform certification on the
privileges across the organization using the CA IAM Connector Server connectors, and also perform privilege cleanup and
role modeling.

Environment Description

You have an Active Directory server, two UNIX servers, three Oracle databases, and a RACF managed Mainframe. You
have an existing Identity Manager deployment where all seven endpoints are defined and managed.

NOTE
This scenario is unique, as Identity Governance interfaces with RACF in two different ways, using two different
connectors. When retrieving Identity Manager data, the native Identity Manager RACF connector is used, but
when working with Identity Governance, the Identity Governance-specific CA IAM Connector Server connector is
used.

Process

1. Install Identity Governance.
2. In Identity Governance, create two universes, for example, "Org" and "RACF".
3. In the universe "Org", perform the following steps:

a. Go to the Connectivity tab and define a connector to Identity Manager.
b. After providing Identity Manager connection details, select all endpoints or use the "all" wildcard.
c. Run the import.

All data is imported through Identity Manager connectors. The selected endpoint permissions are modeled as
resources, and provisioning roles and account templates are modeled as roles.

4. For the universe "RACF", perform the following steps:
a. In the Identity Governance portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Management.
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b. Define the Top Secret endpoint in the CA IAM Connector Server. In this scenario, you are using the Identity
Governance-specific Top Secret connector and not the one included with Identity Manager.

c. In the universe, go to the Connectivity tab.
d. Define a connector. Select the Identity Governance CA IAM Connector Server and specify the Top Secret

endpoint. Within it, map Top Secret groups to Identity Governance roles and map data sources as Identity
Governance resources.

e. Run the import.
All data is imported through the CA IAM Connector Server connector that is specific for Identity Governance. The
resources and roles appear as mapped.

NOTE

• Export is fully supported in the "Org" universe. Export is not supported in the "RACF" universe, as there is no
support by the connector. 

• Identity Governance correlation is not invoked. In the "Org" universe, Identity Manager is relied on to provide
the associations between users and accounts, whereas in the "RACF" universe, correlation is not relevant
because it contains only one source. 

Workflow Approvals with Integration

When integrating with Identity Governance, Identity Manager workflow approvals are disabled for all export tasks
generated by Identity Governance. All approvals for exported changes to Identity Manager must be handled in Identity
Governance.

For example, if you run a User Certification, approvals are done as part of the certification. When you export all the
changes to those users back to Identity Manager, no workflow processes are initiated for the Identity Manager tasks
generated by that export.

Workflow behavior is unchanged for native Identity Manager tasks within the system.

If you have workflow processes in Identity Manager that you want to enforce when doing approvals in Identity
Governance, you must recreate those workflow processes in Identity Governance.

NOTE
Identity Manager tasks generated by an Identity Governance export contain 'IMRCM' in the task name.

How to Integrate with CA Identity Manager
 Contents 

  

Prerequisites

To integrate Identity Manager and Identity Governance, verify that the following prerequisites are met:

•  Identity Governance and Identity Manager must be installed on systems that can communicate with each other
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NOTE
 For more information, see the  Identity Governance Installation Guide and the  Identity Manager Installation
Guide. 

• If you want to secure the connection between Identity Manager and Identity Governance, configure both systems to
support SSL.

• Ensure that you have imported all role definitions files for every endpoint type you have in Identity Manager.
• To allow Identity Governance to connect to Identity Manager, you must import at least one role definition to Identity

Manager. By default, the Identity Manager OOTB environment contains ActiveDirectory-RoleDef.xml role definition.
• Ensure that all provisioning roles are managed by Identity Manager (and not the Provisioning Manager).
• If you are using Microsoft SQL or Oracle as the CA Identity Manager user store, do the following:

a. (JBoss only) In Identity Governance, download the sqljdbc.jar from the Microsoft Download Center and put it in the
following location:
JBoss: RCM_Server_home\eurekify-jboss\server\eurekify\deploy\eurekify.war\web-inf\lib

b. In Identity Manager, go to the Management Console and do the following:
a. Go to Environments and click the CA Identity Manager Environment you want to integrate with.
b. Click Advanced Settings, Miscellaneous.
c. Enter the property name "rdbdirpassword" with a valid user store password as the value.
d. Click Add.
e. Click Save.

How to Configure Integration

Perform the following steps when you configure integration with Identity Governance.

1. Verify that the systems that host Identity Governance and Identity Manager meet the prerequisites.
2. In Identity Manager, add integration support to your environment by importing the Smart Provisioning role definitions.

NOTE
 The Smart Provisioning role definitions include the tasks that you use to configure the connection to Identity
Governance in the User Console.

3. In Identity Governance, complete the following steps:
a. Create a universe.
b. Configure an import connector to Identity Manager.
c. Import data from Identity Manager to Identity Governance. This import creates a Identity Governance role model.

4. Verify that a Identity Governance connection object was created in Identity Manager.

The following flowchart illustrates the steps required to configure integration between Identity Manager and Identity
Governance.
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Import Role and Task Definitions for Integration

To configure Identity Manager to work with Identity Governance, you add a set of role and task definitions to a Identity
Manager environment.

To import role and task definitions

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
A list of Identity Manager environments appears.

WARNING
 If this environment was created in a previous release of Identity Manager, be sure that you updated the role
definitions after the upgrade and before performing the following steps. For more information about updating
role definitions for an environment, see the  Identity Manager Upgrade Guide for your application server.

2. Click the name of the Identity Manager environment where you want to import the role and task settings.
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The Properties screen for that environment appears.
3. Click Role and Task Settings, and click Import.
4. Select the Smart Provisioning role definitions file to create default roles and tasks for the environment.

NOTE
 The Smart Provisioning role definition file includes tasks that you use to configure the connection to Identity
Governance in the User Console. Import this file even if you do not plan to use the Smart Provisioning
functionality.

5. Click Finish.
The status is displayed in the Role Configuration Output window.

6. Click Continue to exit.
7. If the Identity Manager environment was running, restart the Identity Manager environment.

Create a Universe in Identity Governance 

Similar to an Identity Manager environment, a universe is a view into a management workspace that lets Identity
Governance administrators manage entities such as users, roles, and resources collected from Identity Manager. Entity
data is stored in the Identity Governance database. A universe consists of a specific pair of Master-Model configurations,
enabling tracking of differences between the real-world configuration imported from the system (Master) and the desired
configuration generated (Model).

To import data from Identity Manager, you need a universe in Identity Governance to store the data.

You need the following information to create a universe within Identity Governance:

• Master configuration file name
• Model configuration file name

WARNING
You must provide names of configuration files that do not exist yet. Example configuration file names:
CA_IMmaster.cfg, CA_IMmodel.cfg.

• (Optional) Approved Audit Card
• Names of the fields (in the configuration files) that contain the following information:

– Login
– Email
– User manager
– Role manager
– Resource manager

• Audit Settings file name

NOTE
For more information about creating a universe, see the  Identity Governance  Configuring section.

How to Define an Import Connector to Identity Manager 

 Identity Governance imports data from Identity Manager by using an import connector. To define the connector, perform
the following procedures.

1. Define the connection parameters to access Identity Manager.
2. Define the data mappings to define how the connector maps Identity Manager objects to Identity Governance objects.

Once you define the import connector to Identity Manager and run an initial import, Identity Governance automatically
creates a Identity Manager connection object back to Identity Governance.
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To define an import connector

1. Log in to the Identity Governance Portal as an administrator.
2. Go to Administration, Universes.

A list of universes appears.
3. Click on the universe you want to import data to.
4. Select the Connectivity Tab.

The Connector screen opens.
5. Be sure that the Import option button is selected and click Add Connector.

The Connector wizard appears.
6. Provide values for all mandatory connector settings and mappings.

Note: For more information on the madatory connector settings, see Define a Connector to CA Identity Manager.
7. Click Finish

The new import connector is defined in Identity Governance. 
8. (Optional) Click the Owner link next to the new connector and set a user as the owner of the connector. This user is

notified by email if the connector fails during an import or export job.
9. (Optional) Select the new connector and click Validate.

The connector parameters and configuration are validated.

 Note: A matching export connector is automatically defined in Identity Governance for every import connector you define.

Using Secured Active Directory as a User Store for Identity Manager Requires a Certificate in Identity
Governance 

 Symptom: 

When integrating Identity Governance with Identity Manager using Active Directory (with SSL enabled) as a user store,
the import feature fails.

 Solution: 

To work around this issue, do the following:

1. Configure Identity Governance for SSL.

NOTE
 For more information about configuring Identity Governance with SSL, see Configure SSL-Encrypted
Communication.

2. If your certificate is not published by CA (Certificate Authority), perform the following steps:
a. Import a certificate into a keystore in the default JDK JRE security directory.
b. Reference the keystore in either the batchImport.properties file or the eurekify.bat file by adding JRE arguments,

such as the following:
-Djavax.net.ssl.keyStore="C:/Program Files/Java/jdk1.6.0_21/jre/
lib/security/storename" -Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=changeit -
Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore="C:/Program Files/Java/jdk1.6.0_21/jre/lib/security/
storename"

Define a Connector to CA Identity Manager
 Contents 
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To define an import connector to Identity Manager, use the import connector wizard under the connectivity tab of the
universe. The wizard guides you through mapping CA Identity Manager users, roles, and account templates to Identity
Governance.

The following steps are reflected in the connector wizard. Perform these steps to define a connector to Identity Manager.

1. (Connection Settings) Configure the connectivity between Identity Manager and Identity Governance. Provide the
following connection information:
– CA Identity Manager Server information and CA Identity Manager environment credentials.

Be sure to use the login name of a Identity Manager administrator who has admin roles with the following tasks:
a. Create Web Services Configuration
b. View Web Services Configuration
c. Modify Web Services Configuration
d. Delete Web Services Configuration
e. DefineCARCMConnection - included in the Identity Governance Configuration Manager role.
f. DeleteCARCMConnection - included in the Identity Governance Configuration Manager role.

NOTE
For instructions on adding admin tasks to an admin role, see the topic Select Admin Tasks for the Role in
the Admin Roles chapter in the Identity Manager Administration Guide.

If you have CA Single Sign On in your deployment, set the Identity Manager port to 80.
–  Identity Governance Server information and credentials

NOTE
The Register RCM Connection check box is selected by default. This option causes the import to
automatically create the Identity Governance connection object within Identity Manager. Clearing this
check box supports the use case of importing one Identity Manager environment into several Identity
Governance universes. Because Continuous Updates and Smart Provisioning can only work with one
universe, if you configure multiple universes to one Identity Manager environment, each time you run an
import, it changes the Identity Governance connection object in Identity Manager to point to the universe
you are importing to. By clearing this check box, the import process does not try to create or change
the Identity Governance connection object within Identity Manager.

– The Identity Governance universe to be associated with the CA Identity Manager environment.
– The Additional Connection Properties area is only used for setting the FIPSKeyFile property.

2. (CA Identity Manager Users and Provisioning Roles) Map CA Identity Manager users to Identity Governance users
and provisioning roles to Identity Governance roles.

NOTE

• Click Add in the right-hand corner of the User Mapping section to add more user mappings
between Identity Governance and Identity Manager.

• Mapping fields are case-sensitive.
• Use the filter to import a subset of users or provisioning roles from Identity Manager.
• Identity Manager users and provisioning roles are automatically populated in the drop-down list.
• You can enrich imported user data with supplementary Human Resources (HR) data.

3. Click Add in the right-hand corner of the User Mapping section to add more user mappings between Identity
Governance and Identity Manager.
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NOTE

• Be sure that you have imported all role definitions files in Identity Manager for every endpoint type that
you have otherwise, they will appear in the endpoint type drop-down list.

• Mapping fields are case-sensitive.
• For more information about endpoints, and endpoint objects and attributes,

see Connector documentation.
• You can enrich imported endpoint data with supplementary resource data.

– Mapping fields are case-sensitive.
– Use the filter to import a subset of users or provisioning roles from Identity Manager.
– Identity Manager users and provisioning roles are automatically populated in the drop-down list.
– You can enrich imported user data with supplementary Human Resources (HR) data.

4. (Endpoint Types) Define mappings between endpoint objects and Identity Governance resources.
5. Ensure that you have imported all role definitions files in Identity Manager for every endpoint type that you have

otherwise, they do not appear in the endpoint type drop-down list.
– Mapping fields are case-sensitive.
– For more information about endpoints, and endpoint objects and attributes, see Connector documentation.
– You can enrich imported endpoint data with supplementary resource data.

6. (Summary) Review the connector information and click Finish to save the connector.

NOTE
A matching export connector is automatically defined in Identity Governance for every import connector you
define.

Define Endpoint Mappings

This section of the connector wizard allows you to map endpoint objects to Identity Governance objects.

NOTE
For more information about endpoints, and endpoint objects and attributes, see Connector documentation.

To define endpoint mappings

1. Select the endpoint type from the drop-down list on the right and click Add.
2. Under Account Template, select account templates for following fields:

–  Copy From 
Defines the existing account template in Identity Manager. This is used during an export. If an account template
is created by Identity Governance, it only knows about some of the account template attributes. Identity
Governance uses the existing account template to create a full attribute list when creating a new account template
in Identity Manager during export.

–  Create Account From 
Defines the account template used to create an account when a user does not have an account on the endpoint.
This is used during an export.

3. (Optional) Use the Account Template filter to import a subset of account templates from Identity Manager.
4. Under Field Mapping, map account template attributes to Identity Governance role fields.
5. Under Endpoint List, click Add to add an endpoint.
6. Under Endpoint Name, select an endpoint based on a pattern, or select an endpoint by name.
7. Under Endpoint Template, select one of the following:

– (Recommended) Use template—loads a default template for the endpoint, mapping endpoint objects to
appropriate Identity Governance resources.

– Use template from file—allows you to browse and load an existing endpoint template from a file.
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 Note: If you want to adjust the endpoint mappings of a loaded template, select the Customize Selected Endpoint
Template check box.

 Use custom configuration—allows you to create your endpoint configuration manually.

WARNING
Custom configuration of an endpoint requires advanced knowledge of both Identity Manager and Identity
Governance, and how each system treats objects. Use the default endpoint templates if you are not familiar with
these concepts.

8. Click Next.

     Repeat Steps 5 through 8 for each endpoint.

9. Click Ok.

    Return to Step 1 and repeat the entire process per endpoint type.

Define a Custom Configuration for the Endpoint

If you select Use custom configuration for your endpoint template, you must manually provide mappings between Identity
Manager and Identity Governance so that both systems understand the relationships between objects.

NOTE
For more information about endpoints, and endpoint objects and attributes, see Connector documentation.

1. Under Define User Accounts, map endpoint account attributes to Identity Governance account attributes.

NOTE

• Use the filter to import a subset of accounts from Identity Manager. 
• Click Add in the right-hand corner of the User Mapping section to add more user mappings

between Identity Governance and Identity Manager.
2. Use the filter to import a subset of accounts from Identity Manager.

– Click Add in the right-hand corner of the User Mapping section to add more user mappings between Identity
Governance and Identity Manager.

3. Click Next.
4. Define associations for the endpoint. This screen allows you to do the following:
5. Define how objects in an endpoint map to objects in Identity Governance, for example, a group in Active Directory is a

resource in Identity Governance 
– Define how different objects are linked
– Define additional properties for both objects and links, where available
Define associations as follows:
a. Under Association List, click Add to the right.
b. Select the initial object type (specific to the endpoint) to associate in the From object type drop-down list.
c. Select the relationship attribute used to associate the two objects.
d. Click Ok.
e. (Optional) Under Custom association fields mapping, click Add to provide any link attribute mapping information.

Some associations have additional data related to them stored in attributes. Add the attribute mapping information
if there is an attribute related to the association.
Click Ok.

6. At this point, the object that the account is associated to does not yet relate to a known Identity Governance resource.
Define the relation to a resource as follows:
a. Click the 'Select RCM role/resource' active link.
b. Provide a name for the Identity Governance resource.
c. (Optional) Click Edit to add field mappings for the related object.
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You can map attributes on the endpoint object to fields on the Identity Governance resource.
d. Click Ok.

7. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for each association.
8. Click Ok.

Hide the Custom Configuration Option in the Connector Wizard

If you do not want to allow users to customize endpoint mappings when defining a connector to Identity Manager or the
CA IAM Connector Server, you can hide the 'Use custom configuration' option in Identity Governance. The following
property controls whether a user can access the custom configuration option when defining a connector to Identity
Manager or the CA IAM Connector Server.

• universe.property.universe_name.endpointAssociations.enabled
Defines whether the custom configuration option appears in the connector wizard. When true, the option to customize
endpoint mappings appears. When false, the option to customize endpoint mappings is not available. Also, when set to
false, the user cannot configure associations for loaded endpoint templates.
 Default: True

Map Person ID to Ensure Unique User IDs

If you have an endpoint with a display name that is not unique then map the Person ID field to another attribute. For
example, you have the following accounts on Active Directory with the same display name:

• smijo09 - John Smith
• jsmith - John Smith

In this scenario, the account display name is "John Smith" for both accounts, and "John Smith" is sent to Identity
Governance as the unique user ID for both accounts. This scenario creates a problem in Identity Governance as the
display name for both accounts is not unique.

To fix this issue, map the Person ID field to another attribute in the endpoint. For Active Directory, map the Person ID field
to the ntAccountID (Account ID before Microsoft Windows 2000) attribute. This mapping would send 'smijo09' and 'jsmith'
as the unique user IDs for the accounts in the previous example.

Import Identity Manager Data to Identity Governance 

After you define the connector between Identity Manager and Identity Governance, you can import information about
users, roles, and endpoint privileges into Identity Governance. Role engineers can then analyze that data using various
tools in Identity Governance. Once the role engineers determine the role structure, they can apply changes, based on that
structure, to Identity Manager.

You import data from endpoints managed by Identity Manager by defining connector jobs in the Identity
Governance portal. You can then run a connector job, or define a schedule that automatically runs a job at specified
intervals.

 Note: For more information about running an import connector job, see the Identity Governance Configuring section.

The import creates the configuration files (CFG) you specified in the universe and populates them with Identity
Manager data. Also after import, the connection object between Identity Manager and Identity Governance is
automatically created.

Verify the Connection to CA Identity Manager
Contents
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A connection to Identity Governance is automatically configured in Identity Manager to enable integration. Verify that the
connection object in Identity Manager was created.

To verify the connection object to Identity Governance

1. Log in to the User Console as a user with system management privileges.
2. Go to System, Identity Governance Configuration, Define Configuration.

The Identity Governance connection details are automatically populated under the Connection Settings tab.
This connection object also defines the Smart Provisioning and Continuous Update settings that are also made
available after the initial import.

3. Click Test Connection to verify that Identity Manager can connect to Identity Governance.
Identity Manager displays the connection status at the top of the screen.

4. Click Cancel.
Identity Manager can now successfully communicate with Identity Governance.

NOTE
If there is a problem with the connection object, manually configure a connection to CA Identity Governance.

Manually Configure a Connection to Identity Governance

NOTE
If a connection to Identity Governance was not automatically created within Identity Manager, configure a
connection manually to Identity Governance. This allows you to see Smart Provisioning functionality and
configuration options in the User Console.

To manually configure a connection to Identity Governance

1. Log in to the User Console as a user with system management privileges.
2. Go to System, Identity Governance Configuration, Define Configuration.

NOTE
Do not use other connection tasks in the User Console to create the connection to Identity Governance.

The Connection Setting tab appears.
3. Enter the following information about the system where Identity Governance is running:

– Host
The fully qualified name or IP address of the system where Identity Governance is installed.

– Port
The port number for Identity Governance.

– User ID
The name for an account that has privileges to access Identity Governance.

– Password
The password for the account specified in the User ID field.

– Secure Connection (HTTPS)
Enables an HTTPS connection between Identity Manager and Identity Governance.
Note: You must have SSL configured to secure the connection between Identity Manager and Identity Governance.

4. Enter the following information about Identity Governance:
– Universe

The name of the universe in Identity Governance that Identity Manager communicates with.
A universe is a virtual location in Identity Governance that encompasses the data collected from Identity Manager.

NOTE
You create a universe in the Identity Governance Portal. For more information, see the Configuring section.

5. Click Test Connection to verify that Identity Manager can connect to Identity Governance.
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Identity Manager displays the connection status at the top of the screen.
6. Click Submit.

Identity Manager can now successfully communicate with Identity Governance.

Edit Continuous Update Settings

When integrated, Identity Manager notifies Identity Governance of changes at frequent intervals. Continuous updates
provide Identity Governance with the most current Identity Manager information.

When a user, role, or account change occurs, Identity Manager generates a notification and adds it to a queue. At
specified intervals, Identity Manager creates an aggregate notification with all the information in the queue (up to the
maximum batch size) and sends it to Identity Governance.

To edit continuous update settings

1. Log into the User Console as a user with administrative privileges.
2. Go to System, Identity Governance Configuration, Define Configuration.

The Configuration Screen appears with the following tabs, Connection Settings, Smart Provisioning, and Continuous
Update.

3. Under the Continuous Update tab, set the following defaults:
– Post Notifications to Queue

Enables the queuing of notifications for all Identity Manager tasks that complete successfully. If you clear this check
box, no notifications are queued to be sent to Identity Governance.

NOTE
This check box can be selected even if the Identity Governance connection is disabled, meaning
notifications are queued until the connection is re-established.

– Send Queued Notifications
Enables the sending of notifications queued up in the analytics queue. If you clear this check box, Identity Manager
suspends the sending of notifications to Identity Governance. If the Identity Governance connection is disabled,
no notifications from the analytics queue are sent to Identity Governance. If the Queue Notification check box is
cleared, this check box is cleared also. No notifications can be sent if you do not queue the notifications.

NOTE
You may want to disable the sending of notifications if the Identity Governance Server is unavailable.

– Maximum Notification Batch Size
Defines the maximum number of notifications that are read from the queue and sent to Identity Governance in a
batch for that interval.
Default: 1000 notifications

– Notification Batch Transmit Interval
Specifies the interval in seconds, minutes, or hours between times when Identity Manager sends a batch of
notifications from the queue to Identity Governance.
Default: 59 seconds
Minimum: 1 second

4. Click Submit.

Export Data to CA Identity Manager
This article covers the following topics:
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Export to Identity Manager 

WARNING
Enable the model fix before exporting to Identity Manager, otherwise the export detects model compatibility
issues and exits.

To push updated Identity Governance data to Identity Manager, you perform an export. The export process takes the
differences between the Master and Model configurations, creates a DIFF file and sends those changes to Identity
Manager. Once Identity Manager completes all the changes defined in the DIFF file, it sends a notification back to Identity
Governance. At that time, Identity Governance updates the Master to reflect what is in the Model and Continuous Update
keeps Identity Manager and the Identity Governance Master configuration synchronized.

An export from Identity Governance now updates data in the Identity Manager object store, and not the Provisioning
Server. This allows you to take advantage of the following Identity Manager features:

 Identity Manager task model

•  Identity Manager transaction logging
•  Identity Manager policy triggers

NOTE
When you define a Identity Manager Connector in Identity Governance, a matching export connector is
automatically defined.

If you are exporting many changes to Identity Manager, and the export takes a long time, you can use the following
property to tune the export to Identity Manager:

• connectors.im.export.thread.pool.size
Defines the thread pool size for an export to Identity Manager.
 Default: 15

Continuous Export

For Identity Governance to continuously send data to Identity Manager, instead of waiting for the next export to send
over bulk changes, enable continuous export. To enable continuous export, select the CONTINUOUS_EXPORT check
box in the Connector (Export) screen. Also, in the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Property
Settings and set the following properties:

• modelEvent.producer.fireEvent: Set to a permitted value - AGGREGATE, or ATOMIC
• approval.isModelChangeNotificationOn: TRUE
• modelEvent.notify.topic: TRUE

Before creating the certification, enable Enable model change notifications for export  in Home, Compliance
Management, Certification Templates, <appropriate template>, and click save.

Continuous Export Retrial

During Continuous Export, if any exceptions occur, you can configure a retrial mechanism for Identity Governance to re-
attempt the delivery of the export message after a given duration. By default, the maximum number of retrials in case of a
failure is set to 3, and the interval between retrials is 10000 milliseconds (10 seconds).

 On WildFly 

To configure the number of retrials and re-delivery time, follow these steps:

•  On Standalone: 
a. Navigate to the following location:

<EUREKIFY-JBOSS-FOLDER\standalone\configuration\standalone-full-ca-gm.xml

b. Update the <redelivery-delay> and <max-delivery-attempts> values in the xml file as desired.
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New JMS queue
<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:messaging:2.0">
            <hornetq-server>
                <address-settings>
                <!-- This should be on top of the existing address setting element --
>
                   <address-setting match="jms.queue.continuousExportQ">
                        <dead-letter-address>jms.queue.DLQ</dead-letter-address>
                        <expiry-address>jms.queue.ExpiryQueue</expiry-address>       
        
                        <max-size-bytes>10485760</max-size-bytes>
                        <page-size-bytes>1048576</page-size-bytes>
                        <address-full-policy>PAGE</address-full-policy>
                        <message-counter-history-day-limit>10</message-counter-
history-day-limit>
                        <redistribution-delay>1000</redistribution-delay>
                        <!--Retrial interval in milliseconds-->
                        <redelivery-delay>10000</redelivery-delay>
                        <!--Number of retrials -->
                        <max-delivery-attempts>1</max-delivery-attempts>
                    </address-setting>
                    <!--Default address settings -->
                    <address-setting match="#">
                        ---
                    </address-setting>
                </address-settings>
                    <!--Dedicated JMS Queue for Continuous Export messages -->
                  <jms-destinations>
                     <jms-queue name="continuousExportQ">
                        <entry name="queue/continuousExportQ"/>
                        <entry name="java:jboss/exported/jms/queue/
continuousExportQ"/>
                    </jms-queue>
                   </jms-destinations>
            </hornetq-server>

 

•  On Cluster: 
a. Navigate to the following location:

<EUREKIFY-JBOSS-FOLDER\standalone\configuration\standalone-full-ha-ca-gm.xml

b. Update the <redelivery-delay> and <max-delivery-attempts> values in the xml file as desired.
New JMS Queue:
<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:messaging:2.0">
            <hornetq-server>
                <address-settings>
                   <address-setting match="jms.queue.continuousExportQ">
                        <dead-letter-address>jms.queue.DLQ</dead-letter-address>
                        <expiry-address>jms.queue.ExpiryQueue</expiry-address>       
        
                        <max-size-bytes>10485760</max-size-bytes>
                        <page-size-bytes>1048576</page-size-bytes>
                        <address-full-policy>PAGE</address-full-policy>
                        <message-counter-history-day-limit>10</message-counter-
history-day-limit>
                        <redistribution-delay>1000</redistribution-delay>
                        <!--Retrial interval in milliseconds-->
                        <redelivery-delay>10000</redelivery-delay>
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                        <!--Number of retrials -->
                        <max-delivery-attempts>1</max-delivery-attempts>
                    </address-setting>
                    <!--Default address settings -->
                    <address-setting match="#">
                        ---
                    </address-setting>
                </address-settings>
                    <!--Dedicated JMS Queue for Continuous Export messages -->
                  <jms-destinations>
                     <jms-queue name="continuousExportQ">
                        <entry name="queue/continuousExportQ"/>
                        <entry name="java:jboss/exported/jms/queue/
continuousExportQ"/>
                    </jms-queue>
                   </jms-destinations>
            </hornetq-server>

 

Address Settings: 
 <hornetq-server name="backup">
                <address-settings>
                    <!-- This should be on top of the existing address setting
 element -->
                   <address-setting match="jms.queue.continuousExportQ">
                        <dead-letter-address>jms.queue.DLQ</dead-letter-address>
                        <expiry-address>jms.queue.ExpiryQueue</expiry-address>       
        
                        <max-size-bytes>10485760</max-size-bytes>
                        <page-size-bytes>1048576</page-size-bytes>
                        <address-full-policy>PAGE</address-full-policy>
                        <message-counter-history-day-limit>10</message-counter-
history-day-limit>
                        <redistribution-delay>1000</redistribution-delay>
                        <!--Retrial interval in milliseconds-->
                        <redelivery-delay>10000</redelivery-delay>
                        <!--Number of retrials -->
                        <max-delivery-attempts>1</max-delivery-attempts>
                    </address-setting>
                    <!--Default address settings -->
                    <address-setting match="#">
                        ---
                    </address-setting>
                </address-settings>
            </hornetq-server>
        </subsystem>

WARNING
If CA Identity Governance is deployed using Virtual Appliance, you cannot change the default value of the
number of retrials (<max-delivery-attempts> and delay between retrials (<redelivery-delay>) in the XML
file. To change the default values, raise a support ticket for the Virtual Appliance patch.

Identity Manager Model Fix

WARNING
Enable the model fix before exporting to Identity Manager, otherwise the export detects model compatibility
issues and exits.
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While working in Identity Governance, you may change a Model configuration and create a scenario that is not supported
in Identity Manager. For example, Identity Manager does not allow a resource to be linked directly to a provisioning role.
The export process to Identity Manager can fix any issues with the Model configuration and ensures that every user
maintains the same privileges it had before the fix.

The Identity Manager model fix corrects invalid links between roles to resources and users.

 Note: Configurations imported using legacy connectors are fixed using the legacy autofix functionality.

In the Connectivity tab of the universe, in the export screen, you can select one of the following model fix options:

• Automatic—if errors are found in the model, corrections are made during export.
• Manual—if errors are found in the model, this option creates a business workflow and sends it to the administrator for

approval.

 Note: To analyze a universe and fix configurations with invalid links manually, go to Administration, Settings, Autofix IM
Configuration.

• No—if there are errors, no corrections are made to the configuration and the export does not run.

The following building blocks were added and can be used in the export processes:

• AutoFixCheck—returns true/false(configuration has invalid links)
• AutoFixConfiguration—fix the configuration

Model Compatibility

When you integrate Identity Governance and Identity Manager, the following incompatibility can occur.

 Identity Governance privileges are additive, meaning that a user is given every privilege dictated by the roles that they
belong to. However, in Identity Manager, an account can be subtractive, meaning that a user can have fewer privileges
than its account template dictates.

The normal import and export process between Identity Governance and Identity Manager does not detect the difference
between assigned privileges due to the previous issue, so there is a discrepancy between Identity Manager data
and Identity Governance data.

 Identity Governance detects missing privileges during an import process, and then adds the missing privileges during
export. To enable this solution, select the Model Compatibility check box under the Connectors (Export) screen.

NOTE
 Model compatibility is not run during continuous export. To retain this functionality, schedule a full export to run
at regular intervals.

Change the Identity Governance Export Administrator

To run tasks associated with the Identity Governance export in Identity Manager, an administrative user is selected to run
the task. Identity Manager selects an administrative user that has the System Manager role. If you want to change the
administrative user to run Identity Governance export tasks, go to System, Identity Governance Configuration, Change
Export Administrator and select a new user.

The selected user will be a member of the role associated with the web services configuration of Identity
Governance export. This user does not have to have a system manager role.

Continuous Update
To support integration, certain changes made in Identity Manager are queued up and passed to Identity Governance.
This feature allows Identity Governance to make provisioning role suggestions and validate changes against compliance
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policies, based on current Identity Manager information, instead of waiting for another import from Identity Manager to
update the Identity Governance data.

When a user, role, or account change occurs, Identity Manager generates a notification and adds it to a queue. At
specified intervals, Identity Manager creates an aggregate notification with all the information in the queue (up to the
maximum batch size) and sends it to Identity Governance.

Identity Manager continuously updates Identity Governance when the following events occur:

• Creating, modifying, or deleting a user
• Creating, modifying, or deleting provisioning roles
• Adding an account template to a provisioning role
• Creating, modifying, or deleting an account
• Creating, modifying, or deleting an account template
• Assigning an account to a resource or removing an account from a resource
• Assigning an account template to a resource or removing an account template from a resource
• Adding a provisioning role to a provisioning role (nested roles) or removing a provisioning role from a provisioning role

Continuous updates occur automatically when an active connection to Identity Governance exists in an Identity Manager
Environment.

Continuous Update Exception Handling

Exception Source Identity Manager Action
Network issues such as the following:
network down
server down
invalid port
invalid credentials

Identity Manager returns all notifications back to the queue.
Identity Manager tests the connection to Identity Governance
during the next cycle and resends the batch if the network
connection is back up.

Identity Governance universe deleted Identity Manager deletes the Identity Governance connection
object for the environment and stop queuing notifications.

Identity Manager environment deleted Identity Manager flushes the queue of all notifications for the
environment.

Identity Governance can not queue notifications, for example, if
the JMS queue is down.

Identity Manager retries to send the batch of notifications on
the next cycle, as many times as the specified retry limit. When
Identity Manager reaches the retry limit, the entire batch of
notifications are deleted from the queue.

Identity Governance internal server exception, for example, out of
memory.

Identity Manager returns all notifications back to the queue. During
the next cycle, Identity Manager retries to send the batch. If an
exception occurs again, Identity Manager removes the entire
batch from the queue.

Continuous Import Retrial for CA Identity Governance

During Continuous Update, there may be some failures on Identity Governance while updating the model and master
configurations. 

Live Notifications feature identifies failures during Continuous Update and allows you to configure retrial operations for the
failures.

Follow the given steps to set retrial operations for the failed scenarios:

1. Log in to CA Identity Governance Portal
2. Navigate to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
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3. In the Property Settings page, navigate to the end of the page and click Add.
4. Add the following properties:

–  livenotification.retrial.count - Refers to the maximum number of retrials in case of failure. Default value is set
to 3 (Property Value).

–  livenotification.retrial.sleep - Refers to the maximum sleep time (in seconds) between retrials. Default value
is set to 30 seconds (Property Value).

5. In the Edit Property screen, enter the maximum number of retrials and maximum sleep time in the Property
Value field, respectively.

6. Click Save.
Adding these properties will ensure the retrials are executed for a failed task. 

Email Notifications: 

If the failure persists after reaching maximum number of retrials, an email is sent to the Identity Governance administrator
along with Transaction Log entries for the corresponding failed CA Identity Manager requests.

Mail recipients can be configured by setting the following configuration properties:

 Follow these steps: 

1. Login to CA Identity Governance Portal.
2. Navigate to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
3. On the Property Settings page, navigate to the end of the page and click Add
4. Add the following properties:

–  livenotifications.failure.email.to 
–  livenotifications.failure.email.cc  

5. On the Edit Property screen, provide the email addresses separated by a semicolon in the Property Value field
respectively.

6. Click Save.

 Note: Email addresses for livenotifications.failure.email.to property is mandatory. However,
livenotifications.failure.email.cc, is optional. 

Once the email recipients are configured, the transaction log entries are sent to the registered email addresses. 

 An example of the transaction log sent to the administrator:  

DB Column Field Value        Description/Examples
ID Sequence number generated automatically 
SOURCE static value 'Live Notifications consumer'
OWNER static value 'Live Notification TX Log'
ENTRYDATE                  System date  Current sysdate at the time of transaction
sdata1                                              EVENT ID  17f3443b-0a42b05e-1a1fec1b-b6079e62
sdata2                                         EVENT NAME  ADD_USER, ADD USER PROVISIONING

ROLE
sdata3 IG Configuration Universe TGTUniverse
sdata4 User object <UserObjectName>
sdata5  Entity Object Lenel_Access_Control_Badge
sdata6 Static value FAILURE
sdata7 static value RESUBMIT           
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Define an Email Server

To configure an Email Server, see Define an Email Server.

Create an Email Template

To configure an Email Template for Live Notifications during Continuous Update, see Configure Email Notifications.

Navigate to Administration, Settings, Email, Events, and enable the mail event onContinuousUpdateFailure to send
emails.

If you want to create a default template, use the following content:

Template subject: CA Identity Governance Continuous Updates: ${noOfRequestsFailed} Live
 notifications failed.

Template body:
Dear ${universeName} Admin, 
An error occurred while processing the live notifications from CA Identity Manager and
 ${noOfRequestsFailed} requests failed.
Please refer to the Transaction logs for more details. List of failed requests: 
 ${failedRequests} 

Thanks,
CA Identity Governance Admin

Compliance Violations
Contents

When Identity Manager integrates with Identity Governance, Identity Manager administrators can validate proposed
changes against business policy rules in Identity Governance before committing changes. Validating changes before they
are committed helps companies maintain the role model that they have defined for their operations.

Users can validate proposed changes involving users, roles, and accounts.

When Smart Provisioning is enabled for an environment, Identity Manager validates proposed changes to users, roles,
and accounts before an administrator submits a task or approves a work item. The proposed changes are validated
against Business Policy Rules (BPRs), which are defined in Identity Governance and represent various constraints on
privileges. For example, a BPR may prevent users who have a purchasing department role, which allows members
to order stock from subcontractors, from also having the subcontractor payment role. BPRs are created by a system
administrator, business manager, auditor, or role engineer in Identity Governance.

NOTE
For more information about BPRs, see the Client Tools section.

You can configure Identity Manager to perform these validations automatically when users perform certain tasks, or allow
users to initiate the validation manually.

Example Compliance Violations

When support for compliance violations is enabled in an Identity Manager Environment, Identity Manager displays
messages that indicate whether the proposed changes violate a compliance policy in Identity Governance.
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In this example, the company has configured automatic compliance checks when administrators assign provisioning roles
to employees.

An employee, Nancy McDonald, is moving from the Finance group to the Sales group. In the User Console, an
administrator assigns the Sales Representative provisioning role to Nancy. This role gives role members access to sales
applications that generate purchase orders.

Nancy also has the Finance provisioning role, which allows members to approve purchase orders. This role was assigned
to Nancy when she first started at the company, but no longer applies in her new job.

The company has a business policy rule, defined in Identity Governance, which restricts users from having the Sales
Representative and Finance roles at the same time. When the administrator attempts to submit the task that assigns the
Sales Representative role to Nancy, an error message is displayed.

The administrator must remove the Finance role before assigning the Sales Representative role to Nancy. Once the
violation is removed, the administrator can successfully submit the task.

Types of Violations

When compliance checks are performed, Identity Manager displays violation messages above the current task in the User
Console. Violations can be one of the following categories:

• Error
Indicates a severe compliance violation. Administrators cannot submit a task until the error is resolved.

• Warning
Indicates a significant compliance violation. Administrators can submit a task with one or more warnings, however, they
are prompted to confirm that they are overriding the warnings. This override becomes part of the permanent record of
the task. Administrators can provide an optional justification, which is also recorded with the task history.

• Alert
Indicates all other levels of compliance violations.
Administrators can override alerts. No confirmation or justification is required.

NOTE
You configure the analytics level globally, or when you configure specific tasks that display compliance
violations.

Compliance Violation History

When Identity Manager supports compliance violations, a record of all compliance checks is recorded in the task
persistence database. Users can view this history by using the View Submitted Tasks task in the User Console.

If auditing is configured for the environment, Identity Manager also records compliance violations in the audit database.

Identity Manager records the following types of information in the compliance violation history:

• When compliance checks are performed
• Whether the checks are run manually or automatically
• The results of the compliance check
• Any errors or warnings that are encountered
• How many times the user alters proposed changes to clear an error
• Whether any warnings are ignored, and, if so, what justification is provided
• Whether any alerts are ignored
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How to Configure Manual Validation

When manual validation is configured, a Check Compliance button appears on the task screen. Administrators can click
the button to initiate a compliance or validation check before they submit a task. If the validation check returns an error
message, the administrator must clear the violation before submitting the task.

Manual validation is the default method for compliance checking. Because administrators can choose to initiate a
compliance check, there is minimal impact on system performance.

To configure manual validation checking, clear the Enforce Compliance Check on Submit check box when defining the
global Smart Provisioning settings or the task-level settings.

How to Configure Automatic Validation

You can configure critical tasks to always perform compliance checks by enabling automatic validation. In this case,
Identity Manager performs the validation checks without requiring administrators to initiate the validation process.

NOTE
Automatic validation may affect performance. We recommend configuring automatic validation for critical tasks.

To configure automatic validation checking, select the Enforce Compliance Check on Submit check box when defining the
global Smart Provisioning settings or the task-level settings.

 

Define Task-Level Settings for Compliance Violations

While you can edit global defaults for all Smart Provisioning functionality, you may want to define alternate settings for a
specific Identity Manager task. Task-level settings override global default settings for Smart Provisioning.

To define task-level compliance defaults

1. Log into Identity Manager as an administrator who can modify admin tasks.
2. Select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
3. Search for and select the task that you want to modify.
4. Click the Tabs tab.
5. Click the Edit icon next to the tab controller selection field.
6. Under Identity Governance Settings, select Use task settings.
7. Complete the following fields as needed:

– Out of Compliance Analytics Level
Determines the level of information from the Identity Governance compliance analysis that Identity Manager
displays.
You can set the following levels:
• No Analytics
• Issue Info Messages
• Issue Warning Messages
• Issue Error Messages

NOTE
For more information about the behavior of the different levels, see Types of Violations.

– Out of Compliance Severity Threshold
Indicates the minimum severity score of compliance violations to display. For example, if you specify 75, Identity
Manager only displays compliance violations that have a severity score of 75 or above.
This setting limits the number of compliance violations that appear for the task.
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If Issue Error Messages is selected, this setting also affects which tasks can be submitted. For example, if you set
the cutoff to skip errors with low scores, users can submit tasks that contain errors.

– Enforce Compliance Check on Submit
When selected, compliance checks occur automatically when a task is submitted. Users do not have to manually
select the Check Compliance button to see compliance violations.

NOTE
If enabled, tasks executed by TEWS also enforce compliance checks on submit. This option does not
apply to bulk loader tasks.

8. Click OK to return to the Tabs tab, then click Submit to save the task.

Smart Provisioning for the Bulk Loader Task

If you configure Smart Provisioning on the Bulk Loader task, you can retrieve and automatically add Identity Governance
suggested roles to users when running the Bulk Loader. For each user that is created or modified using the Bulk Loader,
role assignments are suggested and compliance analytics are run. If the roles suggested are in compliance, the roles are
assigned to the user.

Smart Provisioning
Contents

Smart Provisioning Overview

Smart Provisioning enhances day-to-day identity management operations when Identity Manager integrates with Identity
Governance. When Smart Provisioning is enabled in an environment, certain tasks gain the following functionality:

• Suggested provisioning roles
• Out of Compliance violations

When Identity Manager administrators create a user, or modify a user, provisioning role, account, or account template,
a request for a list of suggested roles or a request to validate changes for compliance violations is sent to Identity
Governance. The Identity Governance Server evaluates the request against the existing role model or business policy
rules (BPRs), and returns a list of suggested roles or any compliance violations to Identity Manager.

WARNING
You can implement Smart Provisioning in an Identity Manager Environment once you clean up the data in your
Identity Governance universe and define the Business Policy Rules (BPRs) that you want to use for compliance.

Data Cleanup

When you initially import data into Identity Governance, the data may contain entities and relationships that cause
violations. Pattern-based audit allows you to perform internal analytics to detect mistakes, such as a user that has too
many resources compared to other users.

We recommend that you run a pattern-based audit check on imported data before you use Smart Provisioning in Identity
Manager. This audit check cleans up your data so that fewer violations trigger when performing Smart Provisioning
compliance checks in Identity Manager.

NOTE
For more information about pattern-based audit checks, see the  Identity Governance  Client Tools section.
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Business Policy Rules (BPRs)

You can create Business Policy Rules (BPRs) for compliance checking in Identity Governance. These specific rules define
constraints on user, role, and resource relationships, such as if you have X resource, you cannot have Y resource.

Once you create the BPRs you need for your business compliance needs, you list the BPRs you want to apply to a
particular universe in the audit properties file. You specify the audit properties file to use when creating a universe. Once
specified, this file defines the audit check parameters for the universe, regardless of what Identity Governance process
kicks off the audit check.

When you have Smart Provisioning enabled in Identity Manager, the audit properties file defines which BPRs are used for
Smart Provisioning compliance analytics.

NOTE
When you've completed all BPRs, you should run them against the imported Identity Manager configuration to
be sure that the initial state of all Identity Manager users meets the compliance policies.

Edit Global Smart Provisioning Settings

To enable or disable Smart Provisioning functionality or edit global defaults for suggested roles and compliance checking
across all tasks, log into the User Console as an administrator and go to System, Identity Governance Configuration,
Define Configuration, and access the Smart Provisioning tab.

Note: If any task must be configured differently than the global settings, you can adjust the settings at the task level. Task-
level settings override global settings.

NOTE
You can edit the following Smart Provisioning settings:

• Smart Provisioning Settings
– Enable Smart Provisioning

Enables or disables Smart Provisioning functionality. Smart Provisioning can be disabled even though a connection
with Identity Governance exists.

• Global Tab Settings
– Display Suggested Provisioning Roles Button

Determines whether the Suggested Provisioning Roles button appears on the Provisioning Roles tab.
– Analytics Suggest Search Screen

Defines the search screen used for the role suggest feature.
– Display Advanced Suggestion Configuration for Results

Determines whether the Advanced Suggestion Configuration section appears on the results page of the role
suggest feature, after a search is performed.
The Advanced Suggestion Configuration section allows administrators to enter new criteria for a suggested roles
search. Administrators can select the type of criteria (Matched Rule and Matched Attributes).

– Enable 'Matched Rules' Analytics by Default
Determines whether Identity Manager suggests provisioning roles if the current user matches the rule that
determines membership in a Identity Governance role.
You can override this default setting during the search using the Advanced Suggestion configuration screen.

– Enable 'Matched Attributes' Analytics by Default
Determines whether Identity Manager suggests provisioning roles that other users who have similar profile
attributes also have.
You can override this default setting during the search using the Advanced Suggestion configuration screen.

– Display Weighted Score Column for 'Matched Attributes' Analytics
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Determines the display of columns in the list of suggested provisioning roles. When this option is selected, Identity
Manager displays the Weighted Score column, which indicates the highest score the suggested provisioning role
received across all the criteria in the search.

– Weighted Score Threshold for 'Matched Attributes' Analytics
Defines a threshold for 'Matched Attributes' search results returned by the suggest role feature. For each suggested
role, Identity Governance returns a score from 1 to 100 percent depending on the level of attribute matching. Roles
suggested with a score less than the threshold are not displayed.

NOTE
Some Identity Manager attributes may be more important to you than others, therefore Identity
Governance allows you to customize the weight of any attribute in order to provide more useful analytics.
For more information about setting attribute weights, see the Configuring section.

• Bulk Loader Task Settings
– Automatically Assign Roles that Match Rule

Determines if the Bulk Loader task uses ‘Matched Rules’ to search for roles. Any roles returned are automatically
assigned.

– Automatically Assign Roles that Match Attributes
Determines if the Bulk Loader task uses ‘Matched Attributes’ to search for roles. Any roles returned that exceed the
Weighted Score Threshold are automatically assigned.

– Weighted Score Threshold for 'Matched Attributes' Analytics
Defines a threshold for 'Matched Attributes' search results returned by the suggest role feature. For each suggested
role, Identity Governance returns a score from 1 to 100 percent depending on the level of attribute matching. Roles
suggested with a score less than or equal to the threshold are not assigned.

NOTE
Some Identity Manager attributes may be more important to you than others, therefore Identity
Governance allows you to customize the weight of any attribute in order to provide more useful analytics.
For more information about setting attribute weights, see the Configuring section.

• Compliance Settings
– Out of Compliance Analytics Level

Determines the level of information from the Identity Governance compliance analysis that Identity Manager
displays.
You can set the following levels:
• No Analytics
• Issue Info Messages
• Issue Warning Messages
• Issue Error Messages

NOTE
For more information about the behavior of the different levels, see Types of Violations.

– Out of Compliance Severity Threshold
Indicates the minimum severity score of compliance violations to display. For example, if you specify 75, Identity
Manager only displays compliance violations that have a severity score of 75 or above.
This setting limits the number of compliance violations that appear for the task.
If Issue Error Messages is selected, this setting also affects which tasks can be submitted. For example, if you set
the cutoff to skip errors with low scores, users can submit tasks that contain errors.

– Enforce Compliance Check on Submit
When selected, compliance checks occur automatically when a task is submitted. Users do not have to manually
select the Check Compliance button to see compliance violations.
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NOTE
If enabled, tasks executed by TEWS also enforce compliance checks on submit. This option does not
apply to bulk loader tasks.

 

Suggested Provisioning Roles

When Identity Manager integrates with Identity Governance, Identity Manager can provide administrators with a list of
provisioning roles that may be appropriate to assign to a user. Identity Governance determines the list of provisioning
roles based upon criteria entered by the administrator.

By default, when an Identity Manager environment has an active connection to Identity Governance, the Provisioning
Roles tab includes a Suggested Provisioning Roles button, as shown in the following graphic:

Administrators click the button to view the list of possible roles that they can assign to users. Identity Manager displays
the list of roles that meet default criteria in a Provisioning Role search screen. This default criteria is defined when an
administrator initially configures the search screen.

If administrators want to view additional provisioning roles, they can search for those roles without using the suggestion
feature. In some implementations, administrators can also expand the Advanced Suggestion Configuration section to
specify new suggestion criteria.

NOTE
In some implementations, the Advanced Suggestion Configuration is not available. System administrators can
hide or show this section by selecting the Display Advanced Suggestion Configuration for Results option in the
global default settings.

Criteria for Suggested Roles

Identity Governance suggests provisioning roles for a user based on one or more of the following criteria:

• Match Rule
Identity Governance suggests provisioning roles if the current user matches the rule that determines membership in
the Identity Governance rule-based role.
For example, the Sales Manager role has the following matching rule: Title = Sales Manager. If a user has Title=Sales
Manager but is not a member of Sales Manager role, Identity Governance suggests this role for this user.

• Match Attributes
Identity Governance suggests provisioning roles that belong to users with similar attributes.
For example, an administrator wants to assign roles to an employee who has the following attributes in his profile:
– Title: Sales Associate
– Manager: Bob Folchart
– Office: Northeast
Users who have the same title, manager, and office have the Employee and Northeast Sales Associate roles. Identity
Governance suggests these roles for assignment.
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Identity Governance calculates the probability that the suggested role is a match for the user by using the following
criteria:
– How closely the attributes from other users match the attributes of the current user
– How many users with matching attributes have the role
The best matches have the highest number of matching attributes and the largest number of users with the same role.
For example, ten users who have the title Sales Associate and the Manager Bob Folchart have the Remote Employee
role. Five users who are located in the Northeast office have the Quota-based Salary role. The Remote Employee role
would receive a better match rating than the Quota-based Salary role.

View Suggested Roles

When Identity Manager integrates with Identity Governance, you can view a list of provisioning roles that Identity
Governance suggests for a particular user. The provisioning roles that Identity Governance suggests meet the following
criteria:

• You have privileges to assign the provisioning roles to the selected user.
• The provisioning roles match the search criteria (if any) that you enter in the Search field.
• The provisioning roles match at least one of the selected suggestions methods.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute a task in the User Console that includes the Provisioning Roles tab.
By default, the Provisioning Roles tab appears in the Create User and Modify User tasks.
Identity Manager displays any provisioning roles that the current user already has.

2. Click Suggested Provisioning Roles.
A search screen, which allows you to specify criteria for the type of provisioning roles to suggest, opens.
Identity Manager displays a list of provisioning roles that meet the default search criteria, which is defined in the global
default settings.
Each provisioning role has a score, which indicates how well the suggested role meets the specified criteria.

3. (Optional) Augment your search using one of the following methods:
– To filter suggested provisioning roles based on an attribute of the role, such as name, enter criteria in the Search

field.
You can specify full or partial wildcard searches by using an asterisk (*) to represent all or part of a value.

– To specify new matching criteria for suggested roles, expand the Advanced Suggestion Configuration section.
Select the criteria to use in the search and click Suggest.
Identity Manager returns a list of provisioning roles that meet the criteria you specified.

NOTE
The Advanced Suggestion Configuration section may not available in all implementations. Administrators can
choose to hide or show this section when they configure global default settings.

4. Select the roles that you want to assign to the user and click Submit.
Identity Manager assigns the specified roles to the user.

Provisioning Role Scores

When Identity Manager displays suggested provisioning roles based on 'Matched Attributes' criteria, it may display the
weighted score of each role, which indicates how well the suggested role meets the specified criteria. Higher scores
indicate a better attribute match for the user receiving the provisioning roles.

Suggested role scores range from 1 to 100 percent, with 100 indicating the best match. Identity Governance generates
the scores when it evaluates the criteria for suggested roles.

You can configure the score threshold that defines the cutoff for provisioning roles displayed. For example, you can
specify that only suggested roles with a score of 90 or above are displayed.
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A configuration option, which is available when you set global defaults, determines the display of the score column.

NOTE
Identity Governance assigns default weights to all Identity Manager attributes. You can view these defaults
under the Audit Properties screen in the Identity Governance Portal. You can assign higher or lower weights
to certain attributes so that the Matched Attributes scores reflect the attributes that matter in your organization
when searching for suggested roles. For more information about Audit Properties, see the Configuring section.

Add Suggested Roles to Users During a Bulk Loader Task

If you integrate Identity Manager with Identity Governance and have enabled Smart Provisioning in your Identity Manager
Environment, you can configure the Bulk Loader task to retrieve and automatically add Identity Governance suggested
roles to a user when it is run. For each user that is created or modified using the Bulk Loader, role assignments are
suggested and compliance analytics are run. If the roles suggested are in compliance, the roles are assigned to the user.

When the Bulk Loader task completes, Identity Manager creates a Bulk Loader Notification for all certification managers.
This notification appears under the Home tab and contains details on the Bulk Loader task. You can review the roles
added to each user, or review any compliance violations that occurred. To resolve a compliance violation for a user, you
can modify that user directly from the notification screen.

If the Identity Governance server is down when the Bulk Loader task runs, the users are created and modified, but no
roles are assigned and no compliance checks are done.

To configure suggested roles for the Bulk Loader task, edit the following global Smart Provisioning settings:

• Bulk Loader Task Settings
– Automatically Assign Roles that Match Rule
– Automatically Assign Roles that Match Attributes
– Weighted Score Threshold for 'Matched Attributes' Analytics

• Compliance Settings
– Out of Compliance Analytics Level
– Out of Compliance Severity Threshold

Define Task-Level Settings for the Bulk Loader Task

While you can edit global defaults for all Smart Provisioning functionality, you may want to define alternate settings for the
Bulk Loader task. Task-level settings override global default settings for Smart Provisioning.

To define task-level suggested roles defaults

1. Log into Identity Manager as an administrator who can modify admin tasks.
2. Select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.

Identity Manager opens a screen where you can search for an admin task to modify.
3. Search for the Bulk Loader task you want to modify and click Select.
4. Click the Search tab.
5. Browse and Edit the Bulk Loader Search Screen.
6. Under Identity Governance Settings, select Use Task-Level Settings.
7. Edit the following task-level settings:

– Automatically Assign Roles that Match Rule
Determines if the Bulk Loader task uses ‘Matched Rules’ to search for roles. Any roles returned are automatically
assigned.

– Automatically Assign Roles that Match Attributes
Determines if the Bulk Loader task uses ‘Matched Attributes’ to search for roles. Any roles returned that exceed the
Weighted Score Threshold are automatically assigned.

– Weighted Score Threshold for 'Matched Attributes' Analytics
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Defines a threshold for 'Matched Attributes' search results returned by the suggest role feature. For each suggested
role, Identity Governance returns a score from 1 to 100 percent depending on the level of attribute matching. Roles
suggested with a score less than or equal to the threshold are not assigned.

NOTE
Some Identity Manager attributes may be more important to you than others, therefore Identity
Governance allows you to customize the weight of any attribute in order to provide more useful analytics.
For more information about setting attribute weights, see the Configuring section.

– Out of Compliance Analytics Level
Determines the level of information from the Identity Governance compliance analysis that Identity Manager
displays.
You can set the following levels:
• No Analytics
• Issue Info Messages
• Issue Warning Messages
• Issue Error Messages

NOTE
For more information about the behavior of the different levels, see Types of Violations.

– Out of Compliance Severity Threshold
Indicates the minimum severity score of compliance violations to display. For example, if you specify 75, Identity
Manager only displays compliance violations that have a severity score of 75 or above.
This setting limits the number of compliance violations that appear for the task.
If Issue Error Messages is selected, this setting also affects which tasks can be submitted. For example, if you set
the cutoff to skip errors with low scores, users can submit tasks that contain errors.

8. Click Ok.
Task-level settings for the Bulk Loader task are saved.

Define Task-Level Settings for Suggested Roles

While you can edit global defaults for all Smart Provisioning functionality, you may want to define alternate settings for a
specific Identity Manager task. Task-level settings override global default settings for Smart Provisioning.

To define task-level suggested roles defaults

1. Log into Identity Manager as an administrator who can modify admin tasks.
2. Select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
3. Search for and select the task that you want to modify.
4. Click the Tabs tab.
5. Click the Edit icon next to the Provisioning Roles tab field.
6. Under Smart Provisioning Analytics Settings, select Use Task-Level Settings.
7. Complete the following fields as needed:

– Display Suggested Provisioning Roles Button
Determines whether the Suggested Provisioning Roles button appears on the Provisioning Roles tab.

– Analytics Suggest Search Screen
Defines the search screen used for the role suggest feature.

– Display Advanced Suggestion Configuration for Results
Determines whether the Advanced Suggestion Configuration section appears on the results page of the role
suggest feature, after a search is performed.
The Advanced Suggestion Configuration section allows administrators to enter new criteria for a suggested roles
search. Administrators can select the type of criteria (Matched Rule and Matched Attributes).

– Enable 'Matched Rules' Analytics by Default
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Determines whether Identity Manager suggests provisioning roles if the current user matches the rule that
determines membership in a Identity Governance role.
You can override this default setting during the search using the Advanced Suggestion configuration screen.

– Enable 'Matched Attributes' Analytics by Default
Determines whether Identity Manager suggests provisioning roles that other users who have similar profile
attributes also have.
You can override this default setting during the search using the Advanced Suggestion configuration screen.

– Display Weighted Score Column for 'Matched Attributes' Analytics
Determines the display of columns in the list of suggested provisioning roles. When this option is selected, Identity
Manager displays the Weighted Score column, which indicates the highest score the suggested provisioning role
received across all the criteria in the search.

– Weighted Score Threshold for 'Matched Attributes' Analytics
Defines a threshold for 'Matched Attributes' search results returned by the suggest role feature. For each suggested
role, Identity Governance returns a score from 1 to 100 percent depending on the level of attribute matching. Roles
suggested with a score less than the threshold are not displayed.

NOTE
Some Identity Manager attributes may be more important to you than others, therefore Identity
Governance allows you to customize the weight of any attribute in order to provide more useful analytics.
For more information about setting attribute weights, see the Configuring section.

8. Click OK to return to the Tabs tab, then click Submit to save the task.

Best Practices for Integration
 Contents 

  

Employ User ID to Specify User Managers

When you integrate Identity Manager with Identity Governance, employ the Identity Manager User ID to specify User
Managers.

Import Primary Connector When Importing a New Endpoint

When you have a Identity Manager Connector defined in Identity Governance with a few endpoints, you have the option
to add an additional endpoint later, after the original endpoints are already imported. You can also select only the new
endpoint and import it without the others endpoints and without the primary (As Users) Identity Manager connector.

In this case, the data is imported correctly, but accounts are not matched to users. This issue occurs because the account
mapping information comes from the primary connector. When importing a new endpoint defined as part of a Identity
Manager connector, we recommend that you always import the primary (As Users) connector with the new endpoint.

Role Owner vs. Role Approver

In Identity Governance, you can select a Identity Manager provisioning role owner or role administrator as a Identity
Governance certification approver. However, if you have a deployment with hundreds of owners for an Identity
Manager role and you select role owner as the Identity Governance certification approver, Identity Governance sends
an approval email to a limited number of owners. We recommend that you limit the number of role owners and role
administrators set for a given role within Identity Manager.

• imRole.approvers.countLimit
Defines the number limit of how many Identity Manager owners or administrators are notified during a certification.
 Default: 20
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NOTE
 For more information about how to configure Identity Governance to retrieve Identity Manager Role Owners and
Role Administrators, see the Identity Governance Administrating section.

Define the %MANAGER% Well-Known

 Identity Manager stores a user's manager information in DN format and has no reference to the name of the user's
manager as it appears in the system.

For example, the user "John" has a manager field value of "cn=grali04,OU=development" in Identity Manager. This DN
corresponds to the user "Linda", however there is nothing to indicate that "cn=grali04,OU=development" refers to this
user.

When integrating with Identity Governance, and if the Identity Manager directory supports the %MANAGER% well-known
on an attribute containing manager data, the Identity Manager directory attribute definition must define the well-known.
Otherwise, Identity Governance can not find the manager information of employees for approvals during a certification,
and sends the approval request to a default approver.

NOTE
 For more information about well-known attributes, see the  Identity Manager Configuration Guide.

Avoid Changing Attribute Mappings After Import

Avoid changing attribute mappings in connector configurations once you have run an initial import. If you do change the
mapped attributes after initial import, it could cause significant performance impact, and you must run another import.
However, Identity Governance cannot delete fields, so if you remove or rename a field, Identity Governance keeps the
field with a blank value after the next import.

Provisioning Role and User Management

All provisioning roles and users imported into Identity Governance from Identity Manager must be managed through the
IdentityMinder User Console and not the Provisioning Manager. If you modify provisioning roles or delete users in the
Provisioning Manager, you will not see those modifications in Identity Governance.

Compliance Best Practices

With the recent addition of Policy Xpress in Identity Manager, and now with the integration, you can set business
compliance policies in different ways. When considering best practices, use the feature that allows for the greatest
capabilities. We recommend the following:

• If you do not use Smart Provisioning in your Identity Manager Environment, you can set compliance policies for User
Tasks as follows:
– New deployments: Use Policy Xpress
– Existing deployments: Use Preventative Identity Policies

• If you are using Smart Provisioning in your Identity Manager Environment, you can set compliance policies for User
Tasks as follows:
– Resource-level Segregation of Duties (SOD): Use Identity Governance Business Policy Rules (BPRs)
– User attributes: Use Policy Xpress for new deployments, or Preventative Identity Policies for existing deployments.
– Role Memberships: Use BPRs, Policy Xpress, or Preventative Identity Policies depending on preference.

The following table outlines requirements and capabilities for each Identity Manager compliance policy option:

Policy Option Requires CA RCM and Identity
Manager?

Scope of policy checking Checks compliance against
unmanaged endpoints?

Preventative Identity Policies No Roles No
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Business Policy Rules (BPRs) Yes Roles and Resources Yes
Policy Xpress No Roles No

FIPS Compliance

When integrating Identity Governance with Identity Manager, both systems must be FIPS-enabled, using the same FIPS
key.

NOTE
If both Identity Governance and Identity Manager systems are FIPS-enabled, any notifications that Identity
Manager sends to Identity Governance using Continuous Update functionality is passed in clear text. To
avoid sending information in clear text, set up SSL for both the Identity Governance system and the Identity
Manager system.

Integration with CA User Activity Reporting Module
With CA User Activity Reporting Module integration, you can import CA User Activity Reporting Module usage data
into Identity Governance. Identity Governance then displays this usage data during certifications. Applications in CA User
Activity Reporting Module correspond to resources in Identity Governance. CA User Activity Reporting Module records
user access to an application and Identity Governance then retrieves this usage data to display during a certification.

For example, before you certify user access to a resource (application), you can review the usage data on how often the
user actually accesses the resource.

You enable Identity Governance integration with CA User Activity Reporting Module per universe.

Perform the following process to enable CA User Activity Reporting Module integration:

1. Review the prerequisites for CA User Activity Reporting Module integration.
2. Configure communication between Identity Governance and CA User Activity Reporting Module, as follows:

a. Import Identity Governance queries into CA User Activity Reporting Module.
b. Create a CA User Activity Reporting Module security certificate in the keystore of the Identity Governance server.
c. Register Identity Governance on the CA User Activity Reporting Module server.
d. Update Identity Governance properties.

3. Map data between Identity Governance and CA User Activity Reporting Module, as follows:
a. Set the application attribute in the Identity Governance Universe.
b. Map CA User Activity Reporting Module applications to applications in the Identity Governance universe.
c. Update usage data from CA User Activity Reporting Module to Identity Governance.

4. To confirm feature setup, open a configuration of the universe in the entity browser, and verify that usage icons appear
for users and resources.

Prerequisites
 Contents 

  

Before you configure Identity Governance and CA User Activity Reporting Module to work together, review the following
prerequisites:

• Ensure that you have a working Identity Governance universe with imported Identity Governance entities. If you are
using Identity Manager in your environment, account information is automatically imported. If you are not using Identity
Manager, create an 'As Accounts' connector mapped to the endpoint that CA User Activity Reporting Module is
monitoring, and use Identity Governance correlation rules to match the accounts to the user.
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NOTE
The application attribute should be set to ResName2 if you use the 'As Accounts' connector for account
information.

• Install CA User Activity Reporting Module and create a user with permissions to view events.
• If necessary, create event sources (applications) in CA User Activity Reporting Module. Applications correspond

to resources in Identity Governance. CA User Activity Reporting Module records user access to an application
and Identity Governance then retrieves this usage data to display during a certification.

NOTE
 For more information about creating CA User Activity Reporting Module event sources, see the CA User
Activity Reporting Module documentation.

Import CSV Data into an Account Configuration

If you have a legacy connector or only an 'As Users' connector in your universe, you can manually import account
information from a CSV file into a special configuration that relates to the Model configuration of the universe.

NOTE
 Because file-based import is a one-time process, only use a CSV file for initial import or occasional
administrative updates to account information, and only when creating an 'As Accounts' connector is not
preferred.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Prepare the data file.
2. Click Administration, Accounts, Import Accounts (Legacy) from the main menu of the Portal.

The Import Accounts (Legacy) screen appears.
3. Specify the target universe and the CSV file to import, and click Import.

The product copies new, unique records from the CSV file to the Account configurations. Existing information in the
Account configurations is preserved.

4. (Optional) To verify imported account data, view the model configuration in the entity browser or open the account
configurations in the Data Manager application

CSV File Structure

NOTE
Each record of the CSV accounts data file must contain the following fields:

•  PersonID
Defines the user in the target universe who owns the imported account. This field has the same content and format as
the PersonID field in the universe.

•  Endpoint
Defines the name of the endpoint that hosts the account. This field has the same content and format as the
Configuration resource Application field specified for the universe.

•  Account
Defines the account name as it is exists on the endpoint.

The first line of the CSV file must be the following header:

personID,endpoint,account

Each line of the file must contain three values, separated by commas.

 Example: CSV acounts data file 

The following example shows a CSV file with four data records. The first two records map accounts to the same user,
John Meade:
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personID,endpoint,account

5467238,UNXMARKT,jmeade

5467238,NT-Security,john_meade

7635097,RACFTEST,marcus432

6523876,NT-Security,kim_bell

(Optional) Increase File Handles

In Unix, increase CA User Activity Reporting Module default number server file handles when integrating with the product.
The default file handles limit the opening of too many files that can exhaust system resources. The CA User Activity
Reporting Module server is only supported on Linux.

 Follow these steps: 

1. On the CA User Activity Reporting Module server, navigate to the following location:
/etc/security/

2. Edit the limits.conf file. Look for the following caelmservice settings:
– caelmservice    soft    nofile    4096
– caelmservice    hard    nofile    4096

3. Change both caelmservice settings to 8192.
You have increased file handles on the CA User Activity Reporting Module server.

Configure Communication
Contents

Import Identity Governance Queries Into CA User Activity Reporting Module

To import CA User Activity Reporting Module usage data into Identity Governance, add the Identity Governance data
queries to the CA User Activity Reporting Module query list.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA User Activity Reporting Module as an administrator.
2. Navigate to Queries and Reports, Queries.
3. Under Query List, click Options, Import Query Definition.
4. Specify the RCM_Queries.xml file located in the following directory of the Identity Governance server:

gm_install\Server\ELM

NOTE
gm_install is the Identity Governance installation directory.

CA User Activity Reporting Module imports the queries.

Identity Governance calls these queries to display CA User Activity Reporting Module query results when users click
monitored resources.

Modifying SQL Queries for Certain Endpoint Types

An advanced integration option allows you to change the way Identity Governance counts endpoint usage data from CA
User Activity Reporting Module. The default filter counts all kinds of login events, but you may decide that you only want to
count certain login events. For example, if you have an SAP system and you only want to count events of a specific SAP
transaction type.

Also, you may have some endpoints that provide a different type of event, for example, an endpoint with session creation
events, and you want to count those events instead of login events.
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In the previous use cases, you can change the default filter for your scenario, but it must comply with SQL WHERE clause
syntax, using fields defined in the CA User Activity Reporting Module Common Event Grammar Guide.

For example:

(event_action = 'Login Attempt') AND (event_result = 'S')

Create a CA User Activity Reporting Module Security Certificate

To communicate with CA User Activity Reporting Module, create a CA User Activity Reporting Module security certificate
and update the keystore with the new certificate.

NOTE
The following steps are specifically for Internet Explorer 8. If you use another browser, see that browser's
documentation on creating a security certificate.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Identity Governance server, use Internet Explorer to log in to the CA User Activity Reporting Module API
portal. Use the following URL to access the API portal:
https://calm_hostname:port/spin/calmapi/calmapi.csp
A security certificate error appears.

2. Click Continue to this website.
3. Click Certificate Error, View certificates.

The Certificate dialog appears and displays information about the CA User Activity Reporting Module security
certificate.

4. Click the Details tab and select Copy to File.
The Certificate Export Wizard appears.

5. Export the certificate using the wizard, as follows:
a. In the Export Format screen, select Base-64 encoded X.509 (.CER).
b. Set the file name for the certificate to 'elm_cer.cer'.
c. Click Finish.
The certificate is saved on the Identity Governance server.

6. Update the keystore with the certificate, as follows:
a. Open a command prompt on the Identity Governance server.
b. Navigate to the directory that contains the exported certificate.
c. Enter the following command:

"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe" -import -file "pathname_cer" -keystore "%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security

\cacerts" -trustcacerts

where pathname_cer is the pathname of the exported certificate.
You are prompted for a password.

d. Enter the following password, or the default cacerts password for your system:
'changeit'

e. At the prompt, enter y and press Enter.
The CA User Activity Reporting Module certificate is installed in the keystore.

7. Verify that the new certificate appears, as follows:
a. Enter the following command:

"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe" -list  - keystore "%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts"

b. Enter the cacerts password.
A list of certificates appears.

c. Verify that the new certificate appears in the list.
8. Restart the application server hosting Identity Governance.
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Register Identity Governance on the CA User Activity Reporting Module Server

To enableCA User Activity Reporting Module to recognize the Identity Governance server, register the product with the CA
User Activity Reporting Module server.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA User Activity Reporting Module server as the EiamAdmin administrator, using the following URL
address:
https://ELM_host:5250/spin/calmapi/products.csp
whereELM_host is the hostname of the CA User Activity Reporting Module server.

2. Under Registered Products, click Register.
The New Product Registration window appears.

3. Enter the name and password you specified for the CA User Activity Reporting Module security certificate and click
Register.
The CA User Activity Reporting Module server recognizes the certificate and enables connection to the product.

Update Identity Governance Properties

For the Identity Governance server to communicate with CA User Activity Reporting Module, update the product system
properties.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
2. Set the Property Keys filter for keys containing 'logmanager'.
3. Click Apply Filter.
4. Edit the following Identity Governance system properties:

– usage.import.logmanager.odbc.host
Defines the hostname of the target CA User Activity Reporting Module server.

– usage.import.logmanager.odbc.port
Defines the default CA User Activity Reporting Module database port.
Default: 17002

NOTE
To verify the database port CA User Activity Reporting Module is listening on, open Administrative Tools
in Windows, and select Services, ODBC Server. Click the CA User Activity Reporting Module server and
select the Server Listening Port field.

– usage.import.logmanager.odbc.user
Defines the username of the CA User Activity Reporting Module account that Identity Governance uses to log in to
CA User Activity Reporting Module. Must be an administrator account in CA User Activity Reporting Module or an
account that has read access to everything.

– usage.import.logmanager.odbc.password
Defines the password of the CA User Activity Reporting Module account that Identity Governance uses to log in to
CA User Activity Reporting Module.

– usage.online.logmanager.https.host
Defines the hostname of the target CA User Activity Reporting Module server.

– usage.online.logmanager.https.port
Defines the listening port on the target CA User Activity Reporting Module server portal.
Default: 5250

– usage.online.logmanager.https.certificate
Specifies the CA User Activity Reporting Module security certificate name that is provided when registering Identity
Governance on the CA User Activity Reporting Module server.

5. Return to the Property Settings screen and set the Property Keys filter for keys containing 'accounts'.
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6. Click Apply Filter.
7. Review the following Identity Governance properties. Usually these properties are left to their defaults, but they are

useful to know about:
– implicit.accounts.field.name

Defines the product attribute that is used to match against CA User Activity Reporting Module account IDs. If you
want to match against another Identity Governance attribute, such as PMFkey or UUID, specify that attribute in this
property.

– implicit.accounts.enabled
Specifies if the automatic implicit matching of accounts occurs between the product and CA User Activity Reporting
Module.
Default: True

Set the Application Attribute in the Universe
To map applications between Identity Governance and CA User Activity Reporting Module, first specify which ResName
attribute within the Identity Governance Universe is associated with an application. ResName2 is often the correct
attribute, but this attribute depends on how data was imported into Identity Governance.

To define this attribute in the universe, go to Administration, Universes, and edit the universe. Under General,
Configuration Resource Application field, select the attribute that defines the application.

Map CA User Activity Reporting Module Endpoints
You must map CA User Activity Reporting Module applications to Identity Governance resources. An event source or
application in CA User Activity Reporting Module can correspond to an individual resource in Identity Governance.

Map applications in CA User Activity Reporting Module to each resource in the target Identity Governance universe. CA
User Activity Reporting Module usage data is then correctly associated with Identity Governance resources.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
The Universe screen appears.

2. Select the target universe.
The Edit universe screen appears.

3. Under the Actual Usage tab, Settings, select Import and show usage data for this universe.
4. Click Refresh Usage Data.

NOTE
You must first import data from CA User Activity Reporting Module to get a list of all applications before
mapping the applications to Identity Governance resources.

5. Click the Application Mapping tab.
6. Map CA User Activity Reporting Module applications to Identity Governance, as follows:

a. The left pane contains a list of all the applications in the Identity Governance Universe. Select a Identity
Governance application.

b. The right pane contains a list of all the applications in CA User Activity Reporting Module. Select the CA User
Activity Reporting Module application you want to map to the selected Identity Governance application.

c. Click Add.
Mapped applications appear in the center pane.

d. Repeat these steps for all applications.
7. Click Finish to save settings.

You have mapped CA User Activity Reporting Module applications to Identity Governance applications.
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Update Usage Data
When you import CA User Activity Reporting Module usage data for a universe, the usage data appears in all certification
screens for that universe. Usage data also appears when you view a configuration of the universe in the entity browser.

To update usage data

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Universe Settings.
The Universe Settings screen appears.

2. Select the target universe.
The Edit universe screen appears.

3. Click the Actual Usage tab.
4. To update CA User Activity Reporting Module usage data, select Import and show usage data for this universe.
5. (Optional) Define usage thresholds that determine the icon displayed in certification and entity screens.

Based on these thresholds, resources are flagged as Frequently Used or Rarely Used, and users are flagged as
Frequent Users or Occasional Users.

6. (Optional) Edit the default time period settings. If you expand the Time Periods pane, you can edit the default settings
for Short, Medium, and Long time periods. Editing these values changes the available values in the 'days' drop-down
list of the Thresholds pane.

7. Click Save.
8. Click Refresh Usage Details.

Traffic Limits for Usage Data

Identity Governance polls a CA User Activity Reporting Module instance for resource usage data and presents that data
when you review or certify access privileges. When a large number of resources are tracked, polling CA User Activity
Reporting Module generates a high volume of usage data. Traffic on the CA User Activity Reporting Module server
increases, and the time interval for synchronizing usage data is lengthened.

NOTE
High traffic also impacts the time it takes to display detailed usage information when users click a usage icon
during the access certification process or in the entity browser. In this case, a separate window opens in Identity
Governance, but the usage data make take significant time to load.

If time periods are minimized, but timeouts persist, change the value of the following system property to suit the size of the
Identity Governance data universe and your operating environment:

• usage.import.logmanager.odbc.timeout.seconds
Defines the waiting period for data queries from Identity Governance to CA User Activity Reporting Module. Increase
the value of this property to support a higher volume of queries. When the volume of traffic at the CA User Activity
Reporting Module server is high, use values of an hour (3600 seconds) or more.

Enable CA User Activity Reporting Module Online Links
CA User Activity Reporting Module event viewer online links are disabled in Identity Governance by default. If you want to
enable CA User Activity Reporting Module online links, consider the following before enabling the feature:
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• The CA User Activity Reporting Module user must be allowed to view CA User Activity Reporting Module events at
some level.

• All Identity Governance users use the same CA User Activity Reporting Module user for the online link.
• Although the online link is filtered by accounts and endpoint, once the CA User Activity Reporting Module popup

appears, the Identity Governance user can alter the local event filtering, therefore, a Identity Governance user can
view any event that the CA User Activity Reporting Module user is allowed to view.

• Identity Governance only shows login events, but there can be other events on the endpoint that appear in other log
files, that are not retrieved from CA User Activity Reporting Module when you click the event viewer link.

You can change the default behavior and enable CA User Activity Reporting Module online links by setting the following
system property to true:

usage.online.logmanager.eventviewer.enabled

Update Mapping of CA User Activity Reporting Module Applications
Over time, new applications are added to CA User Activity Reporting Module. Similarly, new resources are added to
the Identity Governance configuration, which represent new external applications. Update the application mapping in the
universe periodically so that usage information is imported for these new resources.

Use the standard procedure to map new CA User Activity Reporting Module applications. 

Integrate with CA User Activity Reporting

Integrate with CA User Activity Reporting

This scenario describes how the system integrator integrates CA User Activity Reporting with CA Identity Governance.

How to Integrate with CA User Activity Reporting

With CA User Activity Reporting integration, you can import CA User Activity Reporting data into CA Identity Governance,
which then displays this data during certifications.
Applications in CA User Activity Reporting correspond to resources in CA Identity Governance. CA User Activity Reporting
records user access to an application and CA Identity Governance then retrieves this data to display during a certification.
For example, before you certify a user for access to a resource (application), you can review the data on how often the
user actually accesses the resource.

Note: Enable CA Identity Governance integration with CA User Activity Reporting per universe.

The following diagram illustrates how to integrate CA User Activity Reporting:
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To integrate CA User Activity Reporting, follow these steps:

1.  Review the prerequisites.
2.  Import queries.
3.  Create a security certificate.
4.  Register CA Identity Governance on the CA User Activity Reporting server.
5.  Update and enable properties.
6.  Set universe resources application attribute.
7.  Map endpoints.
8.  Update data usage.
9.  (Optional) Update Applications Mapping.
10.  Verify integration.
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Review the Prerequisites

Before integrating the CA User Activity Reporting, perform the following actions:
Verify that you have a working CA Identity Governance universe with imported entities. If you are using CA Identity
Manager in your environment, the system automatically imports account information. If you are not using CA Identity
Manager, create an 'As Accounts' connector that maps to the endpoint that CA User Activity Reporting is monitoring, and
use correlation rules (see page ) to match the accounts to the user.
Note: Set the application attribute to ResName2 if you use the 'As Accounts' connector for the account information.

• To view events, install CA User Activity Reporting and create a user with permissions.
• If necessary, create event sources (applications) in CA User Activity Reporting. Applications correspond to resources

in CA Identity Governance. CA User Activity Reporting records user access to an application and CA Identity
Governance then retrieves this data to display during a certification.

Note: For more information about creating CA User Activity Reporting event sources, see the CA User Activity Reporting
documentation.

•  Correlate imported accounts to users.
•  (Optional) Import CSV data into an account configuration.
•  (Optional) Increase file handles.

After you have reviewed the prerequisites, you import CA Identity Governance queries into CA User Activity Reporting.

Correlate Imported Accounts to Users

CA Identity Governance imports accounts from endpoints. You define how CA Identity Governance matches these
accounts to users in the universe.

Note: When you import endpoint data using CA Identity Manager, accounts are already mapped to users. Define account
mapping logic for connectors that use the CA IAMS Connector Server or connectors that import data files.

To create correlation logic, use the Correlation tab of the Universe screen. Typically, you define, test, and refine the
settings of this tab in several iterations to achieve the mapping behavior that you want. Define the following settings:

Correlation Rules

Correlation rules compare fields in imported accounts to known user attributes so that CA Identity Governance can
associate accounts with existing users. A score assigned to each rule indicates how strongly the rule predicts a real user-
account link. You can apply string manipulations to attribute values, so that rules match sub-strings such as the first or last
name of a personID. One correlation rule can test several conditions.
You can define rules that match account fields to any user attribute. Rules that match the personID user attribute have the
highest scores, indicating the most confidence in the user-account link. Rules that match other user attributes have lower
scores - they do not identify a unique user, but can confirm a match.
Note: Analyze the account data to identify the string patterns used on each endpoint. For example, email accounts can
use variations on the personID value, as in the following examples for user Ellen Hayek:
Ellen.Hayek@companyserver.com
EHay023@companyserver.com

Synonyms

Synonyms let one correlation rule test common string variants that may represent the same value. The synonym file
defines sets of synonyms. When a string expression in a rule equals a term in the synonym file, CA Identity Governance
tests the rule using each synonym of the term. For example, if the synonym file lists Nathaniel, Nathan, Nate, Nat as
synonyms, CA Identity Governance tests correlation rules for a user named Nathan using each of the alternate terms.

Correlation Thresholds
Correlation thresholds determine how CA Identity Governance evaluates user-account pairs that match correlation rules.
For each user, CA Identity Governance aggregates the scores of all matched rules. CA Identity Governance decides to
accept or reject the user-account mapping by comparing the aggregate score to the thresholds.
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CA Identity Governance applies thresholds as follows:

• If all matching users score less than the Low Threshold, no user is mapped to the account.
• CA Identity Governance maps the account to the first user whose aggregate score exceeds the High Threshold.
• When only one user scores between the Unique and High Thresholds, CA Identity Governance maps the account to

this user.
• When one or more users score between the Low and High Thresholds, CA Identity Governance submits all matching

users for review by a manager.

Aggregation Type

Defines the way rule scores are aggregated when more than one rule matches the same user-account pair. For example,
you have the following two rules:
Rule A - Score 60
Rule B – Score 30
And they both match User1 to Account1. The final score of this pair is as follows, depending on which aggregation type
you select:

• Sum: 90 (if the sum is more than 100, it is limited to 100)
• Max: 60
• Average: 45
• Combined Probability: Measures the probability of a user-account pair that matches a particular rule to be the correct

match. If two rules point to the same match, CA Identity Governance uses the combined probability to calculate the
new score. The example has a match of 60 and a match of 30. If we improve the 60 score by 30 percent, we reach 72.

(Optional) Import CSV Data into an Account Configuration

If you have a legacy connector or only an 'As Users' connector in your universe, you can manually import account
information from a CSV file into a special configuration. This special configuration relates to the Model configuration of the
universe.

Note: Because file-based import is a one-time process, only use a CSV file for initial import or occasional administrative
updates to account information, and only when creating an 'As Accounts' connector is not preferred.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Prepare the data file.
2. Click Administration, Accounts, Import Accounts (Legacy) from the main menu of the Portal.

The Import Accounts (Legacy) screen appears.
3. Specify the target universe and the CSV file to import, and click Import.

The product copies new, unique records from the CSV file to the Account configurations. Existing information in the
Account configurations is preserved.

4. (Optional) To verify imported account data, view the model configuration in the entity browser or open the account
configurations in the Data Manager application.

5. Review CSV file structure.
Review required fields for the CSV accounts data files. Each must contain the following fields:

PersonID 

Defines the user in the target universe who owns the imported account. This field has the same content and format as the
PersonID field in the universe.

Endpoint 

Defines the name of the endpoint that hosts the account. This field has the same content and format as the Configuration
resource Application field specified for the universe.

Account 
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Defines the account name as it is exists on the endpoint.

The first line of the CSV file must be the following header:

personID,endpoint,account

Each line of the file must contain three comma-separated values.

 Example: CSV accounts data file
The following example shows a CSV file with four data records. The first two records map accounts to the same user,
John Meade:

personID,endpoint,account

5467238,UNXMARKT,jmeade

5467238,NT-Security,john_meade

7635097,RACFTEST,marcus432

6523876,NT-Security,kim_bell

You have manually imported account information from a CSV file into a special configuration that relates to the Model
configuration of the universe and .reviewed CSV file structure.

(Optional) Increase File Handles

In Unix, increase CA User Activity Reporting default number server file handles when integrating with the product. The
default file handles limit the opening of too many files that can exhaust system resources. The CA User Activity Reporting
server is only supported on Linux.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the CA User Activity Reporting server, navigate to the following location:
/etc/security/

2. Edit the limits.conf file. Look for the following caelmservice settings:
caelmservice    soft    nofile    4096
caelmservice    hard    nofile    4096

3. Change both caelmservice settings to 8192.

You have increased file handles on the CA User Activity Reporting server.

Import Queries

To import CA User Activity Reporting data into CA Identity Governance, add the CA Identity Governance data queries
to the CA User Activity Reporting query list. CA Identity Governance calls these queries to display CA User Activity
Reporting query results when users click monitored resources.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA User Activity Reporting as an administrator.
2. Navigate to Queries and Reports, Queries.
3. Under Query List, click Options, Import Query Definition.
4. Specify the RCM_Queries.xml file located in the following directory of the CA Identity Governance server:

 gm_install\Server\ELM

Note: gm_install is the CA Identity Governance installation directory.

CA User Activity Reporting imports the queries.

Next, you create a security certificate.
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Create a Security Certificate

To enable CA Identity Governance to communicate with CA User Activity Reporting, create a security certificate and
update the keystore with the new certificate.

 Note: The following steps are specifically for Internet Explorer 8. If you use another browser, see that browser's
documentation on creating a security certificate.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the CA Identity Governance server, open a browser to log in to the CA User Activity Reporting API portal and
enter the following URL:
https://calm_hostname:port/spin/calmapi/calmapi.csp
A security certificate error appears.
  calm_hostname:port  
Specifies the CA User Activity Reporting server host name and communications port.

2. Click Continue to this website.
A certificate error button appears to the right of the browser's address bar.

3. Click Certificate Error, View certificates.
The Certificate dialog appears and displays information about the security certificate.

4. Click the Details tab and select Copy to File.
The Certificate Export Wizard appears.

5. Export the certificate using the wizard, as follows:
a. In the Export Format screen, select Base-64 encoded X.509 (.CER).
b. Set the file name for the certificate to 'elm_cer.cer'.
c. Click Finish.

The certificate is saved on the server.
6. Update the keystore with the certificate, as follows:

a. Open a command prompt and navigate to the directory that contains the exported certificate.
b. Enter the following command:

"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe" -import -file "pathname_cer" -keystore "%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security
\cacerts" -trustcacerts
Where pathname_cer is the pathname of the exported certificate.
You are prompted for a password.

c. Enter the following password, or the default cacerts password for your system:
'changeit'

d. Enter y at the prompt and click Enter.
The certificate is installed in the keystore.

7. Verify that the new certificate appears, as follows:
a. At a command prompt on the server hosting computer, enter the following command:

"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool.exe" -list –keystore "%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts"
b. Enter the cacerts password.

A list of certificates appears.
c. Verify that the new certificate appears in the list.

8. Restart the application server.

You have created a security certificate and update the keystore with the new certificate.

Next, you register CA Identity Governance on the CA User Activity Reporting server.
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Register CA Identity Governance on the CA User Activity Reporting Server

To enable CA User Activity Reporting to recognize the certificate and enable connection to the CA Identity Governance
server, register CA Identity Governance with the CA User Activity Reporting server.
Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the CA User Activity Reporting server as the EiamAdmin administrator, using the following URL address:
https://ELM_host:5250/spin/calmapi/products.csp
 ELM_host Specifies the CA User Activity Reporting server host name.

2. Under Registered Products, click Register.
The New Product Registration window appears.

3. Enter the name and password you specified for the CA User Activity Reporting security certificate and click Register.
CA Identity Governance is registered with the CA User Activity Reporting server.
Next, you update CA Identity Governance properties.

Update and Enable Properties

To enable the CA Identity Governance server to communicate with CA User Activity Reporting and to enable CA User
Activity Reporting online links, update and edit the CA Identity Governance system properties.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
2. Set the Property Keys filter for keys containing 'logmanager'.
3. Click Apply Filter.
4. Edit the following CA Identity Governance system properties:

– usage.import.logmanager.odbc.host
Defines the host name of the target CA User Activity Reporting server.

– usage.import.logmanager.odbc.port
Defines the default CA User Activity Reporting database port.
 Default: 17002
Note: To verify the database port CA User Activity Reporting is listening on, open Administrative Tools in Windows,
and select Services, ODBC Server. Click the CA User Activity Reporting server and verify the Server Listening Port
field.

– usage.import.logmanager.odbc.user
Defines the username of the CA User Activity Reporting account that CA Identity Governance uses to log in. Must
be an administrator account in CA User Activity Reporting or an account that has read access to everything.

– usage.import.logmanager.odbc.password
Defines the password of the account that CA Identity Governance uses to log in.

– usage.online.logmanager.https.port
Defines the listening port on the target CA User Activity Reporting server portal.
 Default: 5250

– usage.online.logmanager.https.certificate
Specifies the CA User Activity Reporting security certificate name that is provided when registering CA Identity
Governance.

– usage.online.logmanager.eventviewer.enabled 
Defines the CA User Activity Reporting online links. This property is disabled by default. Set to True.
 Default: False

You have updated the system properties.

Next, you set the application attribute in the CA Identity Governance universe.
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Set Universe Resources Application Attribute

To map applications between CA Identity Governance and CA User Activity Reporting, first specify which ResName(see
page ) attribute within the CA Identity Governance universe is associated with an application. ResName2 is often a
selected attribute, but this attribute depends on how you import data into the product. You must specify this attribute in the
universe.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Universes, and select a universe to edit.
2. In the General tab, Configuration Resource Application Field, select the attribute that defines the application from the

drop down menu.
3. Click Save.

You have mapped applications between the product and CA User Activity Reporting.
Next you map CA User Activity Reporting endpoints.

Resource Database File

Resource database file names end with the .rdb suffix. Each resource is represented in this file by one line, which includes
comma-separated values for the following fields (in this order):

• Resource Name 1 (ResName1)
• Resource Name 2 (ResName1)
• Resource Name 3 (ResName1)
• (Optional) An unlimited number of additional fields

The ResName fields typically map to the endpoint or application group of the resource.
Although they are optional, CA Identity Governance requires you to specify fields for the following types of resource
information when you define a universe. Define these fields in .rdb files that form the basis for a configuration file in a
universe.

• Application
• ManagerID

Example: Resource Database File
The following sample file contains 3 resource records.

ResName1,ResName2,ResName3,Description,ManagerID-Owner,Location,

 "SYS1","RACFPROD","RACF22","Production RACF","77292450","Irvine,CA",

 "Domain Users","NT5AVE","WinNT","Active Directory ","91236370","Houson,TX",

 "DEVELOP","RACFPROD","RACF22","Production RACF","77292450","Irvine,CA",

Map Endpoints

An event source or application in CA User Activity Reporting can correspond to an individual resource in CA Identity
Governance.
Map applications in CA User Activity Reporting to each resource in the target CA Identity Governance universe. CA User
Activity Reporting data is then correctly associated with CA Identity Governance resources.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Universes, and select a target universe.
The Edit universe screen appears.

2. Under the Actual Usage tab, Settings, select Import and show usage data for this universe, and click Refresh Usage
Data.
Note: Import data from CA User Activity Reporting to obtain a list of all applications before mapping the applications to
CA Identity Governance resources.
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3. Click the Application Mapping tab.
4. In the Universe Applications section, select a CA Identity Governance application.
5. In the CA User Activity Reporting section, select the application that you want to map to the CA Identity Governance

application.
6. Click Add.

Mapped applications appear in the center pane.
7. Repeat these steps for all applications.
8. Click Finish to save settings.

You have mapped CA User Activity Reporting applications to CA Identity Governance resources.
Next, you update data usage.

Update Data Usage

When you import CA User Activity Reporting data for a universe, the data appears in all certification screens for that
universe. Data information also appears when you view a configuration of the universe in the entity browser.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
The Universes screen appears.

2. Select the target universe.
The Edit universe screen appears.

3. Click the Actual Usage tab.
4. To update CA User Activity Reporting data usage, select Import and show data usage for this universe.
5. (Optional) Define usage thresholds that determine the icon displayed in certification and entity screens.

Based on these thresholds, resources are flagged as Frequently Used or Rarely Used, and users are flagged as
Frequent Users or Occasional Users.

6. (Optional) Edit the default time period settings.
Note: f you expand the Time Periods pane, you can edit the default settings for Short, Medium, and Long time periods.
Editing these values changes the available values in the 'days' drop-down list of the Thresholds pane.

7. Click Save, and then click Refresh Usage Details.

You have updated usage data for the selected universe.
Next you enable CA User Activity Reporting online links.

(Optional) Update Applications Mapping

Over time, new applications are added to CA User Activity Reporting. Similarly, new resources are added to the CA
Identity Governance configuration, which represent new external applications. Update the application mapping in the
universe periodically so that usage information is imported for these new resources.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Portal, go to Administration, Universes, and select a target universe.
The Edit universe screen appears.

2. Under the Actual Usage tab, Settings, select Import and show usage data for this universe, and click Refresh Usage
Data.
Note: Import data from CA User Activity Reporting to obtain a list of all applications before mapping the applications to
CA Identity Governance resources.

3. Click the Application Mapping tab.
4. In the Universe Applications section, select a CA Identity Governance application.
5. In the CA User Activity Reporting section, select the application that you want to map to the CA Identity Governance

application.
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6. Click Add.
Mapped applications appear in the center pane.

7. Repeat these steps for all applications.
8. Click Finish to save settings.

You have updated CA User Activity Reporting applications mapping.
Next, you verify the integration.

Verify Integration

When the integration is successful, you can view the user and resource information in the Entity Browser. This information
is displayed in an information bubble that appears when you hover over a certification user with the mouse cursor.
In the Entity Browser, hover with the mouse pointer over a certificate user. An information bubble appears with the name
of the resource, operating system, usage frequency, and the date last accessed.
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Upgrading
Contents: 

WARNING
Post migration to the supported JBoss 7.x/WildFly 15.x application server, upgrade of Identity Governance
deployment from 14.2 to 14.3 is not supported.

Supported Upgrade Paths

The following upgrade path is supported in this release:

•  Identity Governance r12.5 and higher releases on JBoss 6.x and Wildfly 8.x
•  Identity Governance r12.6 and higher releases on WebSphere

NOTE

• You cannot upgrade 32-bit system to 64-bit system. To migrate to a 64-bit system, install a new version of the
product and migrate your data to the new installation.

• When you upgrade to Identity Governance version 14.0.0, the changes made in JBOSS 5.x version does not
get reflected in Wildfly version. Ensure that you update the changes manually. Identity Governance version
14.0.0 does not support JBOSS 5.x.

How to Upgrade Identity Governance 

This section describes how to upgrade Identity Governance to the current release.

  

Follow these steps:

1. Verify Server Prerequisites .Upgrade your application server:
– (JBoss) Run the CA Identity Governance Installer on Each Node
– (WebSphere) Upgrade the WebSphere Application Server.
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NOTE

If  you are upgrading from version 12.5 to  version 14.0.0 of Identity Governance, you must upgrade the
Workpoint scripts before starting the Application Server.

 Follow the Steps 

1. Extract the CA-IdentityGovernance-<VERSION>-Core.zip file from the installer.
2. Open the following scripts from the zip file and run them in the WPDS database in the following order

CA-IdentityGovernance-<VERSION>-Core\Utils&Conf\WP_UPGRADE_FROM_125SPx
\<dbtype>
\wp342c_to_wp342d.sql
CA-IdentityGovernance-<VERSION>-Core\Utils&Conf\WP_UPGRADE_FROM_125SPx
\<dbtype>\wp342d_to_wp342e.sql

2.  Install Client Tools.
3.  Verify Successful Installation.
4. Reapply any customizations and reverify installation.
5.  Update Workpoint Processes.
6.  Migrate Connectors.
7.  Upgrade Campaigns (applicable for upgrades from r12.5 SP2 and earlier versions).
8.  Upgrade Jaspersoft Reports 

How to Upgrade CA Identity Governance

Server Prerequisites
  

Upgrade Requirements

Perform the following steps to prepare your Identity Governance system for upgrade.

 Follow these steps: 

1. (Optional) Run an export for any modified master and model configuration.
2. Back up all customizations.
3. Stop and delete all scheduled jobs, as follows:

a. Navigate to Administration, Workflows in the Portal.
b. Select a workflow and go to the Administration tab.
c. Click Stop.
d. Navigate to Administration, Job Scheduler.
e. Delete all scheduled jobs.

4. Stop the Identity Governance Server.

Install XA

Install the JDBC XA drivers on all SQL servers, and on the WebSphere application server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install the Microsoft SQL JDBC installer on the SQL server.
Download the installer, Microsoft JDBC Driver for SQL (sqljdbc_4.0.2206.100_enu.exe).
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NOTE

• With a 32-bit SQL server, use the sqljdbc_xa.dll file in the x86 folder, even if the SQL server is installed
on an x64 processor.

• With a 64-bit SQL server on the x64 processor, use the sqljdbc_xa.dll file in the x64 folder.
2. Enable the XA transactions on the SQL server as follows:

a. In the computer where you install the SQL server, browse to the Control Panel.
b. Click Administrative Tools, Component Services.
c. Navigate to Computers, My computers, Distributed Transaction Coordinator, Local DTC. 
d.  Right-click Local DTC and click Properties. 
e.  Click Security 
f. Select Enable XA Transactions.
g. Save the changes and restart the SQL server.

3. Copy and install drivers on other SQL cluster servers as follows:
a. Locate the JDBC distributed transaction components under the \xa folder of the JDBC driver installation directory.
b. Copy the file sqljdbc_xa.dll. 
c. Paste this file in the following directory of every SQL server computer that participates in distributed

transacteroldions:
%SQL_SERVER_INSTALL%\Binn

d. Execute the database script xa_install.sql on every SQL server instance that participates in distributed
transactions. This script installs sqljdbc_xa.dll as an extended stored procedure.

NOTE
 When you run this script, log in as an administrator for the SQL Server instance.

Install Java Components

To upgrade Identity Governance r14.2 install Java components. To install see, Install Java components in System
Requirements 

(JBoss) Run the Installer on Each Node
Run the installer to create a reference installation on a single node.

NOTE
The installation worksheets list information you provide during installation. Use the worksheets during installation
to avoid errors.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the designated Identity Governance database server host is running.
Note: Host the database on a different computer than the cluster nodes.

2. Run one of the following installation programs:
– Windows: InstCARCM.exe
– Linux: InstCARCM.bin

These installation programs are available in the installation package that you downloaded.
The Identity Governance installer opens.

3. Select the language you want for the Portal, which is a web-based interface for Identity Governance.
Note: The change in language affects only the Portal interface and not the installation or any other component. The
selection does not affect this installation.

4. Complete the installation by providing the necessary information.
5. In the step The Application Server, select JBoss: Install with customized JBoss on this computer.
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6. Review your installation choices and click Install.
7. The installer runs the customized installation package.
8. Click Done to close the installer.

Next, install the Client Tools.

Upgrade Process for JBoss 5.x
If you are using default JBoss 5.x instance, upgrade the reference installer to  upgrade Identity Governance r14.0:

NOTE
CA Identity Governance version 14.0.0 does not support JBOSS 5.x. The upgrade process backs up the JBoss
5.x folder and installs wildfly. When you upgrade to CA Identity Governance version 14.0.0, the changes made in
JBOSS 5.x version does not get reflected in Wildfly version. Ensure that you update the changes manually.

If you are using JBoss 5.x Cluster, perform the following steps to upgrade Identity Governance r14.0:

1. Select the Application Server  (JBoss EAP6 or Wildfly8.2.x).
2. Install the Application Servers in all Nodes.
3. Perform the step 5 procedure of Server Prerequisites.
4. Stop the existing JBoss 5 cluster nodes instances.
5. Upgrade reference installer
6. Perform the Installation process on cluster for the required Application Server from Install on JBoss 

(WebSphere) Upgrade the Application Server
If you are using WebSphere on Linux, upgrade your WebSphere application server.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop all WebSphere servers in the cluster.
2. Run the Identity Governance installer on each node in the cluster.
3. On the host node, navigate to the following installation folder:

install_dir/CA/RCM/Server/rcm-websphere/WAS-Scripts/
4. Run the UpgradeGVM.sh script and enter the WebSphere application bin directory as a parameter. For example:

/opt/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/bin/
You have upgraded the WebSphere application server.

Next, you install Client Tools.

Upgrade Client Tools
IMPORTANT
Client Tools CANNOT be upgraded. You need to uninstall and install the new version of Client Tools.

Verify Successful Installation
When you have verified a successful installation, you can access the Identity Governance Portal.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a Command Prompt window on Node 1, navigate to the JBoss home folder and run the following file:
 Windows: eurekify.bat  
 Linux: eurekify.sh 
The Identity Governance and JBoss servers on Node 1 starts.
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2. Review the logs and ensure Node 1 starts with no error messages.
The Identity Governance cluster node log folder is:
jboss.5.1home\server\all\log

NOTE
 jboss.5.1home is the Identity Governance cluster node home directory.

3. Stop the Identity Governance and JBoss servers on Node 1.
You have verified the Identity Governance installation.

Next, you update the Workpoint processes.

Update Workpoint DB Administration
To enable certifications and other business processes, import predefined workflow definitions into Workpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the Identity Governance databases are running.
2. Log in to the Portal as an administrator.

Your Portal home page appears.
3. Go to Administration, Settings.
4. Click Workpoint DB Administration.

The Workpoint DB Administration screen appears.
5. Under Update Host and Port i n Workpoint Processes, verify the following information:

– Data-Source Type and Name: Enter WPDS in this field.
– Identity Governance Server Host Name 
– Identity Governance  server Port
– Use HTTPS
– Click Update

NOTE

In a clustered environment, enter the cluster name instead of the server hostname.
6. Under Update Workpoint Processes, verify the following information:

– Identity Governance  Server Host Name
– Identity Governance  server Port
– Use HTTPS
– Click  Update 
The product populates the Workpoint database with Workpoint processes and related data.

7. Migrate connectors.

NOTE

Connector migration is only relevant for upgrades from r12.5 SP2 and SP3 to r14.0.

Migrate Connectors
Connector migration is only relevant for upgrades from r12.5 SP2 and SP3.

Consider the following issues when migrating connectors:
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• Always migrate an export connector after migrating the import connectors.
• You can migrate one export connector.
• View legacy connector content and configuration details in the Portal, under the Connectivity tab of the Universe

before migration.
• Note the following issues for connectors from before r12.5 SP2 (12.5, SP1):

– They cannot be migrated
– They can be deleted
– They appear in the legacy connectors table in the Portal

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Portal as an administrator.
2. Go to Administration, Universes.

A list of universes appears.
3. Select the universe where you want to migrate connectors.
4. Select the Connectivity tab.

The Connector screen opens.
5. In the Legacy Connector area, click Migrate Legacy.

The migration process starts and concludes. You have migrated connectors.

Next, you upgrade campaigns.

NOTE
Upgrade campaigns for versions before 12 SP3.

Upgrade Campaigns
After an upgrade, you can create a certification based on the campaign archives you made prior to the upgrade. You can
also use the audit card containing the exported campaign progress and include it in a new certification.

NOTE
For more information, see the Administrating section.

Upgrade Jaspersoft Reports
Upgrade Jaspersoft reports to support PAM User Certification reports and Device Certification reports.

 

 Follow the Steps 

1. Login to Jasper Reports Server as superuser.
2. Right click the IG folder under IG Organization and backup the existing JasperReports if it has custom

reports in Identity Governance.
3.  Open the IGJasperReports.zip file from the jasper-api-<VERSION>-SNAPSHOT.jar file of <JBOSS-DEPLOYMENTS-

FOLDER>/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/lib folder. 
4. Copy and paste the IGJasperReports.zip file in the report server machine.
5. Open the report server URL in the report server machine and import the IGJasperReports.zip file. To import the file,

perform the following steps:
a.  Navigate Manage,Server Settings, Import.
b. Upload the IGJasperReports.zip file. 
c. Click Import.

6. Provide permissions (read+write) to Jaspersoft user to access IG Organization. 
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7. Click IG, Datasources, IGReportDS under IG Organization and configure the Identity Governance data warehouse
(i2) database. 

NOTE

Do not perform the Upgrade Jaspersoft Reports procedure if you have not configured CABI JasperReports
in your existing Identity Governance version. Follow the procedure from Install and Configure CA Business
Intelligence JasperReports® Server to configure the JasperReports.
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Programming
Contains the Web Services and Model Event Notifications APIs, data transformation, business workflows and data files.

Web Services
 Contents 

  

Web Services Overview

 Identity Governance exposes web services that support a range of queries and interactions, including the following:

•  Data update and exchange—endpoints can submit provisioning changes directly to a Identity
Governance configuration, and receive provisioning updates from Identity Governance.

•  What-if queries—provisioning platforms can use Identity Governance analytical tools to test proposed provisioning
changes for compliance or pattern issues.

•  Service extension and integration—external applications or resources can be integrated with Identity
Governance workflows. For example, certification and other processes can interface with SMS or other messaging
platforms to send users task or status notifications.

Javadoc of the public classes, methods, and services are contained in the CA-RCM- rel# -Language-Files.zip file of
the Identity Governance installation package.

Available Web Services

The following web services are available with Identity Governance:

•  certificationService
Performs all read and write operations on certifications. This includes certification lifecycle operations, queries on
certification tasks, and actions on certification tasks. 

•  deltaBPRService
Tests Out of Compliance privileges in 'what-if' scenarios, using BPR definitions. 

•  patternAuditService
Tests Out of Pattern privileges. 

•  sageBrowsingService
Reads users, roles, resources, and queries from Identity Governance. This service also supports link attributes. 

•  sageModificationsService
Provides create, update, and delete operations on users, roles, and resources within Identity Governance. This service
also supports link attributes. 

•  suggestService
Suggests additional roles and privileges using pattern-based audit. 

•  TMSService
Provides web services to Workpoint processes. Any web service called from a WorkPoint process must implement this
interface. 

•  healthCheck Rest Service
Provides version and status information about the Identity Governance Server. To view this information, type the
following URL in a browser:
http://<CA Identity Governance Server>:8080/eurekify/rest/healthCheck/status

Example:
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http://myIGServer:8080/eurekify/rest/healthCheck/status
Response:
 {""dbVersion"":""14.05.15.01"",""igVersion"":""14.2.0(0260)"",""status"":""OK""}

This healthCheck Rest Service requires authentication. To bypass the authentication, perform the given steps: 
a. Stop the Identity Governance Server.
b. Navigate to the following location

<Wildfly Home>/standalone/deployments/eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes/META-INF

c. Edit the restSecurityContext.xml file and add the following after <security:http>
<security:intercept-url pattern="/rest/healthCheck/status" filters="none"/> 

The <security:http> tag should look like this after modifying
<security:http entry-point-ref="authenticationEntryPoint" create-session="never"
 access-decision-manager-ref="rcmAccessDecisionManager">
<security:intercept-url pattern="/rest/healthCheck/status" filters="none"/> 
    <security:intercept-url pattern="/rest/**" access="ROLE_USER" />
    <security:http-basic />   
  </security:http>

d. Restart the Identity Governance server.

Model Event Notification API
Contents

Model Event Notification Overview

The Model Event Notification API provides a JMS topic for all model changes. You can then write custom code on external
clients that handles this model event information.

How to Use the Model Event Notification API

To capture JMS topic information for model events, perform the following steps to configure model event notifications.

1. Log in to the Identity Governance portal as an administrator.
2. Go to Administration, Settings, Property Settings.
3. Set the following properties:

– modelEvent.producer.fireEvent
Specifies what events trigger change notification. Valid values include:
• Atomic

Triggers an event after every approval during an update request.
• Aggregate

Triggers an event when all approvals complete for an update request.
• All

Triggers an event after every approval and when all approvals complete for an update request (atomic and
aggregate.)

– modelEvent.notify.topic
Determines if a Java Messaging Service topic is enabled for model event notification.

– approval.isModelChangeNotificationOn
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Indicates whether model event notification is enabled. This parameter signals the availability of the Model Event
Notification API to Identity Governance Workpoint processes that contain the Notify Model Change and Notify
Aggregated Model Change building blocks.

4. Be sure that any 3rd-party clients listening to this JMS topic implement the ModelEventHandler interface.

Members in the Model Event Notification Message

The following members make up the model event notification message:

Member Description
createDate The time at which the event is triggered
requester Who requested the update
universe The universe where the update occurs
Source The origin of the event
requestVOs The entities that are updated
TicketId The ticketId that handles the request

Executing Batch (SBT) Files
Contents

Batch Processing Overview

When importing a large volume of data (which could involve several gigabytes in several source files), processing
can take many hours. Therefore, a batch processing option enables processing during off-hours in accordance with a
predetermined order defined by the Role Engineer.

The following list shows the typical order of commands in a batch file:

1. IMPORT RACF
2. IMPORT CSV
3. MERGE CFGIMPORT UNIX PASSWORD
4. ENRICH UDB
5. ENRICH RDB
6. FILTER CFG

Identity Governance batch files adhere to standard XML file format. The file extension must be .sbt.

To run the batch file from a Microsoft Windows command prompt, execute the file using the following format:

CA-RCM-DNA-<VERSION>.exe SBT_file_name

For example, CA-RCM-DNA-<VERSION>.exe  merge.sbt.

Alternatively, you can run the batch file by selecting Execute Batch File from the File menu.

How to Run Batch Files

You can submit batch files for processing in one of the following ways:

• Use the File menu commands of the client tools.
• Define a batch (SBT) connector job in the Identity Governance Portal.
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When you define a batch connector job in the Identity Governance Portal, the batch file you specify must contain the
following attribute:

• USE_CONFIG
Defines the destination configuration file for batch file operations. Typically this value is the same as the DEST_FILE
attribute.

Specify this attribute in addition to the DEST_FILE attribute in batch files that are submitted for processing through the
Identity Governance Portal.

Example: Batch File Processed by the Identity Governance Portal

The batch file in this example can be specified in a batch connector job in the Identity Governance Portal because it
includes the USE_CONFIG attribute.

<BATCH>

<COMMAND CONTINUE_ON_FAIL="true"

   ACTION="IMPORT SQL"

   SERVER="MSSQL_hostname"

   DATABASE="eurekify_sdb"

   SRC_FILE="SQL://BaseConfigModel.cfg"

   DEST_FILE="OUTPUT/BaseConfigModel.cfg"/>

<USE_CONFIG config="OUTPUT/BaseConfigModel.cfg"/>

</BATCH>

The Identity Governance Batch (SBT) Format

The following table details the format used when executing a batch file in Identity Governance.

Command Attributes/Child Tags Description Status Default
CONFIG Output CFG file path Mandatory  
USERS_DB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
RES_DB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
INPUT Input RACF file path Mandatory  
SUPP_HR Input Supplementary HR

file path
Optional  

RACF_SYS_NAME RACF system name Optional  
UACC 'UACC' flag Optional  
GROUPS_AS_
ROLES

'Import all groups as
roles' flag

Optional  

ADD_ACL_
ENTITIES

'Add ACL entities' flag Optional  

IMPORT RACF
 

IGNORE_
REVOKED_USERS

'Ignore revoked users'
flag

Optional  

CONFIG Output CFG file path Mandatory  
USERS_DB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
RES_DB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
TSSLISTFILE Input TSS LIST file path Mandatory  
SUPP_HR Input Supplementary HR

file path
Optional  

IMPORT TSS
 

TSS_SYS_NAME TSS system name Optional  
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ADD_ACL_
ENTITIES

'Add ACL entities' flag Optional  

GROUPS_AS_
ROLES

'Import all groups as
roles' flag

Optional  

CONFIG Output CFG file path Mandatory  
USERS_DB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
RES_DB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
ROLE Input Roles CSV file path Optional  
USER_RES Input User-Resource

links CSV file path
Optional  

USER_ROLE Input User-Role links
CSV file path

Optional  

ROLE_RES Input Role-Resource links
CSV file path

Optional  

ROLE_ROLE Input Role-Role links
CSV file path

Optional  

USER_RES_ATTR Input User-Resource link
attributes CSV file path

Optional  

USER_ROLE_ATTR Input User-Role link
attributes CSV file path

Optional  

ROLE_RES_ATTR Input Role-Resource link
attributes CSV file path

Optional  

ROLE_ROLE_ATTR Input Role-Role link
attributes CSV file path

Optional  

SEPARATOR CSV separator character Optional  
ROLEID_AS_NUM 'Role ID as number'

flag: Used for backward
compatibility; Obsolete

Optional  

IMPORT CSV
 

INPUT_UNICODE Treats all input files as
unicode. If a file does not
have a unicode signature
in the beginning (BOM:
0xFEFF), it is added
to the file, and the
original file is saved with
a .backup extension.

Optional False

CONFIG Input CFG file path Mandatory  
ROLE Output Roles CSV file

path
Mandatory  

USER_RES Output User-Resource
links CSV file path

Mandatory  

USER_ROLE Output User-Role links
CSV file path

Mandatory  

ROLE_RES Output Role-Resource
links CSV file path

Mandatory  

EXPORT CSV
 

ROLE_ROLE Output Role-Role links
CSV file path

Mandatory  
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USER_RES_ATTR Output User-Resource
link attributes CSV file
path

Optional  

USER_ROLE_ATTR Output User-Role link
attributes CSV file path

Optional  

ROLE_RES_ATTR Output Role-Resource
link attributes CSV input
file path

Optional  

ROLE_ROLE_ATTR Output Role-Role link
attributes CSV file path

Optional  

SEPARATOR CSV separator character Optional  
ROLEID_AS_NUM 'Role ID as number'

flag: Used for backward
compatibility; Obsolete

Optional  

UNICODE_OUTPUT 'Unicode output' flag Optional  
FIRST_CFG Input CFG file path Optional  
SECOND_CFG Input CFG file path Optional  
TARGET_CFG Output CFG file path Mandatory  
TARGET_UDB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
TARGET_RDB Output RDB file path Mandatory  
CASE_SENSITIVE 'Case sensitive' flag Optional  

MERGE CFG
 

<SOURCE>
(CFG path)
</SOURCE>

Zero or more child tags.
The tag's internal text
contains an additional
configuration path to
merge.
If FIRST_CFG and
SECOND_CFG are
absent at least 2
<SOURCE> tags should
be present.

Optional  

FIRST_UDB Input UDB file path Mandatory  
SECOND_UDB Input UDB file path Mandatory  
TARGET_UDB Output UDB file path Mandatory  

MERGE UDB
 

CASE_SENSITIVE 'Case sensitive' flag Optional  
FIRST_RDB Input RDB file path Mandatory  
SECOND_RDB Input RDB file path Mandatory  

MERGE RDB
 

TARGET_RDB Output RDB file path Mandatory  
TARGET_AUD Output Audit card file

path
Mandatory  

MASTER_AUD Input Primary Audit card
file path

Mandatory  

MERGE AUDIT
 

ADDED_AUD Input Secondary Audit
card file path

Mandatory  

INPUT_CFG Input CFG file path Mandatory  
TARGET_CFG Output CFG file path Mandatory  

TRIM CFGDB
 

TARGET_UDB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
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TARGET_RDB Output RDB file path Mandatory  
SOURCE_CFG Input CFG file path Mandatory  
TARGET_CFG Output CFG file path Mandatory  
REMOVE_ONLY 'Remove Only' flag Optional  
<CONDITION> 1 or more child tags.   
ENTITY USER | ROLE |

RESOURCE
Mandatory  

FIELD
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If 'ENTITY' is USER:
PERSON ID
USER NAME
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION TYPE
(field name)
 
If 'ENTITY' is ROLE:
ROLE NAME
DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION
OWNER
TYPE
CREATE DATE
REVIEWER
APPROVAL STATUS
APPROVAL DATE
FILTER
ORGANIZATION 2
ORGANIZATION 3
 
If 'ENTITY' is
RESOURCE:
RES NAME 1/2/3
(field name)
 
For all relevant entity
types:
DIRECT RESOURCES
TOTAL RESOURCES
DIRECT USERS
TOTAL USERS
DIRECT ROLES
TOTAL ROLES
CHILD ROLES
PARENT ROLES

Mandatory  

FROM Minimum value Optional  
TOP Maximum value Optional  
TYPE REG_EXP | PATTERN |

(none)
Optional  

FILTER CFG
 

PATTERN
 

A text sample (exact
string / pattern / regular
expression)

Optional  
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</CONDITION> Either FROM and TO
or TYPE and PATTERN
attributes may be present
at the same time

  

SOURCE_UDB Input CFG file path
 

SOURCE_UDB Input UDB file path

Mutually exclusive. One
should be present.
 

 EVAL HR
 

REP_FILE Output report file Mandatory  
SOURCE_UDB Input UDB file path Mandatory  
TARGET_UDB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
SUPP_FILE Input Supplementary

(Enrichment) file path
Mandatory  

CONCATENATION_
CHARACTER

Filed concatenation
character

Optional  

CASE_SENSITIVE 'Case Sensitive' flag Optional  
CLEAR_EMPTY_
FIELDS

'Clear empty fields' flag Optional  

CLEAR_UNKNOWN_US
ERS

'Clear unknown users'
flag

Optional  

<COLUMN> 0 or more child tags.
This is an experimental
feature not included
in the official product
definition.

  

POS Position of the
Enrichment file column

Optional  

NAME Title of the Enrichment
file column

Optional  

FIELD Target field name in UDB Optional  
</COLUMN>    

ENRICH UDB
 

IDENTIFICATION_
FIELD

Valid when at least
1 <COLUMN> tag is
present

Optional  

SOURCE_RDB Input RDB file path Mandatory  
TARGET_RDB Output RDB file path Mandatory  

ENRICH RDB
 

SUPP_FILE Input Supplementary
(Enrichment) file path

Mandatory  

MAPPING_FILE Input Mapping XML file
path

Mandatory  

SOURCE_FILE Input LDIF text file path Mandatory  
TARGET_CFG Output CFG file path Mandatory  
TARGET_UDB Output UDB file path Mandatory  

IMPORT LDIF
 

TARGET_RDB Output RDB file path Mandatory  
MAPPING_FILE Input Mapping XML file

path
Mandatory  

TARGET_CFG Output CFG file path Mandatory  

IMPORT AD
 

TARGET_UDB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
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TARGET_RDB Output RDB file path Mandatory  
<SEARCH_ROOT>
(Container DN)
</SEARCH_ROOT>

0 or more child tags. If
not present the default
search root is used.

Optional  

<DOMAIN> 1 or more child tags.
If not present the
<COMMAND> tag should
include <DOMAIN>'s
mandatory attributes

Optional  

USER_NAME AD User Name Mandatory  
PASSWORD AD Password Mandatory  
SERVER AD Server Name / IP Mandatory  
PORT AD Server Port number Optional  
</DOMAIN>    
SQL_SERVER_
TYPE

MS SQL Server |
ORACLE

Optional  

SERVER The SQL server network
name/IP

Mandatory  

DATABASE The SQL database name Mandatory  
USER The SQL user name.

If not present default
authentication is used
(SSPI)

Optional  

PASSWORD The SQL password.
Mandatory when USER is
specified.

  

BULK_INSERT 'Bulk Insert' flag Optional  
SHARE_DIR The shared directory

path for the bulk files.
Meaningless when
BULK_INSERT is
FALSE. Mandatory when
TRUE.

  

SOURCE_CFG Input CFG file path (on
disk)

SOURCE_ file path is
mandatory. 2 or more
SOURCE_ are not
allowed.
TARGET_ is optional.

 

TARGET_CFG Output CFG SQL file
name

  

SOURCE_AUD Input AUD file path (on
disk)

  

TARGET_AUD Output AUD SQL file
name

  

SOURCE_UDB Input UDB file path (on
disk)

  

EXPORT SQL
 

TARGET_UDB Output UDB SQL file
name
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SOURCE_RDB Input RDB file path (on
disk)

  

TARGET_RDB Output RDB SQL file
name

  

SOURCE_BPR Input BPR file path (on
disk)

  

TARGET_BPR Output BPR SQL file
name

  

OVERWRITE_
USERS_DB

'Overwrite UDB'
flag. Valid when
SOURCE_CFG is
present

Optional  

OVERWRITE_
RES_DB

'Overwrite RDB'
flag. Valid when
SOURCE_CFG is
present

Optional  

SQL_SERVER_
TYPE

MS SQL Server |
ORACLE

Optional  

SERVER The SQL server network
name/IP

Mandatory  

DATABASE The SQL database name Mandatory  
USER The SQL user name.

If not present default
authentication is used
(SSPI)

Optional  

PASSWORD The SQL password.
Mandatory when USER is
specified.

  

SRC_FILE Input SQL file name.
The command is
intended to work with any
types of files but currently
implemented for the CFG
files only.

Mandatory  

IMPORT SQL
 

DEST_FILE Output file path. Mandatory  
SOURCE_CFG Input CFG file path Mandatory  
TARGET_AUD Output Audit card file

path
Mandatory  

OVERWRITE_
TARGET_AUD

'Overwrite Audit card' flag
(if FALSE new alert
entities are added to the
existing file)

Optional  

IGNORE_INVALID_
ENTITIES

'Ignore invalid entities'
flag.

Optional  

MAX_TOTAL_
ALERTS

Maximum total number of
generated alerts

  

RUN AUDIT
 

MAX_ENTITY_
ALERTS

Maximum number of
generated alerts per an
entity
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MAX_CATEGORY_
ALERTS

Maximum number of
generated alerts per a
category (audit type)

  

MAX_TOTAL_
ENTITY_ALERTS

Maximum number of
generated alerts per
entity and category

  

<SETTINGS> Used for the Pattern
Audit

Optional  

FLAGS The settings bitmask Optional  
TESTS Comma separated list of

pattern-based tests
Optional  

<EVAL_WEIGHTS >  Optional  
ORG
ORG TYPE
FIELD_N

User field evaluation
weight

  

</EVAL_WEIGHTS >    
Audit Parameters According to the

parameter
Optional  

</SETTINGS>    
TARGET_CFG Output CFG file path Mandatory  
TARGET_UDB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
TARGET_RDB Output RDB file path Mandatory  
TARGET_AUD Output Audit card file

path
Mandatory  

ALERT_TYPES See the alert types in the
RUN AUDIT specification

Optional  

FIX AUDIT
 

FIX_TO_APPLY 1 | 2 (1 for primary, 2 for
secondary fixes)

Optional  

CURRENT_CFG Updated CFG file path Mandatory  
PRIOR_CFG Original CFG file path Mandatory  
TARGET_AUD Output Audit card file

path
Optional  

DIFF_PATH Output Diff Report file
path

Mandatory  

LOG_PATH Output Diff Log file path Mandatory  
DIFF_NEW_USERS 'Report New Users' flag Optional  
DIFF_REMOVED_
USERS

'Report Removed Users'
flag

Optional  

DIFF_SAME_USERS 'Report Updated Users'
flag

Optional  

DIFF_NEW_RES 'Report New Resources'
flag

Optional  

DIFF_REMOVED_RES 'Report Removed
Resources ' flag

Optional  

DIFF_SAME_RES 'Report Updated
Resources ' flag

Optional  

COMPARE CFG
 

DIFF_NEW_ROLES 'Report New Roles' flag Optional  
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DIFF_REMOVED_
ROLES

'Report Removed Roles'
flag

Optional  

DIFF_SAME_ROLES 'Report Updated Roles'
flag

Optional  

DIFF_BY_ROLES 'Link Diff by Roles' flag Optional  
DIFF_BY_USERS 'Link Diff by Users' flag Optional  
UNICODE_OUTPUT 'Unicode Output' flag Optional  
TARGET_CFG Target CFG to apply the

requests
Mandatory  

TARGET_AUD Target Audit file to put the
requests

Mandatory  

SQL_SERVER_
TYPE

MS SQL Server |
ORACLE

Optional  

SERVER The SQL server network
name/IP

Mandatory  

DATABASE The SQL database name Mandatory  
USER The SQL username.

If not present, default
authentication is used
(SSPI)

Optional  

PASSWORD The SQL password.
Mandatory when USER is
specified.

  

REQUESTED_BY Name of requester Optional  
REQUEST_CFG Source CFG name in the

database
Optional  

TRANSACTION Transaction name Optional  
CAMPAIGN Campaign name Optional  
CATEGORY Category name Optional  
VALUE Value Optional  

IMPORT REQUEST
 

TYPE Request Type Optional  
SOURCE_CSV Input CSV file path Mandatory  
TARGET_CFG Output CFG file path Mandatory  
TARGET_UDB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
TARGET_RDB Output RDB file path Mandatory  
PERSON_ID_
CASE_SENSITIVE

'Person ID case-sensitive'
flag

Optional  

IN_SEPARATOR Input separator Optional  
OUT_SEPARATOR Output separator Optional  
PERSON_ID Person ID column index

(1-based)
Mandatory  

RES_NAME_X Resource Name column
index, where X may be 1,
2, or 3

For each X, either first or
second is Mandatory

 

CSV MAPPER
 

RES_NAME_X_
TEXT

Resource Name constant
text
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ROLE_NAME_
PREFIX

Role name prefix Optional  

SOURCE_CFG Input CFG path name Mandatory  
TARGET_CFG Output CFG path name Mandatory  
MIN_NEWLY_
COVERED_
CONNECTIONS_NUM

Minimum number
of newly covered
connections

Optional  

MIN_NEWLY_
COVERED_
CONNECTIONS_PCT

Minimum percent
of newly covered
connections

Optional  

MIN_RESOURCES_
NOT_COVERED_NUM

Minimum number of
resources not covered by
new roles

Optional  

MIN_RESOURCES_
NOT_COVERED_PCT

Minimum percent of
resources not covered by
new roles

Optional  

MIN_USERS_NOT_
COVERED_NUM

Minimum number of
users not covered by new
roles

Optional  

MIN_USERS_NOT_
COVERED_PCT

Minimum percent of
users not covered by new
roles

Optional  

MAX_ROLES Maximum number of new
roles

Optional  

MIN_RESOURCES Minimum number of
resources in a new role

Optional  

BASIC ROLES SEARCH
 

MIN_USERS Minimum number of
users in a new role

Optional  

ROLE_NAME_
PREFIX

Role name prefix Optional  

SOURCE_CFG Input CFG path name Mandatory  
TARGET_CFG Output CFG path name Mandatory  
DEFAULT_
DESCRIPTION

Default role description Optional  

MIN_NEWLY_
COVERED_
CONNECTIONS_NUM

Minimum number
of newly covered
connections

Optional  

MIN_NEWLY_
COVERED_
CONNECTIONS_PCT

Minimum percent
of newly covered
connections

Optional  

MIN_RESOURCES_
NOT_COVERED_NUM

Minimum number of
resources not covered by
new roles

Optional  

MIN_RESOURCES_
NOT_COVERED_PCT

Minimum percent of
resources not covered by
new roles

Optional  

ITERATED SEARCH
 

MIN_USERS_NOT_
COVERED_NUM

Minimum number of
users not covered by new
roles

Optional  
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MIN_USERS_NOT_
COVERED_PCT

Minimum percent of
users not covered by new
roles

Optional  

MAX_ROLES Maximum number of new
roles

Optional  

MIN_RESOURCES Minimum number of
resources in a new role

Optional  

MIN_USERS Minimum number of
users in a new role

Optional  

SEARCH_MODE USERS | RESOURCES |
CONNECTIONS

Mandatory  

ROLE_NAME_
PREFIX

Role name prefix Optional  

SOURCE_CFG Input CFG path name Mandatory  
TARGET_CFG Output CFG path name Mandatory  
SEARCH_MODE USERS | RESOURCES |

CONNECTIONS
Mandatory  

IGNORE_NULL_
VALUES

'Ignore null values' flag Optional  

MIN_PERCENT_
WITHIN_GROUP

Minimum percent of role
coverage within a group

Optional  

MAX_RULES_
PER_GROUP

Maximum number of
rules per a group

Optional  

<ATTRIBUTE>
(attribute name)
</ATTRIBUTE>

1 or more attributes for
the rule-based search

Mandatory  

MIN_NEWLY_
COVERED_
CONNECTIONS_NUM

Minimum number
of newly covered
connections

Optional  

MIN_NEWLY_
COVERED_
CONNECTIONS_PCT

Minimum percent
of newly covered
connections

Optional  

MIN_RESOURCES_
NOT_COVERED_NUM

Minimum number of
resources not covered by
new roles

Optional  

MIN_RESOURCES_
NOT_COVERED_PCT

Minimum percent of
resources not covered by
new roles

Optional  

MIN_USERS_NOT_
COVERED_NUM

Minimum number of
users not covered by new
roles

Optional  

MIN_USERS_NOT_
COVERED_PCT

Minimum percent of
users not covered by new
roles

Optional  

MAX_ROLES Maximum number of new
roles

Optional  

RULE-BASED SEARCH
 

MIN_RESOURCES Minimum number of
resources in a new role

Optional  
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MIN_USERS Minimum number of
users in a new role

Optional  

SOURCE_CFG Input CFG path name Mandatory  
TARGET_CFG Output CFG path name Mandatory  
<ROLE> 1 or more child tags. Mandatory  
NAME Source role name Mandatory  
REPLACE Replace role flag Optional TRUE
COPY_LINKS Copy links flag Optional TRUE
TARGET_NAME Target role name Optional (same as NAME)

COPY ROLE
 

</ROLE>    
SOURCE_
PASSWORD

Input Unix Password file
path

Mandatory  

SOURCE_GROUPS Input Groups file path Mandatory  
TARGET_CFG Output CFG file path Mandatory  
TARGET_UDB Output UDB file path Mandatory  
TARGET_RDB Output RDB file path Mandatory  
RES_NAME_2 Default Res Name 2 Optional (empty)
RES_NAME_3 Default Res Name 3 Optional (empty)

IMPORT UNIX
PASSWORD
 

GROUPS_AS_ROLES   False
LOGIN_CONFIG Login configuration

parameter
Mandatory  IMPORT ITIM 4.5

 
APP_SRV_HOME Application server Mandatory  
DETAILS_XML Details XML file path Mandatory  IMPORT ITIM 4.6

 MAPPING_XML Mapping XML file path Mandatory  
JAR_DIRECTORY Java modules directory Mandatory  EXPORT ITIM 4.5

 ITIM_HOME ITIM home directory Mandatory  
EXPORT ITIM 4.6 DIFF_FILE Export differences file

path (export commands
only)

Mandatory  

VERSION IM Version Optional 0.0IMPORT CA
 CFG_FOLDER Configuration file folder

(from 12.5)
Mandatory  

PASSWORD Password Mandatory  
DIFF_FILE Export differences file

path (export only)
Mandatory  

OUT_FOLDER Output file folder
(import only, from 12.5)

Mandatory  

REPORT_ID Report ID string
(import only, from 12.5)

Optional (empty)

SETTINGS Settings XML file path
(before 12.5)

Mandatory  

EXPORT CA
 

MAPPING Mapping XML file path
(before 12.5)

Mandatory  
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RES_DB Input RDB file path
(before 12.5)

Mandatory  

USERS_DB Input UDB file path
(before 12.5)

Mandatory  

ROLE Input Roles CSV file path
(before 12.5)

Mandatory  

USER_RES Input User-Resources
CSV file path (before
12.5)

Mandatory  

ROLE_RES Input Role-Resources
CSV file path (before
12.5)

Mandatory  

USER_ROLE Input User-Roles CSV file
path (before 12.5)

Mandatory  

ROLE_ROLE Input Role-Roles CSV file
path (before 12.5)

Mandatory  

SOURCE_CFG Input configuration file
path

Mandatory  REMOVE REDUNDANT
LINKS
 TARGET_CFG Output configuration file

path
Mandatory  

CFG Input configuration file
path

Mandatory  

BPR Input rules file path Mandatory  

BPR SOD REPORT
 

OUTPUT Output report file path Mandatory  
IMPORT SAP PASSWORD SAP Password Mandatory  
 SETTINGS Settings XML file path Mandatory  

 

Pattern-Based Audit Tests

Identity Governance provides pattern-based audit tests to identify and list suspicious users, roles, and resources in six
categories: suspect entities, suspect connections, similar roles and role hierarchy, similar resources, in/out of pattern
entities and entities with many or few connections.

NOTE
For more information about patter-based audit, see the Client Tools section.

Following is a list of pattern-based audit tests that correspond to tests available in the client tools:
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• PROPOSE COLLECTOR USERS
• PROPOSE COLLECTIBLE RESOURCES
• PROPOSE SUSPECT ROLES
• PROPOSE RESOURCES WITH SUSPECTED USERS
• PROPOSE ROLES WITH SUSPECTED USERS
• PROPOSE EXTRA USER RESOURCE
• PROPOSE EXTRA USER RESOURCE BY HR
• PROPOSE EXTRA USER RESOURCE BY PRIVILEGES
• PROPOSE EXTRA USER RESOURCE DIRECT ONLY
• PROPOSE EXTRA USER RESOURCE DIRECT ONLY BY HR
• PROPOSE EXTRA USER RESOURCE DIRECT ONLY BY PRIVILEGES
• PROPOSE EXTRA ROLE RESOURCE
• PROPOSE EXTRA USER ROLE
• PROPOSE EXTRA USER ROLE BY HR
• PROPOSE EXTRA USER ROLE BY PRIVILEGES
• PROPOSE RELATED RES USERS
• PROPOSE RELATED RES HIERARCHY
• PROPOSE RELATED ROLES USERS
• PROPOSE RELATED ROLES RESOURCES
• PROPOSE RELATED ROLES SUBSET USERS
• PROPOSE RELATED ROLES SUBSET RESOURCES
• PROPOSE RELATED ROLES SUBSUMED USERS
• PROPOSE RELATED ROLES SUBSUMED RESOURCES
• PROPOSE RELATED ROLES HIERARCHY
• PROPOSE RELATED ROLES OVERLAP
• PROPOSE ADDITIONAL USERS
• PROPOSE ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
• PROPOSE NEW ROLES
• PROPOSE NEW RESOURCES
• PROPOSE NEW ROLES BY PRIVILEGES
• PROPOSE NEW RESOURCES BY PRIVILEGES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION USERS GREATER THAN RESOURCES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION USERS GREATER THAN TOTAL RESOURCES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION USERS GREATER THAN ROLES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION USERS LESS THAN RESOURCES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION USERS LESS THAN TOTAL RESOURCES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION USERS LESS THAN ROLES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION RESOURCES GREATER THAN USERS
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION RESOURCES GREATER THAN TOTAL USERS
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION RESOURCES GREATER THAN ROLES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION RESOURCES LESS THAN USERS
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION RESOURCES LESS THAN TOTAL USERS
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION RESOURCES LESS THAN ROLES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES GREATER THAN RESOURCES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES GREATER THAN TOTAL RESOURCES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES GREATER THAN SUB ROLES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES GREATER THAN USERS
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES GREATER THAN TOTAL USERS
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES GREATER THAN PARENT ROLES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES LESS THAN RESOURCES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES LESS THAN TOTAL RESOURCES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES LESS THAN SUB ROLES
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES LESS THAN USERS
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES LESS THAN TOTAL USERS
• PROPOSE EXCEPTION ROLES LESS THAN PARENT ROLES
• PROPOSE DUAL USER RESOURCE LINKS
• PROPOSE DUAL USER ROLE LINKS
• PROPOSE DUAL ROLE RESOURCE LINKS
• PROPOSE DUAL ROLE ROLE LINKS
• PROPOSE DIRECT USER RESOURCE LINKS
• PROPOSE USERS MATCHING RULES
• PROPOSE USERS NOT MATCHING RULES
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Pattern-Based Audit Test Parameters

When running a pattern-based audit test, you specify parameters associated with the audit test. To match the listed
parameters with the correct pattern-based audit test, you can view the audit tests in the client tools and see which
parameters are necessary for the test you want to perform.

Following is a list of parameters that correspond to the specific pattern-based audit test:
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• COLLECTOR_MINSTD
• COLLECTOR_MAXP
• COLLECTOR_MAXRESOURCES
• COLLECTIBLE_MINSTD
• COLLECTIBLE_MAXP
• COLLECTIBLE_MAXUSERS
• SUSPECT_ROLES_MINSTD
• SUSPECT_ROLES_MAXP
• SUSPECT_ROLES_MAXUSERS
• EXCESS_USER_RESOURCE_MISMATCH
• EXCESS_USER_RESOURCE_MISMATCH_BY_PR
• EXCESS_USER_ROLE_MISMATCH
• EXCESS_USER_ROLE_MISMATCH_BY_PR
• EXCESS_ROLE_RESOURCE_MISMATCH
• RELATED_OVERLAP_USERS
• RELATED_OVERLAP_RESOURCES
• RELATED_ROLES_USERS
• RELATED_ROLES_RESOURCES
• RELATED_ROLES_SUBSET_USERS
• RELATED_ROLES_SUBSET_RESOURCES
• RELATED_ROLES_SUBSUMED_USERS
• RELATED_ROLES_SUBSUMED_RESOURCES
• RELATED_RES_USERS
• RELATED_RES_HIERARCHY
• ROLE_ADDITIONAL_USERS
• ROLE_ADDITIONAL_RESOURCES
• PROPOSE_NEW_ROLES
• PROPOSE_NEW_RESOURCES
• PROPOSE_NEW_ROLES_BP
• PROPOSE_NEW_RESOURCES_BP
• PROPOSE_EXC_USER_GT_RES
• PROPOSE_EXC_USER_GT_TOTRES
• PROPOSE_EXC_USER_GT_ROLES
• PROPOSE_EXC_USER_LT_RES
• PROPOSE_EXC_USER_LT_TOTRES
• PROPOSE_EXC_USER_LT_ROLES
• PROPOSE_EXC_RES_GT_USERS
• PROPOSE_EXC_RES_GT_TOTUSERS
• PROPOSE_EXC_RES_GT_ROLES
• PROPOSE_EXC_RES_LT_USERS
• PROPOSE_EXC_RES_LT_TOTUSERS
• PROPOSE_EXC_RES_LT_ROLES
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_GT_USERS
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_GT_TOTUSERS
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_GT_RES
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_GT_TOTRES
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_GT_SUBROLES
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_GT_PARENTROLES
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_LT_USERS
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_LT_TOTUSERS
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_LT_RES
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_LT_TOTRES
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_LT_SUBROLES
• PROPOSE_EXC_ROLE_LT_PARENTROLES
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Using Variables in Batch Processing

While using Identity Governance in production and using batch processing, you may need to specify dynamic parameters
for filenames that are defined in the SBT files.

For example, instead of writing CONFIG="AD_Config.cfg", you may prefer that the filename has the date and time. If
so, you can specify the current date and time in the filename as a variable. Each time you run the batch file the filename
automatically updates with the current date and time.

Example:

<BATCH>

<COMMAND

ACTION="IMPORT CSV"

ROLEID_AS_NUM="true"

CONFIG="Config_%%DATE%%_%%TIME%%_%%USERNAME%%.cfg"

USERS_DB="UsersDB.udb"

RES_DB="ResDB.rdb"

ROLE="roles.txt"

USER_RES="user-res.txt"

USER_ROLE="user_role.txt"

ROLE_RES="role_res.txt"

ROLE_ROLE="role_role.txt"/>

</BATCH>

Filename variables in SBT files are converted when the SBT file is executed.

A variable is defined as a keyword surrounded by %% and %%, such as %%DATE%%.

The following table lists all supported variables in Identity Governance:

Variable Name Output format
Any user environment variable The parameter's value

Example:
If HOME= C:\HOME
%%HOME%% will be replaced with C:\HOME

%%DATE%% YYYYMMDD
%%TIME%% HHMM

 

Using Special XML Characters in Batch Files

Many characters require special treatment if included as part of a string in XML files. The following table lists the
characters that require special treatment in a batch file:

Character Character Name Character as Used in XML Files
& ampersand &amp;
< Less than &lt;
> Greater than &gt;
" Quotation mark &quot;
' Apostrophe &#39;
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Example:

The following is an invalid use of the ampersand (&) character in an XML string:

<Organization>Discovery & Auditing</Organization>

The following is a valid use of the ampersand (&) character in an XML string:

<Organization>Discovery &#38; Auditing</Organization>

SQL Server Types

You can implement Identity Governance databases on Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle Server. In batch files that address
the database server, you set the following command attributes to specify the type of database server and the target on the
database server:

• SQL_SERVER_TYPE
(Optional) Specifies what type of database server hosts Identity Governance databases. The default server for
batch processes is Microsoft SQL Server. Use this attribute only when an Oracle server hosts Identity Governance
databases. Any string value other than uppercase ORACLE specifies Microsoft SQL Server.
Valid values: ORACLE

NOTE
This attribute corresponds to the SQL Server Type field in the Data Management Settings dialog of Identity
Governance client applications (File, General Settings, SQL Connectivity).

• SERVER
Defines the target on the database server:
– For a Microsoft SQL Server, this field specifies the host name of the database server instance.
– For an Oracle database server, this field specifies the net service name, as defined in the tnsnames.ora file in the

Oracle service directory.

NOTE
This attribute corresponds to the Server field in the Data Management Settings dialog of Identity Governance
client applications (File, General Settings, SQL Connectivity).

Examples: Connect to Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle Server

The following file references the Identity Governance database on a Microsoft SQL Server. The Server attribute contains
the host name of the server. The Database attribute is required.

<BATCH>

<COMMAND CONTINUE_ON_FAIL="true"

ACTION="IMPORT SQL"

   SERVER="MSSQL_hostname"

   DATABASE="eurekify_sdb"

   SRC_FILE="SQL://BaseConfigModel.cfg"

   DEST_FILE="OUTPUT/BaseConfigModel.cfg"/>

</BATCH>

The following file references the Identity Governance database on an Oracle Server. The Server attribute contains the
Oracle service name. The Database attribute is not used.

<BATCH>

<COMMAND CONTINUE_ON_FAIL="true"

ACTION="IMPORT SQL"

   SQL_SERVER_TYPE="ORACLE"

   SERVER="RCM_DB_service"

   USER="sdb_admin"
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   PASSWORD="password"

   SRC_FILE="SQL://BaseConfigModel.cfg"

   DEST_FILE="C:\SBT\IMPORT_ORACLE\NewConf.cfg"/>

</BATCH>

Sample Batch Files

Identity Governance comes with a collection of sample batch files that you can either use directly, or open and customize.
The sample batch files can be found in the \Sage Demo\Batch Examples folder under the Identity Governance
installation directory.

The Sample batch files include the following:

Batch Name Batch Name
AD_Import Merge_CFG
AD_Import_multi_domain Merge_RDB
AD_Import_SSPI Merge_UDB
Audit_Batch MultiAD_Windows_authentication_SSPI
BatchExamples RACF_Import
BatchTests Res_Enrichment
BPR_Batch SQL_Export
CompareBatch TrimDB
Compare_cfg TSS_Import
CSV_Export UnixPwd
CSV_Import Users_Enrichment
Enrichment  
FilterTypes  
HR_Eval  
Import_Users_Request  
LdapBatch  
LDIF_Import  

 

 

 

CSV File Import
 Contents 

  

Import Data to a Mixed Universe Using CSV Files

In Identity Governance, data can be imported into a single universe from the following three types of endpoints:

• Managed endpoints—data is managed by Identity Manager 
• Discovered endpoints—data is retrieved by the standalone JCS
• Unmanaged endpoints—data is retrieved through a third-party tool
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A universe with data from different types of endpoints is called a mixed universe. To import data into a mixed universe, all
data from an unmanaged endpoint must conform to the same standards. The following section details how to import data
from an unmanaged endpoint into Identity Governance using CSV files that are compliant with these standards.

 Note: Legacy Identity Governance functionality using the old CSV converter file format is still supported, but to support a
mixed universe, create CSV files that conform to the necessary standards.

Representing Endpoint Objects in Identity Governance 

An endpoint object is anything on the application that a given user may or may not be privileged to. Endpoint objects are
defined by the following elements:

• Endpoint Type—the type of application from which the data is coming from, for example, SAP
• Endpoint Name—the name of the application instance from which the data is coming from, for example, 'SAP-PROD'
• Object Type—the object type, such as SAP Role or UNIX Group
• Unique ID—any string that uniquely identifies the endpoint object among other objects of the same type. This ID can

be a name, a path, or a DN.
• Friendly Name—any string to describe what the object is. This name does not have to be unique.

Once you determine what endpoint objects exist on the endpoint, identify if it should be represented as a role or a
resource within Identity Governance. Note the following:

• If the endpoint object represents a single privilege, it is represented as a resource in Identity Governance.
• If the endpoint object represents a privilege that gives other privileges, it is represented as a role in Identity

Governance.

Entity Files

Users Database File

The first row in the entity file must be a header row. Each subsequent row represents a single user, where the row
contains the following fields:

• PersonID—the key, and must be unique
• UniqueID—should appear in the PersonID also, usually the login name
• UserName
• Organization
• Organization Type
• Endpoint Type—the type of application from which the data is coming from, for example, SAP
• Endpoint Name—the name of the application instance from which the data is coming from, for example, 'SAP-PROD'
• Field 1 to Field n (optional)

NOTE
 The UniqueID, Endpoint Type, and Endpoint Name fields do not have to appear in the Users database file
for the connector defined as "As Users". However, for flexibility reasons, we recommend including them. Any
connector defined as "As Accounts" or "As Users and as Accounts" must include these three required fields.

• Resources Database File
The first row in the entity file must be a header row. Each subsequent row represents a single resource and contains
the following fields, where a combination of Resource Name 1, 2, and 3 is the key and is assumed to be unique:
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– Resource Name 1—the friendly name of the endpoint object.
– Resource Name 2—composed of the endpoint type and endpoint name separated by the delimiter [EP], for

example, ActiveDirectory[EP]ADSServer1
– Resource Name 3—composed of the object type and unique ID separated by the delimiter [P], for example, UNIX

Group[P]serverAdmins
– Field 1 to Field n (optional)

• Roles File
If you want to use custom role attributes, the first row in the entity file must be a header row. Otherwise, you can use
the previous roles file format that did not require a header row.
The following system properties define how the file is treated:
– csvImport.roles.forceHeader.enable

Defines if the first line in the file is read as a header row. If this property is set to true, the product reads the first
line as a header row. If this property is set to false, the product automatically detects if the first row is a header row,
based on the value of the following property.
 Default: False

– csvImport.roles.headerRow.key
Defines the field name to match to detect if the first line in the file is a header row when
csvImport.roles.forceHeader.enable is set to false. When csvImport.roles.forceHeader.enable is set to true, this
property is not used.
 Default: rolename

The file has one row per role definition, each with the following fixed fields:

RoleName - must be the unique ID

• Description
• Organization
• Owner
• Type—the object type, such as SAP Role
• Creation Date
• Reviewer
• Approval Status
• Approval Date
• Rule
• (Optional) Organization 2—composed of the endpoint type and endpoint name separated by the delimiter [EP], for

example, ActiveDirectory[EP]ADSServer1. For a business role, this field is empty.
• Organization 3—Internal Identity Governance Use Only
• Expiration Date

For custom role attributes, add them to the roles file after the Expiration Date field.

Relations Files

User-Resource Links

The User-Resource Links file does not require a header row. The file requires one row per connection, each with the
following fields:

• PersonID
• Resource Name 1
• Resource Name 2
• Resource Name 3
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Role-Resource Links

The Role-Resource Links file does not require a header row. The file requires one row per connection, each with the
following fields:

• RoleID
• Resource Name 1
• Resource Name 2
• Resource Name 3

User-Role Links

The User-Role Links file does not require a header row. The file requires one row per connection, each with the following
fields:

• PersonID
• Role Name

Role-Role Links

The Role-Role Links file does not require a header row. The file requires one row per connection, each with the following
fields:

• Role Name (parent)
• Role Name (child)

Prevent Role-Role Cyclical Dependencies in CSV File Import

Symptom:

I tried to run an import in the portal using CSV files with cyclical links. After the import completes, I cannot open the Model
or Master configurations.

Solution:

When importing data into Identity Governance using CSV file format, Identity Governance can detect and prevent role-role
cyclic dependencies.

Set the following properties:

• import.csv.shouldCheckRoleRoleCyclicLinks=true
• import.csv.shouldCheckRoleRoleCyclicLinks.shouldFailOnRoleCyclic=true

NOTE
The second property is relevant only if the first property is set to true.

CSV File Generation Property Setting

When importing CSV files into Identity Governance, use the following property setting:

import.csv.reader.escape

Changes the escape character in a CSV file to a specific character not included in the CSV font set when the backslash
character ("\") is included.

Prevent Role-Role Cyclical Dependencies in CSV File Import

Symptom:

I tried to run an import in the portal using CSV files with cyclical links. After the import completes, I cannot open the Model
or Master configurations.
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Solution:

When importing data into Identity Governance using CSV file format, Identity Governance can detect and prevent role-role
cyclic dependencies.

Set the following properties:

• import.csv.shouldCheckRoleRoleCyclicLinks=true
• import.csv.shouldCheckRoleRoleCyclicLinks.shouldFailOnRoleCyclic=true

NOTE
The second property is relevant only if the first property is set to true.

How to Create a Transformation
 Contents 

  

As a systems integrator, you may need to add to or modify data within Identity Governance. You can modify data during
an import (or an export) by running a transformation.

Use Case - Remove Expired Links

You are importing data from an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application. In this application, users have roles
membership. When their role membership expires, the system keeps the account and adds an end date field. When you
import the data into Identity Governance, you can filter out users with expired role memberships based on the end date.
This filter ensures that managers do not certify invalid access during a certification.

NOTE
The following process documents the steps to create the transformation sample KTR file
'removeExpiredUserResourceLinks.ktr located in the CA\RCM\Server\data-integration\samples\RCM directory.
This sample covers the scenario of removing expired links to SAP or Oracle Roles that are usually modeled
as resources in Identity Governance.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Configure the transformation settings in the PDI application. 
2. Add the input steps to get users and their links. 
3. Add a field to capture the last valid date to compare to the end date. 
4. Add the filter step to identify expired role memberships. 
5. Add the output step to delete users with expired role memberships. 

Configure the Transformation Settings

For your transformation to connect to Identity Governance, configure the transformation settings in PDI.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Launch PD, as follows:
– Windows: Go to Start, Programs, CA, Role & Compliance Manager, Server, Data Integration Tool (PDI).
– Linux: Click the Data Integration Tool (PDI) icon in your home directory.

NOTE
 PDI is located in the following directory:

CA\RCM\Server\data-integration
2. Go to File, Open, and browse to the following directory:

data-integration\samples\RCM

3. Open the template.ktr file and save it under another name relevant to the transformation you want to create.
4. Press CTRL-T.
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The Transformation properties window opens.
5. Click the Parameters tab, and enter the following Identity Governance server information:

– RCM_CONFIGURATION
– RCM_LOGIN_NAME
– RCM_PASSWORD
– RCM_SERVER_URL
– RCM_UNIVERSE

6. Click OK.

You have started PDI and configured the Identity Governance settings.

NOTE
Now that PDI application is configured, you can define the steps for your transformation.

Add the Input Step to Get Users and Links

To filter out expired links, get Identity Governance users, and then get the user-resource links for those users with the start
and end date information.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Under Identity Governance Input, select the Input Users step and drag it to the Transformation screen.
2. Right click on the step and select Edit step.
3. Under the Fields tab, click Get fields.

All the available fields are populated.
4. Keep the PersonID field, delete all other fields, and click Ok.
5. Under Identity Governance Links, select the Get User-Resource Links by Users step and drag it to the Transformation

screen.
6. Right click on the step and select Edit step.
7. Under the Fields tab, click Get fields.
8. Keep the following fields:

– PersonID
– ResName1
– ResName2
– ResName3
– Start Date
– End Date
Delete all other fields.

9. Click Ok.
10. Create a hop between the Input Users step and the Get User-Resource Links by Users step.

Add a Field to Define the Last Valid Date

To identify if the role membership expired, add a field to define the last valid date when running the transformation. The
transformation filter uses this last valid date to compare to the end date of the role membership.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Under Transform, select the Add Constants step and drag it to the Transformation screen.
2. Right click on the step and select Edit step.
3. Add the field named 'LastValidDate' of type 'String', and click Ok.
4. Create a hop between the Get User-Resource Links by Users step and the Add Constants step.
5. Under Transform, select the Set Field Value to a Constant step and drag it to the Transformation screen.
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6. Create a hop between the Add Constants step and the Set Field Value to a Constant step.
7. Right click on the step and select Edit step.
8. Check the Use variable in constant check box.
9. Click Get Fields.
10. Add the LastValidDate field and set the Replace by Value field as follows:

${Latest_Valid_Date}

You can provide this date when running the transformation.
11. Click Ok.

Add the Filter Step to Identify Expired Role Memberships

To ensure that managers do not certify invalid role memberships, filter out users with expired role memberships based on
the end date.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Under Flow, select the Filter Rows step and drag it to the Transformation screen.
2. Right click on the step and select Edit step.
3. Set the destinations steps as follows:

– Send 'true' data to step: Text file output
– Send 'false' data to step: Dummy (do nothing)

4. Create the following condition in the condition box:
End Date < LastValidDate

AND

End Date IS NOT NULL

This condition identifies if the End Date is before the LastValidDate, meaning that the link has expired.
5. Click Ok.

Add the Output Steps to Delete Users with Expired Role Memberships

Add the output steps to the transformation to delete users with expired role memberships before certification.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Under Flow, select the Dummy step and drag it to the Transformation screen.
2. Create a hop between the Filter Rows step and the Dummy step.

All valid links are sent to the Dummy step.
3. Under Output, select the Text file output step and drag it to the Transformation screen.
4. Right click on the step and select Edit step.
5. Under the File tab, provide a filename for the text output file.
6. Under the Fields tab, click Get fields.
7. Keep the following fields:

– PersonID
– ResName1
– ResName2
– ResName3
– Start Date
– End Date

8. Create a hop between the Filter Rows step and the Text file output step.
All users with expired links are captured and sent to the Text file output.
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9. Under Identity Governance Output, select the Delete User-Resource Links step and drag it to the Transformation
screen.

10. Right click on the step and select Edit step.
11. Map the following fields:

– Person ID Field=PersonID
– Res Name 1 Field=ResName1
– Res Name 2 Field=ResName2
– Res Name 3 Field=ResName3

12. Click Ok.
When you run this transformation, it deletes all users with expired role memberships.

Use PDI Transformations on a Server with SSL Configured

To use PDI transformations on a Identity Governance server that is configured with SSL, use the following procedure.

NOTE
 For more information on how to configure a Identity Governance server for SSL communication, see the
Installing section. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install OpenSSL.
2. Open a command prompt and run the following command:

openssl s_client -connect RCM_HOST:8443

3. Copy all text between the following (including the begin and end lines) to a cert.txt file:
----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----

----END CERTIFICATE----

4. Run the following command to verify the certificate:
"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool" -printcert -file cert.txt

5. Create a rcmServer.keystore file by using the key tool, as follows:
"%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool" -import -file cert.txt -keystore rcmSrever.keystore -storepass password

The file is created under the java bin directory.
6. Copy the rcmServer.keystore file to the PDI home directory.
7. Edit the PDI application files, as follows:

– Windows: Edit set-pentaho-env.bat and add the following:
set PENTAHO_DI_JAVA_OPTIONS =%PENTAHO_DI_JAVA_OPTIONS% 

Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=rcmSrever.keystore -Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=password

– Linux:Edit set-pentaho-env.sh and add the following:
PENTAHO_DI_JAVA_OPTIONS ="$ PENTAHO_DI_JAVA_OPTIONS  

Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=rcmSrever.keystore -Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=password"

8. Open the spoon.bat/sh file and add the Input step for Users to a transformation.
9. Edit the Input Users step, and click Edit the RCM Connection.
10. Verify the following:

a. The RCM connection information lists https://servername:sslPort as the connection URL.
b. The Accept any certificate check box is cleared.
c. Click Test RCM Connection.

Customizing Business Flows
 Contents 
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Business Workflows

Role-based management of entitlements involves managers and resource owners throughout the company. Individuals
can interact with the product at various levels.

At the highest level, an administrator can initiate a certification to review the entitlements assigned to workers, or the
entitlements included in each role. Similarly, a manager can request changes to the entitlements of workers that they
manage, or of roles that they own.

These high-level business goals are called business workflows.

For example, in a certification, each entitlement under review generates a certification item. For each entitlement, Identity
Governance assigns relevant reviewers, tracks responses, and implements any changes indicated by the reviewers.

Ultimately, items require decisions by managers and other users. For example, a resource certification requires the owner
of each resource to review the users that can access the resource, and the roles that grant access to the resource.

Workpoint Workflows

 Identity Governance uses Workpoint process management software to conduct component tasks of a business workflow.
Each item in a business workflow is associated with a Workpoint process. For each item in the business workflow Identity
Governance creates a Workpoint job based on the corresponding process. Identity Governance populates the instance
with parameter values specific to the workflow context.

The set of all possible items in each business workflow dictates a set of required Workpoint processes for the workflow,
one process to handle each item.

Example: Items Generated by a Certification

When you initiate a certification workflow, the product generates certification items based on the data filters, optional audit
cards, and other settings of the certification wizard.

A user certification includes only users with the TeamLeader role. In addition, an audit card provides suggested
entitlements. Based on these settings the product generates the following items:

• Certify the TeamLeader role for the 35 users who have that role.
• Suggest new roles for four of these users who appear in the audit card.

To implement these items, Identity Governance creates Workpoint jobs using the following default Workpoint processes:

• The UCertURole Workpoint process certifies the link between a user and a role. Identity Governance creates 35
separate instances of the UCertURole process to certify that each user should have the Team Leader role.

• The USuggURole Workpoint process suggests a new role for a user. To handle the suggestion based on the audit
card, Identity Governance creates four separate instances of the USuggURole process.

 Identity Governance populates each job with unique parameter values that identify the user and role under review.

Each of the Workpoint jobs generates items for individual managers. For example, the manager of each user with the
Team Leader role receives a review item. Similarly, the manager of each user for whom Identity Governance suggests a
new role receives a review item.

Using Workpoint Designer

Use the Workpoint Designer application to edit Identity Governance Workpoint processes. The Identity
Governance installer deposits a precompiled version of this application in the Identity Governance installation directory.
This version of Workpoint Designer includes special tabs and other features that help you work with the heavily
customized Identity Governance processes and process nodes.
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You can copy this package to run Workpoint Designer on another workstation.

NOTE
 For more information about running the customized Workpoint Designer package, see the Installing section.

Debug Workflow Processes

Use the Workflow Debug screen of the Portal to track and analyze the execution of business workflows. You can analyze
the items a workflow generates.

To debug workflow processes

1. Go to Administration, Workflow Settings, Worfklow Debug.
The Select Business Flow pane lists recent workflows. You can filter or sort this list by various parameters.

2. In the Select Business Flows pane, click a workflow.
The Select Task pane lists the component tasks of the workflow. You can filter or sort this list by various parameters.
These tasks also appear in a table at the bottom of the screen. This table shows more details about each task, using
the following fields:
– Task Type

Indicates the type of task. The task type correlates to the Identity Governance class invoked by the
Workpoint.process.

– ParentID
Indicates the sequential number assigned to the workflow by Identity Governance 

– TaskID
Indicates the sequential number assigned to the task by Identity Governance 

– JobID
Indicates the sequential number assigned to a Workpoint job when it is created. This value also indicates the
database that is used to store and track the job. Typically this is the Identity Governance Workpoint database.

– Entity1
Indicates the focal entity of the task. When the focal entity is a user, two columns display both the login and
personID.

– Entity2
Indicates the second entity of the task. Typically this is the second entity of a link under review.

– Result
Displays the result of the task.

3. In the Select Task pane, click a task.
The Select Context pane lists Workpoint jobs that handle the task. You can filter or sort this list by various parameters.

4. In the Select Context pane, click a job.
The Select User Action pane lists user actions that the job generated. You can filter or sort this list by various
parameters.
These user actions also appear in the Edit User Action pane. You can approve or reject the action, and track its effect
on the workflow.

Standard Workpoint Processes
 Contents 

  

Overview of Standard Workpoint Processes

Each type of task in a business workflow is associated with a Workpoint process. In a business workflow, Identity
Governance creates a Workpoint job based on the process for each task of that type in the business flow.
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This section provides an overview of the Workpoint processes that are installed with Identity Governance. These process
support standard business workflow behaviors, and are mapped by default to the tasks of business workflows.

Workpoint Processes for Entity Certification

The following standard Workpoint processes implement individual review tasks of certification. Typically, each task
includes the following logic:

• An initial Certify or Suggest node implements primary certification review.
• An optional Change Appovals section implements secondary approval of new links or changes to the existing link

under review. This section uses the following nodes:
– Need Approval
– Set auto approval node
– Open Approval Action

• A final section that executes requested changes in the target configuration. The node used reflects the workflow task
implemented by the process.

• Nodes that export configuration changes to related endpoints. The Run Export and Export nodes support this optional
functionality.

The logic of these processes is almost identical. They are distinguished by parameter declarations that reflect the entities
under review in each process.

In addition to these processes for individual certification tasks, Identity Governance also implements the AggCert
control process in the certification workflow context. This control workflow handles aggregation of child tasks during the
certification.

The following processes implement certification tasks in User Certification certifications:

• UcertUAcc
Certifies user-account link

• USuggURole
Suggests new user-role link

• USuggURes
Suggests new user-resource link

• UCertURole
Certifies user-role link

• UCertURes
Certifies user-resource link

The following processes implement certification tasks in Role Certification certifications:

• RoleSuggURole
Suggests new user-role link

• RoleSuggRoleRole
Suggests a new link between a role and its child role

• RoleSuggRoleRes
Suggests new role-resource link

• RoleSuggRolePaRo
Suggests a new link between a role and its parent-role

• RoleCertURole
Certifies a user-role link

• RoleCertRoleRole
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Certifies a link between a role and its child role
• RoleCertRoleRes

Certifies a role-resource link
• RoleCertRolePaRo

Certifies a link between a role and its parent-role

The following processes implement certification tasks in Resource Certification certifications:

• ResSuggURes
Suggests new user-resource link

• ResSuggRoleRes
Suggests new role-resource link

• ResCertURes
Certifies user-resource link

• ResCertRoleRes
Certifies role-resource link

The following processes implement certification tasks in Account Certification certifications:

• AccCertAUser
Certifies user links for each account

Processes for Approval and Implementation of Changes

The following standard Workpoint processes implement tasks for self-service business workflows. Typically, requests to
change privileges correspond to individual, independent tasks that include the following logic:

• An initial Open Approval Action node submits the proposed change for review.
• A final section that executes requested changes in the target configuration. The node used reflects the task

implemented by the process.
• Nodes that export configuration changes to related endpoints. The Run Export and Export nodes support this optional

functionality.

In addition to these independent tasks, high-level processes implement more complex workflows that involve child tasks,
such as creation or deletion of a role.

The following processes implement tasks to create a role:

• BBNewRole
Controls the role creation workflow

• NewRoleUser
Connects a user to a new role

• NewRoleRole
Connects a role to a new role

• NewRoleRes
Connects a resource to a new role

The following processes implement tasks to delete a role:

• BBDelRole
Controls the role deletion workflow

• DelRoleUser
Disconnects User-Role link

• DelRoleRole
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Disconnects Role-Role link
• DelRoleRes

Disconnects Role-Resource link

The following processes implement general self-service request tasks:

• BBURole
Connects User to Role

• BBURes
Connects User to Resources

• BBUpdateRole
Updates Role

• BBRoleRole
Connect Role to Role

• BBRoleRes
Connects Role to Resource

• BBDelURole
Disconnects User-Role link

• BBDelURes
Disconnects User-Resource link

• BBDelRoleRole
Disconnects Role-Role link

• BBDelRoleRes
Disconnects Role-Resource link

Processes for Flow Control and Aggregation

In both campaign and self-service flows, review tasks can be aggregated: all reviews of a certain stage of the workflow
must complete before the workflow continues. The following standard processes control aggregation behavior:

• AggApproval
Implements logic to support aggregated approvals or rolling approvals in self-service workflows.

• AggCert
Implements logic to support aggregated approvals or rolling approvals in certification campaigns.

Similarly, the following high-level parent processes control the progress of child tasks:

• BBNewRole
Controls the workflow to create a role

• BBDelRole
Controls the workflow to delete a role

• BBUpdateRole
Controls the workflow to update a role

In response to workflow control actions submitted by the workflow owner, Identity Governance advances these control
processes and initiates aggregated child tasks.

Common Functionality in Workpoint Processes
 Contents 
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Workpoint Process Nodes and Identity Governance Building Blocks

 Building blocks are Workpoint node templates that invoke services and modular behaviors on the Identity
Governance server. Each building block node exposes customized fields that support interaction with Identity
Governance.

Workpoint processes that implement Identity Governance workflow tasks use nodes based on these building
block templatesto interact with Identity Governance. Generally, Workpoint jobs correspond to tasks of the Identity
Governance workflow, and individual nodes and building blocks often generate actions for reviewers and other business
users. One task can generate several actions.

NOTE
 Identity Governance uses Workpoint processes as a tool for workflow implementation, but  Identity
Governance retains overall control of the workflow. Identity Governance initiates Workpoint jobs, and
coordinates their progress. Workpoint processes define detailed task behaviors, but the building block nodes in
these processes call functional modules in Identity Governance to implement the task. Identity Governance does
not expose all server functionality in building blocks.

When Identity Governance initiates a business workflow, it creates and maintains a context that controls the Workpoint
jobs and building block operations of the workflow. This context maintains the data set for the workflow, which can be
passed to Workpoint jobs as parameter values.

For example, the Identity Governance context for a certification includes the scope of entities in the certification, member
lists specified to assign reviewers, and other settings specified during certification creation. This information is passed to
Workpoint jobs that implement tasks of the certification.

In some cases, these parameters are assigned values during the progress of the job. Identity Governance passes
parameter values to the Workpoint job that reflect this control input, and advances the job to other nodes.

System, Workflow, and Task Parameters

 Identity Governance exposes three kinds of parameters to Workpoint processes. Typically Identity Governance populates
these parameters with values when it creates a Workpoint job.

•  System parameters receive static values based on Identity Governance server system properties. These values are
not unique to the workflow context. The system. prefix identifies these parameters.

•  Workflow parameters receive unique local values based on the data set and other options in the business workflow
context. For example, many settings in the certification creation wizard pass to Workpoint processes as workflow
parameters. The flow. prefix identifies these parameters.

•  Task parameters receive unique local values based on the workflow context. These values are necessary to complete
the task associated with the Workpoint process. For example, the attributes that identify entities under review are
necessary and specific to a link review task, and depend on the source configuration and data filters in the workflow
context. The task. prefix identifies these parameters.

Examples: System, Workflow, and Task Parameters

The RoleSuggURole process suggests new roles during a role certification. This process declares the following
parameters:

• system.certification.useApprovers
Specifies which entities in a link under review generate reviewers. The value comes from the
certification.useApprovers Identity Governance system property.

This value is not unique to the workflow, but applies to review tasks in all business workflows.

• flow.userApproval.userMembersList
Specifies the member list that is used to assign reviewers for user entities.
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This parameter reflects settings made by the user in the certification template wizard, and stored by Identity
Governance in the workflow context. The flow. prefix indicates that it applies to all tasks of this worfklow that review a user
entity.

• task.personID
Specifies the user in the link under review.

• task.roleName
Specifies the role in the link under review.

These task parameters contain information unique to this task of the workflow. Other Workpoint jobs of the workflow
reference other links in the certification.

General Process Parameters

Most standard Identity Governance task processes declare the following parameters. When Identity Governance creates a
job based on a process, it populates these parameters with values specific to the workflow and task.

• Implements
Specifies the workflow task that a Workpoint process implements. Identity Governance exposes parameters and
interactions relevant to the task.

• universe
Specifies the reference universe of the task. Member lists, attribute fields, and other settings must adhere to the
defaults defined for the specified universe.

• task.configurationName
Specifies the reference configuration file of the task. Entity and RACI references address the specified configuration
file and its RACI configuration files.

• flow.affectedConfiguration
Specifies the configuration file in which changes are implemented. Typically, changes are implemented in the reference
configuration, as indicated by the following default value:
flow.affectedConfiguration = {'task.configurationName'}

• task.udbName
Specifies the user database of the target configuration file.

• task.rdbName
Specifies the resource database of the target configuration file.

• task.flowOwner
Specifies the user who initiated the workflow.

• setResult
Assigns a value returned by Identity Governance to a process or node parameter.

Process Parameters for User, Role and Resource Attributes

Standard Identity Governance Workpoint processes declare binary data fields for user, role, or resource attributes.
When Identity Governance initiates a Workpoint job, it populates these fields with actual attribute values of the entities
involved in the job. These fields identify the entities under review in various operations. For example, you can use these
fields to search member lists or the RACI configuration and assign reviewers.

The following data field identifies a user entity:

• task.personId
Specifies a user entity in the source configuration by the value of the personID field defined for the universe.

The following data field identifies a role entity in processes that handle links between one role and a user or resource.

• task.roleName
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Specifies a role entity in the source configuration by the value of the roleName field defined for the universe.

Processes that handle links between parent and child roles use the following data fields instead of the task.roleName field:

• task.childRoleName
Specifies the child role of a parent-child link in the source configuration by the value of the roleName field defined for
the universe.

• task.parentRoleName
Specifies the parent role of a parent-child link in the source configuration by the value of the roleName field defined for
the universe.

The following data fields identify a resource entity:

• task.resourceName1
Specifies a resource entity in the source configuration by the value of the ResName1 field defined for the universe.

• task.resourceName2
Specifies a resource entity in the source configuration by the value of the ResName2 field defined for the universe.

• task.resourceName3
Specifies a resource entity in the source configuration by the value of the ResName3 field defined for the universe.

The following data fields specify the values of entity attributes:

• fieldName
Specifies the name of an entity or link attribute.

• fields
Specifies a list of entity or link attributes and values. For example, the following value sets values for the Location and
Organization parameters:
fields="Location=Houston;Organization=Marketing"

• fieldsSeparator
Defines the characters that separate attribute statements in the fields parameter. By default, you can use commas and
semicolons.

• task.newRoleOwner
Specifies the user who owns the role created by a worfklow process.

• startDate
Specifies the date from which a link is valid in the configuration.

• endDate
Specifies the date at which a link ceases to be valid in the configuration.

Custom Workflow Parameters

You can define custom parameters for certification workflows.

The Properties screen of the certification wizard displays prompts for workflow parameters. The content of the Properties
screen changes to reflect the Workpoint processes of the certification you create. Identity Governance scans the
processes invoked for the certification, and identifies workflow parameters that are defined in these processes. Identity
Governance displays prompts for these parameters in the Properties screen of the wizard.

You can also define prompt texts and labels for your custom parameters. These strings are displayed in the Properties
screen of the certification wizard.

Define a Custom Workflow Parameter

Even though Identity Governance stores workflow parameter values in the general context of the workflow, use this
procedure to declare the custom parameter locally in each process that needs it. You can define a different local default
value in each process for the same parameter.
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To define a customer workflow parameter

1. Run the Workpoint Designer application and access the Identity Governance Workpoint database.
2. Clone an existing Identity Governance Workpoint process and open the new process.

Workpoint Designer displays the process in flowchart format.
3. Open the process-level properties dialog (right-click in the background of the process flowchart and select Properties).

The Process Properties dialog appears.
4. Click the RCM Parameters tab.

The tab lists system, workflow, task, and local parameters.
5. Click Add.

The New RCM Property dialog appears.
6. Enter the name of the parameter. This string must match the naming format for custom workflow parameters.

Click OK
The new parameter appears in the list.

7. (Optional) click the Value column beside the new parameter and specify a default value. You can select an existing
parameter from the drop-down list.

8. Click Apply.
The parameter is created. When a workflow uses this process, Identity Governance generates a prompt for this
parameter based on the parameter type and text labels you embedded in the parameter name string. You can define
text labels to enhance these prompts.

Naming Format and Parameter Types for Workflow Parameters

The naming convention for workflow parameters lets you define a set of related parameters. The naming convention
also defines the type of the parameter. The type of the parameter determines which interface controls Identity
Governance displays when it prompts for the parameter value.

Use the following naming format for workflow parameters:

flow.Group_name.Param_type.Param_name

NOTE
 Group_name is the group to which this parameter belongs, Param_type is the type of the parameter,
and Param_name is the name of the parameter.

Identity Governance supports the following parameter types:

• Text
Declares a parameter that contains a text value. Identity Governance displays the name or text label of the parameter
and a text box control.

NOTE
If you declare a parameter and do not specify a parameter type, a text parameter is created by default.

• Boolean
Declares a parameter that contains a Boolean value. Identity Governance displays a selection checkbox control beside
the name or text label of the parameter.

• UserMembersList
Declares a parameter that specifies a member list which matches user attributes. Identity Governance displays the
name or text label of the parameter and a drop-down list of user member lists defined in the universe.

• RoleMembersList
Declares a parameter that specifies a member list which matches role attributes. Identity Governance displays the
name or text label of the parameter and a drop-down list of role member lists defined in the universe.

• ResourceMembersList
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Declares a parameter that specifies a member list which matches resource attributes. Identity Governance displays the
name or text label of the parameter and a drop-down list of resource member lists defined in the universe.

• Configuration
Declares a parameter that specifies a configuration file in the universe. Identity Governance displays the name or text
label of the parameter and a drop-down list of configuration files defined in the universe.

• ConfigurationAll
Declares a parameter that specifies a configuration file. Identity Governance displays the name or text label of the
parameter and a drop-down list of all configuration files defined in the Identity Governance database.

• Universe
Declares a parameter that specifies a universe. Identity Governance displays the name or text label of the parameter
and a drop-down list of universes defined in the Identity Governance database.

• AuditCard
Declares a parameter that specifies an audit card in the universe. Identity Governance displays the name or text label
of the parameter and a drop-down list of audit cards defined in the universe.

• PortalUser
Declares a parameter that specifies a user defined in the Identity Governance portal. Identity Governance displays the
name or text label of the parameter, the default user you specify for the parameter, and a drop-down list of all users in
the permissions configuration of the Identity Governance server.

• AccountableType
Declares a parameter that specifies how to search the RACI configurations for a reviewer. Identity
Governance displays a selection check box, the name or text label of the parameter, and a pair of option buttons for
the Manager and Manager's Manager AccountableType values. Use this parameter type to specify how a reviewer is
selected for role and resource entities.

• AccountableTypeUser
Declares a parameter that specifies how to search the RACI configurations for a reviewer. Identity
Governance displays a selection checkbox, the name or text label of the parameter, and three option buttons
corresponding to the standard AccountableType values. Use this parameter type to specify how a reviewer is selected
for user entities only, because it offers the Self Attestation value.

Customize Text Labels for Workflow Parameters

By default, Identity Governance uses the group name and parameter name strings of the parameter declaration to display
prompts for a workflow parameter.

For example, when parameters are declared as follows:

flow.CustomParamGroup.Boolean.PromptSelectOption

flow.CustomParamGroup.PortalUser.PromptForReviewer

flow.CustomParamGroup.AccountableType.PromptForRACI

 Identity Governance generates interface elements and controls as shown in the following figure:

  

You can define text strings to replace these parameter declaration strings.
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The following properties files store text strings for the Identity Governance portal interface:

• EurekifyBaseWebApplication.properties – core Identity Governance properties file.
• EurekifyBaseWebApplication_de.properties – localized German properties file.
• EurekifyBaseWebApplication_en.properties – localized English properties file.
• EurekifyBaseWebApplication_es.properties – localized Spanish properties file.
• EurekifyBaseWebApplication_fr.properties – localized French properties file.
• EurekifyBaseWebApplication_it.properties – localized Italian properties file.

When Identity Governance server runs on a JBoss application server, these files are in the following directory:

gm_install\Server\eurekify-jboss\server\eurekify\deploy\eurekify.war\WEB-INF\classes\com\eurekify\web

\application

NOTE
gm_install is the Identity Governance installation directory.

NOTE
Edit the relevant files to declare strings for your workflow parameters.

NOTE
 Restart Identity Governance server to use these new strings in the portal.

Example: Text Labels for Workflow Parameters

NOTE
The following statements define strings for the custom parameters of the previous example:

flow.CustomParamGroup = Custom Reviewer Selection Options

flow.CustomParamGroup.Boolean.PromptSelectOption = Use Custom Reviewer Selection Options

flow.CustomParamGroup.PortalUser.PromptForReviewer = Assign All Review Tasks to One User

flow.CustomParamGroup.AccountableType.PromptForRACI = Search RACI for a reviewer who is

NOTE
 Define a separate string for the group name, as shown.

Based on these string definitions, Identity Governance generates interface elements and controls as shown in the
following figure:

  

Example Workflow Parameters from Default Identity Governance Certification Processes

The following figure shows the Properties screen of the certification wizard, with prompts for workflow parameters drawn
from default Identity Governance certification processes.
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The fields in the Properties screen shown previously correspond to the following parameters in default Identity
Governance Workpoint processes. These fields appear in the Properties screen when a certification uses these Workpoint
processes, or any processes that declare these parameters.

• The Enable model change notifications... option under Notifications results from the
flow.notifications.boolean.isModelChangeNotificationOn parameter.

• Under Approvals administration, the following options appear:
– The Request approval before implementing changes option results from the flow.requestChangeApproval.boolean

parameter.
– The initial certifier of an suggested link... option results from the

flow.requestChangeApproval.boolean.autoApproverSuggest parameter.
– The initial certifier of an existing link... option results from the

flow.requestChangeApproval.boolean.autoApproverCertify parameter.
• Under Resource changes reviewer selection, the following options appear:

– The User Accountable analysis of the RACI model option results from the flow.resourceApproval.accountableType
parameter.

– The Use member list option results from the flow.resourceApproval.resourceMembersList parameter.
– The Use this default manager option results from the flow.resourceApproval.portalUser.defaultManager parameter.
Similarly, the following parameters generate the Role changes reviewer selection options:
– flow.roleApproval.accountableType
– flow.roleApproval.roleMembersList
– flow.roleApproval.portalUser.defaultManager
Similarly, the following parameters generate the Role changes reviewer selection options:
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– flow.userApproval.accountableTypeUser
– flow.userApproval.portalUser.defaultManager

NOTE
 The radio button options generated for the flow.userApproval.accountableTypeUser parameter differ from
the options generated for parallel role and resource accountableType parameters.

 Identity Governance draws the text labels for these groups and options from the localization file, as in the following
examples:

• These entries in the localization file apply to the Notifications area of the screen.
flow.notifications = Notifications

flow.notifications.boolean.isModelChangeNotificationOn = Enable model change notifications for export

• These entries in the localization file apply to the Resource changes reviewer selection area of the screen.
flow.resourceApproval = Resource changes reviewer selection

flow.resourceApproval.accountableType = Use Accountable analysis of the RACI model, Type:

flow.resourceApproval.resourceMembersList = Use members list:

flow.resourceApproval.portalUser.defaultManager = Use this default manager:

 Identity Governance automatically generates check boxes, radio button options, and other controls based on the type
specified for each parameter. For example, Boolean parameters display a single check box, and member list parameters
display a drop-down list of related member lists.

Agent Scripts in Identity Governance Workpoint Processes

Nodes in standard Identity Governance task processes run agent scripts to evaluate parameter values, assign new values
to parameters, and invoke task-related operations in Identity Governance. Most of these scripts are simple JavaScript
routines.

NOTE
Some agent scripts invoke Identity Governance behaviors that are not controlled by Workpoint processes or
system properties.

NOTE
Many agent scripts set the following node parameter:

• Result
Stores the result of logical operations by AreEqual, setResultToJobParameter, and other agent scripts.

Standard task processes often use the following agent scripts:

• AreEqual
Compares the value of a parameter to a known string and writes a corresponding value to the result parameter.

• CompareJobParameters
Compares the value of two parameters and writes a corresponding value to the result parameter.

• endFlow
Instructs Identity Governance to terminate a workflow.

• IsAggregatedExportEnabled
Tests the value of the system.modelEvent.producer.fireEvent system property to determine if model change events are
aggregated, and writes a corresponding value to the result parameter.

• rcmInvoker
Invokes the Identity Governance task context specified in the Implements parameter of the process.

• runBatchWithData
Invokes batch processing using the web services API of the Identity Governance server.

• runBatchWithURL
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Invokes batch processing using the web services API of the Identity Governance server.
• SetAutoApprovalNodeName

Maps the value of the autoApproverNode process parameter to a local data field.
• setResultToJobParameter

Assigns a value to the result parameter.
• SetRoleReviewer

Determines if the owner of a new role is defined. If no owner is defined, the system default reviewer receives role
review and creation actions.

• setSageBaseURL
Defines the URL of the web service API exposed by Identity Governance server.

Parent and Child Processes in a Workflow
Contents

Business workflows generate child tasks. For example, a self-service request generates individual approval tasks for each
new link requested. Identity Governance initiates a Workpoint job for each approval task. These jobs are considered child
processes within the workflow context that Identity Governance maintains.

WARNING
Identity Governance does not use native Workpoint parent-child capabilities to invoke child processes or transfer
control between parent and child processes.

Identity Governance implements high-level workflow processes and low-level child processes as independent jobs in
Workpoint. Parent and child jobs do not communicate directly with each other. Instead, they communicate with Identity
Governance, which maintains the workflow context and controls all related Workpoint jobs.

Waiting for Child Processes

Identity Governance coordinates the execution of parent and child processes. For example, most certifications have
distinct certification and change approval phases. Identity Governance pauses the high-level certification process until
the child processes for certification actions complete. Then it advances the high-level certification process to the change
approvals phase.

Parent and child processes pass a message flag between them through Identity Governance. However, Identity
Governance monitors which jobs respond, and implements the logic that starts and stops parent and child jobs.

Process nodes that handle parent-child interaction use the following parameters:

• waitKey
Causes Identity Governance to suspend a process at the current node. Any not null waitKey value causes Identity
Governance to suspend the process.
This parameter value is passed to the workflow context in Identity Governancewhen the node runs the rcmInvoke
agent script.

NOTE
This field can only be used in building blocks that pass the waitKey value to the Identity Governance
workflow context.

In standard Identity Governance processes, the following values are used:
– WAIT_PARENT

Causes Identity Governance to suspend a child process at the current node until the parent process sends the
WAIT_PARENT string.

– WAIT_CHILD
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Causes Identity Governance to suspend a parent process at the current node until all child processes send the
WAIT_CHILD string.

• signalKey
Causes Identity Governance to resume a parent or child process. Identity Governance resumes a parent process only
after all of its children return the correct signalKey value.
This parameter value is passed to the workflow context in Identity Governancewhen the node runs the rcmInvoke
agent script.

NOTE
This field can only be used in building blocks that pass the signalKey value to the Identity Governance
workflow context.

In standard Identity Governance processes, the following values are used:
– WAIT_PARENT

Causes Identity Governance to resume child processes that were suspended with the waitKey value
WAIT_PARENT.

– WAIT_CHILD
Causes Identity Governance to resume a parent process that was suspended with the waitKey value WAIT_CHILD.

The waitKey and signalKey parameters are used together. The waitKey field defines the value of the signalKey field that
causes Identity Governance to resume the suspended process. The two fields must specify the same text string.

Parent Processes for Aggregated Tasks

When review actions are aggregated, all reviews of a certain stage of the workflow must complete before the workflow
continues. For example, the default behavior in certifications is to wait for all initial certification reviews before starting
change approval reviews.

Parent and child processes are used to support this behavior.

The following standard processes control aggregation behavior:

• AggApproval (Aggregation of Approvals)
Implements logic to support aggregated approvals or rolling approvals in self-service workflows.

• AggCert (Aggregation of Certifications)
Implements logic to support aggregated approvals or rolling approvals in certification certifications.

The following process parameter indicates whether the workflow aggregates review tasks:

• flow.isAggregated
Specifies whether change approvals are aggregated in a workflow. Identity Governance populates this Boolean
parameter when it creates an instance of the process.

In standard Workpoint processes for certification, suggestion, or approval tasks, the "Is Aggregate" node evaluates the
flow.isAggregated parameter. If the workflow aggregates approvals, these processes signal the workflow context and wait
at the "Wait for flow owner" node before they generate change approval actions.

Input from Workflow Control Actions

In addition to review actions, some standard business workflows create workflow control actions. When users submit
these control actions, Identity Governance advances parent processes and invokes or terminates Workpoint jobs for child
tasks.

Example: Create a New Role

When a user submits a new role request, the product creates an instance of the BBNewRole process.
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The product steps through the process as follows:

1. At the Set Role Reviewer node, the product determines which user is the role owner.
2. At the Start Children node the product creates child Workpoint jobs to review the links that are part of the new role.
3. At the Open Approval Action node, the product places the Create Role workflow control action in the certification

queue of the role owner.
4. Child jobs for certification actions continue in parallel.
5. When the role owner submits the Create Role workflow control action, the product advances the workflow to the

Disable Open Approval Action nodes. The product terminates the child Workpoint jobs that are not yet complete, and
removes these actions from the certification queues of certifiers.

6. The role is created with the approved privilege links.

Example: Initiate Change Approvals in a Certification

The following example shows how the product uses parent control processes, child task processes, and workflow control
actions to control a complex workflow behavior.

To implement a certification workflow, the product creates an instance of the AggCert control process.

The product steps through the AggCert job as follows:

1. The Is Aggregate node evaluates to Yes.
2. At the Start Children node, the product creates child Workpoint jobs for the links under review. For example, a user

certification generates jobs based on UCertURes, USuggURole, and other User Certification processes.
This node also places a Start Approvals workflow control action in the certification queue of the certification owner.
The Send Email node notifies the certification owner that the certification has begun.

3. The AggCert job waits at the Flow Owner Action node.
Child jobs for certification actions continue in parallel. When a reviewer submits their Certify or Suggest action, the
corresponding job stops at its Wait for flow owner node, which signals the product that it is waiting to continue.

4. When the certification owner submits the Start Approvals workflow control action, the product advances the AggCert
job to the Disable Certify Action node. The product terminates the child Workpoint jobs that have not yet signaled that
they are waiting to continue, and removes these actions from the certification queues of certifiers.

5. At the Signal Children node, the product signals the remaining child processes to continue.
The change approvals phase of the certification begins. Child jobs advance to nodes that assign change approval
actions to reviewers.

How to Customize Workflow Processes
 Contents 

The product implements each item in a workflow by creating a job based on a Workpoint process. Create a customized
Workpoint process to customize the behavior of each item.

In the Portal, map a set of processes to each workflow. You can then apply this set of customized processes to workflows.

Follow these steps:

1. In Workpoint Designer, clone and modify the default Workpoint processes you want to change.
Each process implements a single type of task. The following process-level field identifies the Identity
Governance task context associated with a Workpoint process:
– Implements

Specifies the workflow task that a Workpoint process implements. The product creates a task context that exposes
parameters and interactions relevant to the task.
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NOTE
 The value of this parameter defines the only task to which you can map the process. To ensure correct
mapping of this parameter and other parameters, base your new process on a copy of the standard process
for the task.

2. In the Portal, go to Administration, Settings, Workpoint DB Administration and update the Workpoint processes in the
database.

3. Create a new process mapping for the workflow.
4. Implement the new process mapping as follows:

– For the entire Identity Governance server, make the custom process mapping the default for all workflows of this
type in your deployment.

–  For a universe, make the custom process mapping the default for all workflows of this type that are based on the
universe.

– For an individual workflow, specify the custom process mapping when you create a workflow. For example, you can
override the default process mapping when you create a certification.

Create a Custom Process Mapping

When you apply a custom process mapping to a workflow, or define it as a system default, the product invokes the custom
processes you specify to implement worklow tasks.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) If you want to customize workflow process mappings for the certification template wizard, go to
Administration, Settings, Property Settings, and set the following properties:
– campaign.settings.allowModifiedCampaignProcesses

Determines whether users can specify custom process mappings for individual certifications.
– campaign.settings.allowModifiedCampaign

Determines whether users can specify custom campaign process mappings.
2. In the Portal, go to Administration, Workflow Settings, Workflow Process Mapping.

The Process Mappings Administration screen appears. The table lists previously defined custom process mappings.
3. Specify settings for the new mapping under Add Process Mappings. The following fields are not self-explanatory:

– Workflow Type
Specifies the category of workflow to which the mapping applies. The mapping only defines processes for tasks in
the specified type of workflow.

– Flavor
Defines the specific workflow to which the mapping applies.

4. Click Add.
The Edit Process Mappings screen appears. A table lists the following information for all possible tasks of the
workflow:
– Type

Specifies the type of task that is mapped in each row of the table. The values in this column correlate to the value of
the Implements parameter in Workpoint processes for the task.

– Process Reference
Specifies the Workpoint process that is mapped to the task. Identity Governance invokes this process to implement
the task. The drop-down list displays only Workpoint processes in the Identity Governance database whose
Implements parameter value matches the task type.

By default, the Edit Process Mappings screen displays the default mapping of tasks to standard workflow processes.
5. Click the Process Reference drop-down list beside a task, and select the custom process you defined.

The task is mapped to the custom process. Workflows that use this mapping invoke the custom process to implement
the task.
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Repeat this step to map custom processes for any or all tasks in the workflow.
6. Click Add.

The process mapping appears in the table. You can apply this mapping to business workflows of the referenced type
to implement modified behaviors.

Edit a Custom Process Mapping

 Identity Governance implements each task in a workflow by invoking a Workpoint process. You can create custom
Workpoint processes that implement nonstandard behaviors for one or more types of tasks in a workflow.

The set of possible tasks in each business workflow dictate a set of Workpoint processes that must be defined for the
workflow. One process handles each type of task.

After you create custom Workpoint processes, use the following procedure to map a set of custom processes to each
workflow.

When you apply a custom mapping to a workflow, or define it as a system default, the custom processes you specify are
invoked to implement the process.

To edit a custom process mapping

1. In the Identity Governance portal, go to Administration, Workflow Settings, Workflow Process Mapping.
The Workflow Process Mapping screen appears. The table lists previously defined custom process mappings.

2. Do one of the following:
– Click Edit beside a process mapping to modify it.
– Modify a copy of an existing mapping, as follows:

a. Click Copy beside a process mapping.
b. Enter a new, unique name for the copy and click OK.

The copy appears in the table.
c. Click Edit beside the copy.

The Edit Process Mappings screen appears. A table lists the following information for all possible tasks of the
workflow:
– Type

Specifies the type of task that is mapped in each row of the table. The values in this column correlate to the value of
the Implements parameter in Workpoint processes for the task.

– Process Reference
Specifies the Workpoint process that is mapped to the task. Identity Governance invokes this process to implement
the task. The drop-down list displays only Workpoint processes in the Identity Governance database whose
Implements parameter value matches the task type.

The screen displays the existing custom mapping of tasks to Workpoint processes.
3. Click the Process Reference drop-down list beside a task, and select the custom process you defined.

The task is mapped to the custom process. Workflows that use this mapping invoke the custom process to implement
the task.
Repeat this step to map custom processes for any or all tasks in the workflow.

4. Click Save
Changes are saved to the process mapping. You can apply this mapping to a business workflow of the referenced type
to implement modified behaviors.

Define Default Workflow Processes for the Identity Governance Server

Use the Default Process Mapping screen to assign process mappings to workflows. The product uses the processes
specified in these mappings to implement the tasks of workflows.
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NOTE
 You can override these default assignments when you define default mappings for a universe.

NOTE
To access the Default Process Mapping screen, go to Adminstration, Workflow Settings, Default Process
Mapping. The screen has the following sub-sections:

• Certification
Lists business workflows related to certifications.

• Access Request
Lists business workflows related to self-service requests.

• Change Approval
Lists business workflows related to configuration changes implemented from Identity Governance client tools.

NOTE
Each row represents a type of business workflow. A drop-down list displays available process mappings for that
type of workflow.

Define Default Process Mapping for the Universe

To assign process mappings to Identity Governance business workflows within a universe, use the Default Process
Mapping tab under Universes. Identity Governance uses the processes specified to implement business workflows.

NOTE

• Universe mappings override global default mappings set under Administration, Workflow Settings.
• You can override these default assignments when you apply a specific process mapping to a workflow. Do

this in the Identity Governance Portal by in Administration, Workflow Settings, Workflow Process Mapping.

To edit a universe default process mapping, click the Default Process Mapping tab. This tab has the following sections:

• Certification
Lists business workflows related to certifications.

• Access Request
Lists business workflows related to self-service requests.

• Change Approval
Lists business workflows related to configuration changes launched from Identity Governance client tools.

NOTE
Each row represents a type of business workflow. A drop-down list displays available process mappings for that
type of workflow.

Apply Customized Process Mappings to a Workflow

 Identity Governance implements the tasks in a workflow by invoking a set of Workpoint processes. You can customize
workflow behavior by specifying a set of processes when you create a business workflow. The product uses the process
mapping that you specify to implement the tasks of the workflow. This selection overrides default process mappings that
are defined for the target universe, and system defaults.

NOTE
 When you specify a process mapping during workflow creation, your selection only applies to this workflow.
Universe and system defaults apply to subsequent workflows.

For certification workflows, specify the process mapping in the Execution screen of the certification wizard. The following
options are available under Processes:

• System defaults
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Uses the default workflow processes installed with Identity Governance to implement the certification. Standard
certification behaviors are executed.

• Customized Processes
Uses the process mapping set you select from the drop-down to implement the certification.

• Processes Applied
Displays the processes that the product invokes to execute the major tasks of the certification, based on your
selection.

The following system property is used in the process for the default user for approval and decision making:

• Workflow.defaultManager
Defines a default user for approval and decision making activities.
 Value: User login

Custom Workflow Processes in a Certification

 Identity Governance uses a set of predefined processes to execute items of a certification. Administrators can create
alternative processes, which change how Identity Governance implements certification tasks. For example, administrators
can define a set of processes that involve higher management levels in certification reviews. When you create a
certification, you can specify which set of processes controls the execution of certification items.

Before you can apply alternative processes to your certification, administrators must create the processes, import them
to Identity Governance, and map them to tasks of the certification business workflow.

Specify the process mapping for your certification in the Execution screen of the certification wizard. The following options
are available under Processes:

• System defaults
Uses the default workflow processes installed with Identity Governance to implement the certification. Standard
certification behaviors are executed.

• Customized Processes
Uses the process mapping set you select from the drop-down to implement the certification.

• Processes Applied
Displays the processes that Identity Governance invokes to execute the major tasks of the certification, based on your
selection.

The following system property is used in the process for the default user for approval and decision making:

• Workflow.defaultManager
This property value is used as a default user for approval and decision making activities.
 Value: User login

Add a Second Approval Step to Business Workflow

 Identity Governance now defaults to a single-step certification process. To add a second approval step to a business
workflow, add a second certification node to your workflow process. Do not use the legacy approval node. Use the
approval node only for backward compatibility.

Optimized Handling of Workpoint Processes
Workflows such as large-scale certifications can involve many individual Workpoint processes. To improve performance,
the product enacts the following two optimization behaviors. Consider these behaviors when you create custom
processes.
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• Progressive Launch - the product handles the first node of Workpoint processes before it actually initiates a job based
on the process. The product immediately populates the certification queues with initial review items, and initiates
Workpoint jobs as users respond to these items.
Progressive launch works well with standard Workpoint processes, because most of these processes begin with
Certify or Suggest nodes. When custom processes do not begin with a review item node, the product first initiates a job
for each Workpoint process before further workflow handling.
The following system property controls progressive launch of Workpoint processes:
– lazy.workflow.job.creation.enabled

Specifies whether the product uses progressive launch. When this Boolean property is true, the product generates
review items based on the initial review node of Workpoint processes before it creates a Workpoint job instance.
The default value is True.

• Unilateral Cancel - During a workflow, an item can be canceled or become irrelevant. For example, a manager can
terminate a request for several new privileges when only some of them are approved. The product marks these
items internally as canceled, but does not continue to manage the corresponding Workpoint process. When a custom
process includes conditions and nodes to handle a canceled process, the product does not return the cancelation
status to the Workpoint process, and does not handle those nodes.
The following system property controls unilateral cancelation of Workpoint processes:
– aggregated.workflow.job.cancel.enabled

Specifies whether the product maintains Workpoint processes that correspond to canceled workflow items. When
this Boolean property is true, the product continues to interact with Workpoint processes after their workflow items
are canceled. The default value is False.

Assigning Reviewers
The most commonly used Identity Governance business workflows include one or more review tasks. Managers and
resource owners review privileges to certify compliance with security mandates, and for ongoing role-based access
control.

For example, standard processes for certifications subject the link under review to the following two reviews:

• Certification – the manager of an entity reviews the privilege links of the entity. This initial review can generate changes
in the privileges of the entity, if the certifier rejects a link or approves a new link that Identity Governance suggests.

• Change Approvals – managers or users related to both entities of a link review proposed changes to the link. Changes
are implemented only if these reviewers approve.

Self-service workflows typically implement a single change approvals review for each new or changed privilege link.

The following building blocks conduct initial certification review of the entity under review:

• OpenCertificationAction – certify nodes in default Workpoint processes.
• OpenSuggestAction – suggest nodes in default Workpoint processes.

Initial certification review focuses on a single entity and its links. In standard Identity Governance processes, there is one
reviewer - typically, the manager of the entity under review. These code blocks match the entity under review to a user
account in Identity Governance.

The following building block initiates change approval review for new or deleted links:

• OpenApprovalAction

Because privileges are expressed as links between two entities, change approval reviews involve two reviewers - one for
each entity in the link under review. In standard Identity Governance processes, this code block matches each entity of the
link to a user account in Identity Governance.

NOTE
Typically reviewers are owners or managers of reviewed entities.
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NOTE
You can customize these nodes to include more reviewers and more complex review processes. You can
duplicate these nodes to create multistep review chains.

Focal Entity of a Reviewer
In most review nodes, a link between two entities is under review. The product must know which of the two entities to
reference when it searches for a reviewer. The product must also know how to present the link to the reviewer.

Example: Reviewers with Different Focal Entities

A standard change approval node submits a requested user-resource link for review to the following two reviewers:

• The user of the link under review is the focal entity for one reviewer. To select this reviewer, the product matches
attributes of the user to a member list, or searches the RACI configuration for the manager of the user under review.

• The resource of the link is the focal entity for the other reviewer. To select this reviewer, the product matches attributes
of the resource to a member list, or searches the RACI configuration for the manager of the resource under review.

Node Parameters for Focal Entities

In certification, suggestion, and change approval nodes, the following parameters define a numerical reference for each of
the entities under review:

• typeEntity1
Specifies the type of entity represented by the numeral 1 in entity fields of the node. In child processes of a
certification, this parameter is typically the type of entity that is the focus of the certification.
Valid values: USER, ROLE, RESOURCE

• typeEntity2
Specifies the type of entity represented by the numeral 1 in entity fields of the node.
Valid values: USER, ROLE, RESOURCE

The values of these two fields must describe the two entities of the link under review.

The following parameters use these numerical indexes to specify focal entity settings for each reviewer:

• mainEntities
Defines the focal entity for each reviewer in the set. This field contains a comma-separated, ordered list of the
numerals 1 and 2. Each entry represents the focal entity of a reviewer in the set. There must be one value for each
reviewer in the set. Null values are not allowed.

• entityForApproverSourceList
Defines the focal entity for each member list specified in the ApproverSource field. This field contains a comma-
separated, ordered list of the numerals 1 and 2. Each entry represents the entity that is used to search the member list
for one reviewer. There must be one value for each reviewer in the set.

NOTE
If no member list is specified for a reviewer, two consecutive commas indicate a null entry that corresponds
to the null entry for this reviewer in the ApproverSource field.

Process-level parameters contain attribute values that identify the entities under review. These task-level parameters are
mapped at the node level to fields named as follows:

entityX.nameY

Where X is 1 or 2, and Y is 1,2, or 3.

Example: Entity Declaration in User-Resource Certification
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The UCertURes process certifies a User-Resource link in a user certification certification. Because the certification
certifies users, the user entity is designated Entity1. The following fields and values are defined in both review nodes of
the process:

typeEntity1=USER   

typeEntity2=RESOURCE

entity1.name1={'task.personId'}   

entity2.name1={'task.resourceName1'}

entity2.name2={'task.resourceName2'}

entity2.name3={'task.resourceName3'}

The Certify node in this process defines a single reviewer who is focused on the user entity, as expressed in the following
parameter value:

mainEntities=1

The Open Approval Action node in this process defines a set of two reviewers. One reviewer is focused on each entity of
the link under review, as expressed in the following parameter value:

mainEntities=1,2

Example: New Role Creation

The BBNewRole process creates a role. The owner of the new role must approve its creation. The following fields and
values are defined in the Open Approval Action node:

typeEntity1=ROLE

entity1.name1={'task.roleName'}

In this special case, there is only one entity under review - the new role. Only one entity type is declared.

How Reviewer Assignment Works
Contents:

To assign each reviewer in a set of reviewers, Identity Governance matches one of the entities under review to a user
account in the Identity Governance data universe. Identity Governance matches entities to reviewers in the following
ways:

• Identity Governance searches a member list to find a record that matches attribute values of the entity. When a match
is found, the review action is assigned to the user that is specified in that record of the member list.

• Identity Governance queries the RACI configuration files of the universe, and assigns the review action based on the
user who is Accountable for the entity.

NOTE
In user certifications, Identity Governance first queries the Configuration user manager field defined in the
target universe to identify the manager of each user.

• Identity Governance assigns the review action to a default reviewer defined for the universe.
• Identity Governance retrieves multiple reviewers from Identity Manager Role Owners or Role Administrators at runtime.

NOTE
Role reviewers from Identity Manager are treated as one action and the result is taken from the first reviewer
that submits their decision.

• Identity Governance assigns the review action to a reviewer based on an entity (user, role, or resource) attribute or link
attribute.

When you define a reviewer, you can specify one method, or a combination of these options.
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WARNING
Define a default reviewer to avoid process errors when a reviewer is not found.

When you combine multiple methods, Identity Governance evaluates them in the following order:

1. Identity Governance searches the approver attribute you specify.
2. Identity Governance searches the approvers from the Identity Manager role you specify.
3. Identity Governance searches the member list you specify.
4. Identity Governance searches the RACI configuration using the logic you specify.
5. Identity Governance uses the default reviewer you specify.

Identity Governance proceeds until one method matches a reviewer, and uses the first reviewer it finds.

This behavior is similar to options in the certification template wizard of the Identity Governance portal. However, these
options are generalized and available in all certification and change approval nodes.

How to Specify Member Lists

You can specify member lists, RACI search logic, Identity Governance user accounts, and other values used to select
reviewers in one of the following ways:

• Explicit Declaration: Specify the name of the member list or default user directly in the data field of the building block.
This declaration is local, and does not persist in subsequent nodes of the process.

• Process Parameters: Use a parameter. Standard Workpoint processes with review nodes declare process-level
parameters for member lists, RACI selection, and default reviewers. All nodes in the process can use the parameter
values Identity Governance defines for the job.

WARNING
Verify that member lists you declare explicitly exist in the Identity Governance database, and that the fields they
reference match the structure of user, role, or resource records in the target universe. Verify that the users you
specify are defined in the Identity Governance database, and that the parameter values that Identity Governance
passes to the Workpoint job support the desired behavior.

Process Parameters for Member Lists

Standard Workpoint processes for certification campaigns declare parameters for member lists. When Identity
Governance initiates a Workpoint job, it populates these parameters with member list names based on settings from
the certification template wizard or from defaults. All nodes in the process can use these parameters to reference the
specified member lists.

NOTE
The lists you specify must exist in the Identity Governance database. Create and edit member lists in the Identity
Governance portal, or using Identity Governance client tools.

One member list is specified for initial certification. Two lists are specified for change approvals, one for each entity in the
link under review.

Example: Member Lists for a Standard User Certification Process

NOTE
The standard UCertURes process certifies user-resource links in a user certification. This process declares the
following parameters:

• flow.memberListForCertify
Defines a member list that matches user attributes to find a reviewer for initial certification.

• flow.userApproval.userMembersList
Defines a member list that matches user attributes to find a reviewer for approval of changes.

• flow.resourceApproval.resourceMembersList
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Defines a member list that matches resource attributes to find a reviewer for approval of changes.

NOTE
Because the first two member lists match user attributes, you can specify either of them when you select a
reviewer based on the user under review. When you select a reviewer based on the resource under review, only
the flow.resourceApproval.resourceMembersList parameter references a relevant member list.

Example: Member List for a Standard Role Certification Process

NOTE
The RoleCertRoleRole and RoleCertRolePaRo processes certify links between parent and child roles.Because
both entities under review are roles, only one member list is specified for approval of changes. These processes
declare the following parameters:

• flow.memberListForCertify
Defines a member list that matches role attributes to find a reviewer for initial certification.

• flow.roleApproval.roleMembersList
Defines a member list that matches role attributes to find a reviewer for approval of changes.

The flow.memberListForCertify parameter matches the focal entity of the certification in each case - in the first example, it
matches user attributes, in the second example, it matches role attributes.

Process Parameters for RACI Accountable Types

Standard Workpoint processes for certifications declare process-level parameters for RACI query options. When Identity
Governance initiates a Workpoint job, it populates these parameters based on user settings from the certification creation
wizard or from defaults. All nodes in the process can use these parameters to reference the specified Accountable Type.
These parameters can have the following Accountable Type values:

• Self
Assigns the review action to the user under review. This option is only used to assign a reviewer based on a user
entity.

• Accountable
Assigns the review action to the user in the RACI configurations who is Accountable for the entity under review.

• AccountableManager
Assigns the review action to the manager of the user in the RACI configurations who is Accountable for the entity
under review.

One Accountable Type setting is specified for initial certification. Two Accountable types are specified for change
approvals, one for each entity in the link under review.

The following process-level parameters receive RACI query option settings from Identity Governance:

• flow.certificationApproval.accountableType
Defines the accountable type for initial certification.

• flow.userApproval.accountableTypeUser
Defines the accountable type for approval of changes to a user in a certification.

• flow.roleApproval.accountableType
Defines the accountable type for approval of changes to a role in a certification.

• flow.resourceApproval.accountableType
Defines the accountable type for approval of changes to a resource in a certification.

You can use any of these parameters to specify an accountable type for any certification or change approval action.
However, the Self accountable type can only be used to assign a reviewer for a user entity.
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Process Parameters for Default Reviewers

Standard Workpoint processes that include review nodes declare process-level parameters for default reviewers. When
Identity Governance initiates a Workpoint job, it populates these parameters with names based on user settings (such as
options in the certification template wizard) or defaults. All nodes in the process can use these parameters to reference
the specified default reviewer.

In processes that add or remove a link, a single default reviewer is specified.

In certification processes, one default reviewer is specified for initial certification, and two default reviewers are specified
for change approvals, one for each entity in the link under review.

NOTE
In certification processes that handle links between parent and child roles, only one default reviewer is specified
for approval of changes.

You can use any of these parameters to specify a default reviewer for any certification or change approval action.
However, the default reviewer associated with one entity may not be knowledgeable or appropriate for other review
actions.

NOTE
The following process-level parameters receive default reviewer values from Identity Governance

• flow.defaultManager
Defines the default reviewer for initial certification in a certification. This parameter takes its value from the
Workflow.defaultManager Identity Governance system property.

• flow.userApproval.portalUser.defaultManager
Defines the default reviewer for approval of changes to a user in a certification.

• flow.roleApproval.portalUser.defaultManager
Defines the default reviewer for approval of changes to a role in a certification.

• flow.resourceApproval.portalUser.defaultManager
Defines the default reviewer for approval of changes to a role in a certification.

• system.approval.defaultManager
Defines the default reviewer in general processes to add or remove links. This parameter takes its value from the
approval.defaultManager Identity Governance system property.

Identity Manager Role Owners or Administrators as Approvers for Identity Governance Roles

To support Identity Manager approvers for roles within Identity Governance, the OpenApprovalAction,
OpenCertificationAction, and OpenSuggestAction building blocks have a new source for approvers named IM Dynamic.

If you edit the building block and select the IM Dynamic source for approvers, Identity Governance dynamically retrieves
the approvers for the role from Identity Manager at runtime.

NOTE
This feature only retrieves approvers for roles originating from an import from Identity Manager.

Approvers from Link or Entity Attributes

In addition to the existing member list, RACI, and default manager approvers, you can retrieve the approver from a link
attribute or entity attribute.

For example, if the configuration has User-Resource Link attributes that include the personID of the approver, then we
open a certification action for the approver from the link attribute.

Similarly, if the user or resource contains a manager attribute (this can be in addition to the default manager attribute,
such as Manager2), this manager attribute can be used.
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This feature affects the OpenCertificationAction and OpenApprovalAction building blocks. When you edit these building
blocks in the Workpoint designer, a new field appears named Approver Attribute.

Note: For link attributes, proceed the attribute with 'link.*'. For example, if you state 'Link.Owner' as the approver attribute,
the approver ID would be retrieved from the 'Owner' field on the link.

 

Define a Set of Reviewers
Define a set of reviewers for each certification, suggestion, or change approval node in a process.

  

Define the following settings for each reviewer in the set:

• The focal entity for the reviewer. Identity Governance uses this entity to select a reviewer, and presents the link under
review as a property of this entity.

• The chain of sources, such as a member list, RACI query,and default reviewer, that Identity Governance uses to select
the reviewer.

Define the following optional behaviors for the set of reviewers:

•  Aggregation and Weighting: You can configure logic that requires a reply from any reviewer, all reviewers, or a subset
of reviewers. In addition, you can assign a relative weight to the reply of each reviewer.

•  Overruler: You can define one reviewer in the set whose response overrides other reviewers and concludes the
review.

•  Automatic Approvers: These reviewers are automatically assumed to approve the link or entity under review.
• A subset of reviewers: You can activate a subset of the reviewers you defined.

Access these settings in the Properties window of the node, in one of the following ways:

• Use the form-based interface in the Building Blocks tab of the node.
• Directly edit building block parameters in the RCM Parameters tab of the node.

The Overruling Reviewer

When you define a set of reviewers for a Certify, Suggest, or Approve Changes node, you can designate one reviewer in
the set as the overruling reviewer. When this reviewer completes the review item the following occurs:

• Their response concludes the review item. Related review items are deleted from the certification lists of the other
reviewers.

• Their choice determines the result of the review. Responses from other reviewers are ignored.

Typically the overruling reviewer is a higher-level manager.

NOTE
 You can define only one overruling reviewer in a set of reviewers.

Automatic Approvers

You can define filters that identify when specific users receive a review item, and automate their response. These
reviewers are automatically assumed to approve the link or entity under review. The review item is omitted from their
certification queue. If weighting is defined, the weight of their response counts as if they approved the link.

One common use of this option is to prevent duplicate reviews. For example, the manager of an entity typically receives
the initial certification review of a certification. If they reject a link of the entity, typical node logic selects the same manager
to approve the change that they themselves requested. To prevent this, the change approval node handles reviewers from
the previous certification node as automatic approvers.
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You can use the following automated approval filters:

•  By PersonID: This filter is a comma-separated list of personID values or process parameters that resolve to personID
values.
Define this filter in the Auto Approvers field in the form-based interface of the Building Blocks tab, or in the
autoApprovers data field of the node.

•  By Node: This filter is a comma-separated list of certify, suggest, or approval nodes that precede the current node in
the Workpoint process. Identity Governance builds a filter that contains all reviewers from the listed nodes.
Define this filter in the Auto Approvers from Activity Name field in the form-based interface of the Building Blocks tab,
or in the ignoreApproversFrom data field of the node.

After the product applies the logic you defined to select reviewers, this filter is applied. Reviewers that appear in the filter
lists are treated as automatic approvers.

NOTE
 When you define automatic approval filters, weighted approval criteria, or a subset of reviewers, the resulting
logic can force the node to approve or reject the link under review in all cases. This forced response invalidates
the purpose of the review node. Check the likely result when you apply these options to a set of reviewers.

Automatic Approvers by Node in Standard Certification Processes

Standard processes for certifications handle node-based automatic approver filters using a chain of parameters.

The following process-level parameter controls use of automatic approval in processes that certify existing links:

• flow.requestChangeApproval.boolean.autoApproverCertify
Defines whether the Open Approval Action node of a certification process treats reviewers from the initial Certify node
as automatic approvers. This boolean parameter is set when Identity Governance initiates a job based on the process.

Similarly, the following parameter controls use of automatic approval in processes that suggest new links during
certification review:

• flow.requestChangeApproval.boolean.autoApproverSuggest
Defines whether the Open Approval Action node of a certification process treats reviewers from the initial Suggest
node as automatic approvers. This boolean parameter is set when Identity Governance initiates a job based on the
process.

In addition, the following local variable is defined:

• autoApproverNode
Specifies the node whose users are treated as automatic approvers.

These processes have two review nodes: an initial node named Certify or Suggest, and a second Open Approval Action
node for approval.

When an initial review generates changes that require secondary review, the Set Auto Approvers node evaluates the
process-level boolean parameter described above. When this parameter has the value True, the Set Auto Approvers node
populates the autoApproverNode variable with the name of the initial node as follows:

autoApproverNode=Certify

or:

autoApproverNode=Suggest

Control then passes to the Open Approval Action node. In this node, the ignoreApproversFrom parameter is defined
parametrically as follows:

ignoreApproversFrom={'autoApproverNode'}
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The ignoreApproversFrom parameter resolves to the value inserted in the autoApproverNode variable by the Set Auto
Approvers node, as follows:

ignoreApproversFrom=Certify

or:

ignoreApproversFrom=Suggest

The Open Approval Action node treats reviewers from the previous Certify or Suggest node as automatic approvers.

Define a Subset of Reviewers

You can activate a subset of the reviewers you defined. You can create a node with a general set of reviewers, but use
different reviewers in each instance of the node, or in different jobs.

Use the following node data field to define a subset of reviewers:

• useApprovers
Defines a subset of reviewers that participate in the review actions of the node. This field contains a comma-separated
list of numbers that identify reviewers by their position in the set of reviewers. This value corresponds to the position
of each reviewer in the table displayed in the Building Block tab, and to the position of each reviewer in the string data
fields that define the matrix parametrically.

Example: A Subset of Reviewers

A set of five reviewers is defined. The useApprovers field is defined as follows:

useApprovers=1,3,5

The first, third, and fifth reviewers participate in the review. Identity Governance ignores the second and fourth reviewer
definitions.

NOTE
 When you define automatic approval filters, weighted approval criteria, or a subset of reviewers, the resulting
logic can force the node to approve or reject the link under review in all cases. This forced response invalidates
the purpose of the review node. Check the likely result when you apply these options to a set of reviewers.

Review Completion Criteria Aggregation and Weighting
You define a completion condition for each review node. When this condition is met, the product concludes the review,
updates field values, and runs agent scripts of the node. The product also removes related review items from the
certification queues of reviewers.

You can apply the following conditions for completion:

• First Reviewer: The review item concludes when one reviewer submits any decision (approve or reject) on the review
item. Related review items are deleted from the certification lists of the other reviewers.

• Any Reviewer: The review item concludes when one reviewer submits an approval on the review item. This option is
equivalent to a logical OR between all reviewers in the set. Related review items are deleted from the certification lists
of the other reviewers.

• All Reviewers: The review item is approved only after all reviewers have approved it. If one reviewer rejects it, the
review item immediately completes as rejected. This option is equivalent to a logical AND between all reviewers in the
set.

• Weighted Response: You assign a numerical weight to the approval response of each reviewer. You also set a
threshold value for approvals. When the weighted sum of approval responses meets or exceeds the threshold, the
review item concludes. Conversely, when the weighted sum of rejection responses makes it impossible for approvals
to meet the threshold, the review item concludes.
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NOTE
When you define weighted approval criteria, automatic approval filters, or a subset of reviewers, the resulting
logic can force the node to approve or reject the link under review in all cases. This forced response invalidates
the purpose of the review node. Test the likely result when you apply these options to a set of reviewers.

The following examples clarify use of weighted reviews.

Example: x Out Of y Weighting

In a set of four reviewers, each reviewer has a Weight value of one. The minimum threshold value for completion is three.

The review concludes when the following conditions are met:

• When any three of the four reviewers approve the link, the threshold is met. The product concludes the review with a
decision to approve the link under review.

• When any two of the four reviewers reject the link, it is impossible for the sum of approvals to meet the threshold value.
The product concludes the review with a decision to reject the link under review.

Example: Percentage Weighting

In a set of six reviewers, the following Weight values are defined:

• Reviewer A has a Weight value of 20
• Reviewer B has a Weight value of 40
• Reviewer C has a Weight value of 70
• Reviewer D has a Weight value of 60
• Reviewer E has a Weight value of 30
• Reviewer F has a Weight value of 10

The minimum threshold value for completion is 100.

The review concludes when the following reviewers approve the link:

• Reviewers B and D, or
• Reviewers A, B, E, and F

Other combinations of responses conclude the review when the weighted sum of approval responses equals or exceeds
100. The result of the review is to approve the link under review.

Identity Governance concludes the review when the following reviewers reject the link:

• Reviewers B, C and D
• Reviewers B, C, and E

In these cases, it is no longer possible for the sum of approval responses to exceed the threshold of 100. The review
concludes with the decision to reject the link under review.

Sets of Reviewers Examples
Contents:

Example: Forms-Based Representation

Think of a set of reviewers as a matrix of settings. The form-based interface of the Building Blocks tab presents the set
you define as a table. The following figure shows an OpenApprovalAction code block that defines a set of reviewers for a
user-role link.
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Each line of the table defines a reviewer.

The first three approvers reference the user entity under review, as follows:

• The first approver is always Andrew Lee.
• The second approver is selected by finding the user in the RACI configuration who is Accountable for the user entity

under review.
• The third approver is the user under review, as indicated by the Self value in the Accountable Type column.

The last three reviewers reference the role entity under review, as follows:

• The fourth approver is the manager of the user in the RACI configuration who is Accountable for the role under review,
as indicated by the AccountableManager value in the Accountable Type column.

• The fifth approver is selected by matching attributes of the role under review to the locally defined myRolesMemberList
member list.

• The sixth approver is selected by matching attributes of the role under review to the member list specified by the
flow.roleApproval.roleMemberslist parameter. If no reviewer is found, Identity Governance searches the RACI
configuration for the user who is Accountable for the role under review.
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A Default Manager is defined for all entries that search member lists or RACI to assign reviewers. If these methods do not
find a reviewer, the review action is assigned to the default manager specified. No default manager is defined for the third
approver (Accountable Type = Self) because the entity under review always exists.

None of the reviewers in this example is assigned Overrule privileges.

Weighted values are assigned to the reviewers, as indicated by the Weights value of the Condition field, and the values in
the Weight column. Identity Governance concludes the review when the weighted sum of reviewers that approve exceeds
the threshold value 70 shown in the Minimum Weights field.

Two automatic approval filters are defined, as follows:

• By PersonID: The Auto Approvers field lists two users who are treated as automatic approvers.
• By Node: The Auto Approvers from Activity Name field uses a process parameter to specify a node. The reviewers

defined in that node are treated as automatic approvers.

Example: Parametric Representation

The set of reviewers shown in the previous example is defined by the following node-level user data values:

typeEntity1=USER

typeEntity2=ROLE

entity1.name1={'task.personId'}

entity2.name1={'task.roleName'}

mainEntities=1,1,1,2,2,2

entityForApproverSourceList=1,1,1,2,2,2

approversSource=,,,,myRolesMemberList,{'flow.roleApproval.roleMembersList'}

fallbackAccountableType=,Accountable,Self,AccountableManager,,Accountable

defaultManager=DOMAIN\Lee_Andrew,{'flow.defaultManager'},{'flow.userApproval.portalUser.defaultManager'},

{'flow.defaultManager'},{'flow.defaultManager'},{'flow.roleApproval.portalUser.defaultManager'}

aggregation=Weights

overruler=,,,,,

autoApprovers={'task.flowOwner'},DOMAIN\Heim,Arne

ignoreApproversFrom={'autoApproverNode'}

useApprovers=1,2,3,4,5,6

The following data fields correspond to fields and columns in the forms-based interface:

• mainEntities corresponds to the Type column.
• overruler corresponds to the Overruler column.
• approversSource corresponds to the MembersList column.
• fallbackAccountableType corresponds to the Accountable Type column.
• defaultManager corresponds to the Default Manager column.
• aggregation corresponds to the Condition field.
• autoApprovers corresponds to the Auto Approvers field.
• ignoreApproverseFrom corresponds to the Auto Approverse from Activity Name field.

The useApprovers field defines a subset of active reviewers. This field has no equivalent in the forms-based interface.

Building Blocks
Building blocks are Workpoint node templates that invoke services and modular behaviors on the Identity Governance
server. Each building block exposes customized fields that support interaction with Identity Governance. Identity
Governance packages these building block templates in a customized version of the Workpoint Designer application,
which is installed with the Identity Governance server.
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Workpoint processes that implement Identity Governance workflow tasks use nodes based on these building block
templatesto interact with Identity Governance. Generally, Workpoint processes correspond to tasks of the Identity
Governance workflow, and individual nodes and building blocks often generate actions for reviewers and other business
users. One task can generate several actions.

This section describes the building blocks exposed by Identity Governance.

Complete Task Building Block

Use this building block to create a node that concludes the process. This building block signals Identity Governance when
the process concludes.

NOTE
End every process with a node based on this building block.

Building Blocks for Business User Actions
Contents

This section describes building blocks related to review, certification, and approval of access privileges by managers,
resource owners, and other business users.

Open Certification Action

Use this building block to create a node that submits an entity or link for review. Typically this building block is used for the
initial review in a certification workflow.

NOTE
For more information about this node and the parameters that it exposes, see the section on assigning
reviewers.

Open Suggest Action

Use this building block to create a node that submits suggested new entities or links for review. Typically this building
block is used to supplement initial review in a certification workflow.

NOTE
For more information about this node and the parameters that it exposes, see the section on assigning
reviewers.

Open Approval Action

Use this building block to create a node that submits proposed changes to an entity or link for review. Typically this
building block is used in a certification workflow to review changes to the configuration that result from initial review.

NOTE
For more information about this node and the parameters that it exposes, see the section about assigning
reviewers.

Decision Button

Use this building block to create a node that prompts users for workflow control input.

This building block exposes the following parameters:

• decisionOwner
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Specifies the personID of the user that receives the workflow control action. If this field is null, the flow owner receives
the control action.

• availableResults
Specifies the options that are presented to the reviewer in a workflow control action. This value is a comma separated
list of options such as Approve, Reject, Cancel, Create Role.

• userActionMessage
Specifies the strings that label the options presented in a workflow control action. This value is a comma separated
list of keys in the Identity Governance server localization files. Each item in the list corresponds to a value in the
availableResults parameter.

• setResult
Specifies a node parameter that receives the result value chosen by the reviewer. Identity Governance returns this
value when the reviewer submits the workflow control action.

Get Approvers from Node

Use this building block to create a node that retrieves a list of reviewers from other nodes in the process.

This building block exposes the following parameter:

• nodesNames
A comma-separated list of nodes in the process that generate review actions.

Building Blocks for Parent-Child Process Handling
Contents

This section describes building blocks related to parent-child process interaction to support parallel or aggregated tasks in
a workflow.

Note: For more information, see the section on Parent and Child Processes.

Start Children

Use this building block to create a node that launches child processes.

Signal Children and Wait

Use this building block to create a node that sends a signal key to child processes and waits for a return key. Typically this
building block is used to initiate change approvals or other subsequent nodes in the child process.

Signal Parent Signal Parent and Wait

Use these building blocks to create a node in a child process sends a signal key to its parent process.

Note: For more information, see the section on Parent and Child Processes.

Wait for Parent

Use this building block to create a node that suspends a child process until its parent process sends a signal key.

Note: For more information, see the section on Parent and Child Processes.

Disable User Actions

Use this building block to create a node that terminates incomplete review actions in child processes.

This building block exposes the following parameter:
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• SourceNodeNames
Specifies the nodes in the child processes that the active review actions you want to end.

Building Blocks for Universe-Level Data Manipulation
Contents

This section describes building blocks related to the target universe and configuration files of a workflow process.

Get Universe Master Get Universe Model

Use these building blocks to create a node that retrieves the filename of the master or model configuration.

Get Configuration UDB Get Configuration RDB

Use these building blocks to create a node that returns the filename of the user database or resource database that a
configuration references.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters.

Create Sub-configuration

Use this building block to create a node that creates a subset of a configuration.

This building block exposes the following parameters:

• subConfigurationName
Defines the name of the sub-configuration that Identity Governance creates in the universe.

• usersFilter
Specifies the filter that selects user entities for the sub-configuration.

• rolesFilter
Specifies the filter that selects role entities for the sub-configuration.

• resourcesFilter
Specifies the filter that selects user entities for the sub-configuration.

Compare Audit Cards

Use this building block to create a node that submits two audit cards in a configuration to Identity Governance for
comparison. Identity Governance writes the results to another audit card in the configuration.

This building block exposes the following parameters:

• auditCard1
Specifies one of two audit cards that Identity Governance compares.

• auditCard2
Specifies one of two audit cards that Identity Governance compares.

• resultingAuditCard
Specifies the name of an audit card that Identity Governance creates in the universe. This audit card contains the
results from comparison of two audit cards.

Building Blocks for Entity and Link Operations
Contents
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This section describes building blocks used to define, query, and modify entities and links, and their attributes.

Add User Role Resource

Use these building blocks to create a node that adds a user, role, or resource entity to a configuration file.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters.

Delete User Role Resource

Use these building blocks to create a node that removes a user, role, or resource entity from a configuration file.

These nodes use general process parameters, user, role, and resource parameters, and the following parameter:

• totallyRemove
Determines whether a user or resource entity is removed only from the target configuration, or from both the
configuration file and the user and resource it references. When this Boolean parameter is true, Identity Governance
removes the entity from the user or resource database when no other configuration file in the universe contains the
entity.

Update User Role Resource

Use these building blocks to create a node that updates the attribute values of an entity.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters.

Get User Role Resource Field

Use these building blocks to create a node that retrieves the value of a user, role, or resource attribute.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters.

Connect User Role User Resource Role Resource Roles

Use these building blocks to create a node that creates a link between two entities.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters.

Disconnect User Role User Resource Role Resource Roles

Use these building blocks to create a node that removes a link between two entities.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters.

Update Link User Role User Resource Role Resource Roles

Use these building blocks to create a node that updates the attribute values of a link between two entities.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters.

Get User Role User Resource Role Resource Roles Link Field

Use these building blocks to create a node that retrieves the value of a link attribute.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters.

Are User Role User Resource Role Resource Roles Connected

Use these building blocks to create a node that checks whether two entities are linked in a configuration.
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Are User Role User Resource Role Resource Roles Connected

Use these building blocks to create a node that checks whether two entities are linked in a configuration.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters and the following parameter:

• associationType
Specifies the type of link to verify between two entities. Valid values include:
– Direct

The entities are linked directly
– Indirect

The entities are linked through other entities.
– Dual

The entities are linked both directly and indirectly.
A null value checks for any type of link between the entities.

Enrichment

Use this building block to create a node that enriches user and resource endpoint data with supplementary data.

This node uses the following parameters:

• userEnrichmentFile
Specifies the file that contains user enrichment data.

• userEnrichmentMatch
Specifies the match between the users database and the enrichment file. For example, PersonID and UserID.

• userEnrichmentOptions
Enrichment options for user data. For example, clear, update, case sensitive.

• resourceEnrichmentFile
Specifies the file that contains resource enrichment data.

• resourceEnrichmentMatch
Specifies the match between the resources database and the enrichment file. For example, resName3 and UserID.

• resourceEnrichmentOptions
Enrichment options for resource data. For example, clear, update, case sensitive.

• roleEnrichmentFile
Specifies the file that contains role enrichment data.

• roleEnrichmentMatch
Specifies the match between the roles database and the enrichment file. For example, resName3 and UserID.

• roleEnrichmentOptions
Enrichment options for role data. For example, clear, update, case sensitive.

Building Blocks for RACI and Stakeholder Operations
Contents

This section describes building blocks related to the RACI configurations of the target universe, and the managers
associated with an entity.

Get User Role Resource Manager

Use these building blocks to create a node that retrieves the manager of a user, role, or resource attribute.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters.
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The Get User Manager parameter returns the value of the managerID field for the user record.

The Get Role Manager and Get Resource Manager building blocks query the RACI configurations, and expose the
following parameter:

• managementType
Specifies the RACI relationship between the entity and the manager. Valid values are R, A, C, and I.

Set User Role Resource Manager

Use these building blocks to create a node that defines the manager of a user, role, or resource attribute.

NOTE
The Set User Manager parameter changes the value of the managerID field in the specified configuration file,
but not in the user database.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters and the following parameter.

• managerPersonId
Identifies the manager by their personID in the user database.

Add Role Resource Stakeholder

Use these building blocks to create a node that defines a RACI stakeholder for a role or resource.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters and the following parameters

• managerPersonId
Identifies the manager by their personID in the user database.

• relationshipType
Specifies the RACI relationship between the entity and the manager. Valid values are R, A, C, and I.

Remove Role Resource Stakeholder

Use these building blocks to create a node that deletes a RACI stakeholder for a role or resource.

These nodes use general process parameters and user, role, and resource parameters and expose the following
parameter:

• relationshipType
Specifies the RACI relationship between the entity and the manager. Valid values are R, A, C, and I.

Building Blocks for External Interactions
Contents

This section describes building blocks that communicate with provisioning endpoints, mail servers, and other external
platforms.

Send Mail

Use the Send Mail building block to create a node that sends email to a group of users. Identity Governance processes
the request using its default email target and other settings.

This building block exposes the following parameters:

• emailTemplateName
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Specifies which template to use for the email. Of the templates defined in the Identity Governance server, this building
block uses only templates associated with the Customized Process Email event.

NOTE
This building block sends the same email text to all recipients. Do not include personal data fields in email
templates that you use with this building block.

The following default templates, installed with Identity Governance, are used for aggregated workflows:
– CommitChanges - Concludes a self-service request and implements the review decisions that were submitted.
– StartApproval - Initiates the change approvals phase of a certification.

• To
Defines a list of users that receive the email. This value is a comma-separated list of email addresses or Identity
Governance users. You can also specify parameters that contain lists of email addresses or Identity Governance
users.

• emailParams
Defines values for variable data fields in the email template. This value is a comma-separated list of variable=value
statements. For example, if the template contains the ${campaignType} and ${flowName} variables, you can assign
static values as follows:
campaignType="Annual Privileges Review", flowName="Managers Phase"

Notify Model Change Notify Aggregate Model Change

Workflows can result in changes to the model configuration of a universe. You can export these changes to provisioning
endpoints. Identity Governance communicates these changes using the Model Event Notification API.

Workpoint processes query the following Identity Governance system parameters to determine the behavior that is
enabled on the Identity Governance server:

• approval.isModelChangeNotificationOn
Indicates whether model event notification is enabled.

• modelEvent.producer.fireEvent
Specifies what events trigger change notification. Valid values include:
– Atomic

Triggers an event after every approval during a workflow.
– Aggregate

Triggers an event when all approvals complete for a workflow.
– All

Triggers an event after every approval and when all approvals complete (atomic and aggregate.)

Use the Notify Model Change building block to create a node that exports changes that result from a single review task.
Your process logic should activate this node when modeEvent.producer.fireEvent is Atomic or All.

Use the Notify Aggregated Model Change building block to export all the changes that result from an entire workflow. Your
process logic should activate this node when modeEvent.producer.fireEvent is Aggregate or All.

The Notify Model Change building block exposes the following standard parameters:

• A set of node parameters that specify the focal entities of the process.
• General process parameters that identify the target universe and configuration file.

In addition, this building block exposes the following unique parameters:

• Action
Describes the change to the specified link or entities. Valid values include:
– Add
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Indicates a new entity, attribute value, or link between specified entities.
– Delete

Indicates that the entity, attribute, or link specified is removed from the configuration file.

Building Blocks for General Logical Operations
Contents

This section describes building blocks used to evaluate mathematical expressions, regular expressions for text patterns,
and perform other calculations or logical operations.

Evaluate Binary Expression

Use this building block to create a node that submits a binary expression to Identity Governance for evaluation.

This building block exposes the following parameters:

• setResult
Indicates the result of a calculation or logical evaluation in a node. Typically this parameter receives the result of an
agent script.

• binaryExpression
Specifies a binary statement.

Evaluate Math Expression

Use this building block to create a node that submits a mathematical expression to Identity Governance for evaluation.

This building block exposes the following parameters:

• setResult
Indicates the result of a calculation or logical evaluation in a node. Typically this parameter receives the result of an
agent script.

• mathExpression
Specifies a mathematical statement.

Does Value Match Regular Expression

Use this building block to create a node that submits a regular expression to Identity Governance for evaluation. Typically
this building block is used to apply a pattern-based filter or test to attribute values.

This building block exposes the following parameters:

• setResult
Indicates the result of a calculation or logical evaluation in a node. Typically this parameter receives the result of an
agent script.

• regularExpression
Specifies a regular expression statement that is used to test a string value.

NOTE
For information about how Identity Governance evaluates regular expressions, see the Configuring and
Client Tools sections.

• value
Specifies a text string that is tested against a regular expression statement.
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Building Blocks for Analytics
Contents

This section describes building blocks used to evaluate analytical processes.

Does Violate Rule-Based Role

Use this building block to create a node that defines if a rule-based role violation was triggered. Typically this building
block is used in Add New Role, Update Role, and Add User-Role Link processes.

Transformation Building Blocks
Contents

The following three new workflow building blocks can be added to a workflow process by using the Workpoint Designer:

• ExecutePDIFile—accepts a transformation file stored locally on the file system. Provide the full path for the file name
parameter. This option is a fast way to deploy a PDI transformation.

• ExecutePDIPackage—runs a transformation that has been loaded onto the server. The name of the package in the
PDI_BUNDLE_NAME parameter should be the same name you use when uploading the transformation to the server.
This option is more suitable for cluster deployments, as the package does not need to be local.

• ExecuteCMD—calls a command line executable that runs locally on the server.

Providing parameters for the two PDI building blocks (ExecutePDIFile and ExecutePDIPackage) is done with the
PARAMS field. It accepts a list of parameters that are separated by commas, and start with "-param:". For example:

"-param:configurationName=model","-param:target=newModel"

In the previous example, the PDI transformation gets two parameters, "configurationName" with the value "model" and
"target" with the value "newModel".

The parameters for the ExecuteCMD building block are as follows:

• CMD_SCRIPT_FILE—the name of the command. For example, "run.bat". The CMD_SCRIPT_FILE must exist in the
file system. CMD commands (like "copy") cannot be used.

• CMD_WORKING_FOLDER—the name of the folder used as the starting point for the command.
• PARAMS—the list of parameters separated by commas. For example:

PARAMS = ASGFASDGSDFG@$#!@","-value2"," ASGFASDGSDFG@$#!@"

Encrypting Values

You can provide encrypted values for passwords or other sensitive data that you do not want to save as clear text.

Follow these steps:

1. As an Administrator in the Portal, go to Administration, Workflow Settings, Encryption.
2. Enter the password or sensitive data in the Clear text field.
3. Click Encrypt.
4. Copy the resulting value in the field on the right and use this encrypted value as the value of the parameter.
5. State which parameters are encrypted by providing the position of encrypted parameters in the

ENCRYPTED_PARAMS_INDICES_ZERO_BASED field.
For example, if you have the following PARAMS value:
PARAMS = "-param:pass="ASGFASDGSDFG@$#!@"","-
param:configurationName=RCM","param:pass2="ASGFASDGSDFG@$#!@""
The value of ENCRYPTED_PARAMS_INDICES_ZERO_BASED must be as follows:
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ENCRYPTED_PARAMS_INDICES_ZERO_BASED = 0,2
The previous line indicates that the first (starting from zero) and the third parameters are encrypted.

Data Files
Contents

Identity Governance uses three separate but related files in a text-based, comma-separated format to represent a
configuration.

The user and resource database files contain the basic details of users and resources. The configuration file contains the
dynamic parts of a configuration; that is, the role and relationship information.

User Database File

User database file names end with the .udb suffix. Each user is represented in this file by one line, which includes comma-
separated values for the following fields (in this order):

• PersonID (the key)
• User name
• Organization name
• Organization type
• (Optional) an unlimited number of additional fields.

Although they are optional, Identity Governance requires you to specify fields for the following types of user information
when you define a universe. Define these fields in .udb files that form the basis for a configuration file in a universe.

• LoginID
• User email
• ManagerID

Example: User Database File

The following sample .udb file contains 3 user records.

PersonID,UserName,OrgName,OrgType,Country,Location,ManagerID,email,LoginID,

"52656727","Rodman Adam","System

 Management","Corporate","US","Pennsylvania","54672910","52656727@company.com","IBMR50\\Rodman Adam",

"54672910","Cooper Amos","IT

 Security","Corporate","US","Pennsylvania","64646410","54672910@company.com","IBMR50\\Cooper Amos",

"64646410","Herman Barbara","Operations","Corporate","US","New

 Jersey","64646410","64646410@company.com","IBMR50\\Herman Barbara",

Resource Database File

Resource database file names end with the .rdb suffix. Each resource is represented in this file by one line, which includes
comma-separated values for the following fields (in this order):

• Resource Name 1 (ResName1)
• Resource Name 2 (ResName1)
• Resource Name 3 (ResName1)
• (Optional) An unlimited number of additional fields

The ResName fields typically map to the endpoint or application group of the resource.
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Although they are optional, Identity Governance requires you to specify fields for the following types of resource
information when you define a universe. Define these fields in .rdb files that form the basis for a configuration file in a
universe.

• Application
• ManagerID

Example: Resource Database File

The following sample file contains 3 resource records.

ResName1,ResName2,ResName3,Description,ManagerID-Owner,Location,

"SYS1","RACFPROD","RACF22","Production RACF","77292450","Irvine,CA",

"Domain Users","NT5AVE","WinNT","Active Directory ","91236370","Houson,TX",

"DEVELOP","RACFPROD","RACF22","Production RACF","77292450","Irvine,CA",

Configuration File

Configuration file names end with the .cfg suffix. The configuration file refers to a user database file and a resource
database file. It contains role definitions and links between users, roles, and resources.

NOTE
Multiple configurations may share the same user and resource database files.

The configuration file contains the following elements:

• A header section lists the owner and modification history of the file. The first two lines in the file specify the user and
resource database files that the configuration references. These lines have the following format:
UsersDB,udb_pathname

ResDB,rdb_pathname

NOTE
udb_pathname is the pathname of the referenced user database file, and rdb_pathname is the pathname of
the referenced resource database file.

• User entity declarations define a subset of users from the referenced user database file. Each line defines a single
user, with the following format:
User, udb_record, PersonID

NOTE
udb_record is the index value of a record in the user database file. The first user record in the .udb file has an
index value of zero. PersonID is the value of the PersonID field in the referenced user record.

• Resource entity declarations define a subset of resources from the referenced resource database file. Each line
defines a single resource, with the following format:
Res, rdb_record, ResName1, ResName2, ResName3

NOTE
rdb_record is the index value of a record in the resource database file. The first user record in the .rdb
file has an index value of zero. ResName1, ResName2, ResName3 are the values of the corresponding
mandatory fields in the referenced resource record.

• Role declarations define a role in terms of users, resources, or other roles in the configuration. Each declaration
defines a single role in one line, with the following format:
Role,roleID,roleName,roleDescription,roleOrganization,roleOwner
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NOTE
roleID is the numerical identifier Identity Governance assigns to the role, roleName is the unique name of the
role, roleDescription is a text description of the role, roleOrganization is the organization associated with the
role, and roleOwner is the user that owns the role.

• Link declarations define role contents and user privileges as a set of links between the declared user, role and
resource entities. Each line defines a single link, with the following format:
Link_type,Entity1,Entity2

NOTE
Link_type specifies the type of link. Entity1 and Entity2 specify the linked entities, using the record index of a
user or resource entity, or the roleID of a role entity.

The Link_type string can have the following values:
– User-Res: user-resource link
– User-Role: user-role link
– Role-Res: role-resource link
– Role-Role: role-role link (parent-child link within the role hierarchy)

NOTE
Entities must be listed in order. For example, in a User-Res declaration, the first entity is a user record, and
the second entity is a resource record. In a Role-Role link, the first entity is the roleID of the parent role, and
the second entity is the roleID of the child role.

Example: Configuration File

Configuration files are typically much larger than this sample. In this example, role 1001 has only one resource, role 1014
has two resources, and role 1015 includes both role 1001 and role 1014 as children.

UsersDB,.\UsersDB.udb

ResDB,.\ResDB.rdb

CreateDate,03/09/2007 12:27

ModifyDate,03/09/2007 12:27

StatusDate,17/04/2007 15:36

Owner1,Ilan Sharoni

Organization1,Company

Owner2,

Organization2,

Operation1,

Operation2,

Operation3,

Status,

ParentConfigName,SQL://(local).sdb/ConfigWithRoles.cfg

User,0,"45489940"

User,1,"47868650"

User,2,"52656727"

Res,0,"APPLDEV","RACFTEST","RACF22"

Res,1,"BRLIMSYS","RACFPROD","RACF22"

Res,2,"DEVELOP","RACFPROD","RACF22"

Role,1001,"BASIC ROLE","Basic role - for all IT users","Enterprise","82922230","Org

 Role","","45489940","Approved","09/05/2007 10:36","No Rule","Enterprise","Corporate",""

Role,1014,"Title - Product Manager","Characteristic Role (50%)","Title - Product Manager","99883135","Org

 Role","","45489940","Approved","09/05/2007 10:36","Title=Product Manager;","Title","Corporate",""

Role,1015,"Title - Operator","Characteristic Role (50%)","Title - Operator","45489940","Org

 Role","","45489940","Approved","09/05/2007 10:36","Title=Operator;","Title","Corporate",""
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User-Res,0,2

User-Res,0,1

User-Role,1,1001

User-Role,2,1014

Role-Res,1001,0

Role-Res,1014,1

Role-Res,1014,2

Role-Role,1015,1014

Role-Role,1015,1001
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Reference
Contains the product system properties and the Connector Xpress content.

System Properties
Contents

Properties Settings

The Properties Settings utility provides access to the eurekify.properties file, where you create property keys and you edit
existing property key values.

Common Properties are properties that other Identity Governance components use, such as Workpoint and the CA
User Activity Reporting . These common properties are listed separately under Common Properties Settings. This utility
functions in the same way as the general Properties Settings utility.

The Properties table contains the following columns:

• Type
The associated property file name.

• Property Key
The property key name.

• Property Value
The property key assigned value.

When creating or editing an existing property, the data is saved to the Identity Governance database. If the value of a
database property key is different from the value listed in the eurekify.properties file, the system uses the value listed in
the database.

NOTE
You can encrypt an existing property by editing the property and selecting the Encrypt Property check box.

The Portal provides you with the following property types to store your key values:

• Home Directory Property
The value is taken from the eurekify.properties file. The value can be the default value, or the value if someone
manually edited the eurekify.properties file.

• Database Property
The value is taken from the database. Selecting this property type overrides the value of the property in the
eurekify.properties file.

NOTE
You can change a property value only by saving the property as a Database Property. The Save button is not
enabled otherwise. To revert to the default value (for a database property), click Remove from DB.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Administration menu click Settings.
The list of available options appears.

2. Click Property Settings or Common Property Settings.
The Property Settings Page screen opens.
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Create a Property Key

You define property keys as part of the product. You install property keys by default in Identity Governance. To add new
property keys to the property file, use the Properties Settings utility.

To create a property key, enter the key before you click Add New.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Properties page, enter a name of a property key in the Properties text box.
2. Click Add New.

The Edit Property screen appears.
3. Enter a property value in the Property Value text box.
4. In the Type field, select a database type from the drop-down list.
5. (Optional) Select the Encrypt Property check box to encrypt a property.

NOTE
Some common properties (bootstrap) cannot be encrypted.

6. Click Save.
The new property key appears in the Property Settings screen.

Customize Columns in My Task Tables

You can customize the tables that display workflow actions. Customize the information that is displayed for different types
of actions to support your decision process.

Click Customize on a table header you want to modify. In the dialog, you can add or remove columns, and change their
order.

Mandatory columns cannot be removed from table displays. Red text and a locked padlock icon indicate mandatory
columns in customization screens and dialogs. Some mandatory columns are hard-coded defaults in Identity Governance.
Administrators can define additional mandatory columns.

Utilities
Contents

Updating Existing Links

The following system properties enable RACI synchronization to update existing links:

• raci.sync.override.accountable.roles
Determines whether existing roles are updated in the Accountable configuration. When this property is true, Identity
Governance updates the Accountable configuration when the accountable user of a role changes. To implement this
property for a universe, create a property with the following name:
universe.property.universe_name.raci.sync.override.accountable.roles

NOTE
universe_name is the name of the target universe.

Default: False
• raci.sync.override.accountable.resources

Determines whether existing resources are updated in the Accountable configuration. When this property is true,
Identity Governance updates the Accountable configuration when the accountable user for the resource changes. To
implement this property for a universe, create a property with the following name:
universe.property.universe_name.raci.sync.override.accountable.resources
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NOTE
universe_name is the name of the target universe.

Default: False
• continuousUpdates.shouldSyncRaci

Determines whether to synchronize RACI in each Identity Governance notification from CA Identity Manager.
Default: True.
Valid values are as follows:
– True

Users can specify if they want CA Identity Manager users included in Identity Governance RACI configuration.
– False

Users can specify if they do not want CA Identity Manager users included in Identity Governance RACI
configuration.

• continuousUpdtes.shouldUpdatePermissionsConfiguration
Determines whether to synchronize RACI in each Identity Governance permission notification from CA Identity
Manager.
Default: True.
Valid values are:
– True

Users can specify if they want CA Identity Manager users included in Identity Governance RACI configuration.
– False

Users can specify if they want CA Identity Manager users included in Identity Governance RACI configuration.
• raci.sync.override.accountable.roles

RACI synchronization does not update links to users in the A configuration.
– Description:

After synchronizing the RACI configuration through the portal, links to users in the A configuration that determines
the managers to assign to tickets are not updated. As a result, tickets are assigned to the default administrator or to
previous manager.

Default: False
– Solution:

Follow these steps:
– Set the following properties to True:

raci.sync.override.accountable.roles
raci.sync.override.accountable.resources

– Perform the RACI synchronization.
The accountable configuration (A configuration) contains the link to the user that is written in the role/resource field
marked as the owner in the universe definition.

Encrypt Administrator Passwords

Use the following system properties to encrypt Identity Governance administrator passwords:

• sage.admin password
Defines the Identity Governance EAdmin user account password.
Default: eurekify

• sage.batch.password
Defines the password of the EBatch user account.
Default: eurekify

• usage.import.logmanager.odbc.host
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Defines the hostname of the target CA User Activity Reporting server.
Default: elmhostname

• usage.import.logmanager.odbc.port
Defines the default CA User Activity Reporting database port.
Default: 17002

NOTE
To verify the database port CA User Activity Reporting Module is listening on, open Administrative Tools in
Windows, and select Services, ODBC Server. Click on the CA User Activity Reporting server and check the
Server Listening Port field.

• usage.import.logmanager.odbc.user
Defines the username of the CA User Activity Reporting account that Identity Governance uses to log in to CA User
Activity Reporting . Must be an administrator account in CA User Activity Reporting or an account that has read access
to everything.
Default: elmusername

• usage.import.logmanager.odbc.password
Defines the password of the CA User Activity Reporting account that Identity Governance uses to log in to CA User
Activity Reporting .
Default: apassword

• usage.online.logmanager.https.host
Defines the hostname of the target CA User Activity Reporting server.

• usage.online.logmanager.https.port
Defines the listening port on the target CA User Activity Reporting server portal.
Default: 5250

• usage.online.logmanager.https.certificate
Specifies the CA User Activity Reporting security certificate name provided when registering Identity Governance on
the CA User Activity Reporting server.
Default: CA_RCM

Workpoint Processes

System properties described in this section affect Workpoint processes.

The following system property controls progressive launch of Workpoint processes:

• lazy.workflow.job.creation.enabled
Specifies whether Identity Governance uses progressive launch. When this Boolean property is true, Identity
Governance generates review actions based on the initial review node of Workpoint processes before it creates a
Workpoint job instance.
Default: True.
Unilateral Cancel - During a workflow, a task can be canceled or become irrelevant. For example, a manager can
terminate a request for several new privileges when only some of them are approved. Identity Governance marks
these tasks internally as canceled, but does not continue to manage the corresponding Workpoint process. When a
custom process includes conditions and nodes to handle a canceled process, Identity Governance does not return the
cancellation status to the Workpoint process, and does not handle those nodes.

The following system property controls unilateral cancellation of Workpoint processes:

• aggregated.workflow.job.cancel.enabled
Specifies whether Identity Governance maintains Workpoint processes that correspond to canceled workflow tasks.
When this Boolean property is true, Identity Governance continues to interact with Workpoint processes after their
workflow tasks are canceled.
Default: False.
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System Properties for Emails

Use the following system properties to configure the Identity Governance connection to an SMTP server, and to define
email behavior.

NOTE
Some of these properties are set automatically during Identity Governance installation.

• mail.Server
Defines the URL of the SMTP server.

• mail.ServerPort
Defines the port used for communication with the SMTP server.

• mail.user
Defines the user account for Identity Governance on the SMTP server.

NOTE
If you enter a value in the mail.user property, an unauthenticated mail server may have issues when sending
emails. When using an unauthenticated SMTP server, we recommend that you leave the mail.user and
mail.password properties empty.

• mail.password
Defines the password of the Identity Governance account on the SMTP server.

• mail.from
Defines the originating e-mail address of the Identity Governance server. Default: RCM@ca.com

• mail.useSSL
Determines whether communication with the SMTP server uses SSL encryption.

• mail.max.attempts
Defines how many times Identity Governance attempts to send an email.

• mail.sending interval
Defines the time, in seconds, between attempts by Identity Governance to send emails.

• mail.smtp.timeout
Defines Identity Governance email timeout, in seconds, by attempts to send emails.
Default: 60 seconds

• portalExternalLink.certificationUrl
Defines the value of the certification URL parameter in email templates.

• portalExternalLink.homeUrl
Defines the value of the Identity Governance URL home page parameter in email templates.

Help Desk Integration
Contents

Client Creation Events

Defines whether to delegate Identity Governance ticket creation events to clients, such as a help desk application.

• tmsEvent.create.enable
Values: True/False

Help Desk User Name

Defines the help desk user name used to access the product, such as administrator.

• integration.unicenter.servicedesk.username
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Default: administrator

Help Desk Password

Defines the password for the help desk user.

• integration.unicenter.servicedesk.password
Default: capassword

Help Desk Web Service URL

Defines the help desk Web Service URL.

• integration.unicenter.servicedesk.webservice.url

NOTE
CA Help Desk r12 exposes a new web service, but the product only supports the r11 Web Service.

Default: http://HOSTNAME:8080/axis/services/USD_WebServiceSoap

Help Desk System User Login

Defines the field in the permission configuration user database (eurekify.udb) that states the login ID of the user in the
help desk system.

• integration.unicenter.servicedesk.user.field

NOTE
If not specified, PersonID is used.

Default: HelpDeskLogin

Help Desk Ticket Type Mapping

Defines the mapping between Identity Governance ticket types and the help desk ticket types, using a key-value pair.

• integration.unicenter.servicedesk.type.mapping
Default: TMS:TestTicket=1,SAGE:*RoleTicket=2,FlowTicketForImport__V0.8=2,...

Example: TMS:TestTicket=ChangeOrder,SAGE:*RoleTicket=Bug, SAGE:ErrTicket=Issue

This example details the following:

Maps the Identity Governance test ticket to the help desk ChangeOrder:

• Maps the Identity Governance error ticket to the help desk 'Issue' ticket
• Maps any Identity Governance ticket with a type that ends in 'RoleTicket' to a help desk ticket of 'Bug' type.

(SAGE:*RoleTicket=Bug)

Help Desk Object Type

Defines the help desk object type of the number ticket.

• integration.unicenter.servicedesk.object.type.[number 1-3]
Default: chg

Number Ticket Attribute Definition

Defines numberticket attributes. Use the velocity template language to set the values for this property. Predefined
variables are available to set these values.
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• integration.unicenter.servicedesk.attributes.number[1-3]
Default: chg_ref_num,....

Examples

chg_ref_num, RCM_1_${ticket.getTicketId()}_${currentTime},

description, ${ticket.getDescription()},

summary, ${ticket.getTitle()}, 

affected_contact, ${ticketOwnerHandle}, 

requestor, ${loginUserHandle} =

NOTE
For more information about the velocity template language, see the Apache Velocity Project User Guide.

Implicit Accounts
Contents

When a Identity Governance universe does not have account configurations, or a user has no accounts on external
endpoints, account information is unavailable. The product creates an implicit account to relate resources to users even
when account information is unavailable from external endpoints.

Implicit accounts have the following structure:

• Account name - The account name is taken from the field specified in the implicit.accounts.field.name property.
• Mapped endpoint - The default mapped endpoint is taken from the Configuration resource application field that is

specified for the universe.

implicit.accounts.enabled

implicit.accounts.enabled

Specifies if the product creates implicit accounts for users.

Valid values; True, False

Default: False

NOTE
We recommend using account correlation instead of enabling this feature.

implicit.accounts.field.name

implicit.accounts.field.name

Specifies the field of user records that is used to name implicit accounts. Typically this is the loginID field.

Default: personId

implicit.accounts.field.nameuniverse_name

implicit.accounts.field.nameuniverse_name

Specifies the user record field that is used to name implicit accounts in the specified universe. This value overrides the
value of the implicit.accounts.field.name property for the specified universe.

NOTE
There is no period between name and universe_name in this field.

universe
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Defines the universe that uses the field specified to name implicit accounts.

Traffic Limits for Usage Data
This property defines the waiting period for data queries from Identity Governance to the CA User Activity Reporting .
Increase this property value to support increased query volume. When the volume of traffic at the CA User Activity
Reporting server is high, use values of an hour (3600 seconds) or more. If time periods are minimized, but timeouts
persist, change the value of the following system property to suit the size of the Identity Governance data universe and
your operating environment:

• usage.import.logmanager.odbc.timeout.seconds

Process Parameters for Default Reviewers
Contents

Standard Workpoint processes that include review nodes declare process-level parameters for default reviewers. When
Identity Governance initiates a Workpoint job, it populates these parameters with names based on user settings (such as
options in the certification creation wizard) or defaults. All nodes in the process can use these parameters to reference the
specified default reviewer.

In processes that add or remove a link, a single default reviewer is specified.

In certification processes, one default reviewer is specified for initial certification, and two default reviewers are specified
for change approvals, one for each entity in the link under review.

NOTE
In certification processes that manage links between parent and child roles, only one default reviewer is
specified for approval of changes.

You can use any of these parameters to specify a default reviewer for any certification or change approval action.
However, the default reviewer associated with one entity may not be knowledgeable or appropriate for other review
actions.

flow.defaultManager

flow.defaultManager

Defines the default reviewer for initial certification in a certification. This parameter acquires its value from the
Workflow.defaultManager Identity Governance system property.

flow.userApproval.portalUser.defaultManager

flow.userApproval.portalUser.defaultManager

Defines the default reviewer for approval of changes to a user in a certification.

flow.roleApproval.portalUser.defaultManager

flow.roleApproval.portalUser.defaultManager

Defines the default reviewer for approval of changes to a role in a certification.

flow.resourceApproval.portalUser.defaultManager

flow.resourceApproval.portalUser.defaultManager

Defines the default reviewer for approval of changes to a role in a certification.
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system.approval.defaultManager

system.approval.defaultManager

Defines the default reviewer in general processes to add or remove links. This parameter acquires its value from the
approval.defaultManager Identity Governance system property.

Conceal Custom Configuration Option
You can conceal the Use custom configuration option in Identity Governance to discourage users from customizing
endpoint mappings when defining a connector to CA Identity Manager or the IAM Connector Server.

The following property determines whether a user can access the custom configuration option when defining a connector
to CA Identity Manager or the IAM Connector Server:

• universe.property.universe_name.endpointAssociations.enabled
Defines whether the custom configuration option is displayed in the connector wizard. When true, the option to
customize endpoint mappings appears. When false, the option to customize endpoint mappings is unavailable, and the
user cannot configure associations for loaded endpoint templates.
Default: True

FIPS Compliant Encryption
The following properties configure FIPS-compliant encryption:

• pbe.fips.enabled
Specifies if Identity Governance uses FIPS-compliant encryption algorithms.
Default: False
True—Use FIPS-compliant encryption.
False—Use non-compliant encryption.

• pbe.provider
Defines the FIPS-compliant algorithms provider. Leave this property blank to use the RSA JSafeJCE algorithms
that CA provides. If you specify another provider, copy that algorithm set to all computers running the Identity
Governance server.

• passphrase.getter.class
Defines the Java class that iretrieves the encryption key.
Specify one of the previous options by setting the passphrase.getter.class parameter when you configure FIPS
encryption.
Default: com.eurekify.security.SimplePassPhraseGetter
The CSM Password Tool enables you to use a FIPS key in an external file generated by the tool for encryption.

System Properties for Business Workflows
Contents

Administrators use Identity Governance Client Tools to analyze and directly edit Identity Governance data files. When the
administrators change a configuration file, they can submit these changes to the Identity Governance server. The server
initiates the appropriate workflow to approve and implement the changes.

Because no business user initiates these workflows, the system properties described in this section define default owners.

approvals.flowOwner

approvals.flowOwner
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Defines the default owner of workflows submitted from Identity Governance client applications. By default the Identity
Governance system administrator is the owner for these workflows. To implement this property for a universe, create a
property with the following name:

universe.property.universe_name.approvals.flowOwner

NOTE
universe_name is the name of the target universe.

Default: AD1\EAdmin

role.defaultOwner.enable

role.defaultOwner.enable

Determines whether the approval.role.defaultOwner system property defines the default owner for new role requests from
Identity Governance client applications. When this Boolean property is false, the Identity Governance administrator is the
owner of these roles, and the value of approval.role.defaultOwner is ignored.

Default: True

approval.role.defaultOwner

approval.role.defaultOwner

Defines the default owner of a proposed new role submitted from Identity Governance client applications. This user
must be in the target universe for role creation. If this property is null, or if the specified user is not in the target universe,
Identity Governance creates the role without an owner. In this case the user specified by the approval.defaultManager
system property reviews the role request.

Default: AD1\EAdmin

Business Flows
 Contents 

Action Details Screen Action Management

Defines group handling of actions in the Action Details screens.

• businessflows.reviewers.default.allowSelectAll
This property determines whether reviewers can manage all actions in a table as a group. When set to true, action
detail tables display checkboxes in the Approve, Reject, and Reassign column headers. Reviewers select these
check boxes to apply a decision to all the links in the table. This property also determines the default behavior for
certifications. When this property is true, the Enable managers to select an entire column option in the Reviewers
screen of the Add Certification wizard is selected by default.
Default: True

My Details Actions

Defines users to control groups of actions from the My Tasks overview screen.

• businessflows.inbox.approveRejectAll.enabled
Determines whether reviewers can approve or reject groups of actions in the My Tasks overview screen. When set to
true, the My Tasks overview screen displays Assign and Reject columns. Users can approve or reject groups of actions
listed in the screen. They can also select checkboxes in the Approve and Reject column headers to apply a decision to
the entire contents of a table.
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 Default: False

My Tasks Actions

Defines whether reviewers can reassign groups of actions in the My Tasks overview screen.

• businessflows.inbox.reassignAll.enabled
When this property is set to true, the My Tasks overview screen displays the Reassign column. Users can reassign
groups of actions listed in the screen. They can also select check boxes in the Reassign column headers to reassign
the entire contents of a table.
Default: False

User Details Popup Dialog

Enables you to set the user data column linked to the Details popup dialog.

• businessflows.inbox.display.field.USER
Default: UserName

Resource Details Popup Dialog

Enables you to set the resource data column linked to the Details popup dialog.

• businessflows.inbox.display.field.RESOURCE
Default: Resname1

Role Details Popup Dialog

Enables you to set the role data column linked to the Details popup dialog.

• businessflows.inbox.display.field.ROLE
 Default: Rolename

Approve or Reject All Entity Actions

Enables reviewers to approve or reject all the actions for an entity without having to address each action individually.

• businessflows.inbox.approveRejectAll.enabled
Default: False

Reassign Entity Tasks

Enables reviewers to reassign all the tasks for an entity without having to address each action individually.

• businessflows.inbox.reassignAll.enabled
Set the value of this property to true to enable this functionality
Default: False

Escalate Property

This property is used for filtering the escalate option user list, and contains the following options:

• tms.escalate.filter
Default escalate filter.
Example:
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tms.escalate.filter=GFilter=(Organization=$$owner.Organization$$)
• tms.escalate filter.TicketType.SAGE.ChangeApprovalParentTicket

Ticket type filter.
Example:
tms.escalate.filter.TicketType.SAGE.ChangeApprovalParentTicket=GFilter=(Organization= cookingdept)

• tms.escalate.filter.LinkUser-Role
Ticket name filter.
Example:
tms.escalate.filter.LinkUser-Role=GFilter=(Email=ssimhi@eurekify.com)

Sage Security Parameters
Contents

These properties determine various performance features and header and cookie details.

sage.security.disable.optimizations

Enables you to set the security filter calculation optimization. This setting improves performance for all the components
that use security filters.

• sage.security.disable.optimizations
Default: False
These values preserve the old security filter calculation if we do not want to use this new feature.
Example: We can see that security filter 1 already contains security filter 2, and therefore filter 2 is redundant.
If we have the following security filters:
– 1. Role=a*
– 2. Role=ab*
Available settings for this property are Boolean (true,false).
Where sage.security.disable.optimizations = true:
Identity Governance does not do security filter optimization when it calculate it s filter result.
sage.security.disable.optimizations=false:
Identity Governance does security filter optimization before calculating the filter result (default).

Single Sign-on (SSO)

Enables SSO on the Identity Governance server by setting the following system property to True.

• sage.security.SiteMinder.enabled
Specifies whether you implement SSO using CA SiteMinder.
Default: False
Valid values: True, False.

Proxy ID Expiration

Defines the lifetime of a proxy ID, in minutes. Identity Governance creates temporary proxy user IDs to support user
authentication by CA SiteMinder®.

• sage.security.GUID.expiration.minutes
Default: 360 minutes (6 hours).
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Regular Expression Role Filter

Defines whether regular expression characters in the filter are escaped.

• sage.security.filter.escapeRegex
Default: False
When set to false, you can create a role filter such as 'rolename=Org.*' that enables you to see all roles that start with
'Org'. The asterisk (*) is read as a wildcard.
When set to true, you can create a role filter that includes a regular expression character in the role name. To filter for
a role with a regular expression character, the character must be escaped in the permission configuration, for example,
'rolename=Org\.\*'.

Returned HTTP Header UserID

Defines the attribute label in the returned HTTP header that contains the username or the value of the UserID field. The
field defined in this property must be present in the HTTP header.

• sage.security.CA SiteMinder.username.attribute
Default: sm_user

Returned HTTP Header User Name

Defines the attribute label in the returned HTTP header that contains the user domain.

• sage.security.CA SiteMinder.domain.attribute
Default: rcm_domain

Specify the Session Cookie Name for Each Zone

Configure this system property to specify the session cookie name for each zone.

Replace zone_name with the name of the SiteMinder zone. Specify the session cookie name as the value for the system
property.

• sage.security.siteminder.cookie.zone_name

Single Sign-on (SSO) User ID
This property controls Identity Governance SSO operations.

• sage.security.GUID.expiration.delta.seconds
Identity Governance creates temporary proxy user IDs to support user authentication by CA SiteMinder®. This property
defines a cutoff time before the proxy ID expires, beyond which no new requests are sent using the ID.
Default: 60 seconds.

Business Policy Rules (BPR) Compliance Properties
Contents

This section describes BPR compliance properties.

Segregation of Duties (SoD)

Current Segregation of Duties (SoD) rules only consider users that are assigned to one or more of the specified
resources. This property considers all users, even those users that are not assigned to resources.
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This property enables you to create a Segregation of Duties (SoD) rule that counts users that do not have any of the
specified entities as violators.

• bpr.sod.ignore.zero
Default: True
– True
Specifies that users who have no defined roles or resources on the left side of the SoD rule are not considered
violators.
– False
Specifies that users who have no defined roles or resources on the left side of the SoD are considered violators. The
system detects users who have none of the specified entities.

NOTE
This functionality only exists in the Identity Governance Portal Client. Tools behavior is unchanged and
ignores users with zero specified resources.

ALL Flag BPR Rules

Controls the behavior of the ALL flag for BPR rules that specify their entities as regular expressions.

• bpr.all.representative
– True
Specifies that a representative entity for each rule is present.
Default: False
– False
Specifies that all of the entities that satisfy all of the rules are present.

Example:

If there are two rules on the left with the following statements:

• Roles that begin with A
• Roles that begin with B

If the property is set to false, ALL is satisfied only if the user has all of the roles that begin with A and all of the roles that
begin with B.

If the property is set to true, ALL is satisfied if the user has at least one role that begins with A (a representative that
satisfies the firstrule) AND at least one role that begins with B (a representative that satisfies the second rule).

CA Business Intelligence Properties
Contents

This section describes CA Business Intelligence properties.

bo.boReportUserPassword

Describes the CA Business Intelligence password that is provided to generated users to view reports.

• bo.password

bo.host

Contains the SAP BusinessObject host name and port.

• bo.host
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Default: localhost:6400

bo.httpUrl

Describes the CA Business Intelligence URL for report viewing.

• bo.httpUrl
Default: http://localhost:8080/OpenDocument/opendoc/openDocument.jsp

Example: CA Business Intelligence report URL

http://mybomachine:8081/OpenDocument/opendoc/openDocument.jsp

bo. password

Describes the CA Business Intelligence password.

• bo.password

bo.universeName

Describes the CA Business Intelligence universe name.

• bo.universeName
Default: Identity Governance

bo.user

Describes the CA Business Intelligence user with administrator permissions.

• bo.user
Default: Administrator

Pre-approved Web Services
By default, web services do not include pre-approved violations.

• audit.approved.alerts.webservices.include
Default: False
To include pre-approved violations, set this property to true.

Save Data Extraction
Enables data extraction by specifying whether the product saves data snapshots to the external report database.

• reportdb.enabled
Default: False
Valid values: True, False

NOTE
The product resets this property to false when it cannot export a scheduled data snapshot to the database. If the
connection to the database server is interrupted, reset the property to true when the connection is restored.

Custom Certification Workflow Processes
The product uses a set of predefined processes to execute certification tasks. Administrators can create alternative
processes, which change how Identity Governance implements certification tasks. For example, administrators can define
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a set of processes that involve higher management levels in certification reviews. When you create a certification, you can
specify which set of processes controls the execution of certification tasks.

Before you can apply alternative processes to your certification, administrators must create the processes, import them to
the product, and map them to a certification business workflow.

The following system property is used in the process for the default user for approval and decision making:

• Workflow.defaultManager
Use this property value as a default user for approval and decision making activities.
Default: AD1\EAdmin

• Value: User login

Transaction Log Event Recording
Contents

These properties specify whether to record an event in the transaction log for a specific pupose.

Portal User Login

Specifies whether to record an event in the transaction log when a user logs in to the Identity Governance Portal.

• txlog.portal.login.enable
Default: False
Values: True, False

Portal User Logout

Specifies whether to record an event in the transaction log when a user logs out of the Identity Governance Portal.

• txlog.portal.logout.enable
Default: False
Values: True, False

Web Service Login

Specifies whether to record an event in the transaction log when a web service logs out of the Identity Governance Portal.

• txlog.webservice.login.enable
Default: False
Values: True, False

Record Transaction Log Events

Specifies whether to record events in the transaction log when users navigate in the Identity Governance Portal.

• txlog.portal.pageaccess.enable
Default: False
Values: True, False

Tracking User Navigation

Specifies the portal pages to include when tracking user navigation in the Identity Governance portal. Identify pages of the
portal by their class names, and format the list as comma-separated values.

• txlog.portal.pageaccess.include.pageclasses
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Default: *

Example: Tracking user navigation to the Identity Governance Portal home page

The following string enables you to track user navigation to the portal home page and the top-level dashboard and entity
browser pages:

com.eurekify.web.portal.homepage.HomePage,com.eurekify.web.dashboards.ConfigurationDashboardPage,com.eurekify.web.entitybrowser.EurekifyBrowserPage

Tracking Excluded Portal Pages

Specifies the Identity Governance Portal pages exclude when tracking user navigation in the CA Identity Governance
Portal. Identify Identity Governance Portal pages by their class names, and format the list as comma-separated values.

• txlog.portal.pageaccess.exclude.pageclasses
Default: com.eurekify.web.portal.EmptyPage

Record an Event for Web Service Login

Specifies whether to record an event in the transaction log when a web service logs in to the Identity Governance Portal.

• txlog.webservice.login.enable
Default: False
Values: True, False

Model Event Notification Properties
Contents

Workflows can result in universe model configuration changes. You can export these changes to provisioning endpoints by
using the Model Event Notification API. This API provides a JMS topic for all model changes. You can then write custom
code on external clients that manages this model event information.

Enabled Event Notification

Indicates whether model event notification is enabled. This parameter signals the availability of the Model Event
Notification API to Identity Governance Workpoint processes that contain the Notify Model Change and Notify Aggregated
Model Change building blocks.

• approval.isModelChangeNotificationOn
Default: False

Enabled Event that Triggers a Notification

Specifies what events trigger a change notification.

• modelEvent.producer.fireEvent
Values: Valid values include:
– Atomic

Triggers an event after every approval during a workflow.
– Aggregate

Triggers an event when all approvals complete for a workflow.

Specify LDAP Authentication
When you enable LDAP authentication, the system authenticates users logging in to the Portal using the LDAP directory.
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• sage.security.disable.ADAuthentication
Default: True
For LDAP authentication, set to false.

• security.ldap.server
Identifies the LDAP server name in your network.
Default: adserver

• security.manager.dn
The LDAP administrator username in your network.
Default: AD1\EAdmin

• security.manager.password
The LDAP administrator password in your network.
Default: eurekify

System, Workflow and Task Parameters
The product exposes several types of parameters to Workpoint processes. Typically the product populates these
parameters with values when it creates a Workpoint job.

• System parameters receive static values based on CA Identity Governance. These values are not unique to the
workflow context. The system. prefix identifies these parameters.

• Workflow parameters receive unique local values based on the data set and other options in the business workflow
context. For example, many settings in the certification creation wizard pass to Workpoint processes as workflow
parameters. The flow. prefix identifies these parameters.

• Task parameters receive unique local values based on the workflow context. These values are necessary to complete
the task associated with the Workpoint process. For example, the attributes that identify entities under review are
necessary and specific to a link review task, and depend on the source configuration and data filters in the workflow
context. The task. prefix identifies these parameters.

Examples: System, Workflow, and Task Parameters

The RoleSuggURole process suggests new roles during a role certification campaign. This process declares the following
parameters:

• certification.useApprovers
Specifies which entities in a link under review generate reviewers. The value comes from the
certification.useApprovers Identity Governance system property.
This value is not unique to the workflow, but applies to review tasks in all business workflows.
 Default: 1,2

• flow.userApproval.userMembersList
Specifies the member list that is used to assign reviewers for user entities.
This parameter reflects settings made by the user in the campaign creation wizard, and stored by the product in the
workflow context. The flow. prefix indicates that it applies to all tasks of this worfklow that review a user entity.

• task.personID
Specifies the user in the link under review.

• task.roleName
Specifies the role in the link under review.

These task parameters contain information unique to this workflow task. Other Workpoint jobs of the workflow reference
other links in the campaign.
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Special Characters for Member Lists Properties
These system properties define special characters used to parse comma-separated values (CSV) files for member lists.

• memberlist.csv.reader.separator
Defines the character that separates fields in each line of the file. The comma (,) character is used by default.

• memberlist.csv.reader.escape
Defines the escape sequence used in the file. The backslash (\) character is used by default.

• memberlist.csv.reader.quotechar
Defines the character that encloses field values that have spaces of other special characters. The double-quote (")
character is used by default.

Example: Backslash Characters in CSV Input

Often CSV input for a member list contains backslash characters in pathnames, as in the following example:

Login, Category, Value

DOMAIN\Hector_Torres, ResName3, Solaris\HTorres

DOMAIN\Alex_Patrick, Location, Atlanta

By default, the CSV parser treats the backslash character as an escape character. The resulting member list omits
backslashes, as follows:

Login, Category, Value

DOMAINHector_Torres, ResName3, SolarisHTorres

DOMAINAlex_Patrick, Location, Atlanta

To include the backslash character in field values, edit the memberlist.csv.reader.escape system property to define a
different escape character.

NOTE
Select an escape character that does not appear in your data. Do not use the double quote character as an
escape character.

Define CA IdentityMinder Thread Pool Size
Defines the thread pool size for an export to Identity Manager.

• connectors.im.export.thread.pool.size
Default: 15

Logout URL
Defines the web page to which users are sent when they log out of the Identity Governance Portal. For a page external to
the Identity Governance Portal, specify the full URL of the page. For a page in the Identity Governance Portal, specify only
the page name, and omit the host, port, and pathname of the portal.

• logout.landingPageUrl
Default: loginForm

Date Display
Contents

These properties define day, month, year, hour and minute display.
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Day, Month, and Year

Defines the Identity Governance format for the day, month, and year.

• format.onlyDate.display
Default: dd/MM/yyyy

Day, Month, Year, Hour and Minute

Defines the Identity Governance format for the day, month, year, hour and minute.

• format.date.display
Default: dd/MM/yyyy HH:mm

Define Workpoint Server Information
Defines the DNS and port information for Workpoint servers.

• java.naming.provider.url
When there is a single server in your cluster, use the following:
– java.naming.provider.url=iiop://server:port
If you have more than one server use:
– java.naming.provider.url=corbaloc:iiop: server1:port,: server2:port,: server3:port,: server4:port

NOTE
Port is typically the application server Bootstrap port.

Certification Rows Displayed
These properties describe the default displayed number of rows of a certification in a Identity Governance Home Portal
page for an administrator and a business user.

• dashboard.officer.currentCertifications.visibleItems
Default: Six

• dashboard.bu.currentCertifications.visibleItems
Default: Six

Information Bubble Properties
The following system properties have been added for information bubbles:

• tooltip.balloons.mouse.enabled
When you focus on an object using the mouse or another input device, an information bubble automatically appears.
Default: True

• tooltip.balloons.onfocus.show.enabled
When you focus on an object using the keyboard as a primary input device, an information bubble automatically
appears.
Default: True

• tooltip.balloons.onfocus.show.delay
Time delay for keyboard focus. The unit of measure is in milliseconds.
Default: 3000

• tooltip.balloons.onfocus.triggerKey
Assign a keyboard trigger key for the keyboard information bubble.
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Certifications

Certifications

The review nodes of standard Workpoint processes declare parameters for default reviewers. The parameters populate
with names based on the certification creation wizard user settings when Identity Governance initiates a Workpoint job. All
nodes in the process can use these parameters to reference the default reviewer. A single default reviewer is specified in
processes that add or remove a link.
One default reviewer is specified for the initial certification process. Two default reviewers are specified for change
approvals with one reviewer for each entity in the link under review.

NOTE

Only one default reviewer is specified for changes approval in a certification process that manages links
between parent and child roles.

Use these parameters to specify a default reviewer for a certification or change approval action. Remember that
the default reviewer associated with one entity is not always the appropriate reviewer other actions.

Consult

You can enable consultation with an additional reviewer about a certification item using the following property.

certification.more.consult.enabled

Enables another reviewer to be asked for input about a certification item.
Default: True

Multiple Reveiwers on Customized Workflows

You can customize workflows to support multiple reviewers by adding a new property. This property exposes a new UI
button that enables you to download a CSV/MS Excel file that details reviewer progress.

administration.workflows.progress.by.reviewers.csv.button.show

Enables customized workflows for multiple reviewers.
Default: True
Set this property to true to enable this functionality.

Reassignment

You can enable, disable, or configure reassign behavior with the following properties.
In the Portal go to Administration, Settings, Property Settings. Click Edit on the row with the property that you want to
configure.

certification.reassign.enabled

Enables a certification to be reassigned to another employee.
Default: True

certification.more.reassign.enabled

Enables a certification to be assigned to more than one employee.
Default: True

email.onCertificationReassignCertifyUserAction.cc

Enables email notification to be sent to the relevant employees when a certification item is reassigned.
Example: user@example.com or a Login ID such as AD1\EAdmin
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You can enter two or more users by typing a semicolon between the email addresses:
user1@example.com;user2@example.com.

Reassignment Across Universes

Enables you to control reassignment across universes. A certification certifier can reassign tasks to a user who has
moved to another universe.
This system property is useful when you have multiple universes set up, and each universes represents a different
organization within a company. If during a user certification, an employee moves to another organization within the
company, the previous manager of the employee can now reassign certification tasks associated with that employee to
the employee's new manager.
campaign.reassign.crossUniverse.enabled

Default: False
Set this property value to true to enable this functionality.

Certification Custom Workflow Processes

Identity Governance uses a set of predefined processes to execute the certification tasks. Administrators can create
alternative processes, which change how Identity Governance implements certification tasks. For example, administrators
can define a set of processes that involve higher management levels in certification reviews. You create a certification and
specify the set of processes that controls the certification tasks execution.
Before you can apply alternative processes to your certification, administrators must create and import the processes to
Identity Governance, and map them to certification business workflow tasks.
Specify the process mapping for your certification in the certification creation wizard Execution screen. The following
options are available under Processes:

• System defaults - Uses the default workflow processes installed with Identity Governance to implement the
certification. Execute standard certification behaviors.

• Customized Processes - Uses the process mapping set you select from the drop-down list for the certification
implementation.

• Processes - Displays the processes that Identity Governance invokes to execute the major tasks of the campaign,
which is based on your selection.

Use the following system property in the process for the default user for approval and decision making:
Workflow.defaultManager

Use this property value as a default user for approval and decision-making activities.
Value: User login
Default: AD1\EAdmin

Delete Expired Alerts

In Identity Governance, you can enable or disable a scheduled task to search through all universes that have an approved
audit card, and delete all expired alerts. This scheduled task can be configured using the Identity Governance Portal.
audit.delete.expired.alerts.enabled

Default: True

audit.delete.expired.alerts.intervals.seconds

Default: 86400 (one day)
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NOTE

To override the default behavior for a specific universe, create a universe-specific property. For example,
you can create the universe.property.Universe \ Name.audit.delete.expired.alerts.enabled property, and set it
appropriately for that universe.
Spaces in a universe name are replaced with a backslash followed by a space (\ )

Certification Processes Available in the Portal

Specifies whether certification processes that bypass the approval task are available in the Identity Governance Portal.
campaign.settings.allowModifiedCampaignProcesses

Default: False
True - Makes review processes that bypass approval available during certification creation.
False - Hides review processes that bypass approval. Only standard review processes, which include approval tasks, can
be selected during certification creation.

Previous Review Decisions as Live Choices in Recertification Tasks

Determines if previous review decisions are presented as live choices in recertification tasks.
campaign.settings.recertification.allowOneClickResubmit

Default: False
True - Previous Approve or Reject decisions are selected by default in recertification tasks. Reviewers in the recertification
can accept these decisions by clicking Submit in the My Tasks screen. The certification creation wizard displays the Keep
Approver's Selections option.
False - Previous Approve or Reject decisions are indicated by grayed icons in recertification tasks, but these decisions
are not selected by default. Reviewers in the recertification must select a review decision for each link under review. The
certification creation wizard displays the Show Approver's Selections option.

Customized Workflow Mappings in the Certification Creation Wizard

Controls the availability of customized workflow mappings in the certification creation wizard. It determines whether users
can specify custom process mappings for individual certifications.
campaign.settings.allowModifiedCampaignProcesses

Default: False
True - Users can specify a custom process mapping when they create a certification . The Processes section and its
options are displayed in the Execution tab of the certification creation wizard.
False - Users cannot specify a custom process mapping when they create a certification . The Process section is not
displayed in the certification creation wizard.

Specify Custom Process Mappings for Individual Certifications

Determines whether users can specify custom process mappings for individual certifications.
IsAggregatedExportEnabled

Default: False
True - Users can specify a custom process mapping when they create a certification. The Processes section and its
options are displayed in the Execution tab of the certification creation wizard.
False - Users cannot specify a custom process mapping when they create a certification. The Process section is not
displayed in the certifications creation wizard

Certify Indirect Links

You can verify indirect links for a certification.
Determines whether users can include indirect links for a certification.
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campaign.allowIndirectTasksActions

Enable certification actions for indirect links through the Portal.
Default: False
True - The Indirect links option in the certification template (Filter step) is active.
False - The Indirect links option in the certification template (Filter step) is inactive. When a certification uses this template,
it creates tasks only for direct links in the certification ini the Portal.

NOTE

This property is informative and only applies on the Universe level.

Connector Xpress
Connector Xpress is a Identity Manager utility for managing dynamic connectors, mapping dynamic connectors to
endpoints, and establishing routing rules for endpoints. You can use it to configure dynamic connectors to allow
provisioning and management of SQL databases and LDAP directories.

Contents:

Connector Xpress lets you create and deploy custom connectors without extensive technical expertise.

You can also set up, edit, and remove a connector server configuration using Connector Xpress.

The primary input into Connector Xpress is the native schema of an endpoint system. For example, you can use
Connector Xpress to connect to an RDBMS and retrieve the SQL schema of the database. You can then use Connector
Xpress to construct mappings from those parts of the native schema that are relevant to identity management and
provisioning. A mapping describes how the provisioning layer represents an element of the native schema.

Connector Xpress generates metadata that describes, to a dynamic connector, the runtime mappings to a target system.

The output of Connector Xpress is a metadata document produced when you complete your mappings. The metadata is
an XML file that describes the structure of your connector to the CA IAM Connector Server.

The output describes the provisioning server classes and attributes and how they are mapped to the native schema.

The metadata is used to create dynamic endpoint types that you can manage with Identity Manager.

 

Supported Databases and Directories

To see the list of directories and databases that Connector Xpress supports, see the Platform Support Matrix. Look for the
table named CERTIFIED CONNECTOR XPRESS ENDPOINT TYPES.

Data Sources

A data source is a reference to a server or other source of schema information that Connector Xpress can construct a
connector for.

Connector Xpress supports the following data sources from supported vendors:

• JDBC—Any service accessible through the JDBC API, typically a relational database server.
• JNDI—Any service accessible through the JNDI API, typically an LDAP server.

Set Up Data Sources

A data source is a reference to a server or other source of schema information that Connector Xpress can construct a
connector for.
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Connector Xpress supports the following data sources from supported vendors:

• JDBC—Any service accessible through the JDBC API, typically a relational database server.
• JNDI—Any service accessible through the JNDI API, typically an LDAP server.

NOTE
You can connect to a data source to read its schema and then use Connector Xpress to map the schema to a
new endpoint type. Connector Xpress maintains a list of data sources that you configure. You can set up JNDI or
JDBC data sources.

NOTE
When you create a Connector Xpress project, Connector Xpress prompts you to set up your data sources.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tools, Data Sources.
The Select Data Source for new Project dialog appears.

2. Click Add.
The Source Types dialog appears.

3. Select an available data source type from the list, then click OK.
The Edit Source dialog appears, specific to the type of data source you are adding.

4. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click Test to verify your settings and authentication details.
Depending on the authentication method chosen, a subsequent authentication dialog can appear.
Complete the fields on this dialog to continue the test.

5. When the test has completed successfully, click OK.
You have successfully configured the data source type you selected.

Connector Xpress Window

The Connector Xpress window contains the following panes:

• Mapping tree
Displays an overview of the mappings you made for your endpoint. Each node and child node represents an aspect
of your endpoint mapping. For example, attributes you have mapped, associations between classes, and operation
bindings for your endpoint. Clicking a node displays a dialog that allows you to edit the parameters of the node.

• Editor panel
Displays a dialog that lets you edit the parameters for the node you have selected.

• Provisioning Servers tree
Displays the endpoints and connectors of multiple Provisioning Servers.

Mapping Tree

The Mapping Tree lets you define the mappings, associations, and operation bindings for your connector. The mapping
tree contains the following nodes:

• Endpoint type node
Lets you create a description of your endpoint.

• Classes parent node
Lets you map a new class and view a read-only list of the classes that you have mapped and the native classes they
are mapped to.

• Class node
Lets you specify the JDBC database tables or the JNDI native object classes that you want map a class to.

• Attributes parent node
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Lets you map provisioning attributes to the JDBC database table columns or JNDI object class attributes of the
endpoint.

• Attributes node
Lets you configure extended details of the selected attribute.

• Account screens node
Lets you arrange the attributes you have mapped into the groups and subgroups that you want to appear as tabs and
pages in the Identity Manager User Console account screens.

• Associations parent node
Lets you specify the classes you want to create direct and indirect associations between.

• Containers parent node
Lets you specify which object classes you want to use as containers in your connector.

• Custom Types
Lets you define arbitrary strings (flexi-strings) you want to use as metadata types in attribute mappings.

• Operation Bindings
Lets you specify operation binding information and display a summary of existing operation bindings.

• Scripts parent node
Lets you name the script you want to bind to the operation bindings you have mapped.

• Scripts node
Lets you specify the parameters of the script you want to bind to the operation bindings you have mapped.

Provisioning Servers Tree

The Provisioning Servers tree (in the lower left pane) lets you manage the endpoints and connectors of multiple
Provisioning Servers. The Provisioning Servers tree contains the following fields:

•

Refreshes the currently selected node in the Provisioning Tree.

NOTE
The Refresh button is only available when you select a tree node that has a changeable list of child nodes.
For example, the button is not available for a particular endpoint, as this type of node always has Policies
and Endpoint child nodes only. For the endpoints node of a particular endpoint, the button is available.

•

Displays the actions you can perform on the currently selected object in the Provisioning Tree. Clicking this button is
equivalent to right-clicking the currently selected object in the Provisioning Tree.

• Provisioning Servers node
Lets you add and configure Provisioning Server connection details. When you add a Provisioning Server, Connector
Xpress maintains the details of the Provisioning Server so that you can access it each time you run Connector Xpress.

• Servers Object node
Displays each registered Provisioning Server on the network. You can use this node to edit or remove the Provisioning
Server connection details.

• Domains Node
Displays the domain configured for the Provisioning Server.

• Endpoint Types node
Displays a list of endpoint types. You can use this node to create an endpoint type.

• Endpoints Object node
Lets you do the following:
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– Deploy and edit metadata
– Delete an endpoint type
– Clean an endpoint type for DYN endpoint types
– Set the managing connector server for non-DYN endpoint types only

• Endpoints node
Groups endpoints of a particular endpoint type.

• Endpoints Name node
Displays an endpoint that you have acquired on the Provisioning Server. You can use this node to:
– Perform an explore or correlate of the endpoint for DYN endpoints
– Delete an endpoint
– Set the managing connector server only for non-DYN endpoints

• Policies node
Displays groups of policies of a particular endpoint type.

NOTE
A default policy is provided for all endpoint types.

• CS Config Object node
Displays a list of CS configurations.
You can use this node to:
– Edit the existing configuration for the server's branch DN routing rules
– Delete a configuration entry
– Set the managing connector server password

• CS Configs node
Displays logical groupings of CA IAM Connector Server configurations. These configurations contain the DSFConfig
style routing rules for managing branch DNs. You can use this node to add a new routing rules configuration object for
a C++ Connector Server or CA IAM Connector Server service.

• Connector Servers Node
Displays the endpoint types, endpoints, and the dynamic endpoint types that the selected Connector Server manages.

Password Caching

Connector Xpress caches the passwords used with each Provisioning Server only when the application is open. When
the application is closed, Connector Xpress does not permanently record passwords. When Connector Xpress needs a
password, and the password is not cached, or the cached password causes a failed authentication attempt, Connector
Xpress prompts you to enter the password.

Communication with Other Components
The following diagram shows the direct and indirect communications between Connector Xpress and other components in
the distributed system:
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NOTE
The dashed red lines indicate that the direct communications between Connector Xpress and endpoints are
read-only. These direct communications occur when setting up data sources.

Installing Connector Xpress
Contents:

Installation Prerequisites

The following are the prerequisites for installing Connector Xpress;
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• Identity Manager Server
• Identity Manager Provisioning Server

Install Connector Xpress

You do not need to installConnector Xpress on the same computer as CA IAM Connector Server or any other server
component, including the Provisioning Server.

WARNING
We recommend that you disable all antivirus software before installing CA IAM Connector Server, CA IAM
Connector Server SDK, and Connector Xpress.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the Identity Manager installation download or other media.
2. Extract the product files (ZIP or TAR).
3. Navigate to the following subfolder and double-click the setup file.

Provisioning\ConnectorXpress

4. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the installation.

Share Trusted Certificate Store of Java Connector Server
In Connector Xpress, you can define a JNDI Data source as TLS/SSL enabled.

If a JNDI Data Source is TLS/SSL enabled, import the JNDI Data Source certificate into the Java Connector Server
trusted certificate store. Modify the Connector Xpress startup script to reference the Java Connector Server trusted
certificate store.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location of the Java Connector Server trusted certificate store:
jcs_home\conf\server_jcs.xml

2. In the connectorClientCertStore property setting, find the path of the certificate store
<property name="connectorClientCertStore"><value>../conf/ssl.keystore</value></property> 

3. Enter the following command:
keytool –import –trustcacerts –keystore "c:\Program Files\CA\IM\Connector Server\conf\ssl.keystore" -storepass
<Keystore Password> –file <trusted certificate>.pem
The JNDI Data Source certificate is imported into the ssl.keystore.

4. In the Connector Xpress startup script or shortcut, add javax.net.ssl.trustStore and javax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword
parameters to the java command lines. For example:
java -Xms128M -Xmx512m "-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=C:\Program Files\CA\IM\Connector Server\conf

\ssl.keystore" -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=<Keystore  Password> -Dswing.aatext=true -

Dcom.ca.commons.logging.nolog4j=true -Djava.util.logging.config.file=..\conf\logging.properties

 -jar ..\lib\conxp.jar %*   java -Xms128M -Xmx512m "-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=C:\CA\IM\Connector

 Server\conf\ssl.keystore" -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=<MyPassword> -Dswing.aatext=true -

Dcom.ca.commons.logging.nolog4j=true -Djava.util.logging.config.file=..\conf\logging.properties -jar ..

\lib\conxp.jar %* 

5. Restart Java Connector Service and Connector Xpress.
6. Test the TLS/SSL connection in Connector Xpress.

Install Connector Xpress Silently
Connector Xpress supports a silent mode of installation. To run a silent install, it is necessary to create a response file.
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Follow these steps:

1. In a command window, navigate to where you extracted the Connector Xpress files, then to the following subfolder:
Provisioning/ConnectorXpress

2. Do either of the following depending on whether you want to install the component as you create the response file, or
whether you want to create a response file template to use with a silent install at a later time:
– To create a response file and install the component at the same time, enter the following command and then run

through the installation:
setup -options-record install_response_file

– To create a response file, but not install the component, enter the following command and then enter the required
values in the template:
setup -options-template install_response_file

NOTE
Use fully qualified path names when generating and running response files. For example, responsefile.txt is
not valid but C:\responsefile.txt is valid.

3. Start the silent installation using the following command:
setup -options install_response_file -silent

Uninstall Connector Xpress Silently
Connector Xpress supports a silent mode of uninstallation. To run a silent uninstall you must create a response file.

Follow these steps:

1. In a command window, navigate to the uninstall directory which is one of the following:
– Windows

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Xpress\_uninst

– UNIX
/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorXpress/_uninst

2. Do one of the following depending on whether you want to uninstall the component as you create the response file, or
whether you want to create a response file template to use with a silent uninstall at a later time.
– To create a response file and uninstall the component at the same time, enter the following command and then run

through the uninstallation:
uninstaller -options-record uninstall_response_file 

– To create a response file, but not install the component, enter the following command and then enter the required
values in the template:
uninstaller -options-template uninstall_response_file 

NOTE
Use fully qualified path names when generating and running response files. For example, responsefile.txt is
not valid but C:\responsefile.txt is valid.

3. Start the silent installation using the following command:
uninstaller -options uninstall_response_file -silent

Upgrade Metadata
Connector Xpress automatically upgrades your existing metadata when you open your old project into the new version
of Connector Xpress. As you take advantage of the new features in this release, they are automatically added to your
existing metadata.
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Note: When you open an old project for the first time in Connector Xpress, redeploy the metadata and generate the CA
Identity Governance User Console Account Screens.

Where User Preferences Are Stored
Connector Xpress stores user preferences through the Java Preferences API.

On Windows, Java Preferences API stores data in the following registry key:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\JavaSoft\Prefs

On UNIX, Java Preferences API stores data in the users home directory under the following folder:

.java/.userPrefs

NOTE
The uninstaller does not remove this data, so subsequent installs preserve user preferences.

Set Preferences
You can change various aspects of the way Connector Xpress looks and behaves, such as its look and feel, search limits,
and command parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tools, Preferences.
The Connector Xpress Preference dialog appears.

2. Compete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.
Connector Xpress applies and saves your preferences.

Where Settings Are Stored
Settings are stored using the Java Preferences API. The API stores the values in the registry on Windows and in a file
under the user’s home directory on Solaris.

On Windows, the value is stored in the following registry key:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\JavaSoft\Prefs\com\ca\iam\conman

Configure the CA IAM Connector Server Host to Communicate with Standalone CA IAM
Connector Server
There are two ports (non tls (ssl) and ssl) that a client can use to communicate with the standalone CA IAM Connector
Server. To allow the Connector Server Manager or Connector Xpress to access the standalone CA IAM Connector Server,
configure the firewall on your CA IAM Connector Server server host to allow communication on these ports.

Creating Connectors
Contents:

Connector Xpress lets you create projects that specify how connectors are configured and deployed to the Provisioning
Server.

A project represents a connector in Connector Xpress. A project includes:
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• The schema retrieved from a data source.
• The configuration of metadata that describes how Connector Xpress maps the schema to the endpoint.

You can save, edit, and reopen projects for later use.

You can also create projects based on existing metadata, then modify the class mappings and operation bindings and
then redeploy the connector back to the endpoint.

How you Create a Connector Xpress Project

You can create a project using the following methods:

• Create a project specifying a JNDI or JDBC data source
This lets you create projects that specify how connectors are configured and deployed to the Provisioning Server.

• Create a project without specifying a data source
This allows you to use Connector Xpress as a generic metadata editor and create new attributes.

• Create a project based on a template
This lets you use templates as starting points for mapping common endpoint schemas.

• Create a project based on a template using wizard mode
The wizard helps you start a new project based on a template, and steps you through the basic process of mapping an
account and group class.

Templates

You can use a template as a starting point for mapping common endpoint schemas. For example, starting a project with a
template is useful for LDAP, where standards such as RFCs define widely used schemas, and purely custom schemas are
less common. Templates also include information that Identity Manager uses to render account management screens.

The following table highlights some of the more commonly used templates. For a full list of all templates, select Project,
Create New from Template in Connector Xpress, then click on each template for a brief description.

WARNING
To help ensure correct performance, we recommend that you use the vendor-specific template supplied with
Connector Xpress as a starting point when you create a mapping for a specific vendor.

Project Name Setting Endpoint type Description Metadata File Name
JNDI NIS NetGroup JNDI For use with LDAP endpoints

supporting NIS Netgroup
Schema. This template
demonstrates advanced
association handling.

jndi_assoc_nisnetgroup_metad
ata

JNDI inetOrgPerson (Common) JNDI LDAP inetOrgPerson. This
template should be used when
no vendor-specific template is
required.

jndi_inetorgperson_common_m
etadata

Lotus Notes Domino JNDI Lotus Notes Domino
Server. This template
allows easy mapping of
eTLNDCustomAttribute* and
eTLNDCustomCapabilityAttribute*
attributes (the latter set are
relevant for account template
synchronization).

lnd_metadata
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SDK DYN Compound Any Like SDKDYN but demonstrates
use of Compound Values. This
template uses compound values
which allow complex data to be
represented as a single string
in JSON syntax, for instance
'{"attr1": 42, "attr2": [ "a", "b" ],
attr3: { "objName" : "jack" } }'
represents a top level object
with three attributes, the first is
an integer (42), the next is an
array of strings and the last a
nested object.

sdkcompound_metadata

SDK DYN Any Software Development Kit demo
connector. This template is a
flat (i.e. non-hierarchical) case-
sensitive connector that uses
the recommended eTDYN*
schema to save provisioning
information to local files on
the CA IAM Connector Server
host computer. Because it is
flat, its containers are Virtual
Containers not actually stored
on the endpoint.

sdkdyn_metadata

SDK DYN Script Any Like SDKDYN but implemented
in Java Script. This template
demonstrates how to
implement an entire connector
(all operation bindings)
in JavaScript, as well as
configuration information
usually found in a connector.xml
file, using the connectorXML
metadata setting on the top-
level namespace.

sdkscript_metadata

SDK DYN UPO Script Any Like SDK DYN Script but sends
emails rather than writing to
local files. This connector
has similar functionality to the
deprecated C++ UPO connector
except that it sends emails
rather than writing information to
local files.

sdkuposcript_metadata

Template Locations

All template files are stored in the Connector Xpress install directory/conf/templates.

Connector Xpress searches this directory recursively to find all applicable templates.

Create and Manage Projects
 Contents 
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Create a Project

To create a connector, you can create projects that specify how connectors are configured and deployed to the
Provisioning Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Project, New.
The Select Data Source for new Project dialog appears.

2. If the data source you want to use is displayed in the list, then go to step 4.
3. If the data source you want to use is not displayed in the list, do the following:

a. Click Add.
The Source Types dialog appears.

b. Select an available data source type from the list, then click OK.
The Edit Source dialog appears, specific to the type of data source you are adding.

c. Complete the fields on the dialog to configure the data source type you selected, then click OK.
The Select Data Source for new Project dialog appears and the data source you added appears in the list.

4. Select the data source you want to use from the list, then click OK.
The Enter Password for Data Source Dialog appears.

5. Enter the password for the selected data source, then click OK.
Connector Xpress does the following:
– Displays a Mapping Tree containing a top-level Endpoint Type node.
– Creates a class named User Account by default in the Mapping Tree.
– Displays the Endpoint Type Details dialog.

6. Create a mapping to create the appropriate endpoint data.
7. Click Project, Save, or Save As.

The Save Project As dialog appears.
8. Specify the folder to save the connector project in, the file name and the file type for the saved connector, and click

Save.
Connector Xpress saves the project.

NOTE
 We recommend that you use the default file extension (.con) and that you keep a copy of the project. You
cannot view the stored procedure bindings after you deploy a connector, unless you open the Connector
Xpress project file where your bindings are stored.

Create a Project Using a Template

You can start a new project using a template as a starting point for mapping common endpoint schemas.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Project menu, click Create New from Template.
The Select Template dialog appears.

2. Select the template you want to uses as a basis for your project.
The Select Data Source for a new project dialog appears.

3. Complete the details on the Select Data Source for a new project dialog, then click OK.
The Endpoint Type Details dialog appears.

4. Complete your attribute mappings as required.
5. Save the project.
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Wizard Mode

You can also start a project by opening a template in wizard mode. When you start a project using the wizard, the wizard
steps you through the basic process of mapping an account class, or an account class and group class, depending on
the template you selected. You can use the wizard to start a project, and then use the other dialogs to complete your
mappings.

The wizard prompts you to complete the following mapping details:

1. The endpoint type name and description.
2. The native classes for the account mapping.
3. The mappings for account attributes.
4. For templates projects that contain a group class, the wizard prompts you to complete the following mappings:

a. The native classes for the group mappings.
b. The mappings for group attributes.
c. The association between the account class and the group class.

Create a Project Using the Wizard

You can use the wizard to complete the basic details of a mapping, such as mappings for account and group attributes.
You can use the wizard to start a project, and then use the other dialogs to complete your mappings.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Project menu, click Create New from Template.
The Select template dialog appears.

2. Select the template you want to uses as a basis for your project.
3. Click Open in Wizard Mode.

The Select Data Source for a new project dialog appears.
4. Complete the details on the Select Data Source for a new project dialog, then click OK.

The Endpoint Type Details dialog appears.
5. Follow the prompts in the wizard and complete your mappings as required.

NOTE
 While the wizard is active, the mapping tree is read-only. As you step through the wizard, the relevant node
in the mapping tree is expanded and highlighted.

6. Review the mapping summary, then click Finish.
7. Complete your attribute mappings as required.

Projects Based on Existing Metadata

You can create a project based on the contents of eTMetadata and eToperation binding set for both dynamic and static
connectors. Creating a project based on existing metadata allows you to:

• Review or modify the class mappings and operation bindings for a connector type in Connector Xpress.
•  Deploy the changes back to the endpoint.

Creating a project based on existing metadata is useful when:

• The original project file that was used for creating the connector is no longer available.
• A project file for the connector does not exist, for example, for static connector types.
• A project file that reflects the latest changes for the connector type is required.
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Create a Project Based on Existing Metadata

To review or modify the class mappings and operation bindings for a static or dynamic connector where the original project
for the connector does not exist, you can create a project based on existing metadata.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right click the endpoint that you want to base a project on, then click Create Project.
The progress dialog appears. If you selected a dynamic connector, Connector Xpress displays the Select Data Source
for New project dialog.

2. If prompted, select a data source for your project, then click OK.
Connector Xpress creates the project and populates the mapping tree with the metadata.

3. Map the native attributes in the Account Class to the relevant provisioning attributes.
4.  Save the Connector Xpress project.
5.  Redeploy the metadata, if necessary.

Open an Existing Project

To open an existing project, click Project, Open, and double-click the file you want to open from the Open Project dialog.

Connector Xpress opens the project and displays the mappings in your project in the Mapping Tree of the Connector
Xpress window.

Reopen a Recent Project

To reopen a recent project, click Project, Open Recent, and select the project you want to open.

Connector Xpress opens the project and displays the mappings in your project in the Mapping Tree of the Connector
Xpress window.

Edit a Project

To change the details of a project, you can open a saved project and edit the metadata as required.

Follow these steps:

1. Open an existing project.
The Select Data Source for new project dialog appears.

2. Complete the details on the dialog, then click OK.
Connector Xpress opens the project, and displays the metadata in the mapping tree of the Connector Xpress window.
The Enter Password for Data Source dialog appears.

3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.
4. Edit the metadata as required.
5. Save the connector.
6.  Deploy the connector, if necessary.

Save a Project

After you have created a new dynamic connector, you can save the connector project for future deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Project, Save, or Save As.
The Save Project As dialog appears.

2. Specify the folder to save the connector project in, the file name and the file type for the saved connector, and click
Save.
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Connector Xpress saves the project.

NOTE
 We recommend that you use the default file extension (.con) and that you keep a copy of the project. You
cannot view the stored procedure bindings after you deploy a connector, unless you open the Connector
Xpress project file where your bindings are stored.

How To Create and Deploy Connectors
 Contents 

  

The following diagram shows the process you follow to create and deploy a connector using Connector Xpress:
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Example: How you create and deploy a basic JNDI connector

The following steps detail the creation and deployment of a basic dynamic JNDI connector. To create a basic JNDI
Connector, do the following.

1. Start Connector Xpress.
The Connector Xpress main window appears.

2. Add and configure the connection details of the Provisioning Server where the endpoint you want to manage is
located.

3. If the Provisioning Server does not have a Connector Server configured, create and set a managing Connector
Server for the endpoint.
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The configuration determines how your Provisioning Server routes individual endpoints to Connector Servers.
4.  Create a project.
5. Set up a JNDI data source, and test the connection and authentication details of your JNDI data source.

Connector Xpress retrieves the schema from this JNDI data source, which lets you map the schema to your new
endpoint on the Provisioning Server.

NOTE
When you create a project, Connector Xpress automatically creates a class named User Account in the
Mapping Tree.

6.  Map the native attributes in the user account class to the relevant provisioning attributes.
7.  Save the project. 

You can save the project for future deployment.
8.  Create an endpoint type on the Provisioning Server you want to manage and deploy the connector to.
9.  Specify the managing Connector Server you want to manage your endpoint type.

Creating an endpoint type and specifying the managing Connector Server does the following:
This specifies how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types or individual endpoints to connector servers.

10.  Deploy the connector to the Connector Server.
Deploying the metadata creates the new dynamic JNDI Connector.

11.  Acquire, explore, and correlate the endpoint. 
Connector Xpress populates the Provisioning Server with accounts and other objects found in the acquired endpoint.
Correlating an endpoint is the process of examining accounts on it, and potentially creating users automatically and
setting global user attributes from account attributes.
To manage your objects, you explore the endpoint for your objects and correlate the objects to global users.

12. Generate CA Identity Manager User Console Account Screens.

Connector Deployment

You can use Connector Xpress to configure metadata settings and to deploy the connector. Connector Xpress lets you
save metadata settings to a project file and then deploy a connector from that file. For example, you can use a project
file when you move connectors from a test environment to a production environment to ensure that you have the same
settings.

Deploy the Connector

Once you have created a connector, you can deploy the metadata for that connector to a Provisioning Server.

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have created the connector server configuration.

Follow these steps:

1.  Open the existing project that contains the metadata you want to deploy.
Connector Xpress opens the project and displays the metadata in the Edit pane of the Connector Xpress window.

2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, expand the Provisioning Servers node and then choose the server where you want to
deploy the connector.
The Provisioning Server Password Required dialog appears.

3. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify the password for the server, and click then OK.
4. Expand the server, and then right-click Endpoint Types, then click Create New Endpoint Type.

The Create New Endpoint Types dialog appears.
5. Complete the fields on the dialog to define the name of your new endpoint type, then click OK.
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NOTE
In some cases, a delay occurs before endpoint management screens are available. To check the status of
the screen creation, use View Submitted Tasks in the User Console or configure a workflow process to send
an email notification when the deployment completes.

6. Right-click on your new endpoint and select Acquire Endpoint.
The Create New Endpoint dialog appears.

7. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify the name and password for your new endpoint, then click OK.
8. (Optional) Under the endpoints node, right-click on your new endpoint and choose Explore/correlate endpoint.

The Explore/Correlate Endpoint dialog appears.
9. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify how Connector Xpress explores and correlates the endpoint, then click

OK.
Connector Xpress deploys the connector to the Provisioning Server.

Multitable Support for JDBC Connectors
 Contents 

A compound class is an unmanaged class that you can use as the data type of an attribute. 

To provide support for multitable JDBC Connectors, you map an unmanaged class to an endpoint object and use the
compound class as a new data type for an account class attribute. 

This means that values from multiple columns from a table, rather than from a single column, can populate a single
attribute value.

You can map compound classes like normal classes, except that a naming attribute is not required.

NOTE
For more information about compound types, see the Connector Programming Guide.  

Compound Class Mapping

You can map compound classes like normal classes, except that a naming attribute is not required.

NOTE
For more information about compound types, see the Programming Guide for Java Connector Server 

Compound Class for Multitable Support Example

This example shows you how to create a simple connector named My_MultiTable_Connector that combines two database
tables into the user account class.

This example uses a schema named Multi_Table schema that contains an Employees table and an Address table.

The Employees table is the main table for employee records. The table uses EmployeeID as its primary key as shown in
the following diagram:
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The Addresses table is a separate table of addresses that uses EmployeeID as a foreign key as shown in the following
diagram:

  

The following diagram shows the relationship between the tables:

  

Example: Create a compound class for multitable support

This example combines the Employees table and Addresses table in the Multi_Table schema. Once combined, the
attributes in both tables are jointly accessible from an endpoint account in the User Console account management
screens.

1. Create a JDBC project named My_MultiTable_Connector and specify the JDBC data source that you want to use.
2. In the mapping tree, click the User Account class node.

The Map Class dialog appears.
3. Select the Multi_Table schema from the Schema drop-down list, then select the Employees table from the Table drop-

down list.
4. Map the columns in the Employees table to the attributes in the Name column. 
5. Click the Custom Types node.

The Custom Types dialog appears.
6. Under Compound Type classes, click Add, then type the name of the new class, for example, Address, in the table.

Connector Xpress creates a compound class called Address and adds it to the mapping tree. Connector Xpress sets
the Address compound class to Unmanaged by default.
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Connector Xpress creates an account attribute named Addresses, adds it to the mapping tree, and selects the
multivalued attribute check box on the Attribute details dialog. Connector Xpress also creates a direct association from
the Address class to the User Account class and adds a node named with User Account to the Mapping tree. The
Addresses attribute and direct association incorporates the Address compound class into the User Account class.

NOTE
The Address class has the is compound value metadata flag set to true on the Map Compound Class and
Attributes dialog. This flag specifies that the class is a compound class.

7. In the Mapping tree, click the Address class node.
The Map Compound Class and Attributes dialog appears.

8. Select the Multi_Table schema from the Schema drop-down list, then select the Address table from the Table drop-
down list.

9. Map the columns in the Addresses table to the attributes in the Name column. 

NOTE
Set the numeric fields in a compound class to Sting in the metadata. Compound classes do not support the
rule string template when a field is set to Numeric.

10. Click the With User Account node under the Address node.
The Direct Association with User Account dialog appears.

11. In the Address Attribute field, select Employee ID.
Connector Xpress matches this attribute with the User Account naming attribute. 

NOTE
The Employee ID attribute in the Address class serves as the association attribute. The attribute has an
association type metadata property (Assoc Type=COMPOUND_PARENT) set that defines it as the attribute
linking this compound class to its parent class. To display this property on the Attribute Detail dialog, display
the extended metadata properties. 

12. Under the User Account node, click the Attributes node.
The Attributes Summary dialog appears.

13. Group the mapped attributes into the groups and subgroups that you want to appear as tabs and page sections in the
CA Identity Manager User Console account management screens by creating the presentation metadata in Connector
Xpress. 

14. Save your project and deploy the new connector.
15. Generate CA Identity Manager User Console Account Screens. 

Example: Results of combining the Employees and Addresses table

The following diagram shows the results of combining the Employees table and Addresses table:

  

Example: Generated account screens
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This example shows an account management screen after you import the My_MultiTable_Connector-RoleDef.Xml file into
CA Identity Manager:

  

Managing Accounts and Groups
 Contents 

  

In earlier releases of Connector Xpress mapping a group object type implicitly created the association between groups
and accounts. However, in this release of Connector Xpress, you have fine-grained control over the associations between
accounts and groups on the endpoint system. To define groups and define group membership, you explicitly create
associations between classes. You can create direct, reverse, or indirect associations. Creating an association between
classes defines the class as a group class.

For JNDI connecters, the group class member attribute is hardwired to contain values of type DN (Distinguished Name).
Values of this type are expressed relative to the root of the endpoint directory and enumerate the accounts belonging to
each group.

The member attribute for the group class is virtual, meaning that its value is expensive to retrieve, as it has to be
computed from group.member rather than being directly looked up. We therefore recommend that you request it with
caution.

Some JNDI vendors, notably Novell eDirectory, actually expose the account.memberOf attribute in their schema. However
to guarantee consistent behavior across all vendors, you are prohibited from mapping it explicitly. Instead, CA IAM
Connector Server implements it as a virtual attribute.

Mappings

Mappings consist of the following:

• One or more class mappings—Each class mapping describes a single class of provisioning objects in the
Provisioning Server's DIT. For JDBC, a class mapping maps to a single database table. For LDAP, a class mapping
can map to multiple native LDAP object classes. Account class mappings have some special handling because they
are important to Provisioning Server operations like policy syncing.

• Multiple attribute mappings—Each class mapping can have multiple attribute mappings, which map individual values
in the Provisioning Server's provisioning objects to single values in objects on the managed endpoint system.
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Multi-attribute Mappings

Connector Xpress supports multi-attribute (many-to-one) mappings, which means you can map a native attribute to
multiple provisioning attributes. The LDAP DYN template contains an example of multi-attribute mapping. In the template,
the account class has both Common Name and Account ID mapped to the endpoint's cn attribute. This is useful because
the Common Name is a common LDAP attribute that you should include in the account object and Account ID is the
provisioning naming attribute required by the CA Identity Manager common attribute set.

Also, the Account ID and uid are both ambiguously mapped to the endpoint's uid attribute in the template.

Duplicate mappings to a native attribute within the same class are not allowed. For example, if cn is mapped you cannot
map cn again. However you can map cn again as part of an ambiguous mapping. For example, together with uid as
shown in the LDAP DYN template.

Note the multi-mapping of accountname, cn, uid, and a separate mapping directly to cn is required to fully manage JNDI
endpoints. This allows either cn or uid to be used in the naming attribute, and satisfies the condition where cn is also
required on an endpoint even when uid is used as the naming attribute.

Map Multi-attributes to the Same Native Attribute

Because JNDI endpoints can contain accounts named using cn or uid attributes, we recommend that you do the following:

• Map Account ID to both cn and uid attributes
• Provide single unambiguous mappings to cn and uid to manage such endpoints.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Project menu, click New.
Connector Xpress automatically creates a user account provisioning class node in the Mapping tree when you create
a project.
The Select Data Source for new project dialog appears.

2. Select the data source you want to use for the project.
The Endpoint Types dialog appears.

3. On the Endpoint Type Details dialog, specify a name, description, and version for your connector.

NOTE
These fields are for descriptive purposes only.

4. In the Mapping Tree, click the Map Attributes dialog.
The Map Attributes dialog appears.

5. In the Maps To column, click the edit button for the provisioning attribute you want to map to.
The Attribute list appears.

6. Select the native attribute you want to map to.
7. In the Maps To column, click the edit button for the next provisioning attribute you want to map to.

The Attribute list appears.
8. Select the same native attribute as you selected in step 5.
9. Save the project.

Map Ambiguous Attributes

To support ambiguous (one-to-many) mappings, you can map one provisioning attribute to multiple native attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Project menu, click New.
Connector Xpress automatically creates a user account provisioning class node in the Mapping tree when you create
a project.
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The Select Data Source for new project dialog appears.
2. Select the data source you want to use for the project.

The Endpoint Types dialog appears.
3. On the Endpoint Type Details dialog, specify a name, description, and version for your connector.

NOTE
These fields are for descriptive purposes only.

4. In the Mapping Tree, click the Map Attributes dialog.
The Map Attributes dialog appears.

5. In the Maps To column, click the edit button for the provisioning attribute you want to map to.
The Attribute list appears.

6. In the Attribute list, Ctrl+click or Shift+click to select the multiple native attributes that you want to map to.
7. Save the project.

Types of Associations

You can create the following types of associations in Connector Xpress:

• (JNDI and JDBC) Direct association
• (JNDI and JDBC) Reverse association

NOTE
Reverse associations are not supported for associations between compound classes and user account
classes when creating multitable support JDBC connectors.

• (JDBC only) Indirect association

Direct Associations

A direct association is an association between any two classes of objects where the association values are stored on one
of the objects directly.

A direct association can be in the forward direction, that is from group to account, and in the reverse direction, that is,
from account to group. Creating a direct association in the forward direction lets you manage the accounts that belong
to a group from the group side of the association. Creating a direct association in the reverse direction, that is a reverse
association, lets you manage the association from the account side of the relationship.

Direct associations in the forward direction coincide with the natural representation of the associative information about
the endpoint objects, that is, where the group stores account members. Direct associations in the reverse direction are
the reverse of this representation, as they define groups to which an account belongs, even if the native system does not
store such information.

Typically, it is common to establish both directions of an association at the same time, that is, both the direct and reverse
associations. You can use the Direct Association dialog to create and edit both associations at the same time.

In a direct association, a group directly stores the directory-relative DNs of the accounts which belong to it. Therefore you
create a direct association between classes when you map groupOfNames.member to inetOrgPerson.cn.

 Note: Both of these objectclasses are part of the inetOrgPerson schema. They differ only in minor implementation details
on the endpoint, that is, groupOfUniqueNames stores its members as a set rather than a list helping ensure that the
associated entries are unique.

In direct associations, references are persisted directly into a multivalued attribute on the endpoint. For example, in LDAP,
a group's member attribute directly stores reference to the accounts it contains.

When creating associations between classes for JDBC connectors, we recommend that you use direct associations
for one to one, and one to many relationships. For many to many relationships (for example, the relationship between
Account’s memberOf and Group’s members), use an a indirect association instead of a direct association.
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Example: Direct Association

The following example shows a direct association that has been mapped between an account class and a finance class.
The finance class stores the accounts that belong to it in its member attribute.

  

Reverse Associations

A reverse association is a direct association between two classes of objects of the type from Class1 to Class 2 (the direct
association) and from Class 2 to Class 1 (the reverse association). Reverse associations are by definition bi-directional.

Typically, most endpoints only let you manage only one side of the association between accounts and groups from the
group side of the association. For example, you can manage the accounts that belong to a group from the group side of
the association. Creating a reverse association lets you provision and manage which groups an account is a member of,
from the account side of the association.

As most bi-directional associations have a physical attribute on one class and a virtual attribute on the other class, we
recommend that you define the physical association attribute first.

Typically it is common to establish both directions of an association at the same time, that is, both the direct and reverse
associations. You can use the Direct Association dialog to create and edit both associations at the same time.

Reverse associations appear in the mapping tree under the node of the class you have specified a reverse association
with.

Example: Reverse Association

The following diagram shows a direct and reverse association between the account and group finance class, that is, a bi-
directional association, created when you map the attribute in the account that contains the groups the account belongs
to, for example, the memberOf attribute, to the group's naming attribute.

  

Indirect Associations

An indirect association occurs when there is a third entity defines the association between any two classes of object. For
example, an intermediate table that binds two other database tables together.
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In an indirect association, the association is stored as an independent entity rather than as a property on one of the
objects.

For example, there is an indirect association between an account object and a group object if there is an intermediate
table, such as a membership table, that identifies the associations between individual accounts and groups.

In a direct association, objects have an attribute that points directly to the other object. However in an indirect association,
both of the related objects have attributes that point not to each other, but to the membership table.

Membership tables define the members of each group. They contain the association mappings that identify the individual
accounts and groups that are related, for example, the groups an account belongs to, and a list of accounts in each group.
In a membership table, associations between objects are stored in a many-to-many mapping table.

Membership tables let you specify a separate lookup table for associations between account and group objects and map
the relevant attributes.

To define an indirect association, you specify the membership table that contains references to both of the related objects.

When you create an indirect association between two objects, Connector Xpress automatically creates the reverse
association, that is; indirect associations are by definition bi-directional.

NOTE
You can only create indirect associations for JDBC mappings.

Example: Indirect Association

The following diagram shows the indirect association that has been mapped between the employee and department
classes using a membership table. The following is an example schema and database.

  

The following are the three tables in the database:

• Employees table–lists the employees in the organization.
The virtual attribute memberOf contains Group IDs, that is the departments the employee is a member of.

• Membership table–defines the associations between Employees and Departments. It contains the association
mappings that identify the individual employees and departments that are related, that is, which departments an
employee belongs to, and a list of employees in each department.

• Departments table–lists the departments in the organization.
The virtual attribute members contains Account IDs, that is,the list of employees in the department.

How to Define Group Membership

To define group membership and create an association between classes that defines the class as a group class, you do
the following:

1. Create an accountclass and map its attributes.

NOTE
When you create a project, Connector Xpress creates a user account class by default.

2. Create the class you want to define as a group class, and map its attributes.

NOTE
If you use the wizard to map account and group classes, the wizard automatically creates a group class and
the details of the association that you need to complete.
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3. Create a direct, reverse, or indirect association between the classes and map the groups group.member or
group.uniqueMember attributes to the accounts naming attribute.
Creating an association defines the group membership and creates the association between the classes.

Account Class Mapping Example

This example shows you the procedure you would follow if you were an administrator that wanted to map an account
class for a JNDI data source. This example shows you to map an endpoint's account class to the provisioning account
class. This example assumes that the administrator has set up a JNDI data source.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Project menu, click New.
The Select Data Source for new project dialog appears.

2. Select the data source you want to use for the project.
The Endpoint Types dialog appears.

3. On the Endpoint Type Details dialog, specify a name, description, and version for your connector.

NOTE
These fields are for descriptive purposes only.

Connector Xpress automatically creates a user account provisioning class node in the Mapping tree when
you create a project.

4. In the Mapping Tree, click the User Account node.
The Map Account Class dialog appears.

5. Select the endpoints type's object class that you want to map from the Add structural class list. For example,
inetOrgPerson.

6. In the Mapping Tree, click the Attributes node underneath the User Account node.
The Map Attributes dialog appears.

7. Map the endpoints mandatory attributes to the provisioning attributes in the Map Object Class Attribute mapping table.
For example, map cn Account ID and sn to Last Name.

NOTE
If the table list fails to populate when mapping tables, verify that your database does not have outstanding
transactions or locks on the schema metadata.

8. Map any other required attributes, for example, the user password, street, and title.
9. Click the Classes node in the mapping tree.

The Mapped Classes dialog displays a summary of the classes you have mapped. You can use this dialog to revise
the native class to provisioning mappings you have made.

10. In the Mapping Tree, click the Account Id node under the Attributes node.
The Attribute Details dialog appears.
The dialog displays the LDAP attribute assigned to each field, its datatype, the JavaBean property name that JIAM
uses, and whether the field is required (allows null values) and any length constraints.

11. Click the Last Name node under the Attributes node.
The Attribute Details dialog appears with the default policy value set.

NOTE
When you map a required attribute to a well-known provisioning attribute, Connector Xpress sets a default
account template value by default.

12. Save the project.
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How You Create a Direct and Reverse Association

To create a direct association between two classes, for example, an account class, and a group class, you do the
following:

1. Start a new project and specify a data source for your project.
2. Create and map an account class.
3. Create a class that you want to define as a group and map it to the class on the endpoint that defines the entries for a

group of names, for example, groupOfNames.
4. Map the group's name and its member attribute.
5. Specify that you want to create a direct association between the group class and the account class.
6. Map the group's member attribute to the account's naming attribute.

Mapping the group's member attribute specifies that the group's membership attribute is populated by the account's
naming attribute.
This describes the association between the group class and the account class and creates a direct association
between the account class and group class.

7. Specify that you want to create a reverse association between the account class and the group class.
8. Map the account class memberof attribute to the group's naming attribute.

NOTE
If the native account class does not have a memberOf attribute, to create a virtual memberOf attribute and
map it to the group's naming attribute.

Connector Xpress creates the direct and reverse associations between the account and group class you
have mapped and automatically creates and displays the association under the User Accounts node.

Direct and Reverse Association Example

This example shows you the procedure an administrator would follow to create a direct and reverse association between
an account class, and a group class. In this example, the administrator defines an association that describes the
relationship between the group class and the user account class.

This example assumes that the administrator has setup a JNDI data source, and created and mapped an account class
named User account.

To create a direct and reverse association between an account class and a group class, define an association that
describes the relationship between the group class and the user account class.

Follow these steps:

1. In the mapping tree, click the Classes node.
The Mapped Classes dialog appears.

2. Click Add on the Mapped Classes dialog, and type a name and for your class, for example, Group of Names.
Connector Xpress adds the new class to the mapping tree.

3. In the mapping tree, click the Group of Names node.
The Map Class dialog appears.

4. In the Structural class list, select the native class that you want to map, for example, groupOfNames.
5. In the Mapping tree, click the Attributes node.

The Map Attributes dialog appears.
6. Map the groups name and the group's member attribute to the provisioning attributes. For example, map the native

attributes cn and member to the provisioning attributes objectname and member.
7. Select the Multivalued check box for the member attribute.

Selecting the check box specifies that the member attribute is multivalued and can hold multiple account names.
8. Click the Associations node under the Group of Names node.
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The Class Associations dialog appears.
9. In the Create direct association with list, select the User Account class.

Connector Xpress adds a node named with User Account to the mapping tree.
10. Click the with User Account node under the Associations node, under the Group of Names node.

The Direct Association with User Account dialog appears.

NOTE
Connector Xpress selects the group's naming attribute in the Group of Names By Attribute field as the
attribute to map to by default.

11. In the Group of Names Attribute, select member.
Selecting the member attribute maps the groups member attribute to the account's naming attribute. That is, you have
specified that the groups member attribute is populated by the accounts naming attribute, and defined the Group of
names class as a group class.

12. Select the Include a Reverse Association check box.
The Reverse Association dialog appears.

13. In the New Virtual Attribute field, type memberof.
In this example, the native account class does not have a memberOf attribute, so create a virtual memberOf attribute
and map it to the group's naming attribute.

NOTE
Connector Xpress selects the group's naming attribute in the By Attribute field as the attribute to map to by
default.

14. Click Project, Save.
Connector Xpress creates the direct and reverse associations between the account and group class you have
mapped.

How to Create an Indirect Association

This example shows you the process you use to define an indirect association between two classes, for example, an
employee class, and a department class using a membership table. To create the indirect association:

1. Create a project and specify a JDBC data source for your project.
2. Create and map class that holds a list of employees.
3. Create and map a class that holds a list of departments.
4. Specify that you want to create an indirect association between the employee class and the department class.
5. Specify the membership table that contains the association mappings that identify the individual employees and

departments that are related.
6. Specify the membership table column that defines the association between employees and departments, and the

membership table column that defines the association between departments and employees.
7. Create a virtual memberof attribute in the employee class and map and it to the membership table column that

contains the list of departments the employee is a member of.
8. Create a virtual members attribute in the department class and map and it to the membership table column that

contains the list of employees in each department.
9. Save the project.

Indirect Association Example

This example shows you the steps you would follow if you are an administrator that wants to create an indirect association
between an Employees class, and a Departments class using a membership table.

This example uses an example schema, HR, and an example membership table, Membership. The membership
table columns Account_Id and Dept_id contain the association mappings that identify the individual employees and
departments that are related, as shown in the following example:
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To identify individual employees and departments that are related, create an indirect association between them.

NOTE
This example assumes that you have already set up a JDBC data source, and created and mapped an account
class named Employees.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Classes node.
The Mapped Classes dialog appears.

2. Click Add, then specify a name for your class, for example, Departments.
Connector Xpress adds a node named Department to the mapping tree.

3. Click the Departments node in the mapping tree.
The Map Class dialog appears.

4. Specify a name and description for your class.

NOTE
These fields are for descriptive purposes only.

5. Select the schema and table you want to map, for example, HR and Departments.
6. In the mapping tree, click the Attributes node.

The Map Attributes dialog appears.
7. In the Name column, map the account naming attribute to the objectname attribute.
8. Click the Associations node under the Employees node.

The Class Associations dialog appears.
9. Create an indirect association with the Departments class.

Connector Xpress adds a node named with Departments under the Associations node for the Employees class in the
mapping tree.

10. In the Mapping tree, click the with Departments node under the Associations node.
The Indirect Association dialog appears.

11. Specify the schema that contains the classes you want to map, for example, HR. 
12. In the Membership Table list, select the membership table, Membership.

This table specifies the association mappings that identify the individual employees and departments that are related.
13. In the Employees Attribute list, select the Employees class naming attribute.
14. In the Membership Table Columns list, select AccountID and DeptID respectively.

The result is the following:
– Maps the Employees class naming attribute, employee_id, to the membership table column, AccountID. This

defines the association between employees and departments.
– Maps the Department class naming attribute, Department_id, to the membership table column, DeptId. This defines

the association between departments and employees.
 Note: Connector Xpress selects the naming class attributes by default in the Employees and Departments Attributes
list.

15. In the Employees Attribute and Departments Attributes fields, type member and memberof respectively.
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NOTE
In this example, because the Employees and Department classes do not have
a memberOf or member attribute, create a virtual member and memberOf attributes.

The virtual attributes you create describe the association between the Employee class and Department class.
These virtual attributes are a virtual representation of the association between the employee class and department
classes naming attributes, and the membership table columns you mapped in step 11. The connector uses these
virtual attributes to find the employees in a department, and the departments an employee belongs to.
Connector Xpress automatically does the following:
– Creates a memberof and member node under the Attributes node under the Employees and Department class

node in the mapping tree.
– Automatically makes the attribute multivalued and selects the multivalued check box by default on the Provisioning

Details dialog.
– Automatically creates the indirect association and displays it under the Associations node under the Departments

node.
– Automatically creates the association between the Employees and Departments class from the Departments class

point of view, under the Employees node. Attributes viewed from the Associations node under the Employees class
therefore appear reversed.

16. Click Project, Save.
Connector Xpress creates the indirect association between the Employees and Departments class you have mapped.

Container Classes

Specifying a container class is similar to mapping an ordinary class except that the only attribute that you can map is
Container Name.

Additionally, you can specify the classes that are the children of this container ("Contained Classes"). For example, the
container Employee Groups can only allow Staff Group and Executive Group classes and not individual account classes.

Input Validation

Connector Xpress validates the entries you make in the fields on the following dialogs:

• Endpoint Type
• Map Class
• Provisioning Attributes
• Defined Associations
• Indirect Associations

Connector Xpress displays a warning icon next to any field that has invalid input, and a warning icon next to the
corresponding node in the mapping tree. Connector Xpress displays details of the violation when you mouse-over the
warning icon. The warning icon disappears after you correct your input and click another node in the mapping tree.

Operation Bindings
Contents

An operation binding is additional logic, such as a stored procedure or a script, that you can bind to a particular operation
to specialize the handling of that operation. You can specify the timing of the logic invoked by the stored procedure in
relation to the operation, that is, will it run before, after, or instead of the operation.

When CA IAM Connector Server performs any operation, CA IAM Connector Server verifies whether there are any
operation bindings that tell it to invoke some logic before, instead of, or after that operation.
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For example, imagine you want to add a user to an endpoint. You have the user's given name and family name. On the
endpoint system, however, the record for that user is an attribute made up of a particular combination of their given name
and family name. To resolve this situation, you can create a script that combines the two names to match the endpoint
format and then, using an operation binding, specify that this script must run before any search you perform on the
endpoint system.

• Stored Procedures (JDBC endpoints only)
An operation binding can invoke a stored procedure for Add, Modify, Delete, and Rename operations.

• Scripts (JDBC and JNDI endpoints)
An operation binding can invoke a script for Add, Modify, Delete and Rename operations, and an additional 16
operations such as Search, Lookup, Modify-Assocs, Delete-Assocs, Activate, Deactivate, and such.
A script in this instance can either be a called function stored in a global script, or a stand-alone scriptlet. Calling
functions that exist within a global script is best practice because you can then reuse those functions for other
operation bindings.

You can apply an operation binding to any object class. For example, if you want to record all modify operations to either
an account object or a group object in a log file, you could use a single operation binding and apply it to both.

You can apply multiple operation bindings with the same timing (before, after, instead of) to a single object. For example,
invoking two stored procedures to run before a particular operation.

Note: Connector Xpress does not support binding an operation to a compound class.

Stored Procedures

Stored procedures are located on JDBC endpoints. They are code that CA IAM Connector Server can invoke before, after,
or instead of an operation. Stored procedures are only relevant for relational database endpoints and are written in the
language specific to that endpoint.

Scripts

Scripts are located in the Connector Xpress project file and are written using JavaScript. As with stored procedures, CA
IAM Connector Server can invoke a script before, after, or instead of any CA Identity Manager operation.

You can create global scripts or individual scripts. A global script contains JavaScript functions that any number of
operation bindings can invoke. Global scripts are an excellent way to store and reuse common functions.

An individual script is a piece of JavaScript code that is only used by a single operation binding. You would typically use
an individual script for a simple specialization of the operation. If you want to bind several functions within a global script,
you can create an individual script that invokes selected functions.

Bind Operations to Stored Procedures

You can bind operations to stored procedures on JDBC databases to specify actions that you want to occur, before, after,
or instead of, standard account CRUD operations. For example, Add, Modify, and Delete. Other types of operations are
available, depending on the type of operation binding you select.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Connector Xpress JDBC Project.
2. Map the user account class, and any other class as required.
3. Click the Operations Bindings node.

The Operation Bindings Editor appears.
4. In the Object Classes Filtering list, select an object class.

You have specified the object class you want to create the operation binding for.
5. Click Create.
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The Create Operation Binding dialog appears.
6. Select a class in the Available object classes list and add it to the Added object classes list.

You have specified the object classes you want to apply the operation binding to.
7. Under Type, select Stored Procedure.
8. In the Available Operations list, select an operation.

You have specified the type of operation that you want to bind the operation to.
9. In the Timing list, select a timing.

You have specified when the operation binding is executed.
10. Click OK.

A node is added to the mapping tree which displays the type of operation, the timing you selected and the name of
class you want the operation binding to apply to.

11. Click the node that displays the information about the operation binding you created.
The Stored Procedure dialog appears.

12. In the Procedure list, select a stored procedure.
You have bound the procedure to the operation you specified in step 8.

NOTE
If the procedure list fails to populate verify that your database does not have outstanding transactions or
locks on the schema metadata.

13. Edit any other details of the stored procedure as required.
You have specified the parameters for a stored procedure style operation binding.

14. Save the project.

Bind Operations to Scripts

You can bind operations to scripts to specify actions that you want to occur, before, after, or instead of, standard account
CRUD operations, such as Add, Modify and Delete. Other types of operations are available, depending on the type of
operation binding you select. You can bind an operation to a specific function in a global script, or bind an operation to an
individual script. You can bind operations to scripts for any endpoint types which permit them (such as JNDI and JDBC).

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Connector Xpress JDBC or JNDI project.
2. Map the user account class, and any other class as required.
3. Click the Operations Bindings node.

The Operation Bindings Editor appears.
4. In the Object Classes Filtering list, select an object class.

You have specified the object class you want to create the script binding for.
5. Click Create.

The Create Operation Binding dialog appears.
6. Select a class in the Available object classes list and add it to the Added object classes list.

You have specified the object classes you want to apply the script binding to.
7. Under Type, select Script.
8. In the Available Operations list, select an operation.

You have specified the type of operation that you want to bind the script to.
9. In the Timing list, select a timing.

You have specified when the script binding is executed.
10. Click OK.

A node is added to the mapping tree which displays the type of operation, the timing you selected and the name of
class you want the script binding to apply to.
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11. Click the node that displays the information about the script binding you created.
The Script Editor dialog appears.

12. To bind a function in a global script to an operation, do the following:
a. Select Execute a function in a global script.
b. Select a global script from the Global Script list.

Selecting a global script specifies the script where the function you want to bind to the operation is located.
c. In the Function name field, type the name of the function.

You have specified the function you want to bind to the operation.
13. To bind an operation to an individual script, do the following:

a. Select Execute an individual script.
b. Click Edit Script.

The Edit Script dialog appears.
c. Load or paste the script into the Edit Script dialog as required.
d. Click OK.

14. Edit any other details of the script binding as required.
You have specified the parameters for a script binding style operation binding.

15. Save the project.

Import Operation Bindings

If you created operation bindings in another project and you want to reuse them, or if you simply want to restore operation
bindings from a backup, you can import operation bindings from an XML file.

When you import operation bindings, Connector Xpress imports operation bindings and any references to stored
procedures.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Metadata, Import Operation Bindings.
The Import Operation Bindings dialog appears.

2. Navigate to the operation bindings XML file and select Open.
The imported operations bindings and all associated scripts or references to stored procedures appear under the
Operation Bindings node.

Export Operation Bindings

If you plan to reuse operation bindings in another project or if you simply want to back up your operations bindings, you
can export operation bindings to an XML file. When you export operation bindings, Connector Xpress makes a copy of all
operation bindings and any scripts or references to stored procedures.You can create a copy of a live endpoint type and
that contains all operation bindings.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Metadata, Export Operation Bindings.
The Export Operations Bindings dialog appears.

2. Specify the folder to save the XML file in and the name of the exported operation bindings.
Your operation bindings are saved.
When you export operation bindings, Connector Xpress automatically encapsulates scripts in CDATA sections in the
exported XML file. You can easily cut-and-paste from exported XML files without having to worry about XML quoting
issues such as "<" => "&lt;" and "&" => "&apos;".
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Stored Procedure and Column Considerations

This section covers some recommendations for your database schema to ensure smooth operations with stored
procedures.

Stored procedure arguments that do not have a common SQL type reported by their drivers (that is, the driver returns
java.sql.Type.OTHER = 1111) are treated as Type.VARCHAR (16), assuming that the driver converts from string to the
argument’s desired native type. For example, this works for Oracle NVARCHAR2 arguments. If this does not work, your
stored procedure is not invoked and a failure message ending with “Invalid column type” appears.

We recommend that you use basic types (for example, basic types related to VARCHAR) for stored procedure arguments
where possible, and verify other argument types against a single stored procedure against your desired vendor and
version before proceeding to wide spread usage.

Verify that the native type of account/group table column you select as the key when creating a Group-Account
association matches the type of corresponding columns in your chosen membership table. If they do not match, then
membership information is not retrieved successfully. We recommend that you use strict constraints as much as possible.
For example, if the column you select as the group naming attribute is of type NVARCHAR2 and the matching column is
of type VARCHAR2 in the membership table, then looking up the groups an account belongs to returns an empty list (or at
least is missing groups which have multibyte characters in their names).

We recommend that you do not use the percent (%) and underscore (_) characters because they act as wildcard
characters when searching for database objects like schemas, tables, table columns, and stored procedure arguments.
These values are quoted where they do appear, but this is an area of considerable divergence between vendors and
versions. For example, some vendors do not report the quotation character used in some releases correctly. There are no
longer any known problems with %/_ for any of our supported vendors.

WARNING
Connector Xpress and CA IAM Connector Server read and write data from stored procedures through their
arguments. However, they do not verify the validity of the code of any stored procedures you bind to. We
recommend that you verify the validity of the code of any stored procedures you bind to.

Pure Scripted Connectors
 Contents 

  

The fully functional SDK script connector bundled with this SDK is an example of a 100 percent scripted connector.

If you do not want to use a ready-made connector, you can create your own pure scripted connector using a templates
provided by Connector Xpress. You can use the following two templates to create a pure scripted connector:

• SDK DYN Script
• SDK DYN UPO Script

Using this template as a starting point, you can invoke your own JavaScript functions for each mandatory operation.
This functionality relies on the 'instead of' operation binding. Before CA IAM Connector Server performs any operation,
it checks to see whether there are any operation bindings that tell it to invoke some logic before, after, or instead of the
operation. Use the 'instead of' operation binding to invoke a JavaScript operation for your own pure scripted connector.

You must create an 'instead of' operation binding for each of the mandatory operations; Add, Delete, Modify, Search, and
Lookup.

NOTE
You can 'hot deploy' a pure scripted connector, which means that you do not have to change CA IAM Connector
Server for the new connector to become operational.
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NOTE
A hot deployed connector specifies its connector.xml content as part of its metadata 'connectorXML' at the
namespace level (accounting for proper XML encoding of this value). This means that a scripted connector
can be created on the fly on a running CA IAM Connector Server without needing to restart it, or adding a
static connector.xml on the CA IAM Connector Server host. Also, any connector configuration changes that are
typically specified in connector.xml can be made active without a CA IAM Connector Server restart such as the
connection pool settings.

How to Create a Pure Scripted Connector

Using templates as a starting point, you can create your own pure scripted connector that invokes your own JavaScript
functions for each mandatory operation (Add, Delete, Modify, Search, and Lookup). Do the following:

1. Create a project from a template.
The two pure scripted connector templates are SDK DYN Script and SDK DYN UPO Script.

2. Map the attributes.
The template gives you some attributes as a starting point but you can add more.

3.  Create operation bindings for each of the mandatory functions. 
The template includes the five mandatory operations (Add, Delete, Modify, Search and Lookup), but you can add
more.

4. Add your JavaScript operations.

NOTE
The template provides basic scripts, but you will need to customize these.

5. Click the Endpoint type node at the top level of the mapping tree.
The Endpoint Type Details dialog appears.

6. Click Load, then select the connector.xml configuration you want to load.
Connector Xpress loads the connector.xml configuration in the Connector XML field.

7. In the Connector XML field, configure the following Connector XML settings:
a. Change the value of "name" from the template default to a unique name.

<Property name='name'>

<Value>UniqueName</value>

</Property>

b. Change the value of connectorTypeName from the template default to a unique name.
<Property name='connectorTypeName'>

<Value>UniqueName</value>

</Property>

c. (Optional) We recommend that you look at the other configuration items in the Connector XML to fine-tune your
connector configuration. For example:
<Property name='defaultConnectorConfig'>

NOTE
 If you keep the template name for your new pure scripted connector, CA IAM Connector Server recognizes
it. You can now deploy the pure scripted connector. It is best practice, however, to give your connector a new
name which means you need to hot-deploy it to help ensure that CA IAM Connector Server recognizes it and
loads its settings. For more information on hot-deployment, see the CA IM Connector Server Programming
Guide.

8. Save the Connector Xpress project.
9. Deploy the connector.
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How you Generate User Console Account Screens
 Contents 

  

CA Identity Manager supports metadata-based generation of role and screen definitions for the CA Identity Manager User
Console.

You can create the account management screens for a specific dynamic endpoint type in the CA Identity Manager User
Console. The account management screens let you manage the accounts, account templates, and endpoints on a specific
endpoint type. To create the account management screens, you do the following:

1. Use Connector Xpress to create the presentation metadata that defines the layout of the account management
screens in the User Console. You create the presentation metadata by grouping mapped attributes into logical groups
and subgroups.
These attributes appear as tabs and page sections in the account management screens. Connector Xpress saves the
groupings you make in the metadata.
The presentation metadata defines:
– Where on the User Console account management screen the input control appears
– The input control's label

2. Use the Role Definition Generator to generate:
– The field, screen, tab, task, and role definitions from the presentation metadata you created in Connector Xpress.
– The files required by the CA Identity Manager Server to provide account management for a specific endpoint type

through the User Console.
3. Deploy the CA Identity Manager Server Configuration Files required by the CA Identity Manager Server.
4. Import the field, screen, tab, task, and role definitions into CA Identity Manager.

Importing the field, screen, tab, task, and role definitions makes the account management tasks available in the User
Console.

Role Definition Generator

The Role Definition Generator is a stand-alone utility that generates the files needed by the CA Identity Manager Server to
provide account management for a specific endpoint type through the User Console.

The Role Definition Generator is installed with the CA Identity Manager Server in the following directories:

• (Windows) %PROGRAMFILES%\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\RoleDefinitionGenerator\bin
• (UNIX) /opt/CA/Identity_Manager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/RoleDefinitionGenerator/bin

Role Definition Generator Command

 Valid on Windows and UNIX 

The Role Definition Generator command parses the endpoint type metadata generated from Connector Xpress and
generates endpoint type.jar. This JAR file contains the JIAM mapping files, framework, managed object definition files,
resource bundle file and task role and screen definition file.

This command has the following format on Windows:

RoleDefGenerator.bat [-c jar_path] [d domain] -e fqn  -h hostname -l-m filename -o directory -n -p port -u

 username -s -y password_file.txt ] [endpoint_type ...]

This command has the following format on UNIX:

RoleDefGenerator.sh  [-c jar_path] [d domain] -e fqn  -h hostname -l-m filename -o directory -n -p port -u

 username -s -y password_file.txt ] [endpoint_type ...]
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• -c jar_path 
Specifies that JAR is added to the classpath when using a JIAM extension JAR file.
 Note: Optional, but if used, must be specified first.

• -d domain 
Specifies the CA Identity Manager domain. If not specified, the role definition generator defaults to the CA Identity
Manager domain.

• -e fqn 
Defines the fully qualified name of the JIAM option descriptor class that matches the metadata being used. Must be
used in conjunction with the -m option. The JIAM extension jar that contains this endpoint type must be available in the
classpath.

• -h hostname 
Defines the host name of Provisioning Server.

• -l
Specifies that the Role Definition Generator lists endpoint types, but does not generate role definitions.

• -m filename
Specifies that the metadata specified in this file is used to generate role definitions.

• -o directory 
Defines the output directory.
 Default: '.' that is, the current working directory.

• -n
If specified, TLS is not used. TLS communication is enabled by default.

• -p port 
Specifies the Provisioning Server port number. If not specified, then 20390 is used, or 20389 is used if –n is specified.

• -u username 
Defines the Provisioning Server admin user name.

• -s
Run in Standalone CA IAM Connector Server mode.

• -y password_file.txt 
Specifies the file that contains the Provisioning Server admin user password. If not specified, the utility prompts you for
the password. The password file is in UTF-8 format. The first line of the file is used as the password.

•  endpoint_type  
Defines the name of the endpoint type (long form).

Example: List all endpoint types on a Provisioning Server

This example lists all endpoint types on a Provisioning Server:

RoleDefGenerator.bat -d EXAMPLEDOMAIN -h im.example.com -u adminusername -l

Example: Generate role definitions for a dynamic endpoint type

This example generates role definitions for YourDynamicEndpointType. 

RoleDefGenerator.bat -d EXAMPLEDOMAIN -h im.example.com -u adminusernameYourDynamicEndpointType

Account Screen Creation Example

This example shows you how to create the presentation metadata that defines the tabs and page sections in the account
management screens in the User Console for a simple JNDI connector. This example creates account management
screens for a dynamic endpoint type named MyJNDIEndpointType.
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How you Generate Account Screens

To generate account management screens for the dynamic endpoint type MyJNDIEndpointType, do the following:

1. Use Connector Xpress to create the project that describes MyJNDIEndpointType.
2. Create the presentation metadata in Connector Xpress by grouping the mapped attributes into the logical groups and

subgroups that you want to appear as tabs and page sections in the account management screens. 
3. Use Connector Xpress to deploy the connector to the Provisioning Server.
4. Use the Role Definition Generator to generate the MyJNDIEndpointType.jar files.

CA Identity Manager Server requires this file to provide account management for MyJNDIEndpointType.
5. Deploy the MyJNDIEndpointType.jar file to the CA Identity Manager Server.
6. Import the role and task definitions into the CA Identity Manager environment you want to manage the accounts for a

specific endpoint type.

Presentation Metadata Example

The following example shows you how to group the attributes you have mapped for MyJNDIEndpointType into the logical
groups and subgroups you want to appear as tabs and page sections in the account management screens in the User
Console.

This example assumes that you have done the following tasks:

1. Created a project and specified a JNDI data source such as CA Directory for your connector.
2. Created a User Account class and mapped the Account ID and Last Name attributes in inetOrgPerson to the

provisioning attributes cn and sn respectively. 
3. Created a Group class and mapped the Account ID and Member attributes in groupOfNames to the provisioning

attributes cnand member respectively. 
4. Created a direct and reverse association between the Group and the User Account class and mapped the group's

member attribute to the account's class naming attribute. 

Example: Create the presentation metadata

To group the attributes you have mapped into the logical groups and subgroups you want to appear as tabs and page
sections in the account management screens in the User Console, use Connector Xpress to create the presentation
metadata.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Mapping Tree, click the Accounts screen node under the User Account node.
The Account Screens dialog appears.

2. Click the Account button.
The Login page section appears.

3. Select the Account Id attribute from the drop-down list on the Login page section.
4. Click the User button.

The Name page section appears.
5. Select the Last Name attribute from the drop-down list on the Name page section.
6. Click the Membership button.

The Membership page section appears.
7. Select the Member attribute from from the drop-down list.
8. Deploy the MyJNDIEndpointType connector to the Provisioning Server, then save the project.
9. Next, use the Role Definition Generator to convert the presentation metadata to the files required by CA Identity

Manager.
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Role, Task, and Screen Definition File Example

Use the Role Definition Generator to generate the field, screen, tab, task, and role definitions from the presentation
metadata you created in Connector Xpress and the files required by the CA Identity Manager Server to provide account
management for a specific endpoint type through the User Console.

Example: Generate role, task, and screen definition files

To convert the presentation metadata to the files required by CA Identity Manager to provide account management
screens for MyJNDIEndpointType, use the Role Definition Generator.

Valid on Windows and UNIX

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to one of the following directories according to your operating system:
– (Windows) %PROGRAMFILES%\CA\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\RoleDefinitionGenerator\bin
– (UNIX) /opt/CA/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/RoleDefinitionGenerator/bin

2. Open a command prompt window or a terminal window according to your operating system, then enter one of the
following commands:
– (Windows) RoleDefGenerator.bat -d exampledomain –h im.exmaple.com –u adminusername MyJNDIEndpointType
– (UNIX) RoleDefGenerator.sh -d exampledomain –h im.exmaple.com –u adminusername MyJNDIEndpointType
The command generates the MyJNDIEndpointType.jar file.
The role, task, and screen definitions generated from the metadata include a basic Manager role and an Auditor (read-
only) role the endpoint type you specified.

3. Next, deploy the MYJNDI.EndpointType.jar file to the CA Identity Manager Server.

CA Identity Manager Server Configuration Files Deployment Example

The following example shows you how to deploy CA Identity Manager Server Configuration Files to the CA Identity
Manager Server.

Example: Deploy CA Identity Manager server configuration files

To provide account management for MyJNDIEndpointType, deploy the MyJNDIEndpointType.jar file to the CA Identity
Manager Server.

 Valid on Windows and UNIX 

Follow these steps:

1. Copy MyJNDIEndpointType.jar to one of the following directories:
– (Windows) app server home/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF/lib
– (UNIX) app server home\iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-INF\lib

NOTE
 For WebSphere, copy the JAR file to:

WebSphere_home/AppServer/profiles/Profile_Name/config/cells/Cell_name/applications/iam_im.ear/
user_console.war/WEB-INF

2. Repeat the preceding step for each node if you have a cluster.
3. Restart the CA Identity Manager Server.
4. Import the role and tasks settings into the CA Identity Manager environment.

Example Import Role and Task Settings into CA Identity Manager

The following example shows you how to import the role and task settings generated by the Role Definition Generator into
CA Identity Manager.
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To provide account management for MyJNDIEndpointType, import the role and task settings generated by the Role
Definition Generator into CA Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. From the CA Identity Manager Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select the environment from which you want to manage accounts for a given endpoint type.
3. Click Role and Task Settings.
4. Click Import.
5. Select the endpoint types for which you want to import the screen, role, and task definitions, then click Finish.

The status is displayed in the Role Configuration Output window.
6. Restart the CA Identity Manager environment.

The account management screens for MyJNDIEndpointType are available in the User Console when you perform
account management tasks such as creating and modifying accounts on an endpoint.

7. Identify users that are not members of the System Manager admin role.
8. In CA Identity Manager, grant users that are not members of the System Manager admin role membership of the newly

created auditor or manager admin roles for the specific endpoint type.
This grants the users access to the Account tasks and Accounts tab.
Members of the System Manager admin role see the new Accounts tab in the Modify User's Accounts and View User's
Account admin tasks automatically.

Example: Generated account screens

This example shows you how the account management screens for the account management task look after you import
the role and task definitions into CA Identity Manager.
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Undeploy Role Definitions for an Endpoint Type

You can undeploy the role definitions for a given endpoint type from a CA Identity Manager environment where you
previously imported role definitions

Follow these steps:

1. Remove the endpoint-type-specific .jar from iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-INF\lib folder.
2. Restart the CA Identity Manager server.

The endpoint type is unregistered from the CA Identity Manager server and no longer appears in the CA Identity Manager
User Console. You can no longer manage accounts or account templates for that endpoint type in the CA Identity
Manager User Console. Removing the endpoint-type-specific .jar has no effect on objects which are on the Provisioning
Server side, for example, account templates, endpoints and such for the endpoint type.

Promote a Connector from a Test to a Production Environment Example
In this example, Forwardinc has completed creating and testing a new Oracle connector that maps Oracle database
tables to provisioning accounts and groups. Forwardinc has deployed the connector to their test and staging provisioning
server, forwardinc_Test_PS. They now want to deploy the connector to a new production provisioning server,
forwardinc_Prod_PS, and remove the connector from the test environment after deploying the connector.

Example: How forwardinc Promotes a Connector from a Test to a Production Environment

The following example shows you the process the administrator of forwardinc's CA Identity Manager installation follows to
promote the connector from the test environment to the new production environment. The Administrator:

1. Saves the Oracle connector as a Connector Xpress project. For example, ORA_Connector.con.
2. Configures the new production provisioning server, forwardinc_Prod_PS.

The connection details of the production provisioning server to which forwardinc wants to deploy the connector are
specified.

3. Opens the Connector Xpress project ORA_Connector.con.
4. Creates an endpoint type on the forwardinc_Prod_PS provisioning server.
5. Specifies the managing connector server that manages the new endpoint type.

Specifying the managing connector server helps ensure that requests for the endpoint type are routed to it.
6. Explores and correlates the new endpoint type.

The exploration and correlation populates the forwardinc_Prod_PS provisioning server with data found in the endpoint.
7. Deletes the old endpoint type from the test provisioning server, forwardinc_Test_PS.

The endpoint type, the associated account templates, and any child endpoints are deleted, however data on the
endpoint is unchanged.
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Connector Xpress Utilities
Connector Xpress utilities enable you to perform the following tasks:

• Set up a Provisioning Server configuration 
• Set up a Connector Server configuration 
• Associate an endpoint with a connector server using different methods 
• Update a CA IAM Connector Server password 
• Export a mapping summary HTML file for an endpoint 
• Manage Endpoints 
• Edit and deploy metadata 
• Set managing CS for endpoint types 
• Acquire, explore, correlate, and remove endpoint systems 

Provisioning Server Configuration
Contents

Connector Xpress lets you manage connectors on a server by adding, editing, and removing Provisioning Servers.

Add and Configure a Provisioning Server

To manage connectors on a server, add and configure a Provisioning Server.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Provisioning Servers node, then click Add Server.
The Provisioning Server Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields in the dialog, then click OK.
Connector Xpress adds the Provisioning Server to the Provisioning Servers tree.

NOTE
If the Provisioning Server already has a Connector Server configured, it appears under the Provisioning
Server node.

Edit Provisioning Server Details

If the details of your Provisioning Server change, for example, when you upgrade your hardware, edit the details of your
Provisioning Server if necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the server whose details you want to edit, then click Edit Server.
The Provisioning Server Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields in the dialog, then click OK.
Connector Xpress changes the details of the Provisioning Server.

Remove a Provisioning Server

If the details of your Provisioning Server change, for example, when you remove or replace your hardware, remove the
details of your Provisioning Server from the Provisioning Servers tree if necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Provisioning Server that you want to remove, then click Remove Server.
2. When prompted, confirm that you want to remove the Provisioning Server.
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Connector Xpress removes the Provisioning Server.

Connect to a Provisioning Server

To connect to a Provisioning Server, provide a password for the Provisioning Server if necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the Provisioning Servers tree, and then double-click the Provisioning Server you want to connect to.
The Provisioning Server password dialog appears.

2. Type the password, then click OK.

NOTE
If you enter an invalid password when attempting to connect to the Provisioning Server, the connection fails
and Connector Xpress displays an error node on the Provisioning Servers tree. To reconnect with a different
password, refresh the Provisioning Servers tree.

Connector Server Configuration
 Contents 

Connector server configuration lets you configure how your Provisioning Server routes individual endpoints to connector
servers.

You can create multiple configurations and then associate the appropriate configuration with a given endpoint. 

 Note: Create the connector server configuration for the endpoint before deploying the connector.

Create a Connector Server Configuration

To specify how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types or individual endpoints to connector servers, you create a
connector server configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the server in the Provisioning Servers tree where you deployed your connectors.
2. Right-click on the CS Configs node and then select New CS Config.

The Connector Server Configuration dialog appears.
3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

You have specified how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types or individual endpoints to connector servers.

How to Set a Managing Connector Server

You can select a server to manage a particular endpoint type or endpoint. When you configure alternate Provisioning
Servers and each Provisioning Server has a different CS, you can associate two or more Connector Servers with an
endpoint type.

You can associate an endpoint with a CA IAM Connector Server in either of the following ways:

•  From the endpoint type node 
•  From the CA IAM Connector Server on the CS Configs node 

Set a Managing Connector Server from the Endpoint Type Node

You can select a connector server to manage a particular endpoint type or endpoint from the endpoint type node.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to manage, then click Set Managing CS.
The Select Connector Servers dialog appears.

2. Select the Connector Server or Connector Servers from the list, then click OK.
You have specified the Connector Server or Connector Servers you want to manage. Connector Xpress adds the
endpoint type or endpoint to the managed branches of the selected Connector Servers. 

Set a Managing Connector Server from the CS Configs Node

You can select a connector server to manage a particular endpoint type or endpoint from the CS Configs Node.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the CS Configs node.
2. Right-click the CS Config you want to associate with the endpoint, then click Edit CS Configuration.

The Edit Connector Server Configuration dialog appears.
3. Complete the following fields on the dialog, then click OK.

– Object Handle
Defines the object handles of the endpoint types being managed on the selected Provisioning Server. 
 Example: Namespace=dyn_jndi_democorp,Domain=forward,Server=Server

Edit a Connector Server Configuration

To change how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types to a connector server, you can edit the connector server
configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the server in the Provisioning Servers tree where you deployed your connectors.
2. Expand the CS Configs node.
3. Right-click the server configuration you want to edit, and then select Edit CS Config.

The Connector Server Configuration dialog appears.
4. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

You have changed how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types or individual endpoints to connector servers.

Remove a Connector Server Configuration

To remove a connector server configuration, you can delete it from the Provisioning Servers tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the server in the Provisioning Servers tree where you deployed your connectors.
2. Expand the CS Configs node.
3. Right-click the server configuration to edit, and then select Delete CS Config.
4. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the connector server configuration.

The connector server configuration is removed.

Update a CA IAM Connector Server Password

To help ensure good security practice, update the CA IAM Connector Server password periodically. Updating the
password also helps ensure that only a known set of provisioning servers are using the CA IAM Connector Server. For
example, after updating a password, you only update provisioning servers that should be using the CA IAM Connector
Server with the new password. Provisioning servers that should not have access to the CA IAM Connector Server will not
be able to use the CA IAM Connector Server after the system restarts. 
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, expand the CS Configs node.
2. Right click the CS Config you want to edit, then click Edit CS Config.

The Edit Connector Server Configuration dialog appears.
3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

Manage CA IAM Connector Server with Connector Xpress
Contents

If you have installed CA IAM Connector Server with CCS, you can use Connector Xpress to manage a Connector Server.
You can add, edit, and remove Connector Servers.

Configuring a Connector Server allows you to manage connectors accessed through CA IAM Connector Server.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Connector Servers node, then click Add Connector Server.
The Connector Sever Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the following fields on the Connector Sever Details dialog, then click OK.
– Host Name

Defines the name of the host where the Connector Server is located.
– Port

Defines the port used to connect to the CA IAM Connector Server
– Bind DN

Defines the user name used to connect to the Connector Server in DN format.
– Use TLS

Specifies that a secure TLS connection to the Connector Server is established. This means that the connector does
not transmit the password in clear text. If not selected, the connector transmits the password in clear text.
Default: Selected

– Key
Defines the name of the configuration option that the connector uses to connect to the Connector Server. For example,
com.ca.iam.server.class=com.ca.iam.model.impl.JCSServer and com.ca.iam.server.superagent=true.
– Value

Defines the value of the configuration option.
– Key column

Displays the full list of configuration options that the connector uses to connect to the Connector Server.
– Value column

Displays the corresponding values for the configuration options displayed in the Key column.
Connector Xpress displays the Connector Server tree expanded with the list of known connector servers.

Configure a Connector Server

You can use Connector Xpress to configure a Connector Server that manages connectors accessed through a CA IAM
Connector Server. To configure a CA IAM Connector Server, verify that a Connector Server is installed and running.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Connector Servers Node, then click Add Connector Server.
The Connector Sever Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the following fields on the Connector Server Details dialog, then click OK.
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– Host Name
Defines the name of the host where the Connector Server is located.

– Port
Defines the port used to connect to the CA IAM Connector Server

– Bind DN
Defines the user name used to connect to the Connector Server in DN format.

– Use TLS
Specifies that a secure TLS connection to the Connector Server is established. This means that the connector does
not transmit the password in clear text. If not selected, the connector transmits the password in clear text.
Default: Selected

– Key
Defines the name of the configuration option that the connector uses to connect to the Connector Server. For
example, com.ca.iam.server.class=com.ca.iam.model.impl.JCSServer and com.ca.iam.server.superagent=true.

– Value
Defines the value of the configuration option.

– Key column
Displays the full list of configuration options that the connector uses to connect to the Connector Server.

– Value column
Displays the corresponding values for the configuration options displayed in the Key column.

Connector Xpress displays the Connector Server tree expanded with the list of known Connector Server.

Connect to a Connector Server

You can use Connector Xpress to connect to a Connector Server and display and manage the endpoints that the
Connector Server manages.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning tree, click the Connector Server you want to connect to.
2. When prompted, enter the password for the Connector Server you want to connect to, then click ok.

Connector Xpress connects to the Connector Server and queries whether it is a stand-alone connector server.
The Connector Server responds with confirmation that it is a stand-alone Connector Server.
Connector Xpress displays the End Points node under the Connector Servers node.

3. Select the End Points Type node in the Provisioning tree under the Connector Server you want to connect to.
Connector Xpress displays the CA IAM Connector Server, CSS endpoint types, endpoints, and the dynamic endpoint
types that the selected Connector Server manages.

Edit Connector Server Details

If the details of your Connector Server change, for example, when you upgrade your hardware, edit the details of your
Connector Server if necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, under the Connector Servers node, right-click the Connector Server whose details
you want to edit, then click Edit Server.
The Connector Server Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields in the dialog, then click OK.
Connector Xpress changes the details of the Connector Server.
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Create an Endpoint Type Managed by a Connector Server

You can create an endpoint type and manage it with a specific Connector Server.

NOTE
You can only create an endpoint type when a Connector Xpress project is open.

Follow these steps:

1. Open an existing project.
2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, under the Connector Servers Node, right-click the Endpoint Types node, then click

Create New Endpoint Type.
The Create New Endpoint Type dialog appears.

3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.
You have defined the name of your new endpoint type and added the endpoint type to the Endpoint Types node of the
Connector Server you specified.

Delete an Endpoint Type Managed by a Connector Server

You can remove a connector managed by a Connector Server using Connector Xpress when you no longer want to
manage that connector in the Provisioning Manager.

WARNING
We strongly recommend that you only use Connector Xpress to remove endpoints associated with dynamic
connectors, to help ensure successful deletion.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the Endpoints node in the Provisioning Servers tree under the Connector Server node.
2. Right-click the endpoint you want to delete, then click Delete Endpoint.
3. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the endpoint.

Connector Xpress deletes the connector, and removes the endpoint and associated account templates, but the data on
the endpoint is unchanged.

Mapping Summary File
Contents

You can use the mapping summary file to help you debug and read logs. For example, you can use the mapping summary
file if the attribute names in the generic schema are not descriptive, for example, eTDYN-str-i-01.

Generating a mapping summary file is also important when you want to write batch scripts for automation.

The mapping summary file is an HTML file that displays the following information for a selected endpoint type, or a
currently open project:

• Provisioning LDAP attribute name
• Logical name
• Native name
• Display name
• Attribute values for each class defined in the dynamic endpoint

Export a Mapping Summary File

You can export a mapping summary file to help you debug and read logs. For example, you use the file to look up
endpoint mappings between Provisioning LDAP attribute names and native attribute/column names.
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You can export a mapping file for the currently loaded project, or a selected endpoint type in the Provisioning Severs tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to export a Mapping Summary file for, then

click Export Mapping Summary File.
– Open the project you want to export a Mapping Summary file for, then click Metadata, Export Mapping Summary

File.
The Export Mapping Summary File dialog appears.

2. Specify the location where you want to save the file, then click OK.
Connector Xpress saves the mapping summary file in HTML format to the location you specified.

3. Open the file in web browser and review the endpoint mappings.

Merge a Modified Data Model
You can select a data model XML file to load and merge into the currently loaded metadata. Merging an XML data file
adds the additional account attributes to metadata for the endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the existing project you want to merge the metadata for.
2. Click Metadata, Merge.

The Merge Data Model from dialog appears.
3. Navigate to the location of the file you want to merge the metadata with, then click OK.

Connector Xpress overwrites or appends the data model file of the file you opened to the currently loaded data model.

Example: How an Administrator Merges the Metadata on an Endpoint using an XML Data File

In this example, the administrator wants to add some additional account attributes in one project to the metadata in
another project. The administrator merges the metadata in the dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.con project with the metadata in the
dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project.

The dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project contains the metadata for the endpoint named dyn_jdbc_endpoint. The administrator
does the following:

1. Exports the metadata for the dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.con project to an XML data file named
export_dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.xml.

2. Opens the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project.
3. Imports export_dyn_jdbc_ns2.xml into the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project.
4. Uses the Metadata Editor to verify that Connector Xpress has successfully merged the additional account attributes

created in the dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.con project with the metadata in the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project.
5. Deploys the merged data model to the endpoint named dyn_jdbc_endpoint.
6. Uses the Provisioning Manager to verify that the new mappings are correct.

Manage Endpoints
Contents

To manage the accounts, users, groups, and other resource objects in your environment, you do the following:

• Acquire the endpoints
• Explore the endpoint for the objects you want to manage
• Correlate the objects to global users
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You can specify how an endpoint is going to be explored and correlated. For example, you can specify how many levels in
the container are explored, one level or the only the current subtree.

You can choose whether the correlate function creates any users that are not present or whether it associates accounts
with no matching users to the [default user] global user.

You can also create, clean, and delete endpoint types.

How You Acquire and Manage Endpoints

Acquiring an endpoint automatically populates the Provisioning Server with accounts and other objects found in the
acquired endpoint. An acquired endpoint is any application or computer managed by the Provisioning Server.

Acquiring an endpoint consists of creating it, exploring it, and correlating it. Correlating an endpoint is the process of
examining accounts on it, and potentially creating users automatically and setting global user attributes from account
attributes.

To manage an endpoint using Connector Xpress, do the following:

1. Create the endpoint in the Provisioning Server. When you register an endpoint, you are declaring it as an endpoint
managed by the Provisioning Server.

2. Explore its contents. When you explore an endpoint, Connector Xpress finds the objects in the endpoint and stores a
record of them in the Provisioning Server.

3. Correlate the explored accounts. When you correlate accounts on an endpoint, the Provisioning Server associates
them with a global user in the Provisioning directory. You can choose whether the correlate function creates any global
users that are not present or whether it associates accounts with no matching global user to the [default user] global
user.

4. Update global user fields from accounts.
Whether you chose to let correlate function create missing users, you can optionally run an additional function that
sets (or refreshes) selected user attributes using the account's attribute values that you select.

Acquire, Explore, and Correlate an Endpoint

To acquire an endpoint, first register it in the Provisioning Server, that is, specify the connection details and credentials
of the endpoint so that the connector can communicate with it. Then explore the endpoint for the objects you want to be
managed, and correlate the objects to global users.

To acquire, explore and correlate an endpoint

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right click the Endpoint node that you want to explore or correlate, then click Acquire
Endpoint.
The Create New Endpoint dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields on the Create New Endpoint dialog, then click OK.
You have specified the connection details and credentials of the endpoint.

3. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right click the endpoint node that you created then click Explore/Correlate endpoint.
The Explore/Correlate endpoint dialog appears.

4. Complete the fields on the Explore/Correlate Endpoint dialog, then click OK.
You have specified how Connector Xpress explores and correlate the endpoint.

Create an Endpoint Type

You can create an endpoint type using the loaded metadata.

NOTE
You can only create an endpoint type when a Connector Xpress project is open.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open an existing project.
2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Endpoint Types node, then click Create new Endpoint Type.

The Create New Endpoint Type dialog appears.
3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

You have defined the name of your new endpoint type and added the endpoint type to the Endpoint Types node of the
Provisioning Server you specified.

Delete an Endpoint Type

You can delete an endpoint type using Connector Xpress when you no longer want to manage that endpoint type and the
endpoints under it in the Provisioning Server.

WARNING
We strongly recommend that you only use Connector Xpress to remove endpoint types associated with dynamic
connectors, to help ensure successful deletion.

To delete an endpoint type, expand the Endpoints Type node in the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type
you want to delete, then click Delete Endpoint Type.

Connector Xpress deletes the endpoint type, the associated account templates, and any child endpoints. Data on the
endpoint is unchanged.

Clean an Endpoint Type

When you want to delete all account templates and endpoints from a selected endpoint type, you can clean the endpoint
type. Cleaning an endpoint type removes all endpoint objects from the Provisioning Server, and recreates the default
account template object.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to clean, then click Clean Endpoint Type.
The Clean Endpoint Type Objects dialog appears.

2. Confirm that you want to clean the endpoint type.
Connector Xpress deletes all account templates and endpoints of the selected endpoint type from the Provisioning
Directory. Data on the endpoints is not affected.

Delete an Endpoint

You can remove a connector using Connector Xpress when you no longer want to manage that connector in the
Provisioning Manager.

WARNING
We strongly recommend that you only use Connector Xpress to remove endpoints associated with dynamic
connectors, to help ensure successful deletion.

To delete an endpoint, expand the Endpoints node in the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint you want to
delete, then click Delete Endpoint.

Connector Xpress deletes the connector, and removes the endpoint and associated account templates, but the data on
the endpoint data is unchanged.

Configuration Data Location
Contents
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The configuration data created using Connector Xpress is stored in various locations throughout the distributed system as
described in the following sections.

CA IAM Connector Server Routing Rules Location

The routing rules are located in the following location:

eTSAName=[CSNAME],eTSAContainerName=SAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=[DOMAIN],dc=eta

Endpoint Type Metadata Location

The endpoint type metadata is located in the following location:

eTNamespaceName=[NAMESPACE],dc=[DOMAIN],dc=eta

Endpoint Type Metadata and CA IAM Connector Server Routing Rules

The endpoint type metadata and CA IAM Connector Server routing rules are stored on the Provisioning Server.

View Endpoint Type Metadata and CA IAM Connector Server Routing Rules

To view the endpoint type metadata and CA IAM Connector Server Routing Rules, connect to the Provisioning Server
using an LDAP browser such as JXplorer.

CA IAM Connector Server Routing Rules Hierarchy

Each CS has an entry under the following:

eTSAName=CS name,eTSAContainerName=SAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=server,dc=eta

For each endpoint type managed by the CS, there is an entry similar to the following:

eTSABranchDN : eTNamespaceName=Oracle Server,dc=server

Endpoint Type Distinguished Name

The endpoint type's distinguished name is as follows:

eTNamespaceName= MyEndpointType,dc=Domain,dc=TopLevelProvisioningServer

The following attributes are used to store metadata on each dynamic endpoint type object:

• eTMetaData
(Mandatory) Stores the XML document containing all wizard mappings, excluding stored procedures and operation
bindings.

• eTOpBindingsMetaData
(Optional) Stores the XML document containing stored procedures and operation bindings.

Connector Xpress Local Storage

Connector Xpress project files (.con files) are stored on the local file system.

Connector Xpress data source configurations are stored under Connector Xpress user preferences.

NOTE
You cannot export Connector Xpress data source configurations.
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Edit Metadata
 Contents 

  

You can edit the metadata for a project.

WARNING
Use the metadata editor at your own risk. Removing or altering important objects in the metadata can render it
inoperable.

Follow these steps:

1. Open an existing project.
2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to edit the metadata for, then click Edit

Metadata.
The Edit Metadata for Endpoint Type dialog appears and displays the metadata in an XML tree.

3. Edit the metadata as required, then click Save.
Connector Xpress redeploys the metadata.

Example: How an Administrator Modifies Metadata Manually

In this example, an administrator wants to change the display name mapping from last name to first name by manually
modifying the metadata without using the mapping tree. The administrator:

1. Opens the dyn_jdbc_namespace.con project file.
2. Right-clicks the dyn_jdbc_namespace.con endpoint, then selects Edit Metadata.
3. Expands the dyn_jdbc_namespace node, and navigates to Classes, eTDYNAccount, Properties, eTDYN-str-01 in the

Metadata Editor.
4. Modifies the displayName attribute from Last name to First name.
5. Modifies the beanPropertyName attribute from lastName to firstName.
6. Redeploys the modified metadata.
7. hecks that the changes have been made successfully by validating them in the Provisioning Manager.

Enumerated Values

For static enumerations, defining a new type involves:

• Creating a new unique type name
• Constructing a list of known values, each consisting of an internal value, and an optional display value

NOTE
 Naming your new enum type int or integer does not cause any problems, however it can make maintenance of
the metadata more difficult.

For query-based enumerations, define:

• A mapping to an unmanaged class
• The attributes the objects of that class have available for querying
• An association between a managed class and unmanaged class, through an appropriately chosen attribute in the

former class
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Metadata and Operations Bindings Editors Considerations

WARNING
 You can use the Metadata editor to verify that the mappings you have made, however we recommend that you
use the Metadata editor at your own risk. Removing or altering important objects in the metadata can render it
inoperable.

Redeploy Metadata

When a connector project is open and metadata is available, you can push the metadata to the endpoint type on the
Provisioning Server. You can only deploy metadata to dynamic endpoint types.

NOTE
If the endpoint type already has metadata, the new metadata cannot alter fundamental aspects of the data
model such as adding attribute names or types.

Follow these steps:

1. Open an existing project.
2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to deploy data to, then click Deploy Metadata.

The Deploy Metadata dialog appears.
3. Confirm that you want to deploy the metadata.

Connector Xpress deploys the metadata to the selected endpoint type and overwrites any existing metadata.

DYN Schema Extensions

The DYN Schema has been extended for the following attributes:

• Container objects (eTDYNContainerXXX) are extended to 10.
• Generic objects (eTDYNObjectXXX) are extended to 35.
• All capability attributes (for example, eTDYN-str-multi-ic-, eTDYN-str-ic-, eTDYN-str-c-, eTDYN-bool-c-, eTDYN-int-

multi-c-, eTDYN-int-c-) are extended to 99, with the exception of the multivalued case-sensitive attributes (eTDYN-str-
multi-c-), which are extended to 500.

• The noncapability multivalued case-sensitive or case-insensitive attributes (for example, eTDYN-str-multi-, eTDYN-str-
multi-i-) are extended to 500.

• The generic cached (that is, data location equals BOTH) multivalued case-sensitive attributes (eTDYN-str-multi-ca-)
are extended to 99. These attributes are included in every DYN object.
Cached attributes have their values stored on the provisioning server and are therefore accessible without contacting
the endpoint system. Where their values are provided by the endpoint system, an explore operation is needed to
update the values stored for them to match that on the endpoint system.

• Ninety-nine connection-specific cached multivalued case-sensitive attributes (eTDYN-str-multi-ca-sec-) are added for
DYN Directory only. These attributes are added in the "encryptwith" line of the DYN password attribute, which can be
used to obfuscate sensitive settings.

Metadata Descriptions

For more information about the metadata used in all layers of the architecture including Connector Xpress, JIAM, and CA
IAM Connector Server, see the JavaDocs in the CA Identity Manager Bookshelf.

Using Connector Xpress as a Generic Metadata Editor

You can use Connector Xpress as a generic editor for non-JNDI or JDBC endpoint types. Using Connector Xpress as a
generic editor lets you edit generic metadata that is not intended for a particular implementation bundle. For example,
to edit metadata for the Scripting connector, create classes and attributes from the ground-up that are not mapped to a
particular schema.
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You can create and edit generic metadata in the following ways:

•  Create new attributes, rather than selecting discovered attributes in the attribute mapping table.
•  Load a set of predefined custom operational attributes from a predefined dictionary file. 
•  Load selected operational attributes from a predefined dictionary file. 
•  Load an extended set of metadata properties from a data file. 

Create New Attributes

You can use Connector Xpress as an editor for generic metadata, and create new attributes, rather than selecting
discovered attributes in the attribute mapping table. You can use this procedure to define compound type attributes or any
other connector-specific attribute that is not mapped to an endpoint attribute.

To create new attributes

1. Create a project, and when prompted to select a Data Source, select No source.
The Endpoint Type Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields on the Endpoint Type Details dialog.
3. Expand the Classes node, then click the Attribute node of the class you want to map.

The Attribute Summary dialog appears.
4. Click Add, and type a name for the attribute.

Connector Xpress adds the new attribute to the mapping tree.
5. Expand the Attributes node in the mapping tree, then click the new node for the attribute.

The Attribute Details dialog appears.
6. Complete the fields on the Attribute Details dialog.

Display Extended Set of Metadata Properties

You can display an extended set of metadata properties on various dialogs.

To display extended set of metadata properties

1. Create a project, or open an existing project.
2. Click Tools, Preferences.

The Connector Xpress Preferences dialog appears.
3. Select the Show Extended Metadata check box.

Connector Xpress displays the extended metadata properties and contains all additional metadata that is relevant to
this data model item.

NOTE
 For information about the fields displayed, see Extended Metadata Properties.

How you Load Operational Attributes

Connector Xpress does not automatically load operational attributes, however for JNDI endpoint types, you can load
operational attributes using either of the following methods:

•  Load a dictionary of custom operational attributes from a dictionary 
Each dictionary is based on a particular vendor or standard. You can select the following dictionaries:
– CA Directory
– RFC 2252
– X.500

•  Load a selected operational attribute to the list of all attributes of the selected structural native class.
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Load Operational Attributes from a Dictionary

For JNDI endpoints, you can load a set of predefined custom operational attributes from a dictionary.

You can map operational attributes like other attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a project, or open an existing project.
2. Click Project, Settings.

The Edit Project Settings dialog appears.
3. Select the dictionary you want to load the operational attributes from, then click OK.
4. Click the Attributes node of the class you are mapping.

The Map Attributes dialog appears.
5. Click the Edit icon to the right of the Maps to field.

Connector Xpress displays the operational attributes in the Maps To list.
6. Map the operational attributes as required.

NOTE
To load only some of the operational attributes, select the dictionary attribute you want to load from the list,
then click the attribute you created in the mapping tree. Complete the fields on the Attribute Details dialog.

Load Selected Operational Attributes from a Dictionary

For JNDI endpoints, you can load selected operational attributes from a dictionary.

To load selected operational attributes from a dictionary

1. Create a project, and when prompted to select a Data Source, select No source.
The Endpoint Type Details dialog appears.

2. Click Project, Settings.
The Edit Project Settings dialog appears.

3. Select the dictionary you want to load the operational attributes from, then click OK.
4. Click the Attributes node of the Endpoint class.

The Map Attributes dialog appears.
5. Click the Edit icon to the right of the Maps To field.

Connector Xpress displays the operational attributes in the Maps To list.
6. Select the dictionary attribute you want to load from the list.

The attribute you selected is added to the mapping tree.
7. Click the attribute you created in the mapping tree.

The Attribute Details dialog appears.
8. Complete the fields on the Attribute Details dialog.

Import and Export XML Data Model Files
Contents:

Import an XML Data Model File

To edit previously exported XML data, you can import an XML data model file. Importing an XML data file into an existing
project replaces the existing metadata of the endpoint.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click Metadata, Import.
The Import Data Model from XML file dialog appears.

2. Navigate to the location of the XML file you want to import, then click OK.
Connector Xpress deploys the new data model and replaces the existing metadata of the endpoint.

Example: How an Administrator Imports and Deploys Metadata using an XML Data File

In this example, the administrator wants to replace the metadata on the endpoint dyn_jdbc_endpoint with metadata in the
XML data file export_dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.xml. The administrator does the following:

1. Creates new metadata in a Connector Xpress project.
2. Saves the metadata in project named dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.con.
3. Exports the metadata as an XML data file named export_dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.xml.
4. Opens the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project file.

This file contains the metadata for the endpoint dyn_jdbc_endpoint that the administrator wants to replace.
5. Imports the export_dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.xml data file into the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project.
6. Deploys the merged data model to the endpoint named dyn_jdbc_endpoint.

Connector Xpress deploys the new data model and replaces the existing metadata on the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.

Export Data Model to an XML File

You can export the metadata for the currently open project into an XML file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the project you want to export the metadata for.
2. Click Metadata, Export.

The Export Data Model to XML file dialog appears.
3. Specify the location where you want to save the file, then click OK.

Connector Xpress exports and saves the metadata in the file you specified.

Connector Xpress Window
The Connector Xpress window contains the following panes:

• Mapping tree
Displays an overview of the mappings you made for your endpoint. Each node and child node represents an aspect
of your endpoint mapping. For example, attributes you have mapped, associations between classes, and operation
bindings for your endpoint. Clicking a node displays a dialog that allows you to edit the parameters of the node.

• Editor panel
Displays a dialog that lets you edit the parameters for the node you have selected.

• Provisioning Servers tree
Displays the endpoints and connectors of multiple Provisioning Servers.

Mapping Tree

The Mapping Tree lets you define the mappings, associations, and operation bindings for your connector. The mapping
tree contains the following nodes:

• Endpoint type node
Lets you create a description of your endpoint.

• Classes parent node
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Lets you map a new class and view a read-only list of the classes that you have mapped and the native classes they
are mapped to.

• Class node
Lets you specify the JDBC database tables or the JNDI native object classes that you want map a class to.

• Attributes parent node
Lets you map provisioning attributes to the JDBC database table columns or JNDI object class attributes of the
endpoint.

• Attributes node
Lets you configure extended details of the selected attribute.

• Account screens node
Lets you arrange the attributes you have mapped into the groups and subgroups that you want to appear as tabs and
pages in the Identity Manager User Console account screens.

• Associations parent node
Lets you specify the classes you want to create direct and indirect associations between.

• Containers parent node
Lets you specify which object classes you want to use as containers in your connector.

• Custom Types
Lets you define arbitrary strings (flexi-strings) you want to use as metadata types in attribute mappings.

• Operation Bindings
Lets you specify operation binding information and display a summary of existing operation bindings.

• Scripts parent node
Lets you name the script you want to bind to the operation bindings you have mapped.

• Scripts node
Lets you specify the parameters of the script you want to bind to the operation bindings you have mapped.

Provisioning Servers Tree

The Provisioning Servers tree (in the lower left pane) lets you manage the endpoints and connectors of multiple
Provisioning Servers. The Provisioning Servers tree contains the following fields:

•

Refreshes the currently selected node in the Provisioning Tree.

NOTE
The Refresh button is only available when you select a tree node that has a changeable list of child nodes.
For example, the button is not available for a particular endpoint, as this type of node always has Policies
and Endpoint child nodes only. For the endpoints node of a particular endpoint, the button is available.

•

Displays the actions you can perform on the currently selected object in the Provisioning Tree. Clicking this button is
equivalent to right-clicking the currently selected object in the Provisioning Tree.

• Provisioning Servers node
Lets you add and configure Provisioning Server connection details. When you add a Provisioning Server, Connector
Xpress maintains the details of the Provisioning Server so that you can access it each time you run Connector Xpress.

• Servers Object node
Displays each registered Provisioning Server on the network. You can use this node to edit or remove the Provisioning
Server connection details.

• Domains Node
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Displays the domain configured for the Provisioning Server.
• Endpoint Types node

Displays a list of endpoint types. You can use this node to create an endpoint type.
• Endpoints Object node

Lets you do the following:
– Deploy and edit metadata
– Delete an endpoint type
– Clean an endpoint type for DYN endpoint types
– Set the managing connector server for non-DYN endpoint types only

• Endpoints node
Groups endpoints of a particular endpoint type.

• Endpoints Name node
Displays an endpoint that you have acquired on the Provisioning Server. You can use this node to:
– Perform an explore or correlate of the endpoint for DYN endpoints
– Delete an endpoint
– Set the managing connector server only for non-DYN endpoints

• Policies node
Displays groups of policies of a particular endpoint type.

NOTE
A default policy is provided for all endpoint types.

• CS Config Object node
Displays a list of CS configurations.
You can use this node to:
– Edit the existing configuration for the server's branch DN routing rules
– Delete a configuration entry
– Set the managing connector server password

• CS Configs node
Displays logical groupings of CA IAM Connector Server configurations. These configurations contain the DSFConfig
style routing rules for managing branch DNs. You can use this node to add a new routing rules configuration object for
a C++ Connector Server or CA IAM Connector Server service.

• Connector Servers Node
Displays the endpoint types, endpoints, and the dynamic endpoint types that the selected Connector Server manages.

Data Sources

Data Sources

A data source is a reference to a server or other source of schema information that Connector Xpress can construct a
connector for.

Connector Xpress supports the following data sources from supported vendors:

• JDBC—Any service accessible through the JDBC API, typically a relational database server.
• JNDI—Any service accessible through the JNDI API, typically an LDAP server.

Set Up Data Sources

A data source is a reference to a server or other source of schema information that Connector Xpress can construct a
connector for.
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Connector Xpress supports the following data sources from supported vendors:

• JDBC—Any service accessible through the JDBC API, typically a relational database server.
• JNDI—Any service accessible through the JNDI API, typically an LDAP server.

NOTE
You can connect to a data source to read its schema and then use Connector Xpress to map the schema to a
new endpoint type. Connector Xpress maintains a list of data sources that you configure. You can set up JNDI or
JDBC data sources.

NOTE
When you create a Connector Xpress project, Connector Xpress prompts you to set up your data sources.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tools, Data Sources.
The Select Data Source for new Project dialog appears.

2. Click Add.
The Source Types dialog appears.

3. Select an available data source type from the list, then click OK.
The Edit Source dialog appears, specific to the type of data source you are adding.

4. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click Test to verify your settings and authentication details.
Depending on the authentication method chosen, a subsequent authentication dialog can appear.
Complete the fields on this dialog to continue the test.

5. When the test has completed successfully, click OK.
You have successfully configured the data source type you selected.

Screens and Dialogs
This section describes the following Connector Xpress screens and dialogs:

Attribute Details Dialog
The Attribute Details dialog lets you define logical parameters that control how a specific provisioning attribute is handled.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the attribute. This label appears in user interfaces to represent the attribute.

• Description
(Optional) Describes the attribute.

• Connector Map To
Specifies which name to map an object class (including the connector itself) or attribute to in connector-speak. For a
dynamic connector, this attribute specifies the name of the native system item to map the attribute to. For example, a
JDBC-based connector would probably map an object class to the name of a database table, and each property within
it to the name of one of its columns.

• Default Value
(Optional) Specifies the default value for the attribute.

NOTE
Only clients use this value (for example, user interfaces). If the client does not supply a value, the
Provisioning Server does not use it by default.

• Required
If selected, specifies that the endpoint requires that this attribute is present in all objects of this type.
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NOTE
 If the endpoint schema requires this attribute to be present, Connector Xpress automatically selects the check
box, and you cannot clear the check box.

• Minimum Length
Specifies the minimum byte length of values for this attribute value.
This value is used for input validation in Identity Manager account screens.

• Maximum Length
Specifies the maximum byte length of values for this attribute value.
This value is used for input validation.

• Allowed Operations
Specifies the operations you can perform on this attribute. Select at least one of the following options:
– Create

Specifies whether the value of the attribute is set when creating an object instance of the parent class.
– Read

Specifies whether value of the attribute is read when viewing an object instance of the parent class.
– Modify

Specifies whether value of the attribute is set when modifying an object instance of the parent class.
• Minimum Value

(Numeric attribute types) Specifies the minimum value you can set for this attribute.
• Maximum Value

(Numeric attribute types) Specifies the maximum value you can set for this attribute.
• Data type

Specifies the data type of the provisioning attribute that you have mapped to the native attribute.
– Binary Data

Defines an attribute whose value is arbitrary binary data.
– Boolean

Specifies logically true or false in XML, but represented by the Provisioning Server and JIAM APIs as 1 or 0 in
LDAP attribute values.

– Date
Specifies a date.
 Example: 1999-05-31

NOTE

The Dynamic Namespace plug-in to Provisioning Manager supports the years from 1800 through 9999.
Other components of the solution impose no such restrictions and can represent virtually any year in
recorded history.

The Dynamic Namespace plug-in to Provisioning Manager supports the years from 1970 through 2036, so
you must use Date to represent days falling outside of this range.

Vendor differences complicate how Connector Xpress handles time-related columns. For example, MSSQL
“DATETIME” signifies a DateTime value whereas other vendors use the standard “TIMESTAMP”, and
MSSQL TIMESTAMPs are automatically generated binary values. Also, Oracle does not support a “TIME”
type and its “DATE” type is also effectively a TIMESTAMP. Therefore, to remain vendor-neutral, Connector
Xpress allows you to map to any of Date/DateTime/Time whenever it makes sense for you to do so.

Double-precision floating-point

Specifies a double-precision 64-bit floating-point value.

Enumeration - enumeration type name
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Specifies an attribute with a fixed list of enumerated values.

Flexi-DN

Specifies a distinguished name string format.

For example, "cn=Bob,ou=Sales,o=ExampleCorp". The connector enforces this.

Flexi-Email

Specifies an email address string format.

Flexi-Quoteless

Specifies that quotes are removed from attribute values.

Floating Point

Specifies a single-precision 32-bit floating-point number.

Integer

Specifies a 32-bit value between -2147483648 and 2147483647.

Long Integer

Specifies a 64-bit value from 9223372036854775808 through 9223372036854775807.

String

Specifies an unrestricted field.

Time

Specifies an offset of between 0 seconds and 23:59:59.

 Example: 13:20:00

 

– Date & Time
Specifies a particular time on a particular day.
 Example: 1999-05-31T13:20:00

• Force Case
Specifies the case of the connector-speak value of a string.
– Upper

Specifies that the case is set to uppercase.
 Example: If set to upper, String is set to STRING 
– Lower

Specifies that the case is set to lowercase.
 Example: If set to Lower, STRING is set to string.
– Preserve

Specifies that the case of the string is preserved.

NOTE
 The endpoint might not enforce case-sensitive searching, so a search for "EXAMPLE" can still match
"eXaMpLe" on the endpoint system.

• Multi-valued
If selected, specifies that this attribute is multi-valued.
 JNDI: Selected only if the native attribute is multi-valued. Read-only if native attribute is single valued.
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 JDBC: Default is unselected.
• Flattening Style

(JDBC only) Specifies the flattening style you want to use.
– CSV (comma-separated value)

Specifies that the multiple values of the attribute are comma-separated.
– SQL

Specifies that the multiple values of this attribute are in SQL format.
– XML

Specifies that the multiple values of this attribute are in XML format.
• Trim Whitespace

Specifies whether Connector Xpress trims leading and trailing whitespace from the attribute's value.
• Sensitive

Specifies whether user interfaces use asterisks to mask the attribute's value.
• Boolean Values

Overrides the default 0 and 1 symbolic values for false and true values for Boolean attribute types.
 True 
Specifies the symbolic value used for true. 

• False
Specifies the symbolic value used for false.

• Account Template Value
Specifies how the default value for this attribute is generated used in the default account template.
– None

Specifies that this attribute does not have a value in the default account template.
– By Value

Specifies the value of this attribute used in the default account template.
– By Rule String

Specifies that the value of this attribute used in the default account template is generated by a rule string.

NOTE
For more information about Rule Strings, see the Identity Manager Administration Guide. 

• Synchronized
Specifies whether this attribute is updated when this account is synchronized with its templates.

• Cached
Specifies that the attribute is stored by the Provisioning Server and can be retrieved without consulting the endpoint
system.
For example, credentials used to connect to the endpoint system must be cached, otherwise the user might have to
provide the credentials every time the connector is acquired. You may also need to cache a value because querying an
endpoint system for the value can take a long time to compute.

• Well Known Name
Specifies whether this attribute is a well-known attribute.

• JavaBean Property Name
Specifies the JavaBean Property name used for this attribute in the JIAM API. If you select a value in the Well-Known
Name list, you cannot edit this value.

• Expensive Retrieval
Specifies that this attribute's value may be too expensive to return in general searches. If selected, searches only
return the attribute value if explicitly asked for.

• Converter Regex
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This feature does not work. If you want to convert your data using regular expressions, create a new flexi string type
for any attributes that you want to convert and add the conversion to the override connector XML file for the connector
type.

• UI Field Length (String types only)
Specifies the recommended character width of the user interface input field for this attribute. If not used, Connector
Xpress uses the attributes data type and maximum length to define an appropriate input field length.

• Connector Generator
Specifies the generator expression used by the CA IAM Connector Server.
To pass the value to the endpoint system literally, enclose the expression in double quotes.
 Example: \"NEXT VALUE FOR my_sequence\"
If you do not enclose the expression in double quotes, the connector must know how to interpret the value. For
example, JDBC knows the value provided is a sequence name.
 Example: \'my_sequence\'

• Is Connector Generated
Specifies that that the value for property is generated implicitly by the endpoint. For example, true for IDENTITY
columns in JDBC.

• Extended Properties
Displays an extended set of metadata properties. These fields are displayed when you select the Show extended set
of metadata properties on the Connector Xpress Preferences dialog. 
 Note: For more information, see Extended Metadata Properties.

Attributes Summary Dialog
The Attributes Summary dialog allows you to group mapped attributes logically into groups and subgroups. These
attributes appear as tabs and pages in the Identity Manager User Console account screens. You can use this dialog to
design the account screens that you use to edit the endpoint's accounts in Identity Manager. Connector Xpress saves
the groupings made on this screen in the metadata. You can then use this metadata in the Role Definition Generator to
generate the appropriate screen definitions and import them into Identity Manager.

NOTE
For more information, see How you Generate CA Identity Governance User Console Account Screens in the
Connector Xpress section.

NOTE
This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Displays the provisioning attributes that you have mapped.

• Maps to
Displays the native name you have mapped your attributes to.

• Add
Adds an attribute to the mapping tree for the selected class.
You can use this to define compound type attributes or any other connector-specific attribute that is not mapped to an
endpoint attribute.

• Remove
Removes the selected attribute from the mapping tree.

• Account Screens
(JNDI and JDBC only) Lets you specify how Identity Manager groups and displays the attributes you map in the User
Console account screens.
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The following fields define the way the attributes appear on the tabs and page sections in the account screens in the
Identity Manager User Console.

Connector Xpress groups common attributes into the following default account screen layouts:

• Account
Defines the login, password, and status information for the endpoint account.
– Login page section

Defines the login information for the endpoint account.
– Password page section

Defines the password information for the endpoint account.
– Status page section

Defines the status information for the endpoint account.
• User

Defines the personal identification details of the user.
– Name page section

Defines the name of the user.
– Organization page section

Defines the organization the user belongs to.
• Contact

Defines all contact and address information for the user.
– Internet page section

Defines internet contact details of the user.
– Address page section

Defines the address of the user.
– Phone page section

Defines the phone contact details of the user.
• Membership

Defines all membership details of the user.
• Add

Adds a new tab. This tab appears in Identity Manager User Console account screens.
• Add Page Section

Adds a new page section to the selected tab. The page section appears on the specified tab in Identity Manager User
Console account screens.

• Add Attribute drop-down
Specifies the attribute you want to add to the selected page section. The attribute appears on the specified page and
tab in Identity Manager User Console account screens.

Class Associations Dialog
The Class Associations dialog lets you specify the classes you want to create direct and indirect association with.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Create direct association with
Specifies the class you want to create a direct association with.

• Create indirect association with
(JDBC only) Specifies the class you want to create an indirect association with.

• Associated with
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Displays the name of the associated class.
• Association attribute

Displays a brief summary of the association.
• Remove

Removes the association from the Mapping Tree.

Create New Endpoint Type Dialog
The Create New Endpoint Type dialog lets you define the name of the endpoint type and optionally, the connector server
you want to use to manage the endpoint type.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• New Endpoint Type
Defines the name of the endpoint type you want to create.
Connector Xpress automatically provides a name for the endpoint type based on the value entered in the Define
Endpoint dialog. You can accept the default or enter another name.

NOTE
If you include any spaces in the name, they are converted to underscores.

• Connector Servers
Specifies the connector server you want to manage the new endpoint type.

Create New Endpoint Dialog
The Create New Endpoint dialog lets you create an endpoint for JDBC and JNDI connectors.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• LDAP URL (Required)
(JNDI only) Specifies the LDAP URL.

• Base DN (Required)
(JNDI only) Specifies the top level of the DIT (Directory Information Tree) you want to manage within the directory
endpoint.

• Use TLS (Required)
(JNDI only) Specifies that the CS uses TLS connections between the CS and directory endpoint.

• LDAP Version (Required)
Defines the LDAP version.

NOTE
This field only appears on existing endpoints that have this attribute set to isRequired=true. The attribute
does not appear for any new projects created with Connector Xpress, as Connector Xpress sets the attribute
isRequired to false by default in the JNDI metadata.

• Endpoint Name (Required)
(JDBC and JNDI) Defines the endpoint name. We recommend that you use a descriptive name for your endpoint.

• Password (Required)
(JDBC and JNDI) Specifies the password that is used to log on to the target endpoint.

• Bind User DN (Required)
(JNDI only) Specifies the distinguished name of the user used to bind to the directory endpoint.

• Connection URI (Required)
(JDBC only) Specifies the secure connection URI.

• Username (Required)
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(JDBC only) Specifies the username used to log on to the target database.

Create Operation Binding Dialog
This dialog lets you specify operation binding information.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Available object classes
Displays the object classes you can create operation bindings for.

• Added object classes
Lets you specify the object classes you want to apply the operation binding to.

• Stored Procedure
(JBDC only) Specifies the operation binding is set to JDBC stored procedure type.

• Script
Specifies the operation binding is set to scripting style type.

• Available Operations
Specifies the available operations that this operation binding can be bound to.
– Add

Creates an object on the managed system.
– Modify

Modifies the object on the managed system.
– Delete

Deletes the object on a managed system.
– Modify-Rn

Renames the object on a managed system.
– Move

Moves the object from one location to other location on the managed system.
– Activate

Activate the connector making it visible to the outside world. This method is called when the connector has been
fully initialized, and is ready to receive requests.

– Deactivate
Deactivates the connector making it invisible to the outside world. This method is called when the connector is no
longer needed and tidies any connections or resources that it holds.

– Lookup
Looks up the object on the managed system.

– Search
Searches objects on the managed system.

– Move-Assocs
Updates association attributes after the target object is moved on the managed system.

– Modify-Rn-Assocs
Update association attributes after the target object is renamed on the managed system.

– Delete- Assocs
Delete all associations referencing target object on the managed system.

– Add-Attr-Assocs
Adds association to the target object on the managed system.

– Remove-Attr-Assocs
Move association from the target object on the managed system.

– Lookup-Assocs
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Lookups all associations for the target object on the managed system.
– Search-Assocs

Search all associations for the target object on the managed system.
– Modify-Update-Attrs-Assocs

Updates the reverse associative membership list based on changes to the target object on the managed system.
– Assoc-Update-References-To

Updates all reverse associative pointers referring to the target object on the managed system.
– Assoc-Search-For-References-To

Returns search results (in connector-speak) for each instance of association's class which references the target
object, given a target object and an association.

• Timing
Specifies when the operation binding is executed.
– Before

Species that the connector executes the operation binding before the specified LDAP operation.
– After

Species that the connector executes the operation binding after the specified LDAP operation.
– Instead Of

Species that the connector executes the operation binding instead of the specified LDAP operation.

NOTE
If you do not select an object class, this operation binding is applied to all mapped object classes.

Custom Types Dialog
The Custom Types dialog lets you define arbitrary strings (formatted string types) you want to use as metadata types in
attribute mappings. The strings you define appear as attribute types you can map in the Type list in the Map Class and
Attributes dialog. This dialog also lets you define any static or dynamic enumerations for your attribute.

Some predefined formatted string types are available by default (for example, email, DN, and quoteless), because
these formatted strings are already known to the Java Connector Server framework. Handlers for these types are on the
connector server.

NOTE
For more information about creating new formatted string type code, and the steps required for adding support
to a custom type, see the Connector Programming Guide.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Formatted String Types
Lists the custom strings you can use as metadata types in attribute mappings.

• Name
Displays the names of the defined formatted string types.
– DN

Specifies a distinguished name string format.
– Quoteless

Specifies that quotes are removed from attribute values.
– Email

Specifies an e-mail address string format.
• Add

Lets you add a new custom string to the Formatted String Types list.
• Remove
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Removes a custom string type from the Formatted String Types table.
• Enumerated Types

Lets you define static enumerated types for use as attribute.
• Name

Displays the name of the static enumerated types you defined.
• Add

Adds a new enumerated type.
• Remove

Removes the selected enumerated type.
• Values

Displays the value of the selected enumerated type.
– Value

Defines the value of the enumerated type used on the endpoint system.
– Display Name

(Optional) Defines the name of the enumerated type displayed in the CA Identity Manager User Console and
Provisioning Manager.

– Ordinal
(Optional) Defines the order of the enumerated values.

• Add
Lets you define a value for a new enumerated type.

• Remove
Removes a previously defined value for an enumerated type.

• Compound Type Classes
Lets you map the contents of another class to a provisioning attribute.

• Name
Displays the names of the compound classes you have added.

• Add
Adds a compound class to the mapping tree.

• Remove
Removes a compound class from the mapping tree.

Direct Association Dialog
The Direct Association dialog lets you specify a direct association between any two classes of objects. Associations of this
type are always directional of the form from Class1 to Class2.

You can also use this dialog to establish reverse association that maps an association between the same classes, but in
the opposite direction.

Most bi-directional associations have a physical attribute on one class and a virtual attribute on the other class. We
recommend that you define the physical association attribute first.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Physical Attribute
Specifies the physical attribute through which an association is made. The attribute is physical in the sense that it
exists on the native system.

• Virtual Attribute
Specifies an attribute that forms part of the association, but that does not exist on the native system. CA IAM
Connector Server computes the attribute. The attribute is not persisted on the native system.
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Typically in JNDI, memberof is an example of a virtual attribute. The native systems only store associations in one
direction from group to account. A virtual attribute allows you to create an association from account to group instead.

• By Attribute
Specifies the association attribute of the target class that the association attribute of the source class references.

• Value Template
Specifies a formatted attribute value to match against. For example, in some cases, the association attribute for
the target class is more complex than the value of the association attribute for the source class. By default, non-DN
association attributes are assumed to hold values that exactly correspond to the values of the name or alternative key
of the “to” class. If the association attribute has some internal structure, then you can use the template field to help you
deal with the structure when creating an association.
The template value can contain the string ${name} or ${dn}. When creating an association, ${name} is replaced with
the simple name of the related object, and ${dn} is replaced by its full DN.

• By Filter
Specifies a particular LDAP filter to to use to match the target class's attribute. This is specified as an LDAP search
filter, where a string of the form ${attributeName}replaces the value of the corresponding attribute of the from class at
run time.

• Use as a Base Association
Allows you to select an existing association and base the results of the new association on the existing association, but
altering those results somehow, for example, adding association results that appear due to nesting.

• Objects Must Exist
Specifies that the Connector Server checks that the referenced object exists before it adds it to an association. This
check box also affects the reverse association if any. That is, this check box applies to both the source and target
class, in either direction.

• Use DNs in Attributes
Specifies the values that are persisted on the native system. If selected, flags that the full native DN values are stored.
For example, cn=myaccount, ou=myorgunit, rather than just the naming attribute value from a DN, such as myaccount.

• Association is Nested
Specifies whether associations between group classes are nested. For example, a single association definition can
satisfy “groups of groups of groups” relationships.

• Include a Reverse Association
Displays the Reverse Association part of the dialog.

Edit Connector Server Configuration Dialog
The Edit Connector Server Configuration dialog lets you set the hosting, routing, and managed connector information for
the server.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Connector Server Host Name
Defines the host name of the computer running the connector server.

• Port
Defines the TCP port on the connector server used for non-TLS connections.

• TLS Port
Defines the TCP port on the connector server used for TLS connections.

• Use TLS
Specifies that the connections between the Provisioning Server and the connector server are encrypted TLS
connections. If not selected, connections between the Provisioning Server and the connector server are in clear text.

• Provisioning server (optional)
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Lets you specify the Provisioning Server you want to operate on, as opposed to the Provisioning Server that is
selected in the Provisioning Servers tree.

• Password
Defines the password used to access the connector server. You usually configure this password when you install the
server.
Note: If you edit the Connector Server Host Name, Ports, or Use TLS fields, reenter the password.

• Make this the default CS
Specifies that the Provisioning Server uses this connector server as the default.

NOTE
Any branch (endpoint type or endpoint) that is not explicitly associated with a CS Config is routed through the
default CS. As a result, a mismatch may happen if you create an endpoint type or endpoint without explicitly
specifying the managing Connector Server. For example, when the default CS is the C++ Connector Server
and you have created a dynamic endpoint type without explicitly specifying a CA IAM Connector Server as
the managing Connector Server.

WARNING
You can select this check box for multiple connector servers on a single Provisioning Server. If you select this
check box, a random CS is chosen when the request is routed.

• Object Handle
Specifies the object handles of the endpoint types the selected Provisioning Server is managing.

NOTE
We recommend that you manage this list using the Set Managing Connector Server procedure.

Edit Metadata for Endpoint Type Dialog
The Edit Metadata for Endpoint Type dialog lets you manually edit metadata.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Node Type
Displays a list of possible node types that you can add using the Add button. The contents of the list depend on the
type of node currently selected in the XML tree.

• Add
Lets you add a new node to the XML tree of the type specified in the Node Type drop-down list.

• Edit
Lets you edit the currently selected node in the XML tree.

• Remove
Lets you remove the currently selected node from the XML tree.

• XML Tree
Displays an XML tree view of the metadata that you can edit.

• Export
Lets you export a data model to an XML file.

Edit Project Settings Dialog
The edit project settings dialog lets you edit the settings for a project.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Project File Comment
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Defines free-form comments for your project.
• Metadata Dictionaries

Specifies the dictionaries you can use to load a set of predefined custom operational attributes.

Edit Script Dialog
This dialog lets you specify the parameters for scripts.

• Script Language
Specifies the available scripting languages that CA IAM Connector Server framework currently supports.

Edit Source Dialog
The Edit Source dialog lets you specify the name and connection details for your data source. For JDBC data sources,
this dialog lets you construct an appropriate JDBC URL for the database you select. For JNDI data sources, the dialog lets
you specify the details of an LDAP connection.

NOTE
The fields in this dialog vary, depending on the type of data source selected.

NOTE
This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Specifies the name of the data source.

NOTE
We recommend that you chose a name that clearly describes what the data source is for.

• Server Name
Specifies the host name of the server you want to access.

• Host Name
(Informix Dynamic Server) Specifies the name of the Informix server.

• Database Type
(JDBC only) Specifies the type of database connection you want to make:
– DB2
– DB2 for IBMi
– Informix Dynamic Server
– INGRES
– Microsoft SQL Server
– MySQL
– Oracle
– Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise
– Other

• Username
(JDBC only) Specifies the username the connector uses to log on to the target database endpoint.
Defaults:
Oracle: System
Microsoft SQL Server: sa
DB2: db2admin
Ingres: Ingres

• Native
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(JDBC and MS SQL Server only) Specifies that MSSQL Native Authentication on Windows is activated. The following
is added to the JDBC URL used for the connection:
integratedSecurity=true

• Server name
(JDBC only) Specifies the hostname of the database server.

• SID
(JDBC and Oracle only) Specifies the Oracle SID.

• Port
Specifies the port number the connector uses for communication with the endpoint.
Defaults
JNDI: 389
Oracle: 1521
Microsoft SQL Server: 1433
DB2: 6789
Informix Dynamic Server: 9088
MySQL: 3306

• Database
(JDBC only) Defines the database name (most vendors including MS SQL) or its SID (Oracle).
Defaults
Microsoft SQL Server: master
Oracle SID: ORCL

• JDBC URL
(JDBC only) Defines the JDBC URL. Connector Xpress automatically forms the URL as you complete the previous
fields.

NOTE
To edit this field, select the Edit check box.

• Bind DN
(JNDI only) Defines the distinguished name of the user used to bind to the directory endpoint.

• Anonymous
(JNDI only) Specifies that no bind DN is used and instead, an anonymous bind to the directory endpoint is used.

• Use TLS
Specifies that Connector Xpress uses TLS connections between Connector Xpress and the endpoint.

• Base DN
(JNDI only) Defines the top level of the DIT (Directory Information Tree) you want to manage within the directory
endpoint.

• Edit
(JDBC only) Lets you edit the JDBC URL field.

• Test
Attempts to connect to the specified directory or database using the information provided.

Endpoint Class Dialog
NOTE
The Endpoint Class dialog lets you create new attributes to map, rather than selecting discovered attributes in
the attribute mapping table. You can also load a set of predefined attributes from a dictionary into the attribute
mapping table.

This dialog contains the following fields:
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• Name
Defines the name of the class you are mapping.
 Limits: Must begin with a letter.

• Description
Describes the class you are mapping.

• Connector Map To
Specifies which name to map an object class (including the connector itself) or attribute to in connector-speak. For a
dynamic connector, this attribute specifies the name of the native system item to map the attribute to. For example, a
JDBC-based connector would probably map an object class to the name of a database table, and each property within
it to the name of one of its columns. 
 Note: If you are mapping an Endpoint class, set this field to connectoras the an Endpoint class is not mapped to a
native object.

• Managed
If unchecked, marks this class as mapped only for the purpose of establishing associations. As a result, Connector
Xpress only maps its name and type. Instances of an unmanaged class can be listed and associated with other
objects, but cannot be created, edited or deleted.
For compound classes, Connector Xpress selects this field by default, and cannot be cleared.

• Add Dictionary Attribute
Loads a set of predefined custom operational attributes from a dictionary and displays the attributes in the mapping
tree.
 Note: This field is available when you specify that you want to load operational attributes from a dictionary. 

• Extended Properties
Displays an extended set of metadata properties. These fields are displayed when you select the Show extended set
of metadata properties on the Connector Xpress Preferences dialog. 
 Note: For more information, see Extended Metadata Properties.

Enter Password for Data Source Dialog
Use the Enter Password for Data Source dialog to specify the password for the data source used for the basis of the
connection.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Source name
Displays the name of the data source specified when Connector Xpress creates the data source.

• Source URL
Displays the connection URL of the data source.

• Source type
Displays the type of the data source (for example, JNDI, JDBC).

• User name
Displays the name of the user used to connect to the data source.

• Password
Specifies the password of the user Connector Xpress uses to connect to the data source.

Endpoint Type Details Dialog
The Endpoint Type Details dialog lets you specify the name, description, and version number of the endpoint type you
want to define.

This dialog contains the following fields:
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• Name 
(Mandatory) Specifies the name of the endpoint type.

NOTE
The name cannot contain the characters # / \ [ ] ; : | = . , + * ? < > @ ( ) and any spaces are converted into
underscores.

If you enter any of these characters, Connector Xpress displays a warning. We recommend that you remove
these characters from your existing metadata.

• Description
Specifies the extended description of the endpoint type.

• Version
Specifies the version number for the endpoint type. Specifying a version can be useful when modifying a Connector
Xpress project file to record incremental changes. Specifying a version does not have a logical effect in the dynamic
connector.

• Extended Properties
Displays an extended set of metadata properties. These fields are displayed when you select the Show extended set
of metadata properties on the Connector Xpress Preferences dialog. 
 Note: For more information, see Extended Metadata Properties.

Explore Correlate Endpoint Dialog
The Explore/Correlate Endpoint dialog lets you specify how you want to explore and correlate the endpoint.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Explore Endpoint first endpoint
Specifies whether this endpoint is explored to find undiscovered accounts and groups.

• Sub Tree
Specifies that all the containers in the subtree are included in the endpoint exploration.

• One Level
Specifies that only one level of containers are included in the endpoint exploration.

• Correlate Accounts with Users
Specifies whether global user accounts are correlated with information found in accounts and groups on the endpoint
system.

• Use existing Users
Specifies that the correlation links each account to the user with the same name. The correlation links only existing
users; none are created.

• Create Users as needed
Specifies that the correlation links each account to the user sharing the same name. If the user does not exist, the
correlation process creates the user.

Extended Metadata Properties
The following fields are displayed on Connector Xpress dialogs when you select the select the Show extended set of
metadata properties on the Connector Xpress Preferences dialog.

Connector Xpress displays the fields on the following dialogs:
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• Endpoint Type Details dialog
• Map Class and Attributes dialog (JDBC)
• Map Class and Attributes Dialog (JNDI)
• Map Compound Class and Attributes dialog
• Attribute Details dialog
• Endpoint Class dialog
• Map Container Class dialog

NOTE
Not all fields are displayed on all dialogs.

• Assoc Obj Key Attr
Targets any indirect association property. Alternate key used to name the parent class of the target property that is, not
the referenced class.

• Assoc Ref Object Class
Defines a relationship from an obj type to a referenced obj type, where a direct association through an attribute and an
indirect association through a table external to both object types are supported.

• Assoc Reverse Attr
Targets any direct association property, names attribute in the referenced class (that is, not the parent of target
property) which contains association information in the reverse direction.

• Assoc Table
Targets any indirect association property, names table which stores association links.

• Assoc Table Obj Column
Targets any indirect association property, specifies column in table named in ${MD_ASSOC_TABLE} which contains
references to class which is parent of target property.

• Assoc Table Ref Column
Targets any indirect association property, specifies column in table named in ${MD_ASSOC_TABLE} which contains
references to referenced class (that is, not the parent class of target property).

• Assoc Type
When true specifies that target attribute specifies an association between a parent object and its compound value child
objects.

• Connector Generated Override
Specifies how to handle attempts to override generated attribute values in LDAP ADD requests.

• Connector Generator
Generator name (or literal expression passed to the endpoint if surrounded in \"s) which specifies the value assigned
to the property
Example: \'my_sequence\' or \'\"NEXT VALUE FOR my_sequence\"\' for JDBC.

• Connector Map To
Specifies which name to map an object class (including the connector itself) or attribute to in connector-speak. For a
dynamic connector, this attribute specifies the name of the native system item to map the attribute to. For example, a
JDBC-based connector would probably map an object class to the name of a database table, and each property within
it to the name of one of its columns.

• Connector Map To Alias
Specifies which name to map an objectclass (including the connector itself) or attribute to in connector-speak. For
example, where MD_CONN_MAP_TO is mapped to a complicated expression and therefore does not act as a useful
reference name in the connector's code.

• Connector Map To Ambiguous
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Specifies the rare cases where a single LDAP attribute ambiguously maps to more the one connector objectclass or
attribute. The order of the choices is important, as the first choice is the default when no explicit choice is made and a
new object is created.

• Connector Map To Ambiguous Choice Attr
Specifies that an attribute with ambiguous mappings can optionally name another LDAP attribute which is used to pass
in an explicit choice when new instances of the objectclass are add()ed

• Connector Map To Auxiliary
Identifies all auxiliary classes by name to which mappings are present.

• Connector Map To Derived
Identifies all structural classes by name to which mappings are present with any classes that each of them derives
from.

• Connector Map To Lax
Specifies that MD_CONN_MAP_TO mappings are lax. The Boolean can appear on any objectclass which has
MD_CONN_MAP_TO specified.

• Connector Map to Multiple
Specifies multiple connector-speak classes or attributes. Used when you need to split a single LDAP class or attribute
into multiple connector-speak attributes, or compose it from the values of multiple connector-speak attributes.

• Connector Map To Same
Specifies that all properties defined for this attribute will use their LDAP names literally as their connector-speak
names. This attribute appears on an object class which does not have MD_CONN_MAP_TO specified. Object classes
without either MD_CONN_MAP_TO or this attribute are skipped.

• Connector Map To Strict
Causes the framework to augment objectclass filters to include an explicit check for the existence of a particular
connector-speak naming attribute. This is used in cases where the naming attribute is potentially ambiguous, but you
have chosen to map only one choice.

• Connector XML
Contains dynamic version of connector.xml configuration used for all connectors on this namespace.

• Connector Map to Derived
Identifies all structural classes by name to which mappings are present with any classes that each of them derives
from.

• Default Value
(Optional) Specifies the default value for the attribute.

NOTE
Only clients use this value (for example, user interfaces). If the client does not supply a value, the
Provisioning Server does not use it by default.

• Implementation Bundle
Defines the name of connector implementation targeted by the connector type.

• Is Compound Value
If selected, specifies that that the target class exists to define the format of values accepted by a compound or
structured attribute.

• Is Connection
Distinguishes connection-related attributes on the connector.

• Is Connector Generated
Specifies that the value for property is generated implicitly by the endpoint (For example, true for IDENTITY column in
JDBC).

• Is Hidden
Specifies that the value for the property is not displayed in GUIs.

• Is Naming
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Specifies whether the attribute is the LDAP naming attribute.
• Is Operational Attribute

Specifies whether the target property is operational (that is, calculated by the native endpoint rather then persisted).
• Is Read Only Native

Specifies whether the property is read-only on the endpoint system.
• isTransactionsEnabled

(DB2 IBM i only) Controls whether transactions are used when performing operations (for example, Add, Delete,
Modify) on a JDBC endpoint. Applicable where transactions cannot be used for DB2 for IBM i database tables that are
not journaled.

• Is Well Known
Specifies whether this property is recognized as a member of the common set.

• Metadata Item Name
(Read only) Defines the value for the name of the object within the metadata XML. For classes and attributes, this is
usually the LDAP provisioning name.

• Virtual
Flags the target property as computed rather than persisted.

Indirect Association Dialog (JDBC only)
You can use the Indirect Association dialog to specify a two-way association between any two classes of objects. The
association between the two objects is bi-directional and contained in a third entity, that is a table, which holds the
association links between the objects.

Each entry indicates an association between instances of each object. The node representing the association appears
under the Associations node in the mapping tree.

Due to the symmetrical nature of containing the association in a third entity, lookups in either direction are equally fast and
reverse associations are automatically assumed and created.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Schema
Specifies the schema (for example, tablespace or database) name for which the tables are displayed in the
Membership Table field.

• Membership Table
Specifies the tables that define the members of each group.

NOTE
The database table that you select requires at least two columns and cannot have more than two required
columns.

• Source Class Attribute
Specifies the attribute of the source class whose value is held in the membership table.

• Membership Table Columns
Specifies the membership table columns that refer to the source and target class attributes.

• Target Class Attribute
Specifies the attribute of the target class whose value is held in the membership table.

• Source Class Attribute
Specifies the name of the virtual attributes on the source class that contain the list of names of associated objects.

• Target Class Attribute
Specifies the name of the virtual attributes on the target object that contain the list of names of associated objects.

• Objects Must Exist
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Specifies whether the associated entries must exist.
Default: Selected.

• Use DNs in Attributes
Specifies whether the virtual membership attributes contain a list of DNs, or just a list of the target object's naming
attributes.
Default: Unselected.

Mapped Classes Dialog
The Mapped Classes dialog displays a read-only list of any classes that you have mapped and the native classes you
have mapped them to.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Displays classes that you have mapped.

• Maps to
Displays the native classes you have mapped your classes to.

• Add
Lets you add a new class node to the Mapping Tree.

• Remove
Removes a mapped Class from the Mapping Tree.

Map Class and Attributes Dialog (JDBC)
The Map Class and Attributes dialog (JDBC) lets you specify the database tables that you want map this class to. Every
class mapping that you create must be associated with exactly one database table.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the class you are mapping.
 Limits: Must begin with a letter.

• Description
Describes the class you are mapping.

• Managed
If unchecked, marks this class as mapped only for the purpose of establishing associations. As a result, Connector
Xpress only maps its name and type. Instances of an unmanaged class can be listed and associated with other
objects, but cannot be created, edited or deleted.
For compound classes, Connector Xpress selects this field by default, and cannot be cleared.

• Schema (Mandatory)
Specifies the schema (for example, tablespace or database) name for the tables displayed in the Table list.

• Table (Mandatory)
Specifies the table that represents account/group information in the selected schema.
You must associate every class mapping that you create with exactly one database table.

• Map Columns
Displays an overview of the column mappings you have selected.

NOTE
This table does not show the full set of mapping options. For more rarely used options, expand the class node to
display individual attribute detail nodes.
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• Native Name
Displays the name of the native attribute. 
Bold entries indicate mandatory entries that you must map at least once per class.
The naming attribute of the class in question is displayed in bold.

• Native Type
Specifies the data-model type depending on the SQL type for the JDBC case.

• Native Size 
Displays the size of the Account/Group Table column in characters. 

NOTE
In some cases this value is a “best guess”, such as for NVARCHARS or storage of time-related values in
vendor-specific formats. 

• Name
Lists the provisioning attributes you can map to the native attribute.
– Italic entries

Indicate that the attribute has already been mapped. For JNDI, these attributes can be mapped again. 
– Bold entries

Indicate mandatory entries that you must map at least once per class.
– Custom attributes

Indicate that the attribute is given a default name based on its native attribute name. You can modify this attribute in
the Provisioning Attribute Details dialog.

– Blank entry
Lets you remove a mapping.

NOTE
For account classes, this list also displays the list of well-known attributes.

• Type
Specifies the data-model type depending on the SQL type for the JDBC case.
– Binary Data

Defines an attribute whose value is arbitrary binary data.
– Boolean

Specifies logically true or false in XML, but represented by the Provisioning Server and JIAM APIs as 1 or 0 in
LDAP attribute values.

– Date
Specifies a date.
 Example: 1999-05-31

NOTE

The Dynamic Namespace plug-in to Provisioning Manager supports the years from 1800 through 9999.
Other components of the solution impose no such restrictions and can represent virtually any year in
recorded history.

The Dynamic Namespace plug-in to Provisioning Manager supports the years from 1970 through 2036, so
you must use Date to represent days falling outside of this range.

Vendor differences complicate how Connector Xpress handles time-related columns. For example, MSSQL
“DATETIME” signifies a DateTime value whereas other vendors use the standard “TIMESTAMP”, and
MSSQL TIMESTAMPs are automatically generated binary values. Also, Oracle does not support a “TIME”
type and its “DATE” type is also effectively a TIMESTAMP. Therefore, to remain vendor-neutral, Connector
Xpress allows you to map to any of Date/DateTime/Time whenever it makes sense for you to do so.

Double-precision floating-point
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Specifies a double-precision 64-bit floating-point value.

Enumeration - enumeration type name

Specifies an attribute with a fixed list of enumerated values.

Flexi-DN

Specifies a distinguished name string format.

For example, "cn=Bob,ou=Sales,o=ExampleCorp". The connector enforces this.

Flexi-Email

Specifies an email address string format.

Flexi-Quoteless

Specifies that quotes are removed from attribute values. 

Floating Point

Specifies a single-precision 32-bit floating-point number.

Integer

Specifies a 32-bit value between -2147483648 and 2147483647.

Long Integer

Specifies a 64-bit value from 9223372036854775808 through 9223372036854775807.

String 

Specifies an unrestricted field.

Time

Specifies an offset of between 0 seconds and 23:59:59.

 Example: 13:20:00

– Date & Time
Specifies a particular time on a particular day. 
 Example: 1999-05-31T13:20:00

• Multi-valued
If selected, specifies that this attribute is multi-valued.

NOTE
If the native attribute is multi-valued, Connector Xpress automatically selects this check box. If the native
attribute is single-valued, this option is cleared and read-only.

• Extended Properties
Displays an extended set of metadata properties. These fields are displayed when you select the Show extended set
of metadata properties on the Connector Xpress Preferences dialog. 
 Note: For more information, see Extended Metadata Properties.

Map Class and Attributes Dialog (JNDI)
The Map Class and Attributes dialog lets you specify the native object classes (JNDI) that you want to map a class too.
You can map any attributes of this structural class, and associate zero or more auxiliary LDAP classes with the class
mapping. 
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If you map to a specific provisioning attribute as a part of structural class mapping table, then Connector Xpress does
not allow you to map to this attribute in any of the auxiliary class tables. This limitation is due to the nature of the auxiliary
classes in general. The reverse is also true. For example, if you are mapping a well-known provisioning attribute, for
example, eTSuspended to an auxiliary table, it is no longer present in the drop-down lists for other classes. 

For JNDI-based endpoint types, you can map the account class to multiple endpoint object classes. When the user
creates an account for this endpoint type through the CA Identity Manager User Console, they select which of the object
classes they would like to use for the account from a list. This list is made possible by a choice attribute that is generated
automatically by Connector Xpress whenever the account class is mapped to multiple structural classes. This attribute
should be added to your user console account screens like any other attribute.

Likewise, any provisioning attribute that is mapped to multiple endpoint attributes will have a choice attribute generated for
it. For ease of use, these should be placed on your user console account screens near the attribute in question.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the class you are mapping.
 Limits: Must begin with a letter.

• Description
Describes the class you are mapping.

• Managed
If unchecked, marks this class as mapped only for the purpose of establishing associations. As a result, Connector
Xpress only maps its name and type. Instances of an unmanaged class can be listed and associated with other
objects, but cannot be created, edited or deleted.
For compound classes, Connector Xpress selects this field by default, and cannot be cleared.

• Search Container
Defines a particular location in the DIT where all objects of this class can be found. This can help the performance of
certain search operations performed by the Connector Server.

• Add structural class
Specifies all native LDAP object classes and displays the attributes in the attributes table.
You must associate every class mapping that you create with at least one structural class.

• Add auxiliary class
Specifies any existing auxiliary classes of the structural class you selected and displays the attributes from other
auxiliary LDAP classes in the attributes table.

• Class Name
Displays the selected object classes for this provisioning class mapping.

• Type
Displays whether the native object class is structural or auxiliary.

• Derived From
Displays the inheritance hierarchy of this native object class.

• Remove
Removes the selected object class.

• Map Object Class Attributes
Displays an overview of the attribute mappings you have selected.

NOTE
 This table does not show the full set of mapping options. For rarely used options, expand the class node to
display individual attribute detail nodes.

• Native Name
Displays the name of the native attribute. 
Bold entries indicate mandatory entries that you must map at least once per class.
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The naming attribute of the class in question is displayed in bold.
• Native Type

 Default: String for JNDI. You can change the default if necessary.
• Name

Lists the provisioning attributes you can map to the native attribute.
– Italic entries

Indicate that the attribute has already been mapped. For JNDI, these attributes can be mapped again. 
– Bold entries

Indicate mandatory entries that you must map at least once per class.
– Custom attributes

Indicate that the attribute is given a default name based on its native attribute name. You can modify this attribute in
the Provisioning Attribute Details dialog.

– Blank entry
Lets you remove a mapping.

NOTE
For account classes, this list also displays the list of well-known attributes.

• Type
 Default: String for JNDI. You can change the default if necessary.

WARNING
The data model type is important because it drives data validation and conversion in clients and the CA
IAM Connector Server. The following types match syntaxes defined as part of the XML schema (XSD)
specification. You can find information about the XML schema definition at the following website:

 http://www.w3.org 
– Binary Data

Defines an attribute whose value is arbitrary binary data.
– Boolean

Specifies logically true or false in XML, but represented by the Provisioning Server and JIAM APIs as 1 or 0 in
LDAP attribute values.

– Date
Specifies a date.
 Example: 1999-05-31

NOTE

The Dynamic Namespace plug-in to Provisioning Manager supports the years from 1800 through 9999.
Other components of the solution impose no such restrictions and can represent virtually any year in
recorded history.

The Dynamic Namespace plug-in to Provisioning Manager supports the years from 1970 through 2036, so
you must use Date to represent days falling outside of this range.

Vendor differences complicate how Connector Xpress handles time-related columns. For example, MSSQL
“DATETIME” signifies a DateTime value whereas other vendors use the standard “TIMESTAMP”, and
MSSQL TIMESTAMPs are automatically generated binary values. Also, Oracle does not support a “TIME”
type and its “DATE” type is also effectively a TIMESTAMP. Therefore, to remain vendor-neutral, Connector
Xpress allows you to map to any of Date/DateTime/Time whenever it makes sense for you to do so.

Double-precision floating-point

Specifies a double-precision 64-bit floating-point value.

Enumeration - enumeration type name
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Specifies an attribute with a fixed list of enumerated values.

Flexi-DN

Specifies a distinguished name string format.

For example, "cn=Bob,ou=Sales,o=ExampleCorp". The connector enforces this.

Flexi-Email

Specifies an email address string format.

Flexi-Quoteless

Specifies that quotes are removed from attribute values. 

Floating Point

Specifies a single-precision 32-bit floating-point number.

Integer

Specifies a 32-bit value between -2147483648 and 2147483647.

Long Integer

Specifies a 64-bit value from 9223372036854775808 through 9223372036854775807.

String 

Specifies an unrestricted field.

Time

Specifies an offset of between 0 seconds and 23:59:59.

 Example: 13:20:00

– Date & Time
Specifies a particular time on a particular day. 
 Example: 1999-05-31T13:20:00

• Multi-valued
If selected, specifies that this attribute is multi-valued.

NOTE
 If the native attribute is multi-valued, Connector Xpress automatically selects this check box. If the native
attribute is single-valued, this option is cleared and read-only.

• Extended Properties
Displays an extended set of metadata properties. These fields are displayed when you select the Show extended set
of metadata properties on the Connector Xpress Preferences dialog. 
 Note: For more information, see Extended Metadata Properties.

Map Compound Class and Attributes Dialog (JDBC)
The Map Compound Class and Attributes dialog (JDBC) lets you create a Compound type class that you can use to you
provide multi-table support for JDBC connectors.

Every class mapping that you create must be associated with exactly one database table.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
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Defines the name of the class you are mapping.
 Limits: Must begin with a letter.

• Description
Describes the class you are mapping.

• Managed
If unchecked, marks this class as mapped only for the purpose of establishing associations. As a result, Connector
Xpress only maps its name and type. Instances of an unmanaged class can be listed and associated with other
objects, but cannot be created, edited or deleted.
For compound classes, Connector Xpress selects this field by default, and cannot be cleared.

• Schema (Mandatory)
Specifies the schema (for example, tablespace or database) name for the tables displayed in the Table list.

• Table (Mandatory)
Specifies the table that represents account/group information in the selected schema.
You must associate every class mapping that you create with exactly one database table.

• Map Columns
Displays an overview of the column mappings you have selected.

NOTE
This table does not show the full set of mapping options. For more rarely used options, expand the class node to
display individual attribute detail nodes.

• Native Name
Displays the name of the native attribute.
Bold entries indicate mandatory entries that you must map at least once per class.
The naming attribute of the class in question is displayed in bold.

• Native Type
Specifies the data-model type depending on the SQL type for the JDBC case.

• Native Size
Displays the size of the Account/Group Table column in characters.

NOTE
In some cases this value is a “best guess”, such as for NVARCHARS or storage of time-related values in
vendor-specific formats.

• Name
Lists the provisioning attributes you can map to the native attribute.
– Italic entries

Indicate that the attribute has already been mapped. For JNDI, these attributes can be mapped again.
– Bold entries

Indicate mandatory entries that you must map at least once per class.
– Custom attributes

Indicate that the attribute is given a default name based on its native attribute name. You can modify this attribute in
the Provisioning Attribute Details dialog.

– Blank entry
Lets you remove a mapping.

NOTE
For account classes, this list also displays the list of well-known attributes.

• Type
Specifies the data-model type depending on the SQL type for the JDBC case.
– Binary Data
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Defines an attribute whose value is arbitrary binary data.
– Boolean

Specifies logically true or false in XML, but represented by the Provisioning Server and JIAM APIs as 1 or 0 in
LDAP attribute values.

– Date
Specifies a date.
 Example: 1999-05-31

NOTE

The Dynamic Namespace plug-in to Provisioning Manager supports the years from 1800 through 9999.
Other components of the solution impose no such restrictions and can represent virtually any year in
recorded history.

The Dynamic Namespace plug-in to Provisioning Manager supports the years from 1970 through 2036, so
you must use Date to represent days falling outside of this range.

Vendor differences complicate how Connector Xpress handles time-related columns. For example,
MSSQL “DATETIME” signifies a DateTime value whereas other vendors use the standard “TIMESTAMP”,
and MSSQL TIMESTAMPs are automatically generated binary values. Also, Oracle does not support a
“TIME” type and its “DATE” type is also effectively a TIMESTAMP. Therefore, to remain vendor-neutral,
Connector Xpress allows you to map to any of Date/DateTime/Time whenever it makes sense for you to
do so.

– Double-precision floating-point
Specifies a double-precision 64-bit floating-point value.

– Enumeration - enumeration type name
Specifies an attribute with a fixed list of enumerated values.

– Flexi-DN
Specifies a distinguished name string format.

– For example, "cn=Bob,ou=Sales,o=ExampleCorp". The connector enforces this.
Flexi-Email

– Specifies an email address string format.
Flexi-Quoteless

– Specifies that quotes are removed from attribute values.
Floating Point

– Specifies a single-precision 32-bit floating-point number.
Integer

– Specifies a 32-bit value between -2147483648 and 2147483647.
Long Integer

– Specifies a 64-bit value from 9223372036854775808 through 9223372036854775807.
String

– Specifies an unrestricted field.
Time

– Specifies an offset of between 0 seconds and 23:59:59.
Example: 13:20:00

– Date & Time
Specifies a particular time on a particular day.
 Example: 1999-05-31T13:20:00

• Multi-valued
If selected, specifies that this attribute is multi-valued.
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NOTE
 If the native attribute is multi-valued, Connector Xpress automatically selects this check box. If the native
attribute is single-valued, this option is cleared and read-only.

• Extended Properties
Displays an extended set of metadata properties. These fields are displayed when you select the Show extended set
of metadata properties on the Connector Xpress Preferences dialog. 
 Note: For more information, see Extended Metadata Properties.

Mapped Containers Dialog
This dialog lets you specify the object classes which you want to use as containers in your connector.

This dialog contains the following fields that are not self-explanatory.

• Name
Specifies the name of the container.

• Contains
Displays the list of all defined containers.

• Add
Adds a new container class to the mapping tree.

• Remove
Removes the container class definition.

Map Container Class Dialog (JNDI)
The Map Class and Attributes Containers dialog lets you specify the objectclasses that can act as containers for accounts
and groups, and their naming attributes. 

By default Connector Xpress populates the Object Class list with the following entries which are the containers for
inetOrgPerson and groupOfNames in the inetOrg schema, which are common account and group choices:

• Organization – o
• Organizational Unit – ou

 Note: The attributes displayed for inetOrgPerson account objects do not have a direct relation to the corresponding
container. Although ideally they would match, however there is no guarantee that match do for any given account object.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the class you are mapping.
 Limits: Must begin with a letter.

• Description
Describes the class you are mapping.

• Managed
If unchecked, marks this class as mapped only for the purpose of establishing associations. As a result, Connector
Xpress only maps its name and type. Instances of an unmanaged class can be listed and associated with other
objects, but cannot be created, edited or deleted.
For compound classes, Connector Xpress selects this field by default, and cannot be cleared.

• Contained Classes
Specifies the classes that can be children of this container. For example, you can specify that the container Employee
Groups can only allow Staff Group and Executive Group classes and not an individual Account Class.

• Add structural class
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Specifies all native LDAP object classes and displays the attributes in the attributes table.
You must associate every class mapping that you create with at least one structural class.

• Add auxiliary class
Specifies any existing auxiliary classes of the structural class you selected and displays the attributes from other
auxiliary LDAP classes in the attributes table.

• Class Name
Displays the selected object classes for this provisioning class mapping.

• Type
Displays whether the native object class is structural or auxiliary.

• Derived From
Displays the inheritance hierarchy of this native object class.

• Remove
Removes the selected object class.

• Map Object Class Attributes
Displays an overview of the attribute mappings you have selected.

NOTE
This table does not show the full set of mapping options. For rarely used options, expand the class node to
display individual attribute detail nodes.

• Native Name
Displays the name of the native attribute. 
Bold entries indicate mandatory entries that you must map at least once per class.
The naming attribute of the class in question is displayed in bold.

• Native Type
 Default: String for JNDI. You can change the default if necessary.

• Name
Lists the provisioning attributes you can map to the native attribute.
– Italic entries

Indicate that the attribute has already been mapped. For JNDI, these attributes can be mapped again. 
– Bold entries

Indicate mandatory entries that you must map at least once per class.
– Custom attributes

Indicate that the attribute is given a default name based on its native attribute name. You can modify this attribute in
the Provisioning Attribute Details dialog.

– Blank entry
Lets you remove a mapping.

NOTE
For account classes, this list also displays the list of well-known attributes.

• Type
 Default: String for JNDI. You can change the default if necessary.

WARNING
The data model type is important because it drives data validation and conversion in clients and the CA
IAM Connector Server. The following types match syntaxes defined as part of the XML schema (XSD)
specification. You can find information about the XML schema definition at the following website:

 http://www.w3.org 
– Binary Data
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Defines an attribute whose value is arbitrary binary data.
– Boolean

Specifies logically true or false in XML, but represented by the Provisioning Server and JIAM APIs as 1 or 0 in
LDAP attribute values.

– Date
Specifies a date.
 Example: 1999-05-31

NOTE

The Dynamic Namespace plug-in to Provisioning Manager supports the years from 1800 through 9999.
Other components of the solution impose no such restrictions and can represent virtually any year in
recorded history.

The Dynamic Namespace plug-in to Provisioning Manager supports the years from 1970 through 2036, so
you must use Date to represent days falling outside of this range.

Vendor differences complicate how Connector Xpress handles time-related columns. For example, MSSQL
“DATETIME” signifies a DateTime value whereas other vendors use the standard “TIMESTAMP”, and
MSSQL TIMESTAMPs are automatically generated binary values. Also, Oracle does not support a “TIME”
type and its “DATE” type is also effectively a TIMESTAMP. Therefore, to remain vendor-neutral, Connector
Xpress allows you to map to any of Date/DateTime/Time whenever it makes sense for you to do so.

Double-precision floating-point

Specifies a double-precision 64-bit floating-point value.

Enumeration - enumeration type name

Specifies an attribute with a fixed list of enumerated values.

Flexi-DN

Specifies a distinguished name string format.

For example, "cn=Bob,ou=Sales,o=ExampleCorp". The connector enforces this.

Flexi-Email

Specifies an email address string format.

Flexi-Quoteless

Specifies that quotes are removed from attribute values. 

Floating Point

Specifies a single-precision 32-bit floating-point number.

Integer

Specifies a 32-bit value between -2147483648 and 2147483647.

Long Integer

Specifies a 64-bit value from 9223372036854775808 through 9223372036854775807.

String 

Specifies an unrestricted field.

Time

Specifies an offset of between 0 seconds and 23:59:59.
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 Example: 13:20:00

– Date & Time
Specifies a particular time on a particular day. 
 Example: 1999-05-31T13:20:00

• Multi-valued
If selected, specifies that this attribute is multi-valued.

NOTE
If the native attribute is multi-valued, Connector Xpress automatically selects this check box. If the native
attribute is single-valued, this option is cleared and read-only.

• Extended Properties
Displays an extended set of metadata properties. These fields are displayed when you select the Show extended set
of metadata properties on the Connector Xpress Preferences dialog. 
 Note: For more information, see Extended Metadata Properties.

Merge XML Dialog
The Merge XML dialog lets you import an XML file that contains metadata into your project. Each project automatically
contains metadata but you may want to import an external metadata file if, for example, you have one from another project
that you want to reuse. When you import an XML metadata file, the system merges the new file with the existing one
already in the project, but you must specify how the system handles any conflicts. This dialog lets you specify how the
system deals with the conflict.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Retain existing project values
Maintain the existing metadata values in the project.

• Overwrite existing project values with those in the XML file being selected
Replace the existing metadata in the project with the imported metadata.

Operations Bindings Editor
The Operations Bindings dialog displays a summary of existing operation bindings.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Available object classes
Displays the object classes you can create opbindings for.

• Filtered object classes
Lets you filter the operation bindings displayed in the Opbindings summary list. Operation bindings for the classes
displayed in this list are displayed in the Opbindings summary list.
The selections you make in this list are also displayed in all Filtered object classes lists in all Opbinding Operation
editors. Also any changes to you make to this list in other Operation binding editors are also displayed in this list.

• Opbindings summary
Displays a summary of existing operation bindings.

• Create
Displays the Create Operation Binding dialog which lets you specify operation binding information.

• Delete
Deletes the operation binding from the Opbindings summary list.
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Operation Bindings - Stored Procedure Editor
This dialog lets you specify the parameters for a stored procedure style operation binding.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Available object classes
Displays the available mapped object classes in the following formats:
– Object class format

Format: DisplayName [connectorMapToObjectClassName]
Example: User Account [inetOrgPerson]

– Ambiguous object classes format – Displayed as a single item in the following format:
Format: DisplayName [connectorMapToObjectClassName1 | connectorMapToObjectClassName2 | …]
Example: Default Container [organizationalUnit | organization]

NOTE
If you choose any ambiguous object class for the concurrent Opbinding, the LDAP object class name is
always used in the Opbinding xml content. As a result, Connector Xpress clears the Use Native Name check
box and makes it unavailable.

• Added object classes
Lets you specify the object classes you want to add to this script operation binding.

• Execute this procedure
Specifies when you want the connector to execute the stored procedure.

• Description
Describes the operation binding.

• Abort operation if procedure fails
Specifies how errors are handled. For example, if the timing is set to Before or After, and this check box is selected,
exceptions are thrown and the operation aborts if any errors occur. If this check box is cleared the connector logs the
error but the operation continues if an error occurs.
If the timing is set to Instead Of, and an error occurs, the connector always throws exceptions and aborts the operation
when executing the operation binding.
When the timing is set to Instead Of this field is set to true by default, and cleared by default when the timing is set to
After.

• Use native name
Specifies that the connector uses connector-map-to attribute names for the binding rather than DYN LDAP attribute
names.

• Lookup Level
Specifies whether the attributes or the deleted object are cached for the opbinding to function and controls the lookup
of all an object's values. Caching is typically done preemptively for Post delete operations.
The default for scripts is Full. For methods, the framework verifies all the parameters mapped for the Post delete
stored procedure and selects Full or Exists depending whether non-contextual attributes are present or not,
respectively.

NOTE

The LookUpLevel attribute is important to the handling of Post delete stored procedure operation bindings, as
attribute values may need to be cached before the target object is deleted.

– Full
Specifies that all attribute values are cached. This is the default for scripts.

– Exists
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Specifies that CA IAM Connector Server checks that the object being deleted exists. If the object does not exist, CA
IAM Connector Server throws an LdapNameNotFoundException.

– None
Specifies that the method or scripting payload is responsible for determining whether the target object exists. If you
select Full or Exits, the framework determines whether the target object exists automatically. This means that CA
IAM Connector Server passes the call on, and that the script or stored procedure you call should determine if the
object exists.

• Procedure
Specifies the stored procedure you want to run before, instead of, or after a selected operation.
– In / Out

Indicates the type of parameter.
– In

Specifies that the parameter or type passes the value into the stored procedure.
– InOut

Specifies the stored procedure passes the value both in and out.
– Out

Specifies that the stored procedure passes out the value.
– Parameter

Specifies that the name of the parameter as specified in the store procedure's definition.
• Data Type

Displays the SQL type for the named parameter.
• Attribute

Specifies the attribute that maps to the parameter for the stored procedure.

NOTE

The values in this list with asterisks on either side are runtime context values for the specified operation. For
example, the Distinguished Name for the account targeted by an operation or operation-specific value such
as the "new name" in a MODIFY RN rename operation. The remaining values are the attribute values you
previously mapped for the specified class.

This can be useful for stored procedures bound to ADD or MODIFY operations where the endpoint has good
in-built XML support. The entire request can be passed in a single XML string that can then be broken down
within the stored procedure, if desired.

*ModifyRn_NewRdn*

Defines the new RDN.

*Move_NewParentName*

Defines the new parent name.

*MoveRename_NewParentName*

Defines the new parent name.

*MoveRename_NewRdn*

Defines the new RDN.

*CLASS*

Defines the name of the object type.

*OPERATION*

Defines the name of the operation, for example, Add, Delete.
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*ALIAS*

Defines the alias for the script.

If you select more than one object class, only the union set of attributes for those object classes and the
runtime attributes (such as *NAME*, *DN*) is available in this field.

– *Name*
Defines the target object’s most nested RDN value.

– *DN*
Defines the target object’s full distinguished name.

– *ErrorStatus*
Specifies that the connector uses the attribute to pass a descriptive error string back from a stored procedure. This
can cause failure if strict completion is true for the binding.

– *AddModify_AttrsAsXML*
Specifies that the entire Add or Modify operation is passed in as a single XML string.

• Multivalued
Specifies that the parameter can have multiple values and needs a flattening style.

• Flattening Style
Specifies a flattening method used to represent multiple values in a single string literal. If the attribute is multivalued,
use the Flattening Style column.

• Flattening Mode
Displays the flattening mode for multivalued parameters where changes can be expressed in terms of values ADDed
or REMOVEd, or alternatively, by passing in the complete new list of values (REPLACE).

Operation Bindings - Operations Editor
This dialog displays a summary of the operation bindings for the currently selected operation. Operations are performed in
the order displayed in the list. You can use this dialog to bind a script or stored procedure to an operation and change the
order in which the operating bindings are executed.

This dialog contains the following fields that are not self-explanatory:

• Available object classes
Displays the available mapped object classes.

• Filtered object classes
Lets you filter the opbindings that are displayed in the Before, Instead of and After lists. Operation bindings for the
classes displayed in this list are displayed in these lists.
The selections you make in this list are also displayed in all Filtered object classes lists in all Opbinding Operation
editors. Also any changes to you make to this list in other Operation binding editors are also displayed in this list.

• Before
Displays the operation binding that the connector performs before the specified operation. The connector executes the
operation binding in the order displayed in the list.

• Instead Of
Displays the operation binding that the connector performs instead of the specified operation. The connector executes
the operation binding in the order displayed in the list.

• After
Displays the operation binding that the connector performs after the specified operation. The connector executes the
operation binding in the order displayed in the list.

• Create
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Displays the Create Operation Bindings dialog which lets you specify operation binding information.
• Delete

Deletes the currently selected operation binding.
• Move Up

Changes the order in which the selected operation binding is performed.
• Move Down

Changes the order in which the selected operation binding is performed.

Preferences Dialog
You can use the Connector Xpress Preferences Dialog to change various aspects of the way Connector Xpress looks and
behaves, such as its look and feel, search limits, and command parameters.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Search Size Limit
Specifies the maximum number of search results the Provisioning Servers tree attempts to retrieve for a particular
node. Connector Xpress uses this value to prevent a large drain on system resources, for example, if many policies
exist.

• Show Extended Metadata
Displays an extended set metadata on several dialogs that contains all additional metadata that is relevant to this data
model item.

• Command to launch web browser
Specifies the command used to launch the web browser.
Default: (Windows) "rundll32" "url.dll,FileProtocolHandler"
Default: (Solaris)"/usr/sfw/bin/mozilla"

Provisioning Server Details Dialog
The Provisioning Server Details dialog lets you configure a connection to a Provisioning Server to which you can deploy a
connector.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Host Name
Defines the name of the host where Provisioning Server runs.

• User Domain
Defines the domain containing the user whose credentials the connector uses to log on to the Provisioning Server.

• User Name
Defines the username that Connector Xpress uses to log on to the server.

• Use TLS
Specifies that a secure TLS connection to the server is established. This means that the connector does not transmit
the password in clear text. If not selected, the connector transmits the password in clear text.

• Key
Defines the name of the configuration option that the connector uses to connect to the Provisioning Server.

• Value
Defines the value of the configuration option.

• Key column
Displays the full list of configuration options that the connector uses to connect to the Provisioning Server.

• Value column
Displays the corresponding values for the configuration options displayed in the Key column.
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Provisioning Server Password Required Dialog
The Provisioning Server Password Required dialog lets you specify the password for the selected Provisioning Server.

This dialog contains the following field:

• Password
Specifies the password required to access the selected Provisioning Server.

Script Editor Dialog
This dialog lets you specify the parameters for a script style operation binding.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Available object classes
Displays the available mapped object classes.

• Added object classes
Lets you specify the object classes you wan to add to this script operation binding.

• Execute this script
Specifies the script you want the connector to execute before, after instead of, or after a selected operation.

• Description
Describes your operation binding.

• Abort operation if script fails
Specifies how errors are handled. For example, if the timing is set to Before or After, and this check box is selected,
exceptions are thrown and the operation aborts if any errors occur. If this check box is cleared, the connector logs the
error but the operation continues if an error occurs.
If the timing is set to Instead Of, and an error occurs, the connector always throws exceptions and aborts the operation
when executing the operation binding.

• Lookup Level
Specifies whether the attributes or the deleted object are cached for the opbinding to function and controls the lookup
of all an object's values. Caching is typically done preemptively for Post delete operations.
The default for scripts is Full. For methods, the framework verifies all the parameters mapped for the Post delete
stored procedure and selects Full or Exists depending whether non-contextual attributes are present or not,
respectively.

NOTE

The LookUpLevel attribute is important to the handling of Post delete stored procedure operation bindings, as
attribute values may need to be cached before the target object is deleted.

– Full
Specifies that all attribute values are cached. This is the default for scripts.

– Exists
Specifies that CA IAM Connector Server checks that the object being deleted exists. If the object does not exist, CA
IAM Connector Server throws an LdapNameNotFoundException.

– None
Specifies that the method or scripting payload is responsible for determining whether the target object exists. If you
select Full or Exits, the framework determines whether the target object exists automatically. This means that CA
IAM Connector Server passes the call on, and that the script or stored procedure you call should determine if the
object exists.

• Execute Directly
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Specifies that the connector performs the operation binding directly, rather than generating text that the
ScriptStyleOpProcessor runs later.

• Search Asynchronously
If selected specifies that the execution of the payload occurs asynchronously and a NamingEnumeration is used to
return results in a streaming fashion for one-level and subtree searches.

NOTE
Connector Xpress displays this field when you select the Search operation from the Available Operations
dialog in the Create Operation dialog.

• Execute a function in a global script
Specifies that a function in a global script is executed as the script for this operation binding.

• Global Script
Specifies the global script from which the function is selected.

• New
Displays the Edit Script dialog which lets you create a new global script.

• Function Name
Defines the function that is executed in the selected global script.

• Execute an individual script
Specifies the individual script that is executed for this operation binding.

• Edit Script
Displays the Edit Script dialog which lets you add or modify the individual script.

Script Name Dialog
This dialog lets you modify the parameters for a global script.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Script Language
Specifies the available scripting languages that CA IAM Connector Server framework currently supports.

• Execute Directly
Specifies that the connector performs the operation binding directly, rather than generating text that the
ScriptStyleOpProcessor runs later.

Scripts Dialog
This dialog lets you specify the parameters for a global script.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Add New Global Script
Creates a script and adds a new global script node under the Scripts node.

• Delete Global Script
Deletes the selected global script and removes the script under the Scripts node.

Select Data Source for new project Dialog
The Select Data Source for new project dialog lets you select a previously configured data source for a new project, add
or edit an existing data source, or remove a data source.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
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Displays the name of a configured data source you can use to create a project.
• Type

Displays the type of configured sources you can use to create a project.
• Add

Displays the Source Types dialog where you can choose from available source types and then configure your new
data source.

• Edit
Displays the Edit Source dialog where you can edit the connection details for the specified data source.

• Remove
Removes the data source from the list box.

Select Template Dialog
This dialog lets you select a template to use as a starting point for mapping common endpoint schemas. Starting a project
with a template is useful for LDAP, where standards such as RFCs define widely used schemas, and where purely custom
schemas are less common. Templates also include specialized JavaScript mark-up that CA Identity Manager uses to
render account management screens.

You can click each template to see a brief description.

• Open in Wizard Mode
Starts a project using the wizard, and steps you through the basic process of mapping an account class, or an account
class and group class, depending on the template you selected.

Source Types Dialog
The Source Types dialog lets you select an available source type for the data source.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• None
Lets you create attributes and edit generic metadata that is not intended for deployment without specifying a data
source.

• Available Source Types
Displays the available source types you can use as the basis for your connector definition.
– JDBC

Lets you map to database tables and stored procedures.
– JNDI

Lets you map to object classes and attributes contained in a directory server.

Wizard Summary Dialog
This dialog displays a summary of mappings you have made.

Connector Xpress Utility
Connector Xpress is a Identity Manager utility for managing dynamic connectors, mapping dynamic connectors to
endpoints, and establishing routing rules for endpoints. You can use it to configure dynamic connectors to allow
provisioning and management of SQL databases and LDAP directories.

 Contents: 
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Connector Xpress lets you create and deploy custom connectors without extensive technical expertise.

You can also set up, edit, and remove a connector server configuration using Connector Xpress.

The primary input into Connector Xpress is the native schema of an endpoint system. For example, you can use
Connector Xpress to connect to an RDBMS and retrieve the SQL schema of the database. You can then use Connector
Xpress to construct mappings from those parts of the native schema that are relevant to identity management and
provisioning. A mapping describes how the provisioning layer represents an element of the native schema.

Connector Xpress generates metadata that describes, to a dynamic connector, the runtime mappings to a target system.

The output of Connector Xpress is a metadata document produced when you complete your mappings. The metadata is
an XML file that describes the structure of your connector to the CA IAM Connector Server.

The output describes the provisioning server classes and attributes and how they are mapped to the native schema.

The metadata is used to create dynamic endpoint types that you can manage with Identity Manager.

Supported Databases and Directories

To see the list of directories and databases that Connector Xpress supports, see the Platform Support Matrix. Look for the
table named CERTIFIED CONNECTOR XPRESS ENDPOINT TYPES.

Data Sources

A data source is a reference to a server or other source of schema information that Connector Xpress can construct a
connector for.

Connector Xpress supports the following data sources from supported vendors:

•  JDBC—Any service accessible through the JDBC API, typically a relational database server.
•  JNDI—Any service accessible through the JNDI API, typically an LDAP server.

Set Up Data Sources

A data source is a reference to a server or other source of schema information that Connector Xpress can construct a
connector for.

Connector Xpress supports the following data sources from supported vendors:

•  JDBC—Any service accessible through the JDBC API, typically a relational database server.
•  JNDI—Any service accessible through the JNDI API, typically an LDAP server.

NOTE
You can connect to a data source to read its schema and then use Connector Xpress to map the schema to a
new endpoint type. Connector Xpress maintains a list of data sources that you configure. You can set up JNDI or
JDBC data sources.

NOTE
 When you create a Connector Xpress project, Connector Xpress prompts you to set up your data sources.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tools, Data Sources.
The Select Data Source for new Project dialog appears.

2. Click Add.
The Source Types dialog appears.

3. Select an available data source type from the list, then click OK.
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The Edit Source dialog appears, specific to the type of data source you are adding.
4. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click Test to verify your settings and authentication details.

Depending on the authentication method chosen, a subsequent authentication dialog can appear.
Complete the fields on this dialog to continue the test.

5. When the test has completed successfully, click OK.
You have successfully configured the data source type you selected.

Connector Xpress Window

The Connector Xpress window contains the following panes:

• Mapping tree
Displays an overview of the mappings you made for your endpoint. Each node and child node represents an aspect
of your endpoint mapping. For example, attributes you have mapped, associations between classes, and operation
bindings for your endpoint. Clicking a node displays a dialog that allows you to edit the parameters of the node.

• Editor panel
Displays a dialog that lets you edit the parameters for the node you have selected.

• Provisioning Servers tree
Displays the endpoints and connectors of multiple Provisioning Servers.

Mapping Tree

The Mapping Tree lets you define the mappings, associations, and operation bindings for your connector. The mapping
tree contains the following nodes:

• Endpoint type node
Lets you create a description of your endpoint.

• Classes parent node
Lets you map a new class and view a read-only list of the classes that you have mapped and the native classes they
are mapped to.

• Class node
Lets you specify the JDBC database tables or the JNDI native object classes that you want map a class to.

• Attributes parent node
Lets you map provisioning attributes to the JDBC database table columns or JNDI object class attributes of the
endpoint.

• Attributes node
Lets you configure extended details of the selected attribute.

• Account screens node
Lets you arrange the attributes you have mapped into the groups and subgroups that you want to appear as tabs and
pages in the Identity Manager User Console account screens.

• Associations parent node
Lets you specify the classes you want to create direct and indirect associations between.

• Containers parent node
Lets you specify which object classes you want to use as containers in your connector.

• Custom Types
Lets you define arbitrary strings (flexi-strings) you want to use as metadata types in attribute mappings.

• Operation Bindings
Lets you specify operation binding information and display a summary of existing operation bindings.

• Scripts parent node
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Lets you name the script you want to bind to the operation bindings you have mapped.
• Scripts node

Lets you specify the parameters of the script you want to bind to the operation bindings you have mapped.

Provisioning Servers Tree

The Provisioning Servers tree (in the lower left pane) lets you manage the endpoints and connectors of multiple
Provisioning Servers. The Provisioning Servers tree contains the following fields:

•
  
Refreshes the currently selected node in the Provisioning Tree.

NOTE
 The Refresh button is only available when you select a tree node that has a changeable list of child nodes.
For example, the button is not available for a particular endpoint, as this type of node always has Policies
and Endpoint child nodes only. For the endpoints node of a particular endpoint, the button is available.

•
  
Displays the actions you can perform on the currently selected object in the Provisioning Tree. Clicking this button is
equivalent to right-clicking the currently selected object in the Provisioning Tree.

• Provisioning Servers node
Lets you add and configure Provisioning Server connection details. When you add a Provisioning Server, Connector
Xpress maintains the details of the Provisioning Server so that you can access it each time you run Connector Xpress.

• Servers Object node
Displays each registered Provisioning Server on the network. You can use this node to edit or remove the Provisioning
Server connection details.

• Domains Node
Displays the domain configured for the Provisioning Server.

• Endpoint Types node
Displays a list of endpoint types. You can use this node to create an endpoint type.

• Endpoints Object node
Lets you do the following:
– Deploy and edit metadata
– Delete an endpoint type
– Clean an endpoint type for DYN endpoint types
– Set the managing connector server for non-DYN endpoint types only

• Endpoints node
Groups endpoints of a particular endpoint type.

• Endpoints Name node
Displays an endpoint that you have acquired on the Provisioning Server. You can use this node to:
– Perform an explore or correlate of the endpoint for DYN endpoints
– Delete an endpoint
– Set the managing connector server only for non-DYN endpoints

• Policies node
Displays groups of policies of a particular endpoint type.

NOTE
 A default policy is provided for all endpoint types.

• CS Config Object node
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Displays a list of CS configurations.
You can use this node to:
– Edit the existing configuration for the server's branch DN routing rules
– Delete a configuration entry
– Set the managing connector server password

• CS Configs node
Displays logical groupings of CA IAM Connector Server configurations. These configurations contain the DSFConfig
style routing rules for managing branch DNs. You can use this node to add a new routing rules configuration object for
a C++ Connector Server or CA IAM Connector Server service.

• Connector Servers Node
Displays the endpoint types, endpoints, and the dynamic endpoint types that the selected Connector Server manages.

Password Caching

Connector Xpress caches the passwords used with each Provisioning Server only when the application is open. When
the application is closed, Connector Xpress does not permanently record passwords. When Connector Xpress needs a
password, and the password is not cached, or the cached password causes a failed authentication attempt, Connector
Xpress prompts you to enter the password.
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Client Tools
Identity Governance Client Tools is a local application that provides discovery and analytical tools to manage users and
resources, databases, perform audits and role discovery, and more.

This diagram provides an overview of the typical workflow processes that are performed using the Client Tools.
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Figure 2: Client Tools Overview
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1

Client Tools Workspace

Open Sample Data Files
Use Client Tools to perform discovery and analysis operations on Identity Governance data. To view the sample data files
in Client Tools, open the sample configuration file included with your installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Identity Governance Client Tools by clicking the Client Tools icon on your desktop.
2. Go to File, Open from File.
3. Browse to the \Sage Demo folder under the installation directory. Select the ConfigWithRoles.cfg file.

The program opens the.cfg file in the configuration window. When a configuration file is open, three panels are
displayed. Each panel shows a different part of the data that comprises a configuration: Users (left panel), Roles
(middle panel), and Resources (right panel).

NOTE
By default, the configuration window displays three vertical panels. You can change the display mode to
vertical panels, tabs, or horizontal panels using the View menu.

4. You can open several files simultaneously in the main window: configuration files (.cfg), users database (.udb),
resources database (.rdb), auditing cards (.aud) and policies (.bpr). The menu bar and toolbar expand to include
available options relevant to the type of data files that is active.

Navigation Tips and Shortcuts
Contents

The Client Tools enable you to perform role discovery operations and to audit links between users, resources, and roles.
Most features can be activated from the menu bar, and frequently-used options can be activated from the toolbar, shortcut
keys or context menus (right-click).

NOTE
We recommend using the right-click menu controls, which display context-sensitive options relevant to the active
window without the necessity to navigate the menu bar structure. Context menus are especially well-developed
for working with a configuration and its three types of data: users, roles, resources.

Select All

The configuration panels contain long lists of entities, users, roles and resources. When it is necessary to perform an
activity that involves all records in the panel, the Select All option is useful for selecting the entire panel. This option is
activated by right-clicking the mouse on the desired panel and selecting Select All or by using the Ctrl+A shortcut key
combination.

Drag and Drop Cursor Symbols

When moving records between windows, the cursor changes shape to indicate the type of activity being performed. For
example, when a configuration record is being dragged from one configuration window to another, the cursor changes
from Ө (indicating the record is being moved) to LINK (indicating the record has left its location) to ADD (before the record
is actually dropped in its new location).

You are prompted for user confirmation to complete the action.
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Tool Bar and Shortcut Key Combinations

Toolbar icons and shortcut key combinations are available for performing frequently-used activities. Their option is the
same as their corresponding menu bar counterparts.

Icon Description Shortcut
New file Ctrl + N

Open file Ctrl + O

Save current file Ctrl + S

Copy Ctrl + C

Paste Ctrl + V

Print file Ctrl + P

Print Preview -

Audit Cards -

Users Database Ctrl + U

Resources Database Ctrl + R

About Discovery -

- Compare Configurations Ctrl + D
- Undo Ctrl + Z
- Audit Card Generation and Management Ctrl + T
- Policy Compliance Check Ctrl + B
- Select All Ctrl + A

Context Menus
 Contents 

  

To access role engineering controls quickly in the configuration windows, each of the panels has its own context menu
that shows the most most common options relevant to that panel.

To view a context menu, use the right-click mouse operation.

Roles Panel

The following Roles Panel context menu controls are available:
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The following table provides a brief description of each control as well as a reference to a more detailed discussion below
in this section. Note that some items do not have menu bar counterparts.

Roles Panel Context Menu Menu Bar Location Shortcut Description in Section
Delete Edit Del Delete 
Copy Edit Ctrl + C Copy 
Paste Edit Ctrl + V Paste 
New Role… Edit  New Role (Configuration Only) 
Edit Role… Edit  Edit Role 
New Rule-based Role… Edit
Edit Rule-based Role… Edit - Edit Rule-Based Role 
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Reject Discovery - Rejecting Discovered Roles 
Show All Linked Entries View Ctrl + L  
Show Linked Entries:Direct,
Indirect, Dual, Common, Expired
Roles, Approved Roles, Not
Approved Roles.

View - Show Linked Entities 

Create Partial Configuration Edit - Create Partial Configuration 
Instantiate Direct Links Edit, Manage Links - Instantiate Direct Links 
Remove All Links Edit, Manage Links - Remove All Links 
Remove Redundant Links Edit, Manage Links - Remove Redundant Links 
Remove Links…
Remove Direct Links to
UsersRemove Dual Links to
UsersRemove Direct Links to
ResourcesRemove Dual Links
to ResourcesRemove Direct
Links to Sub RolesRemove
Dual Links to Sub RolesRemove
Direct Links to Parent
RolesRemove Dual Links to
Parent Roles

Edit>Manage Links - Manage Links (Configuration
Only) 

Propose Almost Matching Users Discovery,Identify Almost
Perfect Matches

- Propose Closely Matching
Users 

Propose Almost Matching
Resources

Discovery,Identify Almost
Perfect Matches

- Propose Closely Matching
Resources 

Propose Potentially Excess
Users

Audit,Identify Excess Privileges - Propose Potentially Excess
Users 

Propose Potentially Excess
Resources

Audit,Identify Excess Privileges - Propose Potentially Excess
Resources 

Propose Users that Match the
Role's Rule

-   

Identify Current Users that do
Not Match the Role's Rule

-   

Propose Sub Roles Discovery,Identify Role
Hierarchy

- Propose Sub Roles 

Propose Parent Roles Discovery,Identify Role
Hierarchy

- Propose Parent Roles 

Propose Related Roles Discovery,Identify Role
Hierarchy

- Propose Related Roles 

View Roles Overlap and Choose
Whether to Merge

- - View Roles Overlap
(Configuration Only) 

Role Report Entity Report - Role Analysis Report 
Role Report Preview Entity Report Preview -  
Role Analysis Report Role Analysis Report -  
Role Analysis Report Preview Role Analysis Report Preview -  
Change Role Approval Status/
Expiration Date…

-   

Change Role Attributes -   
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Add Conditions to Rules -   
Select All - Ctrl + A Select All

 

Users Panel

The following Users Panel context menu controls are available.

  

The following table provides a brief description of each control as well as a reference to a more detailed discussion in
another section. Some items do not have menu bar counterparts.

Users Panel Context Menu
Option

Menu Bar Location Shortcut Refer to

Delete Edit Del Delete 
Copy Edit Ctrl + C Copy 
Paste Edit Ctrl + V Paste 
Edit User Edit - Edit User 
Show All Linked Entries View  Show Linked Entities 
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Show Linked Entries:
Direct, Indirect, Dual, Common,
Expired Roles, Approved Roles,
Not Approved Roles.

View - View Roles Overlap
(Configuration Only) 

Create Partial Configuration Edit - Create Partial Configuration 
Instantiate Direct Links Edit, Manage Links  Instantiate Direct Links 
Remove All Links Edit, Manage Links  Remove All Links 
Remove Redundant Links Edit, Manage Links - Remove Redundant Links 
Remove Links:Remove Direct
Links to RolesRemove Dual
Links to RolesRemove Direct
Links to ResourcesRemove
Dual Links to Resources.

Edit, Manage Links - Manage Links (Configuration
Only) 

Propose Almost Matching Roles Discovery,Identify Almost
Perfect Matches

- Identify Almost Perfect Matches 

Propose Potentially Excess
Resources

Audit,Identify Excess Privileges - Propose Potentially Excess
Resources 

Propose Potentially Excess
Roles

Audit,Identify Excess Privileges - Propose Potentially Excess
Roles 

Propose New Roles with
Matching Rule

Discovery   

Identify Current Roles that User
Does Not Match Their Rule

Discovery   

Propose New Roles - - Propose New Roles 
Propose New Resources - - Propose New Resources 
Show Similar Users - - Show Similar Users 
View Users Overlap and
Choose Whether to Merge

- - View Resources Overlap -
Choose Whether to Merge 

Modeled After Roles by Users Discovery - Discovering Characteristic
Roles 

New Role by Users    
Print File - Printing Reports 
Print Preview File - Print Preview 
Select All - Ctrl + A Select ALL

 

Resources Panel

The following Resources Panel context menu controls are available.
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The following table provides a brief description of each control as well as a reference to a more detailed discussion in
another section.

Resources Panel Context Menu
Option

Menu Bar Location Shortcut Description in Section

Delete Edit Ctrl + X Delete 
Copy Edit Ctrl + C Copy 
Paste Edit Ctrl + V Paste 
Edit Resource… Edit - Edit Resource 
Show All Linked Entities  Ctrl + L  
Show Linked Entries View - Show Linked Entities 
Create Partial Configuration Edit - Create Partial Configuration 
Instantiate Direct Links Edit,Manage Links - Instantiate Direct Links 
Remove All Links Edit,Manage Links - Remove All Links 
Remove Redundant Links Edit,Manage Links - Remove Redundant Links 
Remove Links Edit,Manage Links - Manage Links (Configuration

Only) 
Propose Almost Matching Roles Discovery,Identify Almost

Perfect Matches
-  

Propose Potentially Excess
Users

Audit,Identify Excess Privileges - Propose Potentially Excess
Users 

Propose Potentially Excess
Roles

Audit,Identify Excess Privileges - Propose Potentially Excess
Roles 
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Print - - Printing Reports 
Print Preview - - Print Preview 
View Resources Overlap and
Choose Whether to Merge

- - View Resources Overlap -
Choose Whether to Merge 

Modeled-After Roles By
Resources

Discovery - Discovering Modeled-After
Roles 

New Role By Resources    
Select All - Ctrl + A Select All

 

Business Policy Rules

The following is a sample of the context menu in the business Policy document window (working with Policy windows is
described in chapter 10).

  

The following right-click controls enable you to edit BPR entries:

 

BPR Panel Context Menu
Options

Menu Bar Location Shortcut Description in Section

Insert BPR Entry Edit Ins Add BPR Entry (BPR Only)
Delete BPR Entry Edit Del Delete BPR Entry (BPR Only)
Edit BPR Entry Edit Enter Edit BPR Entry (BPR Only)
Change BPR Entry Type to - -  

 

AuditCard

The following is a sample AuditCard with the context menu open. The displayed options may vary slightly depending on
the highlighted AuditCard record.

  

The following context menu options enable you to edit AuditCard records and print selected records:
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AuditCard Context Menu
Options

Menu Bar Location Shortcut Description in Section

Set Entry Status To - - Set Entry Status To 
Create a New AuditCard with
the Selected Alerts

- - Create a New AuditCard with
the Selected Alerts 

Print Selected - Print Selected
Print Selected Preview - - Print Selected Preview

Configuration Window
When a configuration is opened, a three-panel window appears containing individual user data in the Users Panel,
physical resources data in the Resources Panel and roles data; that is, the link between users and resources, in the Roles
Panel.

The following graphic shows a typical Configuration window.
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The data displayed in the User and Resources Panels are taken from the respective users and resources databases.
The type of data (fields) displayed are determined by the Role Engineer. Similarly, roles data in the Roles Panel are also
determined by the Role Engineer. Each panel enables scrolling horizontally to view attributes and counters, which are
used in the role engineering and role audit process. Some attributes are self-configured by the user. Each column can be
used to sort the panel.

File Menu
Contents

The File menu contains the options for file handling as well as connecting to external systems and peripheral
equipment. Connection with external systems is important for downloading and uploading access data and for backup
purposes.

Open From File

You may often need to open a configuration file (.cfg) for discovery and audit purposes. In addition, you can open other file
types: user database files (.udb), resource database files (.rdb), AuditCards (.aud) and policy files (.bpr).

Click File, Open from File and specify the file type you want to open. By default, files of that type that are located in the
default (installation) folder appear. Select the file you want to open (file name will be displayed in the File Name field).
Click Open to continue.

Open from Database

This option enables modification of database files directly on the production server without the need to create intermediary
files or to import database files, which would otherwise involve the stages of import, processing, and export back to the
production computer. This option is useful for implementing simple changes on the production server.

It can be used only after files had been imported and exported back to the production server. It is only after export of files
to the production server that required files are created on the target server.

By working on the production server, the Role Engineer has essentially waived the inherent protection of the sandbox
principle. Extreme care should be taken when working directly on a production server. Only minor changes should be
performed using this option.

NOTE
Before attempting to run the Identity Governance Database Wizard, verify that your connection to the remote
computer is working.

To open from a database

1. Select Open from Database on the menu bar.
The Database Wizard appears.

2. Fill in the following information in the Database Wizard window.
– Type

Specifies the type of database data that you are downloading.
– Server

Defines the remote server's IP address.
– Database

Defines the database file name on the remote computer
– Windows Authentication

Select this option to access the MS SQL server using the current user's Username and Password that is associated
with Windows operating system.

– User Name, Password
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Defines credentials to access the database host
3. Click Next to continue to the next screen in the wizard.
4. Choose the file type from the list and file name from the list of files. If you have saved a configuration on the production

server, you can work directly in that configuration.
5. Click Next to finish the procedure and begin working.

Review a Database

Each Identity Governance data Universe can contain various files that include: Configuration files, User Database files,
Resource Database files, Audit Card files, and Business Policy files.

To review and manage the database files

1. Click File, Review Database.
The Database wizard opens.

2. Click Source Database and fill in the fields as described in section Open from Database.
3. Click Next.

The Choose a Document to Open window appears.
4. Select a Database file type from the Document Type drop-down list.

Database files of the selected type are listed in the file list.
5. Select the file that you want to review.
6. (Optional) Check the Logged checkbox.

Changes to data entities in the file are recorded in the Transaction log on the Identity Governance server.
7. (Optional) Check the Write Protected checkbox.

You cannot make changes to the file using Identity Governance client applications.

NOTE
The file can still be modified by Identity Governance web services and by processes of the Identity
Governance portal.

8. Click Open, Rename, or Delete.

Execute Batch File

When importing a large volume of data (which could involve several gigabytes in several source files), processing
can take many hours. Therefore, a batch processing option enables processing during off-hours in accordance with a
predetermined order defined by the Role Engineer.

The following list shows the typical order of commands in a batch file:

1. IMPORT RACF
2. IMPORT CSV
3. MERGE CFG
4. ENRICH UDB
5. ENRICH RDB
6. FILTER CFG

The format for batch file executions is an XML file format, which must follow XML file rules. The file extension must
be .sbt.

To run the batch file from a Microsoft Windows command prompt, execute the file using the following format:

EurekifySageDNA-V32.exe SBT_file_name

For example, EurekifySageDNA-V32.exe merge.sbt.

Alternatively, you can run the batch file by selecting Execute Batch File from the File menu.
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NOTE
For more information about running batch files, see the Programming section.

New

You can create a new file of one of the following types: configuration (.cfg), user database (.udb), resource database
(.rdb), AuditCard (.aud), Business Policy (.bpr).

To create a new file, click File, New, select the appropriate radio button, and click OK.

New Configuration

It is customary to import external users and resources information, from which Identity Governance builds a configuration
file, by downloading it from an external computer. However, you can also open a new configuration file from scratch. This
option creates a new configuration containing users and resources (all users and resources, if the option is selected)
without the links between them.

NOTE
To build a new configuration file, it is first necessary to prepare a Users Database and Resources Database in
the appropriate formats.

To create a new configuration

1. Activate the appropriate radio button in the Choose Open File Type window, and click OK.
The New Configuration window appears.

2. Insert the following data in the fields:
– Users Database File

Defines the pathname of the users database file. Use the Browse button to locate the file.
– Resources Database File

Defines the pathname of the resources database file. Use the Browse button to locate the file.
– Include All Users

Check this option to insert all records in the users database into the new configuration. Uncheck this option to
create the configuration without any users, and add a selected subset of users to the configuration later.

– Include All Resources
Check this option to insert all records in the resources database into the new configuration. Uncheck this option to
create the configuration without any resources, and add a selected subset of resources to the configuration later.

The Open button becomes active after the path to the Users Database and Resources Database files are filled in.
3. Click Open to create the configuration file.

A new configuration is generated in a new window. The Roles panel of the configuration is empty.
Identity Governance designates the new configuration with a new default name. Note that the Users Panel and the
Resources Panel contain data, and the columns contain the appropriate titles. The Roles Panel is empty. The Role
Engineer can implement discovery and audit procedures to generate roles.

New Users Database

This option enables the Role Engineer to create a new users database from scratch. To create a new users database,
activate the appropriate radio button in the Choose Open File Type window, and click OK.

Identity Governance creates the new users database with default field names. Note that the typical Users Database
contains one key field (Person ID) and a User ID field which is generated by Identity Governance. The other fields are
optional and the names of the fields can be changed by the Role Engineer.
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New Resources Database

This option enables the Role Engineer to create a new resources database from scratch. To create a new resources
database, activate the appropriate radio button in the Choose Open File Type window, and click OK.

Identity Governance creates the new resources database with default field names. Note that the typical Resources
Database contains three key fields (Res Name 1, 2, 3), which together comprise a unique key of the specific resource.
The Res ID field is generated by Identity Governance. The other fields are optional, and the names of the fields can be
changed by the Role Engineer.

New AuditCard

This option enables the Role Engineer to create a new resources database from scratch. Since AuditCards are based on
configurations, it is necessary for a configuration to be open before a new (blank) AuditCard can be created.

To create a new AuditCard

1. Open the configuration on which to base the AuditCard.
2. Activate the appropriate radio button in the Choose Open File Type window.
3. Click OK.

An audit card window appears.

New Business Policy

This option opens a new blank Business Policy document, which is the first step in creating a Business Policy document,
consisting of Business Policy Rules (BPR). The Business Policy Compliance module enables running a defined set of
business constraints and segregation of duty rules against one or more configurations. This feature contrasts with the
Audit engine, which runs pre-determined rules on the current configuration.

Edit Menu
The Edit menu includes options to edit all the types of files used by Identity Governance: configuration files, databases
(users and resources), audit (AuditCard), BPR. When a document is active, only edit options that apply to that type of
document are displayed in the Edit menu.

Delete

The Delete operation can only be performed on records in a Configuration file or in an Audit Card. As such the Delete
option only appears in the Edit menu within the context of a Configuration file and Audit Card.

Deleting Records from a Configuration

This feature enables deleting one or more users, roles or resources records (depending how many are highlighted) from
the Users Panel, Roles Panel or Resources Panel of a configuration. A message such as the following is displayed for
each record:
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If more than one record is highlighted, Identity Governance requests individual confirmation for each record to be removed
from the original configuration. Note that all direct and indirect links to the highlighted record are removed along with the
record. The Role Engineer can choose whether or not to delete the highlighted records all at once by clicking Yes to All.

NOTE
A deletion is not saved to memory. To perform a “Cut and Paste” action, first copy the desired item to its
intended location and then delete it from its original location.

NOTE
Modifications to a configuration document are only final after a configuration file has been saved. If exited
without saving, the configuration document reverts to its original state as before the deletion.

Deleting Records from an AuditCard

When an AuditCard is open, you can delete highlighted records from the list of suspicious records. Use this option with
care as no confirmation message is displayed before deletion.

Copy

The Copy operation can only be performed on records listed in either Configuration files or Databases. As such the Copy
option only appears in the Edit menu within the context of Configuration files and Databases.

This feature enables you to copy any number of highlighted (into memory) users, roles or resource records from the Users
Panel, Roles Panel or Resources Panel of a configuration file into memory. You Copy records to memory in preparation
for pasting them into another configuration file.

When a users database (*.udb) document is active or when a resources (.rdb) document is active, then those records
can be copied into a Users Panel or Resources Panel of a configuration. Pasting such records into a different resources
or users database, or into a configuration file that is not related to the databases from which the records were copied is
prohibited.

All direct and indirect links to the highlighted record are copied along with the record.

Paste

The Paste operation can only be performed on records listed in Configuration files. As such the Paste option only appears
in the Edit menu within the context of Configuration files.

This feature enables one or more users, roles or resources records, which were copied from one configuration using the
copy option, to be pasted into another configuration's Users Panel, Roles Panel or Resources Panel, respectively.

In addition, when a users database (.udb) document is active or when a resources (.rdb) document is active, then those
records can be copied and pasted into a Users Panel or Resources Panel of a configuration. Pasting records into a
different resources or users database or into a configuration that is not related to the databases from which the records
were copied is prohibited.

When a paste operation is performed, a confirmation message appears. If more than one record is highlighted, Identity
Governance requests confirmation for each record to be pasted. Note that for each pasted record a prompt appears
to confirm establishing linkage (direct and indirect) to other records in the target configuration, if applicable. The Role
Engineer can choose to confirm linkage of all the highlighted records by clicking Yes or Yes to All.

NOTE
Modifications to a configuration document are final only after the configuration file is saved. If you exit the file
without saving, the configuration document reverts to its original state as before performing the copy and paste
action.
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Create Partial Configuration

This option creates a new, “partial” configuration from highlighted records of a current configuration. This option is
useful when a Role Engineer designates a particular segment of the current configuration for further operations such as
verification of those records by other officials of the organization or to handle certain criteria from the current configuration

The Create Partial Configuration operation can only be performed on records listed in Configuration files. As such the
option only appears in the Edit menu within the context of Configuration documents.

To create a partial configuration

1. Place the focus on the configuration document from which the partial configuration is to be extracted.
2. From within the current configuration select the records to include in the partial configuration.
3. Click Edit, Create Partial Configuration or right-mouse click in the selection and choose Create Partial Configuration

from the menu. A new configuration document is displayed that only contains the previously selected records and all
their links.

4. Save the newly created configuration document under an appropriate name.
The first window is the current configuration. The second window is a partial configuration:
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Create Filtered Configuration

You can apply one or more filters to the User, Role or Resource entities of a configuration. Filters are expressions that
select entities based on the content of attribute fields. When you define several filters, they are applied with a logical AND
operation, and the result is a set of entities that satisfy all the filters.

For example, you can define a filter that selects user entities with the string "Bob" in their UserName field. The following
screen displays the resulting configuration file after the applying this filter. Two users are identified that contain the string
"Bob" as part of their User Names.
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Identity Governance saves the results in a new configuration file, which is automatically given a name. You can save the
configuration under another name.

You can only apply filters to one entity at a time. You can filter the resulting configuration by another entity to refine the
results.

The following table lists the Filter Criteria and their descriptions.

Filter Criteria Description
Entity Sets the entity to filter.
Field Displays the available Fields for the selected entity that can be

used as a filter.
From Sets the upper limit of the filter range for the selected Field.
To Sets the lower limit of the filter range for the selected Field.
Pattern Any alphanumeric string that can be used to fine-tune the filter

operation. For example, the first name of any User, such as Bob.
Select this option to indicate that the Pattern contains recognized
regular expression characters.
 
 
 
 

Regular Expression

 
Filter Only Specified Entity Select to retain entities of other types, even if they are not linked

to the entities selected by the filter. For example, when a filter
selects a subset of users, the roles and resources are unaffected.
Unselect to retain only entities that link to the filtered entities.
For example, when a filter selects a subset of users, the results
contains only roles and resources linked to those users.

To filter a configuration:

1. In the client tools, open the configuration document you want to filter.
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2. Click Edit, Create Filtered Configuration.
The Filter window appears.

3. Set the range for any or all of the filter options in the Criteria section of the window.
4. Click Add.

The filter ranges are listed in the Filter list on the right side of the Filter window.
5. Click OK to filter the configuration using the select filter ranges.

A new configuration document is displayed.
6. Save the newly created configuration document under an appropriate name.

Regular Expressions in Identity Governance

Identity Governance uses regular expressions to define patterns for various match or filter operations, such as business
process rules (BPRs). Identity Governance supports most standard regular expression syntax. The following table lists
commonly used special characters.

Character Usage
* Matches any string of zero or more characters. For example, the

following pattern matches both Maureen and Green:
*reen

. Matches any single character. For example, the following pattern
finds the names Dean, Sean, and Jean:
.ean

[ ] Matches any single character within the specified range. For
example, the following pattern matches Larsen and Karsen but not
Carsen:
[K-P]arsen

| Matches any one of the concatenated regular expressions.
For example, the following pattern matches Jerrold, Jorge, or
Jurgenson.
(Jer*)|(Jor*)|(Jur*)

[^] Matches any single character not within the specified range. For
example the following pattern finds Delano but not Desiree.
De[^s]

 

Flatten Role Hierarchy

If the hierarchic relationship between roles in an organization reaches a level of complication that prevents you from
assigning roles and providing access permissions to resources in a clear and manageable fashion you may want to
reassess the role relationships. You can flatten the role hierarchy in a configuration file, by removing the links between
roles. The result is that all roles that previously had access to a resource via an intermediate role are given direct access
to those resources. The configuration file that results from this treatment can then be reassessed. Using the flattened
configuration file as base platform, you can then streamline the role hierarchy in your organization, remove redundant
roles, and establish new relationships between subordinate and parental roles that accurately reflect the current use of
resources in your organization.

To flatten a configurations role hierarchy

1. From the client tools, open or select the configuration file to be flattened.
2. Click Edit, Flatten Role Hierarchy.

The client tools scan the configuration file and opens a new configuration file that reflects the role hierarchy treatment.
The previous configuration file is maintained without any changes.
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3. Save the new configuration file under a new name.

View Menu
Contents

The View menu provides the following functions:

• Determine how data is displayed in the active document window
• Review the log file generated by the client tools, to look for possible errors that were encountered during operation
• Review properties and statistics for the active document window
• Switch view to a related document, such as, the udb of the current configuration
• Explore connections of a select set of entities

Toolbar

When this option is marked, the toolbar is displayed in the main window. When the option is not marked, the toolbar is not
displayed in the main window. Some Role Engineers may prefer to turn off the toolbar to enable more screen space to
perform complex activities with many windows.

Status Bar

The status bar is located at the bottom of the main window and provides general information regarding the currently active
window. As with the menu bar, some Role Engineers may prefer to turn off the status bar to enable more screen space to
perform complex activities with many windows.

The following table shows typical information that is displayed on the status bar for each type of window:

Window Sample Displayed Data
Configuration “66 users (1 selected); 30 roles (1 selected); 23 resources (0

selected)”
Users database “66 users”
Resource database “23 resources”
Audit card “766 Suspected; 0 OK; 0 Addressed; 0 In Progress”
Policy “Ready”

View Log

To activate the Log window, choose View, Log on the menu bar. A window such as the following opens:

The log is opened in a Microsoft Windows Notepad document. The log records Identity Governance events and provides
the following data:
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• Date
• Time
• Type of activity
• Activity’s path.

In addition, if unusual events or errors occur, these too are listed. This window is generally used for performing software
troubleshooting activities.

Sort

Use the Sort operation to arrange the way a configuration file's data is presented on screen in a configuration document.
You can arrange the presentation for the Users panel, Roles panel and Resources panel independently of each other.
Information can be arranged sequentially in either Ascending or Descending order for any three parameters listed in the
configuration file.

The Sort operation can only be performed on records listed in Configuration files. As such the Sort option only appears in
the Edit menu within the context of Configuration files.

To sort information in a configuration window

1. Select a Configuration window and place the focus on any one of the panels.
2. Click Edit, Sort.

The Sort dialog opens.
3. From the Sort List drop-down list select the configuration panel on which to perform the sort operation. You can

choose from either, Users, Roles, or Resources.
4. From the Sort By drop-down list select the parameter to function as the primary sort parameter.
5. Select the associated Ascending or Descending option to indicate the vertical order in which to display the data.
6. From the remaining two Then By secondary sort lists select additional parameters by which to sort the display.
7. For each secondary Then By sort parameter chosen select whether to display the information either in Ascending or

Descending order.
8. Click OK to run the sort process. Information in the configuration window is rearranged according to your selections.

Find

This option enables searching a configuration document to locate any record in a specific panel. The Role Engineer
specifies the column name in the Search Column field of the Find window. The desired text is specified in the Search
Text field. Any combination of alphanumeric characters can be specified (maximum 32 characters). However, Boolean or
logical searches (for example, “>n” where n is any number) cannot be performed.

Records that corresponds to the search string, it is highlighted in gray. A search for more records containing the same
string can be performed by clicking Find Next.

Drag scroll bar to view all the data types of a specific panel.

Users Database (Configuration Only)

To view the Users Database choose View, Users Database from the menu bar or use the Ctrl + U keystroke shortcut. A
description of each field is provided in the following table:

Field Description
Person ID Required field.
User Name Required field.
Organization ID Required field.
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Organization type Required field.
User ID Required field.
Field 1 Optional field.
Field 2 Optional field.
Field 3 Optional field.
Field 4 Optional field.
Field 5 Optional field.
Field 6 Optional field.

Double-clicking a user record opens the User Details window for editing.

Resources Database (Configuration Only)

To view the Resources Database choose View, Resources Database from the menu bar or use the Ctrl+R keystroke
shortcut. A description of each field is provided in the following table:

Field Description
Res Name 1 Res Name 1, 2, 3 comprise a unique resources key. Mandatory.
Res Name 2 Res Name 1, 2, 3 comprise a unique resources key. Mandatory.
Res Name 3 Res Name 1, 2, 3 comprise a unique resources key. Mandatory.
Res ID Automatically-generated unique ID.
Users Automatically-generated unique ID.
Total Users Number of direct links counted by Identity Governance.
Roles Number of direct and indirect links counted by Identity

Governance.
Owner Number of links to roles.
Field 1 Intended for country. Field name is user configurable.
Field 2 Intended for location. Field name is user configurable.
Field 3 Intended to indicate business unit. Field name is user

configurable.
Field 4 Optional for free text.
Field 5 Optional for free text.
Field 6 Optional for free text.

Double-clicking a resource record opens the Resources Details window for editing .

Configuration Properties (Configuration Only)

Configuration Properties displays general statistics regarding the active configuration. This includes information that refers
to the following:

• Users Database
• Resource Database
• Configuration File
• Statistics
• Properties

To view the configuration properties window, click View, Configuration Properties from the menu bar.
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The Configuration Properties window appears.

The Properties group box in the Configuration Properties window contains a number of fields that are either updated by
the system or for which the contents can be edited and saved for your own purposes. The following table lists the fields
and provides a brief description as of their use.

Field Description
Create Date The date and time when the configuration file was created.
Modify Date The date and time when the configuration file was last modified.
Owner 1 By default this field displays the login name for the machine on

which the configuration file was created.
Owner 2 Optional field for free text.
Organization 1 Optional field for free text.
Organization 2 Optional field for free text.
Operation 1 If the file was created as a partial configuration of a pre-existing

file, then the field indicates the operation used to create the
current configuration file.

Operation 2 Optional field for free text.
Operation 3 Optional field for free text.
Status Optional field for free text.
Status Date List the date and time when the Status field was last updated.
Parent Configuration List the name of the configuration file from which the current

configuration file was extracted.

Show Linked Entities

This option shows all directly and indirectly linked entities. The entity types that you can view include:

• Direct links
• Indirect links
• Dual links
• Common links
• Expired roles
• Approved roles
• Not approved roles

To view linked entities

1. Select an entity from the Users Panel.
2. Click View, Show Linked Entities or right-click the selected panel and choose Show Linked Entities from the right-click

menu.
3. A window similar to the following appears.
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Links are displayed using the following color coding:

• Green
Indirect Links

• Purple
Direct links

• Red
Dual links

• Blue
Expired roles, Approved roles, Not Approved Roles

This option also works for a selected group of entities. For example, if several entities are selected, Show Linked Entities
will display all of a group’s directly and indirectly linked entities.

Refresh Current Window

Refresh the current window after performing operations that may have affected the display. For example, to eliminate
highlights or grayed rows that remain on-screen from a previous activity.

File Types
Contents:

Identity Governance uses the following file types, as illustrated in the following diagram:
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• Users database file (udb)
Contains one entry for each user that participates in any of our analyses. This entry usually contains such information
as the user name, organizational unit (possibly in various levels), job description/code, status (internal/external,
current/past employee), and so on), reporting structure, location (also possibly hierarchical, and so on). Typically, much
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of this information is brought from an HR system of some sort. Each user is identified by a unique ID called PersonID.
The users database does not contain information about the user's privileges - this is the subject of our analyses and
possible restructuring, and is therefore part of the configuration.

• Resources database file (rdb)
Complements the udb file, and contains one entry for each resource. A resource can be anything that a user may need
access to, for example, a user group on a specific operating environment or application, access level to a certain file or
share, permission to perform a transaction, and so on. The granularity in which resources are analyzed is up to the role
engineer, and may vary. Furthermore, it is possible to perform different levels of analysis on the same set of systems.
The udb and rdb are relatively static and serve as the basis for possibly many configurations.

• Configuration file (cfg)
Represents a snapshot of privileges and role definitions. As such, the configuration includes information about roles –
the third type of Identity Governance entity, and also about the four types of Identity Governance connections:
– user to resource

Represents a direct privilege of a user on a resource
– user to role

Represents a user's membership in the role
– role to resource

Represents the permission of all of the role's users to the given resources
– role to role

Represents a role hierarchy relationship, whereby users who are members of a parent role are automatically
members of the sub-role, and therefore privileged to all of the sub-role's privileges.

NOTE
A configuration depends on its udb and rdb, but not all users/resources in the udb/rdb are necessarily
included in a given configuration. Configurations that contain only a portion of the users/resources, for
example, only the users of a certain organizational unit, are called partial configurations. There can be many
configurations, representing various views, and using same udb and rdb.

• AuditCard file (aud)
Contains a set of alerts that were generated for a specific configuration at a specific time. The alerts can be generated
using any of the Identity Governance auditing mechanisms. The AuditCard can then be updated and modified as part
of the alert tracking process.

• Policy file (bpr)
Contains a set of business process rules that can be used to audit one or more configurations. Each rule is typically
a business constraint, such as "people that do X cannot do Y", or "only people that have a skill A can do B". Another
common example of business process rules is segregation of duty principles, which restrict the ability of users to
perform sensitive and critical tasks on their own without the involvement of other users. Policies are loosely tied to
configurations, because same policy can be applied to multiple configurations and multiple policies can be applied to
a single configuration. The result of applying one or more policies to a configuration is an AuditCard with the relevant
violations as alerts.

Users Database File

Each user is represented in this file by one line, which includes comma-separated values for the following fields (in this
order):

• PersonID (the key)
• User name
• Organization name
• Organization type
• Additional fields (optional)
• Up to 6 additional fields per user

Example:
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234A745,Tony O Smith,Sales US West Coast,Sales,San Francisco,234A111,5

373B234,Mark W Johnson,San Jose Wireless Research,R&D,San Jose,123B546,1

In the above example, the data imported for Role building includes the following data in the optional fields: the employee's
geographic location in the first additional field; the direct supervisor's ID in the second field; and the number of years with
the company in the third field.

In addition, it is possible to specify the names of the optional fields, using the following instructions:

• NumFields,<nfields> is used to specify the number of optional fields
• FieldName,<i>,<name of field i> is used to specify the name of the optional i-th field

For example, for the above set of users, the following text may be used at the beginning of the users database:

NumFields,3

FieldName,1,Location

FieldName,2,Supervisor

FieldName,3,Seniority

Resource Database File

Each resource is represented in this file by one line, which includes comma-separated values for the following fields (in
this order):

• Resource Name 1
• Resource Name 2
• Resource Name 3
• Additional fields (optional)
• Up to 6 additional fields

Example:

System Administrator,Unix-348,Unix,AIX,ControlSA ESS

Marketing Managers,NT-720,NT,Windows,PR Planning

In the above example, resources are imported at the user group level (generally, any granularity for resources can
be determined). The optional fields include information about the platform and specific application on this platform.
Resources are differentiated from one another by the combination of the first three fields, which is the key.

As with users, here too one can specify the number and titles of each of the optional fields. The following is an example:

NumFields,2

FieldName,1,OS

FieldName,2,Application

Configuration File

Each line in this file represents one entity and/or one relationship.

Reference to Static Users and Resource Databases

This section comprises the first two lines in the file, and it provides a reference to the users and resource database files.
These lines have the following formats:

UsersDB,<Users Database File Name>
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ResDB,<Resource Database File Name>

Multiple configurations may share the same users and resource database files, even if only a small number of users and/
or resources actually participate in each configuration.

Entities

This section immediately follows the database reference section, and it describes the entities that participate in this
configuration. The first set of lines identifies the users, one line per user, in the following format:

User,<UserID>,<SA User ID>

The User ID is used to describe the rank of the user in the users database file with the first number being “0” (thus, the
fourth user in the database will have a User ID of 3).

The second set of lines identifies resources, one line per resource, in the following format:

Res,<Resource ID>,<User Group Name>,<Resource Name>,<Resource Type>

The Resource ID is the rank of the resource in the resources database file (with the first number being “0”).

The third set of lines in this section identifies roles (if existing), one line per role, in the following format:

Role,<Role ID>,<Role Name>,<Description>, <Organization>,<Owner>

Identity Governance provides automatic serial numbering of roles. If a configuration is created from an EUA and roles are
being imported, the Role Engineer can choose a specific numbering scheme, as long as the numbers are unique and the
Role Name is unique.

Relationships

This section follows the entities section and consists of the following types of line formats:

User - Resource Permission

User-Res,<User ID>,<Resource ID>

User - Role Permission

User-Role,<User ID>,<Role ID>

Role - Resource Permission

Role-Res,<Role ID>,<Resource ID>

Role Hierarchy Permission

Role-Role,<Role ID of parent role>,<Role ID of child role>

General Settings
At the beginning of your project, you can set a variety of general settings.

Click File, General Settings to open a pane with the following tabs:

Log Settings
Parameters set on the Logging tab allow you to assign the destination in which to save the log files. You choose to save
the log files to a specific folder, the SQL Database or both. If you do not specify any destination for saving the log files
then Identity Governance does not save the log file data at all.
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To set logging options

1. Click File, General Settings.
The Discover and Audit Settings window opens.

2. Select the Logging tab.
3. In the Logging Options section, specify the events that are logged.
4. In the Logging Directory section, browse to specify the pathname for log files.
5. (Optional) Select the Remove Logs Older Than option and specify a time period.

Older log files are automatically purged.

SQL Connectivity Settings
 Contents 

  

Use the SQL Connectivity tab to configure the connection to the Identity Governance databases. You must connect to
these databases to use the Open from Database and Save to Database functions.

NOTE
Use this tab even when an Oracle server hosts Identity Governance databases.

 To configure database connection details 

1. From the main menu, click File, General Settings.
The Settings dialog appears.

2. Click the SQL Connectivity tab.
3. Select a connectivity mode:

– In implementations that include a Identity Governance server that also interacts with the Identity
Governance databases, select the Request SQL Credentials from a server option.

NOTE
When a Identity Governance server instance is in your environment, you must select this option.

– In implementations without a Identity Governance server, select the Use static SQL credentials option.
4. Enter values in the fields as indicated.
5. (Optional) Select the Bulk Insert option to write data to a temporary SQL file. This option speeds the save process.
6. Click Apply.

Configure Direct Client Connection to Databases

In implementations that do not include a Identity Governance server, configure your client applications to work directly
with the database server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that the database server is running.
2. Run the Data Management application.

The Enter Server Credentials dialog appears.
3. Click Cancel. Then click File, General Settings from the main menu.

The Data Management Settings dialog appears.
4. Click the SQL Connectivity tab.
5. Select the Use Static SQL Credentials option.
6. Configure the following fields and options:

–  SQL Server Type
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Specifies whether a Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle Server hosts Identity Governance databases.
–  Server

Defines the target on the database server:
• For a Microsoft SQL Server, this field specifies the host name of the database server instance.
• For an Oracle database server, this field specifies the Oracle service name, as defined in the tnsnames.ora file in

the Oracle service directory.
–  Database

(Microsoft SQL Server only) Defines the main Identity Governance database.
–  Username, Password

Define the login credentials of the database user or schema owner.
–  Windows Authentication

(Microsoft SQL Server only) When the database user is mapped to a general Windows user account in the
environment, specifies whether the Windows user is used to log in to the database server.

7. Click Apply.
A message confirming SQL connectivity appears. The application is now connected to the database.

8. Close the dialog.
9. Repeat this procedure in the DNA application.

The client applications are configured and ready for use.

Configure Bulk Insertion of SQL Data

The Bulk Insert option writes data to a temporary SQL file. This option speeds the process of saving data, and allows you
to continue working while the SQL database reads data from the file.

The SQL Server must have read access to the shared folder in which the temporary file is stored during the save process.

NOTE

To use bulk import when Microsoft SQL Server hosts Identity Governance databases, assign bulkadmin or
sysadmin privileges to the Identity Governance database user.

• The Identity Governance server and the Microsoft SQL Server must be in the same domain.

 To configure bulk insertion of SQL data 

1. In a Identity Governance client application window, click File, General Settings.
The Settings dialog appears.

2. Click the SQL Connectivity tab.

NOTE
Select the Bulk Insert option.

3. Select one of the following options:
– When the SQL Server is located on a local computer, select the Create local share for temporary files option and

define the pathname of the shared file on the local computer.

NOTE
When you specify this option, the SQL database looks for the shared file locally on its own server under
the specified pathname.

– When the SQL Server is located on a remote computer, select the Use Remote Share directory option and define
the full network address of the shared file, including the hostname of the target computer.

4. Specify values for the following fields to define the file structure of the Identity Governance databases:
–  Field Delimiter

Specifies the character that separates field values in the shared folder.
–  Line Delimiter

Specifies the end-of-line character in the shared folder.
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NOTE
The characters you specify cannot appear in the data content of the folder. When these characters appear in
data fields, the file is parsed incorrectly and bulk insert fails. Similarly, when data strings are longer than their
legal length, bulk insert fails.

Data Presentation Settings
Contents

Use the Presentation tab to set how data is treated when it is being loaded from files into Identity Governance, and how
the data is presented when displayed.

To set presentation parameters

1. Click File, General Settings.
The Discover and Audit Settings window opens.

2. Select the Presentation tab.
3. In the Configuration View section, specify how the user, role, and resource sections are displayed in a configuration file

window.
4. (Optional) To display the user panel of configuration files in a hierarchical tree:

a. Select the Show User Tree View option in the Configuration View section.
b. In the User Hierarchy Order section, click and drag user attributes to define the structure of the user tree.

5. In the Fields to Show section, select the default attribute fields to display for each section of a configuration file.

Configuration View (Configuration Only)

View Mode enables the display of configuration data in three types of Configuration windows: horizontal panels, tabbed
panels, vertical panels. Panels can be sorted by any column by clicking on the column name. Clicking the column toggles
between ascending/descending sorts. Scrolling through records in the panel is performed by dragging the scroll bars.

When Tab Mode is selected, a typical Configuration window will look like this:
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Click on column headers to sort the column.

When Vertical Mode is selected, a typical Configuration window will look like this:
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In Vertical Mode, Users will always be in the left panel, Roles in the middle panel and Resources in the right panel.

When Horizontal Mode is selected, a typical Configuration window will look like this:

In Horizontal Mode, the Users Panel will always be on top, the Roles Panel in the middle and the Resources Panel on
bottom.

NOTE
The view mode can only be changed if an AuditCard window is not open. If the Role Engineer tries to change
the view mode when an AuditCard window is open on the desktop, the client tools prompts to close the window.

Discovery and Audit Settings
Contents
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The following section describes the Discovery & Audit tab.

Rejected File

As a result of performing the Discovery process, the client tools identify and lists roles as part of a configuration file. The
process may identify roles that you decide are redundant, old or that already exist. To prevent the configuration file from
displaying roles that are no longer needed you can select such roles and reject them from your active configuration.

By default, rejected roles are removed from the working configuration and saved to a special configuration file called
Rejected.cfg. The rejected.cfg file is stored in a predefined path and folder.

The Rejected File option in the General Settings Discovery tab gives you the capability to assign a specific configuration
file to collect and house Roles that are rejected from the active configuration file.

To assign a specific configuration to act as the Rejected.cfg file

1. Click File, General Settings.
The Discover and Audit Settings window opens.

2. Select the Discovery tab.
3. In the Rejected File section click Browse and navigate to the directory that houses your configuration files.
4. Enter a name for your specific file, such as <MyRejected>.cfg, in the File Name edit field.
5. Click Save.

The Path and File name are listed in the Rejected File edit field.
6. Click Apply.

The new <rejected>.cfg file is created.

Search Advanced Options

During the Discovery process, the client tools use the values set in the Search Advanced Options window to fine tune the
process. The option values are set by default and should not be modified.

To view the default search advanced options

1. Click File, General Settings.
The Discover and Audit Settings window opens.

2. Select the Discovery tab and click the Advanced Options.
The Search Advanced Options window opens and displays the default settings.
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Manage Configurations and Databases
Configuration management operations are used when you must combine configurations and their underlying databases.
Such a need may occur when you want to combine configuration files that were created for different database systems or
platforms. The various operations that you can perform include:
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Evaluate Users Database
Evaluating Users Database provides a report detailing the number of values associated with each User Attribute and their
distribution amongst all the users listed in the database.

To evaluate the users database

1. Click File, Configuration Management Operations, Evaluate Users DB.
The Open file dialog box displays the Users Database files included in the project.

2. Select the Users Database from the list that you want to evaluate.
3. Click Open.

A message box appears asking if you want to view the comments and statistics.
4. Click Yes to view the report. The report is displayed as a text file.

Data Enrichment
Contents

Changes to users data occur in an ongoing manner on the HR system and to maintain the Users, Roles and Resources
relationship you can enrich the Identity Governance User and Resource databases by incorporating the latest HR Users
and Resource data.The HR data is used as input for Identity Governance pattern-based audits, role engineering, and
compliance review certifications.

Enrich Users Database

The client tools expect to receive the supplementary HR data to be merged with the existing users database as a CSV
formatted file. The first column of the Supplementary HR data file must contain the unique Person ID. This type of Person
ID used in the HR file must match the type of Person ID used in the Identity Governance users.UDB file. For example if
the value for the Person ID in the UDB file is taken from the Users Login Account then the HR file should also take the
Person ID from the Users Login Account.

• For every Person ID in the Identity Governance UDB file that has a matching Person ID in the HR file, Identity
Governance replaces the record in the UDB file with the record taken from the HR file.

• The resulting Output Users Database contains the same number of records, arranged in the same order, as that for the
original Identity Governance UDB file.

To enrich a users database

1. Click Management, Enrich Users DB.
The HR Data Merge Converter window opens.

2. In the Users Database text field, enter the path and name of the Identity Governance Users database that is to receive
the supplementary HR data.

3. In the Supplementary HR File text field, enter the path and name of the file containing the supplementary HR data.
4. In the Output Users Database text field , enter the path and name of the resulting database file that contains the

merged output.
5. From the Options group box, select any of the options that are relevant.

The following options are not self-explanatory:
– Clear Fields that are empty in the HR file

Select this option to omit imported data for a field if the corresopnding entry in the enrichment file is blank. Clear the
option to disregard empty fields in the HR file and keep the existing content in the UDB.

– Clear Fields of the UDB users that were not found in the HR file
Select this option to omit user data if no corresponding user record is found in the enrichment file. Clear the option
keep user information in the UDB even if the User does not exist in the HR file

6. Click Enrich.
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A new Identity Governance users database is generated and saved in the specified location.

Enrich Resource Database

For each set of resources, R1, R2, R3 in the Identity Governance RDB file that has a matching set of resources in the
supplementary resource database file, Identity Governance replaces the record in the RDB file with the record taken from
the supplementary resource database file.

To enrich a resource database

1. Click Management, Enrich Resource DB.
The Resource Data Merge Converter window opens.

2. In the Resource Database text field, enter the path and name of the Identity Governance Users database that is to
receive the supplementary HR data.

3. In the Supplementary Resource DB File text field, enter the path and name of the file containing the supplementary HR
data.

4. In the Output Resource Database text field , enter the path and name of the resulting database file that contains the
merged output.

5. Click Enrich.
A new Identity Governance Resource database is generated and saved in the specified location.

Preserving Columns During Enrichment

During the enrichment process, the original records in both the Identity Governance Users databases and Resource
databases are overwritten with the data from the Supplementary HR files. The order in which data is arranged in the
Identity Governance databases is lost if the order of data arrangement in the supplementary HR files differs from those in
Identity Governance database.

WARNING
Identity Governance Users and Resource database headers are location-based and must have the same
number of characters to verify correct database structure.

If need be, you can preserve the arrangement and content of any column in the source file by modifying the
supplementary HR file before performing the enrichment process. To prevent any column from being overwritten, you
must place an empty column in the parallel position in the supplementary HR file.

The following illustration represents the arrangement and content of a Identity Governance Users Database:

The following illustration represents the arrangement and content of the Supplementary HR File.

Notice the following:

• The column order in the Identity Governance User Database is Person ID, UserName, and Title.
• The column order in the supplementary file is Person ID, UserName, OrgName, OrgType, …
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In this scenario when the two files are merged, the Title entry for each record in the Identity Governance User Database
would be overwritten by the OrgName entry from each record in the Supplementary HR File. The Title column is the 3rd
column in the Identity Governance Users Database.

To prevent the Title column from being overwritten, a empty column must be placed in the 3rd position in the
Supplementary HR file. This is done by placing an additional comma as a place holder in each record of the
supplementary file at the position you want to preserve in the Identity Governance Users Database.

The following illustrates how the Supplementary HR File in the above scenario is modified to prevent the entries in 3rd
column of the Identity Governance Users Database from being overwritten.

In the figure two commas signifying and empty column now appear in each record between the original 2nd and 3rd
columns, UserName and OrgName respectively.

Modify Databases
Contents

User

Add User (Users Database Only)

On some occasions you may need to add a new user to the User Database but do not want to import data using the
import process provided by the client tools. This may arise in the case where you want to add a single user only. The
client tools provide you with the means to manually add users and their details to the Users database.

User details include the following mandatory and default fields:

Field Description
User ID Identity Governance automatically assigns the new user a User

ID. This is a key field. It is a non-modifiable field and is grayed out.
Person ID Person ID should correspond to the format of other users in the

User Database. Person ID is a key field together with the User ID.
Its length can be a maximum of 128 characters. Subsequently, if
the user record has to be edited in the Edit User - User Database
window, this record will be grayed out.

User Name An optional 128 character text field. This field is provided by
default and includes critical data.

Organization An optional 128 character text field. This field is provided by
default and includes critical data.

Organization Type This field is provided by default and includes critical data.

All other fields are optional 128 character text fields and appear as a consequence of the Database definitions that were
set when the Database was first created.

To manually add a user to the UsersDB database

1. Open or make active the configuration file that is associated with the Users database to which you want to add a user.
2. From the Configuration files toolbar click the UsersDB icon. The Users window opens.
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3. Click Edit Add User.
The User Details window opens.
The User ID field is updated automatically when the newly added user is included in the configuration file.

4. Enter a unique ID number in the Person ID field. This is mandatory. The Person ID is converted into an additional and
non-modifiable key field in the User Database.

5. For each Field, click in the associated Value edit box and enter a suitable value.
6. Click OK.

The new user is added to the User database and appears in the UsersDB window.
7. Add the new user to a configuration file by dragging it onto a configuration window.

Edit User (Users Database Only)

This option enables you to manually modify user data in the User Database. This feature is only available when a User
Database is active.

To manually edit user details in the users database

1. Open or make active the configuration file that is associated with the Users database for which you want to edit user
details.

2. From the Configuration files toolbar click the UsersDB icon.
3. The Users database window opens.
4. Select a User from within the Database.
5. Click Edit, Edit User.

The User Details window opens.
6. Edit the details in the Value edit boxes as required.
7. Click OK to save the changes and return to the Users Database window.

The changes to the User Details are reflected in the Users Database and the Configuration window.

Resource

New Resource (Resources Database Only)

On some occasions you may need to add a new resource to the Resource Database but do not want to import data using
the import process provided by the client tools. This may arise in the case where you want to add a single resource only.
The client tools provide you with the means to manually add resources and their details to the Resources database.

The Resources Database contains several fields, the exact number and name of those fields depends on the mapping
that was performed when the data base was first imported and created. Three of the fields, Res Name 1, Res Name 2
and Res Name 3 will appear by default. When adding a new resource, a value must be supplied for at least one of those
three fields. In any case the combination of values provided for the three Res Name fields must be unique amongst all
the resources present in the database. The Res ID field is a key field and is non-modifiable in this window. The remaining
fields can contain data filled in by the Role Engineer.

Resource details include the following fields:

Field Description
Res ID Identity Governance automatically designates the new resource

with a Res ID. This is a key field. It is a non-modifiable field and is
grayed out.
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Res Name 1 Res (resource) Name 1 should correspond to the format of other
resources in the Resources Database. Res Name 1, Res 2 and
Res Name 3 become key fields together with Res ID. Its length
can be a maximum of 128 characters. Subsequently, it will be
grayed out in the Edit Resource window.

Res Name 2 Res (resource) Name 2 should correspond to the format of other
resources in the Resources Database. Res Name 1, Res Name
2 and Res Name 3 become key fields together with Res ID. Its
length can be a maximum of 128 characters. Subsequently, it will
be grayed out in the Edit Resource window.

Res Name 3 Res (resource) Name 3 should correspond to the format of other
resources in the Resources Database. Res Name 1, Res Name
2 and Res Name 3 become key fields together with Res ID. Its
length can be a maximum of 128 characters. Subsequently, it will
be grayed out in the Edit Resource window.

Owner An optional 128 character text field.
Organization An optional 128 character text field.
Location An optional 128 character text field.

All other fields are optional 128 character text fields and appear as a consequence of the Database definitions that were
set when the Database was first created.

To manually add a resource to the resource database

1. Open or make active the configuration file that is associated with the Resource database to which you want to add a
resource.

2. From the Configuration files toolbar click the Resource Database icon. The Resource Database window opens.
3. Click Edit, New Resource. 

The Resource Details window opens.
The Res ID field is updated automatically when the newly added resource is included in the configuration file.

4. Enter a value for at least one of the three Res Name fields. This is mandatory.
5. For each of the remaining fields, select a suitable value from the drop-down list boxes as required.
6. Click OK. The new resource is added to the Resource database and appears in the Resources Database window.
7. Add the new resource to the configuration file by dragging it onto resource panel in the configuration window. 

Modifiable fields are equipped with drop-down menus that include all current database definitions for the field. To
change a field definition, choose the new definition, and click OK.

Edit Resource (Resources Database Only)

This option enables you to modify resource data in the Resources Database for a single record. It is only available when a
Resources Database is active.

To manually edit user details in the users database

1. Open or make active the configuration file that is associated with the Resource database for which you want to edit
resource details.

2. From the Configuration files toolbar click the Resource Database icon.
The Resource database window opens.

3. Select a Resource from within the Database.
4. Click Edit, Edit Resource.

The Resource Details window opens.
The Res ID, Res Name 1, Res Name 2 and Res Name 3 are key fields and are cannot be modified.
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5. Select a new value for any of the modifiable fields from the drop-down lists. These include all current database
definitions for the field.

6. Click OK to save the changes and return to the Resource Database window.
The changes to the Resource Details are reflected in the Resource Database and the Configuration window.

Change Resource Attributes (Resources Database Only)

This option enables you to modify resource data in the Resources Database for a selection of records. It is only available
when a Resources Database is active. Functionally it is similar to Editing Resource data.

To change resource attributes for several records

1. Open or make active the configuration file that is associated with the Resource database for which you want to change
resource attributes.

2. From the Configuration file's toolbar click the Resource Database icon. The Resource database window opens.
3. Select several Resources from within the Database.
4. Click Edit, Change Resource Attributes.

The Resource Details window opens.
The Res ID, Res Name 1, Res Name 2 and Res Name 3 are key fields and are cannot be modified.

5. Select a new value for any of the modifiable fields from the drop-down lists. These include all current database
definitions for the field.

6. Click OK to save the changes and return to the Resource Database window.

The changes to the Resource Details are reflected in each of the previously selected records in the Resource Database
and the Configuration window.

Merge Operations
Contents:

Merge Configurations

This option merges two configurations, including their underlying users and resources databases. The resulting
configuration collects all users and resources that appear in either of the input configurations and integrates all privileges
of the two configurations. This option is especially useful to merge configurations that result from importing data from
different platforms.

Merging more than two configurations repeats the process for merging two configurations and is performed in several
steps, each time adding one more configuration to the resulting configuration.

To merge configurations

1. Click File, Configuration Preparation Operations, Merge Configurations.
The Configuration Data Merge Converter dialog appears.

2. Browse to select the configuration files you wan to merge, and to specify the pathname of the files that contain output
of the merge operation.

NOTE
merge overwrites the output configuration and database files you specify.

The following optional field is available:
– Case-Sensitive Person ID

Select this option to apply case-sensitive matching of personID fields during merge. For example, when this option
is selected, the user record JohnSmith in one input configuration will not be merged with the record johnsmith in the
other input configuration.
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When all files have been specified, the Merge button becomes active.
3. Click Merge to finish.

Merge Users Databases

This option is used to merge information contained in two Users Databases.

To merge two databases

1. Click File, Configuration and Management Operations, Merge Users Databases.
The Merge Database window opens.

2. Fill out the fields in the window:
– First Users DB

Fill in the name and path of the first Users Database to be merged. Click Browse to choose the file.
– Second Users DB

Fill in the name and path of the second Users Database to be merged. Click Browse to choose the file.
– Output Users Database

Enter the file name and path of the new users database to be created. Click Browse to choose the file.
3. Click Merge to produce the new Users Database.

Merge Resource Databases

This option is used to merge information contained in two Resource Databases.

To merge two resource databases

1. Click File, Configuration and Management Operations, Merge Resource Databases.
The Merge Database window opens.

2. Fill out the fields in the window as follows:
– First Resource DB

Fill in the name and path of the first Resource Database to be merged. Click Browse to choose the file.
– Second Resource DB

Fill in the name and path of the second Resource Database to be merged. Click Browse to choose the file.
– Output Resource Database

Enter the file name and path of the new Resource Database to be created.
3. Click Merge to produce the new Resource Database.

Merge Audit Cards

This option is used to merge information contained in two Audit Cards.

To merge audit cards:

1. Click File, Configuration and Management Operations, Merge Audit Cards.
The Merge Audit Cards window opens.

2. Browse to select the files you wan to merge, and to specify the pathname of the output file of the merge operation.

NOTE
merge overwrites the output file you specify.

3. The following fields of the dialog are not self-explanatory:
– Choose the First/Second Configuration for new Audit Card

Specifies on which configuration file format to base the output audit card. Each audit card can be based on the
attribute fields and other details of a different reference configuration. Specify which reference configuration is used
in the merged audit card.

4. Click OK.
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Compare Operations
Contents

Compare Configurations

A Role Engineer may examine the differences between two configurations to verify that the changes are correct before
exporting.

The Compare Configurations option is a comparison that is made after discovery and audit processes are performed. The
Master configuration from an endpoint is compared to the Model configuration, which is created while applying discovery
and audit processes. In the final stage of the process, the Model configuration is exported to the endpoint, and the Master
configuration is updated.

The Role Engineer has the option to display or not display the output, which is a Differences Report (DIFF file) or Updates
Log.

NOTE
The Updates Log file and Differences Reports file, named DiffLog.txt and Diffreport.txt, can be opened at any
time in a text editor for consultation or editing purposes.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Client Tools, click File, Compare Configurations.
The Compare Configurations dialog appears.

2. Specify path names to input and output files.
3. Specify which differences to include in output files.
4. Specify report options as follows:

– View Report File
Select this option to display a user-friendly report (Differences Report).

– View Updates Log
Select this option to display the Updates Log.

5. Click Compare.

Differences Report

The Differences Report is a user-friendly report that shows the differences that were recorded after Compare
Configurations runs. It is based on and has the same content as the Updates Log. The Differences Report has a more
readable format that the Updates Log.

NOTE
The Role Engineer should verify the correctness of the differences before exporting the file to the
external computer.

Regardless of whether the Role Engineer chooses to display a Differences Report when Compare Configurations is run.
The file that contains the Differences Report is saved to the path and file name as entered in the Compare Configurations
window.

The Differences Report file is overwritten each time that Compare Configurations is run; that is, the file name is not
automatically incremented. Therefore, if the Role Engineer is interested in preserving back copies of this file, it is
recommended that the file name be manually changed each time Compare Configurations is performed.

The following is an extract from a differences report that shows the main components of the report.

Section Sample Report Content
Title Differences Report
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Compared Configurations  
Original Configuration F:\0DOCUMEN\CA RCM\Ver 2-7 of 1 Sept 2008\cfg3.cfg
Updated Configuration F:\0DOCUMEN\CA RCM\Ver 2-7 of 1 Sept 2008\cfg4.cfg
Discovered differences in roles, users, and resources  
Role (10,B5AVESYS,CtlSA) appears only in original configuration
User (65656540, Kuli William, Application Development) appears only

in the original configuration
Res (UG5AVELAN,NT5AVE,WinNT) appears only in the original

configuration

Updates Log

The Updates Log is a file generated in a format that can be exported to the production server in order to update its
databases. It shows the differences that were recorded when the Compare Configurations process was run and has the
same content and is generated at the same time as Differences Report. The Differences Report has a more readable
format than the Updates Log.

NOTE
The Role Engineer should verify the correctness of the differences before exporting the file to the
external computer.

Regardless of whether the Role Engineer chooses to display the Updates Log when Compare Configurations is run, a file
that contains the Updates Log is generated. The file that contains the Updates Log is saved to the path and file name as
entered in the Compare Configurations window.

NOTE
The Updates Log file is overwritten each time that Compare Configurations is run; that is, the file name is not
automatically incremented. Therefore, if the Role Engineer is interested in preserving back copies of this file, it is
recommended that the file name be manually changed each time Compare Configurations is performed.

The following is an extract from an Updates Log that shows the main components of the log.

DIFF,ORIGCFG,F:\0DOCUMEN\Eurekify\Ver 2-7 of 1 Sept 2004\cfg3.cfg

DIFF,UPDCFG,F:\0DOCUMEN\Eurekify\Ver 2-7 of 1 Sept 2004\cfg4.cfg

DIFF,REMOVEDROLE,"B5AVESYS"

DIFF,REMOVEDROLERES,"B5AVESYS","UG5AVESYS","NT5AVE","WinNT"

DIFF,COMMONROLEREMOVEDRES,"B5AVEJ1","UG5AVELAN","NT5AVE","WinNT"

DIFF,COMMONROLEREMOVEDRES,"B5AVELAN","UG5AVELAN","NT5AVE","WinNT"

DIFF,COMMONROLEREMOVEDROLE,"BALLSYS","B5AVESYS"

DIFF,REMOVEDUSER,"65656540"

DIFF,COMMONUSERREMOVEDRES,"45489940","UG5AVELAN","NT5AVE","WinNT"

DIFF,COMMONUSERREMOVEDRES,"67283470","UG5AVELAN","NT5AVE","WinNT"

DIFF,COMMONUSERREMOVEDRES,"76329130","UG5AVELAN","NT5AVE","WinNT"

DIFF,REMOVEDRES,"UG5AVELAN","NT5AVE","WinNT"

Analyzing Differences

The purpose of a differences file is to identify only the changes that were made to a given configuration. Each line in a
differences file identifies one difference. The following table shows some examples of changes recorded in a differences
file with an explanation of each change:

Change Descriptions
1 Removing a role definition
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  DIFF,REMOVEDROLE,"Branch Clerks"
2 Removing a user definition
  DIFF,REMOVEDUSER,"52656727"
3 Removing a resource definition
  DIFF,REMOVEDRES,"users","UNXMARKT","Solaris"
4 Removing a resource connection from an existing user
 DIFF,COMMONUSERREMOVEDRES,"88311130","users","UNX

MARKT","Solaris"
5 Removing a user connection from an existing role
 DIFF,COMMONROLEREMOVEDUSER,"Branch

Clerks","52656727"
6 Removing a role connection from an existing role
 DIFF,COMMONROLEREMOVEDROLE," Branch Clerks ","Clerks"
7 Removing a resource connection from an existing role
 DIFF,COMMONROLEREMOVEDRES," Branch Clerks

","users","UNXMARKT","Solaris"
8 Removing the sub-roles of a removed role
 DIFF,REMOVEDROLEROLE,"Branch Clerks","Clerks"
9 Removing the resources of a removed role
 DIFF,REMOVEDROLERES,"Clerks","administrators","RACFPRO

D","RACF"
10 Removing the users of a removed role
 DIFF,REMOVEDROLEUSER,"Clerks","45489940"
11 Removing a removed role from all user members
 DIFF,COMMONUSERREMOVEDROLE,"45489940","Clerks"
12 Adding a new user
 DIFF,NEWUSER,"45489940"
13 Adding a new resource connection to a new user
 DIFF,NEWUSERNEWRES,"45489940","administrators","RACFPR

OD","RACF"
14 Adding a new role connection to a new user
 DIFF,NEWUSERNEWROLE,"45489940","Clerks"
15 Adding a new resource
 DIFF,NEWRES,"administrators","NT176","WinNT"
16 Adding a new role
 DIFF,NEWROLE,"San Francisco Clerks","General Needs of SF

Clerks"
17 Adding a new role connection to an existing user
 DIFF,COMMONUSERNEWROLE,"45489940","San Francisco

Clerks"
18 Adding a new resource connection to an existing user
 DIFF,COMMONUSERNEWRES,"45489940","administrators","NT

176","WinNT"
19 Adding a user to a new role
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 DIFF,NEWROLEUSER,"San Francisco Clerks","45489940"
20 Adding a role to an existing role
 DIFF,COMMONROLENEWROLE,"San Francisco Clerks","San

Francisco Junior Clerks"
21 Adding a role to a new role
 DIFF,NEWROLEROLE,"San Francisco Clerks","San Francisco

Junior Clerks"
22 Adding a new resource to a new user
 DIFF,NEWROLERES,"San Francisco

Clerks","administrators","NT176","WinNT"

Compare Users Databases

The Compare User Databases option enables you to compare two different databases and identify their differences. The
function can be used to compare various databases stored on the original production server, or to conduct a comparison
between the original database and the database that contains the results of discovery and audit processes. The Role
Engineer then examines the differences to verify that the changes are correct.

The Role Engineer has the option to display or not display the Compare User Databases output. This includes a
Differences Report and a Differences Log. The feature can be used to produce a Differences Audit file also. Both the
Differences Report and the Updates Log are displayed as text files in a Windows Notepad window. This enables you to
edit and save the file on-the-spot.

To compare user databases

1. Click File, Compare User Database.
The Compare User Databases dialog appears.

2. Specify pathnames to input and output files.
3. Specify which differences to include in output files.
4. Specify report options as follows:

– View Report File
Select this option to display a user-friendly report (Differences Report).

– View Updates Log
Select this option to display the Updates Log.

5. Click Compare.
The Differences report, log and audit files are generated.

Users Database Differences Report and Log Files

The Users database report and log files list the results found after comparing the content of the Original Users Database
and the Updated Users Database. The files are formatted in the same way as the report and log files that are generated
when comparing two configuration databases.

The Report is presented in a user-readable format, whereas the Log is presented in a form that can be uploaded to the
production machine. The following samples are extracts of both file types after comparing the same two User databases:
the first sample shows the User Database Report, the second sample shows the User Database Log.

The following is a sample Users Database Differences Report:

Differences Report

Original User Database: C:\Documents and Settings\User\Desktop\Compare\UsersD.udb

Updated User Database: C:\Documents and Settings\User\Desktop\Compare\UsersDNew.udb

User: (97774230, More Cathrine) Different Field (Field=USERNAME, Previous=More Cathrine, Updated=Wing Caryn)

User: (97774230, More Cathrine) Different Field (Field=ORGNAME, Previous=Finance, Updated=Purchasing)
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User: (99883134,Ron Mark,Human Resources) appears only in the original configuration

User: (99883434,Garcia Sandy,Human Resources) is new

The following is a sample Users Database Differences Log:

DIFF,ORIGUDB,C:\Documents and Settings\User\Desktop\Compare\UsersD.udb

DIFF,UPDUDB,C:\Documents and Settings\User\Desktop\Compare\UsersDNew.udb

DIFF,COMMONUSERDIFFFIELD,"97774230",USERNAME,More Cathrine,Wing Caryn

DIFF,COMMONUSERDIFFFIELD,"97774230",ORGNAME,Finance,Purchasing

DIFF,REMOVEDUSER,"99883134"

DIFF,NEWUSER,"99883434"

Compare Resources Databases

The Compare Resource Databases option enables you to compare two different resource databases and identify their
differences. The function can be used to compare various databases stored on the original production server, or to
conduct a comparison between the original database and the database that contains the results of discovery and audit
processes. The Role Engineer can then examine the differences to verify that the changes are correct.

The Role Engineer has the option to display or not display the Compare Resource Databases output. This includes a
Differences Report and a Differences Log. The feature can be used to produce a Differences Audit file also. Both the
Differences Report and the Updates Log are displayed as text files in a Windows Notepad window. This enables you to
edit and save the file on-the-spot.

Follow these steps

1. Click File, Compare Resource Database.
The Compare Resource Databases dialog appears.

2. Specify pathnames to input and output files.
3. Specify which differences to include in output files.
4. Specify report options as follows:

– View Report File
Select this option to display a user-friendly report (Differences Report).

– View Updates Log
Select this option to display the Updates Log.

5. Click Compare.
The Differences report, log and audit files are generated.

Resource Database Report and Log Files

The Resource database report and log files list the results found after comparing the content of the Original Resource
Database and the Updated Resource Database. The files are formatted in the same way as the report and log files that
are generated when comparing two configuration databases.

The Report is presented in a user-readable format, whereas the Log is presented in a form that can be uploaded to the
production machine. The following samples show an extract of both file types after comparing the same two resource
databases.

The following is a sample Resource Database Report:

Differences Report

Original Resource Database: C:\Documents and Settings\User\Desktop\Compare\ResDB.rdb

Updated Resource Database: C:\Documents and Settings\User\Desktop\Compare\ResDBNew.rdb

Resource: (APPLDEV,RACFTEST,RACF22) Different Field (Field=Owner, Previous=, Updated=ADMNLAN)

Resource: (APPLDEV,RACFTEST,RACF22) Different Field (Field=Organization, Previous=, Updated=Production RACF)

Resource: (APPLDEV,RACFTEST,RACF22) Different Field (Field=Location, Previous=, Updated=SAP R/3 Sun Server)
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Resource: (appldev,NOVELADM,Novell4) appears only in the original configuration

Resource: (appldev,RACFTEST,WinNT) is new

The following is a sample shows the Resource Database Log:

DIFF,ORIGRDB,C:\Documents and Settings\User\Desktop\Compare\ResDB.rdb

DIFF,UPDRDB,C:\Documents and Settings\User\Desktop\Compare\ResDBNew.rdb

DIFF,COMMONRESDIFFFIELD,"APPLDEV","RACFTEST","RACF22",Owner,,ADMNLAN

DIFF,COMMONRESDIFFFIELD,"APPLDEV","RACFTEST","RACF22",Organization,,Production RACF

DIFF,COMMONRESDIFFFIELD,"APPLDEV","RACFTEST","RACF22",Location,,SAP R/3 Sun Server

DIFF,REMOVEDRES,"appldev","NOVELADM","Novell4"

DIFF,NEWRES,"appldev","RACFTEST","WinNT"

Edit Entities in a Configuration
Contents

User, Role, and Resources records are entities. You can edit a User, Role or Resource record from within the active
configuration by removing direct links that are assigned to the record. The links that can be removed depend on the type
of record selected The Edit Item menu item is context sensitive depending whether a User, Role or Resource record is
selected in the configuration window. Access to this functionality is provided either via the right mouse menu, or from the
Edit menu.

The content of the Edit User, Edit Role and Edit Resource windows are reviewed in the following sections.

Edit User

This option enables removal of direct links to resources and roles from a user record. There are three types of data in a
typical User Edit window: users, resources, roles.

The following is a typical User Edit window:

NOTE
Double-clicking on a role area record opens the Role Edit window for that record, which enables the removal
of direct links of roles. Double-clicking on a resources area record opens the Resources Edit window for that
record, which enables the removal of direct links of resources.

User fields include the default fields: Person ID, User Name, Organization, Organization Type, User ID, Country, Location,
Title, Cost Center. These fields are grayed out and cannot be changed in the Edit Item window. However, they can be
changed when the users database (.udb file) is open.

The Resources Tab of the User Edit window includes statistical data on the user's resources (direct, indirect and both
together) as well as the following fields: Resource Name 1, Resource Name 2, Resource Name 3, Owner, Organization,
Location.

The Show drop-down menu enables display of the following combinations: Direct Links Only, Covered by Roles Only,
Covered by Both Roles and Direct Links, All. All is the default.

The Role Tab of the User Edit window includes statistical data on the user's roles (direct, indirect and both together) as
well as the following: Role Name, Description, Organization, Owner, Role ID, Type, Create Date, Reviewer, Approval
Code, Approval Date, Rule, Organization 2, Organization 3, Expiration Date.

The Show drop-down menu enables display of the following combinations: Roles Linked Directly, Roles Linked Indirectly,
Roles Linked Both Directly and Indirectly, All. All is the default.

To remove a direct link

1. Highlight the users, resources or sub-roles from which to remove a direct link.
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2. Click Remove. The row disappears from the list.
3. Click Apply to confirm the changes and return to the configuration window.

NOTE
No confirmation message appears before removing the link. Indirect links cannot be removed directly. An
attempt to remove indirect links generates an error message. An indirect link is removed automatically after
removing its direct link.

Edit Role

This option enables editing role fields as well as removal of direct links to users, resources parent roles and sub-roles.
The following types of data appear in a typical Role Edit window: Roles, Users, Resources, Parent Roles Sub-Roles and
Status and is divided between various tabs by the same name.

NOTE
Double-clicking on a users area record opens the Users Edit window for that record. Double-clicking on a role
area record (parent role or sub-role) opens the Role Edit window for that record. Double-clicking on a resources
area record opens the Resources Edit window for that record.

Role data includes the following fields:

Field Description
Role ID The role ID is assigned by the system when the role is originally

created. It is a non-modifiable field and is grayed out.
Name Role name is set when the role is first created. The name can be

modified.
Owner To edit the role owner, select a new owner from the Owner drop-

down.
Type To edit the role Type, select a new type from the Type drop-down.
Organization To edit the role Organization value, select a new organization

value from the Organization drop-down.
Organization 2 To edit the role Organization 2 value, select a new organization 2

value from the Organization drop-down.
Organization 3 To edit the role Organization 3 value, select a new organization 3

value from the Organization drop-down.
Rule The rule edit field displays a rule when the role is a rule-based

role.
Description Displays a textual description of the role. The description can be

modified.

• The Users Tab
Includes statistical data about the user's roles (direct, indirect and both together) as well as the following fields: Person
ID, User Name, Organization, Organization Type, Country, Location, Title, Cost Center.
The Show drop-down menu enables showing the following combinations: Direct Links Only, Covered by Sub-roles
Only, Covered by Both Sub-roles and Direct Links, All. All is the default.

• The Resources Tab
Includes statistical data on the user's resources (direct, indirect and both together) as well as the following fields:
Resource Name 1, Resource Name 2, Resource Name 3, Owner, Organization, Location.
The Show drop-down menu enables showing the following combinations: Direct Links Only, Covered by Sub-roles
Only, Covered by Both Sub-roles and Direct Links, All. All is the default.

• The Parent Roles Tab
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Includes statistical data (direct, indirect and both together) as well as the following fields: Role Name, Description,
Organization, Owner, Role ID, Type, Create Date, Reviewer, Approval Code, Approval Date, Rule, Organization 2,
Organization 3. These fields cannot be removed and are included for information purposes only.
The Show drop-down menu enables showing the following combinations: Parent Roles Linked Directly, Parent Roles
Linked Indirectly, Parent Roles Linked Both Directly And Indirectly, All. All is the default.

• The Sub Roles Tab
Includes statistical data on the user's roles (direct, indirect and both together) as well as the following: Role Name,
Description, Organization, Owner, Role ID Type, Create Date, Reviewer, Approval Code, Approval Date, Rule,
Organization 2, Organization 3.
The Show drop-down menu enables showing the following combinations: Sub-role Linked Directly, Sub-role Linked
Indirectly, Sub-role Linked Both Directly and Indirectly, All. All is the default.

• The Status Tab
Provides a location to view the role creation date, role approval date, view and edit approval status, set an expiration
date for the role.

To remove a direct link

1. Select the Users, Resources Parent Roles, or Sub-Roles tab from which to remove a direct link.
2. Select the record in the list that you want to remove.
3. Click Remove. The row disappears from the list.
4. Click Apply to confirm the changes and return to the configuration window.

NOTE
No confirmation message appears before removing the link. Indirect links cannot be removed directly. An
attempt to remove indirect links generates an error message. An indirect link is automatically removed after
removing its direct link.

Edit Resource

This option enables removal of direct links to users and roles. There are three types of data in a typical Resources Edit
window: resources, users, roles.

NOTE
Double-clicking on a users area record opens the Users Edit window for that record. Double-clicking on a role
area record opens the Role Edit window for that record.

• Resource fields
Include the default fields: Res ID, Res Name 1, Res Name 2, Res Name 3, Owner, Organization, Location. These
fields are grayed out and cannot be changed in the Edit Item window. However, they can be changed when the
resources database (.rdb file) is open.

• The Users Tab
Includes statistical data about the user's roles (direct, indirect and both together) as well as the following fields: Person
ID, User Name, Organization, Organization Type, Country, Location, Business Unit, Special Field.
The Show drop-down menu enables showing the following combinations: Direct Links Only, Covered by Roles Only,
Covered by Both Roles and Direct Links, All. All is the default.

• The Roles Tab
Includes statistical data on the user's roles (direct, indirect and both together) as well as typical resource database
fields: Role Name, Description, Organization, Owner, Role ID.
The Show drop-down menu enables showing the following combinations: Roles Linked Directly, Roles Linked
Indirectly, Roles Linked Both Directly and Indirectly, All. All is the default.

To remove a direct link

1. Select the Users or Roles tab from which to remove a direct link.
2. Select the record in the list that you want to remove.
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3. Click Remove.
The row disappears from the list.

4. Click Apply to confirm the changes and return to the configuration window.

NOTE
No confirmation message appears before removing the link. Indirect links cannot be removed directly. An
attempt to remove indirect links generates an error message. An indirect link is removed automatically after
removing its direct link.

Trim Configuration
Use Trim Configuration when you have a configuration file that refers to a relatively small number of users than those
that are contained in the associated Users Database and Resource Database. This situation may arise when a Partial
Configuration is created from a much larger configuration. The Partial Configuration only contains a fraction of the Users
of the original Configuration, but still refers to the entire Users Database and Resources Database. By trimming the
configuration file you produce new Users Database and Resources Database files, which then only contains information
that is linked to the Users listed in the Configuration file. The result is a smaller and more manageable configuration that
uses fewer computing resources to load and manipulate.

To trim a configuration

1. Click File, Configuration and Management Operations, Trim Configuration.
The Trim Configuration window opens.

2. Enter values for the fields as follows:
– Source Configuration

Fill in the name and path of the Source Configuration to be trimmed. Click Browse to choose the file.
– Output Configuration

Fill in the name and path of the Output Configuration to be created. Click Browse button to choose the file.
– Output Users Database

Fill in the name and path of the Output Users Database to be created. Click Browse to choose the file.
– Output Resources Database

Enter the file name and path of the Output Resources Database to be created. Click Browse to choose the file.
3. Click Trim.

Role Discovery
A role is a common set of privileges shared by a group of users within an organization. These privileges usually include
resources that are integral to users’ performance of their role. The Discovery menu provides a set of tools for examining
imported user and resources data in order to distinguish roles embedded in long lists of users and resources data. Client
tools implement internal algorithms to “discover” and “propose” role candidates. The Role Engineer provides input during
the discovery process by determining criteria and thresholds.

These discovery tools represent different strategies that can be implemented in the role discovery process. The Role
Engineer can use one, some or all the strategies in the course of the role discovery process, depending on the nature of
the specific organization under examination.

Users can have different sets of privileges that are presumably related to several different roles that they perform.
Therefore, roles proposed must be carefully examined and refined to establish conformance with the existing situation
within the organization.

Common Role Discovery Operations
Contents
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Basic Roles

This option applies to the currently selected Identity Governance configuration and identifies possible roles that do not
seem to fit into previously defined roles. It is generally recommended to generate a limited set of 3 – 5 candidates, review
and select a single candidate, and refine the role. The first set that meet the search criteria will be identified and displayed.
The run time to discover roles depends mainly on the parameters specified. If necessary, Basic Roles can be run again
with the new role (refer to Iterated Search in the following section).

The following table describes the available fields:

Field Description
Default Description A textual description used for your own purposes that later

appears as the role’s description in the configuration file. This
description is different from the actual name of the role candidate,
which is assigned by Identity Governance. The user can rename
each candidate and change its description later. Sometimes it is
convenient to fill in a name and/or date in this field. However, do
not leave it blank.

Role Name Prefix Set a prefix that is added to the role name for each role that is
discovered.

Minimum number of users Minimum number of users that should be included in a role
candidate

Minimum number of resources Minimum number of resources that should be included in role
candidate

Maximum number of role candidates to propose Maximum number of role candidates to be proposed in this run.
We recommend generating no more than 10 new role candidates
in each session. Roles proposed in a single session may have
significant overlap with one another thereby increasing the work
load on the Role Engineer to distinguish among them.

Minimum newly covered connections Minimum number of Users, Resources, and User-Resource
connections that must be covered by a role candidate and that
were not covered by existing and previously discovered roles.
This feature is useful to discover roles that are as disjointed from
previously discovered roles as possible. If not relevant, use 0.
Values can be entered as whole numbers or as a percentage of
newly covered connections.

Minimum Users not Covered Sets the minimum number of Users or the minimum percentage of
Users that are not previously discovered by a role.

Minimum Resources not Covered Sets the minimum number of Resources or the minimum
percentage of Resources that are not previously discovered by a
role.

The results of a typical Basic Role Discovery run are displayed in a new configuration.

The role name is automatically incremented with each run and is viewable in the Person ID column.

The Default role description is viewable in the User Name column.

Iterated Search

This option repeatedly invokes the Basic Roles search function (refer to previous section). However, to implement different
search strategies, e.g., search for roles with maximal number of users, the iterated search may require tens and even
hundreds of iterations of Basic Search. In each iteration, search parameters are adjusted according to the results of the
previous search. If the search is successful, Identity Governance retains the top role candidate, and proceeds to the next
search.
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NOTE
Since iterated searches are extensive and can take a long time, we recommend using the Basic search for
interactive analysis and schedule iterated searches to run during periods of low activity such as over night.

One of three types of maximizing strategies can be selected in the Preferred Search Mode drop-down menu:

• Prefer many users
Many users will be proposed who have the same set of resources.

• Prefer many resources
Many resources will be proposed that have the same users associated with them.

• Prefer many user-resource connections
Each discovered role will have many users and resources associated with it.

Discovering Characteristic Roles

It is often preferable to create roles around organizational units, functions, locations, reporting structure, etc. The
characteristic roles function help automate this process.

You can seek roles that are characteristic to each organizational unit by selecting the organizational unit attribute of a
user, and running a search with the preferred parameters.

The following table describes the specific fields of the characteristic search:

Field Description
Role Name Prefix Set a prefix to be included as part of each role discovered.
User Attribute You set one of the users attributes to serve as the basis for the

characteristic role search. Identity Governance will create roles
for each group of users that have same value in the selected
attribute. Thus, if you select the organization field, Identity
Governance will create organizational roles.

Resource Attribute You set one of the resource attributes to serve as the basis for
the characteristic role search. Identity Governance will create
roles for each group of resources that have same value in the
selected attribute. Thus, if you select the Res Name 1 field,
Identity Governance creates roles based on values belonging to
Res Name 1.

From/To Attribute Value Specify the range of values for which roles will be searched. This
is useful in case you wish to search for a single role, or for a part
of a hierarchy.

Minimum Percent of Sub-Group Users Specify the threshold for creating a characteristic role. For
example, you may require a role that characterizes at least 90%
of the users in each of the sub-groups. If you specify a high value,
Identity Governance may not find a role for all selected groups.
In any case, Identity Governance will only associate with the
role users that have the role's resources. Use "almost matching"
search to identify users that almost match.

Preferred Search Mode Indicates whether to make the Users, Resources or User-
Resource Connections the focus of the roles created by the rule.

The rest of the parameters of the Characteristic Roles Search are similar to the ones that you have already seen in the
Basic and Iterated Searches.
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Discovering Rule-Based Roles

Client tools provide you with the capability to establish Rule-Based Roles during the discovery process. By assigning a
set of User attributes that defines a rule. Client tools search the configuration to identify and establish roles that include
users that match the rule. Roles that are created using this mechanism are identified as rule based roles and the roles are
added to configuration. You can set several parameters to refine the process by which rule based roles are identified.

To assign rules for the discovery process

1. From the Discovery menu, select Rule-Based Roles.
The Discover Rule-Based Roles window opens.

2. Set the Search Parameters as described for Basic Roles.
3. In the Rules Parameters group, specify Rule Parameters to create rule-based roles during discovery. The following

options are available:
– Role Name Prefix

Defines a prefix to be included as part of each role discovered.
– User Attributes to Search

You can set several Users Attributes to serve as the basis for the rules-based role search. Identity Governance
creates roles for each group of users that match the attributes added to the Attributes to Search list. Thus, if you
select the Organization and organization Type attributes, client tools create roles for groups of Users that match the
selection and that have common resources.

– Ignore Null Value
Select this option to prevent rules being created where an attribute does not contain any values.

– Min. Percent within Group
Specify the range of values for which roles will be searched. This is useful in case you wish to search for a single
role, or for a part of a hierarchy.

– Max. Rules per Group
Specify the threshold for creating a characteristic role. For example, you may require a role that characterizes at
least 90% of the users in each of the sub-groups. If you specify a high value, Identity Governance may not find a
role for all selected groups. In any case, Identity Governance will only associate with the role users that have the
role's resources. Use "almost matching" search to identify users that almost match.

– Preferred Search Mode
Indicates whether to discover roles with a preference to Users, Resources or User-Resource Connections as the
focus of the roles created by the rule.

4. Click Search to start the discovery process.
Newly created roles are listed in a new configuration file.

Edit Rule-Based Role

The rules that are assigned to a Rule-Based Role can be edited from within the Rule-Based Role window. You may need
to append or remove Field/Value pairs to or from a rule. Reset the accompanying role information, or add or remove users
and resources that match the role.

To edit a rule-based role

1. Select a rule-based role from the role panel in the active configuration window.
2. Either from the Edit menu, or from the right mouse button menu, select Edit Rule-Based Role.

The Rule-based Role window opens, displaying the content of the selected rule.
3. Make changes to the rule as required. Operations within the window are performed the same as described for creating

a new rule-based role.
4. Click OK to save changes and return to the configuration window.
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Discovery – Structured Search

The Structured Search supported by the Discovery process that the client tools provide extends the Rule-Based
search process. The rule-based role search process finds roles that match each attribute chosen in a flat manner. The
Structured Search creates roles that reflect the hierarchic structure of the search attributes that you choose. Roles that are
created using this mechanism are provided with the text Structured at the beginning of the role name. Roles discovered
via a Structured Search are provided with a rule that reflects the hierarchic path of the search, and are added to the
configuration. You can set several parameters to refine the process by which rule based roles are identified.

To assign attributes for the Structured Search process

1. From the Discovery menu, select Structured Search.
The Structured Search window opens.

2. Set the Search Parameters as described for Basic Roles.
3. In the Rules Parameters group, specify Rule Parameters to create rule-based roles during discovery. The following

options are available:
– Role Name Prefix

Defines a prefix to be included as part of each role discovered.
– User Attributes to Search

You can set several Users Attributes to serve as the basis for the rules-based role search. Identity Governance
creates roles for each group of users that match the attributes added to the Attributes to Search list. Thus, if you
select the Organization and organization Type attributes, the client tools create roles for groups of Users that match
the selection and that have common resources.

– Select All Attributes
When selected, the client tools override all previously selected user attributes and takes all the configuration’s User
Attributes into consideration when conducting the search.

– Let DNA Order Attributes
When selected, Client Tools override the Search order as listed in the User Attributes list.

– Ignore Null Value
Select this option to prevent rules being created where an attribute does not contain any values.

– Min. Percent within Group
Specify the range of values for which roles will be searched. This is useful in case you wish to search for a single
role, or for a part of a hierarchy.

– Max. Rules per Group
Specify the threshold for creating a characteristic role. For example, you may require a role that characterizes at
least 90% of the users in each of the sub-groups. If you specify a high value, Identity Governance may not find a
role for all selected groups. In any case, Identity Governance will only associate with the role users that have the
role's resources. Use "almost matching" search to identify users that almost match.

– Preferred Search Mode
Indicates whether to discover roles with a preference to Users, Resources or User-Resource Connections as the
focus of the roles created by the rule.

4. Click Search, to start the discovery process.
Newly created roles are listed in a new configuration file.

Obvious Roles

Obvious role candidates are a group of users that share exactly the same resources or a set of resources that have
exactly the same users.

One of two strategies can be selected in the Preferred Search Mode menu:

• Users with exactly the same resources
Roles will be proposed, the members of which are users that possess links to exactly the same resources.

• Resources with exactly the same users
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Roles will be proposed, the members of which are resources that possess links to exactly the same users.

Discovering Modeled-After Roles

Identity Governancesupports two types of modeled-after roles:

• By users
In this type, Identity Governancecreates a role that is exemplified by a select group of users. Identity Governance will
complete the role with the relevant resource, and other users that have not been explicitly selected but that share the
role's resources. Use this form to create a role for the organizational unit, function, or any other feature that is common
to the selected group of users.

• By resources
In this type, Identity Governance creates a role that is exemplified by a select group of resources. Identity Governance
will complete the role with the relevant users, and will add other resources that have not been explicitly selected but
that are shared by the role's users. Use this form to create a role for a project or application.

When searching for roles that are modeled after a group of users, Identity Governance identifies the resources that are
common to the selected users, and then completes the role with additional users. The result of running Define Modeled-
After Roles by Users is a new Identity Governance configuration that includes the “model” users and any other users that
possess the same resources as the “modeled-after” users.

To activate modeled-after search by users, select the model users, then use either the Discovery menu or the context
menu (right click).

When searching for roles that are modeled after a group of resources, the client tools identify the users that are common
to the selected resources, and then completes the role with additional resources. The result of running Define Modeled-
After Roles by Resources is a new Identity Governance configuration that includes the “model” resources and any other
resources that are accessible to the same users as the “modeled-after” resources.

To activate modeled-after search by resources, select the model resources, then use either the Discovery menu or the
context menu (right-click).

Defining Roles Manually and for a Select Group of Users Resources

You can define roles manually, as well as for a selected set of users or resources.

To create a role manually, select the New Role feature from the Edit Menu. Roles created that way are initially not
associated with any users or resources. To add those, you drag and drop within the configuration.

You can also create roles for a select set of users or alternatively for a select group of resources. To do so, select the
resources and choose New Role By Users/Resources from the context menu (right click). A new role will be created in the
configuration with the selected users/resources and all resources/users that are common to all of them.

Identify Almost Perfect Matches
Contents

This option enables finding almost perfect matches based on users, resources or roles criteria determined by the Role
Engineer. The intention here is to find matches that differ slightly from one another for the purpose of verifying the
appropriateness of their qualifications (users, roles or resources) to the role that they possess. This option is useful to
identify situations in which slight differences have resulted, for example, due to shifting job functions.

Propose Closely Matching Users

To find closely matching users

1. Choose a single role from the Roles Panel.
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Click Discovery, Identify Almost Perfect Matches, Closely Matching Users or right-click the Roles Panel and select
Closely Matching Users.
It is now necessary to determine the extent of matching resources; the client tools display default values. The following
variables can be set when searching for closely matching users:
– Minimum Number of Matching Resources

An absolute number of resources that match that of the role to match.
– Minimum Percent of Matching Resources

On a scale of 1 to 100 percent. The result is determined by an internal algorithm.
2. After filling in the values, click OK to generate the results.

The following is a typical results window. Closely matching user are marked in Gray. Selected role on which results are
based is highlighted.

The role to which users are to be matched remains highlighted. The closely matching users that meet the search criteria
are marked in gray in the Users Panel.
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Propose Closely Matching Resources

To find closely matching resources

1. Choose a single role from the Roles Panel.
2. Go to Discovery, Identify Almost Perfect Matches on the menu bar and select Closely Matching Resources, or right-

click on the Roles Panel and select Closely Matching Resources.
At this point, it is necessary to determine the extent of matching users; Identity Governance will display default values.
The following variables can be set when searching for closely matching resources:
– Minimum Number of Matching Users

An absolute number of users that match that of the role to match.
– Minimum Percent of Matching Users

On a scale of 1 to 100 percent. The result is determined by an internal algorithm.
3. After filling in the values, click OK to generate the results.

The following is a typical results window: Selected role on which results are based are highlighted. Closely matching
resources are marked in Gray.

The role to which resources are to be matched remains highlighted. The closely matching resources that meet the search
criteria are marked in gray in the Resources Panel.
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Propose Closely Matching Roles Based on User

To find closely matching roles based on a user

1. Select the user in the Users Panel.
2. Go to Discovery, Identify Almost Perfect Matches on the menu bar and select Closely Matching Roles, or right-click on

the users record in the Users Panel and select Almost Matching Roles from the right-click controls menu.
3. The Almost Matching Roles window opens .

At this point, it is necessary to determine the extent of matching resources; Identity Governance will display default
values. The following variables can be set when searching for closely matching users:
– Minimum Number of Matching Resources

An absolute number of resources that match that of the role to match.
– Minimum Percent of Matching Resources

On a scale of 1 to 100 percent. The result is determined by an internal algorithm.
4. After filling in the values, click OK to generate the results.

The following is a typical results window. User on which results are based are highlighted. Closely matching roles are in
gray.

Propose Closely Matching Roles Based on User Based on Resource

To find closely matching roles based on a resource

1. Select the resource in the Resources Panel.
2. Go to Discovery, Identify Almost Perfect Matches on the menu bar and select Closely Matching Roles, or right-click on

the resources record in the Resources Panel and select Almost Matching Roles from the right-click controls menu. The
Almost Matching Roles window opens.
At this point, it is necessary to determine the extent of matching users. Identity Governance will display default values.
The following variables can be set when searching for closely matching resources:
– Minimum Number of Matching Users

An absolute number of users that match that of the role to match.
– Minimum Percent of Matching Users
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On a scale of 1 to 100 percent. The result is determined by an internal algorithm.
3. After filling in the values, click OK to generate the results.

The following is a typical results window. Selected resource on which results are highlighted. Closely matching roles are
marked in Gray.

Identify Role Hierarchy
Contents

This option identifies possible family relationships between roles: sub-roles (children) or parent roles (parents) or other
possibly related roles This option is activated by highlighting a role and going to Discovery, Identify Role Hierarchy on the
menu bar and choosing one of the following options: propose sub-role, propose parent role, propose related role. The
proposed roles will be highlighted. Drag and drop the highlighted roles onto the role in question to confirm the relationship.

Note: Role hierarchy can only be determined after roles have been determined for a given configuration. If only users and
resources data were imported and no possible roles have yet been discovered and confirmed, the strategies in earlier in
this chapter before hierarchy can be discovered.

Propose Sub Roles

This option displays roles that can possibly be sub-roles (children) of a highlighted role. Identity Governance finds
possible sub-roles by examining other existing roles in the configuration to determine whether the highlighted role includes
resources of other roles in the configuration. If so, those roles are designated as sub-roles of the highlighted role.

Highlight the role for which sub-roles are to be identified. The option will highlight the possible sub-roles of the indicated
role.

Note: Original role jumps to top of Roles Panel and sub-role is highlighted under it.

The Role Engineer would then individually examine each proposed sub-role. If a parent-sub-role (child) relationship exists,
then the sub-roles would be dragged to the parent role, which would then show the new roles as sub-roles of the original
role (parent).
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Propose Parent Roles

This option displays roles that can possibly be parents of a highlighted role. Identity Governance finds possible parent
roles by examining other existing roles in the configuration to determine whether the resources of the highlighted role are
already included as resources in other roles. If so, they are designated as possible parent roles.

Highlight the role for which parent roles are to be identified. The option will highlight the possible parent roles of the
indicated role.

Original highlighted role is highlighted.

Possible parent- roles of the original role are highlighted as follows:

The Role Engineer would then individually examine each proposed parent role. If a parent-sub-role (child) relationship
exists, then the sub role would be dragged to the parent role, which would then show the original role as one of its sub-
roles.

Propose Related Roles

A related role is a role that shares users and/or resources with a selected role but is neither its parent role nor its sub-role.
To run this option, it is necessary to provide a minimum number of users and resources.

Highlight the role for which related roles are to be identified. Go to Discovery, Identify Role Hierarchy on the menu bar and
choose Propose Related Role.

Modify the default values as necessary and click OK. Related roles appear. The Role Engineer then individually examines
each proposed related role.
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Reject Discovered Roles
The Reject option is useful in order to prevent display of roles that were discovered but are no longer needed. Roles that
are outdated or that are unused can be rejected from the configuration file. Rejected roles are collected and stored in a
special configuration file called Rejected.cfg. The file, Rejected.cfg, is automatically created when the first role candidate
is rejected and is usually located in the same folder as the other *.cfg files.

To reject a role, highlight the role to be rejected, go to Discovery on the menu bar and choose Reject. A confirmation
prompt is displayed before the reject activity is performed.

This configuration can be opened for viewing. The configuration can be manipulated as for any other Identity Governance
configuration, including dragging roles to and from it. At any point roles that need to returned to general use can be
returned to the active configuration file by simply removing them from the Rejected configuration file. In this way they are
returned to general use.

Selecting a Specific *.cfg file to House Rejected Roles

You can create a new configuration file or select any pre-existing *.cfg file to function as the Rejected roles configuration
file. Once this is done then the newly assigned file assumes the function of collecting rejected roles instead of the default
Rejected.cfg file.

To select a specific configuration file to house Rejected roles

1. Click File, Select Rejected Roles File.
The Save As dialog box opens to the directory that houses the projects pre-existing configuration files.

2. Select a file from the list or type a new name into the File name field.
3. Click Save.

The newly selected file functions to house rejected roles from that point on.

Overlaps in a Configuration
Contents

Identity Governance provides a special tool for handling situations in which two very similar roles or resources have been
discovered that is available when a configuration file is open.

Roles Overlap – Choose Whether to Merge

Two roles that are presumed to be very similar can be examined using the View Roles Overlap option and, if judged to be
worthy of being designated as the same role, can be automatically merged. This option is only available from the right-
click menu.

To activate the View Roles Overlap option

1. Highlight the two roles in a configuration menu.
2. Right-click on the highlighted roles.
3. Select View Roles Overlap and Choose Whether to Merge from the right-click controls menu.

The Merge Role Definitions window opens.
The Merge Roles Definition window provides statistics on the users, resources, sub-roles and parent roles of each of
the two roles and shows statistics on the degree to which they are the same.
The following options are available:
– Merge Into

Merges one role into the other.
– Empty
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Deletes selected items from the role.
– Make Alias (Parent)

Makes the selected role a parent.
– Leave As-Is

Does not make any changes to the roles.
– Merge Users

Select this option to merge users.
– Merge Resources

Select this option to merge resources.
– Merge Sub-roles

Select this option to merge sub-roles.
– Merge Parent Roles

Select this option to merge parent roles.
Select the options you want.

4. Click OK to make the selected changes.

Users Overlap – Choose Whether to Merge

Two users that are presumed to be very similar can be examined using the View Users Overlap option. The Merge Users
window provides statistics on roles and resources for each of the two highlighted users and shows statistics on the degree
of overlap. This option is only available from the right-click menu.

To activate the view users overlap option

1. Highlight the relevant users in a configuration menu.
2. Right-click on the highlighted users.
3. Click View Users Overlap and Choose Whether to Merge from the right-click menu.

The Merge User Definitions window opens.
The following options are available:
– Merge Into

Merges one user into the other.
– Empty

Deletes all roles and resources of the selected users.
– Leave As-Is

Does not make any changes to the users.
– Merge Resources

Select this option to merge resources.
– Merge Roles

Select this option to merge roles.
Select the options you want.

4. Click OK to make the selected changes.

Resources Overlap – Choose Whether to Merge

Two resources that are presumed to be very similar can be examined using the View Resources Overlap option and, if
judged to be worthy of being designated as the same resource, can be automatically merged.

To activate the View Resources Overlap option

1. Highlight the relevant resources in a configuration menu.
2. Right-click on the highlighted resources.
3. Select View Resources Overlap, Choose Whether to Merge from the right-click menu.

The Merge Resources window opens.
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The Merge Resources window provides statistics on users’ roles for each of the two highlighted entities and shows
statistics on the degree of overlap.
The following options are available:
– Merge Into

Merges one user into the other.
– Empty Users

Deletes all roles and resources of the selected users.
– Leave As-Is

Does not make any changes to the users.
– Merge Users

Select this option to merge users.
– Merge Roles

Select this option to merge roles.
Select the options you want.

4. Click OK to make the selected changes.

Audit
Contents

The Audit menu provides review and auditing functions:

• Pattern-based auditing
• Compliance auditing, based on policies (BPR)
• Review of current roles
• Search for suspected users, resources, and role definitions

Some audit options, which focus on specific types of problems, can be run separately from dedicated windows: identify
potential collectors, suspected resources, suspect role definitions or excess privileges (see below). Alternatively, a
comprehensive audit can be performed, which includes a wide variety of variables. Output is displayed in the AuditCard
window as a list of suspicious records showing the type of problem detected for each record and other relevant data.

Suspicions are handled and managed from the Edit menu.

In addition to in-built pattern-based audit tools, Identity Governance enables the creation of policies using sets of Business
Process Rules (BPR).

Identify Potential Collectors

This option identifies users that have apparently accumulated excessive privileges (access to resources), i.e., they are
potential collectors. This phenomenon often occurs when veteran employees move from job to job within an organization
and accumulate privileges without relinquishing their previous ones.

Proprietary algorithms identify the suspected users based on the criteria and weighted values that the Role Engineer
enters in the Identify Potential Collectors window. Generally, identification is based on a user who seems to be an
exception among similar users who also possess many resources. Note that this option can be used even before any
roles are defined, for example, to clean up an imported database.

Use the Details toggle button to show the whole Identify Potential Collectors window.
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The following table describes the fields in the window:

 Criteria Description
Maximum number of users to propose Limits the maximum number of users

displayed to no more than the indicated
absolute number thereby preventing display
of an unmanageable number of suspects.

Maximum percent of users to propose The percentage of users to display out of all
those who meet the criteria.

Criteria

Minimum number of resources per user Each displayed user will have at least the
indicated number of resources.

Organization Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Organization Type Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Country Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Location Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Title Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Evaluation Weights

Cost Center Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

The Role Engineer can now examine each user one-by-one to determine if in fact any users are collectors of privileges
(resources).

Identify Suspect Resources

This option identifies resources that are owned by many types of users.

The following table describes the fields in the window:

 Criteria Description
Maximum number of resources to propose Limits the maximum number of resources

displayed to no more than the indicated
absolute number thereby preventing display
of an unmanageable number of suspects.

Maximum percent of resources to propose The percentage of resources to display out
of all those who meet the criteria.

Criteria

Minimum number of users per resource Each resource will have at least the
indicated number of users.

Organization Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Organization Type Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Country Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Evaluation Weights

Location Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.
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Title Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Cost Center Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

The following is a typical configuration window showing results window after running this option.

The Role Engineer can now examine each resource one-by-one to determine if in fact any suspected resource is not in
compliance.

Identify Suspect Role Definitions

This option identifies roles that are owned by many types of users or suspected users; that is, users possess roles but do
not seem to comprise a homogeneous group.

The following table describes the fields in the window:

 Criteria Description
Maximum number of roles to propose Limits the maximum number of roles

displayed to no more than the absolute
indicated number, preventing display of an
unmanageable number of suspects.

Maximum percent of roles to propose The percentage of roles to display out of all
that meet the criteria.

Minimum number of users per role Indicates the minimum number of users for
each suspect role.

Criteria

Minimum number of resources per role Each role has at least the indicated number
of resources.

Evaluation Weights Organization Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.
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Organization Type Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Country Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Location Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Title Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

Cost Center Enter a value on a scale of 1 to 10 where
10 is the greatest value.

The following is a typical configuration window showing results after running this option.

The Role Engineer can now examine each role one-by-one to determine if in fact any suspected role is not in compliance.

Identify Excess Privileges
Contents

These options identify potentially excessive links for individual users, resources and roles.

Propose Potentially Excess Users

This option proposes roles or resources that seem to have too many users.

To activate this option, highlight a role or resource in a configuration. Then on the menu bar, go to Audit, Identify Excess
Privileges, and select Propose Potentially Excess Users.

The criteria (Minimum Degree of Mismatch) is determined by the Role Engineer on a scale of 0 to 100. If too many or
too few users are identified then the scale should be changed appropriately. The evaluation weights are similar to those
described earlier in this chapter.

Refer to the following window. Excess users proposed are highlighted in gray. The resource is highlighted.
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Propose Potentially Excess Roles

This option proposes users or resources that seem to have too many roles.

To activate this option, highlight a user or resource in a configuration. Then on the menu bar, go to Audit, Identify Excess
Privileges, and select Propose Potentially Excess Roles.

The criteria (Minimum Degree of Mismatch) is determined by the Role Engineer on a scale of 0 to 100. If too many or
too few users are identified then the scale should be changed appropriately. The evaluation weights are similar to those
described earlier in this chapter.

Refer to the following window. Excess roles proposed are highlighted in gray for the highlighted resource.
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Propose Potentially Excess Resources

This option proposes users or roles that seem to have too many resources.

To activate this option, highlight a user or role in a configuration. Then on the menu bar, go to Audit, Identify Excess
Privileges, and select Propose Potentially Excess Resources.

The criterion (Minimum Degree of Mismatch) is determined by the Role Engineer on a scale of 0 to 100. If too many or too
few resources are identified then the scale should be changed appropriately. The evaluation weights are similar to those
described in earlier in this chapter.

Excess resources are displayed in the Resources Panel. Refer to the following window. User is highlighted and the excess
resources proposed are highlighted in gray.

Propose New Roles

This option identifies roles of which a user is not part, but which may be relevant to this user.

To activate this option, highlight a user in a configuration. Note that new roles can be proposed for only one user at a time.
Right-click with the mouse to open the right-click controls menu, and select Propose New Roles.

The Propose New Roles window opens.

Click Details to open the whole window. Set the thresholds. Identity Governance searches for roles that include other
users that are “similar” to the selected user. Proposed roles are highlighted in the Roles Panel.

Propose New Resources

This option identifies resources of which a user is not part, but which may be relevant to the highlighted user.

To activate this option, highlight a user in a configuration. Note that new resources can be proposed for only one user at a
time. Right-click with the mouse to open the right-click controls menu, and select Propose New Resources.

The Propose New Resources window opens.
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Click Details to open the whole window. Set the thresholds. Identity Governance searches for resources that are
accessible to users similar to the current user. Proposed resources will be highlighted in the Resources Panel.

Show Similar Users

The Show Similar Users option identifies users that are similar to the highlighted user.

To activate this option, highlight a user in a configuration. Right-click with the mouse to open the right-click controls menu,
and select Show Similar Users. Note that this option can also be applied to a set of users (all users in the set have to be
highlighted).

The Show Similar Users window opens.

Click Details to open the whole window. Set the thresholds. Proposed similar users are highlighted in the Users Panel.

Clean Up Links
Contents

Manage Links

This option performs cleanup of direct and indirect links associated with users, roles and resources typically resulting
from the Role Discovery process. To activate this option, highlight a record or group of records in the Users, Roles or
Resources Panel. Go to Edit, Manage Links on the menu bar and choose the appropriate option. You are prompted to
confirm with each record. Choose Yes for All to avoid confirming separate records.

Remove Redundant Links

Redundant links are direct relationships between a users and resources that exist in addition to indirect links such as
through a role. Typically, Role Engineers prefer to remove redundant links, so that user access to a resource depends on
continued membership in a role.

To remove redundant links, select the relevant entities and run this option.

Instantiate Direct Links

This option establishes direct user-resource links. Links that were removed due to the introduction of a role or were added
to a role but not to the individual users (indirect links) can be established as direct links using this option.

Remove Remaining Direct Links

This option removes any user links, which are not associated with any of that user's roles. This option is useful for cleanup
purposes after all roles have been defined.

Remove All Links

This option enables removing all links (direct and indirect) associated with a user, role or resource.

Link Attributes

You can create attributes and attribute values between linked entities in the Identity Governance Discovery & Audit
client tool. This is useful when you manage relationship links and assign descriptive labels, such as listing and recording
resource expiration dates.
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Entities must be listed in a specific order. For example, in a User-Res declaration, the first entity is a user record, and the
second entity is a resource record. In a Role-Role link, the first entity is the role ID of the parent role, and the second entity
is the role ID of the child role.

To create and manage these links, you must edit the configuration file (*.cfg) header field to enable the Attributes button
option where it appears when editing a resource.

You can edit the following attribute type declarations for link attributes:

• User-Resource: User-resource link.
For user-resource link attributes, consider the following header:
User-Res-Field-Names,"<Att1>","<Att2>"

Where "<Att1>" is "Expiration Date" and "<Att2>" is "Printer".
• User-Role: User-role link.

For user-role resource link attributes, consider the following header:
User-Role-Field-Names,"<Att3>"

Where "<Att3>" is "Manager".
• Role-Role: Role-role link.

For role-role resource link attributes, consider the following header:
Role-Role-Field-Names,"<Att4>","<Att5>"

Where "<Att4>" is "Address" and "<Att5>" is "Email".
• Role-Resource: Role-resource link.

For role-resource link attributes, consider the following header:
Role-Res-Field-Names "<Att6>", "<Att7>", "<Att8>"

Where "<Att6>" is "Site Manager", "<Att7>" is "Printer" and "<Att8>" is "Scanner".

Define Link Attributes

Define link attributes by adding headers to the Identity Governance Discovery and Audit configuration file for linking
members, roles and resources.

WARNING
The initial three lines in the configuration file are reserved for user and resource database files. Do not insert
headers in these areas.

NOTE
You must edit the configuration file (*.cfg) header field to enable the Attributes button option where it appears
when editing a resource.

To edit the configuration file

1. Locate and open the applicable configuration file and add an attribute type declaration.
Configuration files are usually located in the Sage Demo folder in the installation directory (C:\Program Files\CA\RCM
\Client Tools\Sage Demo).

2. Insert and edit headers for the desired link attributes.
For example, for a user-resource link use the following header:
User-Res-Field-Names,"Att1","Att2"

Where "Att1" is the expiration date, and "Att2" is printer.
For example, for a user-role link, use the following header:
User-Role-Field-Names,"Att3"

Where "<Att3>" is "Manager".
3. Save and close the configuration file.
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Assign Link Attribute Values

Assign link attribute values between the selected entities once you edit a configuration file and add the applicable
headers.

To assign and view attributes

1. Navigate to and open the configuration file.
The filename.cfg window appears.

2. Select an entity and select Edit, Edit entity.
The entity window appears.

3. In the entity Resources, Users or Roles tab, select a resource, user or role and click Attributes.
The Link Attributes window appears listing the entity, the linked entity resource, and attributes linking them.

4. Assign a value to the attribute in the Value column and click OK.
The attributes are assigned to the selected values.

Generate and Manage AuditCards
Contents

Identity Governance provides a mechanism to identify and list suspicious users, roles, and resources in the following
categories:

• Suspect Entities
• Suspect Connections
• Similar Roles and Role Hierarchy
• Similar Resources
• In/Out Of Pattern Entities
• Entities with Many/Few Connections

Parameters are selected in the Audit Parameters window using tabs, one tab for each category. Within each tab, you can
set various parameters (refer to the following sections). After processing the selections listed in the Audit Parameters
window, the Client Tools produce an AuditCard that lists an alert for each suspected entity. You can then review each
alert to determine if it warrants attention. Each alert or suspected entity is listed as a separate record in the generated
AuditCard.

In addition to providing a comprehensive list of suspected entities (see more below), handling of suspicious records can
be tracked until they are properly addressed and comments can be added to each record of the AuditCard for reference.

Generating an AuditCard

After parameters have been filled in, click Run! in the Audit Parameters window. A progress bar will be displayed during
the generation process. If many parameters were selected, then generating the AuditCard may take a long time. In this
circumstance, consider whether to perform the run during off-peak hours. For large and complex configurations, consider
running the AuditCard option in separate parts. The run can be stopped at any time without losing work. The accumulated
records will be displayed in a new AuditCard.

Each record in the audit card reflects a separate alert and all records contain a date/time stamp and their tracking
status (new records are marked as suspected). An existing AuditCard can be re-run to check the status of alerts that
have already been addressed. The AuditCard's description field can be used to annotate alerts with clarifications or
explanations for reference purposes at a later date (for example, if the record needs to be re-checked in the future or if it
was found to be OK even though it continues to be generated).

AuditCards are saved as special documents (.aud files) and enable subsequent tracking of alert status. It is also possible
to add new alerts to existing alerts by activating the Open AuditCard radio button and performing a new run (Run!). The
following window shows a typical AuditCard generated from an existing configuration.
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Comments can be added in the Description field.

The fields are described in the following table:

Name Description
Base Configuration Displays the Configuration file path and name on which the

AuditCard is built.
Status The AuditCard provides a list of “suspected” violations of internal

logic as applied to the specific configuration.
ID An incremented number showing the number of suspected

records within the “suspected” list generated in the AuditCard.
Date/Time Date and time that record was generated.
Audit Code Lists a text description of the type of the suspicion detected.
First Entity First entity involved in the alert.
Second Entity Second entity involved in the alert.
Third Entity Third entity involved in the alert.
Score Not relevant for AuditCard.
Description Comments can be inserted by the Role Engineer.

 

Pattern-Based Audit

To open the Audit Parameters window, click Audit, Pattern-Based Audit.

The Audit Parameters window appears:
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The following options are available from the main Audit Parameters window.

Option Description
Run! Runs the AuditCard generation module and produces an

AuditCard based on the marked parameters.
Close Closes the Audit Parameters window.
Evaluation Weights Opens the Evaluation Weights window for setting the relative

weight of the following parameters: organization, organization type
country, location, title, and cost center. Other fields in this window
are currently reserved for system use only.

Audit Alert Settings Opens the Audit Card Alert Settings window to set the following
parameters: Total number of alerts of the same category, Limit
number of alerts of same category, Limit total number of alerts for
same entity, and Limit number of alerts of same category and for
same entity. In general, these numbers should be kept low in order
to facilitate analysis of a suspicious record. Oftentimes, one alert
can be responsible for many other alerts. Solving one alert can
significantly reduce the number of generated alerts on subsequent
runs.

Check Page Marks all the check boxes in the current tab.
Uncheck Page Clears all the check boxes in the current tab.
Check All Marks all the check boxes in all the six tabs. This option produces

the full range of suspicious records.
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Uncheck all Clears all the check boxes in all the six tabs. This option is used
when the Role Engineer wants to start marking parameters
without any default parameters already marked.

Open AuditCard radio button New - opens a new Audit Card with the indicated parameters.
Existing - opens an existing Audit Card, usually for continued
work or follow up. A pull-down menu lists all existing Audit Cards.
An existing Audit Card can be only opened if a configuration to
which it is attached is already active. Otherwise, this option will be
grayed out.

 

Suspect Entities

This tab is used to set the client tools to identify suspect entities. In the case of users these are users that have an
extraordinarily different access to resources relative to their peers. In the case of resources or roles, these are resources
or roles for which there is no clear pattern by which they are connected to users. To identify such exceptions to the rule
you must enter a value for the conditions used to list the exceptions.

Using the minimum standard deviation (Min STD) condition on the tab you set a boundary that is used as the minimum
threshold for identifying the exceptional cases. Any entity that lies above the threshold is considered as an exception.

Using the Max % condition you set a boundary that is used to set an upper threshold that lists to upper X% of all
exceptions identified.

You can use each condition exclusively or in combination. In any case the client tools list the alerts in the audit card
according to the condition that provides the fewest alerts.

The fields are described in the following table:

Option Description
Users (Collectors) Mark users to include users in the output.

Unmark users not to include users in the output.
Min STD - Limits the maximum number of users displayed to no
more than the indicated absolute number thereby preventing the
display of an unmanageable number of suspects.
Max % - The maximum percentage of users to display out of all
those who meet the criteria.

Resources (Collectibles) Mark resources to include users in the output.
Unmark resources not to include users in the output.
Min STD - Limits the maximum number of resources displayed to
no more than the indicated absolute number thereby preventing
the display of an unmanageable number of suspects.
Max % - The maximum percentage of resources to display out of
all those who meet the criteria.

Suspect Roles Mark roles to include users in the output.
Unmark roles not to include users in the output.
Min STD - Limits the maximum number of roles displayed to no
more than the indicated absolute number thereby preventing the
display of an unmanageable number of suspects.
Max % - The maximum percentage of suspect roles to display out
of all those who meet the criteria.
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Suspect Connections

This tab enables you to identify suspect connections. These are connections between entities that are most suspect of
being exceptions, compared to all other connections.

Note that dual (redundant) links includes instances in which the user and resource are connected both directly and
indirectly through a role.

The fields are described in the following table:

Option Description
User-Resource Connections by HR User-Resource connections based on Human Resource

attributes.
Mark to include user-resource connections in the output.
Unmark not to include user-resource connections in the output.
Min mismatch - Set the minimum mismatch threshold to trigger an
alert.
Direct-Only Connections - Mark to only include connections for
which the User-Resource relationship is described by a direct
connection.

User-Resource Connections by Privileges User-Resource connections based on access privilege attributes.
Mark to include user-resource connections in the output.
Unmark not to include user-resource connections in the output.
Min mismatch - Set the minimum mismatch threshold to trigger an
alert.
Direct-Only Connections - Mark to only include connections for
which the User-Resource relationship is described by a direct
connection.

User-Role Connections by HR User-Role connections based on Human Resource attributes.
Mark to include user-role connections in the output.
Unmark not to include user- role connections in the output.
Min mismatch - Set the minimum mismatch threshold to trigger an
alert.

User-Role Connections by Privileges User-Role connections based on access privilege attributes.
Mark to include user-role connections in the output.
Unmark not to include user- role connections in the output.
Min mismatch - Set the minimum mismatch threshold to trigger an
alert.

Role-Resource Connections Mark to include role-resource connections in the output.
Unmark not to include role-resource connections in the output.
Min mismatch - Set the minimum mismatch threshold to trigger an
alert.

User-Resource Dual Links Mark to include user-resource dual links in the output.
Unmark not to include user-resource dual links in the output.

User-Role Dual Links Mark to include user-resource dual links in the output.
Unmark not to include user-resource dual links in the output.

Role-Resource Dual Links Mark to include role-resource dual links in the output.
Unmark not to include role resource dual links in the output.

Role- Role Dual Links Mark to include role-role dual links in the output.
Unmark not to include role-role dual links in the output.
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Similar Roles and Role Hierarchy

This tab identifies related roles/resources and hierarchy opportunities. In this tab, the intention is to identify role definitions
that are related (very close to one another indicating that perhaps they should be unified), as well as opportunities for role
hierarchies (simplifying the definition of a role if it is a superset of another role). Similarly, resources can be identified that
contain a high degree of overlap.

The fields are described in the following table:

Option Description
Roles Covering Same Users % of Each Role Users Covered by Other Role. Insert a

percentage.
Mark to include roles covering same users in the output.
Unmark not to include roles covering same users in the output.

Roles Covering Same Resources % of Each Role Resources Covered by Other Role. Insert a
percentage.
Mark to include roles covering same resource in the output.
Unmark not to include roles covering same resource in the output.

Role with % of Users Covered by Another Role. Insert a percentage.
Mark to include in the output.
Unmark not to include in the output.

Role with % of Resources Covered by Another Role. Insert a percentage.
Mark to include in the output.
Unmark not to include in the output.

Roles Potentially Subsumed % of Users and All Resources Covered. Insert a percentage.
Mark to include in the output.
Unmark not to include in the output.

Roles Potentially Subsumed % of Resources and All Users Covered. Insert a percentage.
Mark to include in the output.
Unmark not to include in the output.

Roles with At Least % of Users and % of Resource overlap. Insert a percentage for
Users and for Resource overlap.
Mark to include in the output.
Unmark not to include in the output.

Roles Hierarchy Opportunities Mark to include roles hierarchy opportunities in the output.
Unmark not to include roles hierarchy opportunities in the output.

 

Similar Resources

This tab identifies almost matching users and resources and then identifies users/resources that almost match a role
according to the threshold percentage. For each user, this option also identifies other roles that are populated by users
with similar attributes.
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The fields are described in the following table:

Option Description
Resources with >= % of Common Users. Insert a percentage.

Mark to include in the output.
Unmark not to include in the output.

Resources Hierarchy Opportunities % of Common Users. Insert a percentage.
Mark to include in the output.
Unmark not to include in the output.

 

In Out of Pattern Entities

This tab checks whether entities are within or outside the designated pattern, depending on which check boxes are
marked.

The fields are described in the following table:

Option Description
Users Matching % of a Role's Resources. Insert threshold.

Mark to include users matching in the output.
Unmark not to include users matching in the output.

Resources Matching % of Role's Users. Insert threshold.
Mark to include resources matching in the output.
Unmark not to include resources matching in the output.

Propose New Roles for Users Mismatch level. Insert threshold.
Mark to propose new roles for users in the output.
Unmark not to propose new roles for users in the output.

Propose New Resources for Users Mismatch level. Insert threshold.
Mark to propose new resources for users in the output.
Unmark not to propose new resources for users in the output.

Identify Users Matching Rule Based Roles Mark to propose new resources for users in the output.
Unmark not to propose new resources for users in the output.

Identify Users Not Matching Rule Based Roles Mark to propose new resources for users in the output.
Unmark not to propose new resources for users in the output.

 

Entities with Many Few Connections

This tab identifies users and resources with very few or very many connections, depending on which check boxes are
marked.
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The fields are described in the following table:

Option Description
Users with >= Direct Resources, Total Resources, Roles. Insert threshold.

<= Direct Resources, Total Resources, Roles. Insert threshold.
Mark to include in the output.
Unmark not to include in the output.

Resources with >= Direct Users, Total Users, Roles. Insert threshold.
<= Direct Users, Total Users, Roles. Insert threshold.
Mark to include in the output.
Unmark not to include in the output.

Roles with >= Direct Resources, Total Resources, Sub-roles. Insert threshold.
>= Direct Users, Total Users, Parent Roles. Insert threshold.
<= Direct Resources, Total Resources, Sub-roles. Insert threshold.
<= Direct Users, Total Users, Parent Roles. Insert threshold.
Mark to include in the output.
Unmark not to include in the output.

AuditCard Properties

To view a statistical report on the suspicion types and progress in handling the suspicion, click View, AuditCard Properties
when an AuditCard is open.

For each suspicion type, the following statistics are displayed:

Field Description
Suspected The number of suspected records for the specific type of

suspicion.
OK The number of suspected records of the specific type of suspicion

that have been found to be OK after the suspicion was examined.
Addressed The number of suspected records of the specific type of suspicion

that have already been handled.
In Progress The number of suspected records of the specific type that are

currently being handled.
Total The total number of suspected records of the specific type that are

being handled plus those whose handling has been completed.

Delete

You can delete records designated as suspicious when an AuditCard is open. To remove a record simply press the Delete
key. No confirmation message is displayed, so caution is recommended before doing this.

Audit Codes

Audit codes explain the reason that the system has designated the record as suspicious. The following are the audit
codes that currently exist in Identity Governance:

Audit Code Text Audit Code No. Audit Code Text Audit Code No.
"Suspect Role Definition" 101 "User with Few Direct

Resources"
804
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"Suspect Role Def (User)" 102 "User with Few Total
Resources"

805

"Suspected Collector" 201 "User is Member of Few Roles" 806
"Suspected Collector (Res)" 202 "Resource with Many Direct

Users"
807

"Suspected Collectible" 301 "Resource with Many Total
Users"

809

"Suspected Collectible (User)" 302 "Resource Used by Many
Roles"

810

"Suspect User-Res Connection" 401 "Resource with Few Direct
Users"

811

"Suspect User-Role Connection" 402 "Role with Many Users" 814
"Suspect Role-Res Connection" 403 "Role with Many Total Users" 815
"Roles For Almost Same
Resources"

501 "Role with Many Resources" 816

"Roles For Almost Same Users" 502 "Role with Many Total
Resources"

817

"Role Resources Covered By
Another"

503 "Role with Many Sub Roles" 818

"Role Users Covered By
Another"

504 "Role with Many Parent Roles" 819

"Role Subsumed By Another
(Same Resources)"

505 "Role with Few Users" 820

"Role Subsumed By Another
(Same Users)"

506 "Role with Few Total Users" 821

"Hierarchy Opportunity (Parent
Child)"

507 "Role with Few Resources" 822

"Overlapping Resources
(Users)"

508 "Role with Few Total Resources" 823

"Resources Hierarchy
Opportunity (Fuller Partial)"

509 "Role with Few Sub Roles" 824

"User Almost Matches a Role" 601 "Role with Few Parent Roles" 825
"Resource Almost Matches a
Role"

602 "Dual User-Resource Link" 826

"User with Many Direct
Resources"

801 "Dual Role-Resource Link" 827

"User with Many Total
Resources"

802 "Dual Role-Role Link" 828

"User is Member of Many Roles" 803   

Set AuditCard Alert Options
Contents

The primary audit alerts management options are accessed by highlighting one or more AuditCard records and activating
the right-click control menu.

• View Roles Overlap and Choose Whether to Merge
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Activate entity window for more details about problematic entity.
• Details of ADMNMGR

The Identity Governance suggestion for handling specific alert.

Set Entry Status To

This is the main tool for tracking progress of alert handling. Four options are available:

Status Name Icon Description
Suspected Initial designation of a record as suspicious.

OK The alert was examined and found to be in
compliance.

Addressed The problem detected has been handled by
audit personnel and is no longer a problem.

In Progress The problem is in the process of being
handled by audit personnel.

Audit status appears in the far left-hand column of the AuditCard. If status has been changed by the Role Engineer , then
the status name and icon in the left-hand column will also change.

Create a New AuditCard with the Selected Alerts

To use this option, highlight alerts in the AuditCard. Then, right-click on the highlighted records, and choose Create a New
AuditCard with the Selected Alerts. A new AuditCard window will open containing the selected alerts only.

Alert Handling Suggestions

Identity Governance generally offers “intelligent” suggestions for handling an alert based on its analysis of each generated
alert. The range of suggestions is very wide and corresponds to the type of alert. If the Role Engineer clicks on the
suggestion, a relevant follow-up window often opens to continue handling the problem as suggested. In some cases,
Identity Governance does not make any suggestions for handling the alert but does give direct access to the entity details
window (refer to the following section).

The following are some examples of suggestions from an actual AuditCard:

Audit Code Suggestion Action
Suspected Collector Review User Definition Opens User window
Suspected Collectible Review Resource Definition Opens Resource window
Suspect Role Definition Review Role Definition Opens Role window
Suspect Role-Res Connection Remove privilege to “SYS1, RACFPROD,

RACF22” from Role “ADMHR”
Privilege will be removed and alert will be
marked as “Addressed”.
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Suspect User-Role Connection Remove privilege to “SYS1, RACFPROD,
RACF22” from User “John Doe [ID NO.
NNN]”

Privilege will be removed and alert will be
marked as “Addressed”.

Suspect User-Resource Connection Remove privilege to “BRLIMSYS,
RACFPROD, RACF22” from user “John
Doe [ID NO. NNN]”

Privilege will be removed and alert will be
marked as “Addressed”.

Roles for Almost Same Users View overlap and choose whether to merge Merge Role Definitions window will open.
If OK is pressed a merge occurs, and the
alert is marked as “addressed”.

Roles Users Covered by Another View overlap and choose whether to merge Merge Role Definitions window will open.
If OK is pressed a merge occurs, and the
alert is marked as “addressed”.

Roles Resources Covered by Another View overlap and choose whether to merge Merge Role Definitions window will open.
If OK is pressed a merge occurs, and the
alert is marked as “addressed”.

User Almost Matches a Role Add privilege to “FINAR” for User “John
Smith [ID NO. NNN]”

Privilege will be added and alert will be
marked as “Addressed”.

New Role Proposal Add privilege to “FINAR” for User “Jim
Jones [ID NO. NNN]”

Privilege will be added and alert will be
marked as “Addressed”.

User with Few total Resources Review User Definition Opens User window.

Details

This option appears among the options listed for the AuditCard right-click menu. It is a sort of short cut that directly
accesses the indicated entity window and is provided to facilitate examination of the relevant problematic entity.

Print Selected

Opens the Microsoft Windows Print window to print the selected alerts.

Print Selected Preview

This option shows a print preview of the selected alerts.

Business Policy Rules
  

A Business Policy Rule (BPR) expresses business, provisioning, or security constraints as a logical condition that can be
applied to the entities and links in a Identity Governance configuration. For example:

<Purchasing> forbidden to be <Subcontractor Payments>

You can apply this rule to a Identity Governance configuration to ensure that workers who have privileges to order stock
from subcontractors do not have privileges to authorize payments to those subcontractors.

Typically a BPR is defined by specifying the following information:
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• The type of rule—Identity Governance provides a broad range of rules that let you examine and compare various entity
values. The rule type that is used in the previous example is Restrict access of users to roles by role access. This type
of rule restricts the roles that a user can have based on other roles they already have.

• The logical condition—in our example, users with certain roles are forbidden from having other roles. You can also use
this type of rule to allow or require users with certain roles to have other roles.

• Data sets and limit values—in our example, we specify a set of roles that are related to purchasing functions, and
another set of roles that grant payment privileges.

NOTE
A Business Policy is a set of BPRs. This policy (saved as a BPR file) exists independently of any specific
configuration. The rules that comprise the policy can be adapted and applied to any Identity Governance
configuration to verify its logic, integrity, and compliance with policy.

Create and Run Business Policies
 

Create a Business Policy
Contents

Create a business policy to apply a set of BPRs to a Identity Governance configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Compliance Management, BPR Management.
The BPR list screen appears. The table lists all business policy rules in the database.
Click Add New.
The Create BPR screen appears.

2. Specify the settings for the policy. The following field is not self-explanatory:
– Reference Configuration

The configuration used to create and test the policy.

NOTE
Business policies are independent of configuration files. The reference configuration is only used to create
and test the policy. You can apply the finished business policy to any configuration.

3. Specify optional behaviors for the policy under Policy Attributes. Options include the following:
– Read Only

Specifies whether you can edit the policy.
– Logged

Specifies whether changes to the policy are recorded in the transaction log.
– Completed

This field is not currently used.
4. Click Save.

The business policy is created in the database.
The Edit BPR screen appears.

5. Click Add Rule to create a rule.
6. Click Test to test the rule set against the reference configuration.

You have created a business policy to apply a set of BPRs to a Identity Governance configuration.
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Create Business Policy Rules

Step through the wizard to create a rule, as follows:

1. Under Basic Information, provide information that describes the scope and purpose of the rule. The following fields are
not self-explanatory:
– Score

A numeric value (0-100) that defines the risk level of a violation of this rule. This score is compared to the universe
risk thresholds during certification, and used to categorize warnings for the violation as high, medium, or low.

NOTE
For more information about risk thresholds, see the Configuring section.

Default: 50
– Owner

Defines the user responsible for the rule.
– Compliance Message

Defines the message that is displayed when viewing the warning for the rule violation.
– Business Area/Business Process

Text fields that define the scope and purpose of the rule. These fields are descriptive and do not affect processing
of the rule.

2. Under logic, specify values for the following fields to define the underlying logic of the rule:
– Type

Specifies the rule type that defines what entities are examined to identify violations.
– Restriction

Specifies the restrictions for examined entities.
3. Under Data, define the entities that are examined. You can select individual entities, or specify attribute values to

select a group of entities.
Many types of rules compare two sets of entities. In these cases, the Data screen is divided into two areas, left and
right, and the logic of the rule is stated in terms of these two groups.
For other types of rules you define numerical thresholds, date ranges, or text matching patterns.

4. The Summary screen displays rule settings, and lets you test the rule against the reference configuration before you
create the rule.

Rule Types

When you create a business policy rule, specify the type of rule you want to create in the Type field of the rule creation
wizard.

Together, the rule type and the restriction type define the rule logic.

The following types of rule are available:

• Resource – Resource (by Roles)
Roles that include specified resources solely/must/must not/may/can only include specified resources.
This rule corresponds to the resource.resource.byRole rule type in the Client Tools.

• Resource – Resource (by Users)
Users that can access specified resources solely/must/must not/may/can only access other specified resources.
This rule corresponds to the resource.resource.byUser rule type in the Client Tools.

• Role – Resource (by Roles)
Roles that include specified roles solely/must/must not/may/can only include specified resources.
This rule corresponds to the resource.role.byRole rule type in the Client Tools.

• Role – Resource (by Users)
Users that can access specified roles solely/must/must not/may/can only access specified resources. For example,
users with the Research or IT role must have access to the Unix Admin resource.
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This rule corresponds to the resource.role.byUser rule type in the Client Tools.
• Role – Role (by Roles)

Roles that include specified roles solely/must/must not/may/can only include other specified roles. For example, roles
that include the Purchasing role cannot include the Finance role.
This rule corresponds to the role.role.byRole rule type in the Client Tools.

• Role – Role (by Users)
Users that can access specified roles solely/must/must not/may/can only access other specified roles. For example,
only users with the Manager or Sys Admin roles can have the Database Creator or Database Editor roles.
This rule corresponds to the role.role.byUser rule type in the Client Tools.

• Segregation of Duty Resources
Use this rule to segregate duties. You specify a set of resources and a target amount of resources. Each user must
have more than/exactly/less than the specified number of resources from the specified set of resources.
This rule corresponds to the segregation.role rule type in the Client Tools.

• Segregation of Duty Roles
Use this rule to segregate duties. You specify a set of roles and a target number of roles. Each user must have more
than/exactly/less than the specified number of roles from the specified set of roles. For example: define a set that
includes all roles that let users approve purchases. You can then restrict the number of these roles that users can have
simultaneously.
This rule corresponds to the segregation.role rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Attribute - Resource
Users with specified attribute values solely/must/must not/may/can only access specified resources.
This rule corresponds to the user.attribute.resource rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Attribute - Role
Users with specified attribute values solely/must/must not/may/can only access specified roles. For example, the
Marketing_Paris role can only be given to users with the Location attribute equal to France and the Organization
attribute equal to Sales.
This rule corresponds to the user.attribute.role rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Attribute - Role Attribute
Users with specified attribute values solely/must/must not/may/can only access roles with specified attribute values.
For example, only users with the Company attribute equal to Temporary are assigned all roles with the organization
attribute equal to Subcontractors.
This rule corresponds to the user.attribute.role.attribute rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Attribute Value
Use this rule to select user attribute values. You can define a range of test restrictions on attribute values that check for
null values, numerical and date ranges, and text patterns.
This rule corresponds to the user.attribute.value rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Counter of Resources
The number of users with the specified resources must be more than/less than/exactly/unequal to the specified
numerical limit. When you specify the forbidden value restriction, the rule limits the number of users that may not have
the specified resources - all other users must have these resources.
This rule corresponds to the user.count.resource rule type in the Client Tools.

• User Counter of Roles
The number of users with the specified roles must be more than/less than/exactly/unequal to the specified numerical
limit. When you specify the forbidden value restriction, the rule limits the number of users that may not have the
specified roles - all other users must have these resources.
This rule corresponds to the user.count.role rule type in the Client Tools.

Rule Restrictions

Most rules describe a relationship between two groups of entities. You specify the members of these groups when you
create a rule. These groups are identified as Left and Right in BPR editing screens. The following table lists the rule types
and the restrictions available for each rule type.
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• Role – Role (by Users)
– Only <L> May Have Reason:

Only users that have roles on the left may have roles on the right side.
– <L> Must Have Reason:

Users that have roles on the left must have roles on the right.
– <L> Forbidden to Have Reason:

Users that have roles on the left must not have roles on the right.
– <L> Only Allowed to Have Reason:

Users that have roles on the left can only have roles on the right, and no others.
• Role – Role (by Roles)

– Only <L> May Have Reason:
Only roles that have child roles on the left may have roles on the right as children

– <L> Must Have Reason:
Roles that have child roles on the left must have roles on the right as children.

– <L> Forbidden to Have Reason:
Roles that have child roles on the left must not have roles on the right as children.

– <L> Only Allowed to Have Reason:
Roles that have child roles on the left can only have roles on the right as children, and no others.

• Role – Resource (by Users)
– Only <L> May Have Reason:

Only users that have roles on the left may access resources on the right.
– <L> Must Have Reason:

Users that have roles on the left must access resources on the right.
– <L> Forbidden to Have Reason:

Users that have roles on the left are must not access resources on the right.
– <L> Only Allowed to Have Reason:

Users that have roles on the left can only access resources on the right, and no others.
• Role – Resource (by Roles)

– Only <L> May Have Reason:
Only roles that are parents of roles on the left may access resources on the right.

– <L> Must Have Reason:
Roles that are parents of roles on the left must access resources on the right.

– <L> Forbidden to Have Reason:
Roles that are parents of roles on the left must not access resources on the right.

– <L> Only Allowed to Have Reason:
Roles that are parents of roles on the left can access only resources on the right, and no others.

• Resource – Resource (by Users)
– Only <L> May Have Reason:

Only users that can access resources on the left may access resources on the right.
– <L> Must Have Reason:

Users that can access resources on the left must access resources on the right.
– <L> Forbidden to Have Reason:

Users that can access resources on the left must not access resources on the right.
– <L> Only Allowed to Have Reason:

Users that can access resources on the left can access only resources on the right, and no others.
• Resource – Resource (by Roles)

– Only <L> May have Reason:
Only roles that include resources on the left may include resources on the right.

– <L> Must have Reason:
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Roles that include resources on the left must include resources on the right.
– <L> Forbidden to have Reason:

Roles that include resources on the left must not include resources on the right.
– <L> Only allowed to have Reason:

Roles that include resources on the left can include only resources on the right, and no others.
• User Attribute - Role

– Only <L> May have Reason:
Only users with user attributes on the left may have roles on the right.

– <L> Must have Reason:
Users with user attributes on the left must have roles on the right.

– <L> Forbidden to have Reason:
Users with user attributes on the left are forbidden to have roles on the right.

– <L> Only allowed to have Reason:
Users with user attributes on the left can have only roles on the right, and no others.

• User Attribute - Role Attribute
– Only <L> May have Reason:

Only users with attributes on the left may have roles with attributes on the right.
– <L> Must have Reason:

Users with attributes on the left must have roles with attributes on the right.
– <L> Forbidden to have Reason:

Users with attributes on the left are forbidden to have roles with attributes on the right.
– <L> Only allowed to have Reason:

Users with attributes on the left can have only roles with attributes on the right, and no others.
• User Attribute - Resource

– Only <L> May have Reason:
Only users with user attributes on the left may access resources on the right.

– <L> Must have Reason:
Users with user attributes on the left must access resources on the right.

– <L> Forbidden to have Reason:
Users with user attributes on the left are forbidden to access resources on the right.

– <L> Only allowed to have Reason:
Users with attributes on the left can access only resources on the right, and no others.

• Segregation of Duty Roles
– Should have no more than Reason: of <L>

Users should have no more than number (on right) of the roles on the left.
– Should have at least Reason: of <L>

Users should have at least number (on right) of the roles on the left.
– Should have exactly Reason: of <L>

Users must have exactly number (on right) of the roles on the left.
• Segregation of Duty Resources

– Should have no more than Reason: of <L>
Users should have no more than number (on right) of the resources on the left.

– Should have at least Reason: of <L>
Users should have at least number (on right) of the resources on the left.

– Should have exactly Reason: of <L>
Users must have exactly number (on right) of the resources on the left.

• User Counter of Roles
– Should have no more than Reason: Users
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Roles on the left should have no more than number (on right) users.
– Should have at least Reason: Users

Roles on the left should have at least number (on right) users.
– Should have exactly Reason: Users

Roles on the left must have exactly number (on right) users.
• User Counter of Resources

– Should have no more than Reason: Users
Resources on the left should have no more than number (on right) users.

– Should have at least Reason: Users
Resources on the left should have at least number (on right) users.

– Should have exactly Reason: Users
Resources on the left must have exactly number (on right) users.

• User Attribute Value
– Number <L> must be greater than Reason:

The numeric value of the user attribute on the left must have a greater value than the numeric value on the right.
– Number <L> must be less than Reason:

The numeric value of the user attribute on the left must be less than the numeric value on the right.
– Number <L> must be equal to Reason:

The numeric value of the user attribute on the left must be equal to the numeric value on the right.
– Date <L> must be earlier than Reason:

The date for the user attribute on the left must be earlier than the date on the right.
– Date <L> must be later than Reason:

The date for the user attribute on the left must be later than the date listed on the right.
– <L> Must match regular expression Reason:

The value for the user attribute on the left must match the value defined by the regular expression on the right.
– <L> Must not match regular expression Reason:

The value for the user attribute on the left must not match the value defined by the regular expression on the right.
– <L> Should be empty

The value for the user attribute on the left should be empty.
– <L> Should not be empty

The value for the user attribute selected on the left should not be empty.

Run a Business Policy Against a Configuration

When you apply a business policy to a configuration, Identity Governance analyzes the configuration to find entities and
links that violate the rules of the policy. The result is an Audit Card that contains all violations of policy that were found in
the configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Portal, go to Compliance Management, BPR Management.
The table lists all business policies in the database.

2. Click Run.
3. Specify values for the following fields:

– Audit Card
Defines the name of the Audit Card that contains any violations that are found in the target configuration.

– Configuration
Specifies a configuration file in the database that is the target for business policy analysis.

4. In the Select BPRs area of the screen, select the business policy that you want to apply to the target configuration.
5. Click Run.
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The Audit Card is created, and analysis of the configuration begins. If no violations are found, the empty Audit Card is
deleted from the database.

Create a Business Policy File with New BPRs
Contents

Business Policy documents are constructed either manually by entering text directly into the Edit Business Policy
Business Process Rule window one entry a time, or in a group wise manner by selecting a group of entities and dragging
them onto the BPR window.

Entering Entities - Manual Method

You can add roles and resources for new or complex BPR rules by manually typing using the Edit window.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Configuration and Business Policy documents.
2. Right-click in the BPR window, and select Add Business Process Rule (or click the Insert shortcut key).

The Edit Business Policy Business Process Rule window opens.
3. Enter identifying text in the Rule ID field.
4. Select a Rule Type from the Rule Type drop-down list.
5. Select a Restriction for the rule from the Restriction drop-down list.
6. Enter values for the Left and Right entities in the Left and Right Entities edit boxes.

This method is acceptable when editing or adding occasional records to an existing policy document. If you have
selected a Default Configuration then you can select entities from the drop-down list.

7. Click Add to add the Entity values to their respective lists.
8. Click OK.

The rule is added to the Business Policy Document.

Entering Entities - Group Method

When adding roles and resources for new or complex BPR rules, manual typing can be tedious and prone to errors. In this
case, it is preferable to use the drag-and-drop copy method and add entities as a group. When adding the entities as a
group you select them from a pre-existing configuration file and drag them to the respective left or right entities for a rule
you have set up in a Business Policy document.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Configuration and Business Policy documents.
2. Right-click in the Business Policy document and select Add Business Process Rule.

The Edit Business Process Rule window opens.
3. In the Edit Business Process Rule window enter values for the Rule ID, Rule Type and Restriction.
4. Click OK, and the rule is added the Business Policy document. The rule is only partially complete as it is missing

values for the Left and Right entities.
5. Select the Configuration file that is open on the desktop and that functions as the source of the rule entities.

According to the rule created, select a group of values from the configuration that match the Left entity for the rule that
was only created. Assuming the rule was of type Role-Resource select a group of roles from the Role Name column in
the configuration file.

6. Drag-and-drop the group into the Left Entities field of the new rule in the Business Policy window. A name now
appears in the Left Entities field for the rule.

7. Select a group of values from the column in the configuration file that matches the Right entity of the rule.
8. Drag-and-drop the group into the Right Entities field of the new rule in the Business Policy window.
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A name now appears in the Right Entities field for the rule.
9. Click the rule in the Business Policy window and the Edit Business Process Rule window opens. The values selected

for the entities now appear in the Left and Right Entities list.
10. Edit the contents of the list by removing entries as required. Add more entries as required.
11. Save your changes.
12. Select a configuration file from the Default configuration drop-down.

As the entities are being dragged, the cursor pointer symbol changes from LINK (indicating the record is in memory) to Ө
(indicating the record is being dragged) to ADD, before actually being “dropped” into the appropriate column.

NOTE
Roles and resources cannot be dropped on an empty record. The record must first be created before performing
drag-and-drop of roles and resources.

Check Policy Compliance
Contents

Unlike the role-based auditing options, which involve the application of internal logic to a specific configuration, this
chapter introduces Identity Governance's Compliance module. The Compliance module enables a system administrator,
business manager, auditor, or any other actor to formulate a unique set of Business Process Rules (BPRs), which
represent various constraints on privileges. These rules are formulated independently of a specific Identity Governance
configuration and can then be applied to different configurations. Thus, the Compliance module augments Identity
Governance auditing capabilities with a new and powerful compliance verification and documentation tool.

Running Business Policy Compliance Checks

To run a Compliance check

1. Open the relevant configuration file and choose Audit, Business Policy Compliance Check from the menu bar or use
the Ctrl + B keyboard shortcut.
The Business Policy Compliance Check window opens.

2. The following options can be implemented from this window:
– BPR Files check box

Mark only the Business Policy file(s) that will be run in the BPR Files list.
– Test BPR Consistency

Tests the BPR rules of the policy file for errors before performing the run. However, even if a policy file is run
without first performing this check, verification will be performed during the run process (when the Test for Violations
button is pressed), and any errors will be displayed for handling.

– Add Policy
Enables adding a policy file not already on the list.

– Remove Policy
Enables removing a policy file currently on the list.

– Test for Violations
Runs the marked policy file(s) on the currently selected Identity Governance configuration. Verification is performed
before the actual run, and any errors are displayed for handling.

– Maximum number of alerts generated for each Rule
Limits the number of alerts generated per BPR rule. An “alert” is a record that is designated as “suspected” in the
resulting AuditCard (Figure 146). Sometimes, an alert generates other alerts that are dependent on it. Putting a limit
on the number of alerts restricts the number of total alerts generated and enables the Role Engineer to focus on
basic alerts or suspected records.

– Maximum number of alerts generated for each Entity
Limits the number of alerts generated for each entity.
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Generate an AuditCard with the Compliance Module

Compliance BPR rules are written to find exceptions, which can then be examined by the relevant administrator or auditor
to determine their validity in the context of the audited system. After determining and verifying Business Process rules in
the selected Business policy files, click Test for Violations in the Business Policy Compliance Check window.

An AuditCard is generated.

The AuditCard provides a list of “suspected” violations of the policy-defined rules as applied to the specific configuration.
The format of the Compliance AuditCard is similar to the format of the AuditCard generated by running pattern-based
audit functions. However, there are differences.

Refer to the following table:

Name Description
Status The AuditCard provides a list of “suspected” violations of the Role

Engineer -defined rules as applied to the specific configuration.
ID An incremented number that shows the number of the suspected

records within the “suspected” list generated in the Compliance
AuditCard.

Date/Time Date and time that the record was generated.
Audit Code The Audit Code column lists the group and specific restriction of

the record.
First Entity The user detected by the Compliance module to whom the rule

applies.
Second Entity The left entity as recorded in the Compliance window.
Third Entity The right entity as recorded in the Compliance window.
Score Not relevant for Compliance AuditCard.
Description Description of rule as recorded by the Role Engineer when rule

was created.

Print Reports
 Contents 

  

You can make basic font and format changes to reports before publishing. This avoids the problems inherent in exporting
report data to another application for formatting and printing purposes.

An Entity Report and Role Analysis Report are generated when a configuration document is open. An AuditCard Report is
generated when an AuditCard is open.

NOTE
 In addition to the Entity Report and Role Analysis Report, Identity Governance enables printing the Users
Database and the Resources Database. Printing these documents is performed by the standard Windows
method using the File, Print option on the menu bar.

Entity Report

An Entity Report is generated when a configuration window is active. This feature enables printing a report of any single
or several highlighted entities in report format. Entity types are users, roles and resources. Only one type of entity report
can be printed at a time. For example, a role report would include unique data of the role as well as direct users, direct
resources, sub-roles and parent roles.
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This section will describe how Role Engineers can adjust the print parameters to obtain a printed report that is suitable to
their needs.

 To print an Entity Analysis Report 

1. Open the configuration that contains the desired entities.
2. Highlight the entity (or entities) to be printed. If a report that includes more than one entity of a certain type is being

generated, the Ctrl + mouse click or Shift + mouse combination can be used to highlight them.

Print Preview

Go to Discovery, Entity Analysis Report on the menu bar and choose Print Preview.

The following options are available from the Preview Print button bar:

Button Description
Print Prints the document as it appears on screen.
Next Page Displays the next page of the report.
Prev Page Displays the previous page of the report.
One Page / Two Page Toggles between displaying one page or two pages of the

document.
Zoom In When the pointing device is held on a page of the report,

the pointer changes from its normal appearance (usually an
arrowhead) to a magnifying glass icon. This signifies that by
clicking on the document zoom-in will be performed. Usually, it is
possible to zoom in two orders of magnitude (clicking each time to
do so). Clicking a third time will return the document image to its
original size.

Zoom Out After zoom-in is performed (by clicking on the document image),
the Zoom Out button becomes active. Click the Zoom Out button
to return the document image to its original size.

Close Closes the Preview window and returns to the previous window.

 

Print Fonts

The report fonts can be set from inside the Set Print Fonts window.

 To set the report print fonts 

1. From the menu bar select Print, Set Print Fonts.
2. For each print font element click the Set button. The Font window opens.
3. Make your font selections.
4. Click OK and your choices are shown in the Set Print Fonts window

Note that four types of fonts can be determined for different parts of the report: header, footer, title and text.

NOTE
 These font choices become the print default for all subsequent print jobs until they are changed.
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Print Setup

To print, choose Print Setup from the menu bar. Verify that the printer is connected and in proper working order. Verify that
the name of the printer in the print setup window matches the printer to which you are printing, size of the paper is correct
and portrait or landscape printing has been chosen, as appropriate for the print job.

Role Analysis Report

A Role Analysis Report is generated when a configuration window is active. This feature enables printing a report of any
single or several roles plus an analysis.

A Role Analysis Report includes the data in a Role Entity Report as well as almost matching users, almost matching
resources, potential sub-roles, potential parent roles, and related roles. The thresholds of these parameters are
determined in the Discovery menu.

AuditCard Report

 Identity Governance enables printing an entire AuditCard or selected records as designated by the Role Engineer. An
AuditCard report is generated when an AuditCard is active. Large systems may generate long and unwieldy lists of alerts,
so it may be advisable to print only selected parts for further examination. This subject is covered below.

Print Selected Preview

To print selected parts of an AuditCard, highlight those specific alerts in the AuditCard. Use the Windows Ctrl + Mouse
click and Shift + Mouse click to mark the desired alerts. This option opens the preview window where the print job can be
reviewed before printing.

Print Selected

Opens the Microsoft Windows Print Setup window to print the selected alerts. The report can be printed directly without
previewing.

Print Font Settings

While the content of the reports may vary according to the type of report that you generate, the Font format used
for various report elements is maintained across all report types. The elements include report titles, text, headers,
and footers. Once the report font characteristics are set you only need to deal with generating reports. This section deals
with setting the font format and characteristics used in the reports.

 To set the fonts used in reports 

1. Click File, General Settings.
The Discover and Audit Settings window opens

2. Select the Print Fonts tab.
A window opens previewing the font formatting used for the Header, Footer, Title and Text report elements.

3. For each print font element click Set.
The Font window opens.

4. Make your font selections.
5. Click OK and your choices are shown in the Set Print Fonts window.

Note that four types of fonts can be determined for different parts of the report: header, footer, title and text.

 Note: These font choices become the print default used in all subsequent print jobs until they are changed.
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Import and Export
The import process transfers user information into Identity Governance from the native systems on which it resides. The
export process returns the information to the native systems after creating and modifying roles with Identity Governance.

Data Management provides a number of converters through which user information is processed. These import and
export facilities represent the most common operating systems used on the native security systems.

The converters are located in the Import and Export menus.

Supported Import and Export Platforms

The Import and Export menus provide support for importing and exporting user and user privilege information to and from
Identity Governance.

Follow these steps:

1. From the menu bar, select either Import or Export.
The menu opens and lists the Import/Export converters.

2. Select the converter that you want to use.
The selected converter opens.

The Import menu provides support for importing from the following file types and platforms:

• CSV files
• LDIF files
• Active Directory
• RACF
• TSS
• Unix

The Export menu provides support for exporting to the following file types and platforms:

• Active Directory
• RACF
• SQL Database
• CSV files

CSV Files Converter
Contents

Import from CSV Files

It is often convenient to convert information about users and privileges from native security systems into simple CSV
files. The CSV (Comma Separated Values) format is the most common import and export format for spreadsheets and
databases. CSV files can then be manipulated and extended using simple tools such as Excel, if necessary. Identity
Governance has its own converter that takes several CSV files as input and creates a Identity Governance configuration.

Typically, the Identity Governance CSV converter uses several CSV files as input, with each individual file representing
one entity type (such as users and resources databases) or one relation between two entity types (roles). Some of the
files are optional and if not specified at the time of import will be assumed to be empty. The converter produces one output
file, which is the Identity Governance configuration file.

NOTE
The UsersDB and ResDB files are not created and are assumed to be provided in the same CSV format as used
in a Identity Governance configuration.
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Entity Files

Users database

The first row in the entity file must be a header row. Each subsequent row represents a single user, where the row
contains the following fields:

• PersonID—the key, and must be unique
• UserName
• Organization
• Organization Type
• Field 1 to Field n (optional)

• Resources database
The first row in the entity file must be a header row. Each subsequent row represents a single resource and contains
the following fields, where a combination of Resource Name 1, 2, and 3 is the key and is assumed to be unique:
– Resource Name 1
– Resource Name 2
– Resource Name 3
– Field 1 to Field n (optional)

• Roles
The Roles entity file does not require a header row. The file has one row per role definition, each with the following
fields:
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– Role Name - must be unique
– Description
– Organization
– Owner
– Type
– Creation Date
– Reviewer
– Approval Status
– Approval Date
– Rule
– Organization 2
– Organization 3
– Expiration Date

Relations Files

User-Resource Connections

The User-Resource Connections entity file does not require a header row. The file requires one row per connection, each
with the following fields:

• PersonID
• Resource Name 1
• Resource Name 2
• Resource Name 3
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• Role-Resource Connections
The Role-Resource Connections entity file does not require a header row. The file requires one row per connection,
each with the following fields:
– RoleID
– Resource Name 1
– Resource Name 2
– Resource Name 3

• User-Role Connections
The User-Role Connections entity file does not require a header row. The file requires one row per connection, each
with the following fields:
– PersonID
– Role Name
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• Role-Role Connections
The Role-Role Connections entity file does not require a header row. The file requires one row per connection, each
with the following fields:
– Role Name (parent)
– Role Name (child)

Import a CSV File

To import a Identity Governance Configuration from a CSV file

1. Click Import, Import from CSV file from the main menu.
The Importing to Identity Governance Configuration from CSV Files dialog appears.

2. Specify the pathname of the configuration file that receives imported data.
3. Specify the pathnames of the CSV files containing entity and link information.
4. Specify the character used to separate values in the CSV file set.
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NOTE
Some of the inputs may remain empty. For example, if you import from a system that does not yet have
roles, then you leave the roles file and all the role connections files fields clear. The output is a Identity
Governance configuration file that can then be opened to perform role discovery and audit activities.

During the import process, Identity Governance creates a log file in the Identity Governance Logs folder. This log
file is separate from the Identity Governance main log file, and is named according to Identity Governance's naming
convention, which follows: eurekifyCSVConverter_<username>_<date>_<time>.log. This log file contains all the errors
and misconfigurations that Identity Governance has encountered. Identity Governance will prompt you to view this log
file when the import is finished.
At the end of the conversion process, a message is displayed that indicates whether errors were detected.

WARNING
In case of errors, review the log file to ensure that it does not contain material warnings. The configuration
file does not automatically open.

5. To open the configuration file from the File menu select Open from File, and navigate to the target folder to open it.

Prevent Role-Role Cyclical Dependencies in CSV File Import

Symptom:

I tried to run an import in the portal using CSV files with cyclical links. After the import completes, I cannot open the Model
or Master configurations.

Solution:

When importing data into Identity Governance using CSV file format, Identity Governance can detect and prevent role-role
cyclic dependencies.

Set the following properties:

• import.csv.shouldCheckRoleRoleCyclicLinks=true
• import.csv.shouldCheckRoleRoleCyclicLinks.shouldFailOnRoleCyclic=true

NOTE
The second property is relevant only if the first property is set to true.

CSV File Import Generation

Symptom:

When I import data in a CSV file from Microsoft Excel, the file is corrupted after porting to Identity Governance. Upon
looking at the resultant CSV file, it is seen that the backslash ("\") character is removed under certain circumstances.

Solution:

When importing CSV files into Identity Governance, use the following property setting:

import.csv.reader.escape

Description: Changes the escape character to a specific character not included in the CSV font set when the backslash
character ("\") is included.

Export to CSV Files

Identity Governance can convert a configuration file to CSV files for uploading to an external security system.

To export a configuration to CSV files

1. Click Export, Export to CSV Files.
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The Exporting from Identity Governance Configuration to CSV Files window opens.
2. Specify the pathname of the source configuration file.
3. Specify the pathnames of the exported data files.

The following field is not self-explanatory:
– Role ID as Number

This option is available for compatibility with previous versions of Identity Governance where a role was identified
by a Role ID (number). Otherwise, it should be unchecked.

4. Click Export.
During the export process, Identity Governance creates a log file in the Identity Governance Logs folder. This log
file is separate from the Identity Governance main log file, and is named according to Identity Governance's naming
convention eurekfiyCSVConverter_<username>_<date>_<time>.log. This log file contains all the errors and mis-
configurations that Identity Governance has encountered. Identity Governance prompts you to view this log file when
the export is finished.
At the end of the conversion process, a message is displayed that indicates whether errors were detected.

NOTE
Review the log file to ensure that it does not contain material warnings.

CSV Mapper Utility

The CSV Mapper Utility allows you to extract user and resource data from any CSV file and map that data to create
Identity Governance Configuration files, and User and Resource databases. The utility does not identify any role
relationship that may exist between the Users and Resources in CSV file.

To map a CSV file to Identity Governance entities

1. Click Import, CSV Mapper Utility.
The CSV Mapper window opens.

2. In the Files section, specify the pathnames of source and target data files, and specify the character used to separate
data values in the source CSV file.

3. In the Source CSV to DNA Mapping section, specify the columns in the source CSV file that correspond to mandatory
user and resource fields.

4. Click Convert.
The CSV Mapper Utility creates each of the CFG, UDB, RDB files and locates them as indicated in the CSV Mapper
Utility.

Generic LDIF Converter
This converter is provided by Identity Governance, and retrieves data from a given LDIF file. The converter allows
mapping different attributes of LDIF objects to Identity Governance fields. Once a map was designed it can be easily rerun
on the same file or on other LDIF files to produce Identity Governance configurations.

To start an LDIF conversion

1. Click File, Import From External Sources, Import from LDIF File.
The Import LDIF dialog appears.

2. Specify the LDIF file to convert and the target Identity Governance configuration files to be created.
If you have an LDIF-Identity Governance map xml file you may specify it and continue with Step 6.

3. Click Edit Mapping.
The SET LDIF Mapping dialog appears.

4. The mapping allows 3 views of LDIF objects.
– Map an LDIF object to a Identity Governance entity

The object may either be a user, a role or a resource. In order to perform the mapping, choose both object and
entity and click “Add”. After choosing a Identity Governance entity for a specific object an attribute mapping is
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required. Select attributes for the relevant Identity Governance fields and click “Set” to add them to the mapping list.
You may also map Identity Governance fields to an OU of the object or to a constant text.

– Link Identity Governance entities based on LDIF object attributes
When an LDIF object has an attribute pointing to another object this link may be reflected in the Identity
Governance configuration. Select the source and destination objects and choose the attributes of the objects that
should match. Click “Add / Set” to add the selected mapping to the list.

– Link Identity Governance entities based on attributes of an LDIF object
When an LDIF object represents a link between two other objects this link may be reflected in the Identity
Governance configuration. Choose the object representing the link and select the source and destination attributes
from the object attributes. For both source and destination attributes select which field of which entity they should
match. Click “Add / Set” to add the selected mapping to the list.

In any stage of the mapping click Show Example to view an example of the attributes of the selected object. This is
designed to assist you when choosing attribute mappings.

5. After you finish mapping all relevant data click Save to save the mapping to an xml file and return to the conversion
window. This mapping may be edited in the future.

6. When you are pleased with the mapping click Start to perform the actual data conversion and open the generated
Identity Governance configuration.

Active Directory Converter
 Contents 

  

Active Directory (AD) is a Microsoft directory service for storing information about network-based entities, such as users,
groups, applications, files, and printers. It is the central authority that manages the identities and brokers the relationships
between these distributed resources, thereby enabling them to work together. It is a mechanism for managing the
identities and relationships of the distributed resources that make up network environments. Since Active Directory is
the central authority for network security, enabling the operating system to verify a user's identity and control access to
network resources, it is the natural point from which to download users, groups and resources information into Identity
Governance.

After performing role discovery, analysis, definition and audit in Identity Governance, you can export the new roles, and
other changes that were made in the configuration, back into Active Directory.

Import from Active Directory

The product enables import from one or more AD servers. Importing from multiple servers is useful when there are
frequent cross-links between them. Currently, the product can export to only a single AD server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Import, Import from Active Directory.
The Active Directory Wizard - Step 1 dialog appears.

2. In the Credentials section, specify the servers from which data is imported. For each AD server from which you want
to import, provide the IP/Domain Name, and port and login credentials.
The following option is available:
–  Secure Authentication

Specifies that the Windows login is used to access target servers.

NOTE
Passwords are not saved in the registry, so when returning to an AD import page, most values are kept, but
not the password. Reset passwords each time you run the connector.

3. In the Output Files section, browse to set the pathnames of the data files that receive imported data.
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4. Specify the pathname of the mapping file–an XML file that describes the mapping of AD attributes to Identity
Governance entities. This file is saved after the first time a new mapping is provided.

5. Click Next to continue.
The Active Directory Wizard - Step 2 dialog appears.

6. Under Search Area, select the points in the directory from which information is imported (the bases), in this case the
respective “DC”. You can import specific containers from each of the imported AD servers.

7. Specify what to import. The following options are not self-explanatory:
–  Identify Roles By

Specifies how Active Directory entities are mapped to Identity Governance roles. You can select more than one
option. Valid values include:
•   Identity Governance Roles

Native Identity Governance roles are marked as such during a preceding export.
•  Nested Groups

Primitive groups (meaninig that they are not the parent of other groups), are imported as resources, and parent
groups are imported as Identity Governance roles.

•  Distribution Groups/Security Groups/Universal Groups/Global Groups/domain Local Groups/Local
Groups
Specified types of Active Directory groups are imported as roles.

8. Click Next to continue.
The Active Directory Wizard - Step 3 dialog appears.

9. A mapping window for Users attributes appears. Similar windows for Roles and Resources appear in subsequent
steps.
– In these windows, fields of each entity type (users, roles and resources) may be associated with their

corresponding Active Directory attribute. The result of each mapping operation is displayed in the mapping
window. 

To activate the mapping, select the line that is associated with the Identity Governance attribute in the mapping table
on the right.
When you map AD attributes to Identity Governance entities, take special care to import unique values into Identity
Governance keys, including users' PersonID, roles' Role Name, and resources' combination of ResName1, 2, and 3.
To enable proper mapping of imported attributes back into AD in an export process, import the CN and DN. Use the
Object Name attributes.

NOTE
 Identity Governance imports up to 127 characters for each field, and logs alerts for objects that exceed such
limitation.The following fields are not self-explanatory:

 Object Name 

Chooses specific predesignated schema attributes ad/or combinations thereof.

CN and DN map to the respective schema attributes.

CNi maps to the i-th part of the object's DN, from right to left (meaniing that it is based on the hierarchy), and
beginning from the first container after the DC values.

DNi maps to the i-th part of the object's DCs.

 Constant Field 

You can map a constant field into a Identity Governance field. For example, it is often preferred to map the
string "Active Directory" to Res Name 3.

 Empty Field 

This field enables you to leave a Identity Governance field blank.

 Configuration Entity Field Name 
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Specifies a name for a Identity Governance attribute field
10. After you have mapped the fields of all entities, the product prompts you to save the mapping into a reusable XML file.

A similar window displays to enable you to map roles.
When completed, the product starts the import, and displays the import process progress. The following are steps to
the import process:
–  Import of objects – in this pass, the product imports all users, roles, and resources objects
–  Import of links – in this pass, the product imports all links between objects
–  Verify links – in this pass, the product complements the configuration with external objects that are linked to

configuration objects. the product creates a "stub" for each external object.
When the import process is completed, a message appears that provides statistics on the imported data.

11. Click OK.
During the import process, the product creates a log file in the Identity Governance Logs folder. This log file is
separate from the product main log file, and is named according to Identity Governance's naming convention
eurekifyADConverter_<username>_<date>_<time>.log. This log file contains all the errors and mis-configurations that
the product has encountered. The product prompts you to view this log file when the import is finished.

NOTE
 Review the log file to ensure that it does not contain material warnings.

Export Active Directory

The process for exporting your modified Identity Governance configuration data to your Active Directory server is similar to
the process for importing Active Directory information into Identity Governance. The process differs in the following ways:

• Only the differences between the imported configuration and the modified configuration are exported to the Active
Directory server. Compare the two configurations and generate a Differences Report file. You use the Differences Log
file as input for the Export process.

• You can export to only a single Active Directory server at a time.

 To export data to an Active Directory server 

1. Click Management, Compare Configurations.
The Compare Configurations window opens.

2. Compare your original configuration file to your updated configuration file and generate a Differences Log file.
3. From the Export menu select Export to Active Directory.

The Active Directory Wizard Step 1 dialog appears.
4. Fill in the Credentials as described for the Import from Active Directory process.

NOTE
 The export process only supports exporting to a single Active Directory server at a time.

5. In the Input Files group field, enter the path and file name of the Differences Log File containing the data to export to
the Active Directory server.

6. Click Next.
The Active Directory Wizard Step 2 dialog appears.

7. In the Options area, select the options that are relevant to your configuration, and click Next.
The Active Directory Wizard Step 4 dialog appears.

8. On each of the Users, Roles and Resources tabs, map the Identity Governance Entities to the appropriate Active
Directory Attributes.

9. On each of the Users, Roles, and Resources tabs select the location in the Active Directory to house new Users,
Roles and Resources.

10. When appropriate, select the correct DN and CN values for the target Active Directory from the DN and CN drop-down
lists.

11. Click Finish to export the modified data to the Active Directory server.
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Data is exported to an Active Directory server.

RACF Converter
Contents

The Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) is a security component for IBM mainframe computers that works together
with the existing operating system to provide system security, resource access control, auditability, accountability and
administrative control. As such, it is the main repository for users, roles and resources data on mainframe computers.

The main input to the RACF import option requires downloading access data from RACF using the IRRDBU00 unload
utility. This generated text file should then be segmented according to various line types, each representing a different
type of entity and/or connections. You can add enriched data about users attributes (for example, from the human
resources department database).

The output is a Identity Governance configuration, with RACF groups appearing as Identity Governance roles and with
RACF profiles as Identity Governance resources.

Import from RACF

To import data from RACF into Identity Governance

1. Click Import, Import from RACF.
The Importing from RACF Files window appears.

2. In the Resulting Configuration section, browse to set the pathnames of the data files that receive imported data.
3. In the Options section, specify import options. The following fields are not self-explanatory:

– Add ACL Entities
Specifies if Identity Governance processes Application Control Language (ACL) scripts during import.

– Input HR file
Specifies the pathname of the file containing supplementary user data, if any.

– Input RACF Download File
Specifies the text file that is generated by running the IRRDBU00 Unload utility. The file contains lines that refer
to the Users, Groups, Data Set Profiles and General Resource Profiles. These lines are converted into Identity
Governance users, roles, and resources. All input types can be located in the same file name, or input can be
divided into separate files depending on line types. This is done mainly for performance purposes.

4. Click Convert to import.
The configuration is created in the target folder but is not automatically opened by Identity Governance.

5. To open the file, on the menu bar, select File, Open From File.
If any errors result from the import process, a Identity Governance message appears. Check any errors in the
eurekifyRACFConverterXXX.log file located in the Identity Governance Logs folder.

Export to RACF

Exporting involves the reverse process of importing.

To export data from Identity Governance into RACF

1. Click Export, Export to RACF.
The Export to RACF window opens.

2. In the Files section, specify the pathnames of output files.

NOTE
lf a differences file is being used when exporting to RACF, then it will first have to be generated.

3. In the Options section, specify the entities and links to export.
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NOTE
Either the Add or Remove check box must selected for each entity or link type, but not both.

4. Click Convert to export.

NOTE
In some cases the Export to RACF process only creates partial commands. This occurs primarily for
commands that require the creation of new accounts. The output cannot be used as is and you must then
complete the missing details in the exported file.

Import from TSS
CA Top Secret (TSS) is a security component for IBM mainframe computers that works together with the existing
operating system to provide system security, resource access control, auditability, accountability and administrative
control. As such, it is the main repository for users, roles and resources data on mainframe computers.

The main input to the Identity Governance TSS import option requires downloading access data from TSS, using the TSS
List File. The generated text file is then transferred to a location on the Windows system to which Identity Governance has
access. There is also a possibility to add enriched data about users attributes (for example, from the human resources
department database).

The output is a Identity Governance configuration, with TSS profiles appearing as Identity Governance roles and with TSS
groups appearing as Identity Governance resources.

To import data from TSS into Identity Governance

1. Create a TSS List File on the mainframe and transfer the file to a location that can be accessed by your Windows
system.

2. Click Import, Import from TSS.
3. In the Files section, browse to set the pathnames of the data files that receive imported data.
4. In the Options section, specify import options. The following fields are not self-explanatory:

– Add ACL Entities
Specifies if Identity Governance processes Application Control Language (ACL) scripts during import.

– Input HR file
Specifies the pathname of the file containing supplementary user data, if any.

5. Click Convert to import.
If any errors result from the import process, then a Identity Governance message appears.

6. Check any errors in the SageTSSConverterXXX.log file located in the Identity Governance Logs folder.
The configuration is created in the target folder but is not automatically opened by Identity Governance.

Import from UNIX
The UNIX to Identity Governance converter accepts UNIX IDM files and converts them into Identity Governance formatted
CSV files which can then be transformed into or incorporated in a Identity Governance configuration. The UNIX Group
and Password files serve as input for the conversion process. You must transfer these source files to a location on your
Windows system that can be accessed by Identity Governance.

To import data from UNIX into Identity Governance

1. Transfer the UNIX Group and Password files to a location on the Windows system.
2. Click Import, Import from UNIX.

The Unix Converter window opens.
3. In the Source Unix Files section, enter the location of the UNIX password and group files.
4. In the Target Files section click Browse to select the target Identity Governance files to be generated. You must

generate a Configuration file, Users file and Resources file.
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5. To treat the UNIX groups as Identity Governance resources select the Groups as Resources check box.
6. Click Convert to initiate the conversion process and create the Identity Governance configuration files.

The configuration is created in the target folder but is not automatically opened by Identity Governance.

Unique User ID (UUID) Utility
Contents

To access the Unique User ID (UUID) interface, click UUID, Launch UUID Tool.

The UUID user interface is divided into several sections that reflect the work process that you undertake in consolidating
the access rights and privileges on your system. The following table describes the sections:

Section Description
UUID Package Directory The path in which the UUID package is located. (this is where the

EurekifyMatcher.jar is located)
UUID Mapping File The main settings file that refers to all other definitions.
UUID Working Directories Defines the locations in which the tool can find source data and

deposit temporary output files that contain consolidated output
data. (all directories here must be on same drive, for example, C:\)

User Databases Provide mappings that map each of the accounts sources (Identity
Governance user databases).

Match Process Provides the file name and directory of the configuration that
results from the matching process, as well as a few general
parameters for the matching. Also runs the process that performs
the matching process.

Merge Process Provides the file name and directory of the resulting configuration
file that contains the consolidated access rights based on the
above matching. Also runs the process that performs the merging
process.

 

UUID Workflow

This section describes the general workflow that you perform when using the UUID tool.

The general work process is as follows:

1. For each of your company systems you must extract or export the user data and save it in the form of a CSV file in the
same format as a Identity Governance Users DB (UDB). Each of the csv files should be renamed so that they use a
*.udb extension. If you have imported the full access rights from those systems in a Identity Governance configuration,
you can use the UDB from these configurations. You must create a data directory and then place the *.udb, or *.cfg
files in the data directory.

2. Specify the path for the UUID Working Directories: Data Directory, Index Directory and Output Directory. (note that all
directories must be on same logical drive, e.g., C:\).

3. Define the mapping definitions for matching users to their resources and accounts across available systems and save
the mapping definitions file.

4. Run the Index.
5. Enter the path and name of the configuration file that contains the matched data in the Match Process section and run

the Match process.
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6. If desired enter the path and name of the configuration file that contains the merged data in the Merge Process section
and run the Merge process.

Prepare Company HR and Systems Data

Using proprietary pattern recognition technology the UUID tool identifies and matches users to their accounts across all of
your company systems. The source data used by the UUID tool is the user and account data for each system saved in the
form of a CSV file. The format for this file is exactly the same as any other Identity Governance UDB. If you have imported
a full configuration from a certain system, you can simply use its UDB here.

For each of your company systems:

Copy the *.udb files (or full set of .cfg, .udb, and .rdb) to the data directory.

The Data Directory is referenced as one of the Working Directories. The UDB files are used by the UUID tool during the
matching and merging process.

Set UUID Package Directory

The UUID Package section in the UUID Tool references the installation directory that contains the EurekifyMatcher.jar file.

To set the UUID Package Directory

1. In the UUID Package Directory section click Browse.
A Browse dialog opens.

2. Browse to select the directory:
Install_dir\Client Tools\Software\UUID\

NOTE
Install_dir is the Identity Governance installation directory.

3. Click OK.
The selected directory appears in the text field in the UUID Package Directory section.

Working Directories

The Working Directories are a set of directories on your local machine that are used to house data and deposit output files
that contain consolidated output data. The Data Directory is used to store your *.udb files that contain data extracted from
your various company systems.

NOTE
All working directories must be placed on same logical drive, such as C:\.

Working Directory Description
Data Directory Stores data files containing user and account data extracted from

the various company systems.
Index Directory Stores internal UUID files generated as part of the Indexing

process.
Note: Erasing or editing these files causes the UUID tool to
malfunction.

Output Directory Provides a container to house temporary output files that are for
internal use by the UUID tool only.
Note: Erasing or editing these files will cause the UUID tool to
malfunction.
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Create and Assign Working Directories

You need to create each of the working directories on your database server and then assign their path in the UUID tool.

To create and assign work directories

1. On your local machine, create three directories, one each for your Data Directory, Index Directory, and Output
Directory.
For example using the directory path C:\testdemo\uuid_demo, create the following directories:
– Data Directory

C:\test\uuid_demo\demodata
– Index Directory

C:\test\uuid_demo\demoindex
– Output Directory

C:\test\uuid_demo\demooutput
2. In the UUID Working Directory section of the UUID tool (highlighted in the following screen), enter the directory path in

the text field for each of the directories that you created. To search for the directory click Browse.
3. Select the directory, click OK.

The directory path is displayed in the selected Working Directory text field.

UUID Mapping File

The UUID Mapping File is an XML file that stores the parameters that are set in the UUID Working Directories, User
Database, Match Process and Merge Process sections of the UUID tool. Once the parameters are saved, you can use the
Mapping file to quickly populate the UUID Tool with the saved parameters instead of manually entering the data each time
that you want to run the Match or Merge process. Alternately you can load mapping file and use it as the base for editing
and saving a new mapping file under a new name.

To use a UUID Mapping File

1. Click Load in the UUID Mapping File section of the UUID tool.
An Open dialog appears in which you can navigate to the location that contains the mapping files on your local
machine. For organizational purposes we suggest that the UUID Mapping Files be saved in the same directory that
contains the Working Directories.

2. Select an XML and click Open.
The parameters stored in the XML file are loaded into the UUID tool.

UUID Indexing Functions
Contents

UDB Fields Referencing

UDB fields can be referenced directly, for example FirstName, or with the Field Function, such as Field ('FirstName').

If the UDB field contains a space (' ') character, it can only be referenced with the FIELD function. for example Field('User
Name').

Function Name Example Parameters Results
<Direct> Param1 - field name
FirstName 'John'
Field(fieldname) fieldname -name of a field from the UDB
Field('First Name') 'John'
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Lookup Functions

Function Name Example Parameters Results
CsvLookup(csvFilename, value) csvFilename - the CSV file containing the translation map

value - the value to look-up
CsvLookup('areas.csv', City)

String Functions

Function Name Example Parameters Results
+operator str1 - string

str2 - string
FirstName + LastName 'John Smith'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
Concat(str1, str2, separator) str1 - string

str2 - string
separator - string

Concat('Hello','world',', ') 'Hello, world'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
Substr(str,from,to) str - the string

from - starting offset of requested substring
to - ending offset of requested substring

Substr('John Smith',5,6) 'Sm'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
Trim(str) str - string with leading/ending spaces
Trim(' sentence between many spaces           ') 'sentence between many spaces'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
LastChars(str,len) str - string

len - integer value specifying the required length of the tail
LastChars('where is the end',7) 'the end'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
Strlen(str) str - string
Strlen('hello world') 11

Function Name Example Parameters Results
StrFind(str,substr) str - string

substr - the string which we need offset of
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StrFind('My favorite color is red','color') 12

Function Name Example Parameters Results
StrOf(int) int - integer value
StrOf(5) '5'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
DigitsOf(str) str - string
DigitsOf('john12smith34') '1234'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
StrReplace(strSource,substr,replacing) strSource - source string

substr - the substring to be replaced
replacing - the new sub-string

StrReplace('firstname1lastname1','1','2') 'firstname2lastname2'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
AlphaOf(str) str - string
AlphaOf('a1!@b2#$A1%^B2') 'abAB'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
AlphaAndDigitsOf(str) str - string
AlphaAndDigitsOf('a1!@b2#$A1%^B2') 'a1b2A1B2'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
ToLower(str) str - string
ToLower('RRYMON') 'rrymon'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
ToUpper(str) str - string
ToUpper('rrymon') 'RRYMON'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
SwapCases(str) str - string
SwapCases('RRymon') 'rrYMON'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
RemoveVowels(str) str - string
RemoveVowels('johnSMITH') 'jhnSMTH'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
Reverse(str) str - string
Reverse('john SMITH') 'HTIMS nhoj'
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Telephone Number Functions

Function Name Example Parameters Results
TelCountryCode(phone) phone - full phone number
TelCountryCode('+972-8-7654321') '972'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
TelAreaCode(phone) phone - full phone number
TelAreaCode('+972-8-7654321') '8'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
Tel7Digits(phone) phone - full phone number
Tel7Digits('+972-9-7467346') '7467346'

Name Functions

Function Name Example Parameters Results
FirstName(name) name - full name
FirstName('Ron Rymon') 'Ron'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
LastName(name) Name - full name
LastName('Ron Rymon') 'Rymon'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
MiddleName(name) Name - full name
MiddleName('Ron Rymon') '' (empty string)
MiddleName('John Ferdinand Smith') 'Ferdinand'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
MiddleInitial(name) Name - full name
MiddleInitial('John Ferdinand Smith') 'F'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
NameSuffix(name) Name - full name, including suffix
NameSuffix ('John Smith, Jr.') 'Jr.'

Email Address Functions

Function Name Example Parameters Results
EmailUserID(emailAddress) emailAddress - full email address
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emailAddress - full email address 'rrymon'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
EmailDomain(emailAddress) emailAddress - full email address
EmailDomain('rrymon@ca.com') 'ca.com'

Function Name Example Parameters Results
EmailConvention(format, first, last, domain) Create a convention formatted string of email address

format - one of:
Flast
Lastf
First.last
Last.first
Last
First
first - first name
last - last name
domain - the email domain

EmailConvention('flast','John', 'Smith', 'ca.com') 'jsmith@ca.com'
EmailConvention('lastf','John', 'Smith', 'ca.com') 'smithj@ca.com'
EmailConvention('first.last','John', 'Smith', 'ca.com') 'john.smith@ca.com'
EmailConvention('last','John', 'Smith', 'ca.com') 'smith@ca.com'
EmailConvention('first','John', 'Smith', 'ca.com') 'john@ca.com'

Address Functions

Function name Function name Parameters Results
AddressCountry(fullAddress) fullAddress - string of full address
AddressCountry('CA Technologies, One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY
11749 USA')

Function name Example Parameters Results
AddressCity(fullAddress) fullAddress - string of full address
AddressCity('CA Technologies, One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY 11749
USA')

Function name Example Parameters Results
AddressStreet(fullAddress) fullAddress - string of full address
AddressStreet('CA Technologies, One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY
11749 USA')

Function name Example Parameters Rsults
AddressState(fullAddress) fullAddress - string of full address
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AddressState('CA Technologies, One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY
11749 USA')

Function name Example Parameters Results
AddressZipCode(fullAddress) fullAddress - string of full address
AddressZipCode('CA Technologies, One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY
11749 USA')

'46345'

Function name Example Parameters Results
AddressDigits(fullAddress) fullAddress - string of full address
AddressDigits('CA Technologies, One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY
11749 USA')

'82 1 46345'

Combining Functions

It is possible to nest functions, for example: ToLower(AlphaOf('A1B2C3')) => 'abc'

User-Defined Functions

It is possible for users to define and implement their own functions.

The declaration of such functions is done in an XML file named “userJarsDef.xml”. The format of the file is:

[set the jars variable for your book]

 <indexFunction

jarFilename="c:\dev\uuid\userJar.jar"

implClass="EvalSubstring"

function="UserPrivateSubstring" />

</jars>

The function implementation is expected to be found in the specified JAR file. The specified class should extend the class:

com.eurekify.matcher.indexer.evalfunctions. EvalFunc

The default-constructor of the class should define the number parameters this function accepts:

numberOfParameters = 1;

The class should implement the method:

publicvoid run(Stack<Object> stack) throws eurekifyEvaluationException

First the stack needs to be checked with the function

checkTheStack(stack);

The parameters passed to the function are retrieved from the stack using:

String strParam = getStringParam(stack);

Or:

int intParam = getIntParam(stack);

The result of the function should be pushed back to the stack using
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stack.push(result);

Example implementation class:

import java.util.Stack;

import com.eurekify.matcher.indexer.evalfunctions.*;

publicclassEvalSubstring extends EvalFunc {

public EvalSubstring() {

numberOfParameters = 3;

}

publicvoid run(Stack<Object> inStack) throws eurekifyEvaluationException

{

// check the stack

checkTheStack(inStack);

// get the parameter from the stack

int to = getIntParam(inStack);

int from = getIntParam(inStack);

String str = getStringParam(inStack);

String result = str.substring(from, to);

// push the result on the stack

inStack.push(result);

}

}

UUID User Databases
Contents

The User Databases section of the UUID Tool is where you define the parameters and settings, and identify data that is
used to consolidate the user access rights and privileges across all systems in your organization. Your goal is to identify
each person in your organization with the accounts they have access to on each of the systems in your organization.

In some cases this is straight forward, for example, if the organization's personnel use the same account ID on all
systems. In other cases, it may be possible to identify the owner of an account because accounts are based on some
naming convention, for example, jdoe for John Doe. In the more difficult cases, it may be possible to recognize the
account owner based on cues in some of the other account fields, for example, name (free text), address, phone number,
email address, and so on. This information is contained in the database files, *.udb files, that you extracted from each of
the systems.

Master vs. Other Databases

The Master database is usually the database that you extracted from the system that supports your Human Resources
department. Using the User Databases window you create virtual connections between each User Database file and a
Master Database file based on common information contained in the Master Database and any of the other databases.

Databases extracted from Human Resources generally contain a broad set of data on the personnel in your organization
and generally reference each person by a unique employee ID. This ID is the single piece of information that must be
included in a Master Database. In most cases, more information will allow you to match more accounts more accurately.
Thus, any other information that is available is important to be included in the Master Database: name, department, title,
location, manager, and so on.
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Connecting Master and Other Databases

To correlate between users in different databases, definitions are required that describe and “canonize” the user-related
information contained in the databases. Those definitions are called UUID-Fields. Specifically, the NAME, GROUP and
FUNCTION attributes of the UUID-Fields defined for each database provide a means to correlate the data.

Using these UUID-Field attributes you create a virtual bridge between each User Database and the Master Database.
When the UUID tool processes the data in each of the databases, it uses the information in these virtual bridges to identify
each person in the organization with the accounts on each system to which they have access.

In practice the virtual bridge is referred to as the Group attribute of the UUID-Field, and the Name and Function attributes
define the actions that are performed on each field in the databases to correlate data between the Master Database and
the other User Databases. To successfully match organization personnel with their accounts, you must examine each of
the User Databases and create as many UUID-Fields as are needed to link each person listed in the Master Database to
the accounts that are referenced in the User Databases.

Example Database Usage and UUID-Field Construction
 Contents 

This example shows two separate databases that treat data for a single employee in an organization. In Database 1
the employee is referenced by Person Name and the employee Telephone number is provided in the form <Area Code-
Number>. In Database 2 the employee is referenced by a Person ID and the employee phone number is provided as two
separate fields, Area Code and Phone Number.

Fields in Database 1 Person Name Telephone
Data John Smith 09-7693219

Fields in Database 2 Person ID Area Code Phone Number
Data 1234567 09 7693219

By looking at the phone number in each database you can see that the Phone Numbers are identical even though
they are referred to in slightly different forms. We can therefore extrapolate from that, that the employee John Smith in
Database 1 is the same individual that is referred to by the Person ID of 1234567 in Database 2. Essentially we have used
the data provided by the phone numbers to build a virtual bridge between the two databases.

UUID-Field Construction in the UUID Tool

In the UUID tool, the Group attribute of the UUID-Fields forms the virtual bridge. You create UUID-Fields with given Group
attributes in the Master Database for each type of information that you want to use. You then create UUID-Fields with
identical Group attributes in the User Databases that contain the same type of information that you want to relate to the
information in the Master Database. The functions may vary in structure for the identical Groups in each database, but the
goal is to construct the same data set using the available fields in the databases. In our simple example, the databases
looks as follows:

Name Group Function
Database 1_Ex Phone Telephone

Name Group Function
Database 2_Ex Phone <Area Code>-<Phone Number>
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Each database contains a UUID-Field with a Group called Phone. The Functions for each Group vary in structure but the
outcome is identical. In the case of the example a phone number that is in the form <Area Code>-<Phone Number>.

UUID-Field Elements

Each database can contain several UUID-Fields. Each UUID-Fields has the following elements: Name, Group, Function,
and Weight. The following list describes these elements:

•  Name
Specifies a name that is provided for each UUID-Field that is extracted from the database. The name does not have to
be identical across each database.

•  Group
Specifies a name that is used for each common data type. The name for each common data type must be identical in
each database.

•  Function
Specifies the action to be performed on the database fields. This might be to extract the data contained in a database
field, or it might be to extract a combination of data contained in several fields in the database.
For help on the protocol used to construct combinations click the ? button in the Fields section of the User Database
window. See the "UUID Indexing Functions" section for a complete list of the functions available to manipulate
database fields and create UUID-Fields.

•  Weight
Provides a numeric measure to indicate the internal priority given to each group within a database. The greater the
value the higher the priority. The UUID tool processes the groups according to their order of priority.
A value of 0 means that this group is not taken into consideration in the matching process.

Naming UUID-Fields

Each database must contain at least one UUID-Field that references the field in the database that contains the user-
account information (Login). The name provided for that UUID-Field must be provided in the following form: <Database
Name>_ID. The Name provided for any other UUID-Field can take any form.

For example, for a database called RACF.udb the Name provided for the UUID-Field relating to the user-account field is
RACF_ID.

The purpose of this special UUID-Field is to support the Merge operation (post matching). It is used to compare to the
Person ID field in the merged configuration.

NOTE
 The ID UUID-Field is not used for the correlation process. It should be associated with a group of its own, and
given a weight of 0.

Database Operations
Contents:

Adding New Databases

You need to include a database for each system in your organization that you are referencing. These are files that were
extracted from each system and renamed as *.UDB files.

To add a new database

1. Click Add New in the User Databases section of the UUID Tool.
The User Database window opens.
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2. Click Browse next to the UDB/CFG File Name text field and from the Open dialog box select the database file that you
want to include.

NOTE
If you later plan to run the Merge Process, you need to select a Identity Governance configuration file (.cfg
file) originating from the referenced systems. Configuration files automatically direct the tool to their User
Database (.udb file). Otherwise, you can select the User Database (.udb file) directly.

3. Click Open and the selected file name is displayed in the UDB/CFG File Name text field.
4. Click Save and provide a name for an XML file in the Save As dialog box. The XML file is the UUID Mapping file and

stores all the mapping parameters associated with the database.
5. Repeat this procedure to add a reference for each User Database that was extracted from the organization.
6. Select the Database that contains the HR data and click Set Master. This sets the selected database as the Master

database.
The database that you select as the Master database must contain an explicit reference to each of your personnel by
name. For this reason it is usually the database that contains the HR data.

Adding Databases from XML Files

If you already have an XML file from a previous implementation, you can refer to that XML directly. You do so by using the
Add from XML feature in the User Databases section of the UUID tool.

To add a database from an XML file

1. From the User Databases section click Add from XML.
The Save As window opens.

2. Navigate to the folder that contains your databases saved as XML files and select the database to add to the mapping
file.

3. Click Save.
The database is added to the list of User Databases referenced in the mapping file.

4. Click Save in the UUID Mapping File section to save the modified list of databases as part of the mapping file.

Editing Database UUID-Fields

At times you may need to modify existing matching UUID-Fields in a database, add UUID-Fields to a database, or remove
UUID-Fields from a database. You do so by using the Edit feature in the User Databases section of the UUID tool.

To edit a database UUID-Field

1. Select an XML file from the User Databases list.
2. From the User Databases section click Edit.

The User Database window opens displaying the list of UUID-Fields.
3. Select the UUID-Field that you want to edit.

The selected row is highlighted.
4. Double-click in any field and the field becomes editable. You now can manually edit the value for the selected field.
5. When you are satisfied with your changes, click Save to confirm your changes in the database.

To add a UUID-Field to a database

1. Select an XML file from the User Databases list.
2. From the User Databases section click Edit.

The User Database window opens displaying the list of UUID-Fields.
3. Enter values in the Name, Group and Function fields.
4. Enter a numeric value in the Weight text field.
5. Click Add.

The new UUID-Field is added to the list of groups in the database.
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6. Click Save to confirm your changes in the database.

To remove a UUID-Field from a database

1. Select an XML file from the User Databases list.
2. From the User Databases section click Edit.

The User Database window opens displaying the list of groups.
3. Select the UUID-Field that you want to remove.

The selected row is highlighted.
4. Click Remove and the selected group is deleted from the list of groups.
5. Click Save to confirm your changes in the database.

NOTE
You can define several UUID-Fields having the same Group name. For example, if the Master Database
contains a value for US State (such as, NY), but it does not exist in a given User Database, you can still use
some of the information that is available in the User Database to match to it. For example, suppose that the
User Database contains telephone number and zip code. In that case, you can create two fields in the User
Database: one will try to “guess” the state by mapping (lookup function) the telephone area code, and one will
do the same but with the zip. Hopefully at least one of the matches will succeed and you will get a match.

Removing Databases

For any number of reasons you may no longer need to deal with data that is included in a particular system in your
organization. In such cases you need to remove references in your mapping file to the database. You do so by using the
Remove feature in the User Databases section of the UUID tool.

To remove a database from a mapping file

1. In the UUID tool, load the mapping file that contains the databases to be removed.
The User Databases referenced in the mapping file are displayed in the User Databases list.

2. Select the User Database to be removed from the mapping file.
The selected row is highlighted.

3. Click Remove.
The selected row is deleted from the list.

4. In the UUID Mapping File section click Save to confirm the changes made to the mapping file.

Indexing the Databases

Index the databases referenced in a Mapping file you run the Match or Merge processes. While indexing the databases
the UUID tool scans the data in each of the databases and loads the data into temporary files that are recorded in the
Index Directory. If any changes are made to the database files or the Mapping file, then perform the index process again
before you perform the Match or Merge process.

To index the databases

1. After setting the Working Directories, and defining the User Databases in the UUID tool, save the definitions as a
Mapping file. If a Mapping file already exists click Load and load the mapping file into the UUID tool.

2. In the User Databases section of the UUID tool click Run Index.
The UUID Index window opens and displays a progress bar for the index process. Depending on the size of your
databases this process may take a couple of minutes.
If an error occurs during the index process, an error message is issued as part of the progress report displayed in the
lower part of the UUID Index window, and the cause of the error is indicated in the log file.
If you neglected to Save the mapping file prior to trying to Run Index, a Save As window opens for you to save the file.
After saving the file the UUID Index process begins automatically.

3. (Optional) To view a log of the index process click View Log to open the log. The log contains a line for each record
that was scanned in each of the databases included in the mapping file.
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At the end of the progress display, the message Finished building Index files is displayed when the index is
successfully built.

4. Click Done when the Index process is complete.

Match and Merge Processes
Contents:

Match Process

The Match process reads the User Database files referenced in the User Databases section of the UUID tool and
correlates the Users with the account details in each of the systems. The results of the Match Process are stored in a
configuration file.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Load in the UUID Mapping file section and load a Mapping XML file.
The UUID Tool is populated with the parameters stored in the selected UUID file.

2. Click Run Index in the Users Databases section.
The listed User Databases are indexed. Depending on the size of the Databases the indexing process may take a few
minutes.

3. Click Run Match in the Match Process section.

The UUID tool processes the databases and tries to correlate every account in each User Database to one or more
potential owners in the Master Database. The correlation is based on the fields defined for matching, weighted
accordingly. The result is a Matching Configuration, where each of the users in the Master Database appears In the
configuration's User Pane, and each of the users in the other User Databases (representing accounts) appear in the
configuration's Resource. Res Name 1 is the account ID, taken from the <Database Name>_ID field in the User Database
The name of the source system appears as Res Name 2. The degree of match is represented in the score (0-100)
and appears as Res Name 3.This information is saved in the configuration file listed in the Output Config field of the
Match Process section. You can now open the Output Configuration file in the client tools and view each person in the
organization and the accounts on each system to which they have access.

Because the matches are represented as a regular Identity Governance configuration, you can also:

• Review and add/remove/change correlations manually, using the client tools Workstation
• Report all correlations, using the Identity Governance Reporting facilities
• Run a certification to confirm the correlations, using the Identity Governance Portal

See the respective user manuals for more details.

When reviewing and correcting correlation in the client tools Workstation, pay special attention to:

• Accounts that were not matched at all (Res Name 3 will be empty for these)
• Accounts that were matched but with a low probability (low score in Res Name 3) and thus represent more of a guess

than a deterministic matching
• Accounts that were matched to multiple people (first note accounts with Total Number of Users greater than 1; note

also that same account may be matched with different scores, so look out for those as well).

Merge Process

After you run the Match Process, inspect the results, and perform needed corrections, you now have a finalized
configuration file, matching each person in the organization with their respective accounts on the referenced systems. You
can now proceed to the final stage of creating a final configuration that links each person in the organization with all their
resources in the referenced systems. This phase is called the Merge Process.
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The Merge process reads the configuration files referenced in the User Databases section of the UUID tool and correlates
the Users with the resource details in each of the systems that are referred to in the tool.

NOTE
To run the Merge Process, the UUID tool needs to have access to the configuration files of the referenced
systems (.cfg files), and not to the Users Databases (.udb files).

To run the Merge Process

1. Click Load in the UUID Mapping file section and load a Mapping XML file.
The UUID Tool is populated with the parameters stored in the selected UUID file.
We assume that you have previously run a Match Process and that the configuration specified in the Output Config
field of the Match Process section exists and represents the correct matching.

2. Click Run Merge in the Merge Process section.
Identity Governance processes the databases and matches each person in the organization with the resources to
which they have access rights and privileges across each system in the organization. This information is saved in the
configuration file listed in the Output Config field of the Merge Section.

3. You can now open the Output Configuration file in the client tools and view the each person in the organization and the
resources on each system to which they have access.

Client Tools Workflow Overview
You can generate comprehensive printed reports at each stage of the workflow. Options are functionally organized on the
menu bar, and right-click control menus enable the selection of context-sensitive options.

This is an overview of the typical workflow processes, with a description of the entire process, from importing data,
through role discovery and audit to exporting processed data back to the production server. Appropriate reference is
provided, where necessary, to more detailed descriptions of key processes in this section. For example, the import and
export processes is described here in a general way, but these procedures are described in detail in the appendixes,
depending on specific production servers.

The following diagram describes a typical installation:
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Import Source Data
You can import production files using the Import option on the menu bar. This option enables you to import Active
Directory, CSV, RACF, or SQL files by creating a communication link to the downloading (production) server. Identity
Governance database files are simple text files. Converters verify that imported files adhere to Identity Governance file
format rules.
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Typically, source documents include a users database file, a resources database file, a roles file (if existing), and possibly
one or more files describing the relationship between one or more entities (users, resources, roles). These relationships
can be any or all of the following: user-resource, role-resource, user-role, role-role. Sometimes, it is necessary for the
Role Engineer to manipulate or extend the source files using a tool such as Excel.

The output of the conversion process is a Identity Governance configuration document (CFG file), which is the basis for
the role discovery process.

Discovery of Roles
When user, resource, and roles data (if available) is imported into Identity Governance, it is converted into a configuration
document. Then, Identity Governance can analyze the data and implied relationships (connections) in the downloaded
data to determine roles. A role defines a relationship that exists between users, resources, or other roles. Certain roles
can imply access to resources that are not immediately apparent. For example, a hierarchical relationship can mean that
a user possessing a certain role can access resources that are not defined as belonging to them, or not even in their own
physical area of operation. In addition, because of employment circumstances, some employees (users) may acquire
too many resources, or some resources may be improperly allocated to them. The client tools analyze and propose roles
identify both a specific role phenomenon or many role phenomena at the same time.

These role discovery tools are contained in the Discovery menu option on the menu bar.

Role discovery options include searching for and proposing basic roles, obvious roles, roles that are almost perfect
matches of other roles, and identifying role hierarchy. These options contain sub-menus that enable fine-tuning the
discovery algorithm to adapt it to the specific configuration that is being analyzed. The user should experiment with these
tools and the thresholds that they contain to determine the best tools for the particular configuration. The results of running
these options are only proposals for role definitions. These roles must be examined by the Role Engineer to determine
their appropriateness and validity for the organization.

An Entity Report is generated from the Management menu when a configuration window is active. It shows basic data
including direct resources, sub-roles and parent roles. A report of any single or several highlighted entities can be printed
in report form. These printed reports can be sent to other company officials to obtain their comments on the discovered
roles or as part of on-going organizational activities.

Examine a New Role
The Role window is divided into an upper section listing the role fields as entered when the role was created. The lower
section is divided into tabs that list additional information relating to Users, Resources, Parent Roles, Sub Roles and the
Role Status.

• Upper Section
Displays the field information as entered for the new role

• Lower Section
Is divided into tabs displaying specific data relating to the subject of each tab

The following table describes the fields and information included on the tabs in the lower section of the Role window. The
content of these fields is taken from the records that were dragged and dropped on the new role:

Field Description
Users tab fields The default fields are: Person ID, Organization, Organization

Type, Country, Location, Title, and Cost Center. The field names
can be changed by the Role Engineer.

Users - Show The drop-down menu includes the options to show the following:
Direct Links Only, Covered by Parent-Roles only, Covered by Both
Parent-Roles and Direct Links, and All.
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Resources tab fields The default fields are: Resource Name 1, Resource Name 2,
Resource Name 3, Owner, Organization, and Location. The field
names can be changed by the Role Engineer.

Resources - Show The drop-down menu includes options to show the following:
Direct Links Only, Covered by Sub-Roles only, Covered by Both
Sub-Roles and Direct Links, and All.

Parent Roles tab fields The proposed role is a parent of the indicated roles. The default
fields are: Role Name, Description, Organization, Owner, Role
ID, Type, Create Date, Reviewer, Approval Code, Approval Date,
Rule, Organization 2, and Organization 3. The field names can be
changed by the Role Engineer.

Parent Roles - Show The drop-down menu includes options to show the following:
Parent Roles Linked Directly, Parent Roles Linked Indirectly,
Parent Roles Linked Both Directly & Indirectly, and All.

Sub-Roles fields The proposed role is a sub-role of the indicated roles. The default
fields are: Role Name, Description, Organization, Owner, Role
ID, Type, Create Date, Reviewer, Approval Code, Approval Date,
Rule, Organization 2, and Organization 3. The fields names can
be changed by the Role Engineer .

Sub-Roles - Show The drop-down menu includes the options to show following: Sub
Roles Linked Directly, Sub Roles Linked Indirectly, Sub-Roles
linked Both Directly and Indirectly, and All.

Status The Status tab includes fields that can be used to track the role
development. These fields include Create Date, Approve Role. Set
Approve Role to set the Approval Date and activate the Reviewer
and Approval Status drop-down menu. Set the Expiration Date
check box to activate a calendar and define the date beyond
which the Role is no longer valid.

To examine a new role

1. From within the configuration window double-click the new role in the Roles Panel. The Role window opens listing the
Role field information in the upper section of the window, and displaying a series of tabs in the lower section of the
window.

2. After verifying the correctness of a new role, click Apply. Changes to the configuration are only permanently saved
after the configuration is saved.

To remove items from a role

1. From within the Role window select the tab that contains data that you want to remove.
2. Select the item you want to remove from the list.
3. Click Remove.

The item is removed from the list.
4. Click Apply.

Changes to the configuration are only permanently saved after the configuration is saved.

Create a Role (Configuration Only)
In the course of the Discovery process, new relationships may be discovered, which were previously unknown, and you
may need to create new roles to support these relationships.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Edit, New Role.
The Role window opens. Identity Governance automatically provides a numeric Role ID.
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2. Use the options in the drop-down lists to set the values for Owner, Type, Organization, Organization 2 and
Organization 3 fields.

3. Enter descriptive text in each of the Rule and Description edit fields.
4. The New Role window contains the following fields:

Field Description
Role ID By default, Identity Governance increments the role ID by 1 digit

each time a new role is added. This field is a key field and is non-
modifiable by the Role Engineer.

Name By default, Identity Governance inserts the name “Role nnnn”,
where “nnnn” is an incremented number. This is a text field
intended for a relevant mnemonic name of the new role. The
default data can be modified by the Role Engineer.

Owner Owner of the role. The default data can be modified by the Role
Engineer.

Type Type of role. An arbitrary description that can be modified by the
Role Engineer.

Organization Text field for naming the organization to which the role belongs.
This field is especially useful for large organizations. The default
data can be modified by Role Engineer .

Rule Text field is supplied for descriptive purposes only.
Description Text description of the role. The default data can be modified by

the Role Engineer.

These data contain the identifying details of the new role. However, none or the user or resources data have, as yet, been
associated with the new role.

• Click Save to include the new role in the configuration. A new configuration window opens and the new role is listed in
the Roles Panel.
New role added to Roles panel are highlighted:

• Add users, roles, and resources to the new role by dragging and dropping them on the new role.
The following screen displays the link between the two highlighted fields using drag and drop:
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NOTE
When an item is dragged and dropped, the cursor changes from Ө to LINK before it is dropped.

Assign Users using Rule-based Roles
Rule-Based roles employ a set of organizational, functional, and hierarchical based characteristics to define a rule that
is then used to assign users with matching characteristics to the role. Using a rule-based role, you can scan the entire
configuration and identify all users that conform to the role in one single action. Rules-based roles are constructed and
added to the configuration through the Rule-based Role window.

Rules are made up of a series of Field and Value pairs, selected and then set in the Rule group box in the right side of the
Rule-based Role window.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Edit, New Rule-based Role.
The Rule-based Role window appears. The Role ID appears and is incremented by a value of 1 from the ID given to
the previously created role.

2. Enter a Name for the role in the Name text field.
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3. Populate the remaining edit fields in the Fields group box in the left part of the window. The operation is identical to
that described for creating a regular role.

4. In the Rule group box, select a field type from the Field drop-down.
5. Select a corresponding value from the Value drop-down.
6. Click Set.

The Field and Value pair are placed in the Rule list.
7. Repeat steps 4-6 to add another Field/Value pair to the rule.
8. Select the Add Matching Users check box to populate the role with all users that match the rule. The check box is

selected by default.
9. Select the Add Common Resources to populate the role with all resources that match the rule.

The check box is selected by default.
10. Click OK to save the Rule-based role.

The role is added to the configuration file and is listed at the bottom of the configuration file Role Panel.

Pattern-based Auditing
Auditing is a process performed on an existing configuration to locate erroneous privileges and other deviations from
policies. The client tools contains two auditing modules: a basic role-based auditing module and a policy compliance
module. This section discussed basic role-based auditing; policy compliance is discussed afterward.

Basic auditing tools apply internal logic and in-built algorithms to an existing configuration to analyze and identify many
types of non-conformities or suspicions related to users, roles, and resources (currently about 50 different types). These
tools can be individually applied to produce a limited number of suspicion types such as: collectors (users with too many
resources), collectibles (resources with too many users), suspect roles, excess privileges for an individual entity. After
identifying problematic entities, the Role Engineer can correct them and run the tool again to verify that the problem has
been solved. In this manner, individual tools can be used “interactively” during the audit process.

In addition, an audit can be comprehensive and include many types of suspicions for many configuration records. In this
case, an AuditCard is generated listing all suspicious records and the type of suspicion involved. The AuditCard contains
a built-in mechanism for tracking progress in resolving the suspicion until resolution is achieved. In addition, this AuditCard
can be printed.

NOTE
Role discovery tools can also be used as auditing tools and role discovery results can be the basis for
determining comprehensive audits. Auditing tools can be run immediately after role discovery and verification
has been performed to double-check, or periodically after inevitable changes on the production server (after
downloading updated data), or as part of a comprehensive audit of the organization.

Policy Compliance Check
The Policy Compliance module enables system administrators, business managers, and auditors to formulate sets
of business constraints and segregation of duty principles using Business Policy Rules (BPRs). These rules are
formulated independently of a specific configuration and can then be applied to different configurations. Thus, the Policy
Compliance module augments the Pattern-Based Auditing capabilities with a new and powerful compliance verification
and documentation tool.

The BPR Compliance module is accessed from the Audit menu option on the menu bar.

Exporting Configuration Data
After applying role discovery and auditing tools to users, roles and resources data and verification and correction where
necessary, the data is almost ready for uploading (export) to the production server.
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As mentioned, a typical process involves downloading resource, role, and user data from the external computer of an
organization and performing role discovery and audit on those files using the client tools. The Compare Configurations
option in the Management menu compares the original configuration imported from the external computer to the post-
role discovery and audit configuration. The Role Engineer then examines the differences to verify that any changes to the
databases are indeed correct and meet requirements. The Compare Configurations option is located in File, Compare
Configurations on the menu bar.

Finally, the new users and resources databases are uploaded to the external computer and the original databases of the
external computer are updated.
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Additional Resources
Knowledge Base Articles https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/kbtech?
docid=571462&searchID=TEC571462&fromKBResultsScreen=T

Videos

Three Key Areas for Improving Your Compliance Programs

Demos

CA Labs: Innovative Role Optimization

White Papers

Defending against Insider Threats to reduce your IT Risk

How Can Identity and Access Management Help Me with PCI Compliance?

Reducing the Costs of IT Security Management

Securely Enable Online Business

The Role of Identity and Access Management in Achieving "Continuous Compliance"

Success Stories

El Al meets Strategic Goals with Integrated Security Solution

HMS helps US healthcare system operate more efficiently with automated identity and access management

Infoglobo Reduces Finance User Profiles by 80 percent with Improved Identity Governance

State of Oregon Safeguards Funds for Citizens in Need with Unified Compliance Framework

Educational Resources
Identity Governance Courses

The following instructor-led virtual training courses are available on the CA Education Portal (user login is required). Click
the course name for more information and registration.

Course Number Course Name Audience
04GVM20031 CA GovernanceMinder r12.6:

Implementation 200 
Customer, Partner, Employee

 04GVM20041 CA GovernanceMinder r12.6:
Administration 200

Customer, Partner, Employee

04GVM20060 CA GovernanceMinder 12.6: Sustaining
200

Partner, Employee
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End User License Agreement (EULA)
 

CA, Inc. ("CA")

End User License Agreement (the "Agreement") for the CA software product that is being installed as well as the
associated documentation and any SDK, as defined below, included within the product ("the Product").

Carefully read the following terms and conditions regarding your use of the Product before installing and using the
Product. Throughout this Agreement, you will be referred to as "You" or "Licensee."

By selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then clicking on the "Next" button,
you are

(I) Representing that you are not a minor, and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement; 
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative of your employer, as applicable, to be bound
by this Agreement.

By selecting the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then clicking on the
"Cancel" button, the installation process will cease.

1. CA (or where the Product is being supplied outside of North America the CA subsidiary identified after Section 15 below
for the country in which the Product is being supplied, and in such instance CA shall mean the CA subsidiary identified)
provides Licensee with one copy of the Product, for use by a single user, or the quantity designated as the authorized use
limitation ("Authorized Use Limitation") on any Order Form (defined below) referencing the terms of this Agreement or CD
sleeve included within the Product box. CA licenses the Product to Licensee on a non-exclusive basis, pursuant to the
terms of this Agreement as well as the terms of (a) any CA Order Form or Registration Form which has been signed by
Licensee and CA; or (b) a License Program Certificate which is provided by CA to Licensee, as applicable (each hereafter
referred to as the "Order Form").

2. If the Product is an alpha or beta version of the program, hereinafter referred to as the "beta program" or "beta version"
and not generally available to date, CA does not guarantee that the generally available release will be identical to the
beta program or that the generally available release will not require reinstallation. Licensee agrees that if it registers
for support or if otherwise required by CA, Licensee shall provide CA with specific information concerning Licensee’s
experiences with the operation of the Product. Licensee agrees and acknowledges that the beta version of the Product
(a) is to be used only for testing purposes and not to perform any production activities unless CA shall have otherwise
approved in writing and (b) has not been tested or debugged and is experimental and that the documentation may be
in draft form and will, in many cases, be incomplete. Licensee agrees that CA makes no representations regarding the
completeness, accuracy or Licensee’s use or operation of the beta version of the Product. BETA PRODUCTS ARE
PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF TITLE
OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. If Licensee is also a Tester of the beta version of the Product (as "Tester" is defined by the
Beta Testing Agreement that was agreed to by Licensee during the registration process before obtaining the beta version
of the Product), Licensee agrees that the terms of this Agreement are in addition to, and do not supersede, the terms of
the Beta Testing Agreement.

3. If the Product is being licensed on a trial or evaluation basis, Licensee agrees to use the Product solely for evaluation
purposes, in accordance with the usage restrictions set forth in Section 1, for a thirty-day evaluation period unless a
different period is otherwise noted (the "Trial Period"). At the end of the Trial Period, Licensee’s right to use the Product
automatically expires and Licensee agrees to de-install the Product and return to CA all copies or partial copies of the
Product or certify to CA in writing that all copies or partial copies of the Product have been deleted from Licensee’s
computer libraries and/or storage devices and destroyed. If Licensee desires to continue its use of the Product beyond
the Trial Period, Licensee may contact CA to acquire a license to the Product for the applicable fee. LICENSEE’S
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USE OF THE PRODUCT DURING THE TRIAL PERIOD IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY,
AND CA DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AS WELL AS ANY EXPRESS WARRANTIES
PROVIDED ELSEWHERE IN THIS AGREEMENT.

4. If the Product includes a Software Development Kit ("SDK"), the terms and conditions of this paragraph apply solely
for the use of the SDK. The SDK may include software, APIs and associated documentation. The SDK is provided solely
for Licensee's internal use to develop software that enables the integration of third party software or hardware with the
Product, or to develop software that functions with the Product, such as an agent. Licensee’s use of the SDK is restricted
solely to enhance Licensee’s internal use of the Product. No distribution rights of any kind are granted to Licensee
regarding the Product. In addition to the limitations on use set forth in Section 8, below, Licensee may not reproduce,
disclose, market, or distribute the SDK or the documentation or any applications containing any executable versions of
the SDK to third parties, on the internet, or use such executables in excess of the applicable Authorized Use Limitation. If
there is a conflict between the terms of this section and the terms of any other section in this Agreement, the terms of this
section will prevail solely with respect to the use of the SDK.

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, AND NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING CONTAINED
HEREIN TO THE CONTRARY, THE SDK IS PROVIDED AND LICENSED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND.

5. Payment of the fees specified on the Order Form or as agreed between Licensee and an authorized reseller of CA,
shall entitle Licensee to use the Product for the term specified on the Order Form (the "Term"), which use may include
the right to receive maintenance services therefore for the period set forth on the Order Form. All fees payable hereunder
shall be payable in advance. Licensee will install each new release of the Product delivered to Licensee. After the Term,
continued usage and/or maintenance of the Product as provided herein shall be subject to the payment by Licensee of
the fees described on the Order Form. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Product was licensed under this Agreement
without an Order Form, Licensee shall be entitled to use the Product for an indefinite period, but the license does not
include the right to receive maintenance services. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with respect to any Product that relies
on continuous content updates, such as signature files and security updates, Licensee shall be entitled to such content
updates for a period of one (1) year from the effective date of the license.

6. If maintenance is provided by CA, it shall be renewed annually as specified in the Order form with CA. All fees are
net of applicable taxes. Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or taxes imposed or levied by any government or
governmental agency including, without limitation, federal, state and local, sales, use, value added and personal property
taxes, (other than franchise and income taxes for which CA is responsible) upon a presentation of invoices by CA. Any
claimed exemption from such tariffs, duties or taxes must be supported by proper documentary evidence delivered to CA.
Any invoice which is unpaid by Licensee when due shall be subject to an interest charge equal to the lower of 1.5% per
month or the highest applicable legal rate.

7. Licensee may use the Product as provided herein solely to process its own data and the data of its majority-owned
subsidiaries and use is restricted to the location, computer equipment, and Authorized Use Limitation specified on the
Order Form or CD sleeve, as applicable. If Licensee desires to use the Product beyond such restrictions, it shall notify CA,
and Licensee will be invoiced for and shall pay the applicable fees for such expanded use.

8. The Product, including any source or object code that may be provided to Licensee hereunder, as well as
documentation, appearance, structure and organization, is the proprietary property of CA and/or its licensors, if any,
and may be protected by copyright, patent, trademark, trade secret and/or other laws. Title to the Product, or any copy,
modification, translation, partial copy, compilation, derivative work or merged portion of any applicable SDK, shall at all
times remain with CA and/or its licensors. Usage rights respecting the Product may not be exchanged for any other CA
product. The Product is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not be separated for use. Licensee and
its employees will keep the Product and the terms of this license strictly confidential and use its best efforts to prevent
and protect the Product from unauthorized disclosure or use. Licensee may not (i) disclose, de-compile, disassemble
nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product except to the extent the foregoing restriction is expressly prohibited under
applicable law; (ii) create any derivative works based on the Product; (iii) use the Product to provide facilities management
or in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license from CA for such
purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the Product; or
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(iv) permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA. Licensee shall not release
the results of any benchmark testing of the Product to any third party without the prior written consent of CA. Licensee
will not transfer, assign, rent, lease, use, copy or modify the product, in whole or in part, or permit others to do any of
the foregoing with regard to the Product without CA’s prior written consent, except to the extent the foregoing restriction
is expressly prohibited under applicable law. Licensee will not remove any proprietary markings of CA or its licensors.
Licensee may copy the Product as reasonably required for back-up and disaster recovery purposes, provided that
production use of the Product is restricted to the Authorized Use Limitation specified on the Order Form or CD sleeve, and
provided that use of the Product for disaster recovery testing shall be limited to one week in any three month period. The
Product may be used only within the boundaries of the country where the Product was purchased (except as otherwise
provided on the Order Form) unless CA consents otherwise in writing. If this license terminates for any reason, Licensee
shall certify to CA in writing that all copies and partial copies of the Product have been deleted from all computers and
storage devices and are returned to CA or destroyed and are no longer in use. Licensee shall comply with all relevant
import and export regulations, including those adopted by the Office of Export Administration of the US Department of
Commerce. The Product and any accompanying documentation have been developed entirely at private expense. They
are delivered and licensed as "commercial item" "computer software" as defined in FAR 2.101. In the event Licensee is
a U.S. Federal Government agency, the licensing terms of CA's then current GSA FSS contract shall govern use of the
Computer Program(s), in lieu of the terms contained in the license delivered with the Program(s). For such purposes,
the term "Product" and "Computer Program" shall have the same meaning hereunder. The Computer Program(s) was
developed at private expense, is commercial, and is published and copyrighted. Third parties purchasing on behalf of a
Federal Government agency shall only transfer the Computer Program(s) to the Government with "Restricted Rights" as
that term is defined in FAR 52.227-19(c)(2) or DFAR 252.227-7015, and in accordance with CA's then current GSA FSS
contract. All Software is provided FOB shipping point or electronic delivery. Acceptance is waived and deemed to have
occurred at the earliest of point of physical shipment or delivery of keys/access codes for electronic delivery. CA is the
manufacturer of the Product.
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, without regard
to its choice of law provisions.

9. CA warrants that it can enter into this Agreement and that it will indemnify, hold Licensee harmless, and defend or,
at its option, settle any claim that CA is not so authorized or that Licensee’s use of the Product as authorized hereby
infringes any patent, copyright or other intellectual property right of any third party. CA also warrants that the Product will
operate in accordance with its published specifications, provided that CA’s only responsibility will be to use reasonable
efforts, consistent with industry standards, to cure any defect. The foregoing warranty respecting the operation of the
Product will be in effect only during any period for which Licensee shall have paid the applicable license fee and annual
maintenance fee, or, with respect to Products licensed without an Order Form, during a period of ninety (90) days from
Licensee’s acquisition of license for the Product. If, within a reasonable time after receiving Licensee’s written notice
of breach of either of the above warranties, CA is unable to cause the Product to operate (a) without infringing a third
party’s intellectual property rights, or (b) in accordance with CA’s written specifications, then either party may terminate
this Agreement on written notice to the other party and CA or the authorized reseller will refund the relevant license fees
paid for such non-compliant Product only when Licensee returns the Product to CA or its authorized reseller from whom
it obtained the Product, with the purchase receipt within the warranty period noted above. The warranties set forth in
this Section do not apply to beta versions of the Product, Product licensed on a trial or evaluation basis or to Software
Development Kits.

10. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE, TO THE FULL EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW:

(I) NO OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE MADE BY CA; 
(II) IN NO EVENT WILL CA BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER PARTY FOR ANY CLAIM FOR LOSS,
INCLUDING TIME, MONEY, GOODWILL, AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHICH MAY ARISE FROM THE USE,
OPERATION OR MODIFICATION OF THE PRODUCT, EVEN IF CA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN THE EVENT THAT THE ABOVE LIABILITY LIMITATION IS FOUND TO BE INVALID
UNDER APPLICABLE LAW, THEN CA’S LIABILITY FOR SUCH CLAIM SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT
OF THE LICENSE FEE ACTUALLY PAID FOR THE PRODUCT BY LICENSEE. NO THIRD PARTY, INCLUDING
AGENTS, DISTRIBUTORS, OR AUTHORIZED CA RESELLERS IS AUTHORIZED TO MODIFY ANY OF THE ABOVE
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WARRANTIES OR MAKE ANY ADDITIONAL WARRANTIES ON BEHALF OF CA. CA DOES NOT WARRANT
THAT THE PRODUCT WILL MEET LICENSEE’S REQUIREMENTS OR THAT USE OF THE PRODUCT WILL BE
UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE.

11. Licensee may assign this Agreement only if Licensee complies with CA’s then prevailing policies respecting
assignment of licenses, which includes a requirement that the scope of use of the Product not be expanded beyond the
business of Licensee and the business of Licensee’s majority-owned subsidiaries. CA may assign this Agreement to any
third party that succeeds to CA’s interests in the Product and assumes the obligations of CA hereunder; and CA may
assign its right to payment hereunder or grant a security interest in this Agreement or such payment right to any third
party.

12. If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/
or to terminate this Agreement immediately and, in addition to all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to become due
hereunder will immediately be due and payable to CA.

13. If Licensee fails to pay the applicable maintenance fee, then Licensee may reinstate maintenance thereafter by paying
to CA a fee equal to 150% of CA’s then prevailing maintenance fee for each year for which the maintenance fee has not
been paid.

14. If a court holds that any provision of this Agreement to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions
shall remain in full force and effect. No waiver of any breach of this Agreement shall be a waiver of any other breach,
and no waiver shall be effective unless made in writing and signed by an authorized representative of the waiving party.
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA, Inc., One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY 11749, Attention:
Worldwide Law Department.

15. In the event Licensee acquires a license for the Product outside of the United States, the following Sections will apply
to the use of the Product:

Notwithstanding the terms of the last sentence of Section 8, the laws of the country in which Licensee acquires a license
for the Product shall govern this Agreement, except as otherwise provided below.

In Albania, Armenia, Belarus, Bosnia/Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Georgia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kirghizia, Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), Moldova, Romania, Russia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, and Ukraine, the laws
of Austria govern this Agreement.

Argentina
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Argentina S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Argentina. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales de la Cuidad de Buenos Aires.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Argentina S.A, Avenida Alicia
Moreau de Justo, 400, 2 piso, 1107, Buenos Aires - At.: Finance Department.

Australia 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Pty. Ltd.

The following is added to each of the end of Sections 2, 3 and 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Trade Practices Act 1974
and other state and territory legislation which may not be excluded but may be limited. To the full extent permitted by law
CA excludes all terms not expressly set out in the express terms of this Agreement, and limits any terms imposed by the
Trade Practices Act 1974 and other state and territory legislation to the full extent permitted by the applicable legislation.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of the State or Territory in which the transaction is performed govern this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
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Where CA is in breach of a condition or warranty implied by the Trade Practices Act 1974 or other state and territory
legislation, CA's liability is limited, in the case of goods, to the repair or replacement of the goods, or payment for the
repair or replacement of the goods, and in the case of services, the supplying of the services again or payment for the
re-supply of the services, as CA may elect. Where that condition or warranty relates to a right to sell, quiet possession or
clear title, in respect of goods or if the goods supplied by CA are of a kind ordinarily acquired for personal, domestic or
household use or consumption, then none of the limitations in this Section apply.

Austria 
The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of Austria govern this Agreement. The following is added to Section 8: In addition, CA is entitled to bring action
against Licensee in a court located in Licensee’s place of incorporation, establishment or permanent residence.

The following is added to Section 10:
Any liability for the slight negligence of CA is excluded.

The following is added to the Agreement:
In the event the Licensee qualifies as a consumer according to Austrian Consumer Protection Act
("Konsumentenschutzgesetz" -"KSchG") Sections 2, 3, 9 and 10 of this Agreement are not applicable to the extent they
reduce CA’s liability and the consumer’s warranty.

Belgium 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates S.A./N.V.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The courts of CA’s registered office shall have exclusive jurisdiction regarding any dispute that may arise between the
parties dealing with the formation, execution, interpretation, or termination of this Agreement, including but not limited to
measures of conservation, emergency proceedings, warranty proceedings, petition or in case of more than one defendant.

The last sentence of Section 14 are deleted and replaced with:
Any question concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates S.A./N.V., Da Vincilaan 11, Box F2,
Building Figueras, B-1935 Zaventem, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Brazil 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Programas de Programas de Computador Ltda.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Brazil. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by a court of the São Paulo City Hall.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Programas de Programas de Computador Ltda,
Avenida das Nações Unidas, 12901 - 6 andar - Torre Norte - São Paulo - SP, 04578-000, At.: Worldwide Law Department.

Canada 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Canada Company.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws in the Province of Ontario shall govern this Agreement.

Chile 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Chile S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Chile. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Santiago.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Chile S.A, Avenida Providencia
1760, piso 15 - Edificio Palladio, oficina 1501 - 6640709 Providencia - Santiago - At.: Finance Department.
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China 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (China) Co., Ltd.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are inclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the People’s Republic of China,
without regard to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a competent court located in
Beijing.

Colombia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Colombia S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Colombia. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Bogotá.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Colombia S.A, Avenida 82,
numero 12-18, Oficina 305 - Santa FÉ de Bogotá, D.C., Colombia - At.: Finance Department.

Czech Republic 
The first sentence of Section 1 is deleted and replaced with:
CA grants the Licensee a non-exclusive license to use the Product, for use by a single user, or the quantity designated as
the authorized use limitation ("Authorized Use Limitation") on any Order Form (defined below) referencing the terms of this
Agreement or CD sleeve included within the Product box.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Czech Republic, without regard
to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction within the
Czech Republic.

Section 10 is deleted and replaced with:
Except as set forth above, to the full extent permitted by applicable law, no other warranties, whether express or implied,
including, without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

Denmark 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Scandinavia A/S.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and the clicking on the "Next" button, you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement; 
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with: 
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Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:

(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for such purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of
the Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement, including
without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10. (A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA; and

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA.

France 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The Commercial Court of Paris shall have exclusive jurisdiction regarding any dispute that may arise between the
parties dealing with the formation, execution, interpretation, or termination of this Agreement, including but not limited to
measures of conservation, emergency proceedings, warranty proceedings, petition or in case of more than one defendant.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any question concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA S.A. Immeuble Ex-Libris, 25 quai du PrÉsident Paul
Doumer, 92408 COURBEVOIE Cedex, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Germany 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Computer Associates GmbH.

Section 6 of the Agreement is deleted.

The twelfth sentence of Section 8 is deleted. The sixteenth sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with: 
Licensee shall comply with all relevant import and export regulations, including those adopted by the Office of Export
Administration of the US Department of Commerce, any competent EU government and German export regulations.
Licensee understands and acknowledges that US, EU and German restrictions vary regularly and, depending on Product,
Licensee must refer to then current US, EU or German regulations.

The following is added to Section 9:
CA shall not be liable for any infringement based upon use of other than an unaltered release of the Product unless
altered with CA's prior written consent.
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Section 10 is deleted and replaced with:
In case of (i) willful misconduct, no limitation of liability applies;(ii) personal injury or damage to property, CA’s liability to
Licensee is limited to the maximum amount that CA will recover under its insurance policies; (iii) gross negligence that
results in other damage than personal injury or damage to property, CA’s liability to Licensee shall be limited to an amount
equal to the license fee for the Product; (iv) negligence that results in damages other than personal injury or damage
to property, CA’s liability to Licensee shall be limited to an amount equal to fifty percent (50%) of the license fee for the
Product. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the aggregated liability according to (iii) and (iv) above shall never exceed an
amount equal to the purchase price of the Product. Except in case of willful misconduct or gross negligence, neither party
shall be liable to the other for indirect, incidental, special or consequential damage, including but not limited to harm to
services supplied by Licensee, or loss of business, loss of profit, or loss of data, arising out of or in connection with the
implementation or the use of the Product. No actions, regardless of form, arising out of this Agreement may be brought
by either party more than three (3) years after the cause of action has arisen, or, in the cause of non-payment, more
than three (3) years from the date of the relevant invoice. Neither party shall be liable for delay in performing or failure to
perform any of its obligations under this Agreement if the delay or failure results from events or circumstances outside its
reasonable control. Such delay or failure shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement and time for performance shall be
extended by time equivalent to the length of the delay caused by force majeure.

Greece 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Hellas Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Athens Courts.

Hong Kong
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Hong Kong) Limited.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Hong Kong. The courts of Hong
Kong will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added at the end of Section 10: The aforementioned liability limitation and the aforementioned maximum
liability amount will not affect or prejudice the statutory rights of the licensee under the sale of goods ordinance, the supply
of services (implied terms) ordinance or the control of exemption sections ordinance, nor will they limit or exclude any
liability for death or personal injury solely caused by CA's negligence.

India
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (India) Technologies Private Limited.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement and the terms hereof shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of India and the courts
of Mumbai shall have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Indonesia

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement and the terms hereof shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of Indonesia. The
courts of Indonesia, located in Jakarta, will have the sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out
of this Agreement.

Section 9 is amended by adding the following:
Licensee represents that Licensee (i) has full corporate power and authority; and (ii) is legally capable to execute, deliver
and perform this Agreement. CA and Licensee agree to waive any provisions, procedures and operation of any applicable
law to the extent that a court order is required for termination of this Agreement.

Israel 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Computer Associates Israel Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Tel Aviv Courts.
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Italy 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates S.p.A.

According to article 1341 and 1342 of the Italian Civil Code, the Licensee expressly accepts the terms and conditions
included in Sections 6 (specifically the interest rate set forth in the last sentence), 8 and 9.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Milan Courts.

Japan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Japan, Ltd.

The third sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or taxes imposed or levied by any government or governmental agency other
than the taxes for which CA is responsible upon a presentation of invoices by CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the country of Japan, without regard
to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Tokyo District Court located in Tokyo
Japan.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Japan, Ltd., 2-1-1, Nishishinjyuku, Shinjyuku-ku,
Tokyo, 163-0439, Japan, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Korea
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Korea Inc., Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with: 
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Republic of Korea, without regard to
its choice of law provisions.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with: 
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Korea Inc., Ltd, City Air Tower (18th Fl.), 159-9,
Samsung-Dong, Kangnam-Ku, Seoul 135-973 Korea, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Lybia, Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, Oman, Yemen and
Pakistan

The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Arabia FZ-LLC

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be interpreted according to, and governed by, the Laws of Dubai and the Federal Laws of the United
Arab Emirates.
Any disputes shall be finally settled by arbitration in accordance with the Rules of Commercial Conciliation and Arbitration
of the Dubai Chamber of Commerce & Industry, which Rules are deemed to incorporate reference to this Clause. The
place of arbitration shall be Dubai. The arbitration proceedings and award shall be conducted and written in the English
language. Judgment upon the award rendered may be executed by any court having jurisdiction, or application may be
made to such court for a judicial recognition of the award or any order of enforcement thereof, as the case may be. The
award of the arbitration shall be the sole and exclusive remedy between the parties regarding any and all claims and
counterclaims presented to the arbitrators.

Malaysia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates (M) Sdn. Bhd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Malaysia. The courts of Malaysia will
have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
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Although CA specifies that there are no other warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Consumer
Protection Act 1999 and the warranties are only limited to the extent permitted by the applicable legislation.

Mexico 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de MÉxico S.A. de C.V.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of MÉxico. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by the Tribunales de la Cuidad de MÉxico.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de MÉxico S.A. de C.V, Avenida
Jaime Balmes, 8 - Piso 4 - Oficina 403 - Col. Los Morales - Polanco , 11510 - Mexico - DF - At.: Finance Department.

Netherlands
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates B.V.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button, you are 
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement; 
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select on "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license for
such purpose from CA, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the
Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure that such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement,
including without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
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No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, or 
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

New Zealand
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Pacific (NZ) Ltd.

Notwithstanding the final sentence of Section 6, the applicable interest charge on invoices unpaid by Licensee is 1.5% per
month.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of New Zealand. The courts of New
Zealand will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Consumer Guarantees
Act 1993 or other legislation which cannot be excluded or limited. The Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 will not apply
in respect of any goods or services which CA supplies, if Licensee acquires the goods and services for the purposes
of a business as defined in that Act. Where the Product is not acquired for the purposes of a business as defined in the
Consumer Guarantees Act 1993, the limitations in this Section are subject to the limitations in that Act.

The following is added to Section 12:
CA’s rights under this Section shall also apply if any resolution is passed or proceedings are commenced for the
liquidation or winding up of Licensee.

Norway 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Norway AS.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button, you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
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Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for such purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of
the Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure that such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement,
including without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events.
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA.
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

Peru
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Peru S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Peru. Any dispute hereunder shall be
determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de La Cuidad de Lima.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Peru S.A, Avenida Paseo de La
Republica, 3211, Piso 11, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru - At.: Finance Department.

Philippines
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Philippine Computer Associates International Inc.

The first seven sentences of Section 8 are deleted and replaced with:
Title to the Product and all modifications thereto shall remain with CA. The Product is a trade secret and the proprietary
property of CA or its licensors. Usage rights respecting the Product may not be exchanged for any other CA product.
Licensee and its employees will keep the Product and the terms of this Agreement strictly confidential. To the maximum
extent permitted by applicable law, Licensee will not disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer
the Product.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Philippines. The courts of Makati
City will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Section 12 is deleted and replaced with:
If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/
or to terminate this Agreement immediately upon notice and, in addition to all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to
become due hereunder will immediately be due and payable to CA.
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Poland 
If payments are to be made in PLN, the last sentence of Section 6 is replaced as follows:
Any invoice which is unpaid by Licensee when due shall be subject to an interest charge equal to the lower of 1.5% per
month or the statutory delay interest rate then applicable in Poland.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of Poland govern this Agreement.

Section 12 is deleted and replaced with:
If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/
or, to the extent permitted by the applicable law, to terminate this Agreement immediately and, in addition to all other rights
of CA, all amounts due or to become due hereunder will immediately be due and payable to CA.

Portugal 
The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Lisbon Courts.

Singapore 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Pte. Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Singapore. The courts of Singapore
will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to the end if Section 9:
To the full extent permitted by applicable law, CA disclaims all implied conditions or warranties of satisfactory quality or
fitness for purpose.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The limitation of liability set forth in this Section above will not apply to any breach of CA’s obligations implied by Section
12 of the Sales of Goods Act (Cap 393). In addition, if you are a consumer, the limitation of liability will not apply to any
breach of CA’s obligations implied by Sections 13, 14 or 15 of the Sale of Goods Act (Cap 393).

Sweden 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Sweden AB.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button, you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
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Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for that purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the
Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as condition of this Agreement to ensure that such staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement, including without
limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from: 
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA;
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

Switzerland 
The following is added at the end of Section 1:
The place of performance of any duties of CA under this Agreement is Islandia, New York.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction within the state of New York, U. S. A.

Taiwan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Taiwan) Ltd.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are inclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Taiwan, without regard to its choice
of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by Taipei District Court.

Thailand
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Pte. Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Thailand. The courts of Thailand will
have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Turkey 
The following is added at the end of Section 8:
Licensee undertakes to keep all information of trade secret nature strictly private and confidential, and to use all
necessary measures and its best efforts in order to assure and maintain the confidentiality thereof and to prevent and
protect it, or any part thereof, from disclosure to any third person. Furthermore, Licensee hereby expressly undertakes:
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(I) Not to use a CA trade secret directly or indirectly in any respect or for whatever reason on its own behalf or on behalf of
any third party or allow it to be used for any other purpose except as expressly permitted by CA;
(II) Not to disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product and to avoid such a disclosure in
whatever form; 
(III) Not to copy or permit the others to copy without CA’s prior written consent.

Licensee acknowledges that in the event of a breach of any one of the obligations imposed upon it under this Section, CA
might suffer significant damage, notwithstanding the return of all copies of the Product, arising out of the fact that it has
breached the aforesaid obligations. Consequently, Licensee undertakes to indemnify CA in full against any such damage.

Licensee acknowledges that CA has the right to prevent any threat to confidentiality or restrain ongoing infringement or
breach of confidentiality by Licensee through legal proceedings and in case an order is obtained against Licensee for
breach, Licensee shall reimburse CA’s juridical costs and expenses including the attorney fees.

The following is added at the end of Section 9:
In the event that CA is rendered unable, wholly or in part, to perform or implement any of its warranties herein set forth, by
force majeure which includes governmental controls or orders of the government of Turkey, acts of God, wars, commotion
or riot, epidemics, strikes, lockouts and any other events or forces beyond its reasonable control, it shall be relieved from
such warranties and shall not be held liable for the non-fulfillment and/or suspended implementation thereof, as long as
and to the extent that the effect of such events or forces remains unabated.

The following is added at the end of the second sentence of Section 10:
EXCEPT THAT MAY ARISE FROM CA’S WILFUL FAULT OR NEGLIGENCE.

United Kingdom 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Plc.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button , you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement, and then click on the "Cancel"
button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer systems and return,
by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the authorized reseller
from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of purchase. You
will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance fees paid. If
requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized reseller
shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law; 
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
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(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for that purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the
Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure that such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement,
including without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
All disputes relating to this Agreement will be governed by the laws of England and Wales and will be submitted to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA;
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

Venezuela
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Venezuela, CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Venezuela. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Caracas.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Venezuela, CA, Avenida
Principal de La Castellana - Centro Letonia, Torre ING Bank, Piso 10, Oficina 105 - 1060 - Caracas - Venezuela - At.:
Finance Department.

16. If the Product contains third party software, and the licensor requires the incorporation of specific license terms and
conditions for such software into this Agreement, those specific terms and conditions, which are hereby incorporated by
this reference, are located below this Agreement.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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